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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 

North Coast Rail Trail  Preface 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Preface 

This document is a project-specific environmental impact report (EIR) for the proposed North Coast 
Rail Trail Project (Project). The Project is a 7.5-mile multi-use bicycle and pedestrian trail proposed 
by the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission (RTC) to extend along the RTC-
owned railroad corridor from Wilder Ranch State Park on the south to Davenport on the north in 
unincorporated Santa Cruz County. 

The RTC is the lead agency responsible for preparing this document in compliance with the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). As the federal partner to RTC, the Federal Highway 
Administration’s Central Federal Lands (CFL) Division is responsible for Project design and 
compliance with federal requirements, including the preparation of a separate future environmental 
document satisfying the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), planned to occur in 2019.  

This CEQA document is the Final Environmental Impact Report (Final EIR) for the Project and 
contains comments submitted by agencies, organizations, and individuals concerning the 2018 Draft 
Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR) for the Project, responses to those comments, and 
appropriate revisions to the Draft EIR and Appendices. In the revised Draft EIR, additions are shown 
with underline, and deletions are shown with strikeout. 

The Draft EIR was made available to the public and regulatory agencies for review and comment 
during a 45-day comment period between August 9, 2018, and September 24, 2018. 

Section 15088 of the Guidelines implementing CEQA require that written responses be prepared for 
all significant environmental issues raised in written comments received on a Draft EIR during the 
public review period. Per CEQA Guidelines section 15132, the Final EIR shall consist of: 

1. The Draft EIR or a revision of that draft.

2. Comments and recommendations received on the Draft EIR either verbatim or in a
summary.

3. A list of persons, organizations, and public agencies commenting on the Draft EIR.

4. The response of the Lead Agency to significant environmental points raised in the review
and consultation process.

5. Any other information added by the Lead Agency.

This Final EIR has been prepared in compliance with these Guidelines and includes the following 
volumes (bound separately). This is Volume 1. 

▪ Volume 1: Comments and Responses on the Draft Environmental Impact Report

▪ Volume 2: Draft Environmental Impact Report, August 2018 (Revised January 2019)

Executive Summary

Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 2. Project Description

Chapter 3. Environmental Impact Analysis

Chapter 4. Other CEQA Required Sections
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Chapter 5. Project Alternatives 

Chapter 6. List of Preparers and References 

▪ Volume 3: Draft EIR Appendices, August 2018 (Revised January 2019)

Appendix A. Alignment Exhibits

Appendix B. Notice of Preparation and Responses

Appendix C. RTC Staff Reports

Appendix D. MBSST Master Plan EIR Executive Summary

Appendix C. Transportation Impact Report

Appendix D. Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Analysis Details

Appendix E. Pesticide Use Records

Appendix F. Air Quality/GHG Modeling Data

Appendix G. Biological Resources Supporting Documentation

Appendix H. Historic Resources Evaluation

Appendix I. Geotechnical Study and Peer Review

Appendix J. Hazardous Materials Records Search

Appendix K. Transportation Impact Analysis

Appendix L. AB 52 Consultation

Appendix M. Agricultural Water Demand Calculations

Appendix N. Noise Data Sheet
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Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

This section includes a list of the agencies, organizations and individuals who commented on the 
Draft Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR) prepared for the North Coast Rail Trail Project 
(Project); the actual comments; and responses to the comments in accordance with CEQA 
Guidelines section 15088.  

As the state lead agency, Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission (RTC), in 
coordination with its federal teaming partner Central Federal Lands Highway Division (CFL), 
circulated the Draft EIR for a 45-day public review period that began on August 9, 2018 and ended 
on September 24, 2018. The RTC also held public meetings on August 22 and 23, 2018, and accepted 
oral comments which were transcribed by a certified stenographer. All the comments received in 
writing, via email, and verbally transcribed are referenced as comment letters.  

The comment letters are identified and numbered in Table 1; and the page number where the 
comment letter can be found is identified in the last column. The individual comments or issues 
raised within each comment letter have been numbered in the right margin of the comment letter. 

The responses immediately follow each comment letter, and there is a response for each individual 
comment identified within the letter. Each response begins with a brief summary of the comment, 
responds to the comment, and then discloses whether any revisions to the Draft EIR have been 
made. 

Many comments are similar or address the same issue. For these comments, master responses have 
been developed. These are presented first and, when appropriate, responses to individual 
comments will reference the master response.  

Table 1 List of Commenters and Location of Comment Letters and Responses 
Letter 
No. Commenter Affiliation Date 

Page 
No. 

Public Agencies 

1 Scott Morgan, Director Governor’s Office of Planning and 
Research, State Clearinghouse 

9-25-18 17 

2 Ryan Moroney, Central Coast District Supervisor California Coastal Commission 9-24-18 25 

3 Tom Gandesbery, Project Manager California Coastal Conservancy 9-21-18 63 

4 Gregg Erickson, Regional Manager, Bay Delta 
Region 

California Department of Fish and 
Wildlife 

9-18-18 68 

5 Chris Spohrer, District Superintendent California State Parks 9-19-18 76 

6 John Olejnik, Senior Transportation Planner, 
Sustainability and Intergovernmental Review 

California Department of 
Transportation 

9-14-18 84 

7 Alan Romero, Air Quality Planner III Monterey Bay Air Resources District 9-21-18 87 

8 Juan Hidalgo, Agricultural Commissioner County of Santa Cruz, Office of the 
Agricultural Commissioner 

9-24-18 91 

9 Rebecca Supplee, Program Manager County of Santa Cruz Health Services 
Agency, Environmental Health Division 

no date 94 
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Letter 
No. Commenter Affiliation Date 

Page 
No. 

10 Zeke Bean, Water Resources Supervisor, 
Watershed Section 

City of Santa Cruz Water District 8-16-18 96 

Organizations and Businesses 

11 Janneke Strause, Executive Director Bike Santa Cruz County 9-24-18 98 

12 Noel Bock Davenport/North Coast Association 9-22-18 100 

13 Piet Canin, VP Transportation Ecology Action 9-24-18 123 

14 Mark Mesiti-Miller, Board Chair Friends of Rail Trail 9-24-18 126 

15 Bonny Hawley, Executive Director Friends of Santa Cruz State 9-24-18 131 

16 Pamela Silkwood, Attorney Horan Lloyd 9-24-18 133 

17 Bryan Largay, Conservation Director Land Trust of Santa Cruz County 9-19-18 317 

18 Stephen Slade, Executive Director Land Trust of Santa Cruz County 9-04-18 320 

19 Gail McNulty, Executive Director Santa Cruz County Greenway 9-24-18 323 

20 Gillian Greensite, Chair Sierra Club 9-24-18 325 

21 Brian Peoples, Executive Director Trail Now 9-24-18 336 

Public 

22 Oscar Allan Public 9-24-18 352 

23  Jennifer and Buzz Anderson Public 8-15-18 354 

24 Jeri Bodemar Public 8-11-18 356 

25 Chante Boller Public 9-24-18 358 

26 Greg Buzzard Public 9-5-18 361 

27 John Carothers Public 8-13-18 363 

28 Jim Cochran Public 9-24-18 365 

29 Val Cole Public 9-18-18 367 

30 Brian and Diana Conner Public 9-13-18 369 

31 Nanda Currant Public 8-18-18 373 

32 David Date Public 9-24-18 375 

33 Mark Davidson Public 9-14-18 377 

34 Marty Demare Public 9-24-18 379 

35 Bruce Duncan Public 9-24-18 383 

36 Allison Edwards Public 8-22-18 389 

37 Roland Edwards Public 9-24-18 393 

38 Nitai Farmer Public 9-07-18 395 

39 Bob Fifield Public 9-24-18 397 

40 Erik Hansen Public 9-24-18 399 

41 Grey Hayes Public 9-24-18 401 

42 Daniel Heppner Public 8-30-18 422 

43 Paul Iverson Public 8-16-18 424 

44 Dave Jensen Public 9-16-18 426 

45 Ryan Judson Public 8-22-18 428 

46 Philip and Yamindira Kanagasundaram-Branum Public 9-15-18 430 
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Letter 
No. Commenter Affiliation Date 

Page 
No. 

47 Neal Langholz Public 9-22-18 433 

48 Mary Lee Public 9-08-18 435 

49 Geri Lieby Public 8-24-18 437 

50 David Lieby Public 8-28-18 440 

51 Carol Long Public 8-10-18 442 

52 Pall Marten Public 8-23-18 505 

53 Christy Martin Public 9-05-18 507 

54 Ellen Martinez Public 8-12-18 509 

55 Joe Martinez Public 8-20-18 511 

56 Brian McElroy Public 9-21-18 513 

57 Jack Nelson Public 9-24-18 521 

58 Nancy Nichols Public 9-09-18 523 

59 Ron Record Public 8-16-18 526 

60 Joanne Reiter Public 8-09-18 528 

61 Linda Rosewood Public 8-24-18 530 

62 Eric Stanford Public 8-09-18 532 

63 Barry Scott Public 8-22-18 534 

64 Barry Scott Public 9-25-18 536 

65 Pauline Seales Public 9-12-18 538 

66 Jane Sioto Public 9-24-18 540 

67 Perry Whitney Public 8-22-18 542 

68 Various Public Meeting, Santa Cruz 8-22-18 545 

69 Various Public Meeting, Davenport 8-23-18 552 

Master Responses 
Many comments are similar or concern the same issue, including the following presented in 
alphabetical order. 

A. CEQA Compliance and Adequacy of EIR
B. Ownership/Right-of-Way
C. Parking Evaluation, Gates, Hours and Closures
D. Project Schedule/Timeframe
E. Rail Use and Project Segmenting
F. Maintenance and Funding

For these comments, master responses have been developed. When appropriate, responses to 
individual comments will reference the master response. 
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Master Response A: CEQA Compliance and Adequacy of EIR 
Some commenters made broad general statements questioning the general adequacy of the Draft 
EIR, in addition to offering specific criticisms on specific portions of the document. Although the RTC 
appreciates all of the input it has received on the Draft EIR from other agencies, various 
organizations, and individual members of the public, and although the RTC has made modifications 
and additions to the Draft EIR for clarification in response to such input, the RTC does not agree with 
general statements claiming that the EIR is legally deficient under CEQA. The RTC expended great 
effort to fully comply with CEQA in preparing and issuing the Draft EIR, and continues to believe that 
the document is legally adequate under CEQA. 

The general principles relating to EIR adequacy are explained in section 15151 of the CEQA 
Guidelines, which states:  

“[a]n EIR should be prepared with a sufficient degree of analysis to provide decision makers with 
information which enables them to make a decision which intelligently takes account of 
environmental consequences. An evaluation of the environmental effects of a proposed project 
need not be exhaustive, but the sufficiency of an EIR is to be reviewed in the light of what is 
reasonably feasible. Disagreement among experts does not make an EIR inadequate, but the EIR 
should summarize the main points of disagreement among the experts. The courts have looked 
not for perfection but for adequacy, completeness, and a good faith effort at full disclosure.”  

CEQA Guidelines section 15204 adds: 

“the adequacy of an EIR is determined in terms of what is reasonably feasible, in light of factors 
such as the magnitude of the project at issue, the severity of its likely environmental impacts, 
and the geographic scope of the project. CEQA does not require a lead agency to conduct every 
test or perform all research, study, and experimentation recommended or demanded by 
commenters.”  

This language echoes the California Supreme Court’s statement in Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. 
v. Regents of the University of California (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 415, that “[a] project opponent … can 
always imagine some additional study or analysis that might provide helpful information. It is not for 
them to design the EIR. That further study … might be helpful does not make it necessary.”  

The vast majority of specific assertions that the Draft EIR is not legally adequate are examples of (i) 
disagreement with factual assumptions or conclusions in the document and (ii) suggestions of how 
additional tests, research, study, or experimentation might be helpful to RTC decisionmakers. 
Although these contentions reflect sincere concerns which the RTC has carefully considered, the 
contentions do not demonstrate that the Draft EIR has failed to comply with any of the express legal 
requirements found in the CEQA statutes, the CEQA Guidelines, or CEQA case law. Other specific 
contentions take the form of legal arguments supported by citations to case law. The RTC and its 
legal counsel have considered these arguments, but do not find them to be persuasive. Specific 
responses to specific comments are provided below.  

Master Response B: Ownership/Right-of-Way 
Several comments were received expressing concern regarding property ownership and RTC’s rights 
to the location of the various alignments. The comments suggest that, in light of such concerns, the 
proposed project may not be feasible, and that the Draft EIR was deficient for failing to include an 
extensive analysis of the feasibility of the proposed project. 
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Although the RTC is confident that, once a project alternative is approved, the RTC will be able to 
implement the proposed project or chosen alternative with varying degrees of difficulty, CEQA does 
not require EIRs to include detailed analyses of the feasibility of proposed projects. Rather, EIRs are 
prepared on the assumption that proposed projects and EIR alternatives are, at a minimum, 
potentially feasible.  

CEQA review is required to occur “as early as feasible in the planning process to enable 
environmental considerations to influence project program and design and yet late enough to 
provide meaningful information for environmental assessment.” (CEQA Guidelines, § 15004[b].) 
Under this approach, which requires environmental analysis early in the planning process, 
environmental review typically precedes the development of detailed design and engineering 
specifications. (See, e.g., Ocean View Estates Homeowners Assn., Inc. v. Montecito Water Dist. 
(2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 396, 400–401 [after project approval, a lead agency “may leave the details 
to engineers”; “[i]n such a context, the design may change many times without requiring further 
environmental review”]; and Dry Creek Citizens Coalition v. County of Tulare (1999) 70 Cal.App.4th 
20, 28 [CEQA only requires “a ‘general description’ of a project’s technical characteristics”]; see also 
CEQA Guidelines, § 15124 [“[t]he description of a project … should not supply extensive detail 
beyond that needed for evaluation and review of the environmental impact”].) Among the details of 
project implementation that typically follows rather than precedes environmental review are 
agency actions relating to the physical acquisition of property interests necessary for project 
construction and operation. 

CEQA documents appropriately focus on the physical environmental consequences of proposed 
actions. Indeed, “CEQA Guidelines section 15131 provides that economic data is not required to be 
included in an EIR.” (Association of Irritated Residents v. County of Madera (2003) 107 Cal.App.4th 
1383, 1401 (AIR).) “As is self-evident from its name, an EIR is an environmental impact report. As 
such, it is an informational document, not one that must include ultimate determinations of 
economic feasibility.” (San Franciscans Upholding the Downtown Plan v. City & County of San 
Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 656, 691 (San Franciscans) [original italics].) “While economic 
information about a given project may be included in an EIR, it is not required.” (Ibid.) Indeed, the 
courts have repeatedly rejected contentions to the effect that EIRs must include analysis of the 
potential feasibility of proposed alternatives. (See San Franciscans, supra, 102 Cal.App.4th at p. 691; 
AIR, supra, 107 Cal.App.4th at p. 1401]; Sierra Club v. County of Napa (2004) 121 Cal.App.4th 1490, 
1503-1506; and The Flanders Foundation v. City of Carmel-by-the-Sea (2012) 202 Cal.App.4th 603, 
618.) The same logic applies to proposed projects. These decisions holding that EIRs need not 
address feasibility issues are consistent with very early CEQA case law indicating that, similarly, 
CEQA is not concerned with economic consequences such as the effects of proposed projects on 
property values. (See Hecton v. People ex rel. Dept. of Transportation (1976) 58 Cal.App.3d 653, 
656.) 

Even so, the RTC responds to the above-mentioned concerns as follows. 

The railroad right-of-way has a long, complex history. RTC technical experts are investigating all of 
the complexities to obtain an accurate understanding of the right-of-way boundary lines and extent 
of RTC’s property rights. Most of the parcels comprising the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line are owned 
by the RTC in fee (i.e., owned outright by RTC), but a few are easements as described in the Santa 
Cruz Branch Rail Line Title Report (First American Title 2009)1. The RTC obtained additional 

                                                      
1 First American Title Insurance Company. 2009. Preliminary Title Report, Santa Cruz branch line, Watsonville to Davenport, CA ((Main 
Track and Spurs). Letter report to Madeline Miller, Miller, Owen, & Trost from Kimberleigh Toci, Escrow Officer. National Commercial 
Services. San Francisco, CA. September 1, 2009.l 
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information about the boundaries of the property purchased from Union Pacific. The additional 
information relates to the property alignment in the project vicinity and the extent of RTC’s 
ownership, which may be greater than what was included in the Title Report (First American Title 
2009). In respect to any additional property needed for the proposed project should it be selected 
as the preferred project, the RTC is confident it can obtain those property rights after CEQA is 
completed, which is typical for government projects.  

Master Response C: Parking Evaluation, Gates, Hours and Closures 

Parking Evaluation and Conclusion 
Several comments question the adequacy of the parking evaluation and conclusions that there 
would be sufficient parking.  

The proposed parking area improvements, layouts, and number of parking spaces were designed 
and determined based on a range of physical, legal, environmental, and design constraints: the 
existing footprint of parking areas, drainage and grading, the extent of public rights-of-way, 
protection of environmental resources, safety review, and applicable design standards. To meet 
these constraints, the Project would decrease the number of parking spaces from 54 to 43 at the 
Davenport Beach Lot (North), from 55 to 48 at the Bonny Doon Beach Lot, and from 160 to 48 at the 
Panther/Yellowbank Beach Lot.  

These reductions in parking capacity would be necessary primarily to formalize the parking lots in 
accordance with the safety standards of the American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), 
within the constraints of right-of-way and topography. Unpaved informal parking spaces at the 
Panther/Yellowbank Beach Lot would be removed to accommodate an accessible route to the 
proposed trail, designed with an acceptable slope and width in accordance with the ADA. If this 
proposed accessible route were moved from the Panther/Yellowbank Beach Lot design to retain 
additional parking spaces, the Project could have more severe environmental impacts associated 
with greater vegetation removal and grading activity. Therefore, the decrease in parking spaces 
within parking lots included in the project represents a necessary tradeoff in order to meet the 
Project objectives of improving accessibility to coastal resources and maximizing safety. 

The proposed parking improvements would be limited to publicly owned parking areas. As 
described in Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR under Davenport Beach Lot and Highway 1 Crossing, the 
parking improvements are proposed for the northern portion of the Davenport Beach Lot, which is 
publicly owned and under Caltrans jurisdiction. The privately-owned southern portion of the 
existing parking area would remain unpaved and available for informal parking, as allowed by the 
land owner. The RTC does not intend to propose or evaluate improvement of the privately-owned 
southern lot for parking, passive park uses, or other uses. 

Parking count data from October 2017 and January 2018 indicates that the three affected parking 
lots along the Project corridor would retain a sufficient supply of parking space to meet public 
demand on average non-summer days. Although it is expected that parking demand in these lots 
would continue to exceed supply during busy summer days, it should be noted that parking facilities 
are typically designed to meet average demand, rather than peak demand. Furthermore, it is 
anticipated that during operation of the proposed trail, visitors would continue to park at adjacent 
informal lots and unpaved shoulders of Highway 1 when the paved parking lots are full. As discussed 
under Impact T-4 (Increased demand for parking...) in Draft EIR Section 3.14, 
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Transportation/Circulation, sufficient overflow parking would be available in informal lots and 
unpaved shoulders of Highway 1, at times when the parking lots are full. (The analysis on which this 
conclusion is based is included as Appendix K of the Draft EIR.)  

Parking Lot Gates, Hours and Closures 
The lead agency received several comments about temporal and physical restrictions to accessing 
parking areas. One comment recommends keeping parking areas open at night, for the purpose of 
maximizing public access to coastal resources, unless restrictions on nighttime access are narrowly 
tailored to solve identified problems. However, other comments recommend access gates at 
parking areas to enable restriction of night time parking. State Parks recommends including a gate 
at the Panther/Yellowbank Beach Lot (Comment 5.5). The Davenport North Coast Association 
recommends three things: a gate at the Davenport Beach Lot, an ordinance prohibiting night time 
parking, and a space outside the gate for bus parking (Comment 12.5).  

As stated in Section 2.5 of the Draft EIR under the heading Hours and Closures: Signs would be 
installed to indicate that the trail is closed at night, it is anticipated the parking lots providing access 
to the trail would be closed from 12:00 a.m. to 5:00 a.m., and no gates are proposed as part of the 
Project. The text has been revised as follows to acknowledge State Parks hours and to clarify that 
the hours of these facilities would be determined in coordination with relevant entities.  

Signs would be installed to indicate that the trail is closed at night to support existing agriculture 
adjacent to the trail and protect the public from pesticide spraying necessary for the continued 
viability of agricultural use, and to discourage illegal camping. It is anticipated the restrooms and 
parking lots providing access to the trail would also be closed at night, possibly from 12:00 a.m. 
to 5:00 a.m. or from sunset to 8:00 a.m. consistent with State Parks hours. No gates are 
proposed as part of the Project. The exact hours of parking lot, restroom, and trail closure 
would be determined through coordination with State Parks, the Coastal Commission, and 
Caltrans, as well as through consultation with other affected property owners. 

Supporting documentation for existing, ongoing public safety problems associated with nighttime 
use of the parking lots and along the rail corridor will be provided when the lead agency applies for 
a federal consistency determination from the California Coastal Commission. Nighttime closure of 
the parking lots also would be consistent with existing parking restrictions in the area. California 
State Parks, which manages land on part of the Project corridor and some intersecting coastal trails, 
requires closure of trails from sunset to 8:00 a.m.  

The RTC/CLF project partners considered placing gates at the Davenport Beach and Yellow 
Bank/Panther Beach parking areas during design development and scoping. Through discussions 
with the California Coastal Commission, however, the RTC/CLF team learned that gating the parking 
areas would be inconsistent with California Coastal Act requiring public access to the coast be 
maximized, and that obtaining a permit to gate the parking lots would be extremely difficult. 
Caltrans specifically stated that gates would not be allowed at the Panther/Yellowbank Beach lot. 
Refer to Comment 2.5 from the Coastal Commission and Comment 6.3 from Caltrans in this Final 
EIR. Given these constraints, gates at the parking areas will not be considered further. 

The RTC/CLF does not have authority to create and enforce an ordinance to prohibit night time 
parking located within Caltrans or State Parks right-of-way and under Coastal Commission 
jurisdiction. As stated previously, RTC/CFL would work with the Coastal Commission to identify 
parking restrictions that solve clearly identified problems while maximizing public access to the 
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coast, and RTC would also work with Caltrans and State Parks to implement restrictions to parking 
located with their right-of-way. 

There may be room between the parking lot and Highway 1 travel lanes to add a bus turn-out. CFL 
would consider this during final design in coordination with Caltrans. 

The Draft EIR has been revised to clarify that the trail is closed at night to support existing 
agriculture adjacent to the trail and to protect the public from pesticide spraying necessary for the 
continued viability of agricultural use. The exact hours of trail closure would be determined through 
coordination with State Parks, the Coastal Commission, and property owners. However, no other 
text revisions are required to respond to these comments.  

Master Response D: Project Schedule/Timeframe 
Several comments concern the Project schedule and timeframe for construction. Some commenters 
claim the Proposed Project would not be ready to construct by 2020 (e.g., comment 21.4) because 
of ownership/ROW issues and legal litigation. Some commenters claim Alternatives 1 and 3, which 
both involve rail removal, would be ready sooner than 2028 because the process shouldn’t take an 
additional 10 years (e.g., comment 21.3). 

Proposed Project 
CFL has provided an updated timeline for implementation of the Proposed Project, whereby project 
construction may begin in 2021 instead of 2020, and would take approximately 12 months. This 
would require an extension of project funds for one year, which CFL indicates is an available option. 

CFL determined that additional time is required due to the RTC’s decision to conduct a full EIR, and 
CFL’s subsequent need to complete the NEPA analysis and obtain required permits/approvals. These 
actions cannot be initiated until the RTC makes a determination as to its preferred project under 
CEQA, which is estimated to occur in March 2019.  

Therefore, the Draft EIR has been revised to reflect the updated timing. Section 1.2.4 under FHWA 
FLAP Funding has been revised to state that all work associated with the agreement needs to be 
completed no later than December 31, 2020, unless the agreement is amended.  

In Sections 2.3 and 5.1, project objective # 11 has been modified to read as follows:  

Complete project construction by 2021 2020 to maximize funding for the Project, and meet 
current funding obligations (Master Plan objective 4.6, policy 4.6.2 speak to maximizing 
funding). 

Section 2.6 under Timing and Duration has been revised to state that construction is estimated to 
begin in 2021.  

The assertion that the Proposed Project would be delayed due to litigation is speculative. To the 
extent that commenters who raised the possibility of litigation were intending to threaten RTC with 
litigation, the threat is noted. The RTC additionally notes, however, that the mere filing of litigation 
does not have the effect either of halting permitting activities or of precluding construction. Rather, 
a petitioner would have to persuade a reviewing court to grant a preliminary injunction to halt 
either type of activity. To obtain such an injunction, a petitioner would have to try to persuade the 
court that a challenge to the EIR on its merits was likely to succeed. Based on its belief in the 
adequacy of this EIR, the RTC believes that a petitioner would not be able to make such a showing. If 
attempts were made to enjoin permitting, the absence of imminent environmental harm would 
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likely cause a court to balk at issuing an injunction. Moreover, with respect to permitting, the 
Legislature has essentially commanded responsible agencies to treat EIRs challenged in court as 
though they were fully valid unless and until there is a final judicial determination to the contrary. 
(See Pub. Resources Code, § 21167.3; City of Redding v. Shasta County Local Agency Formation 
Commission (1989) 209 Cal.App.3d 1169, 1179-1181.) 

Alternatives 1 and 3 
As stated in Section 2.6 under Timing and Duration, RTC estimates that Alternatives 1 and 3 would 
not begin construction until 2028 because of the amount of work needed to undo contractual and 
regulatory obligations related to the rail right-of-way. Provided the RTC’s contractual agreement 
with its rail operator is terminated or expires, no termination is effective until the Surface 
Transportation Board (STB) approves transfer or abandonment of freight service. Obtaining 
approval from the STB to abandon freight may be challenged, causing a lengthy, costly and 
uncertain outcome. Abandoning rail uses required by the California Transportation Commission 
(CTC) would require paying the CTC and the state $11 million, or potentially up to $29 million. The 
only funding that is currently available to the RTC to pay for this process is from Measure D, which 
provides approximately $1.6 million per year for rail purposes. Therefore, RTC expects it would take 
several years to amass the funds necessary to repay the CTC and thus, due to these regulatory and 
fiscal challenges, anticipated construction would not begin until approximately 2028. 

Additionally, the farther in the future project delivery is, the higher the risk that currently secured 
funding will not be available.  

Master Response E: Rail Use and Project Segmenting 
Several comments concern rail operation. Comment 16.3 contends the RTC is biased in favor of the 
Proposed Project because the RTC signed an agreement for rail operation, because the discussion of 
the Farmers’ Alternative is perfunctory and prejudicial, and because the RTC failed to comply with 
the basic substantive requirements of CEQA. The RTC disagrees with all of these contentions. 

As described in Section 2.5 under Rail Operation and Maintenance of the Draft EIR, no rail service is 
proposed as part of the Project, and there would be no other changes in the existing rail corridor as 
a result of the Project, other than those described in Chapter 2, Project Description, as they relate to 
project implementation. 

Several comments claim the RTC is segmenting the project. Comments 16.4 and 16.13 state that the 
Project was inappropriately divided into small pieces by entering into a 10-year agreement with a 
rail operator to avoid the responsibility for considering the environmental impacts of the project as 
a whole, including rail improvements and expanded operation. Additionally, Comment 21.7 states 
that the RTC said train operation is not considered in the future for the corridor, and that the 
Farmers Plan meets project objective 3 (develop the trail so future rail use is not precluded). Finally, 
rail banking is suggested my some, and there are differing opinions on whether rail banking 
effectively protects a rail corridor for future rail use if the tracks are removed 

No segmentation or piecemealing has occurred because the Proposed Project and RTC’s agreement 
with the operator each has independent utility and logical termini. Each could legitimately proceed 
as a separate and distinct project even in the absence of the other. Neither project depends on the 
other. Findings of exemption were made for the approval of the operator agreement in 2018. 
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The Proposed Project, with the trail on the coastal side of the rail and retention of the rail, is 
implementing a previous planning decision - the approved and certified MBSST Network Master 
Plan and EIR in 2013. The Master Plan divided the rail corridor into 20 logical segments for 
implementation, and the Project represents Segment 5.  

The Project is being proposed and analyzed as one continuous 7.5-mile long trail, is not divided into 
smaller pieces, and is not dependent on rail operation. The RTC considers the existing Davenport 
Beach parking area located at the Highway 1/Ocean Street intersection to be a logical north end 
terminus, which in conjunction with the south end terminus at the Wilder Ranch parking lot, 
provides the project with independent functionality compared with other planned segments of the 
MBSST Network.  

In addition, as stated in Section 1.2.2 of the Draft EIR, the federal Surface Transportation Board 
(STB) requires freight rail service on the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line. In addition, the STB does not 
permit unreasonable interference with such freight service, whether the Proposed Project or other 
planned segments of the trail are constructed or not. Initially, the RTC contracted with Iowa Pacific 
Holdings (known locally as Santa Cruz and Monterey Bay Railway) to provide common carrier freight 
service. When that operator failed to meet contractual obligations, the RTC was legally obligated to 
remedy the situation, which it did by entering into an agreement with new operator Saint Paul and 
Pacific Railroad (a company of Progressive Rail) in July 2018 for freight service on the Santa Cruz 
Branch Rail Line (referred to as Phase I of the agreement with Progressive Rail). This action was 
taken pursuant to the legal obligation to provide freight service and does not represent any 
favoritism, bias or “de facto approval” of the Proposed Project by the RTC. 

The RTC is also required, under conditions of receipt of funds from the California Transportation 
Commission (CTC) for the acquisition of the line, to initiate passenger rail service on the line. The 
agreement between RTC and Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad stipulates that 120 days after 
completion of the Unified Corridor Study (considered to be November 15, 2018), the RTC will take 
action on Phase II of the agreement, which would grant Progressive Rail a license to provide 
excursion services (in addition to freight services) on the line.  

On January 17, 2019, following acceptance of the Unified Corridor Study, the RTC approved Phase II 
of the agreement with Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad. Phase II of the agreement consists of a non-
exclusive license to provide excursion rail transportation service on the rail line. Before the Saint 
Paul and Pacific Railroad may provide excursion rail transportation service, it must produce an 
operating plan for such service, and such plan must be approved by the RTC. The transportation 
service is not permitted to conflict with and is subject and subordinate to freight service, which is 
regulated by the STB. This subordinate classification of transportation service to freight services is 
based on the regulatory requirements of the STB, which further demonstrates no bias by the RTC in 
determining the Proposed Project.  

As described in Section 2.5 under Rail Operation and Maintenance, the RTC is not proposing rail 
service or track improvements as part of the Project. Although the rail is not currently in use, the 
current rail operator may begin operating freight and/or passenger service between Santa Cruz and 
Davenport within the next 3 to 5 years, or sooner, independent of the proposed project.  

The agreement between the RTC and Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad expires in July 2028. Upon 
expiration of the agreement, Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad is required to cooperate with the 
transfer or abandonment of freight service by RTC, provided that no termination shall be effective 
unless and until the STB has approved the transfer or abandonment. A future potential 
abandonment of rail service on the line demonstrates the potential feasibility of the two “trail only” 
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scenarios, Alternatives 1 and 3. However, as stated in Section 2.6 under Timing and Duration, RTC 
estimates that Alternatives 1 and 3 would not begin construction until 2028 because of the amount 
of work needed to undo contractual and regulatory obligations related to the rail right-of-way. 
Obtaining approval from the STB to abandon freight may be challenged, causing a lengthy, costly 
and uncertain outcome. Abandoning rail uses required by the STB would require paying the CTC $11 
million or potentially up to $29 million. The only funding that is currently available to the RTC to pay 
for this process is from Measure D, which provides approximately $1.6 million per year for rail 
purposes. Therefore, RTC expects it would take several years to amass the funds necessary to repay 
the CTC funds.  

Prior to closure of the CEMEX plant in Davenport in 2010, the tracks had been in continuous use for 
over 100 years, and the potential for use is clearly acknowledged in the project description, which is 
why the Proposed Project includes safety fencing between the trail and tracks and improvements at 
the trail crossings. Details on future rail use are speculative at this time, but occasional use was 
considered in the analyses. The Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail Network Master Plan also 
describes a rail-with-trail project.  

Moreover, tentative support for a proposed project undergoing environmental review does not 
constitute pre-determination of the agency’s action on the proposed project in violation of CEQA. 
(See, e.g., Save Tara v. City of West Hollywood (2006) 45 Cal.4th 116, 136 [“‘[i]f having high esteem 
for a project before preparing an … (EIR) nullifies the process, few public projects would withstand 
judicial scrutiny, since it is inevitable that the agency proposing a project will be favorably disposed 
to it’”], quoting City of Vernon v. Board of Harbor Comrs. (1998) 63 Cal.App.4th 677, 688.) Here, the 
RTC is of course aware of prior planning decisions already in place but is proceeding with an open 
mind with the desire for the best public policy outcome possible within the framework of existing 
regulatory requirements and legal commitments.  

As required by CEQA, the EIR undertakes consideration of project alternatives. The RTC recognizes 
the importance of such alternatives under CEQA, as they are potential tools for effectuating the 
“substantive mandate” of CEQA to substantially lessen or avoid significant environmental effects 
were feasible. (See Pub. Resources Code, §§ 21002, 21081; CEQA Guidelines, §§ 15002[a][3], 15091; 
Mountain Lion Foundation v. Fish & Game Com. (1997) 16 Cal.4th 105, 134.)  

To ensure objectivity, the RTC retained third party consultants to help identify project alternatives, 
analyze the Proposed Project and project alternatives, and prepare the EIR in compliance with 
CEQA. The RTC agreed to analyze a trail only alternative (Alternative 1), which was brought to the 
RTC’s attention well before the Notice of Preparation (NOP) was issued, at an equal level of detail as 
the Proposed Project. This level of detail is above and beyond the requirements of CEQA for 
alternatives and demonstrates a good faith effort to consider community concerns.  

The RTC also analyzed the Farmers’ Alternative (Alternative 3) as requested in comments received in 
response to the NOP, although at a more general level to compare the merits of the alternatives to 
the Proposed Project, as allowed by CEQA (Guidelines 15126.6[d]). The RTC disagrees with the 
commenter’s claim the discussion of the Farmers’ Alternative is perfunctory and prejudicial. Indeed, 
the RTC was under no obligation to include the alternative in the EIR and considers its decision to do 
so a gesture of good faith rather than a perfunctory exercise. As shown in Section 5.2 of the Draft 
EIR, the analysis of Alternative 3 addresses all the required topics, providing a comparison to the 
Proposed Project. Most of the impacts would be similar to those of the other trail alignments, for 
reasons explained in the discussion of each resource topic.  
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In Section 5.1, Table 5-2, Alternative 3 is found to be inconsistent with project objective 3 (develop 
trail so future rail use is not precluded) because Alternative 3 would result in the removal of tracks 
in the north portion of the trail alignment, which would preclude rail use in this portion. 

Finally, there are differing opinions on whether rail banking effectively protects a rail corridor for 
future rail use if the tracks are removed.  

Railbanking, established as a practice in 1983 through an amendment to Section 8(d) of the National 
Trails System Act, is a method by which freight rail lines proposed for abandonment can be 
preserved for future freight rail use, while allowing for interim conversion to trail or other uses. 
Although railbanking is part of the federal abandonment process administered by the STB, if a line is 
railbanked, under the National Trails Act, the corridor is treated as if it had not been abandoned 
since rail service could be restored in the future. As a result, the integrity of the corridor can be 
maintained, and any reversion that could break it up into small pieces is prevented.  
There are a number of challenges with railbanking, including the following. 
 The STB has jurisdiction over freight railroad rate and service issues and rail restructuring 

transitions including mergers, line sales, line construction, and line abandonments. (The STB 
also has some limited jurisdiction over interstate passenger rail operations.) 

 As part of the abandonment process, the STB provides procedures for petitioners, as well as for 
those who would like to purchase the line and assume the common carrier freight obligation to 
provide service over the line, and also procedures that allow for the acquisition of the right of 
way for railbanking and interim trail use if no one offers to acquire the line for continued freight 
rail use. 

 If the STB allows for railbanking, such a decision would not stop adjacent landowners who have 
provided easements for the rail corridor from suing the United States, claiming that the trails 
represent a new use of their land which entitles them to compensation. The Federal 
Government has been sued numerous times, and courts have ruled in favor of property claims 
of adjacent landowners depending on the nature and quality of title of the landowners. Neither 
the RTC nor the railroad operator Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad would be liable for damages to 
the adjacent landowners. 

 The STB has the authority to require that the rail line be reactivated for freight rail use at any 
time, even if the line is railbanked and/or actively being used for a trail, if there is a need to use 
the line for freight rail service. 

 Some costs associated with converting the trail back to rail use could fall on the agency 
responsible for the trail, depending on the terms of the interim trail use agreement that would 
be negotiated between the agency and the railroad. 

 Funds from the CTC from Proposition 116 and the State Transportation Improvement Program 
(STIP) Public Transportation Account (PTA) are tied to rail service. According to the funding 
agreement with the State, the funding is subject to repayment requirements if there is no rail 
service on the rail line. Railbanking would likely not prevent the State from requesting 
repayment of the funds. 

 The legislation was first enacted in 1983 to allow for railbanking. The RTC is unaware of any 
paved trail that has been converted back to rail once the rail line has been railbanked.  

 To develop a trail under the railbanking concept, the RTC or trail agency would need to look for 
alternative funding. Such funding may be more difficult to obtain than the funding for a trail 
adjacent to the rail line, given the requirement for potential reactivation for rail service. Funding 
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for a trail under the railbanking concept may require repayment if reactivation of the rail line 
were to occur. 

Also refer to Master Response A regarding RTC complying with the basic substantive requirements 
of CEQA. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Master Response F: Maintenance and Funding 
Several comments inquired about funding and responsibility for maintenance of trail and parking 
facilities, as well as mitigation (Comments 12.6, 12.7, 16.8, 25.2, 36.2, 38.1, 56.2). 

Section 1.2.4 under Santa Cruz County Measure D: Transportation Improvement Expenditure Plan, 
includes a discussion on funding. Funding for trail construction, maintenance, and operation would 
be provided or secured by RTC by using Measure D funds but may include other sources. Funding for 
the Proposed Project includes allocations for reasonable and prudent mitigation costs. 

Section 2.5, Project Operation and Maintenance, discusses the routine maintenance activities for 
the trail and parking lot, as well as the parties responsible for such activities. The trail and parking 
lots, including the restrooms proposed at the Davenport Beach and Panther/Yellowbank Beach lots, 
would be operated and maintained by RTC, likely through a contract with a private firm, State Parks, 
County Parks and Recreation or County Public Works, or some combination thereof through formal 
agreements. Section 2.5 of the Draft EIR has been revised to add County Public Works as a potential 
entity responsible for maintenance. 

Once the operations and maintenance responsibility is determined, a Trail Manager would be 
identified and an Operations and Maintenance Plan would be developed. The frequency of trash 
collection, restroom cleaning, and other maintenance activities would be determined at that time. 
However, Mitigation Measure Mitigation Measure AG-3(c) requires twice weekly solid waste 
collection or more often as needed, and the mitigation has been amended to include garbage, feces, 
and trampling associated with human activity, including homeless/transient encampments. 

Mitigation Measure AG-3(c), Regularly Remove Solid Waste and Litter during Operation 
Once the trail is open for public use, the Trail Manager shall ensure that solid waste is collected 
from each of the 23 proposed trash receptacles twice-weekly, or more often as needed to 
ensure that the trash and recycling receptacles located along the trail and in the three parking 
lots do not overflow. The frequency shall be determined by the Trail Manager and may vary 
seasonally, with more frequent collection in the summer months when the trail is busy. 
Trash/recycling receptacles located in the parking lots may require more frequent collection 
than the receptacles along the trail alignment.  

The Trail Manager shall be responsible as well for collecting litter along the trail. If litter leaves 
the trail ROW, the Trail Operator shall ensure that the litter in the vicinity of the trail that is 
reasonably attributed to trail use is removed within a reasonable time frame. Access to 
agricultural fields for the purpose of litter removal shall be coordinated with on-site agricultural 
operators, taking into account pesticide/fumigant restrictions and the goal of minimizing soil 
compaction or direct contact with crops. The Trail Manager shall not enter adjacent agricultural 
fields without express permission by the agricultural operator. All solid waste and recyclable 
materials shall be properly disposed.  
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Additionally, the Trail Manager shall identify garbage, feces, and trampling associated with 
human activity, including homeless/transient encampments, and report such activity to the 
County Sheriff and State Parks. 

As described in Master Response C, the trail would be closed at night; and it is anticipated the 
parking lots and restrooms at the Davenport Beach and Panther/Yellowbank Beach lots would also 
be closed at night. The exact hours of parking lot, restroom, and trail closure would be determined 
in coordination with the California Coastal Commission, State Parks, and Caltrans, as well as through 
consultation with other affected property owners. 
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Letter 1 
COMMENTER: Scott Morgan, Director State Clearinghouse, California Office of Planning and 

Research 

DATE: September 25, 2018 

Response 1.1 
The commenter states that the State Clearinghouse submitted the Draft EIR to applicable state 
agencies, including the California Resources Agency; California Coastal Commission; California 
Coastal Conservancy; Department of Fish and Wildlife, Region 3; Department of Parks and 
Recreation; Department of Water Resources; California Highway Patrol; Caltrans District 5; Air 
Resources Board, Transportation Projects; Regional Water Quality Control Board, Region 3, Native 
American Heritage Commission; Public Utilities Commission; State Lands Commission; and 
Department of Fish and Wildlife, Marine Region. 

The following State agencies submitted comment letters as follows, and these letters are addressed 
individually.  

 California Coastal Commission (Letter 2) 
 California Coastal Conservancy (Letter 3) 
 California Department of Fish and Wildlife (Letter 4) 
 California State Parks (Letter 5) 
 California Department of Transportation (Letter 6) 

The State Clearinghouse also acknowledges that RTC has complied with CEQA environmental review 
requirements.  

No further response or changes to the EIR are warranted to address Letter 1. 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT OFFICE 

725 FRONT STREET, SUITE 300 

SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060 

PHONE: (831) 427-4863 

FAX: (831) 427-4877 

WEB: WWW.COASTAL.CA.GOV 

EDMUND G. BROWN JR., GOVERNOR 

September 24, 2018 

Cory Caletti, Senior Transportation Planner 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
1523 Pacific A venue 
Santa Cruz, California 95060 

Re: RTC's North Coast Trail Project Draft Environmental Impact Report 

Dear Ms. Caletti: 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report 
(DEIR) for the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission's (RTC) proposed 
North Coast Trail Project in the RTC-owned Santa Cruz Branch Line rail corridor; As noted in 
our comment letter on the Notice of Preparation (attached), we would like to emphasize that we 
are fully supportive of development of a Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail (MBSST) 
network as a critical component and central "spine" of the California Coastal Trail (CCT) 
network through Santa Cruz County, including the north coast segments. Consistent with this 
statement, we also strongly support the development of a northern Santa Cruz County trail 
segment, including as outlined in our January 26, 2015 letter in support of Santa Cruz County 
Regional Transportation Commission's (RTC) Federal Highway Administration grant 
application for this trail project (also attached). At the same time, we recognize that a project of 
this sort invariably raises questions and issues regarding potential impacts to coastal resources, 
and we appreciate the role of the CEQA process for developing supporting information, and in 
identifying and resolving those questions and issues at the earliest time possible so as to facilitate 
the Coastal Commission's review of the project. Along those lines, we would note that this letter 
is not intended fo call into question the DEIR's consistency with CEQA, but rather to help 
identify information needs and to help identify means to resolve potential coastal resource 
impacts that will need to be addressed under the Coastal Act when the Commission reviews the 
proposed project. With that in mind, we offer the following observations with regard to the 
DEIR. 

Jurisdiction and Permitting 
As we have previously indicated, the proposed project constitutes both a "federal agency 
activity" and a "federal development project", and it is therefore subject to the Coastal 
Commission's federal consistency requirements under the federal Coastal Zone Management Act 
of 1972 as it applies to federal activities, development projects, permits and licenses. That means 
that the proposed project is subject to a federal consistency review requirement to evaluate and 
address the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, and it will require Coastal Commission 
review and concun-ence under the Commission's Federal Consistency authority as correctly 
identified in the DEIR (DEIR p. 2-34). In any case, we would note that under the Banning Ranch 
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case (i.e., Banning Ranch Conservancy v. City of Newport Beach (2017) 2 Cal.5th 918) the 
CEQA document is required to expressly disclose, consider and analyze the jurisdictional claims 
and regulatory opinions of the Commission. 

Project Description 
The proposed North Coast Trail project includes a 7.5-mile Class I multi-use bicycle and 
pedestrian trail along the RTC-owned railroad corridor from Wilder Ranch State Park north to 
Davenport. The trail is proposed to be 20-feet wide and comprised of a 12-foot-wide paved 
surface with 2 to 6-foot wide unpaved shoulders on either side, where all ofthat 20-foot area 
would be designed to accommodate and be available to trail users. The project also proposes · 
parking improvements at one of the Davenport Beach parking areas (th~ existing unpaved 
parking area in the center of town on the seaward side) to provide some 40 formalized public 
parking spaces, and at one of the Y ellowbank/Panther Beach parking areas (also an unpaved 
parking area) where some 30-50 formalized parking spaces would be provided, in addition to 
restrooms, bikeracks, benches, and an ADA-accessible route to the trail in both cases. 
Additionally, the project would include new access from the existing Bonny Doon Beach parking 
lot to the trail, including improvements to help with crossing Highway 1. Project construction. 
activities would include land clearing, grading, paving, retaining walls, shoreline armoring, and 
striping for the trail and parking lots, landscaping and related development. 

Potential Parking-Related Issues, 

Parking Supply and Demand 
At a very general level, we have concerns regarding how the proposed parking lot improvements 
overall appear to decrease the number of existing parking spots at key North Coast access and 
recreation locations (i.e., from 54 to 43 parking spots in the Davenport lot, 160 to 48 spots at 
Yellowbank/Panther Beach lot, and from 55 to 48 at the Bonny Doon Beach lot). Although we 
agree that the project overall has the potential to simultaneously reduce parking demand (e.g., by 
getting folks onto bicycles and walking the new trail), and that future projects that RTC may 
consider could as well (e.g., rail passenger service), parking demand on the North Coast, 
particularly on summer days, is likely to remain high for the foreseeable future, and a decrease in 
parking supplies raises some concern along the North Coast given its ever increasing popularity 
as a visitor destination. Although we appreciate the analysis, the DEIR does not appear to fully 
consider ways in which such parking spaces might be maintained and/or potentially made up for 
elsewhere (including via shifts in demand), and it would be helpful if the R TC could further 
evaluate such questions, including potential alternative design options that might include more 
parking (particularly at the Yellowbank/Panther Beach lot). As we previously noted, ideally this 
evaluation would also look holistically at public parking on the North Coast as a whole system, 
and the manner in which these proposed parking lot improvements are understood in relation to 
other parking areas and improvements. It is possible that compensatory parking may need to be 
considered (e.g., in Davenport, formalizing the unpaved parking area to the north and better 
co1lllecting it to this new parking lot location, the trail, and Davenport as a whole, etc.), and we 
hope that the RTC can explore such possibilities as the project is refined. Again, we understand 
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that the project is an overall public access enhancement that as a whole should overall reduce 
parking demand to some degree (as could complementary projects moving forward), but we will 
need the above-described additional information about parking supply and demand for the 
Commission's consideration of the project. 

Parking Restrictions 
With regard to the proposed changes to individual parking areas, the DEIR states that "[i]t is 
anticipated the parking lots providing access to the trail would be closed from 12:00am to 
5:00am" (DEIRp. 2-27). This statement raises some Coastal Act concerns. As we indicated in 
our NOP comments, the public access and recreation policies of the Coastal.Act and the LCP 
require that public access to the coast be "maximized," including for public parking, where the 
typical Commission starting point for evaluation is that public parking areas are operated for free 
public parking 24-hours a day. When parking restrictions are proposed, such as the time 
restrictions here, they need to be narrowly focused and based on solving clearly identified 
problems, where the solutions to the problems are limited as much as possible to appropriately 
address the problems while also not unduly limiting bonafide public access needs, including 
parking access at night. Thus, any proposed parking restrictions need to be supported by actual 
data and alternatives analyses, including a showing that other less impactful means of addressing 
identified problems (e.g., via providing trash cans, increased patrols, etc.) has not been 
successful or is not feasible and that the proposed method is narrowly tailored to address the 
issue (e.g., minimizing the amount of time lots are closed, such as from 2-4 am only). Any 
proposed parking restrictions will need to be supported by the RTC with this• type of information, 
and we would be happy to consult on this issue as the project is refined. 

Davenport Parking Lot and Improvements 
It appears that the proposed design for the Davenport "North" lot would potentially impact 
parking access and availability to the "South," lot. As we previously indicated, the "South" lot is 
subject to a Coastal Commission-issued CDP that includes specific requirements for maintaining 
the parking in that form. Thus, and as we have discussed with you (as well as with County staff 
and the underlying property owner), we would encourage the RTC to evaluate alternative 
parking designs that include both the North and South lots, provided that the ultimate outcome 
enhances public parking and public access utility, including through potentially developing a 
portion of the South lot for more passive park related pursuits as have long been desired by the 
Davenport community. It would be helpful if the DEIR evaluated such options so that any 
subsequent reviews can make use of that inf orn1ation. 

In addition, we note that the DEIR discusses the possibility of using formalized public restrooms 
with plumbed connections to water/power utilities with flush toilets as ai1 alternative to the 
proposed pit toilets at the Davenport site. We strongly support the use of a plun1bed connection, 
including with working sinks as it is clear that this site is central to not only the trail, but also as a 
hub for visitors to Davenport, and the restroom will ideally reflect this status and provide the best 
possible services to the public in that context. Also, we hope that the RTC can spend some 
additional time exploring how siting and design of the paved lot can be accomplished in a 
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Other Potential Environmental Impacts 

Biological and Ecological Impacts 
The Commission's staff ecologist, Dr. Lauren Garske-Garcia, has reviewed relevant portions of 
the DEIR and provided comments in the attached memorandum, incorporated here by reference. 
Overall, her conclusions were that the RTC and their team were thorough in the evaluation of the. 
proposed project's potential biological and ecological impacts, and that the mitigation measures 
proposed were generally appropriate, feasible, and would go a long way toward minimizing 
these impacts: The DEIR provides a comprehensive analysis of the diverse ecological resources 
occurring within the project area, and draws from a wide array of up-to-date resources.in 
addition to relying on significant field efforts to identify sensitive species, key ecological 
functions and values that may be vulnerable. It is evident that our discussions at the February site 
visit were taken in earnest, and we very much appreciate the RTC's efforts in that regard. Our 
comments in the attached memo are primarily motivated by a need for some points of 
clarification rather than citation of omissions or gross misinterpretations, and are not inconsistent 
with those provided in the September l8, 2018 California Department of Fish and Wildlife letter. 

Geology/Soils and Shoreline Armoring 
To the extent that shoreline armoring is proposed as part of the project, the Coastal Act requires a 
four-paii test to be met to allow it: (1) there is an existing structure, (2) that existing structure is 
in danger from erosion, (3) shoreline-altering armoring is required to protect the existing 
endangered structure; and ( 4) the required armoring is designed to eliminate or mitigate shoreline 
sand supply impact�, and avoid and mitigate other coastal resource impacts (e.g., on public 
access, public views, etc.). The first three questions relate to whether the proposed armoring is 
necessary, while the fourth requires implementation of the alternative that will have the least 
impact to coastal resources, while mitigating for any remaining impacts. If any armoring is 
proposed as part of the project, the RTC will need to provide an evaluation of the type identified 
above. We note in advance, as we did at the NOP stage, that the RTC will need to carefully 
examine potential Davenport Be1:1ch slope repair alternatives designed to protect the railroad 
track and proposed trail (e.g., shoreline armoring, trestle, bridge, caissons, inland relocation of 
track and trail), and exan1ine San Vicente Creek flow and outlet to determine whether inland 
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manner that doesn't block or impair shoreline and ocean views, and that can enhance the 
significant viewshed out towards the ocean across this lot ( e.g., grading/lowering the elevation of 
the parking area, landscaping for screening and aesthetics, colored concrete, water quality 
features, etc.) as required by the LCP (including LCP Policy 2.13.5 and Figure 2-5). We have. 
some experience with this at this very location form our efforts with the aforementioned CDP, 
and would be happy to consult with the RTC on this point. Finally, we strongly support 
pedestrian crossing improvements for Highway 1 in Davenport, and look forward to working 
with the RTC, Caltrans, the Davenport community and others to ensure that such provisions can 
be part of the final refined project in a way that connects and coordinates with public access and 
recreation features and vehicular needs consistent with the Coastal Act's public access and 
recreation mandates. 
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drainage problems are causing/contributing to bluff erosion and, if so, evaluate options for 
addressing such problems. 

Design Plans and Alternatives Analysis for Bridge at Station 115 
Alternatives should be focused on minimizing any viewshed impacts from existing public 
vantages ( e.g., Highway 1 ), including through the use of appropriate siting and design, including 
in terms of bridge coloration and railing design. In this regard, it would be helpful for the DEIR 
to provide visual simulations to show the visual impact of each alternative. 

Recreation/Public Access 
The DEIR identifies the locations of existing cross-track trails between Highway 1 and the 
blufftop and beach, and identify locations of all trails to be retained and/or closed/consolidated. 
(DEIR pp. 2.20-2.22). Any proposed closure of existing trails may raise public access concerns, 
needs to be supported by evidence of need (e.g., habitat degradation, safety, etc.), and the RTC 
will need to identify all such evidence, as well as offsetting mitigation for any access proposed to 
be eliminated. We would suggest that these impacts, and potential mitigations, should be 
evaluated in the "Recreation" chapter of the DEIR, and we stand ready to consult on such issues· 
as the project is further refined. In addition, it would be helpful for the DEIR to clarify if the 
proposed project also includes spur trails to blufftops and beaches ( or just includes the main 
north/south trail and connections to parking areas), as well as any improvements to such trails 
proposed and property owner consent for same. 

In addition, the DEIR should·identify the locations of all proposed fencing and signs intended to 
consolidate/funnel foot traffic between Highway 1 and the trail as much as possible, as well as to 
the blufftop and beach. The siting and design of all such fencing and signs should be described, 
as well as all measures designed to limit fencing to the maximum extent feasible, and to ensure it 
is visually compatible with the sunounding area and does not block views or wildlife passage. 
All alternatives to fencing for purposes of avoiding conflicts with agricultural activities ( e.g:, use 
of bollards) should be identified and conesponding impacts detailed. Again, any proposed 
fencing that will impact existing public trails raises public access concerns and questions, and the 
need for such fencing will need to be justified with factual evidence when the project is reviewed 
by the Commission. Ultimately, as the project is further refined, the specific siting and design 
(including actual wording, examples etc.) of all proposed signage ( e.g., parking lots, pathways, 
etc.) will need to be clearly identified. And again, we stand ready to consult on such issues as the 
project is further refined. 

Other 

In addition to the above, we believe that the project would be strengthened by additional 
supporting information, including as follows: 
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connecting trails, restrooms, etc.). Please ensure that provisions for such property 
acquisitions are identified as soon as possible, including as it will be key to Commission 
authorization to understand underlying property ownerships and rights. 

• As you know, there has been substantial discussion and coordination about North Coast
public access provisions over the years, and the RTC has been a central figure for much of
that recent discussion. We belicwe that the project context could benefit from a narrative
description of past and ongoing coordination with Santa Cruz County, State Parks, State
Lands, the Bureau of Land Management, Trust for Public Land, tribal groups, private
property owners, homeowner and community associations, agricultural operators, bicycle and
hiking groups and others, and would suggest that R TC summarize such efforts for project
context.

In closing, we just wanted to again identify our strong support for this project. As indicated at the 
onset; and as we have indicated and discussed with the RTC many times before, we believe this 
to be an important public recreational access improvement for Santa Cruz County's North Coast, 
and we look forward to helping to bring it to fruition as soon as possible. Toward that end, we 
hope that these comments can help the RTC as you further refine and develop the project and its 
supporting documentation, arid we are very much available for consultation in that effort moving 
forward. We hope that such continued collaboration will prove helpful, including so that the 
RTC can present the best possible version of the project to the Commission when the 
Commission co_nsiders the federal consistency determination in the future. As always, if you 
have any questions or would like to discuss this matter, please don't hesitate to contact me at any 
time. 

Sii� 

Ryan Moroney 
Central Coast District Supervisor 
California Coastal Commission 

Attachments: 
January 26, 2015 letter to Federal Highway Administration 
October 16, 2017 letter to RTC (on DEIR Notice of Preparation) 
September 19, 2018 DEIR memo from Commission Ecologist Dr. Lauren Garske-Garcia 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA—NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY         EDMUND G. BROWN, JR.,  GOVERNOR 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 

45 FREMONT, SUITE 2000 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105- 2219 
VOICE (415) 904- 5200 
FAX ( 415) 904- 5400 
TDD (415) 597-5885 

MEMORANDUM 
FROM: Lauren Garske-Garcia, PhD, Ecologist  

Ian Nomura, Graduate Student Intern – Ecology Group 

TO: Dan Carl, Deputy Director 
Ryan Moroney, Central Coast District Supervisor 
Larry Simon, Federal Consistency Unit 

SUBJECT: Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission DEIR “North Coast Rail Trail” 

DATE: September 19, 2018 

Materials Reviewed: 

• Executive Summary
• Chapter 1.0 - Introduction
• Chapter 2.0 – Project Description
• Chapter 3.4 – Biological Resources
• Appendix A – Alignment Exhibits
• Appendix G – Biological Resources Supporting Documentation

Overall, the RTC and their team were refreshingly thorough in their evaluation of the Project’s ecological impacts 
and the mitigation measures proposed are appropriate, feasible, and would go a long way toward minimizing 
these impacts. The DEIR provides a comprehensive analysis of the diverse ecological resources occurring within the 
Project corridor, and draws from a wide array of up-to-date resources in addition to relying on significant field 
efforts to identify sensitive species, key ecological functions and values that may be vulnerable. It is evident that 
our discussions at the February site visit were taken in earnest and that there has been movement to adapt 
guidance provided then into the draft. Our comments are primarily motivated by points of clarification rather than 
citation of glaring omissions or gross misinterpretations, and are not inconsistent with those provided by CDFW 
staff in their 9/18/18 letter. 

GENERAL 
1. Not having reviewed the Master Plan for the project, it’s not clear how this and that document relate but we

did note that there are recommendations for protecting maternity bat roosts in the Master Plan with a 500-
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foot buffer and yet, in this document, the recommended mitigation is a 100-foot buffer. Clarification as to 
how these documents align and where deviations occur, why those are appropriate, would be helpful. 

2.22

2.23

2.24

2.

3.

a.

b.

c.

d.

4.

5.

6.

It does not appear that NOAA/NMFS has been engaged at all in this process and we assume that this would be 
achieved through the USACE permitting process via consultation for salmonid issues. It would be prudent to 
bring NOAA/NMFS into the discussion given the presence of Coho and steelhead. For example, it is known 
that a fraction of steelhead smolt in the area have been moving between creeks and rivers between 
Pescadero and Soquel Creek, including sometimes returning to their natal sites, over a matter of days. This is 
unprecedented and has potentially very interesting implications when considering regional impacts to the 
population.

Within the narrative, global and state rankings were not included for the various vegetation communities and 
species. For the communities, it was not always clear which alliances and associations were being identified 
(consistent with the CDFW Natural Communities list (2018)). Specifically:

Rubus [scrub] alliance – is this meant to refer to Coastal brambles (Alliance CaCode: 63.901.00,
G4/S3)?

Arroyo willow scrub seems to refer to the Arroyo willow thickets (Alliance CaCode: 61.201.00, G4/S4) 
and namesake association (Association CaCode: 61.201.01, sensitive)?

Arroyo willow riparian forest cited as including Salix lucida among other tree species perhaps also 
refers to the Arroyo willow thickets alliance and more specifically, the Salix lasiolepis-Salix lucida 
association (Association CaCode: 61.201.04, G3)?

How does “Mixed Coastal Scrub Alliance” fit in the CDFW list? Later in the document, some further 
clarification seems to be offered when referencing the Baccharis pilularis-Frangula californica-Rubus 
spp. alliance (Association CaCode: 32.060.30, provisional/sensitive) and Baccharis pilularis-
Eriophyllum staechadifolium alliance (Association CaCode: 32.060.01, sensitive).

Relating to the discussion on p. 3.4-21, we note that: 1) the Coastal Act does not specifically list habitat types 
as ESHA but rather, establishes the three criteria for recognizing ESHA; 2) we consider rarity rankings at 
either the global or state level of 1-3 as sensitive, it is not strictly bound to state rankings and so where 
associations do have a qualifying global ranking, this meets our criteria for sensitivity.

Further relating to our determination of ESHA, we clarify that there are three criteria for consideration – (a) 
rarity or qualification as ‘especially valuable habitat’ (EVH), and (b) sensitivity to disturbance. Rarity and 
sensitivity are correctly addressed but the consideration of EVH is absent. Admittedly, it is more nuanced and 
typically determined on a case-by-case basis. Here, the DEIR lays out the same rationale we would employ to 
recognize the coast live oak forest as EVH, particularly given their maturity and important role for a variety 
of sensitive species including bats. Similarly, this would apply to woodrat homes even if the species itself was 
not protected. That said, the error is inconsequential at this stage because other authorities (i.e. CEQA and 
the County LCP) do recognize these but it is something that we would like to see clarified in the FEIR.

We should have explicit review authority over the Project-specific Biological Resources Mitigation and 
Management Plan as well as the Wetland Mitigation and Monitoring Plan. Reports should also be provided to 
the Commission. At several points in the draft, this authority is recognized only for USFWS and CDFW.

2.21

2.20
(cont'd)
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7. Of significant concern is mitigation for potential increases in transient encampments along the trail corridor
and their ongoing impacts to habitat and sensitive wildlife. We would like to see further discussion on this
point.

8. Perhaps it was addressed in other sections, but it would be worth considering use of bioswales to manage
smaller stormwater drainages. The nature of the nine culverts channeling flow from the inland side of Hwy 1
to the coast do not appear to be well-described – it would be helpful to understand what ecologically-
favorable options there may be to improve these for wildlife and habitat. Bioengineering alternatives for
slope stabilization should also be explored and implemented when feasible.

SPECIES 
9. In the field back in February, we had some discussion regarding the observation of bank swallows (Riparia

riparia) along the southern portion of the alignment. On p 3.4-5, there is mention of assessing trail
alignments for them (as well as for burrowing owls, Athene cunicularia) but then nothing further – were these
not found? In Appendix G, they are reported as ‘Not Expected’ and with the nearest occurrence as being Point
Año Nuevo. This seems to contradict our previous field discussion.

10. We seem to recall a passing discussion sometime several years ago that suggested the use of culverts for CRLF
passage in the Davenport area failed to perform as intended, that the frogs did not use the culverts and
mortality was not reduced with crossing Hwy 1. Though the specifics presently evade us, we recommend
looking into this as mitigation proposed for the species is considered further.

11. Impacts to CRLF are anticipated due to increased usage of the trail, which falls within CRLF habitat. While
interpretive signage is generally provided for in the DEIR, signage directly pertaining to the threatened status
of CRLF and its identification may help to reduce harassment, injury, and mortality to CRLF encountered on
the trail due to trampling and bicycle strikes and thus further mitigate this impact. The same is true for other
sensitive species and should be incorporated into the interpretative products.

12. Mitigation Measure BIO-4 refers to establishing buffers for nesting birds in consultation with USFWS and/or
CDFW. We note that the Commission typically applies a 500-foot buffer for raptors and 300-feet for other
species. The referenced PG&E (2015) Nesting Bird Management Plan is perplexing and does not appear in
the citations provided in Appendix G – where is this document coming from and why is it considered
appropriate for this project? It should be available for review if there is intent to rely on it.

13. As noted in Item 1 above, in Mitigation Measure BIO-5 for bats, the 100-foot minimum buffer to be
established around maternity colonies appears to be inconsistent with the Master Plan and further, raises
some concern as being insufficient. Please provide the basis for this recommendation, as bats are quite
sensitive to noise disturbance – a larger buffer seems likely necessary.

14. In Mitigation Measure BIO-6 for woodrat protections, please add us to the entities receiving reports on any
relocation and monitoring of woodrat houses.

15. We emphasize the importance of using wildlife-permeable fencing throughout the project area. The
proposed fencing between the trail and rail is a 4.5-foot 7-string post and wire style, which we expect larger
wildlife to be able to pass over. However, ground-dwelling species are likely to have a more difficult time
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passing through but not be excluded completely, thus setting up a situation that risks entrapment when 
attempting to flee and/or stressed. Consider a 5-string post and wire style that would allow for easier wildlife 
movement along the ground (i.e. with omission of the lower two wires from the present design). For locations 
where fencing may be necessary along the trail and adjacent lands, post and wire and split-rail fencing are 
appropriate options. 

MONITORING, MITIGATION AND MANAGEMENT PLANS 
16. Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c) provides a good first step towards the development of a Project-specific Plan

including identification of goals. We note that a full Plan will necessarily include a statistically-robust sampling
plan that is well-justified by the goals and objectives; employs appropriate reference sites; specifies criteria
for assessment; triggers for and nature of adaptive management strategies, presented as a menu of options for
various scenarios; and so forth. We are happy to provide direct guidance on this topic as that time
approaches. We do note that the measure cites minimum no-net-loss for mitigation ratios, which the
Commission typically exceeds. While this is ultimately determined on a case-by-case basis and can take into
consideration the specific resources as well as the spatial and temporal losses of function, we generally
employ a 4:1 ratio for wetlands and 3:1 ratio of ESHA.

17. As previously stated, the Commission needs to be included in review of the Wetland Plan (Mitigation
Measure BIO-9(b) as well.

18. The DEIR discusses compensatory mitigation in the context of either occurring on-site or on adjacent State
Park lands on the coastal side of the alignment, and this does reflect previous conversation we’ve had with
FHWA and their consultants. Having also recently volunteered consideration of their potentially funding other
appropriate local projects as an option, any such mitigation options that are identified as viable should be
included in the FEIR.

2.34
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT OFFICE 
725 FRONT STREET, SUITE 300 
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060 
PHONE: (831) 427-4863 
FAX: (831) 427-4877 
WEB: WWW.COASTAL.CA.GOV 

Cory Caletti, Senior Transportation Plmmer 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
1523 Pacific Avenue 
Santa Cruz, California 95060 

Re: North Coast Rail Trail Project Notice of Preparation 

Dear Ms. Caletti: 

EDMUND G. BROWN JR., GOVERNOR 

October 16, 2017 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Notice of Preparation (NOP) of a 
Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the proposed North Coast Rail Trail Project. As a 
preliminary matter, we would like to emphasize that we are fully supportive of development of 
the Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail (MBSST) network as a critical component and central 
"spine" of the California Coastal Trail (CCT) network through Santa Cruz County, including the 
north coast segments. Consistent with this statement, we also strongly support the development 
of a northern Santa Cruz County rail trail segment, including as outlined in our January 26, 2015 
letter in support of Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission's (RTC) Federal 
Highway Administration grant application for this project (see attached). At the same time, we 
recognize that a project of this sort invariably raises some questions and issues, and can 
appreciate the role of the CEQA process in identifying and resolving same. With that in mind, 
we offer the following observations with regard to the NOP. 

Jurisdiction and Permitting 
As we have previously indicated, the proposed project constitutes both a "federal agency 
activity" and a "federal development project", and it is therefore subject to the Coastal 
Commission's federal consistency requirements under the federal Coastal Zone Management Act 
(CZMA) of 1972 as it applies to federal activities, development projects, pern1its and licenses. 
For the purposes of this project, that mem1s that the project is subject to a federal consistency 
review requirement to evaluate and address the provisions of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal 
Act of 1976 and will be reviewed under the Commission's Federal Consistency authority (15 
CFR 930). Depending on a variety of factors, it is also possible that the bulk ofthe federal 
consistency requirements can be addressed through coastal development permit (CDP) processes 
as well, but it is too early to conclude on which processes would best be applied in this case. For 
now, please ensure that the DEIR identifies the federal consistency m1d CDP requirements that 
accrue to the proposed project. Accordingly, under Banning Ranch Conservancy v. City of 
Newport Beach (2017) 2 Cal.5th 918, the CEQA document is required to expressly disclose, 
consider m1d analyze the jurisdictional claims and regulatory opinions of the Commission. 
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Project Description 
The proposed North Coast Rail Trail project includes a 7.5-mile Class I multi-use bicycle and 
pedestrian trail along the RTC-owned railroad corridor from Wilder Ranch State Park on the 
south to Davenport on the north. The trail would genenilly be 20 feet wide and comprised of a 
12-foot-wide paved smface with 4-foot wide unpaved shoulders on either side, where all of that 
20-foot area would be designed to accommodate and be available to trail users. The project also 
proposes parking improvements at one of the Davenport Beach parking areas (the existing 
unpaved parking area in the center of town on the seaward side) to provide some 40-formalized 
public parking spaces, and at one of the Y ellowbank/Panther Beach parking areas (also an 
unpaved parking area) where some 30-50 formal parking spaces would be provided, in addition 
to restrooms, bike racks, benches, and an ADA-accessible route to the trail in both cases. 
Additionally, the project would include new access from the existing Bonny Doon Beach parking 
lot to the trail, including improvements to help with crossing Highway 1. Project construction 
activities would include land clearing, grading, paving and striping for the trail and parking lots, 
landscaping and related development. 

Parking Area-Related Issues 
The proposed project raises a series of issues related to the parking areas involved that the DEIR 
needs to fully analyze and explore. With respect to the existing unpaved informal parking area in 
the middle of Davenport that would be improved, we note that the downcoast portion of that 
parking area is subject to a Coastal Commission-issued CDP that includes specific requirements 
for maintaining the parking in that form. As we have discussed with R TC staff, as well as 
County staff and the property owner, we are open to alternative parking designs in that area 
provided that the ultimate outcome enhances public parking and public access utility, including 
through developing a portion of that area for more passive park related pursuits. The DEIR needs 
to evaluate such options so that any subsequent reviews can make use of that information, and 
needs to note that a CDP amendment is likely to be required to effect solutions on the CUP
engendered portion of the property. 

On that point, the current capacity of the parking area is approximately 1 00 cars whereas the 
proposed paved lot capacity is approximately 40 cars. The potential loss of 60 public parking 
spaces in that scenario is problematic from a public access and recreation standpoint as parking 
can be scarce during high demand (and other) times in Davenport given it is a popular visitor 
destination. The DEIR needs to consider ways in which such parking is not lost and/or is made 
up for elsewhere, and thus needs to evaluate potential alternative design options that include 
more parking, including ways in which the existing number of parking spots might be able to be 
maintained to the maximum extent feasible. Any such evaluation needs to look at public parking 
in the Davenport area as a whole system, and the manner in which this parking lot is understood 
in relation to other parking areas. It is possible that compensatory parking may need to provided 
nearby (e.g., forn1alizing the unpaved parking area to the north and better cmmecting it to tllis 
new parking lot location, the trail, and Davenport as a whole, etc.), and the DEIR needs to 
explore such possibilities. 
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In addition, for this location the DEIR needs to evaluate the possibility of using formalized 
public restrooms with plumbed connections to water/power utilities with flush toilets as an 
alternative to the proposed pit toilets. It is clear that this site is central to not only the trail, but it 
is a hub for visitors to Davenport, and the restroom will ideally reflect this status and provide the 
best possible services to the public in that context. Finally, the DEIR should provide details on 
how siting and design of the paved lot can be accomplished in a manner that doesn't block or 
impair shoreline and ocean views, and that can enhance the significant viewshed out towards the 
ocean across this lot (e.g., grading/lowering the elevation of the parking area, landscaping for 
screening and aesthetics, colored concrete, water quality features, etc.) as required by the LCP 
(including LCP Policy 2.13.5 and Figure 2-5). 

With respect to the improvements at the Y ellowbank!Panther Beach parking area along Highway 
1, we similarly have concerns about the potential loss of parking spaces at this site. It appears 
there are currently over 100 unformalized parking spaces available to the public, and that would 
be reduced to 30-50 spaces with the proposed project. As with the Davenport parking lot, the 
DEIR needs to evaluate ways to ensure that public access is not reduced via loss of parking at 
this location, including the potential for additional spaces at the parking areas in question, and 
potential nearby options. We also have concerns, with respect to safety and need, regarding the 
design aspects to limit ingress and egress here by establishing a channel between the highway 
and the parking area. Alternative design options that retain more parking, including an 
alternative that proposes no improvements or minimal improvements, need to be considered in 
the DEIR for this site. The DEIR needs to evaluate these issues thoroughly, including providing 
a thorough and detailed justification for any proposed reduction in parking at this location, and 
needs to evaluate alternatives and options to avoid loss of parking. 

In addition, the DEIR must include information on the current use levels of all impacted parking 
areas, and an inventory of current public parking areas in the project area between Davenport and 
Wilder Ranch. It would also be helpful to understand how the proposed trail improvements 
might be expected to offset such impacts (i.e., is it expected that more people will access these 
sites by walking and/or biking, as opposed to driving), and the DEIR needs to include such an 
analysis. It will also be critical to identify all affected properties, all affected prope1iy owners, 
and the manner in which the RTC has property rights and permission to construct all project 
parking lot-related components (including connecting trails, restrooms, etc.) at the earliest 
possible stage, including because such ownership issues need to be resolved prior to pursuing 
any Coastal Commission authorizations necessary for the proposed project. 

Finally, the public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act and the LCP generally 
require that public access to the coast be "maximized," including for public parking where the 
starting point for evaluation under the DEIR needs to be free public parking 24-hours a day. Any 
lesser amount of parking (e.g., time restrictions) need to be narrowly focused and based on 
problems that are persistent and acute, where there are no other feasible options to appropriately 
address the identified problems. Thus, any proposed parking restrictions must be supported by 
actual data and alternatives analyses, including a showing that other less impactful means of 
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addressing identified issues (e.g. providing trash cans, increased patrols, etc.) has not been 
successful or is not feasible and that the proposed method is narrowly tailored to address the 
issue (e.g., minimizing the amount oftime lots are closed, such as from 2-4 am only). The DEIR 
analysis needs to reflect these points. 

Trail-Related Issues 
The NOP indicates that the DEIR will evaluate the proposed project as well as a "rail-to-trail" 
alternative (i.e., removal of the existing railroad tracks and ties to enable construction on the 
current track alignment) at an equal level of detail. The NOP also indicates that other project 
alternatives will also be considered. We understand that rail portion of the 'rail-trail' has raised 
concerns for some over the years, and continues to at the current time, and that it is appropriate 
for the DEIR to identify a reasonable range of alternatives to respond to these concerns. At the 
same time, we strongly suggest that the DEIR not get bogged down in the minutiae of the various 
rail options inasmuch as at its core the proposed project is a trail project and public access 
improvement project. Yes, rail issues are engendered by the proposed project given the physical 
reality of the rails being present in the corridor and the fiscal reality that the property was 
purchased subject to a commitment to provide rail service on it, but in many ways rail issues are 
secondary in terms of the current trail and parking lot proposal, and we would hope that the 
DEIR process recognizes that, including by ensuring that any preferred project does not outright 
preclude future rail service options on the property. Those issues need not be fully resolved in 
this project context if that is the case. 

At the broadest level, both of the NOP-identified alternatives include a developed coastal trail, 
and we continue to be very supportive of the trail itself. The MBSST network when fully 
developed will offer one of the most significant and valuable pedestrian and bicycle 
transportation networks in the country, and will constitute a continuous critical spine of the CCT 
through this region. 1 This multi-use bicycle/pedestrian trail will provide both locals and the many 
visitors to Santa Cruz a sustainable transportation option for accessing some of the most stunning 
beaches, coastal terraces and hills, and redwood forests of our nation. The benefits provided by 
the MBSST are at the heart of what federal, state and local programs, including the Coastal Act 
and City and County LCPs, are aiming to achieve in transportation systems that are sustainable. 
This trail system will help to transfonn transportation in Santa Cruz by offering safer, greener, 
and healthier options for bicycling and walking. Residential areas will be connected to 
employment districts, schools, downtown areas, parks, beaches, and community centers that line 
the coast. The MBSST will help advance the state and local sustainability measures of improved 
coastal access and recreation, mobility, environment, safety, economic vitality and health as well 
as reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The MBSST will also be an important link in the 1270 mile 
long statewide CCT system, a high priority trail that is currently about 60% complete. 

1 A continuous trail along Califomia's shoreline has long been a collective objective for Califomia's coastal zone, 
including as miiculated inl972's Proposition 20 (the "Coastal Initiative") and 1976's Coastal Act. Further details on 
CCT aligmnent principles, including continuity and proximity to the sea, may be found in the document 
"Completing the Califomia Coastal Trail" prepared by the State Coastal Conservancy in 2001. 
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Proposed Project. According to the NOP, the trail would be constructed primarily on the seaward 
side of the existing railroad tracks and include safety fencing between the trail and tracks, as 
presented in the MBSST Master Plan. The proposed project would require that the RTC obtain 
property rights from California State Parks and others for portions of the trail outside the RTC's 
property. Again, it will be critical to explicitly identify all affected property ownerships, and the 
manner in which the RTC plans to obtain property rights to those areas at the earliest possible 
stage, including because such ownership issues need to be resolved prior to pursuing any Coastal 
Commission authorizations necessary for the proposed project. 

We also note that the proposed project leaves open options for future rail service, as required by 
the funding that allowed the RTC to acquire the property. As such, it does not raise concerns 
about any significant impacts that might accrue to the proposed project by virtue of an option 
that somehow eliminates the rail component. The DEIR should explain how the rail area that 
would be maintained would be treated in the interim during the time period that it is not used for 
rail (e.g., landscaping etc.) If it is left alone, it is reasonable to presume that the rail line may 
have an adverse visual impact on the trail experience due to both the separation fence as well as 
train tracks that are likely to appear abandoned, and occupied by what one can only surmise 
would be weeds absent landscaping and/or other aesthetic treatments. The DEIR should therefore 
evaluate and address the impacts of keeping the tracks in place for this reason, including 
mitigations to address adverse impacts. The DEIR should also evaluate and explain whether 
theses tracks themselves would be used for future rail, or whether future rail service would 
require new tracks for the expected equipment in any scenario. Depending on the nature of that 
analysis, the DEIR may evaluate whether removal of tracks now has a coastal 
resource/environmental benefit in the interim. 

Rail Alignment Alternative. In the rail alignment alternative, the trail itself would be generally 
the same design as the proposed project, but it would be located slightly further inland along the 
alignment of the existing railroad tracks. In this alternative, the existing railroad tracks and ties 
would be removed to enable construction of the trail on the current track alignment, and the 
project would not include a fence to separate the trail from the rail. This alternative would be 
entirely located on RTC's prope1iy, and thus would not require property to be obtained. 

The rail alignment alternative shares the same general trail as the proposed project, and we 
suppmi it for those same reasons. This alternative may also result in fewer coastal resource 
impacts (e.g., to environmentally sensitive habitat and landforms) given it would be constructed 
in an already developed and disturbed area. At the same time, the DEIR needs to explain the 
manner in which the rail apparatus would be removed, how that area would be treated to prepare 
it for a trail (including in tenus of any hazardous or other materials removal, grading (such as 
benu removal) to create the level trail area, etc.), and any associated differences in construction 
as a result. We do have concerns with this alternative in tenus of the potential for it precluding 
future rail options, including due to the requirements that adhere to rail from RTC's funding 
sources for the property. The DEIR will need to fully explain the manner in which talcing out the 
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rail now affects the potential for future service, and needs to explain the manner in which doing 
so can be rectified to funding requirements and related obligations. If the conclusion is that 
future service is not precluded because the RTC will still have enough property to allow for 
future rail service in the future, then the DEIR needs to evaluate the effect of such potential rail 
on the trail experience (e.g., if the rail would be then located seaward of the trail, that would have 
an adverse impact on the trail user experience, relatively speaking, then if it were inland of the 
trail). If the conclusion is that future rail service would be precluded, then the DEIR should 
explain the ramifications of such an outcome, including in terms of funding issues. In addition, 
such a conclusion will require an analysis of what treatment, if any, would be applied to the 
remainder of the RTC property seaward of the existing rail location, and the effect that 
foreclosing the possibility of future rail has on recreational opportunities to the North Coast, 
particularly in relation to rail access to the town of Davenport, the Cotoni-Coast Dairies National 
Monument, and the potential reuse of the Cemex plant. We would also note that a substantial 
pmiion of the existing rail line is located in a fairly deep cut/ravine, and thus may be a less 
preferable alignment with regard to the recreational user experience in terms of views and 
openness etc., and the DEIR will need to clearly explain these differences and the matmer in 
which they affect the overall user experience. 

Other Potential Alternatives. By letter dated June 1, 2017, Pam Silkwood, on behalf of some 
north coast property owners and farmers, proposed a third alternative that would utilize existing 
roads and trails near the bluffs to locate the trail. We note that this proposed alternative raises a 
series of questions that would need to be addressed, not the least of which is the fact that much of 
the property at issue is owned by others than the RTC. In addition, although a trail at these 
blufftop locations would be closer to the ocean, which is consistent with CCT siting principals, 
we also note that it raises questions about potential erosion and long-term stability of the blufftop 
areas in question that would need to be addressed. It is also unclear how such alternative would 
ensure a continuous CCT in the project area. The DEIR would need to evaluate these issues for 
comparison with other alternatives if it evaluates this alternative. We note that one way in which 
to understand this proposal is as an adjunct series of trail offshoots and spurs fi:om the main CCT 
spine along the RTC property. We are suppmiive of an option that includes such blufftop trail 
segments in addition to the CCT spine, but it is not clear to us that the blufftop suggestion cat1 
alone achieve project objectives. In this sense, we believe that this proposed alternative 
represents a complimentary proposal atld aspect to the project as proposed, and we are 
supportive of this alternative in that context, atld the DEIR exploring that option in that way. 

Probable Environmental Impacts 
The NOP indicates that the proposed project will require DEIR evaluation of impacts in the 
following key environmental categories: aesthetics, agricultmal resomces, air quality, biological 
resources, cultural resources, geology/soils, greenhouse gas emissions/climate change, hazm·ds 
at1d hazm·dous materials, hydrology atld water quality, land use and platming, noise, recreation, 
transpmiation/circulation, and tribal cultmal resomces. The list identified appears encompassing 
enough to fi·ame project related impacts and appropriate mitigations, including in tern1s of 
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potential alternatives to avoid identified impacts. We offer the following additional comments 
for DEIR consideration on these points. 

Geology/Soils and Shoreline Armoring. To the extent that shoreline annoring is proposed as part 
of the project, the Coastal Act requires a four-part test to be met to allow it: (1) there is an 
existing structure, (2) that existing structure is in danger from erosion, (3) shoreline-altering 
armoring is required to protect the existing endangered structure; and ( 4) the required armoring is 
designed to eliminate or mitigate shoreline sand supply impacts, and avoid and mitigate other 
coastal resource impacts (e.g., on public access, public views, etc.). The first three questions 
relate to whether the proposed armoring is necessary, while the fourth requires implementation 
of the alternative that will have the least impact to coastal resources, while mitigating for any 
remaining impacts. If any armoring is proposed as part of the project, the DEIR will need to 
provide an evaluation of the type identified above. We note in advance that the DEIR needs to 
carefully examine potential Davenport Beach slope repair alternatives designed to protect the 
railroad track and proposed trail (e.g., shoreline armoring, trestle, bridge, caissons, inland 
relocation of track and trail), and examine San Vicente Creek flow and outlet to determine 
whether inland drainage problems are causing/contributing to bluff erosion and, if so, evaluate 
options for addressing such problems. 

Design Plans and Altematives Analysis for Bridge at Station 115. Alternatives should be focused 
on minimizing any viewshed impacts from existing public vantages (e.g., Highway 1), including 
through the use of appropriate bridge coloration and railing design. The DEIR needs to provide 
visual simulations to help show the visual impact of each alternative. 

Recreation/Public Access. The DEIR needs to identify the locations of existing cross-track trails 
between Highway 1 and the blufftop and beach, and identify locations of all trails to be retained 
and/or closed/consolidated. Any proposed closure of existing trails may raise public access 
concerns, needs to be supported by evidence of need (e.g., habitat degradation, safety, etc.), and 
the DEIR will need to identify all such evidence, as well as offsetting mitigation for any access 
proposed to be eliminated. In addition, the DEIR needs to clarify if the proposed project also 
includes spur trails to blufftops and beaches (or just includes the main north/south trail and 
connections to parking areas), as well as any improvements to such trails proposed and property 
owner consent for same. 

In addition, the DEIR should identify the locations of all proposed fencing and signs intended to 
consolidate/funnel foot traffic between Highway 1 and the trail as much as possible, as well as to 
the blufftop and beach. The siting and design of all such fencing and signs should be described, 
as well as all measures designed to limit fencing to the maximum extent feasible, and to ensure it 
is visually compatible with the surrounding area and does not block views or wildlife passage. 
All alternatives to fencing for purposes of avoiding conflicts with agricultural activities (e.g., use 
ofbollards) should be identified and colTesponding impacts detailed. Again, any proposed 
fencing that will impact existing public trails raises public access concerns and questions, and the 
need for such fencing will need to be justified with factual evidence. 
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Other. The DEIR should also strive to address each of the following issues at the earliest stage 
possible as each of these issues will need to be resolved prior to pursuing any Coastal 
Commission authorizations necessary for the proposed project: 

• Clarify beach ownership at Davenport slope repair site (e.g., State Lands Commission, 
private, etc.). 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Describe past and ongoing coordination with the County, State Lands, State Parks, and BLM . 

Describe past and ongoing coordination with private property owners, homeowner and 
community associations, agricultural operators, bicycle and hiking groups. 

Identify the entity that will operate and maintain the trail, parking lots, restrooms, and 
pathways out to the bluff. 

Identify the siting and design (including actual wording) of all proposed signage (parking · 
lots, pathways, etc.). 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. We look forward reviewing the DEIR 
when it is available, and are available for questions should RTC or its DEIR team need 
clarification on these comments. We also look forward overall to continuing to work with RTC 
to bring this important public access improvement project to fruition, including in terms of 
facilitating Coastal Commission review of the project. Please don't hesitate to contact me at any 
time. 

Sincerely, 

Ry~ey~ 
Central Coast District Supervisor 
California Coastal Commission 

Attachments: January 26, 2015 Coastal Commission letter to Federal Highway Administration 
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• STATE OF CALIFORNIA- NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT OFFICE 
725 FRONT STREET, SUITE 300 
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060 
PHONE: {831) 427-4863 
FAX: {831) 427-4877 

Programming Decisions Committee (PDC) 
Federal Lands Access Program 
FHWA: Central Federal Lands Highway Division 
12300 West Dakota Avenue Suite 380B 
Lakewood, CO 80228 

EDMUND G. BROWN, JR .. Governor 

January 26,2015 

Subject: Support for Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail Network 9rant 

Dear Members of the Programming Decisions Committee: 

The purpose of this letter is to recommend approval of Federal Lands Access Program funding 
for a key segment of the Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail (MBSST), as requested by the 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission (SCCRTC). The SCCRTC acquired the 
railroad right-of-way along the northern shoreline of Monterey Bay that was formerly owned by 
the Union Pacific RR. Accordingly, the SCCRTC will-with the appropriate funding-be in a 
position to implement a rail-and-trail project along the 32-mile Santa Cruz Branch Line. 

Specifically, this grant will support the implementation of the SCCRTC's Monterey Bay 
Sanctuary Scenic Trail Network Plan-in particular, the highly scenic segment of the MBSST 

northwards from Wilder Ranch State Park Gust outside the City of Santa Cruz) to Laguna Road 
(for access to the Coast Dairies lands), near the town of Davenport. This planning effort involved 
extensive public outreach and interagency coordination. Substantial refinements were 
incorporated from our own agency's comments, as well as from numerous public workshops. 

We believe this grant request is best evaluated in terms of its context relative to the entire 
California Coastal Trail system, the included Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail, and the 
particular part of the coast that will be served by the trail segment to be funded by this grant-as 
discussed below. 

The California Coastal Trail (CCT), overall. As implemented through California State Senate 
Bill 908 of 2002, the CCT is fundamentally a hiking trail along the entire California Coast, 
extending more than 1,000 miles from Mexico to its connection to the Oregon Coast Trail. As 
well, in many places the CCT already accommodates-or will be designed to accommodate, as 
part of a networked system--bicycles, equestrians and persons with mobility impairments. 
Fifteen counties and more than 1 00 different communities, from small coastal villages to the 
largest metropolis will be linked by this common thread. 
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The CCT provide linkages to or through more than two dozen different Federally-managed areas 
with public recreational values. And, it parallels BLM' s California Coastal National Monument 
along the entire shoreline of the state. As such, it will provide a principal vantage point and 
interpretive platform for the public's enjoyment of the scenic rocks and islets comprising BLM's 
California Coastal National Monument. The Santa Cruz-Davenport segment of the CCT is 
therefore essential to the State-wide continuity of the route as a whole. 

Examples of other F ederallands along, or providing segments of the CCT range from Redwood 
National Park to Humboldt Bay NWR, the King Range NCA, Pt. Reyes National Seashore, 
Golden Gate NRA, Los Padres National Forest (Monterey Ranger Dist.), Big Sur Coast National 
Scenic Byway (All-American Road) and its counterpart along the San Luis Obispo County coast, 
Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary (Santa Barbara/Steam's Wharf), Channel Islands 
National Park visitor center (Ventura), Santa Monica Mountains NRA, and Cabrillo National 
Monument-to mention the better-known locales. 

The Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail (MBSST), overall. As a key part of the California 
Coastal Trail (CCT) system, the MBSST will extend approximately 50 miles around the 
perimeter of Monterey Bay. Completed and planned segments of the MBSST include both paved 
and natural surface strands. Natural surfaces are favored by hikers and mountain bikes. In 
addition to accommodating pedestrians and bicyclists, the paved MBSST segments also provide 
coastwise access for wheeled baby strollers, wheelchairs and other non-motorized modes. As 
part of a planned coastal trail network, the MBSST is the coastwise corridor that provides 
essential connectivity to and between the CCT's blufftop hiking paths and beach accessways, via 
a variety of natural surface and improved-surface paths that intersect the MBSST. 

As the name implies, the MBSST parallels the core·area of the NOAA-managed Monterey Bay 
National Marine Sanctuary (NMS). The proposed trail will not only provide outstanding 
recreational opportunities, but will also offer an ideal platform for interpretation of the marine 
and coastal environment protected by the Monterey Bay NMS and the California Coastal NM. It 
is recognized that more visitors will encounter these protected areas from blufftop vantage points 
than from any other perspective, on or off the water. 

Some 19 different marine~oriented research and educational institutions are located along the 
Monterey Bay shoreline-anchored by the internationally-acclaimed Monterey Bay Aquarium. 
More than 3 million recreational visitors per year are recorded already. Therefore, 

implementation of the MBSST represents an unparalleled opportunity for outdoor learning 
experiences--especially, by providing tangible linkages between the educational sites and the 
protected federal areas. 
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Substantial portions of the MBSST are already in service, including the highly popular segment 
from Lover's Point in Pacific Grove through the Presidio of Monterey, past the Naval 
Postgraduate School's high dunes, through Ft. Ord Dunes State Park and to a point north of the 

City of Marina in Monterey County. Here, bicyclists may continue on secondary roads and 
existing bikeway segments to two Federally-protected wildlife areas, the Salinas Lagoon NWR 
and Elkhorn Slough NERR, both managed by arrangement with the Calif. Dept. of Fish & 

Wildlife. 

The SCCRTC's acquisition of the 32-mile Santa Cruz Branch Line (SCBL) rail right-of-way will 
allow the MBSST to continue northwards around the Monterey Bay shoreline. Levee-top trails 

and the SCBL rail right-of-way are envisioned as linkages to the existing Watsonville Wetlands 

trail system, Ellicott Slough NWR, the new National Marine Sanctuary Discovery Center at the 
Santa Cruz municipal wharf, and many State and local park and beach areas. These include 8 

different State Park System units in Monterey County, and 9 State Park System units on or near 
the coast in Santa Cruz County. Connecting paths and bikeways will also link to Ft. Ord National 

Monument (BLM) and 6 more nearby State Park units to the north and south. 

In coordination with planned rail service, interweaving strands of the MBSST Network will 
serve the serious hiker and dedicated long-distance cyclist, as well as more casual visitors, family 
groups and persons with mobility impediments. The outcome will be enjoyable, universal access, 
safely separated from automotive traffic, benefitting local residents and visitors alike. 

The Wilder Ranch State Park-Laguna Road segment of the Monterey Bay Sanctuary 
Scenic Trail. As identified in the SCCRTC's MBSST Network Plan, this portion of the MBSST 
will enhance regional connectivity for both pedestrians and bicyclists northwards from Santa 

Cruz. It is planned to include both improved-surface and natural surface pathways, comprising a 
multi-modal recreational system that makes optimal use of the SCCRTC's recently acquired 
Santa Cruz Branch Line rail right-of-way. 

The grant will make it possible for the SCCRTC-through implementation of the MBSST 
Network Plan--to bridge gaps in the California Coastal Trail, and increase access to a number of 
Federally-protected areas. These include the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary (NOAA), 
the California Coastal National Monument (BLM), and to the Coast Dairies properties recently 

transferred to BLM. 

In particular, a variety of pedestrian and bicycle paths already provide non-motorized access 

from the National Marine Sanctuary Exploration Center at Santa Cruz Wharf and U.C. Santa 
Cruz's Terrace Point marine research campus to Wilder Ranch State Park, approximately 3 miles 
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north of the wharf. This proposed segment will extend effective non-motorized access 

northwards from Wilder Ranch, parallel to the RTC's railway tracks, to BLM's Coast Dairies 
lands and the popular shoreline access points west and north of Laguna Road. These include 

nearby Laguna Creek Beach, Y ellowbank Beach, Bonny Do on Beach and Davenport Beach. 

Summary. This project will significantly enhance non-motorized public access options for travel 
to and within the various parks, beaches, visitor services, downtown areas, educational 

institutions and residential areas along the northern Santa Cruz County coastline, consistent with 
California Coastal Act Sections 30210-30224 regarding maximizing public access and 
recreational opportunities. By creating an important non-motorized transportation alternative, it 

will support federal, state, and local policies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions-including 
Coastal Act Sections· 30252-30253 regarding non-automotive transportation alternatives and 

conformance with air quality standards. Accordingly, the MBSST in general-and the Wilder 

Ranch State Park to Laguna Road segment in particular--promises to be an asset for coastal 
access, recreation, education, health, transportation, and economic vitality. 

Therefore, we are clearly in support of this important coastal access project. It will significantly 
improve public access and mobility along this part of the California Coast. Accordingly, we 
encourage you to grant approval of the SCCRTC's Federal Lands Access Program funding 

request. Please do not hesitate to contact me at (831) 427-4863 if you have any questions 
regarding this letter of support, the MBSST itself, or other matters concerning the California 
Coastal Zone. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Carl, 
Deputy Director 

Cc: 

George Dondero 
Executive Director, SCCRTC 
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Letter 2 
COMMENTER: Ryan Moroney, Central Coast District Supervisor, California Coastal Commission 

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 2.1 
The comment is an introductory statement that the California Coastal Commission (CCC, Coastal 
Commission, or Commission) is supportive of the project; and although the Commission staff does 
not question the Draft EIR’s consistency with CEQA, they offer comments regarding potential 
impacts to coastal resources. These comments are addressed below.  

No further response or revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary to address this comment. 

Response 2.2 
The commenter states that the project is a federal activity subject to the Coastal Commission’s 
federal consistency requirements, and that the CEQA document must consider the Commission’s 
claims and opinions.  

The RTC and CFL consider and appreciate the Commission’s claims and opinions. The Commission’s 
role as a responsible agency is described in Section 1.3.1 of the Draft EIR. The RTC and CFL 
coordinated with Commission staff during preparation of the Draft EIR, including a conference call 
January 11, 2018, and field visit February 14, 2018. The RTC also carefully reviewed input from the 
Coastal Commission in response to the Notice of Preparation for the proposed project. This 
coordination was conducted in part in order to ensure that, consistent with Banning Ranch 
Conservancy v. City of Newport Beach (2017) 2 Cal.5th 918, this EIR will be legally and 
informationally sufficient to allow the Commission to conduct its federal consistency review. As the 
federal lead agency, CFL will be conducting future coordination with the Commission and preparing 
the federal consistency determination. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 2.3 
The comment includes a basic project description, which is consistent with that in the Draft EIR.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 2.4 
The commenter expresses concern that the Project would decrease the number of parking spaces at 
three lots along the Project corridor. To meet high parking demand in the foreseeable future, the 
commenter requests an evaluation of alternative design options that would add more parking. 
These options, the commenter suggests, could include additional spaces at the Panther/Yellowbank 
Beach Lot or formalizing an existing unpaved lot in Davenport. 
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Please refer to Master Response C for a discussion of the adequacy of parking supply and the 
feasibility of alternative design options to meet parking demand.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 2.5 
The commenter states that public access to the coast must be maximized and any restrictions to 
public parking need to be narrowly focused and based on solving clearly identified problems.  

Please refer to Master Response C for a discussion of how the proposed timing restrictions on 
parking access are narrowly tailored to improve public safety. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 2.6 
The commenter encourages RTC to evaluate alternative parking designs at the Davenport Parking 
Lot that include potential development of the south lot for passive park uses.  

Please refer to Master Response C for a discussion of alternative parking design options. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 2.7 
The commenter would like the restrooms at the Davenport Beach lot to be connected to 
water/power utilities with flush toilets instead of pit toilets and working sinks. 

As described in Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR under Davenport Beach Lot and Highway 1 Crossing, the 
toilets at the at the Davenport lot would be either waterless vault toilets or flush toilets that 
connect to the Davenport water and wastewater system; and there would be a dispenser for hand 
sanitizer but no sink.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 2.8 
The commenter requests the Davenport Beach lot be designed in a manner that doesn’t block or 
impair coastal views and that can enhance the viewshed. 

As shown in the preliminary design (Figure 2-5, Davenport Beach Lot and Highway 1 Crossing), the 
restroom facility would be a small prefabricated structure on a 12-foot by 18-foot pad located in the 
northwest corner of the lot near Highway 1. As described in the Aesthetics analysis (Section 3.1.4) 
under Impact AES-1, the proposed restroom building would be located at the northern edge of the 
parking lot, where it would not substantially obstruct scenic ocean views, and the impact was 
determined less than significant.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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Response 2.9 
The commenter states strong support for the pedestrian crossing improvements for Highway 1 in 
Davenport. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 2.10 
The commenter states that the Commission’s staff ecologist reviewed the evaluation of the 
potential biological and ecological impacts and found the evaluation thorough and mitigation 
measures generally appropriate and feasible, reflecting discussions at the February site visit. Specific 
comments are provided in the attachment portion of this comment letter, and are addressed below 
as comments 2-19 through 2-36.  

No further response or revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary to address this comment. 

Response 2.11 
The commenter states that the proposed bank reinforcement at Davenport Beach needs to meet 
the California Coastal Commission’s four-part test and will require further technical analysis.  

The four-part test is derived from Public Resources Code section 30235, within the Coastal Act, 
which provides that “[r]evetments, breakwaters, groins, harbor channels, seawalls, cliff retaining 
walls, and other such construction that alters natural shoreline processes shall be permitted when 
required to serve coastal-dependent uses or to protect existing structures or public beaches in 
danger from erosion and when designed to eliminate or mitigate adverse impacts on local shoreline 
sand supply. Existing marine structures causing water stagnation contributing to pollution problems 
and fishkills should be phased out or upgraded where feasible.”  

The proposed slope reinforcement in this location is consistent with the requirements of section 
30235. The railroad tracks and informal trail adjacent to the tracks are threatened by further erosion 
of the slope. Slope reinforcement would stabilize the railroad tracks, which are considered an 
existing structure for purposes of the statute. Regardless, because the proposed trail would be a 
coastal-dependent use, the slope reinforcement would serve the use and is therefore permitted for 
that reason. Furthermore, the slope reinforcement would not affect the amount of sand being 
supplied to the beach and would be designed in a manner that would minimize adverse effects on 
shoreline sand supply. As final design of the trail progresses and there is a better understanding of 
the alignment and the need for slope reinforcement at Davenport Beach, technical analysis of the 
slope will be performed. This information will be provided to the Coastal Commission, and 
discussions with the Commission will be held to determine the most appropriate slope 
reinforcement method based on the technical analysis. This information will also be included in the 
formal submission of the Federal Coastal Consistency Determination.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 2.12 
The commenter suggests that the EIR provide visual simulations for each of the alternatives.  
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Refer to Figure 3.1-9 and Figure 3.1-10 in Section 3.1, Aesthetics, for visual simulations of 
Alternative 1 (Trail Only). Refer to Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2 in Section 5.0, Project Alternatives, for 
visual simulations of Alternatives 2 (Inland Side) and 3 (Farmers’ Alternative), respectively.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 2.13 
The commenter states that closure of existing trails needs to be supported by evidence of need and 
should be evaluated in the Recreation chapter of the Draft EIR. 

Reason for Closing Trail Crossings 
The trail crossings are described in Section 2.4 under Trail Crossings of the Draft EIR. The text has 
been corrected as follows to account for the additional informal trail that is being closed and was 
inadvertently omitted from Table 2-1, Summary of Trail Crossings, and corresponding figures.  

There are 25 24 existing crossing locations over the existing rail alignment, including 16 formal 
crossings, designated and permitted for use by the California Public Utility Commission (CPUC), and 
9 8 informal crossings (not permitted by the CPUC). Of the 25 24 crossings, the Project would retain 
15 and close 10 nine, including seven six informal crossings created by farmers to access operations 
or by pedestrians/bicyclists to access beaches, and three formal CPUC crossings.  

The reasons for closing these 10 crossings include CPUC’s requirement of a no net gain in crossings 
and for safety (i.e., if there is no trail crossing, people would be less likely to park on the inland side 
of Highway 1 and cross the highway to get to the new trail). For all crossings being closed, other 
adjacent crossings would be formalized to maintain access.  

The Draft EIR has been revised to reference the Appendix A graphics, which show the trail crossings 
to remain open and be closed. Additionally, Table 2-1, Summary of Trail Crossings, has been revised 
to include the additional informal crossing identified and the distances from the 10 trails to be 
closed to the nearest trail crossing.  

The CFL and RTC understand the Coastal Commission’s objective to maintain coastal access and the 
Commission’s concerns regarding the closure of trail crossings over the existing rail. The RTC and CLF 
also understand that safety takes precedence over coastal access, and that the CPUC has ultimate 
regulatory authority over rail crossings. New projects occurring within the rail alignment need to 
adhere to the CPUC regulatory framework. Thus, the proposed project was designed with the 
understanding that CPUC requires “no net gain” of crossings, and the informal crossings proposed 
for closure are not recognized by the CPUC. Therefore, the CFL will coordinate with both the Coastal 
Commission and CPUC regarding the proposed trail closures during the federal consistency 
determination process. 

Recreation Analysis 
The analysis in the Recreation chapter of the Draft EIR focuses on the significance criteria derived 
from Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines, as follows; and it does not include addressing the 
impact of trail closures.  

 Increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other recreational facilities such 
that substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated. 
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 Include recreational facilities or require the construction or expansion of recreational facilities 
which might have an adverse physical effect on the environment. 

The RTC, CFL and EIR preparers do not consider the closure of the nine trails to result in a 
substantial adverse effect to pedestrians, bicyclists or farmers because other nearby trails would 
remain open with formalized crossings which would improve access functionality across the rail, as 
presented in revised Table 2-1. The RTC, CFL and EIR preparers therefore disagree with the 
suggestion that offsetting mitigation is necessary. There is no CEQA significant effect to mitigate; 
and the RTC, CFL, and the EIR preparers are unaware of any Coastal Act statute or formal Coastal 
Commission policy that requires offsetting mitigation under these circumstances. 

It should be noted that, as stated in Section 2.4, the plan for trail closures would require 
collaboration between various stakeholders and therefore could be subject to change.  

Response 2.14 
The commenter would like clarification if the proposed project also includes spur trails to the bluffs 
and beaches or just the main north/south trail and connections to parking lots. 

The Project, including the Proposed Project and Alternatives 1-3, does not include new spur trails or 
any improvements to existing spur trails leading to the bluffs and beaches. It only includes the main 
north/south trail and connections to the three parking lots. This is described in Sections 2.1, 
Overview, and 2.4, Project Characteristics, in the Draft EIR and reflected in the project graphics in 
Appendix A.  

Text has been added to Section 2.1, Overview, to clarify the Project does not include spur trails to 
the bluffs and beaches.  

Response 2.15 
The commenter would like the Draft EIR to identify the locations of all proposed fencing and signs 
intended to consolidate foot traffic between Highway 1 and the trail as much as possible, as well as 
to the blufftop and beach. Fencing should be limited, visually compatible with surrounding area and 
not block views or wildlife passage. 

The final location of fencing and signage would occur as part of final design by CFL, which will 
coordinate with the Coastal Commission. The anticipated fencing is described in Section 2.4, Project 
Characteristics under Fencing, and shown in Figure 2-11, Fencing Design, in the Draft EIR. The 
anticipated signage is described in Section 2.4 under Trail Amenities and Features. A summary of key 
points is provided below. 

 Fencing would be installed between the trail and rail for safety. 
 Fencing would be installed between the trail and agricultural land and at some locations to 

discourage users from entering agricultural land.  
 Fencing may be installed along the trail edge for safety where there are steep slopes adjacent to 

the trail.  
 Fencing would be constructed using concrete posts (4 feet 6 inches in height) etched to 

resemble wood, and multiple (7) smooth wire strands, similar to that shown in Figure 2-11. 
 The informational and educational signage would be placed at strategic locations along the trail 

and in the parking lots.  
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As described in Section 3.1.4 under Impacts AES-1 and AES-2 and shown in the photosimulations, 
the fencing would not substantially obstruct or alter coastal or agricultural views. 

As described in Section 3.4.4 under Impact BIO-7, construction fencing would temporarily impact 
wildlife movement. Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c) includes development of a Biological Resources 
Mitigation and Management Plan (MMP) that would include strategies for protecting wildlife 
movement.  

The planned fencing (shown in Figure 2-11) consists of posts and smooth wire 4.5 feet in height with 
7 wire strands and a 17-inch clearance between the bottom wire and the ground. If the lesser 
number of wires (five) is employed, this design would be considered wildlife-friendly fencing. 

Wherever feasible and especially in areas determined to be critical to wildlife movement, proposed 
fencing would be modified to be wildlife-permeable. Options would include split rail fencing or a 
post and smooth wire fencing of no more than four strands with a maximum height of 3.5 feet and a 
slighter larger clearance (18 – 20 inches) between the bottom wire and the ground. 

Thus, the Project and Draft EIR has been revised as follows. Section 2.4, Trail Amenities, has been 
revised to clarify that an example of “strategic” locations for signage includes trail access points and 
crossings. Section 2.4, Fencing, has been revised to broaden the potential number of wires to be 5-7 
(not just 7) and to use wildlife permeable fencing where feasible and especially in areas determined 
to be critical to wildlife movement. Additionally, Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c) has been revised to 
clarify that strategies for protecting wildlife movement include wildlife movement both across and 
along the trail corridor.  

Response 2.16 
The commenter acknowledges that the Project would require RTC to obtain property rights from 
California State Parks and others for portions of the trail outside RTC’s property, and states that the 
Commission needs to understand the underlying property ownership and rights. 

Refer to Master Response B. 

Response 2.17 
The commenter states that the Project context could benefit from a narrative description of past 
and ongoing coordination with public agencies and several other groups regarding North Coast 
access. 

Section 1.2, Project Background, of the Draft EIR provides a description of such coordination as it 
relates to the context of the MBSST Master Plan, Project and EIR preparation. Additional 
information is provided below.  

The RTC and CFL have coordinated with Santa Cruz County Public Works and California State Parks 
from the onset, and there is a Memorandum of Agreement between the four agencies which 
establishes a collaborative structure. Additionally, the RTC worked with the Bureau of Land 
Management in the original application for the Federal Lands Access Program grant and 
subsequently in planning for connecting the proposed project with future trails on the Cotoni-Coast 
Dairies property under its authority. The California Coastal Conservancy (for the tie-in to the 
California Coastal Trail), private landowners, agricultural operators, bicycle advocacy groups, trail 
advocacy entities, bicycle and pedestrian advisory committees to the RTC, tribal groups, and other 
stakeholders have all been contacted and have been engaged at various stages of the process. 
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No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 2.18 
The commenter reiterates support for the project as an important public recreational access 
improvement for the County’s North Coast, and for continued collaboration. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 2.19 
The commenter states that the analysis of ecology resources is thorough and reflects previous 
coordination with the Commission, and that its specific comments (addressed as comments 2-20 
through 2-36 below) are seeking clarification, rather than omissions.  

No further response or revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary to address this comment. 

Response 2.20 
The commenter is not clear how the project relates to the Master Plan, and notes the Master Plan 
recommends protecting maternity bat roosts with a 500-foot buffer whereas the mitigation requires 
a 100-foot buffer.  

As described in Section 1.2.3, MBSST Network Master Plan and EIR, the Master Plan is an approved 
planning document that establishes the continuous alignment and set of design standards for the 
planned multi-use trail along RTC’s entire Coastal Rail Trail spine for the length of Santa Cruz County. 
The Coastal Rail Trail spine divided into 20 segments, and the Project represents Segment 5.  

The MBSST Network Master Plan EIR is a programmatic EIR prepared to understand the 
environmental impacts at a broad, planning level. A program EIR typically provides a more general 
level of analysis. A project-level EIR, such as this North Coast Rail Trail EIR, is prepared for a specific 
building or facilities project and includes more focus and detail. Specific distinctions are further 
described in CEQA Guidelines Section 15161. Although this EIR is not formally “tiering” from the 
Master Plan EIR, it makes use of relevant information contained in the Master Plan EIR, including 
applicable mitigation measures.  

As described in the Approach to Project Analysis at the beginning of Chapter 3, the analyses include 
relevant information from the Master Plan EIR and additional information specific to the Project. 
Many of the mitigation measures identified for Project impacts were originally discussed in the 
Master Plan EIR. As a program-level EIR, the Master Plan EIR focuses on broad changes expected to 
result from implementing the entire 50-mile MBSST Network. Accordingly, the mitigation measures 
identified in the Master Plan EIR are necessary broad and general, and those provided in this Project 
EIR have refinements, additional detail or other changes to the Master Plan EIR mitigation 
measures. 

As described in Section 3.4.4 under Impact BIO-5, Mitigation Measure BIO-5 (Implement Measures 
to Protect Roosting Bats during Construction) identifies a 100-foot construction buffer around 
established bat maternity colonies if found whereas the Master Plan EIR (Mitigation Measure B-1i) 
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identifies a 500-foot buffer. The Draft EIR has been revised to be consistent with the MBSST 
Network Master Plan EIR. Mitigation Measure BIO-5 now requires a 500-foot buffer. 

Response 2.21 
The commenter notes that NOAA Fisheries has not been engaged in the EIR process and 
recommends its participation based on the presence of steelhead and coho in the creeks that 
transect the alignment. 

Potential indirect impacts to sensitive fish species and their habitat are anticipated to be minimal, 
and are described and addressed in Section 3.4.4 under Impact BIO-1 (Sensitive Fish), Impact BIO-8 
(Sensitive Habitats), and Impact BIO-9 (Wetlands and Aquatic/Riverine Habitats). In addition, 
Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c), which requires development and implementation of a comprehensive 
biological resources mitigation and management plan, would take into account the essential role 
these features play in the ecological setting, and habitat replacement and enhancement are likely to 
target riparian habitats along the creeks and buffers to these features. NOAA Fisheries has been 
consulted via phone and e-mail regarding sensitive salmonids (Howe 2018)2. The following 
description of Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) for coho salmon has been added to the Draft EIR in 
Section 3.4.1 under Coho Salmon, as well as Impact BIO-1 (NOAA Fisheries 2014)3. 

Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) is defined as “those waters and substrate necessary to fish for spawning, 
breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity.” Coho salmon EFH includes all water bodies (“streams, 
lakes, ponds, wetlands, and other currently viable water bodies") currently or historically occupied 
by Pacific Fishery Management Council-managed coho salmon, including the hydrologic units along 
the coast south of San Francisco and within the Monterey Bay, up to and including the Pajaro 
hydrologic unit. Coho salmon EFH also includes estuarine and marine areas to 200 nautical miles 
offshore. No further revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 2.22 
The commenter notes that global and state rankings were not included for the various vegetation 
communities, and that alliances and associations were not clearly identified, specifically for the 
habitat types below. 

The authors acknowledge that natural communities with state and global rarity rankings 1-3 are 
considered Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas (ESHA) by the California Coastal Commission as 
stated in Section 3.4.1 under Sensitive Habitats of the Draft EIR. 

a. None of the habitat types/natural communities listed as non-ESHA in the Draft EIR have global 
or state rankings of 1-3 with the exception of Rubus Shrubland Alliance-Coast Brambles 
(63.901.00, G4/S3). Areas mapped within the Study Area are dominated by the Rubus ursinus 
Association (63.901.05) and limited to four small patches totaling approximately 0.50 acres. 
These do not represent well formed “coast brambles” but rather early succession of Rubus 
ursinus in disturbed, non-native grassland east of the Wilder Ranch parking lot and along the 
ruderal upper embankment of a channelized section of Little Baldwin Creek. In these areas, 

                                                      
2 Howe, Darren. 2018. Personal Communication via phone and e-mail regarding NOAA Fisheries review of the North Coast Rail Trail DEIR 
and federally protected salmonids known to occur within north coast streams, with Erin McGinty, Biologist, EcoSystems West Consulting 
Group. December 17, 2018. 
3 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) ( NOAA Fisheries). 2014. Fisheries 
Off West Coast States; West Coast Salmon Fisheries; Amendment 18 to the Salmon Fishery Management Plan, Final Rule. Federal 
Register. 50 CFR Part 660. December 18, 2014. 
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Rubus ursinus is relatively low-growing and co-dominated by weedy, non-native grasses are 
forbs including wild oats (Avena spp.), brome grasses (Bromus spp.), poison hemlock (Conium 
maculatum), and horseweed (Erigeron canadensis). Moreover, these patches are situated 
adjacent to ruderal and urbanized areas subject to repeated anthropogenic disturbances. 
Therefore, these highly fragmented and isolated areas provide limited potential refugia for 
special status plants and wildlife. Furthermore, areas mapped as Rubus Shrubland Alliance are 
situated outside of areas to be temporarily or permanently impacted by the Proposed Project 
and Alternative 1.  

b. Arroyo willow scrub corresponds to the Salix lasiolepis Shrubland Alliance-Arroyo willow 
thickets (61.201.00). This habitat type is considered sensitive by the CDFW. The nomenclature 
does not change the rarity status of this community type for the purposes of the analyses 
described in the DEIR. These areas were described in the Draft EIR as “scrub” to clearly 
differentiate these areas from Arroyo willow riparian forest also dominated almost entirely by 
Salix lasiolepis. Both habitat types fall under the CDFW designation as “arroyo willow thickets”. 
However, these habitat type notably differ in both structure and composition based on various 
biotic and abiotic site conditions.  

c. Shining willow (Salix lucida) is a minor component of the areas mapped as Arroyo willow 
riparian forest in the Draft EIR. Although Salix lucida was present at some locations, based on 
species dominance it was not considered appropriate to classify these areas as the Salix 
lasiolepis-Salix lucida Association (61.201.04). Within the Salix lasiolepis Shrubland Alliance 
(61.201.00), both the Salix lasiolepis Association (61.201.01) and the Salix lasiolepis-Salix lucida 
Association are considered sensitive by the CDFW, with the primary distinction being that that 
latter association is listed as G3 while no state or global rarity ranking are listed for areas 
dominated entirely by Salix laisolepis. This distinction would not change the analyses of 
potential mitigation measures as outlined by the Draft EIR.  

d. “Mixed coastal scrub” does not correspond with one clearly distinguishable CDFW natural 
community alliance, but rather as a mosaic of several prominent “coastal scrub” associations as 
described in the Draft EIR, Section 3.4.1 under Coastal Scrub. Within the study area, mixed 
coastal scrub is considered a functional habitat type and most closely resembles the Baccharis 
pilularis Shrubland Alliance (32.060.00, G5/S5) and Artemisia californica Shrubland Alliance 
(32.010.00, G5/S5). However, in the majority of areas mapped as mixed coastal scrub, there is 
no single dominant shrub associated plant species composition varies along environmental 
gradients including microclimate, soil, topography, aspect, and hydrology. Plant associations 
listed in the DEIR, including the Baccharis pilularis-Frangula californica-Rubus Association 
(32.060.30) and Baccharis pilularis-Eriophyllum stachaedifolium Association (32.060.01), are 
both considered sensitive by the CDFW. However, all areas mapped as “mixed coastal scrub” 
within the Study Area are considered ESHA by the Coastal Commission as coastal scrub is 
included as an ESHA type in the County of Santa Cruz Local Coastal Program and Sensitive 
Habitats Ordinance.  

The Draft EIR has been revised to include these details. 

Response 2.23 
The commenter describes the criteria for ESHA and clarifies the term ‘especially valuable habitat’ 
(EVH), which is absent from consideration in the EIR. 
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The phrase “especially valuable habitat” refers to a kind of ESHA. Although Public Resources Code 
section 30107.5 defines “environmentally sensitive area,” the courts have understood the definition 
therein to describe “environmentally sensitive habitat areas” (ESHA), which are protected under 
Public Resources Code section 30240. (See Bolsa Chica Land Trust v. Superior Court (1999) 71 
Cal.App.4th 493, 506-507.) Section 30107.5 defines “environmentally sensitive area” (i.e., an ESHA) 
as “any area in which plant or animal life or their habitats are either rare or especially valuable 
because of their special nature or role in an ecosystem and which could be easily disturbed or 
degraded by human activities and developments.” Under this definition, an area qualifies as ESHA if 
it contains plant or animal habitats that (i) are either (a) rare or (b) especially valuable because of 
their special nature or role in an ecosystem and (ii) could be easily disturbed or degraded by human 
activities and developments. The commenter adds that the Coastal Commission considers habitats 
subject to rarity rankings at the state or global level of 1-3 as to be both rare and sensitive to 
disturbance (i.e., it “could be easily disturbed or degraded by human activities or developments”), 
and therefore ESHA. 

In general, based on state and global rarity rankings and because it is not included in the County of 
Santa Cruz LCP, the Quercus agrifolia Alliance-coast live oak woodland/forest (71.060.00, G5/S4) is 
not considered ESHA. However, coast live oak woodlands and forests may be considered ‘especially 
valuable habitat’ (EVH) and therefore rare and sensitive by the Coastal Commission. The 
Commission determines EVH on a case-by-case basis based on inherent unique qualities, including 
maturity of trees and potential to support special-status species including bats and the San 
Francisco dusky-footed woodrat.  

There are two distinct areas mapped as coast live oak forest in the study area: a 1.01-acre stand on 
the coastal side of the tracks south of the northern terminus of Scaroni Road above the lower extent 
of Majors Creek, and a 0.30-acre patch on the steep embankments immediately northwest of the 
freshwater marsh and lagoon at Laguna Creek. Although relatively small and fragmented in its 
extent, the stand of coast live oak near Majors Creek supports mature, multi-trunked trees with 
potential to support a variety of bird and bat species. The understory is well-developed, and a 
number of woodrat houses were observed adjacent to the rail corridor. The coast live oak patch 
near Laguna Creek is comprised of scattered to locally dense mature trees that are relatively healthy 
but support a dense infestation of cape ivy (Delairea odorata). This area supports an understory 
comprised primarily of cape ivy, poison hemlock, California blackberry, and stinging nettle and the 
trees provide suitable habitat for a variety nesting birds and bats. Several woodrat houses were 
noted in the immediate vicinity of this forest patch. 

In addition, as described in Section 3.4.1 under Sensitive Habitats, "Although fragmented, these 
forests support large mature coast live oak trees and are positioned immediately adjacent to 
riverine, riparian, and scrub habitats, thus representing a locally important function in the 
assemblage of ecotones or edge habitats.” 

The RTC concurs with the Commission staff that, based on the “special role” of these habitats to 
support a diversity of wildlife species, including the San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat, and 
represent a locally rare habitat type within the coastal mosaic, these areas meet the requirement 
for EVH and are therefore considered ESHA. 

Potential impacts to the coast live oak forest near Majors Creek would be minimal and would 
primarily entail limbing trees to make room for the trail adjacent to the railway. No impacts to coast 
live oak forest adjacent to Laguna Creek are anticipated. 

The Draft EIR has been revised to include coast live oak forest as EVH and ESHA. 
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Response 2.24 
The commenter states that the Coastal Commission will have review authority over the Biological 
Resources mitigation and management plan (MMP) and Wetland MMP and will receive monitoring 
reports. 

The Draft EIR, Mitigation Measures BIO-8(c) and BIO-9(b), has been revised to include a review 
component in the development of the Biological Resources MMP and Wetland MMP and a provision 
for involved agencies (USFWS, CDFW, CCC, State Parks) to receive monitoring reports. 

Response 2.25 
The commenter is concerned about transient encampments and requests further discussion and 
mitigation. 

The RTC acknowledges that there is an existing issue with transient or homeless encampments in 
the North Coast area and throughout the County. The causes of and solutions to homelessness are 
primarily social issues that are outside the purview of this EIR and would be addressed by the 
County and other local, state and federal social service agencies and, if illegal activities or public 
safety are concerns, by local law enforcement agencies such as the Santa Cruz County Sheriff’s 
Department and possibly by State Parks. A description of County-Wide Homeless Programs can be 
found on the County of Santa Cruz website 
(http://www.sccoplanning.com/PlanningHome/Housing/County-WideHomelessPrograms.aspx).  

The purview of this EIR is to identify potential physical impacts to the environment. As stated in 
CEQA Guidelines section 15131, economic or social effects of a project shall not be treated as 
significant effects on the environment. An EIR may trace a chain of cause and effect through 
anticipated social changes resulting from the project to physical changes.  

Potential physical impacts associated with homeless encampments and other off-trail uses of the 
surroundings (e.g., leaving waste, trampling vegetation) and have been identified in Section 3.2, 
Agricultural Resources (Impact AG-3), and Section 3.4, Biological Resources (Impact BIO-7), of the 
Draft EIR. Mitigation identified to address these issues includes Mitigation Measures AG-3(c) and 
AG-3(d), which include removing waste/litter and providing notices regarding food hygiene issues 
and the location of restroom facilities, and Mitigation Measures BIO-8(c) and BIO-9(d), which 
include developing strategies such as “leave no trace” signage, green fencing that deters off-trail 
uses, and adaptive management, in the event that performance standards are not met as a result of 
impacts associated with illegal camping and other off-trail uses. 

In light of concerns raised through the public review and comment process, Mitigation Measure AG-
3(c) has been revised to include additional detail that specifically addresses waste and litter 
associated with homeless encampments and activities. This mitigation measure is shown below with 
the new language underlined.  

Mitigation Measure AG-3(c): Regularly Remove Solid Waste and Litter during Operation 

Once the trail is open for public use, the Trail Manager shall ensure that solid waste is collected 
from each of the 23 proposed trash receptacles twice-weekly, or more often as needed to 
ensure that the trash and recycling receptacles located along the trail and in the three parking 
lots do not overflow. The frequency shall be determined by the Trail Manager and may vary 
seasonally, with more frequent collection in the summer months when the trail is busy. 
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Trash/recycling receptacles located in the parking lots may require more frequent collection 
than the receptacles along the trail alignment.  

The Trail Manager shall be responsible as well for collecting litter along the trail. If litter leaves 
the trail ROW, the Trail Operator shall ensure that the litter in the vicinity of the trail that is 
reasonably attributed to trail use is removed within a reasonable time frame. Access to 
agricultural fields for the purpose of litter removal shall be coordinated with on-site agricultural 
operators, taking into account pesticide/fumigant restrictions and the goal of minimizing soil 
compaction or direct contact with crops. The Trail Manager shall not enter adjacent agricultural 
fields without express permission by the agricultural operator. All solid waste and recyclable 
materials shall be properly disposed.  

Additionally, the Trail Manager shall identify garbage, feces, and trampling associated with 
human activity, including homeless/transient encampments, and report such activity to the 
County Sheriff and State Parks.  

Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c) has also been revised to include additional details regarding the 
vegetative barriers and linear wetland replacement features that are likely to deter off trail use, and 
include adaptive management that allows for a reduction of hours of operation of the trail and 
associated facilities. Additionally, the list of bulleted measures in Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c) has 
been re-ordered such that long-term monitoring and adaptive management strategies are more 
logically presented after the implementation strategies. The relevant text is excerpted below with 
the new language underlined. 

 Strategies to protect remaining sensitive habitats along the trail corridor and surroundings 
from direct and indirect impacts from trail users and illegal camping, such as: (strategies 
may include 
 split-rail and wire fencing,  
 interpretive signage including specific information about sensitive habitats and species 

and “leave no trace” content, and  
 green fencing (dense vegetative buffers consisting of plant species that deter human 

passage such as poison oak, Pacific blackberry, and stinging nettle), and 
 linear replacement wetlands (see Mitigation Measure BIO-9[b]) of sufficient width (e.g., 

greater than 6 feet) and depth (e.g., greater than 2.5 feet) to deter crossing. 
 Strategies to protect wildlife movement, both across and along the trail corridor, supported 

by complex and mature sensitive habitat mosaics, including perennial water sources. 
 Consideration of experience-based management approaches, the science of recreation 

ecology, and social carrying capacity analysis4 in the development of this MMP. 
 Long-term quantitative and qualitative monitoring and reporting, including consideration of 

carrying capacity analysis and alternative approaches (Simon, Narangajavana, and Marques 
2004), and documenting the ability to meet or surpass performance criteria. 

                                                      
4 Garrigos Simon, F.J., Y. Narangajavana, and D. Palacios Marques. 2004. Carrying capacity in the tourism industry: a case study of 
Hengistbury Head. Tourism Management 25(2): 275-283; Knight, Richard L., and Kevin J. Gutzwiller, editors. 1995. Wildlife and 
recreationists: Coexistence through management and research. Washington, D.C: Island Pres; Leung, Yu-Fai and Jeffrey L. Marion. 2000. 
Recreation Impacts and Management in Wilderness: A State-of-Knowledge Review. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service 
Proceedings RMRS-P-15-VOL-5. Washington, DC 2000; Manfredo, Michael J., and Richard A. Larson. 1993. Managing for wildlife viewing 
recreation experiences: an application in Colorado. Wildlife Society Bulletin 21:226–236; Manning, Robert E. 2002. “How Much Is Too 
Much: Carrying Capacity of National Parks and Protected Areas.” Monitoring and Management of Visitor Flows in Recreational and 
Protected Areas Conference Proceedings. A. Amberger, C. Brandenburg, A. Muhar, editors. 2002. 306-313. 
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 Adaptive management strategies to: 
 identify shortcomings in meeting performance standards; 
 ensure long-term viability of existing, enhanced, restored, and/or newly-created 

sensitive biological resources; 
 enhance ecological functions and values of sensitive habitat mitigation areas, including 

CRLF habitat and habitat for wildlife movement; 
 ascertain the sufficiency of the parking lots, trail access, facilities development and 

management, and interpretive design features associated with the project to protect 
biological resources, with consideration given to adaptive management strategies 
identified in recreation ecology and social carrying capacity analysis references;5 

 if impacts from illegal camping and other off-trail uses result in failure to meet 
performance standards, adaptive management strategies shall include reducing the 
hours of operation of the trail and associated facilities (restrooms and parking lots) to 
be consistent with State Parks hours (open from 8:00 am to sunset).  

Finally, with respect to potential physical impacts associated with the need for increased law 
enforcement (i.e., increased demand for services resulting in the need to construct new facilities, 
which in turn could result in environmental impacts), the impacts of the Project on police and fire 
service are discussed in Section 3.12, Public Safety and Services. As described under Impact PUB-2, 
the project would not require the construction of additional Santa Cruz County Sheriff’s stations or 
the expansion of services currently provided by the Sherriff’s Department, as increases in the need 
for services along the North Coast, including those associated with the Proposed Project alignment, 
have been anticipated and service provisions have already been expanded. Thus, there would be no 
physical impact to the environment from constructing new facilities or expanding service.  

As described in the impact discussion, it is the duty of the Sheriff’s Office to both cite and relocate 
those citizens who illegally camp in the unincorporated county public lands. The Sheriff’s 
department would relocate the citizen and all belongings to the appropriate facility in the county, in 
accordance with the Homeless Services Center, and remove debris and waste from the site. The 
County would provide appropriate services for individuals that may include transitional shelters, 
permanent housing programs, and income and employment support, with the goal of reducing the 
overall homeless population throughout the county. If ongoing illegal camping is identified along the 
Proposed Project alignment, regular patrol of the alignment by the Sheriff’s Office or SPPO would be 
instated to ward off the establishment of permanent illegal campers. 

Also refer to Master Response F and Response 41.1. 

Response 2.26 
The commenter suggests bioswales and other ecologically favorable options for managing 
stormwater. 

Wherever feasible, ecologically-favorable options for stormwater management would be employed 
and, if possible, in conjunction with replacement and enhancement designs associated with 
Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c), the Biological Resources MMP, and Mitigation Measure BIO-9(b), the  

                                                      
5 see Footnote 4 above. 
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Wetland MMP. Bioengineering alternatives for slope stabilization will be explored and implemented 
when feasible. 

No revisions to the EIR are necessary. 

Response 2.27 
The commenter inquires as to the potential presence of bank swallows and burrowing owl along the 
alignment. 

The tentative observation of bank swallow occurred in December 2017, outside of breeding bird 
season by a novice birder. An avian biologist conducted several surveys of the same location during 
the breeding bird season and no bank swallows were observed. In addition, Alex Rinkert (2018) of 
the Santa Cruz Bird Club was consulted, and he confirmed that the nearest known breeding site for 
bank swallow is Ano Nuevo, which is approximately 10 miles north of Davenport. 

According to Alex Rinkert (2018) and ebird (2018), wintering burrowing owls have been observed 
incidentally along the alignment. However, they are not known to breed in this location and this 
portion of their wintering habitat is not protected. The “Not Expected” finding in the Appendix G-3 
refers to nesting behavior. 

No revisions to the EIR are necessary. 

Response 2.28 
The commenter recalls that culverts have not been proven to reduce mortality of California red-
legged frog (CRLF) in Davenport and recommends further investigation into this proposed 
mitigation. 

The comment is acknowledged. In the Draft EIR, Section 3.4.4 under Impact BIO-2, culverts are 
described as being both potentially detrimental and potentially beneficial. 

No revisions to the EIR are necessary. 

Response 2.29 
The commenter states that the interpretive signage should include information pertaining to the 
threatened status of California red-legged frog and other sensitive species to reduce harassment, 
injury and mortality encountered on the trail. 

As described in Section 2.4, under Trail Amenities and Features, the signage would include 
information about the Monterey National Marine Sanctuary and coastal resources.  

The Draft EIR (Section 2.4, Trail Amenities and Features) has been revised to specify the signage 
should also include information on sensitive species. 

Response 2.30 
The commenter noted the typical buffer applied by Coastal Commission for nesting raptors (300 
feet) and other avian species (300 feet) and was not able to locate or understand the intended 
application of the cited reference (PG&E 2015). 

The cited reference is: Pacific Gas & Electric Company. 2015. Nesting Bird Management Plan. Final 
Draft. August.  
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This management plan was prepared by ICF International and H.T. Harvey and Associates and is a 
compilation of information on nesting birds and human disturbance. Appendix B of this document 
lists species accounts of birds by habitat type and includes buffer distances that are based on 
behavioral responses of birds to disturbance for species groups and, in some cases, species. The 
reference is intended to provide a standard of baseline information, with the understanding that 
agency representatives may make different recommendations for buffer distances.  

The Draft EIR, Chapter 7, has been revised to include this reference. 

Response 2.31 
The commenter requests the basis for recommending a 100-foot buffer around established bat 
colonies. 

Refer to Response to Comment 2.20. 

Response 2.32 
The commenter requests that the CCC receive and review the Woodrat Relocation Plan and 
Monitoring Report, which is part of Mitigation Measure MM BIO-6. 

The Draft EIR has been revised to include this addition. 

Response 2.33 
The commenter states that ground-dwelling species may have a difficult time passing the planned 
fencing (4.5-foot 7-string post and wire style) and suggests a 5-string and wire style. 

Refer to Response to Comment 2-15. 

Response 2.34 
The commenter provides standards that CCC will expect for implementing Mitigation Measure BIO-
8(c), the Biological Resources MMP, and states the typical mitigation ratios employed by CCC is a 4:1 
ratio for wetlands and 3:1 ratio for ESHA. 

The comment is acknowledged. Mitigation Measure BIO-1(c) requires the preparation of a Project-
specific Biological Resources MMP to compensate for direct and indirect impacts to sensitive 
habitats and other sensitive biological resources. As noted in the measure, compensatory mitigation 
will occur as close to impacted areas as feasible and result in no-net-loss (minimum 1:1 replacement 
ratio) of sensitive habitat types, or their functions and values. The 1:1 ratio is a minimum, 
established for the purposes of mitigating project effects under CEQA. The measure does not 
prevent the establishment of a higher ratio, such 3:1 or 4:1, as mentioned by the commenter. In 
fact, the measure directly acknowledges that the mitigation area locations and the final 
replacement ratios (which may be above the minimum of 1:1) will be determined in consultation 
with relevant agencies, including CCC.  

Final mitigation ratios and other details for implementing the Biological Resources MMP will be 
determined in coordination with CCC, as well as CDFW, during the permitting process.  

No revisions to the EIR are necessary. 
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Response 2.35 
The commenter states that the CCC will have review authority over the Wetland MMP and will 
receive monitoring reports. 

The EIR has been revised to include a review component in Mitigation Measure BIO-9(b), Develop 
and Implement a Wetland MMP. 

Response 2.36 
The commenter acknowledges compensatory mitigation described in the Draft EIR, but also 
suggests funding local projects as potential compensatory mitigation.  

The RTC and CFL plans to mitigate for permanent losses of ESHA, including wetlands, through on-
site and in-kind replacement and enhancement. Per regulatory guidance such as that of the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers under the Clean Water Act, the preference for mitigation is on-site. 
Enhancement of degraded ESHA within the project vicinity will be considered. Therefore, the 
program partners will prioritize those opportunities. As the design is in a preliminary stage, all 
potential mitigation opportunities have not yet been identified. Mitigation requirements and 
opportunities will continue to be discussed with environmental regulators through the design and 
environmental permitting process.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  
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Ms. Cory Colletti  September 21, 2018 

Regional Transportation Commission of Santa Cruz County 

1523 Pacific Avenue 

Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

3.2

3.1The State Coastal Conservancy wishes to thank the Regional Transportation Commission for 

this opportunity to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the North 

Coast Rail Trail, a portion of the Monterey Bay National Sanctuary Scenic Trail (MBNSST).   

As described in the DEIR, the Alternatives 1-3 are outside the scope of the project and would 

fail to meet project objectives (Section 2.3 Objective 3, page 2-4).  While the environmental 

impacts of the Alternatives are similar to the proposed project, we object to it for the reasons 

outlined below.  

Scope:  The Coastal Conservancy is supportive of the proposed project because the 

MBNSST (“rail trail”) will enhance the public’s access and appreciation of the coast and is a 

vital segment of the California Coastal Trail.  In addition to pedestrian and bicycle access, 

rail passenger service also has the potential to expand the public’s access to the coast in ways 

that reduce reliance on automobile use.  

 Though not common in California, there are many examples throughout North America and 

Europe of tourist rail services providing access to natural lands.  Likewise, while bicycle use 

is gaining in popularity, not all members of the public have the ability to use such this mode 

of transportation. Therefore, we feel there is compelling need to maintain the existing rail 

infrastructure, as it may be one of several modes of transportation used by the public to 

access current and future open spaces along the Coast.   

Delay: According to the DEIR, switching the project to trail-only will cause a significant 

delay in implementation and require the RTC to pay back millions of dollars in grants and 

other funds.  The process to make this change will further delay the project and could 

jeopardize future funding opportunities.  Building trails, especially miles of multi-use ADA-

compliant trails such as this, is a slow, expensive and resource-intensive process.   

Letter 3
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3.3

3.2
(cont'd)

3.4

3.5

The DEIR states that implementing Alternative 1 project (essentially building a different 

project than what was proposed in the 2014 Master Plan) will result in an estimated delay of 

8 years due to the legal, policy and contractual issues resulting in changing the objectives of 

the (page 2-29).  

Future Demand:  Currently the stretch of the coastal highway from Wilder Ranch to 

Davenport and beyond is troubled with substandard, unplanned and unsafe beach parking 

areas.   Visitors to these more northern areas of coastal bluffs and beaches end up parking 

their automobiles in a haphazard fashion along the busy highway. There is also a severe lack 

of visitor amenities (e.g. restrooms, formal trails, ADA-access, trailhead information, etc.). 

Despite these negative aspects, beaches and visitor services in Davenport (restaurants, hotel 

and shops) are a major draw for tourists visiting the area and likely to be even more so in the 

future. Moreover, while the future uses of the former CEMEX plant site are far from certain, 

we hope to see additional visitor-serving, tourist-oriented services within the footprint of site 

(and is a consideration of a pending County-lead redevelopment study).    

We are also excited about the prospect of adding new access to trails leading into Coast 

Dairies and San Vicente Redwoods: two major holdings of natural lands that will draw more 

visitors once open.  Given that Route 1 traffic is already at over-capacity and poorly serviced, 

one should consider a fully functional rail-line vital for future coastal access.    

Highway Traffic:  The proposed rail trail, including future passenger rail service, has the 

potential to mitigate for future traffic impacts of development by providing alternative means 

of commuting between Davenport and the greater Santa Cruz Area. We agree with the DEIR 

that the trail in-itself is not “growth-inducing” as there is no plan for home or commercial 

type development proposed with this project.  However when and if future developments are 

proposed, the rail trail could play an important role in mitigating potential traffic impacts and 

should be seen as a community asset.   

Alternatives 2 and 3:   The Conservancy also disfavors Alternative 2 (Inland Side) and 

Alternative 3 (Farmer’s Option) for the following reasons.    

Alternative 2 would build the trail on the inland side of the railroad tracks instead of the 

outside or western (ocean) side of the tracks.   While in some instances, there could be 

constraints and feasibility issues that force the trail to the inland side of the tracks, we feel 

that in general the trail belongs on the coastal side of the tracks because to do otherwise 

would greatly diminish the user’s experience of the coast. We agree with the analysis in the 

EIR:  “The views of the ocean and ability to experience and interpret the sanctuary would be 

reduced” (page 5-12).   We also question the relative safety of having the public on the inland 

side of the tracks when so many of the attractions are on the coastal side, thereby increasing 

the frequency of rail crossings (planned and ad-hoc). This concern also applies to Alternative 

3, discussed below, because the public would be compelled to cross the tracks in many 

locations in order to view the ocean and access beach and bluff areas.   
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Alternative 3 is entitled the “Farmer’s Alternative”, as the alignment was suggested by those 

farming the land in the area. This alternative would remove the tracks and move the trail to 

run parallel and adjacent to Highway 1 south of Scarorni Road. The DEIR does not go into 

detail about why this alternative is proposed but we think it may be, in part, be due to 

concerns by farm operators over having a public trail close to croplands.  We are aware that 

trails adjacent to farm fields raise unique challenges, but we also see potential benefits in 

terms of engaging the public in farming practices and education related to “local food”. 

Sincerely 

Tom Gandesbery 
Project Manager 

3.5
(cont'd)
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Letter 3 
COMMENTER: Tom Gandesbery, Project Manager, California Coastal Conservancy  

DATE: September 21, 2018 

Response 3.1 
The commenter supports the Proposed Project and opposes Alternatives 1-3. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 3.2 
The commenter reiterated the Draft EIR’s estimation that alternatives involving a trail only scenario 
will be subject an estimated 8-year delay due to loss of funding and would not be consistent with 
the project approved in the Master Plan.  

Refer to Master Response D.  

Response 3.3 
The commenter states that there is currently substandard parking and visitor amenities on Highway 
1 for visitors, there could be more visitors in the future, and given Highway 1 traffic is already over 
capacity, one should consider a fully functional rail-line vital for future coastal access. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 3.4 
The commenter states that the rail trail could play an important role in mitigating potential traffic 
impacts and should be seen as a community asset. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 3.5 
The commenter opposes Alternatives 2 and 3 for reasons specified in the comment. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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September 18, 2018 

Cory Caletti 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
1523 Pacific Avenue 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
NCRTDraftEIR@sccrtc.org 

Dear Cory Caletti: 

EDMUND G. BROWN JR.
1 

Governor 

CHARLTON H. BONHAM, Director 

Subject: North Coast Rail Trail, Draft Environmental Impact Report, SCH #2017092034, 
Santa Cruz County 

The California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) has reviewed the draft Environmental 
Impact Report (EIR) prepared by the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
(RTC) for the proposed North Coast Rail Trail (Project) located in Santa Cruz County. CDFW is 
submitting comments on the draft EIR regarding potential impacts to biological resources 
associated with the proposed Project. 

CDFW is a Trustee Agency with responsibility under the California Environmental Quality Act 
(CEQA) §15386 for commenting on projects that could impact fish, plant, and wildlife resources. 
CDFW is also considered a Responsible Agency if a project would require discretionary 
approval, such as the California Endangered Species Act (CESA) Permit, the Native Plant 
Protection Act, the Lake and Streambed Alteration Agreement (LSAA) and other provisions of 
the Fish and Game Code that afford protection to the State's fish and wildlife trust resources. 
Pursuant to our jurisdiction, CDFW offers the following comments and recommendations 
regarding the Project. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION 

The proposed Project includes the construction of a 7.5-mile multi-use bicycle and pedestrian 
trail along a RTC-owned railroad corridor from Wilder Ranch State Park on the South to 
Davenport on the north in unincorporated Santa Cruz County. The trail will be composed of 
paved path with stripping, parallel unpaved path and shoulder, restrooms, and parking 
improvements with trail connections at three locations along the alignment. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

Within the proposed alignment of the multi-use bicycle and pedestrian trail, salmonid species, 
amphibian species, migratory birds, and special-status species are known to inhabit or utilize the 
area. Based on a review of the California Natural Diversity Database (2018), the special-status 
species that are known to occur, or have the potential to occur in or near the Project site, include: 

• Black swift ( Cypseloides niger), a state species of special concern;

• California giant salamander (Dicamptodon ensatus), a state species of special concern;
• California red-legged frog (Rana draytoni1), a state species of special concern and listed

as threatened under the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA);

Conserving Ca[ifornia's Wi[d"[ife Since 1870 
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*  Coho  salmon  -  Central  California  Coast  Evolutionarily  Significant  Unit  (Oncorhynchus

kisutch),  listed  as endangered  under  CESA  and listed  as endangered  under  ESA;

*  San  Francisco  dusky-footed  woodrat  (Neotoma  fuscipes  annectens),  a state  species  of

special  concern;

*  Santa  Cruz  black  salamander  (Aneides  niger),  a state  species  of special  concern;

*  Steelhead  -  Central  California  Coast  Distinct  Population  Segment  (Oncorhynchus

mykiss  irideus),  listed  as threatened  under  ESA;

*  Tidewater  goby  (Eucydogobius  newberryi'),  listed  as endangered  under  ESA;

*  Townsend's  big-eared  bat (Corynorhinus  townsendir),  a state  species  of special  concern;
and

@ Yellow  rail (Coturnicops  noveboracensis),  a state  species  of special  concern.

COMMENTS

Comment  1: Define  "Qualified  Biologist"

Throughout  the  Biological  Resources  section  of the draft  EIR, "qualified  biologists"  are

described  conducting  habitat  surveys,  conducting  baseline  special-status  species  surveys,

preparing  project  specific  mitigation  plans,  etc. However,  the  draft  EIR  does  not define  what

qualifications  a biologist  must  have  to conduct  surveys,  prepare  mitigation  plans,  etc. Please

define  "qualified  biologist"  and  indicate  what  qualifications  such  a person  must  hold  to conduct
special-status  species  surveys,  prepare  mitigation  plans,  etc.

For  example,  CDFW  permits  typically  define  the  minimum  qualifications  for  individuals

conducting  special-status  species  surveys  as at least  five  years  of academic  training,

professional  experience  in biological  sciences,  or related  resource  management  activities,  with

a minimum  of two  years  conducting  surveys  for  the  specific  special-status  species.

Comment  2: Discuss  Natural  Bridges  State  Marine  Reserve

While  the draft  EIR  states  that  the  Project  borders  the Monterey  Bay  National  Marine  Sanctuary,

there  is no mention  of the  Natural  Bridges  State  Marine  Reserve  (Natural  Bridges  SMR)  with

which  it also  shares  a border.

In a SMR,  it is unlawful  to injure,  damage,  take,  or possess  any  living,  geological,  or cultural

marine  resource,  except  under  a scientific  collecting  permit  issued  by CDFW  pursuant  to

Section  650  or specific  authorization  from  the Commission  for  research,  restoration,  or

monitoring  purposes.  Additional  information  on the Natural  Bridges  SMR  can be found  on

CDFW's  website  (https://www.wildlife.ca.qov/Conservation/Marine/MPAs).

As Natural  Bridges  SMR  was  not  discussed  in the  draft  EIR, it is unclear  whether  the  Project

would  conflict  with  these  policies  or otherwise  adversely  impact  marine  resources.

Comment  3: Include  Information  about  Natural  Bridges  SMR  on Signage

The  draft  EIR states  that  informational  and educational  signage  would  be placed  at strategic

locations  along  the trail  and in parking  lots and  include  information  about  the Monterey  Bay

National  Marine  Sanctuary  (see  Project  Description  section).  CDFW  recommends  that  signage
also  include  information  about  the  Natural  Bridges  SMR.

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4
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Comment 4: Plan Construction to Avoid Rainy Season 

Construction activities conducted during the rainy season could result in release of sediment 
into streams and aquatic features, and/or take of migrating amphibians. To address such 
impacts, Mitigation Measure Bio 2 states that: 

If feasible, construction activities should take place during the dry season between June 
15 and November 1, or until the first rain of the season, especially vegetation removal 
and work in or near aquatic features, including ditch wetlands. 

However, the rainy season in Santa Cruz County often begins as early as October 15. To avoid 
construction impacts, CDFW recommends that construction activities in and around sensitive 
habitats be planned and phased to wrap up by October 15. Only minor activities of no more than 
five days in duration should be initiated after October 15, and such activities should only 
proceed in in upland areas and when the 10-day forecast predicts a less than 30% chance of 
precipitation. These changes should also be applied to Table 3.4-5. 

Comment 5: Additional Protections for California Red-Legged Frog 

The draft EIR does not currently include California red-legged frog (CRLF) protections for in
water work. This could result in unpermitted take of this species. CDFW recommends 
incorporation of additional measures into Mitigation Measure Bio 2 to decrease the likelihood for 
take of CRLF and other amphibian species: 

• A biologist with two or more years of experience working with CRLF and amphibian
species should direct and inspect all vegetation and sediment removal activities for
CRLF and amphibians that may be found within vegetation or sediment.

• A biologist with two or more years of experience working with CRLF and amphibian
species should inspect any vehicle or heavy equipment that is planned to be moved
within the construction site for CRLF and amphibian species to ensure that said species
have not moved under the vehicle or heavy equipment.

• Any vegetation removed during the Project should be placed directly into a disposal
vehicle. Vegetation should not be piled on the ground unless it is later transferred, piece
by piece, under the direct supervision of a biologist with two or more years of experience
working with CRLF and amphibians.

Comment 6: Use Native Plants and Bioengineering in Slope Stabilization and Erosion Control 

Mitigation Measure Bio-8(a) states that: 

Arroyo willow riparian forest impacted by slope stabilization activities shall be minimized 
to the maximum extent feasible. Construction of retaining walls, slope contouring, and 
other stabilization techniques shall be limited to the footprint of the required work area. 
Silt fencing and other erosion control measures shall be placed immediately downslope to 
prevent sediments and debris from entering stream courses and degrading water quality. 

CDFW recommends use of bioengineering techniques (e.g., log crib walls, vegetation planting, 
etc.), when feasible, as a slope stabilization approach. Bioengineering techniques provide 

4.5

4.6
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habitat for fish and wildlife resources, whereas other methods, such as rip rap or retaining walls, 
have limited habitat value. 

CDFW also recommends that any ground left barren from construction activities be revegetated 
with native vegetation found within similar habitat within the same watershed to minimize 
erosion, prevent establishment of invasive weeds, and accelerate recovery of native vegetation 
communities. 

Comment 7: Cumulative Impact to Biological Resources 

The draft EIR states that there may be cumulative impacts associated with operation of the 
proposed trail. However, operational details have not reached a level of specificity that 
addresses the Project's contribution to all identified cumulative impacts on biological resources. 
To mitigate for cumulative impacts, the draft EIR states that a Project-specific biological 
resources mitigation management plan will be developed. 

The Project's potential contribution to cumulative impacts may include a decrease in wildlife 
connectivity due to the installation of fencing along the trail; increase in deleterious material 
(e.g., trash, pollutants, etc.) into streams and the ocean due to the increase of visitors to the 
Project location; and increase in stream flow due to the culverting of ditches and the funneling of 
storm runoff around the trail. Any cumulative impact to biological resources should be mitigated 
to the extent possible or avoided. Mitigation measures may include increasing wildlife 
connectivity through the creation of wildlife bypasses, education of trail visitors regarding leaving 
no trace while on trails, and ensuring that storm runoff is dispersed as sheet flow along the 
landscape and not funneled into streams. 

CDFW appreciates that during the development of the biological resources mitigation plan, the 
RTC will consult with CDFW on potential Project impacts to sensitive habitats, stream corridors, 
riparian habitat, Fully-Protected species, and Species of Special Concern. CDFW also 
recommends that the draft biological resources mitigation management plan be submitted to 
CDFW for review. 

Comment 8: CDFW review of Wetland Mitigation and Monitoring Plan 

CDFW recommends that a draft wetland mitigation and monitoring plan be submitted to CDFW 
to identify if the Project would appropriately mitigate for impacts to wetlands associated with 
development and operations. 

REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 

California Endangered Species Act 

Please be advised that a California Endangered Species Act (CESA) permit must be obtained if 
the project has the potential to result in "take" of plants or animals listed under CESA, either 
during construction or over the life of the project. Issuance of a CESA Permit is subject to CEQA 
documentation; the CEQA document must specify impacts, mitigation measures, and a 
mitigation monitoring and reporting program. If the Project will impact CESA listed species, early 
consultation is encouraged, as significant modification to the Project and mitigation measures 
may be required in order to obtain a CESA Permit. 

4.7
(cont'd)
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CEQA requires a Mandatory Finding of Significance if a project is likely to substantially impact 
threatened or endangered species (CEQA §§ 21001 (c), 21083, and CEQA Guidelines§§ 
15380, 15064, 15065). Impacts must be avoided or mitigated to less-than-significant levels 
unless the CEQA Lead Agency makes and supports Findings of Overriding Consideration 
(FOC). The CEQA Lead Agency's FOC does not eliminate the Project proponent's obligation to 
comply with Fish and Game Code § 2080. 

Lake and Streambed Alteration Agreement 

CDFW will require a Lake and Streambed Alteration Agreement (LSAA), pursuant to Fish and 
Game Code §§ 1600 et. seq. for Project-related activities within any 1600-jurisdictional waters 
within the proposed Project area. Notification is required for any activity that will substantially 
divert or obstruct the natural flow; change or use material from the bed, channel, or bank 
including associated riparian or wetland resources; or deposit or dispose of material where it 
may pass into a river, lake or stream. Work within ephemeral streams, washes, watercourses 
with a subsurface flow, and floodplains are subject to notification requirements. CDFW, as a 
Responsible Agency under CEQA, will consider the CEQA document for the Project. CDFW 
may not execute the final LSAA until it has complied with CEQA (Public Resources Code § 
21000 et seq.) as the responsible agency. 

FILING FEES 

CDFW anticipates that the Project will have an impact on fish and/or wildlife, and assessment of 
filing fees is necessary (Fish and Game Code, § 711.4; Pub. Resources Code, § 21089). Fees 
are payable upon filing of the Notice of Determination by the Lead Agency and serve to help 
defray the cost of environmental review by CDFW. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Project's draft EIR. If you have any questions, 
please contact Ms. Monica Oey, Environmental Scientist, at (707) 428-2088 or 
monica.oey@wildlife.ca.gov; or Ms. Randi Adair, Senior Environmental Scientist (Supervisory), at 
(707) 576-2786 or randi.adair@wildlife.ca.gov.

Sincerely, 

0 � 
Gregg Erickson FD fL_ 
Regional Manager 
Bay Delta Region 

cc: 
Office of Planning and Research - state.clearinghouse@opr.ca.gov 
Darren Howe, NOAA - darren.howe@noaa.gov 
Chad Mitcham, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service -chad mitcham@fws.gov 
Jacob Martin, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service -jacob martin@fws.gov 
Ryan Moroney, CA Coastal Commission -Ryan.Moroney@coastal.ca.gov 
Kim Sanders, Regional Water Quality Control Board -Kim.Sanders@waterboards.ca.gov 
William Paznokas, CDFW Marine Region -william.paznokas@wildlife.ca.gov 
Steven Rienecke, CDFW Marine Region - steven.rienecke@wildlife.ca.qov 

4.10
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Letter 4 
COMMENTER: Gregg Erickson, Regional Manager, California Department of Fish and Wildlife  

DATE: September 18, 2018 

Response 4.1 
The comment includes introductory information about the commenting agency, the project 
description and location, and environmental setting. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 4.2 
The commenter requests that the qualifications be defined for biologists conducting habitat surveys, 
baseline special-status species surveys, and preparing mitigation plans. 

In general, based on CDFW standards, a qualified biologist is an individual who shall have a 
minimum of five years of academic training and professional experience in biological sciences and 
related resource management activities with a minimum of two years conducting surveys for each 
species that may be present within the Study Area. 

Per the CDFW 2018 Protocol for Surveying and Evaluating Impacts to Special Status Native Plant 
Populations and Sensitive Natural Communities, botanical field surveyors possessed the following 
minimum qualifications: 

 Knowledge of plant taxonomy and natural community ecology;  
 Familiarity with plants of the region, including special status plants;  
 Familiarity with natural communities of the region, including sensitive natural communities;  
 Experience with the CNDDB, BIOS, and Survey of California Vegetation Classification and 

Mapping Standards;  
 Experience conducting floristic botanical field surveys as described in this document, or 

experience conducting such botanical field surveys under the direction of an experienced 
botanical field surveyor;  

 Familiarity with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to plants and plant 
collecting; and  

 Experience analyzing the impacts of projects on native plant species and sensitive natural 
communities.  

Surveys for sensitive habitats, including wetlands, were performed by a biologist with over 15 years 
of experience conducting botanical and wetland field work, including focused rare plant surveys and 
habitat characterizations throughout Santa Cruz County and the north coast, as well as formal 
jurisdictional delineations of wetlands and waters using ACOE and CCC protocols.  

Surveys for special-status wildlife species known or with potential to occur within the Study Area 
were performed by biologists familiar with the distinguishing physical characteristics of all life stages 
of the species, the ecology, habitats, and behavior of the species, and documented field experience 
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with that species over a number of surveys at multiple geographic locations. The biologists had 
familiarity with and were able to identify native and non-native species that may co-occur with the 
listed species. The biologists were familiar with USFWS and CDFW-agency standards and, if relevant, 
agency protocols for performing surveys. For many of the sensitive species known or with potential 
to occur, the biologists had been approved to serve as authorized biologists by CDFW and/or USFWS 
on previous projects. In some cases, such as for Ohlone tiger beetle, a recognized expert performed 
the habitat assessment and survey. 

The assessment of wildlife movement was performed by biologists familiar with the sensitive 
species and habitats of the Study Area, as well as with methodology and standards for assessing 
wildlife movement. 

The biologist(s) authorized to prepare the Biological Resources MMP, identified as Mitigation 
Measure BIO-8(c), would be approved by USFWS and CDFW (as noted in the Draft EIR) and meet the 
criteria described above, as well as have experience developing multi-species, multi-habitat 
mitigation and management plans. 

The Draft EIR has been revised to include these details. 

Response 4.3 
The commenter states that there is no mention of the Natural Bridges State Marine Reserve (SMR), 
and it is unclear if the Project would conflict with SMR policies. 

The Draft EIR (Section 3.4.1 under Regional Biological Setting) has been revised to acknowledge the 
Project is adjacent to the Natural Bridges SMR, as well as the Monterey Bay National Marine 
Sanctuary. 

The Draft EIR considered potential effects on marine resources in Section 3.4.4 under Impact BIO-1. 
The discussion has been revised to clarify the potential impact to marine resources within the 
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary and Natural Bridges SMR would be less than significant. 
Additionally, the regulatory setting in Section 3.4.2 has been revised to include a general description 
of the federal National Marine Sanctuaries Act and state Marine Life Protection Act. 

Response 4.4 
The commenter recommends the information and educational signage also include information 
about the Natural Bridges SMR. 

The Draft EIR (Section 2.4, Trail Amenities and Features) has been revised to specify the Project’s 
informational and educational signage would also include information on the Natural Bridges SMR.  

Response 4.5 
The commenter requests that the dry season be defined as ending on October 15, and work in or 
around sensitive habitats be planned and phased accordingly, suggesting language to this effect and 
revisions to Table 3.4-5. 

The Draft EIR has been revised to include these suggestions. 
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Response 4.6 
The commenter recommends additional measures be added to Mitigation Measure BIO-2, Conduct 
Biological Monitoring for CRLF and Other Sensitive Wildlife Species. 

The Draft EIR has been revised to include these measures. 

Response 4.7 
The commenter recommends alternate/additional methods for slope stabilization and recommends 
revegetation with locally sourced native plants in Mitigation Measure BIO-8(a), Minimize 
Construction in Sensitive Habitats. 

The Draft EIR has been revised to include these suggestions. 

Response 4.8 
The commenter lists potential cumulative impacts to biological resources and reiterates the 
importance of CDFW’s participation in the development of the Biological Resources MMP and 
requests that CDFW be a partner in reviewing the MMP. 

The comments are acknowledged. Refer to Response to Comment 2.24. 

No further revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 4.9 
The commenter recommends that CDFW review the Wetland MMP. 

Refer to Response to Comment 2.35. 

Response 4.10 
The commenter advises that a California Endangered Species Act (CESA) permit must be obtained 
for potential take of CESA-listed species.  

“Take” of CESA listed species is not anticipated; therefore, this permit would not be required. The 
only state-listed species known or with potential to occur within the Study Area is CCC coho. 
Impacts to this species would be avoided. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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State of California, Natural Resources Agency 

DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION 

Santa Cruz District 
303 Big Trees Park Road 
Felton, CA 95018 

September 19, 2018 

Ms. Cory Galetti 
Senior Transportation Planner 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
1523 Pacific Avenue 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

Re: State Parks Comments Public Draft EIR - North Coast Rail Trail 

Edmund G. Brown Jr., Governor

Lisa Ann L. Mangat, Director

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Public Draft EIR, North Coast Rail 
Trail. California State Parks (CSP) supports maximizing opportunities for public access 
for recreation and enjoyment, consistent with the protection and preservation of the 
natural and cultural resources. 

Public access to State Parks property should also be consistent with protecting the 
rights and interests of current lessees. In this regard, we would like to emphasize the 
need to maintain farmer/lessee access to their leased property during construction and 
upon completion of the project. 

Based on this document, it is difficult to determine the location of expected impacts to 
sensitive natural and cultural resources. For a more specific review of project impacts 
on State Park property, it would be valuable to have detailed site maps showing project 
elements proposed for State Parks property. To assist in our project review, we 
request RTC provide more detailed maps including property ownership as soon as 
feasible so that we can more carefully evaluate impacts upon State Parks land and 
resources. 

Many of the measures for impact avoidance and mitigation rely on the preparation of 
Mitigation and Monitoring Plans. Although this is understandable given the need to 
determine specific impacts based on a chosen project design, this strategy makes it 
difficult to analyze the project impacts to State Parks resources and to recommend any 
additional avoidance or mitigation measures. 

The details of these Mitigation and Monitoring plans will be important, and State Parks 
will need to work closely with those preparing the plans for sensitive resources and 
habitats on State Park property. 

CSP has the following specific comments on the Draft EIR: 

Letter 5

5.4

5.1

5.2

5.3
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Parking Lots, P. 2-14 Panther/Yellowbank Beach Lot: We recommend including a gate 
to control illegal, after-hours parking at this site. Site conditions at this beach restrict 
radio communication and safe access, making this a dangerous area for law 
enforcement response. Similar parking areas also suffer from trash issues that warrant 
well maintained receptacles or dumpsters to prevent the overflow of trash onto Park 
property. 

Trail Amenities and Features, P. 2-25: We would suggest putting benches one mile 
apart rather than ½ mile apart. This approach would still satisfy the rest area idea but 
be a compromise for our farmers/lessees who are concerned about potential conflicts 
between public access and continued agricultural operations. We recommend providing 
trash receptacles and limited bike racks at the parking/restroom areas only and support 
a pack in/pack out option for the trail corridor. 

Timing and Duration, P. 2-29: State Parks would prefer timing of construction to be 
before or after the fall harvest timefrarile for our farmer lessees to avoid impacts to their 
operation. 

Existing Trail Crossings, P. 2-20: We recommend the existing informal pedestrian RR 
crossing at Laguna remain open. Since there is a county parking lot across Hwy 1 at 
this location, this crossing provides access to the beach and is very well used by the 
public. Pedestrian use will likely expand with the opening of the National Monument 
!railhead nearby.

3.5 Cultural Resources, P. 3.5-1 Existing Conditions: This section could be improved by 
including or referencing more contemporary contextual studies and regional cultural 
taxonomies. Contextual studies should demonstrate the capability and capacity to 
properly record and evaluate resources, or address the impacts to them. 

History, P. 3.5-2: The text does not include a discussion of Spanish and Mexican Period 
land grants in the contextual study other than Rancho Refugio at Wilder Ranch State 
Park. Other Ranchos were situated further up the coast within the project area. 
Historical accounts such as those of Lorenzo Assisara, an Ohlone man from Mission 
Santa Cruz, would have been useful in the contextual study. Assisara described the 
continued presence of Native Americans on the coast within the vicinity of the project 
area. 

Project Corridor Setting, Cultural Resources, P. 3.5-5: The project area is directly 
adjacent to the Wilder Ranch State Park Cultural Preserve. The Cultural Preserve 
includes a large inventory of sites and structures that should be included in this 
discussion, and the potential impacts to the Cultural Preserve should be considered. 

Paleontological Resources, P. 3.5-7: Paleontology should not be included in the 
Cultural Resources section. Despite the organization of the City of Santa Cruz General 
Plan which has combined these topics, paleontology may be more relevant to the 
Geological assessment in this Draft EIR. 

3.5.3 Methodology and Significance Thresholds, Cultural Resources, P. 3.5-16: 
Wilder Ranch Cultural Preserve is directly adjacent to the project area, and should be 
included in the Project Impact Analysis. 

5.8

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.9

5.10

5.11
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Proposed Project (Coastal Side), P. 3.5-21: Any archaeological evaluations conducted 
within the jurisdiction of State Parks will require an Archaeological Investigation Permit. 
State Parks assumes that SCR-56 and SCR-58 are already potentially eligible 
resources. SCR-10 on the coast side has already been tested and found to no longer 
have sufficient integrity; the inland portion of SCR-10 is intact. 

Mitigation Measure CR-1(b), P. 3.5-21: For resources within State Parks property, 
archival histories should be curated with State Parks Cultural Resources Division. 

Mitigation Measure CR-2(a) and CR-2(b), P. 3.5-22: For resources within State Parks 
property, the methods used will be chosen in consultation with State Parks. 

Alternative 1 (Trail Only), P. 3.5-23: State Parks would advocate avoidance of impacts 
rather than data recovery. For situations of late discovery during construction, 
implementation of a previously approved data recovery Archaeological Treatment Plan 
may be useful. 

Mitigation Measure CR-3, P. 3.5-27: Any paleontological resources found on State Park 
land would remain the property of California State Parks. 

Tribal Consultation, P. 3.15-1: This section cites literature that is not current, and may 
not be correct. For example, there are thought to be 50 rather than 40 tribes composing 
the Oh lone cultural sphere. There is no archaeological support for some of the items 
listed as food (such as Roosevelt elk and dog), and this limited overview does not assist 
in the analysis of tribal resources within the project area. 

Assembly Bill 52 Consultation, P. 3-15.2: State Parks is currently engaged with the 
Amah Mutsun Tribe on cultural projects at the Sand Hill Bluff adjacent to the current 
project. Site SCR-7, a National Registered archaeological site, is not mentioned in the 
Draft EIR. State Parks recommends that project managers contact the Amah Mutsun 
Tribe directly for consultation. 

Mitigation Measure TCR-1, P. 3.15-5: Native American Monitoring should be 
considered a method rather than a mitigation measure. Actual mitigation could include 
use of a Treatment Plan once finds are made by a monitor. The Draft EIR should 
delineate procedures and guidelines for Native American Monitors. 

We look forward to the partnership with the Regional Transportation Commission as 
they move forward with this worthwhile project. If you have any questions regarding 
these comments, please contact Sr. Park and Recreation Specialist Sheila Branon at 

831-335-6385.

� 

Chris Spohrer 
District Superintendent 

5.12

5.13

5.14

5.15
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Letter 5 
COMMENTER: Chris  Spohrer, District Superintendent, California Department of Parks and 

Recreation  

DATE: September 21, 2018 

Response 5.1 
The commenter states that State Parks supports maximizing opportunities for public access, 
consistent with protection of resources. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 5.2 
The commenter states the need to maintain farmer/lessee access during construction and upon 
completion of the Project.  

It is anticipated that farmer/lessee access would be maintained throughout project construction. As 
stated in Section 2.6 under Construction Staging, there would be no staging from productive 
agricultural land.  

The potential for disruption to agricultural operations during construction is addressed in Section 
3.2.4 under Impact AG-3, and Mitigation Measure AG-3(a) requires implementation of the following 
measures to reduce potential impacts. 

 Staging areas shall not be placed in or directly adjacent to active agricultural areas and access to 
staging areas shall not block or inhibit access to existing farmland or farm access roads 

 Where feasible, construction adjacent to agricultural areas shall not occur during peak harvest 
periods, typically in the fall months (Branon 2018) 

 When construction activities must occur during agricultural harvest (for example, to avoid 
nesting bird season), reasonable access to farmland, as determined by the RTC or CFL in 
consultation with the North Coast Farmers, shall be maintained; while precise timing cannot be 
specified, the RTC or CFL would endeavor to consult with the Farmers as early as feasible in the 
development of the construction schedule 

 The construction contractor shall designate a contact for construction-related complaints. 
Contact information shall be provided to agricultural operators adjacent to the rail line, and 
shall be posted at construction staging areas. The contractor shall respond to complaints in a 
timely manner 

These measures shall be included in final design plans and implemented by the construction 
contractor. The RTC or its designee shall review plans to confirm inclusion of these measures and 
conduct spot-check monitoring during construction to ensure compliance.  

As stated in Section 2.4 under Trail Crossings, for all farmer crossings being closed, other adjacent 
crossings would be formalized to maintain farmer access. Additionally, as stated in Section 2.6 under 
Construction Staging, there would be no staging from productive agricultural land. 
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No revisions to the text of the Draft EIR are necessary. However, the mitigation measure text was 
revised as shown above to clarify that it is RTC or CFL who would be responsible for this 
coordination, because CFL would be responsible for construction management. Additionally, Table 
2-1, Summary of Trail Crossings, has been revised to include the distances from the informal trails to 
be closed to the next nearest trail crossing.  

Response 5.3 
The commenter requests RTC provide more detailed maps including property ownerships. 

Maps with overlays of the Proposed Project and Alternatives are provided in Appendix A of the Draft 
EIR. As design evolves further, a higher level of detail will be developed and shared with State Parks 
and other parties with property ownership authority.  

Refer to Master Response B for further information regarding property ownership information.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 5.4 
The commenter states that State Parks will need to work closely with those preparing the mitigation 
and monitoring plans for sensitive resources and habitats on State Park property. 

Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c), Develop Project-specific Biological Resources Mitigation and 
Management Plan for Impacts to Biological Resources Resulting from Trail Construction, specifies 
that mitigation area locations and replacement ratios shall be determined in consultation with 
USFWS, CDFW, and CCC.  

The Draft EIR, Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c), has been revised to clarify that the mitigation and 
management plan will be developed in consultation with State Parks as well.  

Response 5.5 
The commenter states that State Parks recommends including a gate at the Panther/Yellowbank 
Beach lot.  

Refer to Master Response C.  

Response 5.6 
The commenter recommends putting benches one mile apart rather than ½ mile apart, and 
providing trash receptacles and limited bike racks only at the parking lots to minimize potential 
conflicts with agricultural operations. 

As stated in Section 2.4 under Trail Amenities and Features, most of the amenities (benches, 
trash/recycling containers, bike racks) would be in the three parking lots and in rest areas 0.5 to 1.0 
mile apart depending on terrain and beach access locations. The RTC and CFL will consider the 
request for locating these facilities 1-mile apart during final design. The RTC and CFL support 
trash/recycling receptacles at the rest areas to minimize trash and litter which could also have an 
adverse effect on agricultural operations, as discussed in Section 3.2.4 under Impact AG-3. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are required.  
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Response 5.7 
The commenter requests that construction be timed to avoid farmer lessees’ fall harvests. 

The Draft EIR identifies Mitigation Measure AG-3(a), Implement Measures to Reduce Construction-
Related Conflicts with Agricultural Operations, which includes minimizing construction impacts 
during harvest season. As noted in Mitigation Measure AG-3(a): 

 Where feasible, construction adjacent to agricultural areas shall not occur during peak harvest 
periods, typically in the fall months (Branon 2018); 

 When construction activities must occur during agricultural harvest (for example to avoid 
nesting bird season), reasonable access to farmland, as determined by the RTC or CFL in 
consultation with the North Coast Farmers, shall be maintained; while precise timing cannot be 
specified, the RTC or CFL would endeavor to consult with the Farmers as early as feasible in the 
development of the construction schedule. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are required. 

Response 5.8 
The commenter requests that the informal crossing of the railroad tracks at Laguna Beach remain 
open.  

The proposed closure of the informal railroad crossing that accesses Laguna Beach is being 
proposed primarily due public safety concerns of crossing Highway 1 in this area where there is a 
significant grade. The informal crossing is therefore proposed for closure as part of this process.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 5.9 
The commenter states the Project area is directly adjacent to the Wilder Ranch State Park Cultural 
Preserve and should be included in the EIR, and potential impacts to the Cultural Preserve should be 
considered.  

The Wilder Ranch State Park Cultural Preserve (SPCP) is addressed in Section 3.5.1, Cultural 
Resources/Existing Conditions. According to documentation on file with the California Historical 
Resources Information System (CHRIS), Wilder Ranch is recorded as P-44-000480 and the Project 
corridor does not extend to the recorded boundaries of the resource. Per this documentation, 
Wilder Ranch has not been formally evaluated for listing in the California Register of Historical 
Resources (CHRIS) and is not a historical resource as defined by CEQA. It is therefore not discussed 
in the impacts discussion of Section 3.5, Cultural Resources. 

Should the Wilder Ranch SPCP be determined a historical resource per CEQA later, it is not 
anticipated that the current Project would negatively affect its integrity or result in a significant 
adverse impact. The Project is outside of the boundaries of the Wilder Ranch SPCP and does not 
have potential result in any direct changes to that property. Further, the Project would not result in 
any indirect impacts to the Wilder Ranch SPCP, as no substantial above ground elements are 
proposed with potential to negatively affect its setting. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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Response 5.10 
The commenter states that paleontology should not be included in the Cultural Resources section. 

Paleontology has been included in the Cultural Resources section consistent with the State CEQA 
Guidelines, Appendix G, Environmental Checklist Form.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 5.11 
The commenter states that the Wilder Ranch SPCP is directly adjacent to the project area and 
should be included in the Project impact analysis.  

Refer to Response 5.9. As stated therein, the Wilder Ranch SPCP is not a historical resource as 
defined by CEQA, and the Project would not impact the Wilder Ranch SPCP. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 5.12 
The commenter notes that archaeological evaluations conducted within the jurisdiction of State 
Parks will require an Archaeological Investigation Permit, that SCR-56 and SCR-58 are potentially 
eligible resources, and that SCR-10 is only partially intact.  

The text of the Draft EIR states that archaeological work conducted on State Parks land will require a 
permit. For the purposes of this Project, SCR-56, SCR-58, and the intact portions of SCR-10 are 
assumed to be eligible for listing in the NRHP and CRHR and mitigation is required to address 
impacts to these sites.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 5.13 
The commenter states that archival histories for resources on State Parks property should be 
curated with the State Parks Cultural Resources Division. The commenter also states that methods 
used for work required by Mitigation Measures CR-2(a) and CR-2(b) be chosen in consultation with 
State Parks. The commenter states that State Parks would advocate for avoidance rather than data 
recovery and that an Archaeological Treatment Plan may be useful for late discoveries during 
construction. Lastly, the commenter notes that paleontological resources found on State Parks land 
would remain property of State Parks. 

In response to this comment, Mitigation Measure CR-1(b) has been revised to clearly indicate that, 
for resources entirely or partially within State Parks property, documentation shall be curated with 
the State Parks Cultural Resources Division. In addition, Mitigation Measures CR-2(a) and CR-2(b) 
have been revised to specify that archaeological capping or monitoring of resources within State 
Parks property must be completed in consultation with State Parks. These revisions are shown in 
Section 3.5, Cultural Resources.  

Capping in accordance with Mitigation Measure CR-2(a) was chosen as the approach for finds during 
construction, thus an Archaeological Treatment Plan was not added to the DEIR. The third 
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paragraph under Alternative 1 (Trail Only) under Impact CR-2 has been revised to remove mention 
of data indexing. 

Lastly, Mitigation Measure CR-3 has been revised to state that any significant fossils identified on 
State Parks property shall be curated with State Parks.  

In response to this comment, revisions to Mitigation Measures CR-1(b), CR-2(a), CR-2(b), CR-3, and 
the discussion of Alternative 1 under Impact CR-2 have been revised.  

Response 5.14 
The commenter notes that portions of the ethnographic setting may be incorrect, specifically that 
there may have been 50 Ohlone tribelets rather than 40 and that there is no archaeological 
evidence of the consumption of Roosevelt elk and dog, and that the overview provided does not 
assist in the analysis of resources within the Project corridor. The commenter also notes that the 
Amah Mutsun Tribe is currently participating in an excavation at an archaeological site near the 
Project corridor and recommends that the Tribe be contacted directly for consultation.  

The Regional Tribal Cultural Resources discussion in Section 3.15.1 in Section 3.15, Tribal Cultural 
Resources, consists of a background on the ethnographic group that occupied the Project area and 
provides a general context. This section is not intended to identify the potential for specific tribal 
cultural resources within the Project corridor. No specific tribal cultural resources have been 
identified within the project area through consultation, therefore more detailed information is not 
necessary.  

The Amah Mutsun Tribe was contacted during the AB 52 consultation process for the Project and 
did not respond to the invitation for AB 52 consultation. Therefore, no further action is required. 
Site SCR-7 is located outside of the current project site and would therefore not be impacted by the 
project and does not require discussion in the Draft EIR. 

In response to this comment, potentially incorrect information has been removed. The second 
paragraph under Regional Tribal Cultural Resources has been revised to remove the statement that 
there were approximately 40 Ohlone tribelets. In the third paragraph, Roosevelt elk and dog were 
removed from the text. 

Response 5.15 
The commenter states that Native American Monitoring should be considered a method rather than 
a mitigation measure, that mitigation should include a Treatment Plan for finds made during 
construction, and that the Draft EIR should delineate procedures for Native American Monitors.  

Mitigation Measure TCR-1 requires the preparation and implementation of a mitigation plan 
(equivalent to a Treatment Plan) in the event of a discovery. The requirement of a Native American 
monitor during ground disturbance in archaeologically sensitive areas is a common mitigation 
approach, thus no changes to the requirements of the measure have been made.  

To clarify procedures for Native American monitors in the event of a discovery, Mitigation Measure 
TCR-1 in Section 3.15, Tribal Cultural Resources, has been revised to specify that the Native 
American monitor shall have the authority to halt and redirect ground disturbance away from the 
find.  
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA---CALIFORNIA STATE TRANSPORTATION AGENCY 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

50 HIGUERA STREET 

SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93401-5415 

PHONE (805) 549-3 IO I 

FAX (805) 549-3329 
TTY711 

http://www.dot.ca.gov/dist05/ 

September 14, 2018 

Cory Caletti 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transpot1aion Commission 
1523 Pacific Avenue 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

Dear Ms. Caletti: 

EDMUND G. BROWN Jr. Govemor 

Serious drought 
Help save water! 

SCr-1-VAR 
SCH#2017092034 

COMMENTS FOR THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW (DEIR)- NORTH 
COAST RAIL TRAIL, SANTA CRUZ COUNTY, CA 

The California Depat1ment of Transportation (Cal trans), District 5, Development Review, has 
reviewed the DEIR for the Not1h Coast Rail Trail which proposes building a 7.5 mile multi-use 
bicycle and pedestrian trail in Santa Cruz County. Caltrans offers the following comments in 
response to the DEIR: 

1. Projects that support smart growth principles which include improvements to pedestrian,

bicycle, and transit infrastructure ( or other key Transpot1ation Demand Strategies) are suppot1ed

by Caltrans and are consistent with our mission, vision, and goals. Fut1her, we commend local

planning effo1is that are consistent with State planning priorities intended to promote equity,

strengthen the economy, protect the environment, and promote public health and safety.

2. As previously dicussed during email correspondence and site visits, any new items in Caltrans

right-of-way (e.g. trash containers, bike racks, or benches) are subject to an encroachment

permit for review and approval. Additionally, a maintainance agreement with a public entity

will be required for new features as well. Please note that no restroom facilities will be approved

in the right-of-way.

3. We recognize that it is a request of State Parks, but unfortunately the entrance and exit gates as
proposed at the Panther/Y ellowbank Beach parking area will not be allowed.

4. Again, please be aware that if any work is completed in the State's right-of-way it will require
an encroachment permit from Caltrans, and must be done to our engineering and environmental
standards, and at no cost to the State. The conditions of approval and the requirements for the
encroachment permit are issued at the sole discretion of the Permits Office, and nothing in this

"Provide a safe, sustainable, integrated and efficient transportation system 
to enhance California's economy and livability" 

Letter 6

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.2 
(cont'd)
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Ms. Cory Caletti 
September 14, 2018 
Page 2 

letter shall be implied as limiting those future conditioned and requirements. For more 
information regarding the encroachment permit process, please visit our Encroachment Permit 
Website at: http://www.dot.ca.gov/trafficops/ep/index.html. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the proposed project. If you have any 
questions, or need further clarification on items discussed above, please contact me at 
(805) 542-4751 or email john.olejnik@dot.ca.gov.

Sincerely, 

flP✓ 
a�LEJNIK

Senior Transpmiation Planner 
Sustainability and Intergovenmental Review 

""Provide a safe, sustainable, integrated and efficient transportation system 

to enhance California's economy and livability" 

6.2 
(cont'd)
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Letter 6 
COMMENTER: John Olejnik, Senior Transportation Planner, California Department of 

Transportation 

DATE: September 14, 2018 

Response 6.1 
The commenter states that Caltrans supports projects that improve pedestrian, bicycle and transit 
infrastructure.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 6.2 
The commenter states that any new items in Caltrans right-of-way (e.g., trash containers, bike racks, 
or benches) are subject to an encroachment permit and a maintenance agreement, and that no 
restroom facilities will be approved in the right-of-way. 

The required encroachment permit is acknowledged in Section 2.7, Required Permits and Approvals, 
of the Draft EIR. RTC and CFL will coordinate with Caltrans during final design of the improvements 
to the parking areas and planned facilities within Caltrans ROW.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 6.3 
The commenter states that entrance and exit gates as proposed at Panther/Yellowbank parking area 
will not be allowed. 

As stated in Section 2.5 under Hours and Closures, no gates are proposed as part of the Project.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  
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Serving Monterey, San Benito, and Santa Cruz Counties 24580 Silver Cloud Court 
Monterey, CA  93940 

PHONE: (831) 647-9411 • FAX: (831) 647-8501

Richard A. Stedman, APCO 

September 21, 2018 

Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
Cory Caletti, Senior Transportation Planner 
1523 Pacific Avenue 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

SUBJECT:  DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT: NORTH COAST RAIL TRAIL 

Dear Ms. Caletti, 

Thank you for providing the Monterey Bay Air Resources District (Air District) the opportunity to comment 
on the above-referenced document. The Air District has reviewed the document and has the following 
comments: 

Draft EIR: North Coast Rail Trail 

Executive Summary Table ES-1:  Summary of Project Impact: 

In the table under Greenhouse Gas Emissions/Climate Change, GHG-1 discusses that the Project could be potentially 
significant with respect to GHG emissions and the CA Air Resources Board 2017 Scoping Plan.  The Project does not 
address the electrification of local transit fleets or the need for and installation of electric vehicle supply equipment 
(EVSE) for the light-duty vehicle fleet as well as for the medium to heavy-duty fleets.  MBARD would recommend that the 
Project consider and address the electrification of the local transit fleets and the installation of strategic fast-charge EVSE 
along the roadway corridors adjacent to the Project area as a means to reduce Project GHG emissions.   

Both the Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit District (Metro) and the Monterey-Salinas Transit (MST) are actively pursing the 
electrification of their respective transit fleets.  As an example, MST has already taken delivery of two full size BYD 
electric buses.  Metro should be receiving their Proterra electric bus in early 2019 and is scheduled to run the Watsonville 
Circulator route as a pilot electric bus service.   Electric vehicles (EVs) produce no GHG as well as zero ozone precursor 
criteria pollutants. 

Equally important is the need for EVSE, which is essential to support and grow the light-duty electric fleet in CA.  The VMT 
associated with EVs is uniquely characterized by the fact these are zero-emission miles.  As technology advances the 
design and capability of fast-charge stations,  more medium range EVs will be able to travel longer distances with much 
shorter duration charging events. 

3.3.4 Project Impact Analysis:  Construction 

The Air District appreciates that the draft document includes quantification of the proposed project 
construction and operation emissions with a  comparison to the Air District’s CEQA thresholds, 
http://mbard.org/pdf/CEQA_full%20(1).pdf, to evaluate whether the proposed project’s impact would be 
significant.  The Air District also appreciates the use of the appropriately referenced emission modeling tool, 
the California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMOD) in the document.   

In either case of the Proposed Project or Alternative 1, construction and operational emissions can be further 
mitigated as well as maintaining compliance with Air District Rule 402 (Nuisance) and CEQA Guidelines, Section 
8.2,  http://mbard.org/pdf/CEQA_full%20(1).pdf by implementing the following Best Management Practices: 
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Construction Dust: 

• Prohibit all grading activities during periods of high wind (over 15 mph)
• Water all active construction areas at least twice daily. Frequency should be based on the type of

operation, soil, and wind exposure.
• Apply chemical soil stabilizers on inactive construction areas (disturbed lands within construction

projects that are unused for at least four consecutive days)
• Apply non-toxic binders (e.g., latex acrylic copolymer) to exposed areas after cut and fill operations, or

hydro-seed area.
• Maintain at least 2’0” of freeboard in haul trucks.
• Cover all trucks hauling dirt, sand, or loose materials.
• Plant vegetative ground cover in disturbed areas as soon as possible.
• Cover inactive storage piles.
• Install wheel washers or other appropriately effective track-out capture methods at the construction

site for all exiting trucks.
• Post a publicly visible sign which specifies the telephone number and person to contact regarding dust

complaints. This person shall respond to complaints and take corrective action within 48 hours. The
phone number of the Air District shall be visible to ensure compliance with Rule 402 (Nuisance)

Operational Emissions: 

• With respect to diesel operated off-road construction and stationary equipment, the Air District
recommends using cleaner equipment that conforms to ARB’s Tier 3 or Tier 4 diesel emission
standards. We further recommend that, whenever feasible, construction equipment use alternative
fuels such as compressed natural gas (CNG), propane, electricity or biodiesel.

• Please consult with the Air District Engineering Division on the use of stationary portable engines and
for any pending changes to the portable engine regulations established by the California Air Resources
Board (ARB). Per Rule 201, Section 4.14.1 (10/15/2014) any stationary IC engine greater than 50 HP
must be permitted by the Air District or registered with the ARB. For Engine-Generator sets, the
engine will have a different rating, normally higher than the rating of the generator output.

Please feel free to contact the Planning Division at the Air District to discuss these comments or if there are 
any questions or clarifications. 

Best Regards, 

Alan Romero 
Air Quality Planner III 
aromero@mbard.org 
831.718.8030 

cc:  David Frisbey 
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Letter 7 
COMMENTER: Alan Romero, Air Quality Planner III, Monterey Bay Air Resources District  

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 7.1 
The commenter requests that the EIR consider and address the electrification of local transit fleets 
and the installation of strategic fast-charge electric vehicle service equipment (EVSE) charging 
station along the roadway corridors adjacent to the Project area as a means to reduce Project GHG 
emissions. 

Both the electrification of local transit fleets and installation of EVSE charging stations along 
roadway corridors are outside the scope of the Project, and would represent a far more ambitious 
mitigation strategy than is necessary for a trail project that lacks any stationary source of air 
pollution and would generate comparatively small amounts of vehicle traffic. The commenter has 
not provided any information suggesting that, given the relatively modest GHG emissions from the 
Proposed Project (compared with, for example, a large commercial, retail, industrial, or residential 
project), fleet electrification and EVSE installation at multiple locations would constitute 
proportional mitigation. (See, e.g., Concerned Citizens of South Central Los Angeles v. Los Angeles 
Unified School District (1994) 24 Cal.App.4th 826, 841, 842 [mitigation measures “must be assessed 
in accordance with the ‘rule of reason’”; “[w]e are aware of no authority which would require the 
[lead agency] … to consider a mitigation measure which itself may constitute a project at least as 
complex, ambitious, and costly as [the proposed] project itself”].) More importantly, however, the 
more limited mitigation proposed in the Draft EIR is sufficient to mitigate GHG impacts to a less than 
significant level, as discussed below. Under CEQA, no additional mitigation is required. 

Notably, implementation of the Project would not affect the ability of Santa Cruz Metropolitan 
Transit District (Metro) or Monterey-Salinas Transit (MST) to electrify their fleet. As such, 
electrification of these fleets would not be an appropriate means to reduce Project-generated GHG 
emissions.  

However, as described in Section 3.7.4 under Impact GHG-1, installation of electric vehicle 
infrastructure at parking lots is addressed and included as a means to reduce Project GHG 
emissions. Table 3.7-5 (2017 Scoping Plan Key Sector Actions Compliance) and Table 3.7-6 (2017 
Scoping Plan Minimization Measure Compliance) identify provision of electric vehicle infrastructure 
as necessary in order to be consistent with the California Air Resources Board’s updated 2017 
Scoping Plan.  

Mitigation Measure GHG-1 (Install Electric Vehicle Infrastructure in Parking Lots) is identified to 
reduce this impact to a less than significant level by requiring the project to provide, at a minimum, 
an electric vehicle charging station at the Davenport parking lot. Additional locations were 
considered; however, as stated in Mitigation Measure GHG-1, charging stations elsewhere on the 
trail alignment may be infeasible due to existing limits on electricity distribution infrastructure. The 
specifications of the charging station are unknown at this time; however, the charging station is 
primarily intended to reduce GHG emissions related to passenger vehicle trips to the site, as these 
are the GHG emissions-generating trips attributable to the Project. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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Response 7.2 
The commenter suggests that the Project’s criteria pollutant emissions during construction and 
operation may be further mitigated through compliance with best management practices listed in 
the letter. 

Criteria pollutant emissions are addressed in Section 3.3.4 under Impact AIR-2. As demonstrated in 
this impact discussion, construction and operation of the Project would not exceed any MBARD 
significance threshold. As such, mitigation is not required, and incorporation of the suggested best 
management practices is not necessary. Even so, however, construction of the Project would 
comply with MBARD’s Rule 402 by implementing best management practices (BMPs) during 
construction. 

The Draft EIR has been revised to clarify that BMPs would be implemented during construction in 
both Section 2.6 under General Methodology and in Section 3.3.4 under Impact AIR-2. 
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COUNTY OF SANTA CRUZ 
OFFICE OF THE AGRICULTURAL COMMISSIONER 

JUAN HIDALGO 
AGRICULTURAL COMMISSIONER 

SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 
DIRECTOR, MOSQUITO AND VECTOR CONTROL 

September 24, 2018 

Cory Caletti 
Senior Transportation Planner 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
1523 Pacific Avenue 
Santa Cruz, CA  95060 

Subject: Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report for the North Coast 
Rail Trail Project  

Dear Ms. Caletti: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for 
the North Coast Rail Trail Project.  My office strives to serve the public’s interest by promoting 
and protecting agriculture, assuring environmental quality, and protecting the health, safety and 
welfare of Santa Cruz County’s citizens.  We do this by enforcing agricultural laws and 
regulations to ensure the safe and effective use of pesticides, by responding to and investigating 
public concerns regarding pesticide exposure and other agricultural activities, and by protecting 
public health through responsible management of mosquitoes and other vectors.  

The Draft EIR addresses different approaches intended to mitigate potential concerns from trail 
users and the use of pesticides on the adjacent agricultural operations.  My office offers the 
following comments regarding the mitigation measure intended to provide pesticide use 
notification to trail users.  

Mitigation Measure AG-5: Establish Pesticide Spray Notification Procedures and 
Install Temporary Warning Signage along the Trail 
Mitigation Measure AG-5 in conjunction with mitigation measure AG-3(b) and AG-3(e) 
would provide information to trail users about potential pesticide use, make it clear not to 
trespass on the agricultural land and provide information about the importance of 
agriculture in our county.  This information will help people assess the risks of using the 
trail.  However, this will not prevent trail users from complaining about the agricultural 
activities or concerns of pesticide use and exposure.  This has the potential to increase the 
amount of time agricultural office staff spend investigating these types of incidents, 
diverting time from other agricultural programs.  (My office is tasked with responding to 
pesticide related concerns and illnesses and conducting investigations to assess if any 
pesticide use laws and regulations were violated.)  That being said, the establishment of 
notification procedures requiring at least a 24-hour notification prior to a pesticide 
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application would be more effective if this communication occurs directly between the 
adjacent agricultural operators and the Trail Manager.  Agricultural operations are only 
required by law to notify my office of pesticide applications if they intend to apply a 
California Restricted Material.  Use of a California Restricted Material requires the 
operator to obtain a permit from my office prior to use.  Agricultural operations are not 
required to notify the Agricultural Commissioner of other pesticide applications.  It is 
likely that most pesticides used on agricultural farms adjacent to the trail will not be 
California Restricted Materials.  I recommend that the pesticide application requirement 
be implemented using direct communication between the adjacent agricultural operators 
and the Trail Manager.  In addition to the information contained in the signage instructing 
trail users about agricultural pesticide applications, the sign should also provide trail 
users a way to obtain more information about pesticides such as providing the web 
address to the National Pesticide Information Center (http://npic.orst.edu/).  This website 
provides the public with information on pests, pesticides and their risk, and emergency 
resources. 

Lastly, not all materials that trail users may see being applied in nearby agricultural fields 
are pesticides – instead they may be fertilizers or soil amendments.  Similar farm 
equipment is utilized for the application of both pesticides and fertilizers, which can lead 
people to mistake a fertilizer application for pesticide use.  On the planned agricultural-
themed displays for public education regarding local farming operations, it may be 
worthwhile including some explanatory information on this topic so as to reduce potential 
concerns our office may receive regarding potential pesticide exposure. 

Thank you for your consideration. If you have any questions regarding the foregoing comments, 
please do not hesitate in contacting me. 

Sincerely, 

Juan Hidalgo 
Agricultural Commissioner 

JH 
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Letter 8 
COMMENTER: Juan Hidalgo, Agricultural Commissioner, County of Santa Cruz Office of the 

Agricultural Commissioner  

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 8.1 
The commenter describes the role of the County of Santa Cruz Office of the Agricultural 
Commissioner and the purpose of the letter as offering comments on the Draft EIR. The comment is 
noted.  

Response 8.2 
The commenter recommends that Mitigation Measure AG-5 be revised to require direct 
communication between the agricultural operators and the Trail Manager, and suggests that 
required signage include the web address to the National Pesticide Information Center.  

In response to this comment, Mitigation Measure AG-5 has been revised to remove the Agricultural 
Commissioner from the notification, and to add that notices shall include the web address to the 
National Pesticide Information Center. 

Response 8.3 
The commenter notes that trail users may mistake fertilizer application for pesticide use, and 
recommends including information regarding this topic on the proposed agricultural-themed 
interpretive exhibits.  

In response to this comment, Mitigation Measure AG-3(e) has been revised to indicate that displays 
shall explain that not all materials applied in nearby agricultural fields are pesticides, but rather may 
be fertilizer or other soil amendments.  
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Cory Caletti, Senior Transportation Planner 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
1523 Pacific Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

RE: Comments for the Proposed North Coast Rail Trail Project Draft EIR 

Dear Ms. Calletti, 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft EIR for the North Coast Rail Trail.  As a 
representative of County of Santa Cruz Environmental Health, the agency that is providing 
regulatory oversite for the characterization, mitigation and potential remediation of soil 
contamination along the Santa Cruz Rail Corridor in Santa Cruz County, I would like to submit 
the following comments to be incorporated into the final EIR: 

1) As stated on page 3.8.33 under Historic Use “Although no contaminants detected by the
Phase II ESA soil borings identified concentrations above the respective contaminant’s
industrial environmental screening level or applicable background concentration, the
Phase II ESA investigation presented an information gap due to the soil borings being
located along a one-mile segment of the Project corridor immediately adjacent to the
Coast Dairies property.”  In fact, additional testing has been conducted in the rail corridor
since the Phase II ESA Investigation, on other sections of the rail corridor, and elevated
levels of contamination above the industrial, commercial, and construction worker risk- 
based screening have been found.  It is therefore reasonably likely that further testing
along the North Coast section of the rail corridor will indicate the need for soil mitigation
measures to protect the construction worker and the public.  As a result, it is incumbent of
the RTC or any other agency responsible for development in this area to notify County of
Santa Cruz Environmental Health well in advance of conducting work in the rail corridor
that will result in soil disturbance, so that our agency can provide adequate oversite of the
project to ensure the protection of the workers and the public.

2) In addition, prior to conducting the Soil Investigation, as outlined under the section
“Mitigation Measure HAZ-4(a): Conduct Soil Sampling and Implement Necessary
Remediation” located on page 3.8-34, a Work Plan or Work Plans for the Soil
Investigation that is described must be submitted to County of Santa Cruz Environmental
Health for review and acceptance, well in advance of implementation.

Rebecca Supplee, Program Manager 
County of Santa Cruz Health Services Agency 
Environmental Health Division   
701 Ocean St., Rm. 312 
Santa Cruz, CA  95060  
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Letter 9 
COMMENTER: Rebecca Supplee, Program Manager, County of Santa Cruz Health Services 

Agency, Environmental Health Division  

DATE: September 22, 2018 

Response 9.1 
The commenter describes that additional soil testing has been conducted in other sections of the 
rail corridor since the Phase II ESA Investigation, and that elevated concentrations of contamination 
above the industrial, commercial, and construction worker risk-based screening level has been 
found. Given this, the commenter states that it is reasonably likely that further testing will indicate 
the need for soil mitigation measures, and recommends that RTC notify County of Santa Cruz 
Environmental Health prior to conducting any work in the rail corridor.  

The Draft EIR discusses the potential for soil contaminants under Impact HAZ-4 in Section 3.8, 
Hazards and Hazardous Materials. As stated therein, former rail use in the Project corridor presents 
the potential that the corridor is contaminated with arsenic, heavy metals, pesticides, herbicides, 
PAHs, TPHs, and other contaminants associated with rail operations. The Draft EIR further 
acknowledges that the Phase II ESA investigation presented an information gap due to the soil 
borings being located along a one-mile segment of the Project corridor immediately adjacent to the 
Coast Dairies property. Mitigation Measures HAZ-4(a) and HAZ-4(b) would require soil sampling and 
remediation if sampling indicates such a need. These measures also require coordination with the 
County of Santa Cruz Environmental Health Division. This is consistent with the comment.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 9.2 
The commenter recommends that Mitigation Measure HAZ-4(a) be revised to require that the Work 
Plan or Work Plans for the Soil Investigation be submitted to County of Santa Cruz Environmental 
Health for review and acceptance prior to conducting the Soil Investigation.  

Mitigation Measure HAZ-4(a) currently requires that the RTC coordinate with the County of Santa 
Cruz Environmental Health Division to develop and implement a program to remediate or manage 
known contaminated soil during construction. However, in response to this comment, the measure 
has been revised to require that Work Plan(s) be submitted to County of Santa Cruz Environmental 
Health. 

In response to this comment, revisions have been made to Mitigation Measure HAZ-4(a). 
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From: Ezekiel Bean
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: DEIR for the proposed North Coast Rail  Trail
Date: Thursday, August 16, 2018 9:19:36 AM

Good morning, Cory.

The DEIR for the proposed North Coast Rail Trail contains multiple referenced to “below the barrier
at Majors Creek” (e.g. Coho Salmon discussion, page3.4-37, p1). I do not see any discussion of this
barrier or it’s location, and I am very familiar with Majors creek yet know of no barrier (other than
the large boulder barrier about 1 mile upstream of the project boundaries).  Can you please provide
some context to the reference of this barrier throughout the document?

Thank you,

Zeke Bean
Water Resources Supervisor, Watershed Section
City of Santa Cruz Water Department
715 Graham Hill Road
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
831/420-5478

To Serve the Community
with Honor, Respect
and Professionalism
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Letter 10 
COMMENTER: Zeke Bean, Water Resources Supervisor, City of Santa Cruz Water Department 

DATE: September 16, 2018 

Response 10.1 
The commenter requests additional information about the location of the barrier at Majors Creek. 

The first complete barrier to salmonid migration is located approximately 0.71 miles upstream of 
the creek mouth of Majors Creek, and it consists of a series of cascades with drops of 6 to 15 feet 
(ENTRIX 2004). 

The Draft EIR has been revised to include these details. 
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September 24, 2018 

Cory Caletti 
Senior Transportation Planner 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
1523 Pacific Avenue, Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
NCRTDraftEIR@sccrtc.org 

Re: North Coast Rail Trail ‐ Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) 

Dear Ms. Caletti, 

Bike Santa Cruz County has been advocating for the Coastal Rail Trail for more than 15 years. 
We are thrilled the Environmental Impact Review for the North Coast segment is in progress and 
appreciate the thorough analysis of environmental impacts of several variations of the trail 
configuration.  

The Bike Santa Cruz County board of directors will be reviewing the variations over the next two 
months and will make a decision on our prefered alternative for the December EIR hearing.  

Bike Santa Cruz County will continue to advocate for the rail trail to be built as soon as possible 
and we are happy the next step in the process will be complete in the coming months.  

Thank you for your time and tireless dedication to bring the Coastal Rail Trail to fruition. 

Sincerely, 

Janneke Strause 
Executive Director  
Bike Santa Cruz County 
director@bikesantacruzcounty.org 
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Letter 11 
COMMENTER: Janneke Strause, Executive Director, Bike Santa Cruz County  

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 11.1 
The commenter states that Bike Santa Cruz County advocates for the rail trail and appreciates the 
thorough analysis of environmental impacts. 

The comment is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  
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DAVENPORT/NORTH COAST ASSOCIATION 
c/o Noel Garin Bock, P.O. Box 251, Davenport, CA 95017 ngbock@att.net 831-423-3033 

22 September 2018 

Cory Caletti, Sr. Transportation Planner/MBSST & Rail Trail Program Manager 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
1523 Pacific Ave; Santa Cruz, CA 95060  

Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission, 

The Board of Davenport North Coast Association (DNCA) thanks you for the opportunity to comment on 
the Draft EIR for the North Coast Rail Trail Project.   As you may know, our nine board members have 
worked for many years as the liaison between Supervisor Coonerty’s office, the Sheriff’s office, BLM, 
Land Trust of Santa Cruz County, CalFire and other agencies and NGOs to inform citizens of activities in 
Davenport and environs. We have over 250 community members on our email list.  

The Davenport North Coast Association sent a response to the SCCRTC’s Notice of Preparation on 
October 14, 2017, which is included in the DEIR’s Appendix B. CEQA guidelines define scoping as "the 
process of early consultation with the public and agencies during the initial stage of EIR preparation." 
The DEIR does not include reasons why the concerns raised in the 10/14/17 letter were not considered 
and addressed as part of the DEIR analysis. Please explain why. 

3.1-Aesthetics             

Page 3.1-2 PROJECT CORRIDOR SETTING/ PUBLIC ACCESS: The Draft EIR does not make the distinction 
between Federal Coast Dairies property, and State Coast Dairies property. We feel it is a serious 
omission not to address the possible points of access to Federal Coast Dairies National Monument 
property, across Highway One from the Rail Trail, as also noted by BLM Field Manager Ben Blom in the 
NOP comments. What are the entrance location plans for the Cotoni-Coast Dairies National Monument? 
It is our understanding Federal Highway Administration funds were accepted in order to create the 
North Coast Rail Trail study to the Federal land; therefore, safe access from the Trail to the National 
Monument, across Highway One, must be addressed.  

Page 3.1-24 We would like an explanation of how Alternative 1, whereby the rail bed is removed, would 
result in a smaller (10’) path than the original use (12”) path. 

Page 3.1-24 PARKING: We appreciate that the project planners incorporated some of our previous 
suggestions regarding the parking area at the Davenport terminus.  If the “daily peak use is estimated at 
951 trail users” and the assumption is that half “average trail users would start at the northern section, 
traveling 3.75 miles and back”, then we believe the 54 spaces as shown in the diagram to be completely 
inadequate. We currently have the need for at least 100 parking spaces on busy weekends, and this is 
before there are proposed new trail users. This discrepancy needs to be addressed. Lateral parking along 
the highway is not safe or acceptable. 
This parking area should have a gate which can be locked at night to deter late night beach party-goers 
consistent with State Park beach parking lots. Minimally, an ordinance requiring no night time parking 
should be enacted and restrictions must be enforced. In addition, the parking area west of the highway 
should include a designated and restricted space outside the gate for bus parking.  

Page 3.1-26 TRASH: Although we are recognize the inclusion of trash/recycling containers and plans for 
routine maintenance for removing graffiti, it is imperative that an ongoing source funding and hiring for 
maintenance personnel be included in the EIR. Currently the dumpsters are often overflowing, so they 
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need to be picked up more than once a week. It would be helpful if the project planners would identify 
the responsible agency for such maintenance, the expected frequency of service, and the staffing and 
budget available for these operations over time. If County Parks is subcontracted with an MOU, the level 
of service, and source of sustainable funding should be identified. 

Page 3.1-24 TOILETS: “…restroom facility in a prefabricated structure on a 12-foot by 18-foot pad.” We 
appreciate that the project planners incorporated our previous suggestion that the parking area at the 
Davenport terminus include toilet facilities. Currently, Davenport businesses bear a disproportionate 
amount of the burden of meeting the needs of the general public for toilet facilities. A public restroom 
at this site will also reduce the amount of urination and defecation within the right of way and on the 
bluff lands and beaches. The EIR should provide more detail on the toilets - number of stalls, flush versus 
pit, etc. 
The toilet facilities will only be used if they are maintained and regularly serviced and locked at night, 
consistent with State Park beach facilities. It would be helpful if the project planners, in the response to 
comments, identify the responsible agency for such maintenance, the expected frequency of service, 
and the staffing and budget available for these operations over time. 

3.6-Geology and Soils 
Section 3.6 of the DEIR analyzes the trail’s impact on geological stability of the project corridor and the 
exposure to seismic and geological hazards.  it does not address the effects of trail users on soil erosion 
and potential drainage issues.  Trail users, including mountain bikers, will be veering off the trail, based 
on both Monterey and San Mateo coast trails usage. What is the expected impact of trail users on soil 
erosion and drainage rerouting?  Are EV bikes and motorized skate boards permitted on the trail?  If so, 
what will be the potential for increased soil erosion and drainage problems? These questions should be 
addressed and answered in the EIR. 

3.2-Agricultural Resources 
Overall Comments: 
Project Impacts AG-3 and AG-5 are all certain to be significant, due to “nuisance” (e.g. pesticide drift 
exposures) and trespass incidents. Negative impacts will affect trail users as well as agricultural 
operators. Analysis of existing conditions is inadequate and discounts severity of current and potential 
agrichemical use and exposure conflicts.  See Jacobs’ Farm vs. Western Farm Services (to cite). Proposed 
mitigations for AG-3 and AG-5 are distinctly inadequate to reduce potential for and significance of 
negative impacts.  

Despite “Right to Farm” ordinances and nominal compliance with agriculture regulations, project as 
proposed/mitigated will result in 1) additional pressures on agricultural operators and reduced viability 
of coastal agriculture uses; 2) potential public health issues from project users’ exposure to agricultural 
chemicals. More extensive mitigations would be needed to avoid chronic and severe conflicts between 
project users and agricultural operations.   

Opportunities are available for mitigating measures to substantially reduce potential, significant impacts 
through more active partnership with agricultural property owners (i.e. State Parks).  Agricultural 
Landowners and tenants can undertake positive management changes, and project mitigations should 
more actively encourage and support such changes. 

Specific Comments:  
Section 3.2.1, Existing Conditions 
Page1- DEIR conflates “organic” and “conventional” farming, as regards pesticide use.  Certain USDA and 
CDFA approved pesticides may be applied by certified organic operations, but the potential impacts to 
Project Users are very significantly different and should be recognized as such by the EIR.  DEIR includes 
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boilerplate language regarding pesticides (i.e. “Properly applied…”) which is inappropriate and not 
germane to the Project analysis. 

DEIR includes no discussion of certified organic agriculture as a distinct class of pesticide use/impact.  
Pesticide use in Project Corridor by certified organic operations should be specifically characterized and 
compared.  Analysis of pesticide use in Project Corridor is not adequate. Highest-use (frequency) and 
most common (by acreage) of pesticide applications should be analyzed and considered for specific 
impacts/mitigations. Focus on fumigant use alone is not adequate. 

Discussion of fumigant use (Telone II) is misleading.  Use pattern relative to Project Corridor should be 
considered in terms of application area within the corridor, not just frequency as a % of all pesticide use.  
Analysis of Telone II use in the DEIR discounts fumigant use as a potentially significant feature of the 
corridor and may be in need of specific mitigation. 

3.2.2 Regulatory Setting 
Section should include discussion of California Organic Foods Act and the U.S. Organic Foods Production 
Act. Section should include discussion of State Parks agricultural leasing policies in Santa Cruz County. 
Discussion of California DPR pesticide application regulations is inadequate  
Pages 3.2.10-11 The EIR should include analysis of Jacobs’ Farm vs. Western Farm Service and courts 
findings regarding adequacy of DPR regulations and enforcement in cases of drift from volatilization and 
coastal fog transport. 

Pages 3.2.3-4, Project Corridor Agriculture  
DEIR does not identify Certified Organic operations.  Parcels are registered with County Ag 
Commissioner and CDFA.  The EIR should explicitly identify Certified Organic operations in Project 
Corridor. 

Pages 3.2.7, Pesticide Use  
DEIR does not mention or consider landmark pesticide-drift damages case Jacobs’ Farm vs. Western 
Farm Service.  Implications of this case are significant, specifically recognition that pesticide volatilization 
and transport in coastal fog is a chronic feature of the Project Corridor. 

3.2.4 Project Impact Analysis 
Impact AG-1, Page 3.2-18. Discussion of “indirect conversion” due to impairment of pesticide application 
is highly generalized and not at all grounded in specifics of the Project Corridor agricultural operations.  
Fallowing is NOT “typical” and rarely a regular practice in this area.  Reduced or inefficient agricultural 
operations due to avoidance of human impacts will certainly be a feature of the proposed project, and 
the impacts may be highly detrimental to agricultural operators.  The EIR should revise this analysis and 
examine based on specifics of coastal benchland ag operations. 

Impact AG-3 In each of the areas considered (Trespass, Littering, Food Safety, Nuisance), the DEIR 
consistently understates the potential for significant impacts, and makes findings that are unsupported 
by either data or familiarity with the specifics of the coastal benchland agriculture.   Mitigations need to 
account for assisting transition to operations that can be compatible with Project. For these sections, 
additional or incidental mitigations are offered, whose effects are not estimated or supported by 
reference. 

Page 3.2-31 Mitigation Measure AG-3(e) “Interpretive Exhibits”  
The DEIR offers no evidence or reference to suggest that “interpretive exhibits” as described will do 
anything to mitigate potential detrimental conflicts between project use and ag operations.  This 
mitigation measure could be the baseline beginning of steps to actively facilitate more positive impacts, 
but the EIR needs to develop such measures at much more depth.   
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3.12-Public Safety and Services 
It is our understanding that the path is to be built to support emergency vehicles including fire trucks 
which will access the path to deal with injuries and medical emergencies.  It is also our understanding 
that emergency vehicles require a surface 12 feet wide. 

Thus, the first comment regarding Public Safety & Services ties back to Section 2 (Description) where 
Figure 2-3b shows the Project path only 8 feet wide.  This is inadequate with regard to a 12-foot width 
requirement for emergency vehicles.  The Alternate 1 trail width descriptions on page 2-7 lists a typical 
path cross section as 10 feet—this would also be inadequate for emergency vehicles.  The trail width 
description elsewhere in Section 2 lists 20 feet width a 12-foot wide path which is sufficient.  Unless the 
emergency vehicles are going to travel partly on the path and partly on the shoulder on certain 
narrower sections of the path, the multiplicity of descriptions and figures needs to be corrected to the 
proper 12 feet throughout. 

For the balance of Public Safety & Service topics the analysis seems to be the same—the DEIR considers 
the only environmental impact to be new buildings/facilities.  Head counts, vehicles and vehicle trips 
may be increased to serve the increase in injuries, medical emergencies and law enforcement without 
environmental impact.  No forecast of head counts or call out data are provided in Section 3.12. to 
support a conclusion of no impact on the environment (including the path itself) from emergency and 
law enforcement vehicles and personnel. This data should be addressed in the EIR. 

3.4-Biological Resources   
The project description does not document how the project, by maintaining (presumably) the status quo 
with regards to lack of connectivity between watersheds transected by the project and the ocean, will 
affect the long-term recovery of threatened salmonids and coastal estuarine habitats. Watershed 
alteration due to diversions, culverts, channeling (all of which were done to originally create the rail line) 
is considered an important impediment to salmon recovery and small coastal estuarine integrity.  
Increasingly, CalTrans is considering how to mitigate these pocket estuary impacts in their 
redesign/repair of Highway 1 roadway where most estuaries in the Northern Santa Cruz County roadway 
were seriously damaged by infill, culverts, and diversion. The rail line likewise was created with little 
regard to the importance of these estuary habitats.   

There is no evidence of consideration of improving ecological conditions across the watershed/ocean 
connections transected by this project (especially the San Vicente Creek, Liddell Creek, Laguna Creek and 
Majors Creek). How will the project improve/enhance connectivity, particularly with regards to restoring 
estuarine habitats (e.g. San Vicente Creek watershed)? This should be addressed under the corridor and 
connectivity sections. How is connectivity currently impeded? How could connectivity be improved? 
Indeed, the rail corridor is considered a spatial LINK between features as opposed to a barrier, but for 
salmonids this is clearly not the case. 

3.10-Land Use and Planning 
There is no mention of the Santa Cruz County North Coast Beaches Plan, which is the most thorough 
document related to the existing resources and management of the lands under California State Parks 
and Bureau of Land Management ownership. How is the Project coordinated with the long-term 
management of the adjacent public lands?  

3.13-Recreation 
3.13-9 Draft EIR estimate of 951 daily trail users during peak summer weekends seems low considering 
present visitation rates to north coast beaches and communities. Current conditions include overflowing 
official and unofficial parking areas, dangerous parallel parking and unsafe crossing on Highway One, 
packed beaches, overflowing trash receptacles. Graffiti, trash, illegal trails, erosion, etc. continue to 
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dramatically degrade the aesthetics of the north as the area has become ever more popular. Mitigation 
measures need to address these specific concerns. 
3.13-9 The presumption that building no new housing means we will have no increased demand for 
existing recreational facilities (e.g., parks and trails) in the North Coast area is simply not a sound one. 
The area has already become a popular destination for people throughout the Bay Area (population 7 
million and growing), and it will likely see dramatically more visitors with the addition of new mountain 
biking and hiking trails nearby accessing San Vicente Redwoods and Cotoni-Coast Dairies, as well as the 
new rail-trail. It also bears mentioning the north coast has become more popular year-round, 
particularly in low-snow (i.e. drought) years when winter sports in the Sierras are not available to 
outdoor recreation enthusiasts. 
We would like to see better data about current use, and we would like to see adequate mitigation 
planned for the impacts to the surrounding areas of the likely significantly higher number of trail users 
projected. 
(3.13-9) The section about the proposed project – coastal side notes:  

“The existing facilities are very large open space areas with primarily natural and passive uses, 
and do not include substantial infrastructure that would deteriorate through increased use. 
Therefore, the new trail users are not anticipated to increase the use of other existing 
recreational facilities such that it would result in a substantial physical deterioration of existing 
recreational facilities, open space, or beaches in the North Coast area.”  

Increased access to the coast and to new recreational amenities such as this, and the other planned area 
trails, not to mention future visitor serving amenities at the former CEMEX plant, will undoubtedly 
increase pressures on our local sheriff, the highway patrol, local fire and rescue, and on the surrounding 
environment. 

• We request that mitigation measures be included for erosion impacts on informal coastal access
trails, and that there be adequate measures put in place to discourage new trail building,
encampments, and garbage making its way into new places that will be made more accessible
by the rail trail.

• North Coast beaches will need more protection and patrolling due to their increased
accessibility.

• Please consider adding parking and restroom facilities.
• Recreational access should be limited from 10 pm to 6 am on north coast beaches to prevent

camping and partying, which have serious environmental impacts and noise impacts on local
residents. We support the closure and enforcement of parking facilities to support
environmentally friendly usage and discourage graffitiing, fireworks, and other illegal activities.

3.13-10 The premise that “recreators would not significantly degrade the existing facilities” (e.g. state 
parks, open space, and beaches) because their use would be ‘passive’ doesn’t capture their potential to 
create demands on local fire and rescue services. 

• We request clarification about MOUs with the Sheriff, Highway Patrol, State Parks and CalFire in
order to address the inevitable increase in responses to incidents and accidents on the highway,
trails, local beaches, and cliffs. Our limited resources on the north coast must be properly
augmented in order to adequately address increased visitation and use of the area.

• Include specifics about how the Regional Transportation Commission will work with State Parks,
BLM and CalTrans to plan for and enhance safe recreational access across to non-coastal Cotoni-
Coast Dairies properties from the rail trail.

• The lack of a connection with what will be the main access point and parking for the new
National Monument on the current CEMEX plant property with the rail trail is a problem.  This is
a serious problem for recreational users, which the crossing at Highway One in Davenport does
very little to address.

3.14-Transportation and Circulation 
Overall, the Project would improve alternate modes of transportation for access to recreational 
opportunities on the North Coast, which is a positive outcome of the Project. However, the evidence 
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presented to the public for both the current and cumulative Project analyses underestimates the visitor-
ship demand generated by this Project and other adjacent recreational projects. This under-
representation of visitor-ship demand trickles down throughout the DEIR and particularly in this 
section’s traffic volume and level of service (LOS) analyses. For example, the DEIR assumes overflow 
parking that cannot be accommodated in the reduced-capacity lots can easily park along Highway One. 
As noted on page 3.14.17,  

“These pedestrian crossings in areas without crosswalks or signage would be potentially unsafe. 
However, sufficient parking space is available on the coastal side of Highway One to accommodate 
additional parking demand by trail users... Because of abundance of parking on the coastal side of 
Highway One, it is expected that few trail users would park on the inland shoulder of Highway 
One.”  

Had the traffic consultant visited the project site on a peak holiday weekend instead of relying on a 
Google earth aerial photo, they would have seen cars parked on both sides of the highway close to the 
access point. Why is the Project not responsible for providing parking for all the additional parking 
demand it generates? 

In the BLM scoping letter dated October 10, 2017, BLM Field Manager Ben Bloom expressed concern the 
Project would increase the likelihood that visitors would cross Highway One to access the National 
Monument on the inland side. He requests analysis of alternate ways to cross Highway One including, 
“...pedestrian crosswalk, overpass, or underpass.” The DEIR does not directly address this important 
safety concern. With increased visitor-ship, other than in Davenport, where does the DEIR provide 
evidence that safe-crossing facilities are not required?  

3.14.2  The peak traffic count was taken on a weekday in advance of a holiday weekend, which does not 
adequately represent the peak traffic volume. The peak volumes occur on Saturday, Sunday, and 
Monday of a typical three-day weekend. A Google Earth aerial with no time-of-day stamp does not 
adequately assure the public reviewing this document that the analysis accurately represents peak 
conditions. How are the LOS calculations accurate if the peak traffic volumes were determined during a 
deflated timeframe? How is the visitor-ship calculation reliable throughout the DEIR’s other sections if 
the peak condition is based on a non-peak timeframe? 

3.14.9  Please refer to the DNCA’s 10/14/17 response to the NOP (comment number 2), as the DEIR 
does not adequately address the concerns raised in that letter. 
The parking areas at Davenport and Panther Beach (and Shark Fin) are already overflowing at peak times 
with cars parking on the opposite side of the highway and families running across the road. As described 
in the DEIR, the number of vehicle spaces at Davenport will be reduced as a result of this project. At 
Panther Beach, the Project will reduce the number of spaces to less than a third of the current capacity. 
The DEIR uses the lower capacity to justify lower turning volumes into these parking areas:  

“Intersection delays are expected to improve slightly with this reduction in proposed parking 
capacity and subsequent turning volumes at the driveways. LOS would remain unchanged. The 
results presented in the TIA (Traffic Impact Analysis) and summarized below can therefore be 
considered conservative.”  

As the capacity of these lots is not readily visible from the highway, there is no reason to believe the 
number of vehicles looking for parking would be reduced. There would also be increased traffic impacts 
as vehicles that could not find space would exit the driveway onto Highway One. Additionally, the 
turning numbers would actually increase as the volume of tourists increases, thus lowering the LOS and 
increasing the chance of traffic accidents. Based on the above, how does the DEIR analysis accurately 
represent the impacts of the Project? 

3.14.10 The estimated additional 300 vehicle trips per day generated by the project would need an 
additional 100 parking spaces. As the North Coast is a regional recreational destination and the DEIR 
analysis does not reflect how far visitors are willing to travel to spend a day on the North Coast, clarify 
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how the number of 300 additional trips was derived? Why was the parking turnover calculation not 
taken in person in the field during the Labor Day weekend when more people come for longer periods of 
time? 

3.13.11 While this analysis is not yet required under the CEQA guidelines, the DEIR’s assumption of 10.7 
miles as “the national average social and recreational trip length” does not accurately reflect the 
location of the Project and the surrounding context. Would the DEIR consultant use 10.7 miles per trip if 
this Project were in Yosemite? This location is not like driving to a local urban park or playground. 
Visitors coming to the North Coast intentionally drive long distance to spend time at a remote location. 
In general, why does the DEIR use generic and therefore meaningless metrics in this analysis as well as 
elsewhere in the traffic section? 

3.16-Utilities and Service Systems 
• Correction - The water treatment plant was operational long before Cemex ceased operations.
• Water meters and new water lines are already installed in 97% of Davenport. Report indicates this

will happen in 2018-2019.
• In considering servicing the project both during construction and maintenance, there is no comment

about heavy equipment, hauling, burning fossil fuels for septic servicing.
• In the Alternative 1 Demolition, there is no comment about the impact of hauling creosoted railroad

ties as much as 60 miles away.

4.0-Other CEQA Required Discussions 

4.1 Cumulative Analysis   
Please refer to the DNCA’s 10/14/17 response to the NOP (comment number 3) as the DEIR does not 
adequately address the concerns raised in that letter.  
This section focuses on a list local cumulative projects which have little population growth implications. 
As the North Coast recreational opportunities become publicly available and are publicized, they will 
draw people from a much broader area than the DEIR acknowledges. As this project is part of a suite of 
increased recreational opportunities, including CA State Park beaches, BLM’s Cotoni Coast Dairies 
National Monument, and San Vicente Redwoods, the cumulative analysis should include visitors to the 
North Coast who travel from the Bay Area and other areas outside Santa Cruz County. In fact, the 
Association of Bay Area Governments projects the population of the Bay Area, which is within an hour’s 
drive of the North Coast, to be greater than all of New York City. The DEIR does not fully consider or 
analyze the cumulative impacts through 2040 related to the completion of public access to the State 
Park beaches, BLM’s Cotoni Coast Dairies National Monument, San Vicente Redwoods, and the North 
Coast Rail Trail. How does the cumulative analysis adequately represent to the public the potential 
impacts through 2040 based on the limited list of projects included in the cumulative analysis?  
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Letter 12 
COMMENTER: Noel Bock, Davenport/North Coast Association  

DATE: September 22, 2018 

Response 12.1 
The commenter states that the Draft EIR does not include reasons why the concerns raised in their 
NOP comment letter were not considered as part of the EIR analysis.  

As stated in Section 1.3.2 of the Draft EIR, the purpose of the Notice of Preparation (NOP) is for the 
Lead Agency (RTC) to solicit input in determining the scope of an EIR, potential topics to be 
addressed, the range of alternatives, and the possible mitigation measures. CEQA does not require 
that every comment on the NOP be part of the EIR analysis. As a matter of record, no directives 
within CEQA require lead agencies to specifically respond to any comments made on a NOP, but do 
require them to consider the input. The primary function of a NOP is to allow responsible agencies 
to inform lead agencies of the types of analyses the responsible agencies will require in an EIR in 
order to make fully informed decisions on the particular project approvals that will come before the 
responsible agencies. (See CEQA Guidelines, § 15082.) Members of the public are welcome to 
submit comments on the scope of analysis for an EIR, but their input does not serve the same 
technical purpose as that provided by responsible agencies. 

Following is a brief list of the comments made in DNCA’s October 05, 2018, NOP comment letter, 
followed by a brief bulleted response. 

1. The commenter is glad the project includes restroom and trash facilities but believes the 
parking is inadequate, and they need plans for beach access trails. 

 The Project includes access trails from the parking areas to the proposed multi-use path, 
but constructing additional trails from the path to the beach is outside the scope of the 
current Project. 

 Refer to Master Response C regarding the adequacy of the parking.  

2. The highway crossing in Davenport is great, but how will the BLM lands to the south be 
accessed? 

 The BLM lands would be accessed by the existing informal parking along Highway 1. 
Please note that improving parking and access to these lands on the inland side of 
Highway 1 is outside the scope of this Project, requires further study, and would need to 
be implemented by the BLM.  

3. An extension to the gateway at Cemex should be prioritized. 

 Comment noted. Also refer to the response to #1 below. 

Following is a brief list of the comments made in DNCA’s October 14, 2018, NOP comment letter, 
followed by a brief bulleted response. 

1. Extend the trail further north, past the Highway 1/Ocean Street terminus.  

 The RTC considers the existing Davenport Beach parking area located at the Highway 
1/Ocean Street intersection to be a logical north end terminus, which in conjunction 
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with the south end terminus at the Wilder Ranch parking lot, provides the project with 
end-to-end functionality.  

2. The number of parking spaces to be provided at the Davenport Beach lot and 
Panther/Yellowbank Beach lot is inadequate, and the analysis should identify how the 
number of spaces was determined.  

 Refer to Master Response C regarding the parking design and analysis. 

3. The cumulative traffic analysis should include future use of Cotoni-Coast Dairies National 
Monument, San Vicente Redwoods, and Coast Dairies State Park. 

 The traffic analysis is essentially a cumulative one, and does consider these future uses. 
The methodology is described in both Section 4.1.15 of the Draft EIR and Appendix K, 
Transportation Impact Analysis.  

4. Typically, the Land Use and Planning section of an EIR considers a project’s compatibility 
with the general plan. The project description in the NOP makes no mention of the agencies 
who have been involved in coordinating the development of visitor-serving uses on the 
North Coast, including BLM, State Parks, Santa Cruz County, Caltrans, CAL FIRE, Santa Cruz 
County Sheriff, Highway Patrol, non-profit land conservation organizations, etc. The DNCA 
requests the project and EIR reflect a coordination with the agencies. 

 As stated at the beginning of Section 3.10, Land Use and Planning, because the North 
Coast Rail Trail Project is being implemented by the federal government, local land use 
authority is preempted such that local policies and regulations do not directly apply to 
the Project. 

 The CEQA Guidelines (Section 15082) require that the NOP include a brief description of 
the project, location of the project, and probably environmental effects of the project. 
CEQA does not require the NOP project description to include a list of agencies involved 
in regional development issues for context.  

 The NOP was distributed to over 1,000 agencies, organizations and individuals including 
the agencies listed by the commenter, and several of these organizations provided 
comments on the NOP and on the Draft EIR. 

 Section 1.3.1, Lead, Responsible, and Trustee Agencies, includes a list of agencies with 
discretionary approval over the project or with jurisdiction over by law over natural 
resources affected by the project, including: California Coastal Commission, California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife, California Department of Transportation, California 
Public Utilities Commission, California State Parks, California Regional Water Quality 
Control Board, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  

 Several of the agencies listed by the commenter were contacted during preparation of 
the Draft EIR to obtain input on the analyses, and project implementation requires the 
ongoing coordination with these agencies.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are required. 
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Response 12.2 
The commenter is states the Draft EIR does not make the distinction between the Federal Coast 
Dairies Property and the State Coast Dairies Property, and does not address the access points and 
safe access across Highway 1 from the North Coast Rail Trail alignment.  

As shown in Figure 3.13-1a Recreational Facilities: North (Davenport to Scaroni Road), the figure 
distinguishes between the Federal Coast Dairies Property and the State Coast Dairies Property, with 
Highway 1 as the dividing line between the two properties. The discussion within Section 3.13 of the 
document further discusses the division of the State and Federal Coast Dairies Properties. 

As described in Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR under Davenport Beach Lot and Highway 1 Crossing, the 
parking improvements would include coordination with Caltrans to enhance the Highway 1 crossing 
to improve the overall safety of those crossing Highway 1 at Davenport Beach. This area is located 
adjacent to the northern portion of the Federal Coast Dairies National Monument, across Highway 1 
near the town of Davenport. 

The plans for the Federal Coast Dairies National Monument are being developed, and final plans are 
not available. At this time, access and parking for the National Monument would be from Laguna 
Road on the inland side of Highway 1. Currently on the coastal side of Highway 1, there is an 
informal path from Highway 1 crossing over the railroad tracks to access Laguna Creek Beach. As 
described in Section 2.4 under Trail Crossings and in Table 2-1, the Project would close this informal 
trail crossing primarily due to public safety concerns of crossing Highway 1 in this area where there 
is a significant grade. Access to the trail alignment along the coastal side of Highway 1 at crossings 8 
and 10, just north and south of Laguna Road, would be enhanced through project implementation.  

Because there are no formal recreational facility design plans for the National Monument, 
enhancements to improve connectivity between the North Coast Rail Trail and the National 
Monument have not been included in the project at these crossings. Future coordination between 
the BLM, RTC and Caltrans would be necessary to plan for future access across Highway 1 to the 
National Monument upon finalization of planning documents. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 12.3 
The commenter requests an explanation of how Alternative 1, whereby the rail bed is removed, 
would result in a smaller (10’) path than the original use (12’) path.  

As described in Section 2.4 under Alternative 1 (Trail Only)/Trail Width, the trail only alignment 
would be narrower than the Proposed Project because of the intent to use the existing rail bed, stay 
within the right-of-way, and minimize the earthwork and associated impacts and costs of building 
retaining walls or making large cut slopes to expand outside the existing rail bed. The 10-foot paved 
path width is consistent with the rail-to-trail option evaluated by the CFL team in early 2017, which 
identified a 14-foot-wide trail with a 10-foot-wide paved path, a 4-foot-wide unpaved shoulder on 
the coastal side, and no shoulder on the inland side. The trail width is also consistent with the trail 
width identified in RTC’s Unified Corridor Study, which is underway and identifies a 12-15-foot-wide 
trail for the trail only scenario in the rural areas north of Wilder Ranch.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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Response 12.4 
The commenter expresses concern that the Project would decrease the number of parking spaces at 
the Davenport Lot (north), and that lateral parking along the highway is neither safe nor acceptable.  

Please refer to Master Response C for a discussion of adequacy of parking supply. The commenter’s 
opinion that shoulder parking is unacceptable is noted.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 12.5 
The commenter states the parking area in Davenport should have a gate, and there should be an 
ordinance prohibiting night time parking, and there should be a space outside the gate for bus 
parking. 

Refer to Master Response C.  

Response 12.6 
The commenter states that the EIR should include the ongoing source of funding for maintenance 
personnel and trash collection, and current dumpsters are overflowing and should be picked up 
more than once per week.  

Refer to Master Response F. 

Response 12.7 
The commenter states that they appreciate restrooms at the Davenport terminus, and the EIR 
should provide more detail on the toilets (e.g., number of stalls, flush vs. pit). The commenter would 
also like to know which agency would be responsible for restroom maintenance and the frequency 
of service, and the budget available for operations.  

As stated in Section 2.4 under Davenport Beach Lot and Highway 1 Crossing, the restroom facility 
would be a prefabricated structure with up to two ADA-accessible toilets. The toilets would be 
either waterless vault toilets or flush toilets that connect to the Davenport water and wastewater 
system. The waterless version would be designed with a 1,000-gallon concrete storage vault that 
would be periodically emptied with a septic truck. 

Refer to Master Response F for information about maintenance responsibility, frequency and 
funding.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are required. 

Response 12.8 
The commenter states that EIR Section 3.6, Geology, should consider if mountain bikers who veer 
off the proposed trail, electric bikes, and motorized skateboards could cause soil erosion and alter 
drainage patterns.  

As discussed in Draft EIR Section 2.5, Project Operation and Maintenance, electric bicycles with a 
rating limited to 20 miles per hour would be allowed on the proposed trail in accordance with 
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California law. The trail would also accommodate skateboards (including electronic skateboards 
with a rating limited to 20 miles per hour) and non-electric bicycles (i.e., electric power assist but 
not gas-powered) including mountain bikes. Trailside fencing would prevent users in most sections 
from veering off the unpaved shoulders. Although mountain bikers might infrequently travel outside 
the unpaved shoulders where not restricted by fencing or vegetation, this activity would not 
substantially affect soil erosion and drainage patterns. As found in Draft EIR Section 3.6, 
Geology/Soils, the proposed trail would have a less than significant impact from soil erosion with 
implementation of Mitigation Measures HYD-1(c) and HYD-1(d) to control stormwater runoff. 

In response to this comment, Section 2.5 under Trail Use and Restrictions in Section 2.0, Project 
Description, has been revised to clarify that electronic skateboards up to 20 mph would be allowed 
on the trail. 

Response 12.9 
The commenter states the opinion that Impacts AG-3 and AG-5 in Section 4.2, Agricultural 
Resources, are significant due to pesticide drift and trespassing, that analysis of existing conditions is 
inadequate, and that more extensive mitigation would be needed to reduce impacts to agricultural 
viability and public health. The commenter specifically suggests active partnership with agricultural 
property owners as mitigation. The commenter additionally cites Jacobs’ Farm vs. Western Farm 
Services, but does not provide any specific comments related to this case. The case is discussed in 
Response to Comment 12.11. 

Both Impacts AG-3 and AG-5 were identified as potentially significant, consistent with the 
commenter’s assertion that these impacts would be significant. Mitigation identified in the EIR 
includes various measures to reduce potential conflicts between construction-related activities and 
agricultural operations; regular removal of solid waste and litter; the installation of no trespassing 
signs, notices of ongoing agricultural operations, and agricultural interpretive exhibits; and the 
establishment of a pesticide spray notification procedure. The spray notification procedure 
mitigation (Mitigation Measure AG-5) specifically requires that the Trail Manager coordinate with 
the Agricultural Commissioner to identify pesticides of primary concern, and that agricultural 
operators adjacent to the trail alignment notify the Trail Manager at least 24 hours prior to 
application of these pesticides within 100 feet of the trail. This measure requires coordination 
between the Trail Manager and agricultural tenants.  

Additional protection of the health of trail users will be provided by Mitigation Measure HAZ-1, as 
added to this Final EIR. The new recommended mitigation now reads as follows: 

Acting as responsible agency, tThe California Department of Parks and Recreation, in 
consultation with the Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR), at the time of next renewal or 
extension of agricultural leases with North Coast farmers along the North Coast Rail Trail 
corridor, shall revise the current leases to include the following:  

 Prohibition of pesticide application within 50 feet of a distance from the North Coast Rail 
Trail corridor sufficient to protect trail users 

 Prohibition of pesticide application during public hours, which would be determined 
through coordination with State Parks, the Coastal Commission, and property owners 
Consistent with DPR regulations, a requirement that pesticide use occur only at times of the 
day when public health and safety can be protected 

 Requirement that, when spraying in areas within 100 feet of along the trail corridor, 
agricultural operationsors place temporary warning signs at reasonable points along the 
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potentially affected portion of the corridor, to the extent consistent with state pesticide 
regulations.  

As stated in Section 2.0, Project Description, the Project would be located predominantly on 
publicly-owned land, with the alignment within or adjacent to the RTC-owned rail corridor and 
through land owned by the California Department of Parks and Recreation (State Parks). RTC 
coordinated with State Parks during preparation of the EIR, and State Parks commented on the EIR 
in Letter 5. Their comments do not raise issues with Mitigation Measure AG-5. The commenter does 
not specify how a more active partnership can or should be established, how such a partnership 
would lead to positive management changes, or how such changes would mitigate potential 
impacts.  

Regarding the statement that the analysis of existing conditions is inadequate, it should be clarified 
that the purpose of an EIR is to identify existing conditions in order to establish a baseline from 
which to address potential project-related impacts. Existing conditions are discussed in Section 3.2.1 
of Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources. It establishes the baseline physical conditions by which it is 
determined whether an impact is significant (CEQA Guidelines §15125(a)). The commenter has not 
questioned the adequacy of the existing setting or baseline discussion, nor made specific 
suggestions as to what else should be considered.  

Pesticides and public health are discussed further in Response to Comment 16.5. In response to this 
comment, no revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 12.10 
The commenter suggests that Section 3.2.1 in Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources, should distinguish 
between organic and conventional agriculture, particularly the types of pesticides that may be 
applied to organic operations, and suggests that the EIR analysis provide more specificity regarding 
the frequency and acreage of pesticides application. The commenter further suggests that pesticide 
application should be analyzed in terms of frequency, area, and use pattern for all pesticides (not 
just fumigants), and suggests that specific mitigation for Telone II may be warranted. 

The assessment of impacts related to pesticide use included a review of Pesticide Use Records (PUR) 
for the North Coast area from November 2012 to November 2017 (Santa Cruz County Agricultural 
Commissioner 2017a). These records show all pesticides applied in the North Coast area during the 
time frame studied, regardless of whether they were applied to organic or conventional operations. 
For the purpose of public health, the pesticide applied is more relevant than the organic 
certification status of the underlying farming operation. It is unclear from the comment how the 
status of agricultural land as organic or conventional would influence the analysis of Project impacts 
on the environment. Therefore, no further response is possible. 

As stated in Response 12.9, the purpose of Section 3.2.1 is to establish the baseline physical 
conditions by which it is determined whether an impact is significant (CEQA Guidelines §15125(a)).  

Pesticide application and the potential for exposure to trail users are discussed primarily in impact 
HAZ-1 in Section 3.8, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, not Section 3.2.1, as referenced by the 
commenter. That discussion states the frequency of application (4,242 times in a five-year period), 
the number of different pesticides used (140), the type of applications (95 percent ground, 5 
percent fumigation), and timing (over half during July, August, and September; 88 percent between 
May and October). The PURs included as Appendix E to the Draft EIR provide additional detail 
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regarding the location of every pesticide applied in the North Coast area between November 2012 
and November 2017. 

There is no specific mitigation for Telone II in the Draft EIR, as a discrete impact associated with this 
fumigant was not identified. Additional detail regarding the potential health impacts of Telone II is 
provided in Response 16.5. As noted therein, the potential for exposure of trail users to Telone II is 
limited, and reasonably would not be expected to result in significant health effects. As noted in 
Response to Comment 12.9 above, this Final EIR includes a new Mitigation Measure HAZ-1, which 
will provide additional protection for trail users from potential exposure to Telone II. This new 
measure would require the California Department of Parks and Recreation, in consultation with the 
Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR), at the time of next renewal or extension of agricultural 
leases with North Coast farmers along the North Coast Rail Trail corridor, to revise the current 
leases to include (i) a prohibition of pesticide application within 50 feet a distance from the of North 
Coast Rail Trail corridor sufficient to protect trail users, (ii) consistent with DPR regulations, a 
requirement that pesticide use occur only at times of the day when public health and safety can be 
protected a prohibition of pesticide application during public hours, which would be determined 
through coordination with State Parks, the Coastal Commission, and property owners, and (iii) a 
requirement that, when spraying in areas within 100 feet of along the North Coast Trail corridor, 
agricultural operators operations place temporary warning signs at reasonable points along the 
potentially affected portion of the corridor.  

No additional augmentations or revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 12.11 
The commenter suggests that Section 3.2.2 (Regulatory Setting) in Section 3.2, Agricultural 
Resources, should have included discussions of the California Organic Foods Act, the U.S. Organic 
Foods Production Act, State Parks agricultural leasing policies, and the court decision in Jacobs 
Farm/Del Cabo, Inc. vs. Western Farm Service, Inc. The commenter additionally states that 
discussion of California DPR pesticide application regulations is inadequate, and should include court 
findings regarding the adequacy of DPR regulations. 

In response to this comment, the California Organic Foods Act, the U.S. Organic Foods Production 
Act, and current lease agreements between State Parks and North Coast farmers have been added 
to Section 3.2.2. 

In Jacobs Farm/Del Cabo, Inc. v. Western Farm Service, Inc. (2010) 190 Cal.App.4th 1502, the 
plaintiff (Jacobs Farm/Del Cabo) alleged that pesticides applied by the defendant (Western Farm 
Service) to fields near plaintiff's organic farm migrated to plaintiff's land, contaminated plaintiff's 
crop, and rendered the crop unmarketable. A jury found the defendant liable in negligence, 
trespass, and nuisance. The commenter states that this case is important for the Project because it 
recognizes that pesticide volatilization is common in areas of frequent coastal fog, such as Wilder 
Ranch. In response to this comment, text has been added to the end of the Pesticide Use section in 
Section 3.2.1 to acknowledge the potential for pesticide volatilization, or pesticide drift, during fog 
conditions.  

The commenter does not specify how the Pesticide Regulation discussion in Section 3.2.2 [where 
California Department of Pesticide Regulations (DPR) is described] is inadequate. In addition, it is 
unclear what other court findings regarding adequacy of DPR regulations the commenter would like 
to see in the EIR. Because the commenter did not reference specific court findings, no revisions to 
the Draft EIR have been made to the Pesticide Regulation section. 
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In response to this comment, text has been added to Section 3.2.2 (Regulatory Setting) and Section 
3.2.1 (Existing Conditions). No other revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 12.12 
The commenter states that the analysis of indirect agricultural conversion in Impact AG-1 is 
generalized, that fallowing is not a typical practice in the North Coast area, that Impact AG-3 
understates impacts, and that interpretive exhibits alone are not adequate mitigation.  

Impact AG-1 assesses whether the Project would convert a substantial amount of Important 
Farmland to non-agricultural use. Pursuant to the threshold language, the analysis considers 
whether the Project would convert Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP)-designated 
Important Farmland to non-agricultural use. FMMP data was used by GIS analysts to identify 
Important Farmland underlying the Proposed Project and Alternative 1 alignments. While FMMP 
data is statewide and therefore may be considered “general,” the analysis performed with the 
FMMP data was both site- and Project-specific. Therefore, the commenter’s statement that the 
analysis is generalized and “not at all” grounded in specifics of the Project corridor is unsupported. 
Indirect conversion of FMMP Important Farmland, such as conversion of planted crops to farm 
roads outside of the Project alignment, is not included in the FMMP calculations because such 
conversion is not considered a “non-agricultural use” (per the applied threshold). Furthermore, it 
would be speculative to quantify the acreage of farm roads to be constructed by agricultural 
operators outside of the Project corridor. Indirect impacts are instead analyzed separately under 
Impacts AG-3 and AG-4. 

In response to the comment pertaining to fallowing as an atypical practice in the North Coast area, 
the referenced statement has been removed from Impact AG-1, fourth paragraph, of the Final EIR. 
The removal of this statement does not alter the analytical conclusions in the EIR. 

Regarding Impact AG-3 being understated, the commenter does not provide specific evidence why 
this impact would be worse than presented in the Draft EIR. The commenter offers that mitigation 
should “[assist] transition to operations that can be compatible with Project,” but does not 
specifically explain what this mitigation would entail, nor support that such a measure would be 
required. Therefore, no revisions to the Draft EIR in response to this comment have been made. 

Regarding interpretive exhibits as mitigation [per Mitigation Measure AG-3(e)], this is one of several 
measures offered to reduce conflicts between the Project and existing agricultural operations. The 
intent is to educate trail users so they understand both the importance of agriculture, as well as 
typical agricultural practices. With improved understanding, users may be less likely to contact the 
Agricultural Commissioner to complain about standard practices such as pesticide application, for 
example. However, this measure is not meant to stand alone. Instead, the Draft EIR identifies four 
other measures to mitigate this impact, including measures to reduce construction-related conflicts, 
installation of no trespassing signs, regular removal of solid waste and litter, and posting notices to 
promote food safety. In addition, as noted in Responses to Comments 12.9 and 12.10, this Final EIR 
includes a new Mitigation Measure HAZ-1, which would require the California Department of Parks 
and Recreation, in consultation with the Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR), at the time of 
next renewal or extension of agricultural leases with North Coast farmers along the North Coast Rail 
Trail corridor, to revise the current leases to include (i) a prohibition of pesticide application within 
50 feet a distance from the of North Coast Rail Trail corridor sufficient to protect trail users, (ii) 
consistent with DPR regulations, a requirement that pesticide use occur only at times of the day 
when public health and safety can be protected a prohibition of pesticide application during public 
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hours, which would be determined through coordination with State Parks, the Coastal Commission, 
and property owners, and (iii) a requirement that, when spraying in areas within 100 feet of along 
the North Coast Trail corridor, agricultural operators operations place temporary warning signs at 
reasonable points along the potentially affected portion of the corridor. Because the commenter 
does not explain how more “in depth” mitigation would be crafted, nor clearly identify why the 
provided measures are inadequate, no additional revisions to the Draft EIR in response to this 
comment have been made. 

In response to this comment, a statement about fallowing being a typical practice has been 
removed from Impact AG-1. No other revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 12.13 
The commenter states that the path is to be built to support emergency vehicles including fire 
trucks, which require a surface 12-feet-wide, and the project description indicates portions of the 
path are less than 12 feet, which is allegedly inadequate for emergency vehicles. Additionally, the 
commenter states that the Public Safety & Services analysis considers the only environmental 
impact to be new buildings/facilities, and there are no forecast of head counts or data to support a 
conclusion of no impact on the environment from emergency vehicles and personnel.  

As described in Section 2.4 under Trail Width, the typical cross section of the Proposed Project is 20 
feet wide with a 12-foot wide paved path and 8 feet of unpaved shoulders. The 12-foot wide paved 
path would be consistent throughout the length of the alignment, but the width of the 6-foot-wide 
unpaved shoulder on the coastal side could be reduced to 4 or 2 feet to minimize slope cuts and 
maintain the required distance between the paved trail and railroad tracks. Figures 2-3a to 2-3c 
show representative cross sections, but Figure 2-3b incorrectly shows an 8-foot-wide paved path, 
and this has been corrected. Under Alternative 1, the paved path would be 10 feet wide. 

As described in Section 3.12.4 under Impact PUB-1, the Proposed Project trail alignment would 
allow sufficient emergency access for responders, based on input from CAL FIRE which specifically 
indicated that for access they would require a minimum of 12 feet. It was also determined that 
Alternative 1 would meet the requirements because the 12-foot minimum is met by using the 
shoulders.  

CAL FIRE does not distinguish between paved and unpaved trails, as the structural integrity of the 
trail is the determining factor to support emergency vehicles, not the surface material. The defining 
parameter is that the trail, whether paved or not, must support a 35,000-pound fire engine (Larkin 
2018)6.The Public Safety & Services analysis is based on CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, which 
contains the following inquiry: 

Would the Project “result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision 
of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered 
governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental 
impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance 
objectives for…fire protection”? 

Although the Draft EIR did not specifically address whatever temporary impacts might occur when 
emergency vehicles travel along the paved trail and unpaved shoulders, this omission was typical of 
EIRs, which normally do not address the kinds of minor temporary impacts that would occur due to 

                                                      
6 Ian Larkin, Unit Chief, CAL FIRE, San Mateo Santa Cruz Unit. Telephone conversation on November 6, 2018. 
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occasional vehicle trips over physically altered surfaces. Neither the paved trail nor the unpaved 
shoulders would include any sensitive resources that might be crushed or otherwise harmed by 
tires. Figure 2-3b in the Draft EIR has been revised to show a 12-foot-wide paved path instead of 8-
foot-wide. 

Response 12.14 
The commenter’s question is about improving ecological conditions within the watersheds and 
coastal estuarine habitats of the Study Area, with particular concern given to habitat connectivity, to 
promote listed salmonid species recovery. 

Potential Project impacts to the creeks, adjacent riparian habitat, and sensitive fish species are 
minimal and are described and addressed in Section 3.4.4 under Impact BIO-1 (Sensitive Fish), 
Impact BIO-8 (Sensitive Habitats), and Impact BIO-9 (Wetlands and Aquatic/Riverine Habitats). In 
addition, Mitigation Measure BIO-8c (Biological Resources MMP) would take into account the 
essential role these features play in the ecological setting, and habitat replacement and 
enhancement are likely to target riparian habitats along the creeks and buffers to these features. 

Removing barriers to salmonid migration and improving salmonid habitat within the creeks would 
be outside of the intended scope of the mitigation, since this does not mitigate for impacts related 
to the Project. Indeed, CEQA is concerned only with adverse changes to existing baseline conditions, 
and does not create any generalized duty to improve existing conditions, even where they are 
degraded. (See, e.g., Pub. Resources Code, § 21068 [defines “Significant effect on the environment” 
as “a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in the environment”].) Even so, there 
are a number of other project features and mitigation measures identified that would be expected 
to have a beneficial effect (e.g., focusing pedestrian access to beaches on formal crossings, 
implementing erosion control measures).  

No revisions to the EIR are necessary. 

Response 12.15 
The commenter would like the North Coast Beaches Unified Plan document, which analyzes the 
existing resources and management of lands under the California State Parks and Bureau of Land 
Management ownership, included in the Draft EIR.  

The Santa Cruz County Parks, Open Space and Cultural Services North Coast Beaches Unified Plan 
(North Coast Beaches Unified Plan) includes a discussion of beaches along the North Coast from 
Greyhound Rock Beach at the north terminus to Laguna Creek Beach at the southern terminus. The 
majority of the Project would be constructed within this area, including the proposed parking 
improvements at Davenport Beach, Bonny Doon Beach and Panther/Yellowbank Beach. 

With regards to future land use planning, the proposed project does not constrain the use or 
development of other public lands in the area. The proposed project provides access points along 
the route for all user types to access other public lands such as the Coast Trails, State Parks, and 
BLM Coast Dairies National Monument.  

The Draft EIR has been revised to include an overview of the North Coast Beaches Unified Plan in 
Sections 3.10.2, Regulatory Setting (Land Use and Planning) and in Section 3.13.2, Regulatory Setting 
(Recreation). The Plan also has been mentioned in the discussion for Impact LUP-2 (The Project 
Would Not Conflict with Applicable Plans and Policies), as well as considered in the plan consistency 
analysis of project alternatives with the document.  
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Response 12.16 
The commenter states an opinion that the Draft EIR’s estimate of 951 trail users during peak 
summer weekends seems low based on current use of North Coast beaches and communities. The 
commenter adds that mitigation is needed to address dangerous parallel parking and crossings on 
Highway 1, graffiti, trash, illegal trails, and erosion. 

As discussed in the Transportation Impact Analysis prepared for the Draft EIR (Appendix K), it is 
estimated that 951 people would use the North Coast Rail Trail “on an average summer weekend 
day” by the year 2040. This estimate is derived from visitor counts at similar existing trails near the 
Project corridor, including the Wilder Ranch Trail and Arana Gulch Trail in Santa Cruz County, and 
the Monterey Bay Coastal Recreation Trail in Monterey County, which represent the best available 
data for trail use in the North Coast area. Trail counts taken during non-peak months were increased 
by 26 percent to estimate peak summer use based on a comparison of non-summer and summer 
weekend bicycle trips on the Arana Gulch Trail. 

The Traffic Congestion discussion in Section 3.14.3, Methodology and Significance Thresholds, of the 
EIR has been amended to clarify that the estimate of 951 trail users per day applies to average 
summer weekend days, not to individual peak days, which could exceed this level of trail use on an 
infrequent basis. 

Regarding the safety of crossings on Highway 1, the Project would introduce design features to 
reduce existing traffic hazards for pedestrians crossing Highway 1, as discussed in Draft EIR Section 
3.14, Transportation/Circulation. Better signage, striping, and/or lighting at the Highway 1/Ocean 
Street intersection would provide a clearer warning to motorists of crossing pedestrians, reducing 
traffic hazards between motorists and pedestrians in this part of Davenport. 

As discussed in Draft EIR Section 3.1, Aesthetics, routine trail maintenance would include graffiti 
removal and repair and replacement of signage. Mitigation Measure AG-3(c) in Section 3.2, 
Agricultural Resources, also would reduce the impact of littering by requiring regular litter removal 
along the trail. Please refer to Response to Comment 12.8 for a discussion of erosion impacts 
associated with social trails. 

In response to this comment, minor revisions were made to Section 3.14.3. 

Response 12.17 
The commenter would like further analysis on the increased use of the North Coast for recreational 
purposes because, although the project does not involve building new housing, there will still be an 
increased demand for existing recreational facilities within the North Coast of Santa Cruz County, 
especially with other planned recreation at the San Vicente Redwoods and the Cotoni-Coast Dairies 
properties. 

As described in Sections 3.13, Recreation, and 4.1.14, (Cumulative) Recreation, the Project analysis 
acknowledges that an increased number of recreators would use the North Coast as a result of the 
construction of the North Coast Rail Trail, in addition to the proposed increased in recreational 
opportunities that are planned along the North Coast of Santa Cruz County, including the San 
Vicente Redwoods and the Cotoni-Coast Dairies properties. Through implementation of the Project 
and future planned recreational projects, additional trails and amenities (e.g., parking and 
restrooms) would become available to support the growing population travelling to and using 
facilities in the area. The operators of each recreational facility would manage these lands 
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continuously, providing an ongoing evaluation as to the adequacy of amenities and maintenance for 
each area. The planning for each area includes the common goal of providing public access while 
maintaining resource protection, and operations and maintenance plans would be developed to 
meet these goals. In addition, the uses planned for recreation along the North Coast are passive 
(e.g., walking, hiking, biking) and are not expected to physically degrade facilities beyond expected 
use; nor would they require the addition of recreational facilities beyond those planned through 
each project. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 12.18 
The commenter states that increased visitor use in the North Coast area will increase demand for 
public services, including police and fire. The commenter requests mitigation for erosion impacts 
and to discourage new trail building, encampments, and garbage; indicates that North Coast 
beaches will need more protection and patrolling; requests the addition of parking and restroom 
facilities; and suggests that access to North Coast beaches be limited from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. 

Impacts of the Project on police and fire services are discussed in Section 3.12, Public Safety and 
Services. As described under Impact PUB-2, impacts were identified to be less than significant. The 
project would not require the construction of additional facilities or the expansion of services 
currently provided, as increases in the need for services along the North Coast, including those 
associated with the project, have been anticipated. Refer to Response 2.25 for additional discussion 
on homeless encampments and Mitigation Measures AG-3(c) and BIO-8(c).  

Erosion is addressed under Impact GEO-3 in Section 3.6, Geology/Soils. As stated therein, the 
proposed trail would have a less than significant impact from soil erosion with implementation of 
Mitigation Measures HYD-1(c) and HYD-1(d) to control stormwater runoff. 

As noted in Section 2.4, Project Characteristics, the Project would include improvements to three 
existing parking areas: Davenport Beach, Bonny Doon Beach, and Panther/Yellowbank Beach. 
Restroom facilities would be included at the Davenport and Panther/Yellowbank Beach lots. 

The proposed parking lots and restrooms are anticipated to be closed at night, possibly from 12:00 
a.m. to 5:00 a.m. or from sunset to 8:00 a.m. consistent with State Parks hours. In addition, the trail 
would be closed at night to support existing agriculture adjacent to the trail and to protect the 
public from pesticide spraying necessary for the continued viability of agricultural use. The exact 
hours of parking lot, restroom, and trail closure would be determined through coordination with 
State Parks, the Coastal Commission, and Caltrans, as well as through consultation with other 
affected property owners. These clarifications have been made in Section 2.4 of the EIR. Also refer 
to Master Response C and Response 16.6 for additional detail.  

No further revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 12.19 
The commenter states that the recreation analysis doesn’t capture the potential to create demands 
on local fire and rescue services, and they request information on MOUs with those service 
providers. The commenter is also concerned about safe access across Highway 1 from the rail trail 
to non-coastal recreation land. 
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The potential impacts on local fire and rescue services are addressed in the Public Safety and 
Services analysis in Section 3.12.4, under Impacts PUB-1 and PUB-2. As described in these impact 
discussions, service would continue to be provided by a combination of providers including those 
mentioned by the commenter (Santa Cruz County Sheriff, California Highway Patrol, State Parks, and 
CAL FIRE). The impacts were determined less than significant based on consultation with the service 
providers. If the Project is approved, a memorandum of understanding (MOU) is not likely required.  

The Project includes improvements to the existing Highway 1 crossing in Davenport, which would 
improve access to non-coastal recreation land in the Davenport area. Other non-coastal recreational 
lands would be accessed from existing informal parking along Highway 1. Improving parking and 
access to these lands on the inland side of Highway 1 is outside the scope of this Project, requires 
further study, and would need to be implemented by BLM. Further, it is unlikely that Caltrans would 
support an additional at-grade crossing. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are required. 

Response 12.20 
The commenter states an opinion that the Draft EIR underestimates the number of visitors that may 
be attracted to the proposed trail, which leads to a faulty assumption that the shoulders of Highway 
1 can easily accommodate overflow parking. The commenter also claims that more people park on 
both sides of Highway 1 than shown in the aerial images of Highway 1 on which the Draft EIR relies. 
In addition, the commenter asks where the Draft EIR provides evidence that the Project would not 
require safe crossings of Highway 1. 

Please refer to Response to Comment 12.16 for a discussion of the basis for the Draft EIR’s 
estimates of trail use on the North Coast Rail Trail. The Transportation Impact Analysis prepared for 
the Draft EIR (Appendix K) relies on aerial images taken by Google Earth on a sunny day at the start 
of Labor Day weekend (Friday, September 1, 2017). These images were recorded at a midday 
period, based on the position of shadows. Parking counted in the aerial images is representative of 
peak existing parking demand.  

Based on field surveys of parking activity and a review of Google Earth imagery, it is evident that 
although some people park on the inland side of Highway 1 in the North Coast, most parking activity 
occurs on the coastal shoulder of Highway 1. As acknowledged by Draft EIR Section 3.14, 
Transportation/Circulation, the proposed trail would generate additional demand for overflow 
parking along the Project corridor. However, several miles of unpaved shoulder on Highway 1 
parallel to the Project corridor would provide sufficient parking capacity to accommodate increased 
use. It should also be noted that roadway and parking facilities are designed to accommodate 
typical use, not the highest peak demands. Planning for the highest peak demands would result in 
too much capacity for conditions that exist the vast majority of the time. 

An incremental increase in shoulder parking on Highway 1, near access points to the proposed trail, 
would not substantially increase the existing risk to traffic safety from pedestrian crossings. 
Nonetheless, at the Davenport Lot: North, the Project would introduce design features to reduce 
existing traffic hazards for pedestrians crossing Highway 1. These features would improve existing 
safety conditions for pedestrians. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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Response 12.21 
The commenter quotes a statement in the Draft EIR that “Intersection delays are expected to 
improve slightly with this reduction in proposed parking capacity and subsequent turning volumes 
at the driveways.” The commenter disputes this statement, asserting that drivers would not be 
aware of reduced capacity in parking lots and would still access them to search for parking spaces, 
which would increase turning numbers compared to what is presented in the Draft EIR. In addition, 
the commenter states that the Draft EIR’s assumption of an average vehicle trip length of 10.7 miles 
does not accurately reflect the Project corridor’s setting. 

The commenter acknowledges that the lots are “already overflowing at peak times,” which suggests 
that this fruitless search for parking – and the resulting increased turning movements – is an existing 
condition. The Project would not necessarily worsen this existing condition, despite the reduction in 
parking spaces. Although the capacity of the parking lots may not visible from the highway, it is 
anticipated that over time regular visitors would become familiar with the number of spaces and 
understand that the lots may be at capacity during peak periods. As such, they may choose to park 
elsewhere, thus avoiding a fruitless search for a parking space. It should also be reiterated that the 
Draft EIR’s analysis of intersection delay is based on an earlier design of the Davenport Lot: North 
and the Panther/Yellowbank Beach Lot, which retained more parking spaces. Relative to that earlier 
version of design plans for the parking lots, the currently proposed designs would have fewer 
parking spaces and would result in less intersection delay than presented in the Draft EIR. 
Therefore, the EIR’s intersection analysis is conservative. It is not anticipated that any additional 
trips by visitors searching for parking would alter the LOS presented in the Draft EIR. 

Section 3.14.3 of the Draft EIR addresses trip length as part of a background discussion of vehicle 
miles traveled, which is provided for informational purposes. As acknowledged by the commenter, 
this analysis of vehicle miles traveled is not currently required under the State CEQA Guidelines. The 
Draft EIR assumes that the average vehicle trip to and from the proposed trail would be 10.7 miles 
long, based on a national travel survey conducted by the Federal Highway Administration. Although 
this data source is not specific to the Project corridor’s locale, it is the most reliable currently 
available information on social and recreational trip length. Furthermore, the assumed trip length of 
10.7 miles is similar to the distances between the midpoint of the Project corridor and nearby cities 
from which many trail users would travel: it is approximately 7.25 miles to the city of Santa Cruz and 
13.5 miles to Soquel and Scotts Valley. Therefore, the average vehicle trip length assumed in the 
Draft EIR is appropriate. No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 12.22 
The commenter notes that the water treatment plant was operational long before Cemex ceased 
operations, and that water meters and new water lines are already installed in 97 percent of 
Davenport. The commenter additionally states that the EIR does not address heavy equipment, 
hauling, or burning fossil fuels for septic servicing, or the hauling of creosoted railroad ties as much 
as 60 miles away. 

The statement in the Draft EIR about the water treatment plant being operational in 2011 is from 
Davenport County Sanitation District (DCSD) 2015 Davenport Recycled Water System Feasibility 
Study. The commenter does not provide an alternative source for this information, and the 
operational date is provided for background information and is not germane to the analysis. 
Therefore, no revisions are made in response to this comment.  
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The commenter’s statement that new water lines are installed in 97 percent of Davenport does not 
pertain to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process.  

It should be clarified that the proposed restroom facilities would not rely on septic systems. Rather, 
the restroom at the Davenport Beach North lot would either have flush toilets or waterless vault 
toilets, and the restroom at the Panther/Yellowbank Beach lot would include waterless vault toilets. 
Waterless vault toilets would be emptied via septic truck. The need for the expansion of existing 
facilities to accommodate the generated wastewater is analyzed under Impact UTIL-1 in Section 
3.16, Utilities/Service Systems. In addition, the potential air quality and GHG impacts of truck trips 
related to Project restroom maintenance are addressed in in Section 3.3.4 under Impact AIR-2 and 
in Section 3.7.4 under Impact GHG-1. Both analyses assume one two-way truck trip would be 
required approximately every four weeks for emptying of restroom facilities.  

Alternative 1 would require the disposal of thousands of railroad ties that were treated with 
creosote, also referred to as treated wood waste (TWW). As stated in Section 3.8, Hazards and 
Hazardous Materials, the closest facility that would accept TWW would be the Corinda Los Trancos 
Landfill located in Half Moon Bay, approximately 35 miles north of the Project corridor. However, if 
the concentration of contamination found in the soil and ballast hauled off-site would require 
disposal at a Waste Discharge Requirement (WDR) Class II facility, the contaminated soil and ballast 
would be hauled to the Altamont Landfill or the Vasco Road Sanitary Landfill, both located in 
Livermore, approximately 60 miles northeast of the Project corridor.  

The potential impact of hauling railroad ties to Livermore is addressed in Section 3.3.4 under Impact 
AIR-2. This analysis assumed that contaminated materials would require disposal in specialized 
facilities ranging from 35 miles to 80 miles from the Project site. As shown in Table 3.3-10, emissions 
would not exceed the MBARD significance threshold, regardless of this required hauling distance.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 12.23 
The commenter would like the analysis of cumulative impacts of the Project in conjunction with 
other planned recreation opportunities (including the California State Park Beaches, BLM’s Cotoni-
Coast Dairies National Monument, and San Vicente Redwoods) to be expanded to include a broader 
area through the year 2040. 

As described in Sections 3.12, Public Safety and Services, 3.13, Recreation, and 4.1.14, Cumulative 
Impact Analysis/Recreation of the Draft EIR, the project analyses acknowledge that an increased 
number of users would recreate along the North Coast as a result of the construction of the North 
Coast Rail Trail, in addition to the proposed increased in recreational opportunities that are planned 
along the North Coast of Santa Cruz County. Through implementation of the Project and future 
planned recreational projects, including San Vicente Redwoods and the Cotoni-Coast Dairies 
properties, additional trails and public services, including parking and restrooms, would become 
available to support the growing visitor population using the area. The operators of each 
recreational facility would manage these lands continuously, providing an ongoing evaluation as to 
the adequacy of amenities and maintenance for each area. The planning for each area includes the 
common goal of providing public access while maintaining resource protection, and would be 
operated to meet these goals, regardless of the population or geographic area that is utilized to 
analyze impacts. First response providers would also continue to monitor changes in use throughout 
the North Coast and provide ongoing changes in staff and/or services to continue to provide first 
response services throughout Northern Santa Cruz County. The local Sheriff’s Department and 
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CALFIRE have already increased staffing and services throughout the North Coast as a result of the 
expected increase in the population that would utilize the expanded recreational facilities 
throughout the North Coast.  

The Draft EIR adequately addresses the cumulative impacts. No revisions to the Draft EIR are 
necessary. 
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September 24, 2018 

Cory Caletti, Senior Transportation Planner 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
1523 Pacific Avenue, Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
Delivered via email to: NCRTDraftEIR@sccrtc.org 

Re: North Coast Rail Trail - Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) 

Ecology Action supports the proposed North Coast Rail Trail project alignment presented by the Santa 
Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission (RTC) rather than any of the alternatives described 
in the DEIR for many reasons, some of which are included in the comments below. 
1) The proposed North Coast Rail Trail project is consistent with the Monterey Bay Sanctuary
Scenic Trail Network Master Plan.
2) Ecology Action supports the proposed Rail Trail project as we agree with the DEIR conclusion that
the proposed North Coast Rail Trail project is the environmentally superior alternative using the
following three measures: 1) focus on no significant and unavoidable project impacts, 2) focus on key
resource topics, and 3) environmentally superior for most resource topics.

This section of the bike and walking Rail Trail may largely be for recreational use, but it is of 
significance in terms of advancing health, safety, and environmental mobility choices by giving locals 
and visitors access to a car-free paved path. This section of trail is crucial for preventing any more 
injuries and deaths to people riding bikes on the section of Highway One from Wilder State Park to 
Davenport. Over the past 12 years 10 people have been severely injured and one has died while 
biking on this section of Highway 1. At least 3 cyclists have died on this section of Highway 1 over the 
last 20 years. If we can save one life, if we can prevent one life altering injury, then the North Coast 
Rail Trail will be a good investment and come none too soon.  

We believe the Proposed Project alignment which is mostly on the coastal side of the railroad 
corridor, will provide the greatest environmental benefits compared to the other alternative routes. 
We strongly support the Project alignment for the following reasons.  

- This section of Rail Trail will attract many active transportation users including a growing
number of ebikes riders as this mode of biking, these bikes are pedal assist, become more
popular and their range increases (current range is 30 to 120 miles) more people will use them
to avoid the worsening car congestion.

- Recreational value of a trail on the coastal side of the tracks is higher than a trail
next/adjacent to Highway 1. A significant greater number of people will be attracted to a trail
with views of the ocean and stunning coast than one adjacent to a highway or a trail located
at the bottom of an embankment.

Letter 13

13.1
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- The trail is a mitigation measure as it gets more people using sustainable and active
transportation. Although those using the North Coast section of the Rail Trail for
transportation will only be a small percentage of the overall users, most will be recreational
users, a paved bike paths encourage more biking in general including on street bike trips for
transportation purposes.

Consideration of environmental enhancements to include in the EIR: 
- Consider increased ebike use in traffic modeling as more mountain bikers are riding ebikes

that can easily be ridden to the trailhead, instead of driving. This will have an impact as San
Vicente Open Space (scheduled to open in a couple of years) will attract mt bikers to the
Davenport area. Ebikes trips will reduce car trips to other North Coast attractions such as
popular beaches, Davenport, the soon to open

- To mitigate additional cumulative vehicle traffic install ebike (110 volt) charging
stations/outlets at Davenport parking lot, at least one rest stop location between Davenport
and Santa Cruz, one at Wilder Ranch State Park. These charging stations will encourage and
support ebike users to ride to the trail rather than drive. This measure will help reduce ghg
emissions associated with driving to the trail.

- Consider the increase of transit service to the few Rail Trail entrance points as a mitigation to
increase vehicle traffic.

Sincerely, 

Piet Canin 
VP of Transportation 
Ecology Action  

13.1 
(cont'd)

13.2
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Letter 13 
COMMENTER: Piet Canin, VP of Transportation, Ecology Action 

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 13.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Proposed Project rather than the alternatives provided in 
the Draft EIR. The commenter states that the Proposed Project is consistent with the MBSST 
Network Master Plan and is the environmentally superior alternative. The commenter lists benefits 
of the Proposed Project, including health, cyclist safety, mobility options, traffic decongestion, and 
recreational value. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the 
commenter’s support of the Project is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 13.2 
The commenter would like consideration of e-bike use in traffic modeling, installation of e-bike 
charging stations, and increased transit service at trail entrance points.  

The National Cooperative Highway Research Program methodology used in the traffic analysis 
assumes e-bikes. 

The comments regarding installation of e-bike charging stations and increased transit service are 
noted and will be forwarded to decision makers for consideration.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  
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Build the Trail – Keep the Rail 

877 Cedar Street, Suite 240, Santa Cruz, CA, 95060 | Tel: 831.426.5925 
www.railandtrail.org 

September 24, 2018 

Cory Caletti, Senior Transportation Planner  
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 

1523 Pacific Avenue, Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

Delivered via email to: NCRTDraftEIR@sccrtc.org 

Re:   North Coast Rail Trail ‐ Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) ‐ Comments 

The Santa Cruz County Friends of the Rail & Trail (Friends) is fully supportive of the proposed 

North Coast Rail Trail project as presently described by the Santa Cruz County Regional 

Transportation Commission (RTC) rather than any of the alternatives described in the DEIR for 

many reasons, some of which are included in the comments below. 

1) The proposed North Coast Rail Trail project is consistent with the Monterey Bay Sanctuary

Scenic Trail Network Master Plan as approved in 2013 by all three cities traversed by the

Rail Trail, the County of Santa Cruz and the RTC.

2) Friends supports the proposed Rail Trail project as we agree with the DEIR conclusion that

the proposed North Coast Rail Trail project is the environmentally superior alternative using

the following three measures: 1) focus on no significant and unavoidable project impacts, 2)

focus on key resource topics, and 3) environmentally superior for most resource topics.

3) Friends is delighted the proposed North Coast Rail Trail project could be constructed and

open for use in 2020 as the North Coast Rail Trail project will greatly improve accessibility in

the presence of increased demand to local state parks such as Wilder Ranch State Park, to

the many north coast beaches, to the Cotoni‐Coast Dairies National Monument and to the

San Vincente Redwoods.

4) Friends is supportive of the proposed Rail Trail project moving forward ASAP as doing so

prevents the likely loss of $6.3 million in funding earmarked for the North Coast Rail Trail

project, funding that will simply disappear if the project is delayed too much longer. Loss of

funding will result in a substantial delay, perhaps indefinite, preventing the planned North

Coast Rail Trail from ever being built and opened to the public for use.

5) Friends is strongly opposed to both Alternative 1, Trail Only, and Alternative 3, Farmer’s

Alternative, as both of these alternatives would result in:

Letter 14

14.1
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a) Significant and unavoidable impact to cultural resources as both of these alternatives

would remove the historic Davenport Branch Line, an irreplaceable relevant resource.

b) Delaying construction of any trail until 2028 or later, a delay that will very likely result in

the loss of $6.3 million of earmarked federal funding with a 2020 year end sunset date.

c) A lower quality trail because of factors including exposure to Highway 1, a narrower

trail, decreased access to the seashore and more complicated route finding.

6) Because of the increase in adverse impacts of constructing Alternative 2 (rail trail on the

inland side of the tracks) Friends prefers the proposed project (rail trail on the coastal side

of the tracks).

7) The proposed North Coast Rail Trail project satisfies the following project objectives as set

forth in Section 2.3 of the Executive Summary (enumerated below to match the numbering

in the DEIR):

1. Provide a continuous public trail along the Santa Cruz Branch Line railroad corridor

and connecting spur trails in Santa Cruz County.

‐ Self evident

3. Develop the trail so future rail transportation service along the corridor is not

precluded.

‐ Because the proposed North Coast Rail Trail keeps the existing tracks in place it does

not preclude future rail transportation service along the corridor. Passenger rail service

along the north coast out to Davenport (San Vincente Redwoods) with key stops at

Wilder Ranch State Park, Yellow Bank (Cotoni‐Coast Dairies National Monument) and

other locations to be determined would enable and/or greatly extend the range/reach

of totally car‐free cycling/pedestrian trips and will substantially reduce the number of

car trips to and from these frequently visited attractions.  Alternatives 1 and 3 take away

the benefits of rail service as both require the existing railroad tracks be abandoned

and/or removed. Although not specifically addressed in the DEIR, future passenger rail

users would provide substantial environmental benefits including a) effectively and

substantially reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) and the associated GHG emissions

that are causing global warming, b) reduce traffic on Highway 1 and all associated

feeder streets and, c) reduce the surface area required for parking lots to serve those

visitors. As these benefits to the environment would be categorically unavailable to

Alternatives 1 and 3 these benefits must be properly analyzed and included in DEIR.

‐ Similarly not addressed / included in the DEIR, are the environmental benefits future

rail transportation service along the corridor would provide when the old Cemex plant is

demolished and all hazardous materials associated with the Cemex plant are removed

from the site. It has been estimated that 40,000 to 60,000 highway truckloads of

14.1 
(cont'd)
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material will need to be hauled away using Highway 1, through the City and County of 

Santa Cruz and on to a suitable hazardous materials disposal site located elsewhere in 

the State of California. Given that 1 rail car replaces 4 highway trucks and assuming a 

single train would consist of a dozen rail cars, simple math tells us that 50,000 

truckloads could be replaced with about 1,000 trains, Put more simply, removing the 

Cemex plant eyesore from our County will be at least 50 times more efficient if done by 

rail than by highway truck. Common sense tells us the environmental benefits of 

replacing 50,000 truck trips with 1,000 train trips is quite relevant and significant and 

should therefore be included when comparing the proposed North Coast Rail Trail 

project to both Alternatives 1 and 3.  

4. Maximize ocean views and scenic coastal vistas along a coastal alignment for

experiencing and interpreting the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary (sanctuary),

and historical and agricultural landscapes.

‐ The location of the proposed North Coast Rail Trail on the higher ground adjacent to

the coastal side of the tracks offers far superior access to the spectacular ocean views

and scenic coastal vistas than Alternatives 1 and 3 which would both be located largely

down in the “ditch” where the existing tracks are located or in the case of Alternative 3,

located alongside the unsightly ribbon of asphalt known as Highway 1. While this

aesthetic benefit may be difficult to quantify, determining the length of trail down in the

“ditch” or along Highway 1 could be determined and should be included when

evaluating the aesthetic impacts of Alternatives 1 and 3. Given the relatively rare and

unspoiled nature of the views and vistas along the proposed North Coast Rail Trail, we

find this impact to be of extraordinary importance in considering the alternatives.

5. Maximize safety and serenity for experiencing and interpreting the sanctuary and

landscapes by providing a trail separate from roadway vehicle traffic.

‐ The proposed North Coast Rail Trail certainly satisfies this objective. On the other

hand, Alternative 3, the “Farmer’s Alternative”, plans to have large portions of the trail

located immediately adjacent to Highway 1, duplicating bike lanes and ensuring all users

will be adversely impacted by the visual and noise impact of vehicles using Highway 1.

The length of trail immediately adjacent to Highway 1 under Alternative 3 could be

determined and included in the comparative analysis.

11. Complete Project construction by 2020 to maximize funding for the Project, and

meet current funding obligations.

‐ Clearly, funding for the proposed North Coast Rail Trail project is subject to “use it or

lose it” provisions with the $6.3 million in Federal funding currently earmarked for the

trail project. Friends further understands the Land Trust of Santa Cruz County has

committed approximately $4 million in funding that, if the project is delayed, would be

14.1 
(cont'd)
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rescinded as the Land Trust anticipated prompt construction of the plan and has many 

other worthwhile projects in which they want to invest.  Staying the course and keeping 

the proposed North Coast Rail Trail on schedule avoids the irrevocable loss of over $10 

million in funding for the project and the adverse effects this loss of funding would have 

on delaying the many environmental benefits of the proposed project. 

‐ In addition to losing over $10 million of funding for this project, because both 

Alternatives 1 and 3  involving abandoning and/or removing the rail line there would be 

substantial additional costs resulting from the certain multiyear delays and expensive 

litigation associated with a formal abandonment of an active rail line. 

In summary, the Friends of the Rail and Trail are fully supportive of the proposed North Coast 

Rail Trail project and strongly opposed to all alternatives 1 through 3 as well as the no project 

alternative. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Mark Mesiti‐Miller, P.E. 

(831) 818‐3660

Board Chair, Santa Cruz County Friends of the Rail and Trail

cc:  Santa Cruz County Friends of the Rail and Trail Board of Directors 

14.1 
(cont'd)
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Letter 14 
COMMENTER: Mark Mesiti-Miller, Board Chair, Santa Cruz County Friends of the Rail and Trail 

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 14.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Proposed Project rather than the alternatives provided in 
the Draft EIR, including the No Project alternative. The commenter states that the Proposed Project 
is consistent with the MBSST Network Master Plan, is the environmentally superior alternative, and 
prevents the loss of earmarked funds. The commenter states that the Proposed Project meets 
several of the project objectives listed in the Draft EIR Executive Summary. The commenter states 
opposition to Alternative 1 and Alternative 3, due to the following considerations: impacts to 
cultural resources; potential loss of earmarked funding; lower trail quality, due to exposure to 
Highway 1, narrower width, lower scenic view quality, and decreased seashore access; loss of future 
rail use, which could result in loss of future benefits to traffic, GHG emissions, and parking; loss of 
the potential for future rail use to be utilized in removing hazardous material from the Davenport 
Cement Plant; and less safe and serene conditions for trail use due to proximity to vehicle traffic.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  
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September 24, 2018 

Ms. Cory Caletti , Senior Transportation Planner 

Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 

1523 Pacific Ave. 

Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

RE: North Coast Rail Trail 

Dear Ms. Caletti: 

I'm writing on behalf of the board of directors of Friends of Santa Cruz State Parks (Friends), 

nonprofit partner to the Santa Cruz District of California State Parks, with their unanimous 

support for the Proposed North Coast Rail Trail Project. 

The 7.5-mile multi-use bike and pedestrian trail along the rail corridor from Wilder Ranch State 

Park to Davenport will provide a safe and vital link between several state parks and beaches, 

providing important access to natural and cultural resources and promoting active recreation. 

This large section of the Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail is much-anticipated and will 

provide important amenities, parking improvements and ADA access at three parking areas, 

including Panther/Yellow Bank Beach. 

In particular, the board stated their support for development of the trail to proceed in such a 

way that future rail transportation service along the corridor is not precluded. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. If we can provide any further information, please 

don't hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Bonny Hawley, Executive Director 

Friends of Santa Cruz State Parks 

BH:me 

Cc: Superintendent Chris Spohrer, California State Parks 

Friends of Santa Cruz State Parks 
1543 Pacific Avenue, Suite 206, Santa Cruz, CA 95060 · (831) 429-1840 · parks@thatsmypark.org ThatsMyPark.org nCJDG'il@l 

Letter 15
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Letter 15 
COMMENTER: Bonny Hawley, Executive Director, Friends of Santa Cruz State Parks  

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 15.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Proposed Project. The commenter states that the Project 
would provide amenities, parking improvements, improved ADA access, and a link between several 
parks and beaches. The commenter expresses support for development that does not preclude 
future rail transportation service.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  
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HORAN I LLOYD 
ANTHONY T. KARACHALE 

STEPHEN W. DYER 

MARK A. BLUM 

JAMES J. COOK 

ELIZABETH C. GIANOLA 

JEROME F. POLITZER 

PAMELA H. SILKWOOD 

VIRGINIA E. HOWARD 

Of Counsel 

ROBERT ARNOLD INC. 

JACQUELINE M. PIERCE 

DEBORAH S. HOWARD 

FRANCIS P. LLOYD {Retired) 

LAURENCE P. HORAN 

(1929-2012) 

HORAN LLOYD Tel: 831.373.4131 

A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION Fax: 831.373.8302 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

26385 Carmel Rancho Blvd., #200 
Carmel, CA 93923 

File No. 7569.01 

September 24, 2018 

horanlegal.com 

Via Electronic & Regular Mail (NCRTDraftEIR@sccrtc.org) 
Santa Cruz Co. Reg. Trans. Commission 
Attn: Cory Caletti, Senior Transportation Planner Cory <ccaletti@sccrtc.org> 
1523 Pacific Avenue 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

RE: Comments to the Draft Environmental Impact Report - North Coast Rail 

Trail SCH#2017092034 

Dear Commissioners: 

This firm represents various farmers with active farming operations along the North 
Coast Rail Trail right-of-way. This letter is to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact 
Report ("DEIR") for the North Coast Rail Trail project ("Proposed Project"). The farmers have 
been actively involved in the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission ("RTC") 
process and ask that the comments herein be carefully considered. There could be a successful 
rail trail project if all of the parties are willing to work together. 

Overall, the DEIR is wholly deficient, and RTC abused its discretion by omitting 
information required by law and that error is prejudicial. Due to its prejudice and bias toward 
approving the Proposed Project, which conduct is well documented, RTC failed to comply with 
the basic substantive requirements of CEQA; thus, obstructed CEQA's goals of informed public 
participation and informed agency decision making. [See, e.g., Friends of the Eel River v 
Sonoma County Water Agency (2003) 108 CA4th 859, 882 (EIR's failure to examine key 
environmental issue prevented meaningful assessment of project's potentially significant 
impacts.] 

A. The Farmer's Alternative Is the Environmentally Superior Alternative that
Meets All of the Project's Objectives and Must be Selected.

26385 Carmel Rancho Boulevard, Suite 200, Carmel, California 93923 

Letter 16
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The goals of the farmers are to alleviate impacts to agriculture and to critical and
sensitive habitats within and surrounding the railroad right-of-way from the RTC rail trail

project, while at the same time desiring to work collaboratively with RTC to ensure that there is
a successful project that meets the project objectives. Accordingly, the farmers proposed a trail
route that is the least impactful to agriculture as well as to critical and sensitive habitats for
thoughtful consideration by the RTC.

It is important to point out the Farmers' Alternative focuses only on the trail alignment,

not the rail operation That is, the farmers support this alternative trail alignment, regardless of
whether the rail operation occurs or not. The farmers do not and will not oppose the rail

operation so long as RTC acts consistently with the CEQA and National Environmental Policy
Act (which it has not to-date) and stops its prejudicial and bias conduct that thwarts the public
deliberation processes.

The DEIR admits the Farmers' Alternative would pose less impacts to agriculture,
biological resources, archeological and paleontological cultural resources and climate change

than the Proposed Project. The DEIR states,

There would be less sensitive habitat affected in the southern portion, less for

agricultural resources because the northern half of the alignment would be on the

existing rail bed and not along farm roads, less for archeological and
paleontological cultural resources because there would be less likelihood for

discovering resources in or beneath the rail bed in the northern portion, and

slightly less for GHG/climate change because the trail would be further setback
from coastal erosion and sea level rise.

The Farmers' Alternative would also pose less impacts to health and safety of the trail
users as well as to the general public (due to food safety reasons) which were not included in the

alternative's discussion. (See further discussion below.) Moreover, because a portion of the trail

route is located adjacent to or on the Highway 1 right-of-way1, the alternative would cause lesser

1 It appears that RTC may be hesitant to promote the trail on the Highway 1 right-of way due to
the difficulty in working with California Transportation Agency ( Caltrans"). The trail could be
evaluated to be adjacent to the Highway 1 right-of-way, where appropriate and feasible.

Nonetheless, the RTC should remind Caltrans that SB 908, which is codified in Public Resources
Code sections 31408 & 31409, mandates all state agencies and departments to cooperate on not

only making lands available for the California Coastal Trail but also assistmg in the management
of the trail. Section 31408(b) states, "To the extent feasible, and consistent with individual
mandates, each agency, board, department, or commission of the state with property mterests or
regulatory authority in coastal areas shall cooperate with the conservancy with respect to
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(bluff) erosion and sedimentation impacts. 

In summary, the Farmers' Alternative is the environmentally superior alternative for the 
following reasons: 

• There would be less impact to biological resources, including species listed under
the federal Endangered Species Act and its associated critical habitat and other
protected sensitive habitats, particularly in the southern portion and in the farm
drainages and other areas within or adjacent to the railroad right-of-way because a
portion of the trail would be adjacent to or on the Highway 1 right-of-way.

• There would be less impact to agricultural resources because the northern half of
the alignment would be on the existing rail bed and not along farm roads. All
existing crossings and farm roads would/should remain, and food borne illnesses
and exposures to normal active farming, such as to pesticides and particulates,
would be reduced. The loss of productivity reducing the viability of farming from
these direct, indirect and cumulative impacts of the Proposed Project would result
in significant loss of Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, and Farmland of
Statewide Importance. The alternative lessens these direct, indirect and
cumulative impacts because the alternative is less disruptive to existing ongoing
agricultural operations.

• There would be less impact to archeological and paleontological cultural
resources because there would be less likelihood for discovering resources in or
beneath the rail bed in the northern portion and adjacent to or on the already
developed Highway I right-of-way.

• There would be less impact from GHQ/climate change because a portion of the
trail would be adjacent to or on the Highway 1 right-of-way and would be further
setback from coastal erosion and sea level rise.

• There would be less impact to health and safety of trail users from normal farming
operation, including pesticide and particulate exposures, because a portion of the
trail would be adjacent to or on Highway 1 right-of way and would be further
setback from the agricultural operations.

• There would be less impact to public health and safety because a portion of the
trail would be adjacent to or on the Highway 1 right-of-way and would be further

planning and making lands available for completion of the trail, including constructing trail 
links, placing signs and managing the trail." 
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setback from agricultural operations, thus limiting trespass, garbage and other
human activities that could result in public food safety-related impacts.

• There would be less (coastal bluff) erosion, sedimentation and flooding impacts

because a portion of the trail would be along or on Highway 1 right-of-way and
would be further setback from the coastal bluffs. There would also be less ground
disturbance because a portion of the trail would be located along or on an already

developed Highway 1 right-of-way.

• There would be cumulatively less noise impact in the rural setting because a

portion of the trail would be along or on the Highway 1 right-of-way.

Yet, the alternative discussion in the DEIR. fails to admit the same due to RTC's

prejudicial bias in favor of the Proposed Project. The bias is obvious from the discussion of the
alternative. For example, on one hand, the DEIR states that the Proposed Project does not
include improvements to rail line or its related construction and operation impacts. The DEIR

states, "The railroad tracks would remain in place, and would not be improved as part of this

Project. In light of possible future uses of the rail for freight or passenger service, the Proposed

Project includes safety fencing described under Fencing below." That is, only safety fencing
appears to be evaluated in the DEIR for the rail operation as part of the Proposed Project.

On the other hand, the DEIR includes as part of its analysis of the Farmers' Alternative,

the impacts related to rail improvements and concludes significant and unavoidable impacts to

the historical Davenport Branch Line. The DEIR states,

Alternative 3 would result in a change to the significance determination for the

impact on cultural resources, from less than significant with mitigation (under the

Proposed Project) to significant and unavoidable, because it would adversely
affect the historical Davenport Branch Line (now called the Santa Cmz Branch

Line).

It is clear this additional analysis for the rail improvement, which was done for the
Farmers' Alternative, but not for the Proposed Project, was to make this alternative less

attractive. Following the same bias and prejudicial conduct, the DEIR includes the followmg
conclusionary determination without substantial evidence m the record: The mipacts [of the

Farmers' Alternative] would be similar, with some less and some more but no difference in the

impact determination."

The RTC made theu' bias known by promoting the rail operation ahead of the release of

this DEIR-, which has already tainted the process. Please see the letters to RTC regarding RTC s

conduct included as Exhibits A and B. RTC's past conduct of entering into aten (10) or twenty
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(20)-year2 agreement for rail operation (Exhibit C) is bad faith and in violation of CEQA and 
NEPA because it foreclosed an unbiased consideration of certain alternatives that removed the 
rail. RTC also invalidly breaks the rail trail project into smaller pieces in an attempt to avoid 
significant impacts. The RTC is currently being sued for committing itself to a definite course of 
action by entering into a long term agreement with a rail operator, and by committing itself to 
making improvements to certain portions of the rail line under the agreement prior to completing 
an environmental impact report ("EIR"). 

The discussion of the Farmers' Alternative in the DEIR is perfunctory and prejudicial. It 
is clear the RTC's recent agreement with a rail operator ahead of the release of the DEIR was a 
de facto approval of the Proposed Project which invalidly foreclosed the selection of the 
Farmers' Alternative, even though it is clearly this alternative is environmentally superior. 

Due to RTC's prejudicial and bias conduct in favor of the Proposed Project, which is well 
documented, the RTC failed to comply with the basic substantive requirements of CEQA; thus, 
obstructed CEQA's goals of informed public participation and informed agency decision making. 

If the court finds that a specific project activity will prejudice the consideration or 
implementation of project alternatives and could result in an adverse physical environmental 
change, the court would mandate that the agency suspend specific activity until the agency 
complies with CEQA. (Federation of Hillside & Canyon Associations v. City of Los Angeles 
(2000) 83 Cal. App. 4th 1252, 1266.) 

Because the Farmers' Alternative is the environmentally superior alternative and meets 
the objectives of the rail trail project, this alternative must be selected. 

B. The DEIR Fails to Adequately Analyze the RTC's Proposed Land Use

Change and the Land Use Conflict as a Result of the Proposed Project,
Which Would Cause Significant Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Health and
Safety Impacts.

Although the rail trail project itself would not cause pesticide emissions, the Proposed 
Project proposes a physical and land use change by constructing a public trail for recreational use 
adjacent to active agricultural operations. Active agricultural operations are strictly regulated 
( often over-regulated) not only to protect the general public, but also to protect ongoing 
agricultural operations. The change in the human use of the land by the RTC would pose 
significant health and safety impacts, which must be adequately mitigated pursuant to CEQA 

2 The proposal from Progressive Rail Incorporated states, "We recommend increasing the 
operating term to 20 years or, conversely, a 10-year term with a 10-year renewal feature that is 
contingent upon PGR's being in full compliance and good standing." 
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Guidelines section 15126.2, which states in relevant part: 

The Significant Environmental Effects of the Proposed Project. An EIR shall 
identify and focus on the significant environmental effects of the proposed 
project .... Direct and indirect significant effects of the project on the environment 
shall be clearly identified and described, giving due consideration to both the 
short-term and long-term effects. The discussion should include relevant specifics 
of the area, the resources involved, physical changes, alterations to ecological 
systems, and changes induced in population distribution, population 
concentration, the human use of the land (including commercial and residential 
development), health and safety problems caused by the physical change ... 

Due to this change in human use of land as a result of the Proposed Project, a buffer is 
required between agricultural operations and the proposed public recreational use to protect 
human exposures to pesticide as well as to protect ongoing agricultural operations. For example, 
as stated in the DEIR, Telone II is a restricted-use pesticide due to high acute inhalation toxicity 
and carcinogenicity. Due to its toxicity, Telone II is regulated and the regulations prohibits 
spraying within I 00 feet of any occupied structure. To limit exposure, this buffer must be 
maintained for seven days following its application. 

The Santa Cruz County General Plan and Municipal Code requires a 200-foot buffer 
between active agricultural operations and public use, not only to protect public health and 
safety, but also to protect the important coastal farming operations. Policy 5.13.23 of the Santa 
Cruz General Plan (LCP) requires a 200-foot buffer area between commercial agricultural and 
non-agricultural land uses to prevent or minimize potential land use conflicts, between either 
existing or future commercial agricultural and nonagricultural land uses. Santa Cruz County 
section 16.50.095 requires a 200-foot buffer between active agricultural operation and "outdoor 
areas designed for human use." The buffer is clearly needed to protect public health and safety 
and to protect ongoing agricultural operations as explained in section 16.50.010 of the Santa 
Cruz County Code: 

(A) The Board of Supervisors of Santa Cruz County finds that commercially viable
agricultural land exists within the County, that it is in the public interest to preserve and
protect this land for exclusive agricultural use and to enhance and encourage agricultural
operations within the County, and that certain agricultural land in the County, not
presently of commercial value, also merits protection. The Board of Supervisors of Santa
Cruz County also finds that nonagricultural development adjacent to certain of these
lands often leads to restrictions on the County's agricultural industry as a whole. It is the
determination of the Board of Supervisors that residents living near agricultural land
should be prepared to accept such inconveniences or discomfort as a normal and
necessary aspect of living in a County with a strong rural character and healthy
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agricultural sector so long as the agricultural operations are conducted in accordance with

Federal, State, and local laws and regulations.

(B) The purposes of this chapter, therefore, are to promote the public health, safety and

welfare; to support and encourage continued agricult-iral operations in the County, to
implement the policies of the Santa Cruz County General Plan, the Local Coastal

Program Land Use Plan, and the 1978 Growth Management Referendum (Measure J) by
designating those commercial agricultural lands the County intends to preserve and

protect for exclusive agricultural use, and by protecting noncommercial agricultural land;
to support and encourage continued agricultural operations in the County; to maintain in

exclusive agricultural use commercial agricultural land which is located within utility
assessment districts, while recognizing that equitable compensation may be due because

of the assessment district-caused encumbrances; and to forewam prospective purchasers

and residents of property adjacent to agricultural operations of the necessary sounds,

odors, dust and hazardous chemicals that accompany agricultural operations. It is an
additional purpose of this chapter to ensure the maximum protection of commercially

viable agricultural land by weighting decisions, in cases where there is not clear evidence

of the unsuitability of the agricultural land, in favor of the preservation of the land for
agricultural use. (Emphasis added.)

Simply put, the Board of Supervisors of the Santa Cmz County finds that nonagricultural
development adjacent to active agricultural operations often leads to restrictions on the County s

agricultural industry as a whole and a 200-foot buffer is necessary to protect public health, safety

and welfare from typical agricultural operations. Farmers have been operating the coastal
agricultural lands for decades and have implemented protective measures to ensure that their

operations are safe and protective of the general populations.

In spite of the clear need for the buffer to protect the health and safety of recreational trail

users and the adjoining agricultural operations, the Proposed Project would provide 0 foot of

buffer in some places from active cropland. In reality, the DEIR only proposes "paper"

mitigation measure (e.g., warning signs) that will do nothing to mitigate health and safety
impacts, even though the impacts could result in harm to children and other sensitive population,

who would use the trail, as a result of the RTC's proposed conflicting land use.

Interestingly, the DEIR takes the position that the County ordinances are preempted, but

then relies on them, such as the Santa Cmz Right-to-Farm Ordinance, to determine less than

significant impact to public health and safety. Relying on the Right to Farm Ordinance is a legal
remedy which provides no physical solution - the physical solution is the buffer to address the
conflicting land uses proposed by the Proposed Project. The DELR picks and chooses which
County General Plan policies and code provisions to support its prejudicial and biased arguments
while precluding others under the guise of preemption. If the RTC, Santa Cruz County and
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Federal Highway Administration (and any other responsible agencies) honestly believe that its 
proposed mitigation measures, such signage, would fully protect the health and safety of trail 
users, then they should be willing to provide an indemnification and hold harmless agreement to 
the adjoining farmers for RTC's proposed land use change.3

The RTC-approved Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail Network Master Plan's 
("Master Plan") programmatic EIR4 does a better job of describing the impacts and actually 
proposes a physical solution rather than paper mitigation to reduce the health and safety impacts: 

Impact HAZ-3 Adjacent agricultural, commercial, and industrial activities may 
include the use of pesticides, herbicides, petroleum-based fuels, chlorinated 
solvents, or other chemicals considered to be a human health threat. Trail users 
and maintenance personnel could be exposed to these chemicals during and after 
their application to the adjacent orchards and row crops, or in the event of soil 
contamination or emission of hazardous materials into the air. This is a Class II, 
significant but mitigable impact. 

The following mitigation measure is required to further reduce human health 
impacts during operation of the proposed trail. HAZ-3(a) Trail Closure. A 
communication system shall be established between the Santa Cruz County 
Agricultural Commissioner's office, the RTC and/or implementing and managing 
entities, to convey any notices of intent to spray chemicals in a timely manner. 
The Trail Manager Ranger or its designee shall be responsible for closing trail 
segments during and following application of agricultural chemicals, and posting 
additional warning signs, as appropriate. (Emphasis added.) 

RTC is legally bound by the mitigation measure in the Master Plan EIR because it 
adopted a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program. That is, RTC cannot make a binding 
commitment under its Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program and then disregard it later 
on. (See, e.g., Federation of Hillside & Canyon Associations v. City of Los Angeles (2000) 83 
Cal. App. 4th 1252.)5 The purpose of Public Resources Code section 20181.6 is to ensure that 

3 Since RTC is relying on a legal solution (i.e., Right to Farm Ordinance), the farmers ask that 
they also be provided a legal solution. 
4 Interestingly, the DEIR first states that the Master Plan EIR is programmatic. It later states that 
this EIR is not formally "tiering" from the Master Plan EIR. It is clear the DEIR is legally 
manipulated to achieve a certain outcome, including changing the mitigation measures from the 
Master Plan EIR to be lesser protective. 
5 Pub Res C § 20181.6 requires monitoring program to be designed to ensure compliance during 
project implementation. The Federation of Hillside court clarified that measures to mitigate or 
avoid significant effects on the enviromnent are fully enforceable through permit conditions, 
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feasible mitigation measures are implemented as a condition of development, not merely adopted 
then neglected or disregarded. (Ibid. at p. 1261.) Yet, this DEIR attempts to provide lesser and 
logisticaUy infeasible protective measures (e.g., warning signs) with zero buffer in some areas, 
which would result in significant health and safety impacts from trail users' direct exposures to 
pesticide as a result of the RTC's proposed conflicting land use. 

Again, active agricultural operations are strictly regulated ( often over-regulated) not only 
to protect the health and safety impacts, but also to protect agricultural operations. Farmers have 
acted consistent with these regulations; RTC must be obligated to do the same rather than rely on 
"paper" mitigation measures that would logisticaUy fail. Based on these "paper" mitigations, it 
is clear that neither the consultants, nor RTC staff, understands agricultural operations. Nor do 
they acknowledge people's general conduct to ignore warning signs. 

LogisticaUy, the concept that the farmers will notify the ag comm1ss10ner, the ag 
commissioner wiU then notify the Trail Manager, the Trail Manager will then, within a very 
short window of time, instaU warning signs during the spraying operation, and the public will 
then abide by the signs is unrealistic and logistically infeasible. The ag commissioner is well 
aware of the sometimes emergency nature of the spraying operations, which could and have 
occurred outside of routine spraying activities when pests, diseases, etc. are discovered on crops 
and immediate remedy is needed. The Trail Manager's response during such an event may need 
to occur in the evenings. The chain of events described above would need to occur frequently 
due to different agricultural operators cultivating different crops. And of course, the trail users 
must abide by the signs, otherwise they could be harmed. Depending on the trail users to abide 
by the warning signs is either nai:ve or manipulative in order to promote the Proposed Project. 

It is truly amazing that the RTC, Santa Cruz County, Federal Highway Administration 
and other responsible agencies would wiUingly and knowingly put the public in harm's way by 
changing the land use adjacent to active agricultural operations without willing to abide by the 
buffer required under the Santa Cruz County General Plan and Code. Farmers have been 
required to abide the buffer requirements, why should RTC be exempt?_Govemmental agencies' 
number one goal and objective for any project should be to protect public health, safety and 
welfare, not to put the public in harm's way by implementing a project that disregards public 
health and safety. As part of the EIR process, RTC must consultt with U.S. and Environmental 
Protection Agencies prior to RTC approving a land use change that would potentially result in 

agreements, or other measures pursuant to Cal. Pub. Res. Code §21081.6(b). The local agency 
must adopt a monitoring program to ensure that the mitigation measures are implemented 
under §21081.6(a). Failure to act consistent with the mitigation measure could result in the court 
suspending specific activity until the agency complies with CEQA. (Federation of Hillside & 
Canyon Associations v. City of Los Angeles (2000) 83 Cal. App. 4th 1252, 1266.) 
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pesticide exposures to trail users due to its decision not to abide by the buffer requirements.

Finally, there is no assurance that funding for the Trail Manager and for the

implementation of the number of mitigation measures set forth to address health and safety and
agricultural impacts would be available, particularly given the uncertain nature of governmental

budget year after year. Like most governmental trails, once constructed, the responsible agency

may walk away leaving the trail vuhierable to vandalism, garbage, homeless encampments, etc.
and forcing the adjoining landowners to fix the problems while incurring additional liability. All
of the mitigation measures are "paper" mitigations because there is no real commitment of funds

to ensure that the mitigation measures would be implemented.

To provide additional assurances to the farmers, the farmers request the following should

the Proposed Project be selected:

• An indemnification and hold harmless agreement between RTC and each
agricultural operator along the rail right-of-way, stating that the RTC will

indemnify and hold harmless the agricultural operator from the trail and its
associated public use of the trail. Specifically, under such an agreement, RTC
shall indemnify, defend, and save harmless the agricultural operators, their

employees and agents, and each of them, of, from, and against any and all clauns,
demands, causes of action, damages, costs, expenses, actual attorneys' fees and

disbursements (includmg, without limitation, any mcurred in connection with

appeal), losses, or liabilities, in law or m equity, of every kind and nature
whatsoever directly or indu'ectly arising out of or in connection with (a) the trail;

(b) the public use of the trail; and/or (3) any user of the trail, to the greatest extent
permitted by law.

• A trail fund that commits a minimum of Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars
($250,000) every fiscal year to implement the mitigation measures, including the
retention of a Trail Manager, routine maintenance of the trail, fencing, signage

and bathrooms (weekly cleanout), security patrol and weekly garbage removal.

Should there be insufficient funding available to perform these mitigation
measures, the trail would close until the necessary funds become available.

As described in the foregoing, the conflicting land uses is in and of itself a significant
impact. The Proposed Project would result in harm the trail users by RTC knowingly placing a
public trail with zero buffer in some areas next to active agricultural operations with known

pesticide usage. Again, farmers have been abiding by the buffer and pesticide usage
requirements for decades to ensure protection of the general public; RTC must abide by the same

mles and regulations.
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Although closing the trail consistent with the Master Plan EIR would be more protective 
to the trails users, it still has the same logistical problems that could make the mitigation measure 
infeasible and fail. The most protective approach would be to select the Farmers' Alternative 
which would largely increase the buffer between active agricultural operations and the public 
trail. In implementing the Farmers' Alternative, additional measures would need to include the 
mitigation measures in the DEIR and the Master Plan EIR, in addition to the two bulleted items 
discussed above. 

C. The Proposed Project's Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Impacts to

Agriculture are Significant and Considerable, and the DEIR Failed to
Adequately Analyze and Mitigate the Impacts to Agriculture.

The RTC does not adequately analyze the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to 
agriculture. The Master Plan EIR acknowledges, 

The proposed MBSST Network project would impact Prime Farmland, Unique 
Farmland, and Farmland of Statewide Importance, as discussed in Impact AG 1. 
As a result, it would contribute to the cumulative loss of agriculture within the 
County arising from continuing urbanization. The project may also contribute to 
increasing conflicts between agricultural and non-agricultural uses. Long-term 
agricultural viability within the County could be adversely affected by such 
conflicts. The County of Santa Cruz and City of Watsonville's Right-to Farm 
Ordinances are regulatory mechanisms intended to ensure the viability of 
agriculture within the County and would provide some degree of mitigation for 
this impact. It should be noted that the viability of agriculture involves more than 
merely prohibiting development in areas designated for agriculture. For 
agriculture to remain viable as an industry in the County, farmers must be able to 
farm, which necessitates the use of pesticides and equipment, with associated 
nuisance effects. 

This DEIR downplays the impact: 

While cumulative development in the North Coast area would not convert 
agricultural land to nonagricultural use, several cumulative projects would 
contribute to increased conflicts between agricultural and non-agricultural uses 
because they may increase the number of visitors to the North Coast area. Long
term agricultural viability in the North Coast area could be adversely affected by 
such conflicts. The County of Santa Cruz Right-to-Farm Ordinance is a regulatory 
mechanism intended to ensure the viability of agriculture in the county and would 
provide mitigation for this cumulative impact. Where cumulative development 
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abuts agricultural land, additional project specific mitigation would also be 
anticipated. As such, cumulative impacts related to agricultural land use conflicts 
would be significant but mitigable. 

As noted previously, the DEIR first takes the position that the County ordinances are 
preempted, but then relies on them, such as the Santa Cruz Right-to-Farm Ordinance, to 
determine less than significant impact. Again, the DEIR picks and chooses only those County 
code provisions that suits its biased and prejudicial argument. As discussed previously, the Santa 
Cruz County section 16.50.095 requires a 200-foot buffer between active agricultural operation 
and "outdoor areas designed for human use" not only to protect public health and safety, but also 
to protect agricultural operations. The Board of Supervisors of Santa Cruz County made that 
objective clear in section 16.50.010 of the Santa Cruz County Code, which states in relevant part 
as follows: 

The Board of Supervisors of Santa Cruz County also finds that nonagricultural 
development adjacent to certain of these lands often leads to restrictions on the 
County's agricultural industry as a whole. 

The Proposed Project would cause direct, indirect and cumulatively considerable impacts 
to agricultural resources by reducing the availability of Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, and 
Farmland of Statewide Importance. The DEIR's assertion that.only 7.0 to 7 .6 acres of farmland 
would be converted is prejudicially understated, and the 1 to I mitigation disregards the 
historical uses of these particular coastal farmlands which have been in operations for decades by 
generations of families who have contributed significantly to Santa Cruz County. Similar to 
Davenport's historical railroad use, the historical coastal farming operations within Santa Cruz 
County deserve the same analysis and protection. 

The DEIR fails to consider the cumulative impacts to agriculture from the 
implementation of the rail trail project along the entire rail corridor as set forth in the Master 
Plan, which would cumulatively reduce the availability of Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, 
and Farmland of Statewide Importance, which loss may individually be considered minor but 
collectively would be considered significant. 

The CEQA Guidelines define cumulative impacts as "two or more individual effects 
which, when considered together, are considerable or which compound or increase other 
environmental impacts." (14 Cal Code Regs §15355.) The individual effects may be changes 
resulting from a single project or more than one project. (14 Cal Code Regs §15355(a).) 
Cumulative impacts may result from individually minor but collectively significant projects 
taking place over a period of time. (14 Cal Code Regs §l5355(b).) Cumulative impact is an 
impact created by the combination of the project reviewed in the EIR together with other projects 
causing related impacts. (14 Cal Code Regs §15130(a)(l).) The cumulative impact from several 
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projects is the change in the environment that results from the incremental effect of the project

when added to other past, present, and probable future projects. (14 Cal Code Regs

§§15065(a)(3), 15130(b)(l)(A), 15355(b).)

Indirect effects to agriculture by placing the trail next to active agricultural operations

were also not adequately analyzed m the DEIR, which when taken together for the entire rail trail

project to implement the Master Plan would result in considerable loss of Prime Farmland,
Unique Farmland, and Farmland of Statewide Importance. The cumulatively considerable loss

of farmland would result from (1) increasing the buffer by taking farmland out of production to
protect health and safety of trail users; (2) the loss of productivity and viability of farmlands
resulting in fallowing of farmlands due to loss of farm roads and crossing areas and due to food

safety issues resulting from the Proposed Project; (3) mcreased liability risk to farmers from trail
users' exposures to pesticides due to the Proposed Project making the operation nonviable; (4)
increased use of informal trails, which would be formalized as part of the Proposed Project,

resulting in loss of farmlands from buffer, food safety, and other impacts; and (5) the general
urbanization of the area as generally analyzed in the Master Plan EIR (and requires further

analysis m the revised/amended DEIR), all of which would play a factor in increasing the
likelihood of fallowed agricultural lands and the loss of Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, and
Farmland of Statewide Importance.

An indirect environmental impact is a change in the physical environment that is not

immediately related to the project but that is caused indirectly by the project. (14 Cal Code Regs
§15064(d)(2).) Indirect effects are changes to the physical environment that occur later in time
or farther removed in distance than direct effects. (14 Cal Code Regs §15358(a)(2).) Both short-
term and long-term effects should be included in the analysis. (14 Cat Code Regs §15126.2(a).)
Indirect effects include secondary effects. (14 Cal Code Regs §15358(a)(2).) If a direct change
in the physical environment resulting from a project causes another change in the environment,

the secondary effect is treated as an indirect effect of the project. (14 Cal Code Regs
§15064(d)(3).)

While economic and social effects ordinarily need not be discussed in an EIR, physical
changes to the environment caused by a project's economic or social effects are secondary

impacts that must be included m an EIR's impact analysis if they are significant (14 Cat Code
Regs §15064(e).) An EIR may trace the effects of economic or social changes resulting from a
project to physical changes caused by the economic or social changes. (14 Cal Code Regs

§15131(a).) A social or economic effect resulting from a project may be found to cause a
significant physical impact that must be analyzed in the EIR. [See Bakersfield Citizens for Local
Control v City of Bakersfield (2004} 124 CA4th 1184, 1215 (EIR improperly dismissed
possibility that large shopping center could drive other retailers out of business as an economic

effect when urban decay and other blight-like conditions could result); El Dorado Union High
Sch. Dist. v City of Placer^ille (1983) 144 CA3d 123 (while increased student enrollment and
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potential for overcrowding by itself is likely insufficient to implicate CEQA, such effects are 
relevant when they will lead to construction of new facilities). See also City of Hayward v Board 

of Trustees of Cal. State Univ. (2015) 242 CA4th 833, 842 (EIR properly analyzed potential 
environmental impacts of constructing new fire station needed to serve project while also 
recognizing that cost of meeting increased need for fire protection services is economic impact).] 

As discussed previously, a 100 to 200-foot buffer is required between agricultural 
operations and the public in order to protect public health and to protect agriculture because the 
"Board of Supervisors of Santa Cruz County ... finds that nonagricultural development adjacent 
to certain of these lands often leads to restrictions on the County's agricultural industry as a 
whole." The buffer has been maintained by farmers for decades consistent with the County 
rules and regulations; RTC is obligated to do the same for its project to protect public health and 
safety and agriculture. 

Yet, the Proposed Project proposes to place the public trail next to the agricultural 
operations with no buffer in certain locations despite its actual knowleg of the usage of certain 
pesticides on these lands and the rules and regulations mandating buffers to protect public health 
and safety. Certain pesticides are known to pose high acute inhalation toxicity and 
carcinogenicity. Due to its known toxicity, hoping that signage would deter trail usage is a high 
risk willingly taken by RTC, Santa Cruz County, Federal Highway Administration and other 
responsible agencies as part of the Proposed Project at the objection of the farmers who have 
abided by these protective rules and regulations for decades. As part of the EIR process, RTC 
must consult with U.S. and Environmental Protection Agencies regarding the RTC's proposed 
(conflicting) land use change prior to RTC's approval of such land use change that would 
potentially result in harm to trail users. Signage is insufficient mitigation, which would result in 
a later mandate for a buffer, triggering the loss of Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, and 
Farmland of Statewide Importance. One alleged injury along the trail would trigger such an 
outcome, which is unacceptable since there are alternatives and mitigation measures available to 
protect against such harm. 

Similarly, the lack of bathrooms along the trail, in addition to trash from trail users, 
would result in public food safety impacts. Under labor laws, farmers must provide bathrooms 
to its employees at a walking distance of no less than five (5) minutes. Yet, this portion of the 
trail is 7.5 miles in length without sufficient number of bathrooms along the trail. Trail users 
would end up using the trail or the adjoining agricultural land as a bathroom. 

The trail adjacent agricultural lands would invite trespassers onto these lands, again 
increasing public food safety impacts. A fence with a height of four feet six inches is insufficient 
to stop trespass from the trail onto adjacent agricultural lands. The fence height must be six feet 
or taller to avoid people from hopping over the fence. The food safety impacts would 
economically impact agriculture, which would make farming less viable, and as a result, Prime 
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Farmland, Unique Farmland, and Farmland of Statewide Importance would be lost. As a

mitigation, portable restrooms must be placed every mile along the trail to avoid impacts to

farmlands.

Additionally, the loss of the crossings and farm roads as a result of the Proposed Project

would stymie the agricultural operations to the pomt where fanning would no longer be viable.
For example, the loss of the crossmg marked as "to be closed" in Sheet 9 of 10 (Exhibit B) is
used by the farmers about 100 times a day. Farming would not be viable without that crossing.
The farm roads and crossings are used frequently by the agricultural operators and are essential

for their operations. The farm roads parallel to the rail right-of-way also provide an additional

buffer. It makes no difference if portions of the roads and crossings are encroaching into the

railroad right-of-way for the purposes of CEQA. These roads and crossings have been used by
the farmers for decades and their closure would result an indirect impact that would result in

cumulatively considerable loss of Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, and Farmland of

Statewide Importance.

Finally, the "Proposed Project would improve and formalize most existmg mformal trails
that cross the rail corridor and provide scenic vistas of coastal resources", yet the impacts to the

to agricultural lands were not analyzed in the DEIR. Once formalized, the increased public uses

resulting in increased trespass and food safety impacts, and the need for buffer would all result in
direct, indirect and cumulatively considerable impacts to agriculture and cumulatively
considerable loss of Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, and Farmland of Statewide Importance.

All of the environmental impacts associated with formalizing the existing informal trails must be
analyzed in the revised/amended DEIR.

It is clear that the land use incompatibility as a result of the Proposed Project would in
and of itself cause significant direct, mdirect and cumulative impacts that were not adequately

analyzed, nor properly mitigated, in the DEIR. To mitigate these impacts, the following
mitigation measures must be considered in addition to those impacts ah-eady set forth m the

Master Plan BIR and DEIR:

• Bathrooms must be placed at every mile interval and cleaned out on a weekly

basis.

• Without impacting active agricultural lands, two hundred (200) foot buffer must
be provided between active agricultural operation and the trail m order to protect

agriculture and the health and safety of trail users.

• The fence barrier between agricultural lands and the trail must be six feet or taller

and regularly maintained to limit trespass onto adjoining agricultural lands.
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• All of the crossings and farm roads must remain and available for use by farmers.

• An indemnification and hold harmless agreement between RTC and each
agricultural operator along the rail right-of-way, stating that the RTC will
indemnify and hold harmless the agricultural operator from the trail and its
associated public use of the trail. Specifically, under such an agreement, RTC
shall indemnify, defend, and save harmless the agricultural operators, their
employees and agents, and each of them, of, from, and against any and all claims,
demands, causes of action, damages, costs, expenses, actual attorneys' fees and
disbursements (including, without limitation, any incurred in connection with
appeal), losses, or liabilities, in law or in equity, of every kind and nature
whatsoever directly or indirectly arising out of or in connection with (a) the trail;
(b) the public use of the trail; and/or (3) any user of the trail, to the greatest extent
permitted by law.

• A trail fund that commits a minimum of Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars
($250,000) every fiscal year to implement the mitigation measures, including the
retention of a Trail Manager, routine maintenance of the trail, fencing, signage
and bathrooms (weekly cleanout), security patrol and weekly garbage removal.
Should there be insufficient funding available to perform these mitigation
measures, the trail would close until the necessary funds become available.

The Farmers' Alternative is the environmentally superior alternative because it provides 
greater buffer from the trail to adjacent agricultural operations and it protects the productivity of 
the agricultural operations so that there would not be a cumulatively considerable loss of Prime 
Farmland, Unique Farmland, and Farmland of Statewide Importance. 

D. The Proposed Project's Direct, Indirect and Cumulative Impacts to
Biological Resources are Significant and Considerable, and the DEIR Fails to
Adequately Analyze and Mitigate the Impacts.

Amazingly, the DEIR presumes without adequate analysis or substantial evidence in the 
record that the cumulative impacts to biological resources would not be considerable. It states, 
"Presumably, permanent losses of sensitive habitats, including wetlands, associated with each 
public access project listed in Table 4-1 would be mitigated within each project's planning 
purview, as with the Proposed Project and therefore would not be considered cumulative 
impacts." (Emphasis added.) That is clearly an inadequate analysis and does nothing to address 
and mitigate the continued and cumulative loss of critical and sensitive habitats as a result of the 
Proposed Project and the Master Plan. In essence, the RTC relies on unsubstantiated opinion and 
speculation in order to promote the Proposed Project and downplay the benefits of the Farmers' 
Alternative. 
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Again, cumulative impacts are "two or more individual effects which, when considered 
together, are considerable or which compound or increase other environmental impacts." (14 Cal 
Code Regs §15355.) As applicable here, cumulative impacts may result from individually 
minor but collectively significant projects taking place over a period of time. (14 Cal Code Regs 
§15355(b).) Just for this north coast segment of the rail trail project, which does not consider the
cumulative biological impacts for the entire length of the rail trail project in the Master Plan, the
following impacts to biological resources (in addition to others) were recognized in the DEIR:

• The trail alignment and surrounding areas provide breeding and non-breeding aquatic
habitat, hydration points, riparian habitat, as well as upland and dispersal habitats.

• The most notable stand of coast live oak woodland occur close to the Proposed Project
trail alignment, immediately adjacent on the coastal side of the railroad tracks south of
the northern terminus of Scaroni Road.

• Ditch wetlands are located in manmade ditches and swales immediately adjacent to either
side of the existing railroad tracks, and occasionally connect directly to larger natural
drainages intersecting the study area.

• The Project corridor intersects Laguna Creek and Baldwin Creek, and the estuaries of
these creeks are known to support the tidewater goby and are within designated critical
habitat for the species.

• The trail alignments fall within designated critical habitat for the CRLF. (USFWS 2010).
During 2018 surveys, egg masses and subsequently, tadpoles and metamorphs were
observed along an inundated portion of the tracks, identified as a palustrine emergent
wetland, and in an irrigation ditch wetland adjacent to the alignment which all meet the
primary constituent elements for upland and dispersal critical habitat. The Proposed
Project alignment would result in the permanent loss of 0.2 acres of breeding and non
breeding aquatic habitat and 6.83 acres of upland/dispersal habitat within CRLF Critical
Habitat. The greatest permanent losses of CRLF Critical Habitat and greatest potential
for take of CRLF are along the portions of the trail alignment confined to the relatively
narrow rail cut with embankments on either side. In these locations, the Proposed Project
trail alignment leaves little of the rail cut for retaining the aquatic features and arroyo
willow or other scrub vegetation that currently resides in the rail corridor and supports
CRLF.

• San Vicente, Liddell, Laguna, Baldwin, and Wilder Creeks allow for fish passage and
limited wildlife movement (smaller species) through culverts beneath Highway 1 and the
rail corridor. The Proposed Project would result in the permanent loss of 5.85 acres of
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wildlife movement habitat, increased fragmentation of habitat patches, and degradation of 
the functions and values of wildlife movement habitat, especially in thDse portions of the 
trail alignment that are located with the trail corridor. 

• The Proposed Project rail alignment would result in the permanent loss of 5.85 acres
(Shark Fin Cove Option A) or 5.26 acres (Shark Fin Cove Option B) of potential nesting
habitat for birds and of San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat habitat.

Table 3.4-4 Temporary and Permanent Impacts to Senslllve Habitat from the Proposed
Project

Shark fin Cove Option A Shark Fin Cove: Option 8 

Temporary Permanent Temporary Permanent 
Impacts: lmpa<.:ts 'Total Impacts Impacts Tota! 

Habitat type.i. [acr!i1!s) (ac.res) (acres) (acres:) (acres} (acres) 

Coastal s:crub 3.03 3.01 6.04 2.01 3.11 5.12 

Arroyo willow 1.73 2.26 389 1.54 1.57 3.11 

scrub 

Arroyo willm.v 0$6 0.32 0.88 0.57 0.32 0.89 
riparian 

Coastal dune 0,1.2 0.08 0.20 0.12 0.08 0.20 

Coast live-oak 0.13 0,26 0.19 0.13 0.26 0.39 
forest 

Total S.S7 S.93 11.S 4.37 5.34 9.71 

il'These: h.abrtat types, e)(ce-pt coastal dune, are cons:idersed PQtential nesting bird habitat 

Despite the significant direct, indirect and cumulative considerable impacts to biological 
resources as a result of the Proposed Project, the DEIR does not analyze the cumulative 
considerable impacts and instead, brushes off the cumulative impact analysis by concluding that 
presumably, the impacts would be mitigated some way or another. Such conclusionary 
statements in the DEIR discredit it and the RTC. The DEIR is wholly deficient, and the RTC 
abused its discretion by omitting information required by law and that error is prejudicial. The 
RTC, in essence, failed to comply. with the basic substantive requirements of CEQA; thus, 
obstructed CEQA's goals of informed public participation and informed agency decision making. 

E. The Whole of the Action Was Not Analyzed and Instead, the Project Was
Invalidly Chopped Up into Bite Size Pieces to Avoid the Responsibility for
Considering the Environmental Impacts of the Project as a Whole.

One of the objectives included in the DEIR for the rail trail project is as follows: 
"Develop the trail so future rail transportation service along the corridor is not precluded." Prior 
to the release of the DEIR, the RTC entered into a long-term agreement with a rail operator for 
the rail operation with an obligation under that agreement to improve the rail infrastructure. The 
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agreement includes passenger services between "Watsonville Junction and Santa Cruz" and 
coastal "excursions on the west and north of Santa Cruz" as well as freight services. The 
significant rail expansion would require substantial improvements to the rail line, including 
improvements to bridges, in order to make the line safe for travel. Please see Exhibit C.

Significant environmental impacts as a result of the rail improvements and the expanded rail 
operations would occur as the whole of the action. 

Yet, the DEIR fails to consider the impacts from the improvements and the expanded 
operation of the rail line. Instead, the DEIR divides the whole of the action into smaller 
individual subprojects to avoid responsibility for considering the environmental impacts of the 
project as a whole. The DEIR limits the evaluation of the rail trail project to trail construction 
and fencing for the rail, but the actual rail improvements and expanded operations were not 
included in its analysis. 

The term "project" refers to the whole of an action and to the underlying activity being 
approved, not to each governmental approval. (14 Cal Code Regs §15378(a), (c)-(d).) The 
definition of "project" is broad to enable maximum protection of the environment. CEQA 
requires that environmental considerations not be concealed by separately focusing on isolated 
parts, overlooking the cumulative effect of the whole action. Under the statute and Guidelines, 
CEQA applies to activities that may cause "either a direct physical change in the environment, or 
a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment." (Pub Res C §21065; 14 
Cal Code Regs §15378(a).) An EIR must include future activities that are a "reasonably 
foreseeable consequence" of a proposed project. This rule implements CEQA's prohibition 
against dividing a single large project into a series of smaller projects, resulting in "piecemeal" 
environmental review that fails to consider the impacts of the whole undertaking. 

By chopping up the Proposed Project into bite-sized pieces, the RTC prejudicially avoids 
significant direct impacts to biological resources, agriculture, noise, erosion, sedimentation, 
flooding and other impacts as the result of the rail improvements and expanded rail operations. 
By not adequately considering the Master Plan implementation, the DEIR fails to recognize the 
cumulatively considerable impacts to agriculture, public health and safety, biological resources, 
noise, erosion, sedimentation, flooding and other impacts. Direct, indirect and cumulative 
impacts to agriculture, public health and safety and biological resources were discussed above in 
this letter. Noise, erosion, sedimentation and flooding impacts are discussed below. 

Direct and cumulative considerable noise and vibration impacts as a result of the whole 
of the action were not adequately analyzed in the DEIR. The DEIR's conclusion that the noise 
impact would not be cumulatively considerable is based on pure speculation and unfounded 
opinions. The DEIR states, "It is assumed that passenger excursion trains would operate summer 
weekends, plus occasional holiday trips. On this schedule, excursion trains would infrequently 
generate noise on weekends and holidays, resulting in a modest increase in average daily noise 
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levels. Rail service could also include freight service, but the extent of future freight service in 
the Project corridor is unknown, particularly given the lack of current and anticipated freight 
needs in the Davenport area." 

The U.S. Department of Transportation prepared a 277-page Handbook for Railroad 
Noise Measurement and Analysis. The California Transportation Agency developed a 190-page 
Transportation and Construction Vibration Guidance Manual. The U.S. Department of 
Transportation has a 261-page Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment. 

Yet, this DEIR has one-page worth of speculative and unfounded cumulative impact 
discussion on the noise and vibration impacts for the whole of the action and concludes, without 
substantial evidence in the record, that the Project's contribution to ambient noise would not be 
cumulatively considerable. 

Similarly, the erosion (particularly to the coastal bluffs), sedimentation and flooding 
impacts as results of the whole of the action were not adequately analyzed in the DEIR. 

For example, the DEIR states, 

• At the cove on the north end of Panther/Y ellowbank Beach, the rail bench would need to
be widened in an area with very steep slope.

• At the eroding bluff near Davenport, three construction techniques are being considered
to support the trail... For all three techniques, coastal armoring would need to be
established at the base of the slope to minimize or eliminate further erosion that would
compromise the trail.

• Across the 7.5-mile corridor, grading activity would disturb an estimated 37.6 acres, with
approximately 32,000 cubic yards of soil to be excavated and 23,000 cubic yards of soil
· to be imported as fill material for embankments.

• Slope stabilization activities are currently proposed for Majors and Baldwin creeks.

• Implementation of the Proposed Project would place a paved trail in a 100-year flood
hazard area.

The rail improvements along with the vibration impacts resulting from the whole of the
action would result in significant direct, indirect and cumulative considerable impacts to erosion, 
sedimentation and flooding, which would worsen due to climate change. Additionally, because 
the "Proposed Project would improve and formalize most existing informal trails that cross the 
rail corridor and provide scenic vistas of coastal resources", the additional visitation of those 
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informal trails adjacent to agricultural lands, once formalized, would result in direct, indirect and 
cumulatively considerable impacts to (agriculture), erosion, sedimentation and flooding, which 
impacts were not analyzed in the DEIR. All of the enviromnental impacts associated with 
formalizing the existing informal trails must be analyzed in the enviromnental document as the 
whole of the action. 

It is obvious that the DEIR assertion that "0.03 acre would potentially be exposed to 
coastal erosion hazards" is not only an understatement but is wrong. Such prejudicial statements 
in the DEIR, including the Proposed Project "would not exacerbate coastal erosion or other 
impacts of climate change related to sea level rise, extreme storm events, bluff erosion and fire 
risk", are prejudicially conclusionary without substantial evidence in the record. 

The Farmers' Alternative would pose lesser cumulative impact to noise, erosion, 
sedimentation, flooding and other enviromnental impacts because a portion of the trail is along 
or on the Highway 1 right-of-way, which is an already developed road or is adjacent to a 
developed road and is located further inland away from the coastal bluffs. 

E. Federal Preemption Does Not Apply to the Proposed Project Where the Lead
Agency is the RTC, and the RTC Prepared an EIR Under CEQA.

The RTC carmot take the position that the project is a federal project6 and thus, Santa 
Cruz County General Plan/Local Coastal Program ("LCP") and its implementing ordinances are 
preempted while at the same time claim it is the lead agency for the purpose of preparing an EIR. 
Since the RTC rightfully prepared an EIR under CEQA, it must follow the requirements under 
CEQA and CEQA Guidelines. CEQA Guidelines requires the following: "The EIR shall discuss 
any inconsistencies between the proposed project and applicable general plans, specific plans 
and regional plans". (14 CCR 15125(d).) RTC carmot pick and choose to follow only certain 
CEQA provisions and guidelines and disregard others in preparing the DEIR. 

The RTC properly prepared an EIR because it is the lead agency for implementing the 
Master Plan, and the Proposed Project implements a portion of the Master Plan. Additionally, 
funding sources are not only from the federal govermnent but also from local and state sources. 
Since CEQA is found to apply to the Proposed Project, the DEIR must discuss any 

6 Presmnably, the RTC likely took the position that local general plan policies and ordinances are 
preempted based on its interpretation of Japanese Viii., LLC v. Fed. Transit Admin. (2016) 843 
F.3d 445, 450 in an attempt to avoid performing a consistency analysis. In Japanese Vill., LLC,
the court took the position that NEPA applies to state transportation projects with significant
federal funding; thus, no separate EIR needed to be prepared. Here, the RTC rightfully prepared
an EIR as the lead agency for the Master Plan and thus, must act consistent with CEQA. The
ruling of Japanese Vil! does not apply to the case at hand.
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inconsistencies with the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP and its implementing ordinances

consistent with the CEQA Guidelines.

Case law makes clear a direct conflict with a mandatory provision of an LCP usually

amounts to an inconsistency that will preclude project approval. Overall consistency with LCP

policies is not sufficient to excuse a project's consistency with plan standards that are specific,

mandatory, and fundamental. (Emphasis added; Spring Valley Lake Ass'n v City of Victorville
(2016) 248 CA4th 91, 101.) Any inconsistencies would also evidence that the inconsistent
project feature will result in a significant environmental effect.

The Proposed Project is clearly inconsistent with the Santa Cmz County General

Plan/LCP and its implementing ordinances, some of which were identified in this letter. The
most important specific, mandatory, and fundamental inconsistencies that would need to be

cured for the Proposed Project are as follows:

• Policy 2.22.1 Priority of Uses Within the Coastal Zone (LCP) Maintain a
hierarchy of land use priorities within the Coastal Zone:

First Priority: Agriculture and coastal-dependent industry;

Second Priority: Recreation, including public parks; visitor serving commercial

uses; and coastal recreation facilities; and

Third Priority: Private residential, general industrial, and general commercial

uses.

• 2.22.2 Maintaining Priority Uses (LCP). Prohibit the conversion of any existing
priority use to another use, except for another use of equal or higher priority.

• Policy 5.2.5 - Setbacks from Wetlands. Prohibit development within the 100 foot

riparian corridor of all wetlands. Allow exceptions to this setback only where
consistent with the Riparian Corridor and Wetlands Protection ordinance, and in

all cases, maximize distance between proposed structures and wetlands. Require

measures to prevent water quality degradation from adjacent land uses, as
outlined in the Water Resources section.

• 5.13.23 Agricultural Buffers Required (LCP). Require a 200 foot buffer area
between commercial agricultural and non-agricultural land uses to prevent or

minimize potential land use conflicts, between either existmg or future
commercial agricultural and nonagricultural land uses.
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The project selected must be found to be consistent with the above policies which are 
specific, mandatory, and fundamental. The Proposed Project is clearly inconsistent with these 
Santa Cruz General Plan/LCP policies and its implementing ordinances. Of particularly concern 
is the Proposed Project's inconsistencies with mandatory provision of the General Plan/LCP 
associated with the 200-foot buffer which is needed to protect public health and safety and 
agriculture. The Proposed Project cannot proceed until these inconsistencies are resolved. 
Additionally, all inconsistencies with the Santa Cruz General Plan/LCP must be evaluated to 
determine if they pose significant impacts as a result of the Proposed Project. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the DEIR is wholly deficient, and the RTC abused its discretion by 
omitting information required by law and that error is prejudicial. The RTC, in essence, failed to 
comply with the basic substantive requirements of CEQA; thus, obstructed CEQA's goals of 
informed public participation and informed agency decision making. The . EIR must be 
substantially revised/amended in order to correct its deficiencies and the revised/amended DEIR 
must be recirculated for further public deliberation. 

In the end, the Farmers' Alternative is clearly the environmentally superior alternative 
that meets the project objectives and must be selected. 

Additional mitigation measures that must be incorporated to the selected project to 
address significant indirect, direct and cumulative considerable environmental impacts include, 
but are not limited to, the following: 

• Bathrooms must be placed at every mile interval and cleaned out on a weekly
basis.

• Without impacting active agricultural lands, two hundred (200) foot buffer must
be provided between active agricultural operation and the trail in order to protect
agriculture and the health and safety of trail users.

• The fence barrier between agricultural lands and the trail must be six feet or taller
and regularly maintained to limit trespass onto adjoining agricultural lands.

• All of the crossings and farm roads must remain and available for use by farmers.

• An indemnification and hold harmless agreement between RTC and each
agricultural operator along the rail right-of-way, stating that the RTC will
indemnify and hold harmless the agricultural operator from the trail and its
associated public use of the trail. Specifically, under such an agreement, RTC
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Encl. 

shall indemnify, defend, and save harmless the agricultural operators, their 
employees and agents, and each of them, of, from, and against any and all claims, 
demands, causes of action, damages, costs, expenses, actual attorneys' fees and 
disbursements (including, without limitation, any incurred in connection with 
appeal), losses, or liabilities, in law or in equity, of every kind and nature 
whatsoever directly or indirectly arising out of or in connection with (a) the trail; 
(b) the public use of the trail; and/or (3) any user of the trail, to the greatest extent
permitted by law.

• A trail fund that commits a minimum of Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars
($250,000) every fiscal year to implement the mitigation measures, including the
retention of a Trail Manager, routine maintenance of the trail, fencing, signage
and bathrooms (weekly cleanout), security patrol and weekly garbage removal.
Should there be insufficient funding available to perform these mitigation
measures, the trail would close until the necessary funds become available.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the DEIR. 

Cc: Jack Gilbert & Vince Auriemma, Federal Highway Administration 
Larry Simon, California Coastal Commission 
Bill Stevens, National Marine Fisheries Service 
Scott Wilson, California Department of Fish & Wildlife 
Dana McRae, Santa Cruz County Counsel 
George Dondero 
T. Brooke Miller
Luis Mendez
Clients
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April 6,2018
OfCounsel

FRANCIS (>. LLOYD
ROBERT ARNOLD INC.
DEBORAH S. HOWARD

LAUSENCE P. HORAN
(1929-2012)

Via Electronic and Regular Mail
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission
Attn: Yesenia Parra, Administrative Services Officer
1523 Pacific Avenue
Santa Cruz, California 95060

Re: North Coast Rail Trail Project EIR Alternative Analysis and Potential Bias
and Conflict of Interest

Honorable Commissioners:

This firm represents farmers in the coastal zone ("Coastal Farmers") who farm adjacent

to the 7.5-mile segment of RTC-owned railroad corridor from Wilder Ranch State Park to
Davenport in an unincorporated area of Santa Cruz County. My clients have recently been
informed that the RTC staff coordinating the EIR for the North Coast Rail Trail Project has
directed their consultant to place minimal attention to the "Farmer's Alternative." The Coastal
Farmers have expended significant resources and time in developing fhis alternative. Dismissing

it without any thorough consideration in the EIR. would be a violation of CEQA and a disservice
to the public process.

The California Supreme Court has described the discussion of alternatives (and
mitigation) as "the core of an EIR." (Citizens ofGoleta Valley v Board of Supervisors (1990) 52
C3d~553, 564.) The requirement that EIRs identify and discuss alternatives to the project stems
from the fundamental statutory policy that public agencies should require the implementation of
feasible alternatives (or feasible mitigation measures) to reduce Ae project's significant
environmental impacts. (Pub Res C §21002). As set forth in our comments on the scope of the
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EIR, the Farmer's Alternative would substantially lessen the project's significant environmental 
effects as compared to the proposed project. 

My clients also were told that portions of the trail being analyzed in the EIR as part of the 
F�er's Alternative run along Caltrans' right-of-way rather than on agricultural lands as
ongmally �reposed by the Coastal Farmers. Whether intentional or unintentional, involving
Caltran's nght-of-way creates unnecessary complications which would result in the alternative 
becoming less attractive for selection and implementation. 

Finally, my clients have concerns that the RTC staff in direct communication with the 
EIR consultant, may have pre-committed/pre-detennined the outcome of the EIR, precluding 
meaningful consideration of the Farmer's Alternative, which is prohibited under CEQA. The 
full consideration of environmental effects CEQA mandates must not be reduced ''to a process 
whose result will be largely to generate paper, to produce an EIR that describes a journey whose 
destination is already predetermined." (Save Tara v. City of West Hollywood (2008) 45 Cal. 4th 
116, 135-136.) Simply put, the CEQA process should not be a sham to cover 
the predetermined selection of a project. 

The concern over predetermined outcome of the EIR, as influenced by RTC staff, is
further supported by the direct involvement of Cory Caletti, Rail Trail Program Manager, in the
Project. As we understand it, Ms. Caletti and her husband own Caletti Cycles1

• Caletti Cycles
has also publicly promoted their support for the Rail Trail Project. (See Exhibit B.) Ms. Caletti is
an Ex-Officio Board Member of Santa Cruz County Friends of the Rail & Trail.2 The mission of
the Santa Cruz County Friends of the Rail and Trail is to promote, support, and enable the
development of a rail with trail transportation system in Santa Cruz County.

Public employees are thought of by the citizens they serve, as "public servants." "Bias," 
by a public servant might affect the fairness, impartiality, or integrity of the agency's decision 
making. Therefore, bias involves predisposition toward a particular project and includes matters 
such as conflicts of interest, separation of agency functions, and inappropriate efforts to 
influence an agency decision. To preserve the public's trust in the CEQA process, the EIR must 
be prepared without bias and with the highest scientific and. ethical standards. This is particularly 
important when public funds ( e.g., federal and state grant funds) are being used for the project. 

A conflict of interest between a public official's responsibilities to the public and his or 
her personal interest where the he/she stands to gain or lose from the outcome is a source of 

1 Her ownership information was confirmed by the newspaper article included as Exhibit A. If the ownership 
information is incorrect, please let us know. 
2 The Santa Cruz County Friends of the Rail & Trail website also notes affiliations with "Sr. Transportation 
Planner/MBSST & Bicycle Programs Manager at the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission." 
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potential bias. A conflicting interest has been defined as arising when the public official has an
interest not shared in common with the other members of the public and tilts a decision in a
certain direction. Even a perceived conflict of interest is damaging to the CEQA process.

We hope the above concerns will be addressed prior to the release of the Draft EIR in

order to allow for a fair and impartial public process in accordance with CEQA.

Enclosures

ec:

David Sett, Federal Highway Administration
George Dondero
T. Brooke M:iller
Cory Caletti
Luis Mendez

Clients

4842.5851-4001, v.1
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The two met at ColutTihia Univcrsily, where they were iibera! ^s majors wifii intct-csts m ciigilal puhlisiitiig, not c;isy before Llie World Witlc Web cmue in vagu&.

Adobe Acrob;tl TOS rievelopcd in 1993, Bingliani sensed ihis would become ilie st.-indafd in PDF pubiishing and saw a need fora sectirily layer, which Adobe
not to build,

"Su we did Oiai," he said.

FikOp&n's securily tool gained widcacccptencfi, jiaving the wa^ fSr growfti, witii the Gm adding six ftill-umc onpioyces, several bemg graduates nfUC Siinia Cniz,

^'Most would have been commuting over the hill," said SmgEiain, notmg FiIcOpeii now coinpctes with Adobe, making the case tlmt securiiy shouSd be an indcpendeni
function.
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"Santa Cvuy. Works was the Hrsl step outside uur preserve," said I-Iolni.

Far their Uvc-work space, ihey colliibonitcd witb Primack, prodiiung a sleek and ultra-raadcn! iook.

"We like his styfe." s<sid Hotni, lioping the results wiit attracl ilie atfenllon of Dwell magazine,

Bingtiain apprcci-Ates !iuw Prnnack's dcsiiai wuh Hs inioiuotiiii angles is not only intcrcstijig, bm also effictcnl und less expensive to build.
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vrew of the rooftop herb garden at Rainbow Light 'Nutritionals next doon

The room 1s cement floor does doubic-duty as an iiutcsmictibii: play area fur flie chiklren.

"My son roilcr-bladcs m a circie Iicre, he loves it, and nay daughter USK her scooter," Holm said.

The price of a shell is £545,000, accordmg lo Frcncli, the developer, who ssiid he has been in discussion with small and large users and (Wpccts the next phase of

Mmstmction 10 start next year.

"The more interest I get. the more I can builii," lie said, "It's markci.-drivcn-'"
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Abom the Author
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HORAN LLOYD Tel: 831.373.4131
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION Fax: 831.373.8302
ATTORNEYS AT LAW horanlegalxom

ANTHONY T, KARACHALE 2638S Carmel Rancho Blvd., ttlOO
STEPHEN W. DYER Carmel,CA 93923

MARKA.BLUM
JAMES J. COOK Pamela H. Silkwood

EUZABETHC.61ANOIA
JEROME F. POUfTZER psilkwood@horanlegal.com
PAMELA H.SILKWOOD
VIRGINIA E. HOWARD F*le No- 7569,01
JACQUEUNE M. PIERCE
81ANCA KARIM
JENNIFER M.PAVLfT

June 8,2018
QfCounse/

FRANCIS P. LLOYD
ROBERT ARKOLDINC
DEBORAH S. HOWARD

IAURENCE P.HORAN
(1929.2012)

Via Electronic and Regular Mail
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission
1523 Pacific Avenue
Santa Cruz, California 95060

Re: Draft Rail Service Operator Agreement

Honorable Commissioners:

This firm represents farmers in the coastal zone ("Coastal Farmers") who farm adjacent to
the 7.5-mile segment of railroad corridor from Wilder Ranch State Park to Davenport la an
unincorporated area of the County of Santa Cruz. This letter is to comment on the Draft Rail
Service Operator Agreement ("Draft Operator Agreement") to be considered at the June 14,2018
meeting of the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission ("SCCRTC").

As further detailed in the body of this letter, the SCCRTC must complete its environmental
impact report ("EIR") before it commits itself to a definite course of action by entering mto an
operator agreement with Progressive Rail, particularly since the Draft Operator Agreement

obligates the SCCRTC to repair the Freight Easement Property, including all damaged bridges,
overpasses, trestles, culverts, and ti^ck. SignificMit portions of the Freight Easement Property
consist of environmentally sensitive habitat areas ("ESHA") under the California Coastal Act and
Critical Habitats under the federal Endangered Species Act. The California Supreme Court has
made clear that the application of California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"; Pub. Resources
Code §21000et seq.) to a public entity's railroad project is not federally preempted under the
Interstate Commerce Commission Termination Act of 1995 ("ICCTA") (49 U.S.C. §10101 et
seq.)* (Friends of the Eel River v. North Coast Railroad Authority (2018) 3 Cat. 5th 677.) To put
it another way, CEQA applies to a public agency's project to repair and upgrade a railroad,
irrespective of federal preempted regulation. Finally, the agreement with Progressive Rail must
not proceed due to the SCCRTC executive stafFs biased and prejudicial conduct prior to and

2638S Carme) Rancho Boulevard, Suite 200, Carmet, California 93923
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during the request for proposal ("RFP") process, which tainted the process by giving an unfair
advantage to Progressive Rail.

A. The SCCRTC Must Complete Its Environment Impact Report Consistent with
CEQA Prior to Entering into an Agreement with Progressive Rail*

Under the Draft Operator Agreement, the SCCRTC commits to "paypng] for (or cause
payment for) repairs to the Freight Easement Property, including all damaged bridges, overpasses,
trestles, culverts, and track...", (p. 11, Draft Operator Agreement.) By entering into this
agreement, the SCCRTC would be committing itself to a definite course of action. As you are

aware, significant portions of the Freight Easement Property consist of environmental sensitive
habitat areas and critical habitats. For example, the Staff Report references repair of the winter
storm damage and a washout near Harkins Slough. Harkins Slough is home to endangered and

threatened species, including native population of the Santa Cruz tarplant
(Holocarpha Macradenia), California red-legged frog, and white tailed kite in addition to variety
of other wetlands and riparian species, including special status species such as the southwestern
pond turtle, tri-colored blackbird, white-faced ibis and yellow warbler. Moreover, what the
SCCRTC staff characterizes as washout may be Coastal wetlands under the Coastal Act.1

Under the Coastal Act, any development adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat
areas is limited. Section 30240 of the Coastal Act states as follows:

(a) Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected against any significant
dismption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on those resources shall be allowed
within those areas.

(b) Development in areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas and parks and

recreation areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which would significantly
degrade those areas,and shall be compatible with the continuance of those habitat and
recreation areas.

Development under the Coastal Act includes "construction, reconstruction, demolition, or
alteration of the size of any structure" and "change in the density or intensity of use of land."

(Coastal Act §30106.) By approving the Draft Operator Agreement, the SCCRTC is committing
itself to a development adjacent to or within environmentally sensitive area without environmental

California Coastal Act section 30121 defines the term '"wetland" as:
[L]ands within the coastal zone which may be covered periodically or permanently with shallow water and
include saltwater marshes, freshwater marshes, open or closed brackish water marshes, swamps, mudflats,
and fens.

26385 Camiel Rancho Boulevard, Suite 200, Cannel, California 93923
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review, and such development and increase in use (of the rail service) are not compatible with .the
continuance of those habitats.

Repair activities by the SCCRTC, using public funds, would cause significant impacts to
these habitats that must be analyzed and mitigated. The SCCRTC cannot commit itself to repairing
the Freight Easement Property, which would cause significant impacts to ESHA and critical
habitats, by entering into this agreement without first complying with CEQA. Since the SCCRTC
began its preparation of an EIR, it should complete that process prior to any agreement that
commits itself to repairing the Freight Easement Property.2

The CEQA Guidelines provide that public agencies may not undertake actions that could
have a significant adverse effect on the environment, or limit the choice of alternatives or

mitigation measures, before complying with CEQA. (14 Cat Code Regs §15004(b)(2).) The term
"approval" in the CEQA Guidelines is defined broadly so that an agency's commitment to a
"definite course of action" on a project (such as through an agreement) is treated as an approval.

(14 Cal Code Regs §l5352(a).) Under this standard, an agency cannot formally approve a project,
or commit itself to approve it, without complying with CEQA before doing so. (See, e.g.. County
ofAmador v City of Plymouth (2007) 149 CA4fh 1089, where city's adoption of municipal services
agreement with Indian tribe for proposed casino was project approval because agreement
committed city to make improvements to public structures and other public facilities and to vacate

a public road.)

Although CEQA actions might cross the Ime into federal preempted regulation, in the
context of addressing competing federal and state interests in governing rail-line owned by a
transportation agency of the state, "such a line is not crossed by recognizing CEQA causes of
action brought against a state public entity to enforce environmental rule" for its own development
projects. {Friends of the Eel River v. North Coast Railroad Authority (2017) 3 Cal 5th 677, 731.)

2 SCCRTC cannot rely on a categorical exemption to approve the Rail Service Operator Agreement. Only
those projects having no significant effect on the environment are categorically exempt from CEQA
review. (Pub. Resources Code, §§ 21080, subd. (b)(9), 21084, sub(L (a).) If a project may have a significant
effect on the environment, CEQA review must occur and only then are mitigation measures relevant. (citing
Azusa Land Reclamation Co. v. Main Son Gabriel Basin Watermaster (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 1165, 1199-
1200 [61 Cal. Rptr. 2d 447] (Azusa).) Mitigation measures may support a negative declaration but not
a categorical exemption. (Salmon Protection & Watershed Network v. County ofMarin (2004) 125 Cal.
App. 4th 1098, 1102.) In Salmon Protection, the court mled the county's findings that the project had
possible adverse impacts on the habitat of threatened or endangered species and created possible
disharmonies with a creek disqualified the project for a categorical exemption.

26385 Carmet Rancho Boulevard, Suite 200. Cannel. California 93923
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The Friends of the Eel River case is factually similar to the case at hand. In Friends ofEel
River^ North Coast Raikoad Authority ("NCRA"), a state public entity, was responsible for
restoring all portions of the rail-line to a certain level of utility and committed public funds for
restoration and unprovement Although NCRA began the environmental review process under
CEQA due to threatened serious environmental harm, especially harm to water in rivers and coastal
areas, it later determined that the ICCTA preempted CEQA's application over railroad operation
on the line.

The California Supreme Court disagreed with NCRA's interpretation of the federal
preempted regulation and made clear the application of CEQA to a public entity that owned a
railroad was not inconsistent with the ICCTA and its preemption clause, because it is presumed
Congress did not and does not intend to disrupt state self-govemance without clear language to
that effect. The Supreme Court explained,

The severability clause establishes a presumption that the Legislature intended that

the mvalid (here, the preempted) applications be severed from the valid
(nonpreempted) ones. Insofar as CEQA governs projects "directly undertaken" by
public entities (Pub. Resources Code, § 21065, subd. (a)), its provisions appear to
be capable of operating independently. And to sever the preempted
applications ofCEQA from the nonpreempted applicatioiis is consistent with our
repeated recognition that CEQA is to be interpreted 'to afford the fullest possible
protection to the environment* within the reasonable scope of the statutory

language. (Friends of the Eel River v. North Coast Railroad Authority (2017) 3 CaL
5th 677, 739-740.)

That is, CEQA governs projects directly undertaken by public entities (Pub. Resources
Code, §21065, subd. (a)) and its provisions are capable of operating independently. The Supreme
Court recognized that applying CEQA and its remedies to NCRA may have some impact on the
private operator but reasoned that this is merely derivative of the state's efforts at self-govemance

in this marketplace. (Friends of the Eel River v. North Coast Railroad Authonty (2017) 3 Cat. 5fb
677, 740.)

As applicable here, the SCCRTC cannot rely on the federal preemption under the ICCTA
to avoid its obligation under CEQA. To put it another way, tfae SCCRTC must comply with CEQA
before it commits itself to a definite course of action by approving this agreement with Progressive
Rail. The California Supreme Court made clear CEQA applies to public agencies' activities
independent of the federal preemption available under the ICCTA. Accordingly, the SCCRTC
must complete its obligation under CEQA, which is to complete the EIR process, before entering
into an agreement with a rail operator.

2G385 Cannel Rancho Boulevard, Suite 200; Cannel, California 93923
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B. The SCCRTC Executive Staffs Biased and Prejudicial Conduct Gave Progressive
Rail an Unfair Advantage Over Other Bidders; Thus, Progressive Rail's Contract
Must Not Proceed.

To put the below concern in context, please find the below timeline gathered from various
sources mcluding those documents received from the SCCRTC as a result of a Public Records Act

request:

On or around September 27, 2012, the SCCRTC entered into Admmistration,
Coordination^ and License Agreement ("Railway Agreement") with Santa Cruz and

Monterey Bay Railway Company ("Railway").

In or around September 2017, Railway's employee/agent. Mark Westerfield,
introduced the executive officers of the SCCRTC to Progressive Rail, prior to the
termination of the Railway Agreement. An e-mail from Craig McKenzie to
Executive Director George Dondero and Deputy Director Luiz Mendez, dated

September 15, 2017 (Exhibit "A"), states, in relevant part, as follows: "Dave will
take the lead on our thoughtful and tireless marketing efforts that will include
inviting you and your colleagues to the Midwest to see us in action with our
customers. I will bring to the fore a stepwise business plan that captures a base case
and growth options with specific commitments and quantifiable targets.... Also,
again my many thanks to Mark for his conscientious actions that led to our
introductory meeting yesterday. I did not mclude him on this email given his
current circumstances." (See also e-mail between Mark Westerfield and George
Dondero and Luis Mendez, dated September 15,2017; Exhibit "A".)

Around the same time. Deputy Director Mendez sent an e-mail correspondence to
Kevin Busath of Railway seeking the status of overdue payments due to the
SCCRTC by Railway. Mr. Busafh stated, "We are painfully aware of how overdue
they are but cash remains in short supply." (September 7, 2017 e-mail between
Kevin Busath and Luis Mendez.; Exhibit "B".) [Note: Director Dondero, in a May
29,2018 article in Good Times, is quoted as saying that Railway will not likely pay
the amounts due to the SCCRTC. The article states, m relevant part, the following:
"Dondero won't be holding his breath or wait for a check to come in through the
RTC>s mail slot. 'When a check comes in, I'll give you a call,' Dondero says. 'I
haven't seen any money.'"]

26385 Carmel Randio Boulevard, Suite 200, CarmeL California 93923
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Subsequently, more meeting(s) may have been held by and between Executive
Director Dondero, and Deputy Director Mendez of the SCCRTC and Mr.
Westerfield ofRai!way(?) and Mr. McKenzie, and Dave Felton of Progressive Rail
to discuss "growth options for the line." (See E-Mail chain, starting from between

Craig McKenzie and Luis Mendez, dated September 22, 2017; Exhibit "Cn).

In October 2017, Executive Director Dondero notifies Mr. McKenzie of
Progressive Rail of an upcoming closed session meeting with the Commission.
(October 27, 2017 e-mail communication between George Dondero and Craig
McK-enzie with a copy to Luis Mendez; Exhibit "Dw.)

The SCCRTC issued a Notice of Default to Railway on November 2, 2017. The
Notice of Default identifies Railway's breach of Paragraph 53, entitled
Maintenance and Operation of Railroad Facilities, of the Railway Agreement and
demanded that Railway cure the default within 30 days or the SCCRTC may
termisate the Agreement. Interestingly, Railway has been m default for some time.
yet the SCCRTC only decided to issue a notice of default, after the SCCRTC
executive officers met with Progressive Rail, which meeting was initiated by
Railways personnel.

Railway responded to the SCCRTC in a leUer, dated December 4, 2017, by
recommending that the SCCRTC seek another operator rather than proceed with
the abandonment process. In accordance with Paragraph 8.2 of the Railway
Agreement, the proper action should have been to initiate the abandonment process
through the Surface Transportation Board ("STB"). Section 8.2 of the Railway
Agreement states, in relevant part, "Upon expiration or termination of this

Agreement by either party. Railway shall proceed to abandon Freight Service in
accordance with section 8.3..."

The SCCRTC terminated the agreement with Railway. It does not appear that the
SCCRTC recovered payments owed to the SCCRTC from Railway.

The RFP is released on December 8, 2017, and Progressive Rail submits its
proposal on January 4, 2018. Executive Director Dondero sends an e-mail to Mr.

McKenzie of Progressive Rail on January 13, 2018 (Exhibit "E"), which states in
part the following:

3 The Agreement requires Railway, at its sole expense, to keep the raik-oad facilities ia good repair and good and
safe condition.

26385 Carmel Rancho Boulevard, Suite 200, Carmef. California 93923
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Well, you now have a clearer picture of the local passion around the
corridor. Some of the council members - especially the mayor
were making political hay out of the situation. The Greenway
proponents are really an anti-rail group, with no vision for solving
tfae county s transportation needs. From what I've heard, almost
every county with a rail line that was considered for passenger
service has or had an equivalent group. Even after a service is
introduced, and is successful, the train haters continue to espouse
fear and loathing.

Progressive Rail is subsequently selected as the rail operator.

As we understand it based on newspaper articles and other sources, Mr.
Westerfield, who had initially introduced the SCCRTC executive officers to
Progressive Rail, left Railway for employment with Progressive Rail prior to or
around the time Progressive Rail was selected as the rail operator by the SCCRTC.

There is a significant concern that these private meetings apd negotiations by and between
Progressive Rail Inc., Railway, and the SCCRTC executive staff prior to the termination of the
Railway Agreement and prior to the release of the RFP by the SCCRTC. Their conduct has tainted
the RFP process.

It is Railway's employee. Mark Westerfield, who purportedly initially introduced
Progressive Rail to the SCCRTC executive officers. The parties met well ahead of the termination
of the Railway Agreement and prior to release of the RFP. After these private meetings between
the SCCRTC, Progressive Rail and Railway representatives, the SCCRTC issued a Notice of
Default to Railway on November 2, 2017. Under the Railway Agreement, if there is a failure to
cure, then an abandonment proceedmg must follow. Instead, Railway responded by expressly
recommending that the SCCRTC seek another operator rather than proceed with the abandonment
proceeding. All of this occurred after Railway's employee introduced the SCCRTC executive
ofBcers to Progressive Rail.

Shortly thereafter on December 8, 2017, the SCCRTC releases an RFP, which states in
part the following:

The purpose of the Request for Proposals (RFP) is to solicit proposals from
operationally and financially qualified firms which will be evaluated by SCCRTC
to select a proposer to provide rail service for the Santa Cruz Subdivision. All
proposers will be considered by the SCCRTC. SCCRTC encourages prospective

26385 Cannef Rancho Boulevard, Suite 200, Carmel Calffomia 93923
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proposers to be creative in their response to this request for proposals. SCCRTC
will consider all proposals submitted.

Based on tlie language of the RFP, bidders respondmg to die RFP were led to believe that

the SCCRTC would provide an unbiased and non-prejudicial review of the proposals and select
an operator based on the ranking using t\\c criteria set forth in Attachment A of the RPP, when in

fact, private meetings and negotiations began prior to and throughout the RFP process with
Progressive RaiL which provided an unfair advantage to Progressive Rail and prejudiced the other
bidders.

Not surprisingly, all parties involved in these private meetings and ex parte
communications received what they sought: (1) Railway was relieved of liability from the
SCCRTC under tibe Railway Agreement; (2) Progressive Rail was awarded the contract with the
SCCRTC; and (3) SCCRTC staiY can push for "continued'' rail operation despite the "train haters
[who] continue to espouse fear and loathing."

The SCCRTC chose to proceed with a public contract process and by domg so, subjected
itself to the Public Contract Code. Courts have made it clear the letting of public contracts
universally receives close judicial scrutiny because of potential for abuse. (See, e.g., Eel River
Disposal & Resource Recovery, Jnc. v. Coimty ofHumboldl (2013) 221 Cal. App. 4th 209.) The
importance of maintaining integrity in government and the ease with which policy goals
underlying the requirement for open competitive bidding may be surrepthiously undercut, mandate
strict compliance with bidding requirements. (Ibid.}

The conduct of the SCCRTC executive officers tainted the RFP process. The SCCRTC
executive staff acted in a biased and prejudicial manner prior to and during the RFP process. As
a result, the other bidders were at a disadvantage. Their bias for the rail project over any other
alternatives considered in the EIR is clear and their conduct prejudiced the EIR process. For those
reasons, the agreement with Progressive Rail must not proceed,

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on-the'Draft Operator Agreement.
,^'

/ Respectfully submi^el^

Pamela 1-L Silkwood

25385 Carmel Rancho Bouievard, Suite 200, Carmel, California 93S23
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Enclosures

ec: Mhchell Weiss, California Transportation Commission
Victoria Rutson, Surface Transportation Board

Danielle Gosselin, Surface Transportation Board
David Sett, Federal Highway Administration
Lairy Simon, California Coastal Commission
Bill Stevens, National Marine Fisheries Service
Scott Wilson, California Department of Fish & Wildlife
Dana McRae, Santa Cruz County Counsel

George Dondero
T. Brooke Miller
Luis Mendez
Brian Peoples
Clients
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From;

To;

Cc:

Subject:
Date:

ftfcfcachments:

Craia McKcnzie

Gearae Dondero: Luis Mcrsdez

Dave FelSon

Progressive Rai)

Friday, September 15,2017 },0;36:57 AM
NCDOT 99 Pronosat 2.pdf

Dear George and Luis,

I appreciate the open exchange and the ogsportuiuty to be considered b^
SCCRTC as a future rail operator. By copy of ihis note, I inciudc Dave
Fellon, owner of PC5R» Rest assured both Oave and 8 are both extremely
committed to rail cxcsEienco and making industrial mvestmonfs that
support our customers where we operate; In this light, we hope to be in
a position to help revitaSize rail in Santa Cruz cousity, What we have
seen over and over when we implement ihts approach is not only
continuous rail volume growth, but also a susfainahle expasision of the
broader base that inoludes warehouse and raii employment, real estaie,
local tax base, Socai trucking, light commercial and indysSsia! outfittjng,
and the list goes on-

colleagues what we stand for, how w^ operate, and what oyr key
external stakeholders think of us. As a first sfcp, S would !lke to provide
you with a copy of our bid submission to the North Carolina Department
of TransportatSon that we submitted last springg which e^abBed us to win
that bid- While this foid followed a prescribed format ihaf is not relevant
in this case, I offer St to show, among other &hmgs, a sampling of
reference letters. Dave will be very pleased to provide more
information) including customers who have already provided their
interest In expanding their operations to include Santa Cmz, as well as
provide the UP point of contact that you requested yesferdlay- Under
separate cover I will make an introduction to Allan Paul, Director of
NGDOT, who I beIJeve will make himself available to answer any
questions you might have about PGR's endeavors on the ground in

In the coming weeks, you will hear mor^ from PGRr Dave wili take the
lead on our thoughtful and tireless marketing efforts that wiE) include
inviting you and your colleagues to the Nidwest to see us in action with
our customers- I will bring to the fore a stepwise business plan thai
captures a base case and growth options with specific commitments
and quantifiable targets. Together we will provide these deSiverables
and request another visit to continue the dialogue-

For now, I wSII pause and close by saying I very much look forward to
next steps/ Also, again my many thanks to Mark for his conscientious
actions that led to our introductory meeting yesterday. I did not include
him on this email glv^n his current circumstances.
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you ever have

regards,

Craig

Crsig M, McKenzje

Chairman

mobile; 1.2^8.324.2001

Progressive Rail incorporated
21778 Hsghwsw Avenue
La^ewHs, MN 55044

www, prog ressiyeralLsQm
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From: Mark Westerfield

To: Georae Dondero: Luis Mertdez

Cc: cmct(en2ie@)Qroaresshferail.com: ttfeilon@Dro(!ressiveraH.com

Subject: Yesterda/s Meeting
Date: Friday, September 15,2017 7:19:46 AM

George and luis,

Thanks for taking the time to meet with us and; your detailed explanation of the railroad and its'
relationship with the commission.

You will be hearing more from Progressive in the near future.

MHW

'<
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From; Kevin Bussth

To: I.UiS Mendez

Cc; G&orae Dondero

Subject; RE: Santa Cruz Wasbout
Date: Thursday, September 07, 2017 7:52:08 AM

Luis:

Thanks for your e-mail.

No payments have been sent to SCCRTC. We are painfully aware: of liow overdue they are,/
but cash remains in short supply. I. can't give you a specific date for payment, but the current

expectation is that it will be this month.

Kevin

From: Luis Mendez [mailto:lmendez@sccrtc.org]

Sent: Thursday, September 07, 2017 9:43 AM

To: Kevin Bussth <BusathK@iow3Pacific.com>

Cc: George Dondero <gdondero@sccrtc.org>

Subject: RE; Santa Cruz Washout

He!!o Kevin,

We do not yet have a timeline for repair of the washout. Mo$t, if not ail, of the downed tree$ have

already been removed by contractors hired by the RTC.

.Has iowa Pacific s.ent payment to the RTC for amounts owed? If so, when was the payment sent,

what is the amount of the payment and what owed amounts wou!d it cover? if not, please send

payment to the RTC right away for any and all amounts owed.

Luis Pavel Mendez, Deputy Director
Regional Transportation Commission
831.460.32U | 408.838.2392

From; Kevin Busath [mai!t'o:BusMhK(5sIowaPadf»c.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 06, 2017 9:44 AM
To: George Dondero; Luis Mendez
Subject: Santa Cruz Washout

George/Luis:

We have a customer interested in using the Davenport trackage for storage-in-transit. Do

you have a timelme for having the washout repaired?

As you know, there are other issues that need to be addressed (down trees, drifted sand) but
these are a moot point until the washout is repaired.
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Thanks.

Kevin W. Busath
Vice President — Strategic Planning
Iowa Pacific Holdings, LLC
US South Clinton Street, Suite 460
Chicago, Illinois 60661
312-348-6086

^
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From: Geame Dondero

^ To: GaiaWdteittie
Cc Lute Mendes" Dave Fd)on: Mark Westerftekl

Subject RE: Progressive Rail
Date: Tuesday, September 26,2017 16:37:17 W

Sounds good, Craig.

ievrffe.

From: Craig McKenzie [mailto:and^n2ie@progressverait.com3
Sent: Tuesday, September 26, 2017 8:5S AM
To: George Dondero
Cc; Luis Mendez; Dave Fdton; Martc Westerfirid
Subject: RE: Progressive Rail

George,

We would like to confirm the morning of October 26th. It will be Dave Fellon, Mark
Westerfield (who has now signed up with PGR), and me. We will be arriving

mldaftemoon of the 25th and staying at Dream Inn.

If you have any questions, please let me know. We will be In touch In advance of the
meeting-

Thank you,

{ Craig

From: Craig McKenzie

Sent: Monday, September 25,2017 5:28 PM
To: George Dondero <gdQQd^ro(5>sccrtc.org>

Cc: Luls Mendez <lmende?fSsccrtc.ore>' Dave Fellon <dfellQU@)Droeressiverajl.corn>

Subject: RE: Progressive Rail

George,

As an update, the 19th Is no longer available for Dave. He and I will come back to
you tomorrow with a confirmation of one of your other dates that you offered.

Kind regards,

Gralg

From: Craig McKenzie

Sent: Saturday, September 23, 2017 2:15 PM
To: George Dondero <gdoc^ero0>sc^ftc.org>

Cc: luis Mendez <lmende?©&ccrtc.Dre>: Dave Fellon <dfel]Qn(a>Droeres5iver3i!.com>

Subject: Re: Progressive Rail

Thank you George.

fp^
\, From what I know about Dave's calendar, the afternoon of the 19th would work best. t will confirm this to you and

revert by Monday.
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Kind regards

Craig

Craig McKenzie

+12183242001

Sent from my (Phone

On Sep 23, 2017, at 13:53, George Dondero <gdondero(3)sccrtc.org> wrote:

Hello Craig,
Thank you for the follow up info and the introduction. We will connect with NC DOT next week.

I've fooked at Luis/ and my calendars, and can offer the following openings for your next visit We are

wilting to commit a half day of time to meet with you, Dave and any others you may bring. Here are

some dates, all in October:

2 - all day
4- AM

9 - all day, except 2-3pm

^ 17-all day
18-all day
19-PM

24-8-2

25 - alt day

26 - ati day

Please let us know as soon as possible what date(s) work for you, as I cannot hold this much of my

calendar.

Luis, 1 referred to your online calendar, but if I missed anything piease let us all know if any of the above

are problematic for you.

Also, there are <5tS maps available of the entire Sine, which may prove informative for you. You may find

them here:

httD'//eis.cQ.santa-cru?.ca.us/m30 eaiterv/

I look forward to further discussion with you, Craig.

Best regards,

- Cf&ffr<je- J>w^rp

From: Craig McKenzie [maiB:o:cmckenzie^&progresfiiveraii.cora]
Sent Friday, September 22, 2017 5:02 AM
To: Lute Mendez
Cc; Dave Felton; George Dondero
Subject: RE: Progressive Rail
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Good morning, Luis-

I appreciate your email. I combed your website last weekend, but was
unable to find the agreement. I did see the RTC/UP transaction and
process, which was informative, along with the IP presentation and bid that
were submitted in 2012-

Our team Is now focused on growth options for the line- We continue to
believe there are exciting possibilities, which includes ag. Notwithstanding
some of the comments that you pass along below, we like Watsonville. We
don't buy into the reference to mainline over short line, but understand that
perception. Once we get the facts on the table, then we can revisit that
thought.

Under separate cover, I will introduce you and George to NCDOT. They
look forward to speaking to you.

Thank you,

Craig

From: Luis Mendez [laqjf^tfnendezfSisccrtc'.org]

Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2017 9:26 AM
To: Craig McKenzie <cmcken2i^(5)prQgressiyyail.com>

Cc: Dave Fetlon <dfe(lon(tBpj-QgcessiveraiLcDm>; George Dondero <:gdondero®sccrtc.org>

Subject: RE: Progressive Rail

\ Hello Craig.

It was a pleasure to meet you and learn about Progressive Rail. You asked about the agreement

between the RTC and Santa Cruz & Monterey Bay Railway. The agreement is located on the RTC

website at httD-//sccrtc.ora/wn-content/uDtoads/2011/fl4/ACLAe£eement20121012.Ddf. Additional

documents and information associated with the Santa Cruz Branch Rai! Line including the purchase and

sate agreement between the RTC and Union Pacific, inspections, etc. can be found at

httD'/Accrtc.ore/Droiects/rail/raif-tine-DurFhasp/rail-linp-due-dilie^nce/.

We also discussed the possibility of transioading agricuitural products to rail and I mentioned a study

that was done for such a transload facility for the Satinas area just south of WatsonviSle. That study can

be found at
htto://www.3mbaeor8/odf/AMBAG%201nrermodaE%20Truck%2Qto%20Rai!%20Terminsi%20ReDOrt%20Einal.odf

. As part of the conversations on this study, the possibility of a transload facility in WatsonvHSe for
agricultural products came up. However, because most of the people involved in the study were from

the Salinss ares and from Monterey County, that was dismissed. it was also said that it was more

desireabte to have such a transtoad facility on the UP mainline as opposed to a branch fine with a

shortline operator.

If you would like any more information regarding the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line or have any questions,

piease let me know,

Luis Pave! Mendez, Deputy Director
Regional Transportation CommissiQH

831.460.3212 | 408,838.2392
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From:

To:

Cc;

Subject;
Date:

Georoe Dondero

Craiq McKenzie; LtJisM_en^?

Dave Fellon

RE: Foilow Up
Friday, October 27, 2017 10:23:30 AM

Craig/

Thanks for the foliowup-al! sounds very positive. We are meeting in closed session with our board

to discuss first steps next Thursday.

When you say ^..reinstate the Suntan Special via Watsonviile...." Do mean originating in Watsonvill^

~ or in San Jose (perthe origins! operation}?

i^f'ff^
y

From: Craig McKenzie [m3ilto:CMcKenzie@progressiveraj!.com]
Sent: Friday, October 27, 2017 10:08 AM
To: George Dondero; Luis Mendez
Cc: Dave Feilon; Mark Wesfcerfietd (mhwesterfieid@hotmail.com)
Subject: Follow Up

George and tuis,

Yesterday afiamoon we met with SVtarq, Ted, and Kirk In their ofRce- St
was most informational and inspired us to spend the balance of the day
gathering reconnaissance on the ground and getting into action with
regard to passenger excursions on your line. In particular, we think we
have figured out how to reinstate the Suntan Special via Watsonvilie and
how to develop the western (northem) end of the line to Davenport- We
paid particular attention to salient issues, including the routing and
integrity of the line, themes and attractions, land, parking, crossings, as
well as noise through neighborhoods, and locomotive equipment
selection- In sum, we think we can create a new world class rail
tradition for Santa Cruz that will be acceptable to all stakeholders,
including local residents. Needless to say we are excited about these
developments.

My next steps are to execute an NDA with Santa Cruz Boardwalk and
request a joint call where we can lay out our high"cut plans.

Thank you again for your time yesterday and we look forward to
engaging the hoard with a compelling case to restore the Santa Cruz
Branch Line and to realize its potential.

Kind regards,

Craig
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date;

Craio McKers7J5

George DonderQ: Dave_Ee)Son

LuJS Mendez

RE: Cspitola Counsel
Saturday, Jsnuar/ 13, 2018 8:01:59 AH

Thank you George. Dave and I are working on the presentation and will have a draft ready in the next
day or so,

Dave will not be able to be away on the 18th for fan-iliy reasons. I will be making the presentation solo/
but will have support on hand.

Kind regards,

Craig

——Original Message—-

From: George Dondero Emajlto:Gdondero®scat(~.om]
Sent; Saturday, January 13, 2018, 9:47 AM
To: Craig McKenzie <CMcKen2ie@progre5siverait.com>; Dave Fellon <DFefSon@progressiveratS.com>
Cc: Luis Mendez <lmendez@sccrtc.org>
Subject: Re: Capttola Counsel

Helio Craig,
Well/ you now have a clearer picture of the local passion around the corridor. Some of the council
members - especially the mayor - were making poltof hay oufc of the situation; The Oreenway
proponents are really an anti-rsil group, with no vision for solving the county's transportation needs.
From what I've heard, almost ever/ county with a rail line that was considered for passenger service
has or had an equivsient group. Even after a service is introduced and Is successful, the train haters- >

.confa'nue to espouse f6ar and loathing. Mann County north of us has such people writing nasty artldes,
even as SMART is adding a third car to their DMU trains to accommodate demand. They just started
service last August.

Luis and I will handle the trestie inspection, and get it expedited soon. We both know that no trains will
run over before the washouts are repaired. For your appearance next Thursday/ focus on what you
have to offer and the benefits to the community. I am happy to meet with you and Dave on
Wednesday, or prior to the meeting Thursday morning. My calendar is clear Wed afEemoon.

George

On Jan 12, 2018, at 5:20 PM, Craig McKenzie
<CMcKenzte@progressiverai!,com<maitto:CMcKenzie(Qiprogre5Stverai(.com» wrote:

Good evening, gentiemen-

Ijust wanted to log in that I watched the entirety of last night's Capitoia meeting concerning the
Greenway proposal vs. RaH Trail and the view of the Mayor regarding the trestle bridge and what he
believes wilE be the outcome of your RFP process (immediate "200 ton" heavy trains over the trestle
with no work on it). Seeing the audience speakers gives me a flavor of what the 18th may be like.

I was not prepared for how the Greenway proponents were not happy to have a trail next to the
railroad. They wanted the entire corridor and didn't seem. to care about non-bike riders/ commuters of
age, rain/ cold, wind, hi!Is, distance, handicapped.

Deep breath. We took forward to a constructive engagement, but it goes without saying we wiii
appreciate your counsel and guidance.

Kind regards,
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(^ Craig

PS: -10 going to -31 tonight.

Craig M. McKenzte
Chairman & CEO

mobile: 1.218.324.2001

<image003.jpg>

Progresshre Rail Incorporated
21778 Highview Avenue
Lakeville, MN 55044

www.progressiverail.com < http: //www.proaressiverail.cotn/ >

^
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ADMINISTRATION, COORDINATION, AND LICENSE AGREEMENT

This administration, coordinadon, aad license agreement (the "Agreement") is dated as of

., 2018, and is between die Santa Cruz County Regs.onal Transportation. CommissJ.on (the

"Commission \ a public agency created under California law, and Santa Cruz Scenic Railway., a

_ limited liability company ('"Raihvay"Y

The Commission purchased the Santa Cruz Branch raili-oad line (the "Property"') from Union

Pacific Railroad Company ("UP"), via an Au&ust 20. 2010. Purchase and Sale Agreement (the "Purchase
find Sale A&reement'^: . :

UP reserved an easement to conduct common carrier freight railroad operations on said over the

Property (the "Freight Easement ), which Freight Easement is set forth in the Quitclam-i Deed by which

UP, as grantor, quitdaimed all its right, tide and interest in and to the Property to the Commission, as
grantee;

UP quitdaimed all Its right, tide, and interest in and to: the Freight Easement to a previous
operator to act as die sole freight rail operator on the Freight Easement;

For the last few years, a previous operator operated on the Property pursuant to an agreement

with the Commission;

The previous operator has agreed to cancel its current administration, coordination and license

agreement to operate the Property and to cprivey the Freight Basement to the Railway;

The Commission has undertaken a study to help determine the best use of the Property by the
Commission (the "Study ); ."

Railway needs a long-term /agreement of at least 10 years, covering all facets of railroad

operations, to Justify its investment of time and money needed to conduct railroad operations; and

Railway and the Commission desire to establish their respective rights and obligations with

respect to the Property and the Freight Easement by e&tering uito this Agreement.

The parties therefore agree as follows:

1. Defi.nitions

1.1 : The term "Commission" is defined in the introductory paragraphs of this Agreement and

includes Its directors, officers, employees, agents, parents, subsidiaries, affiUates,

commonly conti-oUed entides, and all others acting under its or their a.udiorlty.

1.2 The term "Coordination Committee" is defined as the committee established by the

pardes pucsuajit to Section 11.

1.3 The term "FRA^ is defined as the United States Federal Raiiroad Administration, or its

regulatory successor.
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1.4 The term "Ei'eight E_asement is defined in the introductory paragraphs of this

Agreement.

1.5 The term Erejg-ht Eaj^ementJPropert^" is defined as the portion of die Property

subject to the Freight Basement consisting of any and all real and personal property

within 10 feet of the centerline of any track on the Property except where roadways,

buildings, or Property boundary lines reduce such distance to less than 10 fe^t, and

except fof any retained rights and personal property described herein. :: .

1.6 The term Freight Service is defined as any and aU common ca.met rail &eight

operations, rights, or obligations as to the Freight Easement Property including

freight traasportadon, switching, temporary rail car storage (subject to the conditions
of Section 2.5), tmnsloading faeigl-it and dispatching. •: ..

1.7 The term "Hazardous Materials" is defined as any substance; (a) that now or in the

future is regulated or governed by, requk'es investigation or remediation imder, or is

defined as any hazardous waste, hazardous substance, bio-hazard, medical waste;,

pollutant, or contaminant under any governmental statute, code, ordinance,

regula.don, rule, or order, or any amendment thet'etO) including the Hazardous

Matedal Transportation- Act 49 U.S ,C. § 5101 et seq; tb-e Cotnprehensive

Envii-onniental Response Compensation and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C, § 9601 et se.q.,

and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. § 6901 ef seq.^ or (b) that

is toxic, explosive, corrosive, flammable, radioactive, carcinogenic, dangerous, or

otherwise hazardous, including gasoline, dieseL, petroleuni hydroca.rbons,

polychlorinated blphenyls (PCBs), asbestos, radon, and urea formaJdehyde foam
insulation. .. .:

1.8 The term Hazardous Materials Lfl'ws" means aU present and future governmental

statutes, codes,, ordinances, regulations, rules, orders, pemuts, licenses, approvals,

authorisations, :and other requirements of any kind applicable to Hazardous
Materials. :

1.9 The terms "include . "includes . and "includmg- arc to be read a.s if they were

followed by the phrase "without limitation.

1.10 The term "Loss" is defined as any loss, damage, claim, demand, a.cdon, cause of

:. action, penalty, fine, payment, cost, liability, or expense of whatsoever nature,

including court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees, resulting from or related to:

.:: . : (a) any injury to or death of any person., including officers, agents, and employees

; of the Commission or Railway; or (b) damage to or loss or destruction of any

property, includin-g the Property, any adjacent ptoperty;, and the roadbed, tracks,

equipment^ other property ofthe Comtnission or Railway, and any property in the
Commission's or Railway s care or custody.

1.11 The term "Ptpperty"1 is defined as the entire Santa Ctuz Branch railroad line right-of-

way purchased from UP by the Commission, mcluding all improvements thereto,
whether now existing or hereafter constructed.

1.12 The term *'PU.C is defmed as the California. Public Utilities Commission.

2
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1.13 The term "Railroad Facilities" is defined as all tracks and other railroad property and

fixtures, including ties, switches, trackbeds, bridges, trestles, tetaining walls, culverts,

railcoad signs, switch mechanisms, signals, grade crossings, active and passive gra.de

crossing warning devices and other appuitenances associated with the ti'ackage

described on Exhibit A and located on the Freight Easement Property. :

1.14 Fhc term "Railway" is defined in the introductory paragraphs of this Agreement and

includes its directors, officers, employees, agents, parents, subsidiaries, affiliates,

commonly controUed entities, any other related persons and entities, ancLaU. othefs

acting under its or their authority.

1.15 The term "STB" is defined as the United States Surface Transportation Board or
its regulatory successor. . • :: •

1.16 The term "Smdy" is defined in the intt'oductory paragrapb-s of this Agreement and refers

to the Unified Corridor Investment Study anticipated to be completed by the end of

calendar year 2018. For purposes of this Agreement, rite Study shall be deemed to be

completed on die date that it is presented, with arecommendation of Commission

staff regarding the use of the Property, to die governing Board of the Commission.

1,17 The term "Trans]:)ortadQn__Scrvice" is defined as. die transportation of passengers by

rail, Including excursion trains. Ti-ansportadon Semce does not include regularly

scheduled mass transit or commuter service..

1.18 The term "UP" is defln-ed in the mtroductory paragraphs of this Agreement.

2. Commission Gtants Rights

2.1. Freight Service (Pl-Lase_I). Upon the effective date of this Agreement, the Commission

grants Railway the exclusive right and obligation, to provide Freight Service on the Freight

Easement Property. Railway's rights and obHgadons to provide Freight Service under this

Agreement are limited to those set forth in the Freight Easement or In this Agreement.

The authorisation to provide Freight Service under this Agreement shall be referred to as

Phase. I" of this Agreement. Railway may not, in performing such Freight Service,

exceed the maximum speeds authorised by applicable law for the exisdng track

-: conditions or transport rail cars exceeding the applicable track and bridge weight limits.

'.: .2.2. Trackage License. The Commission grants Railway an exclusive license to use, maintain,

; repaic, and operate all of the Railroad Facilities for all Freight Service purposes.

Notwithstanding their location on the Freight Easement Propefty, buildmgs and other

fixtures which are not appurtenances associated "with the tracks and related railroad

property are not included as part o£ this license.

2.3. No Material Interference with Freight Service. Notwithstanding the rights retained by die-

Commission under this Agreement, the exercise of such rights by the Commission may

not ma.terially interfere with Railway's Freight Service rights and obligations under federal

law, or rights under the Freight Easement, unless first approved by the STB.
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2.4. TiansDortation Service Mid Other Thtfd-Ptirt'y Licenses.

2.4.1. Railway Transportation Sennce (Pha,s^_IL. If upon completion of the Study the

Commission determines that all of the Freight Easement Property should be.

used for Transportation Service, the Commission immediately -wiU- gra.nt

Railway a non-exclusive license to use the Freight Easement Property and

Railroad FadJrdes to provide Transportation Service on the Freight Easement

Property; provided that pnor to die commencement of operations (a) the

Commission has approved in writing a detailed plan from Railway1 describing
such Transportation Service., (b) die TrarLSportadon Service wlU not mfl-tedally

conflict with, and will be subject and subordinate to Ffelglit Sendce, and (c)
Railway has obtained any governmerLtal authorizations.: required under

appHcable law for such Transportation Service. .Wldiin 12.. months of the

Commission determining that aU of the Freight Easement Property should be

used for Transportation Service, Railway wi\ present a detailed plan describing

the proposed Transportation Service, including a description of the proposed
equipment to be used. The Commission shall have up to one hundred and

twenty (120) days to review Railway's proposed phn, and in no case shall the

Commission be required to compl.ete its review of Railway s plan prior to the

latest date it may grant a license to provide Transportation Service pursuant to

Section 8.2.4. Failure to act on the proposed plan within such time period wiU

result ii-i die plan. beingconsidered approved by the Commission, provided,

however, that any tequirements of the California Environmental Quality Act

applicable to the Transportation Service have been met. Railway agrees to act in
good faith to iacorpotate the Commission's reasonable requests into its plan.

The authorisation to provide Tran.spoita.tion Service under this Agi-eemeat shaU

be referred to as Phase II" of this Agreement.

2.4.1.1. , Future Transportation Service. After the effective date of the grant

of a. license to Railway to provide Transportation Service (Phase H)
pursuant to Section 2.4,1, subsequent changes to the plan- fot

Transportation Service fipptoved by the Con-unission shall be subject

to Ac Commission's approval. The Commission shall have up to

sixty (60) days to review such changes. Failure to act on the

proposed amendment to the plan within such tune period will result

in the plan as amended being considered approved by the
Commission provided, however, that any requirements of the

California Environmental QuaMty Act applicable to die
Transportation. Service have been met. Railway agrees to act in good

faith to incorporate die Commission's reasonable requests into its

plan.

2,4.1.2. ThJrd-Paj-ty Licenses. The Commission- reserves the right to graaf:

additional licenses over die Freight Easement Property and the

Railroad FaciHries (excluding licenses for tempordry rail csr storage or

repairs on die Raik-oad Facilities), provided that any such licenses: (a)

do not materially conflict with, and are subject and subordinate to,

Railway's right to use, maintain, repair, and operate all of the Railroad

4
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Facilities for all Freight Service purposes, (b) do not materially
conflict with, and are subject and subordinate to, any other license

granted Railway hereunder, (c) requu-'e the licensee to pay its

proportionate share of Railway's pdor (iQcurred •ftdthin the preceding

five years) and current costs (including labor costs, materials costs,

equipment costs - using equivalent rental costs as a. proxy for capital

and maintenance and repair costs - travel, fuel, co&tract labor, and

appropriate overhea-d) to maini:flin the portion of die Fmght

Easement Property and Railroad Facilities used by the licensee, and

(d) require the licensee to (i) provide adequate insurance based on the

scope and potential risks of operations of the licensee, as determined
by the Commission and (ii) indemnify and hold hai-mJEess Railway and

the Commission as to any Loss arising out of or related to licensee's

operations. .'

2.4.1.3. After the effective date of the grant of a license to Railway to provide

Transportation Service (Phase IT) pursuant to:Section 2.4.1, any new

third-patty license for Transportation Service on tl-ie Freight

Easement Property, other dian spcciid events as described in Section

2.4.1.10, wffl be deemed to materially conflict with Railway's

Transportation Service license. The Mmidng provisions of this

Section 2.4.1.3 are conditioned, on die Railway meeting the fbllowmg
conditions:

a. Levels Qf_Semce: Rsdlwa^s Transporfcation Service shall carry the

following numbers of revenue passengei-'s begimiing on the third

^anniversary of receipt of Ac Ucense to begin- Transportation

Service (Phase IT):

I>, .EkstYear of Service: 5,000 passengers.

. .. .. .II. Second Year ofSennce: 10,000 passengers.

III. Thj-rd Year of__.Sendce_and___Thereafter: 15,000

passengers.

2.4J.4. If Railway or any third-party licensee ("Tourist Operator"'i fails to

initiate and commue to operate Transportadon Service su.bstanti.aUy

m accordance with its license and approved plan, then due applicable

Tourist Operator s opcfations may, at the Commission s option, lose

priority over any other opera.tions, but only to the extent of such
failure to operate.

2.4.1.5. If Railway coa-stmcts capital Improvements to the portion of the

Freight Easement Property and Railroad FaciUties used by a third

party licensee, the Commission shall promptly and reasonably

determine (i) (a) die benefit of such improvements to such
licensee or (b) the diminution of value to such improvements for

Railway, (ii) the apportionment of benefit or loss for such

improvements between Railway and s-uch licensee, and (iil) the

appropriate amortization period for such improvements (for

5
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capital improvements the Commission shall ma.ke such

determination concurrently with Its approval of such capital
unptovemenfcs pursuant to Secdon 6.2). The Commission s

contract with such Ucensee vnU (i) require the licensee to pay

amounts due within 30 days following receipt of written notice

from Railway and (ii) name Railway as a. third-party beneficiary

with rights of enforcement. As used in this Agreement, the term

capital improvement" means any improvement or fepait that is

sub ect to the capital depreda.ti.on. rules of the Internal Revenue

Serpice. -

2.4.1.6. Each thkd-party licensee's proportiona.te.sliare of Railway's

costs shall be calculated in advance by Railway (based on the

prior year's maintenance and repair costs plus any feasonably

anticipated extraordinary maintenance and repair costs, and the

parties' relative need of usage during the licensee s operating season)
on. a car-mile basis as to the portion of the Freight Basement

Property and Raili-oa.d Facilities used by such licensee. (As used m

this subsection, repair costs refers to the cost of repairs that

maintain property in good operating condition and not to repairs that
are "capital improvements," which are dealt with in Subsection

2.4,1,5.) Such licensee shall pay its pmportiona.te share of costs

monthly in advance during the months of the licensee's operations.

Railway shall at the end of each calendar year reconcile the amounts

paid to the actual costs incurred. The Commission' s contract with

such .licensee wiU (i) provide that if die actual costs exceed the

amount charged to such licensee, such licensee will, within 30 days

following receipt of written notice of such reconciliation fi-om

Railway pay the additional amount to Railway and (ii) name RaiLway

: .. as .a. thitd-party ben-eflciary with righ-ts of enforcement If the

actual costs are less than the amount charged to such licensee,

Railway will within. 30 days follcwmg such reconciliation refund die

balance to such licensee.

2.4.1.7. The Commission or its designee shall have the right to review,

obtain, and copy aU books, records, computer records, accounts,

documentation, and any other materials (collectively "Records'^

pertaining to Railway's costs that arc subject to apportionment under

this section, including any Records in. die possession of any

subcontractors, for monitonng, auditing, of otliersdse verifying said

costs. Railway agrees to provide the Commission or its desigaees

with any Records requested for this purpose and shall permit the

Commission or its desigaees access to its premises, upon reasonable

notice, during normal business hours, for the puipose of inspectmg

and copying such Records. Railway further agrees to maintain such

Records for a period of three years. The Commission acknowledges
and agrees that these Records constitute Railway's confidential

infotmation and shall not be disclosed to any third-party without
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Railway's prior written approval, except as otherwise required by

applicable law.

2.4.1.8. The Commission, may elect to require a. lower level of liabiUty

insurance coverage for the licensee than the level of coverage thea;

requii-ed of Railway under Section 9, provided that- Railway

reasonably concurs with die Commission that the level of operations

of a licensee providing a lower level of liability coverage than

required of Railway under Section 9 justifies the reduced coverage.

2.4.1.9. Railway -will reasonably cooperate -with any third p&ny holdmg rights

to use the Property, including, \vithout limitation;, any third-party

Tfansporta.tion Service operator seeking to secure die,,necessa-ry

certifica.rion or qualifi.cafci.on requyed by applicable law to operate on

the Raili-oad Fa.cillties, provided such cooperadon does not reqmre

significant unreimbursed expense for Railway.

2.4.1.10, Tn addition to all other fights of Commission under this Agreement,

and notwithstanding anything to the contcary in this Agreement, the

Commission reserpes the right to use the Freight Ea-sement Property

and Railroad Facilides for special events. Such special events shall be

subject to the provisions of Sections 2.4.1.5 and 2.4.1.6, provided

that such special events, will only be deemed to materially conflict

with another Transportation Service license if they operate during the

same season, and on tHe same days and times of day, as Railway

operations. • The Commission -wiU consult with Railway regarding

Railways wiUlngness and ability to operate such special events.

Nothing in :this paragraph shall preclude the Com.rmssion and

Railway from negotiating arrangements for special events.

2.5. Temporary Rail Car Storag-e. Subject to the terms £ind conditions of this Agseei-nent,

Railway may undertake temporary rail cat storage or repairs related to its own. rail

operations on the Railroad Faciliries consistent with die provisions of Sections 2.5.1 and

2.5.2.. For, clarification, the stagmg of rail cars for unloading or loading in connection

with transloadmg activities wiLL not be considered rail car storage hereunder.

: 2.5.1.: Unless otherwise expressly agreed by the Commission in writing, Railway wiU

not (i) store more than 100 rail cars, or (ii) stote rail cars in loca.tions othei than

those marked on Exhibit B (which locations are intended to substandally avoid

visibility from Highway 1 and blockmg designated public beach access), or (iii)

store any tail car for more than two (2) months. Absent the Commission's prior
written consent, which consent may be withheld in the Commission s sole

discretion. Railway may not store raUcars that have been used to transport

Hazardous Materials unless such railcars are empty or contain only residual

amounts of Hazardous Materials.

2.5.2. Railway shall not exercise its right to use the Freight Easement Property or

Xaih-oad Facilities for temporary rail car storage or repair in a. manner that

7
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materially affects the ability of any third party Transportation Service licensee to

access the Railroad Facilities for the purpose of exercising its licensed rights.

2.6. Invesdea.tion.

2.6.1. Railway hereby acknowledges that (a) it has satisfied itself at the time of.this

Agreement with respect to the condition of the Freight Easement Property and
Railroad Facilides and their suitability for Railway's intended use; (b) it has made

such investigations as it deems necessary \vith respect to the Freight Easement

Property and Railroad Facilities, as they exist at the time of tills Agreement, and:

assumes responsibility therefor as to its occupancy and use thereof; and. (c)

neither the Commission nor any of the Commission^ agents has made any oral

or written represeniadoos or warranties witli respect to the Freight Easement

Property or Railroad Facilities. . ': . ; : ...

2.6.2. In the event that any public use of the Property, or iHegal activities by third

paj-ties, indudmg trespfl-ssing, cause any significant economic or operational

problems for Railway, Railway may terminate this Agreement, provided Railway

provides at least ninety (90) days piior written notice to Commission of the

specific problem(s) and cause thereof, -cooperates in good faith with

Commission throughout such .period to resolve such problem(s), and compMes

with the provisions of Section 8.3* .

2.7. Warranties on _FreightEasement Property. Other than as set forth herein, Railway shall

take die Freight Easement Property :\vithout any express or implied warranties, mduding,

but not limited to, any vaiTanrics.of mercl'ian.tability, fitness for a particular pui-posc or

volume or quality of: traffic on the Freight Easement Property, and subject to: (i)

encroachments or other existmg conditions, (u) aU existing ways, alleys, privileges, rights,

appuitenances .and servitudes, howsoever created, and (m) the Commission's rights

hereunder.

2.8. Release. Railway, for itself, its successors and assigns, to the maximum extent permitted-

by law, hereby waives, releases, remises, acquits and forever discharges die Commission,

its officers,, employees, agents, successors and assigns, from any Loss of Railway in any

•way arising out of, or connected with, the Imown or unlmown, existing or future physical

::. or environmental condition of the Freight Easemeat Property and Railroad Facilities

(including any Hazardous Materials contamin.ation in, on, under, or adjacent to, the

Freight Easement Property, or any clearance constraints on the Fmght Easement

Property), or any federal, state, or local law, ordinafice, rule or regula.tion appHcable

thereto.

2.8.1. Railway hereby grants to Commission, on behalf of any Insurer providing

property, general liability, or automobile liability insurance to either Railway or
Commission with respect to the operations of RMlway, a waiver of any right to

subrogation which any such insurer of Railway may acquire Against Commission.

by virtue of the payment of any loss under such msufaace.

2.8.2. If any Loss described in Section 2.8 Is caused by a third party under contract
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with the Comrmssion, the Commission shall, at its option, (1) pursue any claim it

may have against die thii'd-party contractor, or (11) assign to Railway any such

claim, provided that Railway shall not be obligated to pursue such claim. Any
amounts recovered as a result of any such claim shall, to the extent they exceed

any fees and costs incurred in pursuing such claim, be used to repair or replace

any of die following that are damaged or destroyed in connection with die
sub ect Loss: ..:

2.8.2.1. First, Freight Easement Property and Raih-oad FacilLties;

2.8.2.2. Then, railroad equipment.

If Railway commences abandonment proceedings for the subject pottion of the

Property under Section 8.3, the Commission will not assign any such claim to

Railway and neither party wjjEl have any further responsibility under this
Subsection 2.8^2 as to such claim. If Railway's abandonment application is

withdrawn, or not approved by the STB, the Commission may assign such claim
to Railway, as provided above.

2.8.3. The provisions of this Section 2.8 shaH survive the tetmuiation or expiration

of this Agreement. .: :.

2.9. The rights granted by the Commission, under .Sections 2.1- 2.5 afe subject to all existing

licenses, leases, easements, restrictions, conditions, covenants, encumbrances, liens and

claims of ride that may affect the Property and the word "grant" as used herein shaU not

be construed as a covenant against the existence of any thereof.

3. Umitation and Subordmadon of Rights Granted

3.1. Commission's Use of Property. The foregoing granted rights are subject and subordinate

to Ac Commission's prior and continuing right to use and maintain the Property for any

purpose that is not inconsistent \\n.th this Agceemeat. Without limiting the genetality of

die. fotegoing, the Commission may construct, maintain, repair, renew, use, operate,

change, modify .or relocate public projects of any kind (iscludmg but not limited to a trail

consistent with the Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail (MBSST) Network Final Master

Plan), railroad tracks, signals, commumcation equipment, fiber optics, pipelines, or other

: : facilities upon, along, or across any or all of the Property, all ctf any of which the

CQirimission may freely do at any dme or times without liability to B-ailway for

.compensation or damages; provided, however, that the Commission may not materially

:.:. : interfere with Railway's rights and operations undet this Agreement or Railway's Freight

Service rights and obligations under federal law or under the Freight Easement, unless

first approved by the STB; and provided, iuither, diat Ae Commission shall to the extent

possible notify Railway as soon as practicable of any such planned or actual interference

and provided that the Commission takes all practicable measures to minimize any such

interference. Railway shall reasonably cooperate with the Commission m. implementing

the foregoing uses of the Property. If the Commission or its deslgnee requests Railway's

assistance to transport materials or to perform other transportatioja or construction
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setvices for public projects. Railway will provide such assistance at rates i'ea.sonably to be

determined between the parties,

3.2. C_ommissiQn?s Inspection Access: Access for Maintenance. The Commission may, as

reasonable and as coordinated in advance with Railway, (i) inspect the Freight Easement

Property and the Railroad Facilities, including any facility used m connection with Freight

Serpice or Tra&sportarion Sendce, and (il) access the Freight Easement Property and

Railroad Facilities (including access \vith Commission or third party rail vehicles) as

necessary to maintain areas of the Property outside of the Freight Easement Property that

are not otherwise reasonably accessible, The Commission shall defend, indemnify. and

hold Railway, its officers, directors, employees, and agents, harmless from arid against

Loss arising from injudes to or death of the Commission's officers, .directors, employees,

agents, invitees, and contractors relating to such inspections, regardless at the cause of

such injuries, death, or damage and regardless of the negligence of any person, except to

die extent caused by the willful misconduct or gross negligence of Railway, its employees,

or agents. The Commission sT-iali ensure that any of its officets, durectoi's, employees,

agents, invitees, and contractors involved in such inspections are trained in all safety

requii'ements and qualified- for any operations related to work conducted on- or near

railroad operations. .:

3.3. Future At-Grade Crossing's. The parties acknowledge that (i) local governments may

desire to create futute at-grade pubBc crossings.of the Freight Easement Pmperty, and (ii)

the Aptos Village Plan, dated February 23, 2010, specifically includes a future at-grade

roadway crossing of the Fteight Easement Property at approximately Milepost 12.55.

Railway shall, at no cost or expense: to itself, cooperate -with the efforts of any applicable

local governments to secure PUC appiroval of such crossings; pfovided, ho-wevei', that

Railway shall be endded to.raise any reasonable safety concerns related to such crossings.

The fees and costs associated with the construction, maintenance, and repait of such

crossings shall be set ..either by agreement between Railway and the applicable local

govemment (which, agreement shall become a Railway Agreement under Sections 4.2 and

4,3), or by the PUC pursuant to Public UdUties Code Section 1202, etseq.

4. Assignment of Certain Contracts and Agreements

4.1. Upon approval of Railway to operate the Freight Easement by the STB, the

current operator will assign to Railway, certain agreements concerning the

operation of the Railroad Facilities, including all track agreetnents, grade crossing

: agceemeats^ and other operatmg agteen.'ients set foi-th in Exhibit C hereto (all

such agreements hereinafter refetred to as the ''"Railway A&reemeBts^l, and (u) to the

Commission, all other agreements relating to the Property, including all easements,

licenses, and leases (all such agreements hereinafter referred to as the "Commission

Agreements"). For any assigned Railway Agreements that grant thiid-party rights of

access to, or use of, the Freight Easement or Railroad Facilities, Railway wtl instruct the .

holders of such agreements to name the Commission as an additional insured on their

insurance policies.

4.2. Subject to the provisions of Section 2.3, which prohibit material interference with
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Raihvay's Freight Sendce rights and obligations under federal law or under the

Freight Easement, unless first approved by the STB, any new Railway Agteement

granting third- party rights of access to, or use of, the Freight Easement or Railroad

Facilities, or contemplating alterations thereto, is subject to the Commission's prior

written consent. Such Railway Agreements will be documented by Railway using

forms approved by the Commission, which forms shall, among other thjiags, include

provisions indemnifying die Commission and holding it harmless from any Loss in

connection with die exercise of rights under such agreements, and the construction,

mainten-ance, or operation, of any facilities constructed in connection with such

agreements. : Y

4.3. Railway is not, without the Conunission's prior written consent (subject to the

provisions of Section 2.3, which prohibit material intetference with RaiKva/s Freight

Service rights and obligations under federal law or under the Pfeight Easement,

unless first approved by the STB), to execute any new Railway Agreements affecting

the Freight Easement Property or Ralhroad Facilities for a teirm exceedmg the term of

this Agreement.

4.4. Railway is not, without the Commission's prior written consent, to tem.ii.na.te or

modify any Railway Agreement granting third-party rights of access to, 01 use of, the

Freight Easement of Rsulroa.d Facilities, o:t contemplating altefatlons thereto.

5. Maintenance and Operation of Railroad Facilities

5.1. Inmal E-ehabHitadpn an,<ilRep3ir_Pro]ects^ During Phase I of this Agreement, the

Commission agrees to pay for (or cause payment for) repairs to the Freight Easeme&t

Property, includiflg all damaged bridges, overpasses, trestles, culverts, and track, necessary

to allow Railroad tp operate the Freight Easement to MP 7.0. During Phase II of this

Agreement, the CommissioG.wiU pay for (or cause payment for) repairs from MP 7.0 to

MP 31.39 (up to Class 1. tm-k classification) within the next three years following gcant of

the licease to provide Transportation Service, provided that if the Commission fails to

make .the required repairs from MP 7.0 to MP 31.39 within the three years, the

requirements for service provided by Section 2.4.1.3(a) will be extended accordingly.

After ^these tepairs are complete the Commission shall have no further obligation to

maintain or repair the Freight Easement Property or RaHtoad Facilities.

5.2. M.amtenance of Freight Easement P^pperty.and Railrpad.Fftaliries,.

5.2,1. Freight Easement Property and RaiJj-oad FflcilJries. Railway, at its expense,

shall keep the Freight Easement Property and Railroad Facilities used by

Railway (including occasiona.1 use, or use for rail car storage or lay down

space) m good repair and in a good and safe condition in conformity with

applicable law or any Railway Agreement, and in substantially the same

condition provided by the Commission. In the event Railway fails to meet

tliis obligation, the Commission has the right but no obUgation to correct or

cause the correction of the deficiency, after no less than 10 days' written

notice to Railway (except in an emergency, whereupon no nodce is required)
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and. If Railway does not correct the deficiency within 1 0 days, the

Commission may bill th-e Railway and the Railway shflU. pay the actual cost

of the correction within 30 days.

5.2.2. Weeds. Trash. Dramage and Graffiti. The parties agree that K.ail'way shall be.:

responsible for; (i) drainage and culvert maintenance and clearance on the

entire Property unless a third person or entity is contractually respoasible

for such mamtenance and clearance, and (11) weed abatement, vegeta.tion

management, and trash collectioa over the Freight Easement Property as

requited by applicable law and in substantiaJly the siime condition provided by

the Commission. If the Commission observes a condition that requires

maintenance under these requlrctnents or applicable .la-w, CpmmissiorL will

notify Railway thfough a maintenance request Railway shall resolve

maintenance requests from the Commission within 30 days unless contested in

good faith by tli.e Railway. In the event Railway contests a maintenance request

from the Commission, the request shall be submitted for resolution to the

Coordination Committee pursuant to Section 11 and, if no resolution Is met,

the dispute may be submitted to media don: pursuant to Section 20. In. die event

Railway fails to meet an u&contested obJiga.tion; the Commission has the right

but no obligation to cocrect or ..cause the correction of the deficiency, after no

less than 10 days' written notice to Railway (except in an emergency, whereupon

no notice is required) and, if JE^aiLway does not coi.Yect the deficiency •within 10

days, the Commission may bill the Railway and the RaiJway shall pay the actual

cost of the correction within. 30: days. Railway's obligation to pay shall be

secured by the security :provided pursuant to Section 5.2.7. The Commission-

grants Railway a license to enter aU portions of the Property as necessary to

perfot'm such "maintenance; Railway shall be required to repair any damage

caused as the result, of Railway's pecformance of any such maintenance. Except

as fequJbrcd' by applicable law, Railway shaU not be responsible for the

pfevendoh, removal, or abatement of graffiti wliefesoever it may occuf. Railway

•: shall also not be responsible for drainage maintenance, weed abatement,

. vegetation management, or trash collection related to any construction by the

: Commission (except for Railroad Facilities that Railway is entitled to use), or

necessitated by the actions of any third party authorized by the Commission to

be on the Property, or caused by any acdons, omissions, or situations off or

outside of the Property, except to the extent caused by Railway.

5.2.3. SloQes, Trees and Othet ConLditions QutsJde Qf Riadit Easement PrQEiertv,.

Railway may, at its option, enter portions of the Property outside the Freight

Easement Property to mamtain, or repair slopes^, clear fallen trees and

branches, or address other conditions, as necessary to ensure the safety and

cffiden.cy of Railway s operations. The Commission grants R-aihvay a Ucen.se

to enter all portions of the Property as necessary to perform such work;

Railway shall be required to repair any damage caused as the result of

Railway s performance of any such maintenance. The Commission shaU

have no liability to Railway fot maintenance of porrions of the Property

outside of die Freight Easement Property and Railway's exclusive remedies
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for damage to the Freight Easement Property or Railroad Facilities shaU be

limited to those set forth in Sections 5.5,3 and 8.3. However, this section

shall not apply to any claims to the extent they result from the negligence or

willful misconduct of the Commission or its officers, directors, employees,

agents, contta.ctors, or a. third party under contract with. the Commission, m

which case Railway s exclusive temedies are those set forth in Section 2.8.2,

8.3 and 14.2.

5.2.4. Scope of Ma.intenaince. For purposes of this section 5.2, the rnaintenan.ce

and repairs to be perfomied by Railway Include, (a) inspections, festirig, track

profiling, adjustments, lubricating, welding, re-spildng surfacuig, tampmg, and

^ny other tasks constituting customary and routine maintenance of track

structures; (b) fepaif, rei.'icwal, replacement, or other customary: and routuie

work required to ensure the safety of Railroad Facilities, including compUance

with any applicable bridge safety management program regulations that may be

promulgated by the Secretary of Transportation pursuanttb Public Law 110-

432, Section 417, including the regula-tipns set forth in 49 CFR Part 237; (c)

weed and brush conttol and drainage man.a.gemcnt; and (d) compliance ^,vith all

mandated reportmg. Railway shaU. not be in default under this Agreement if it

does not perform tie replacement programs or upgrades of rail, switches,

bridges, or other track material ^provided that (e) Railway's failure to perform

such replacement programs or upgrades does not violate applicable law or

Railway s specific maintenance, obligations under this Agreement, and (f)

Railway uses reasonable diligence to seek outside funding sources for such

work. The Commission, shall have no responsibility to maintain the trackage,

structures, or: any other Railroad Facilities except as otherwise specifically

required herein...:

5.2.5. Concurrently with: the execution of this Agreement, the required parties

shall execute and deliver to the FRA a written notice of the assignment of

. track inspection and maintenance responsibilities, and bridge safety

; management responsibilities, to RatJ^vay in. accordance with 49 CFR §

.213.5 (c) and 49 CPR § 237.3. The notice of assignment shaU attach a

copy of this Agreement.

5.2.6. Limits of Commission Liability. Notwithstandins the Hmita.dons on the

Commission's maintenance responsibilities set forth in Section 5.2, the

Commission shall be responsible for the maintenance of any

im-pfovement it constructs on any portion of die Ptoperty after

completion, of its obligations under Section. 5.1. As used in this..

subsection, the term "improvement excludes improvements made to

the Railroad Facilities, unless such improvement is made at die request

of a. third- party, in which case such third-pa-rty shall be responsible for

the inctem.en.tal is.crea.se in die maintenance cost thereof.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, maintenance responsibility for

improvements to public crossings shall be governed by the provisions of

Section 3.3.
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5.2.7. Security. Railway shall provide a performance bond or altemadve security

acceptable to the Commission guaranteeing its fmandal responsibility for the

performance of Its obligations to provide maintenance of the Freight Easement

Property and Raikoad Facilities under Section 5.2 and pay all License Fees due::

under Section 7, in an. amount no less than $160,000, granting due Commission.

rights as an obligee under the bond or alternative security to cause the

performance of these obligations in the event of Railway's failure to do so, after

any appEcable notice and cure period under the express terms of this

Agreement. The exercise of its rights under the bond of alternative security

shall not in any way limit the rights of the Commission, .to terminate. this

Agreement or any other rights or remedies hereunder 01: under applicable law.

5.3. Owncfshlp of Track Materials. All track tnaterials mstalledby Railway as part of the

Raikoad Facilities shall be of equal or better quality than those track materials

existing at the time of execution of this Agreement, or after completion, of

fehabilitation and repair projects by the Commission, including the projects described

in Section- 5.1, and shall become the Commission's property. Alt ma-terials removed

by Railway from the Railroad Facilities and replaced a.s part of maintena.nce, repairs,

or capital improvements shall, if the decision to remove them was Railway's, become

the property of Railway. Railway shall .not, without the prior written approval of

Commission, remove track materials or other improvements from the Ptoperty

unless they are replaced as provided in this section. Rsdiway shall keep a written

record of track materials and other improvements removed from, or installed upon,

die Property and shall provide an, updated copy of the record to the Commission on

or before the end of each calendar quarter.

5.4. Clearing of Qbstrucrions. Derailmen.ts. and Wrecks. Railwav shall as soon as

practicable clear :a.ny obstructions, deraUnients, and wtecks of tailroa.d equipment on.

Railroad Facilities;

5.4.1. . To die extent that any such obstruction, deraikaent, or wreck damages the

Propetty, Railway shall as soon as practicable restore the Property to the

condition It was in prior to the obstruction, derailment, or wreck.

.5.4.2. . If Railway fails to comply with the provisions of this section, the

Commission- may perform the required action, and charge Railway the

reasonable cost thereof. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Commission

shall, not charge Railway for the restoration of any damage caused by any

third party to any bridge if m the Commission's reasonable judgment, such

damage does not expose the Commission to potential liability to the FBA,

PUC, or any other third party, and eithei: (A) such damage docs not obstruct

of mterfere with any roadway or other property or facility used by die

Commission- or another third party, or (B) Railway abandons die subject

portion of the Property under Section 8.3. In addition, the Commission shal!

not charge Railway for die restoration of any damage caused by the
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Commission's contractocs, or any third party granted access to die Property by

specific agreement with the Commission.

5.4.3. Nothing in this section is intended to preclude legal action by Railway or the

Commission against any third party causing such obstruction, derailment, or

wreck. :.

5.5. ResoonsibUitv for Reoait or Replacement. : :

5.5.1, Damage (caused hy Pi'ei^ht Op^ratiQn_^ Except as otherwise set fotth m this

Agreement, Railway will be responsible to repair or replace any damage to the

Freight Easement Property- or Railroad Facilides caused by, or related to,

Rflilwa/s operations. . .: ,;:-

5.5.2. Damage Caused by Commission. Railway will not be responsible to repair or

replace any damage to the Freight Easement Property or Railroad Facilities

caused by the Commission, its officers, directors, employees, agents, or

contractors.

5.5.3. Damase Caused bv Acts of God or Other Factors beyond Railway's ContrQL If

any portion of the Freight Easement Propei-ty or the Railroad Facilities arc

damaged or destroyed by flood,- £ire,dvil disturbance, earthquake, earth

movement, storm, sabotage, act of God, tenrorism, accident or any other event

beyond RaH\va/s reasonable control, including damage or destruction caused by

third parties, even if said damage or desttuction originates outside of the

Freight Easement Property, then Railway may (but, except to the extent covered

by in.sutan.ce required under this Agreement, shall not be required to) at no cost

or expense.to die Commission, (a.) repau-, or cause to be repaited, the damaged

or destroyed portion of the Freight Ea.sement Property or Railroad Facilities; or

(b) replace, or cause to be replaced, such portion of the Freight Easement

.: Property or the Railroad Facilities. In. die event Railway does not elect to repair

or rephce the damaged or destroyed portion of the Freight Basement Property

. .of Railroad Facilities, Railway shall reasonably cooperate, at its own cost, \vith

the-Commission to seek funding and cause the repair or replacement of the

.damaged or destroyed Railroad Facilities, or otherwise to suspend or abandon

. Transportation Service of Freight Service over such portion of the Property as

die parties mutually agree is necessitated by the damage or destruction.

6. Construction, Relocation, or Removal of Railroad Facilities

: 6.1. Kv the Commission.

6.1.1. The license herem granted is subject to the Commission's needs and

requirements to improve and use the Property. Subject to Railwa/s riglits

under this Agreement, the Commission, at its sole cost and expense, may add to

or remove any portion of the Railroad Fa.dlities, or change or relocate them to

new locations as reasonably designated by the Commission, whenever, m the
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furtherance of the Commission's needs and cequirements, the Commission

finds such action to be necessary.

6.1.2. In the course of performing such work, the Commission may not materially

reduce, or otherwise materially interfere with, Railway's rights and operations

under this Agreement or Railway's Freight Service rights and obligations under

federal law or rights under the Freight Easement, unless first approved by the

STB. The Commission shall to die extent possible notify Railway as soon as

practicable of any such planned or actusd interference and take all practicable

measures to minimise aay such interference.

6.1.3. Railway shall in such cases provide die Commission with a fixed-price quote

for performing any related •work, and the Commission shiaM have the option

of accepting Railway's quote fltid having Railway perfomi the work,

performing the work itself, or having another . qualified rail contractor

pei-form such work. If the Commission selects a third-party conttactor, the

contractor shall execute Railway's Right ot Entry Agreement (a copy of

which is attached as Exhibit D). . ,; :

6.1.4. The Commission- shall have the right to salvage, stockpile, or otherwise dispose

of any Railroad Facilities removed pursuant to this section; provided, however,

that if the removed R.ailroad FaciUti.es ai'e reusable elsewhere on die Freight

Easement Property, then Railway shall have the right to so reuse them. Any

Railroad Facilities not so reused, on the Freight Easement Property shall be

disposed of or otherwise removed at the Commission s expense.

6.1.5. All such work performed, and any installation of Railroad Facilities, shall be

in conformance with. all applica-ble lav/s. If the Commission, relocates any

pomon of the tracks used for Freight Service, the centerlitie of the Freight

Easement Property shall^ upon completion of the relocation, work, be

deemed to .have been modified to coincide with the centerline of the

• realigned tracks.

6.2. By Railway. Railway may, at its cost and expense, modify or Improve the Freight

Easement Propeity and Railroad Facilities as needed to accommodate its Freight Senrice
or Transportation Service; provided, however, that Railway fitst obtains the
Commission's wdtten approval of Railway's plans for such modifications and
improvements. Subject to die provisions of Section 2.3, which prohibit material

."interference with RMlway's Freight Service rights and obligadons under federal law, or

rights under die Freight Easement, unless fust appi-oved by the STB, Railway s
modification or improvement of the Freight Easement Property and Railroad Facilities
will be coordinated with existing or future legal public uses of the Property that die
Commission may authorize. Railway may, upon the termination of this Agreement or

upon the abandonment of any applicable section of the Freight Easement Property or
portion of the Railroad FaciUdes, remove any modifications or improvemetits to such

Freight Easement Propetty or Railroad Fadliries that were paid. for by Railway, that do
not constitute any repair or replacement to such Freight Easement Property or Railroad
Facilities, and that have not become fixtures to such Freight Easement Property or
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Railroad FaciUties.

6.3. The Commission understands that RaH-way requires locations outside of the Freight

Easement Property at which to store and maintain equipment and materials necessary

for Railways Freight Opetatlons mciuding a locomodve pit. The pardes agree tha.t.

Railway may store equipment and materials at the location known as Wrigle/s,
located between Swift Street and Natural Bridges Drive at or about Milepost: 21.5.
The patties agree that Railway will need to Identify and construct additional
mai.ntena.nce and storage locations on the Property, which Railway may do as needed,

subject to applicable law and the Commission's prior written- consent (subject to the
provisions of Section. 2.3, which prohibit material interference ^with Railway's Fteight

Service rights and obligations under federal law, unless first approved by the STB),

6.4. The terms, conditions, and stipulations expressed in this Agreement as fo the Freight

Easement Property and Raib-oa.d Facilides shaU apply to the Freight Easement Property
and Railroad Pacilities as they may at any time be expanded, added to, .modified, changed,
or relocated. ::

7. License Fees

7.1. For consideiation of the rights granted.under this Agreement, Railway shall pay the
Commission the followmg fees as calculated on a quarterly basis:

7.1.1. Frcieht Service: .:

7.1.1.1. First 750 carioads per quarter: 3% of Railway's haadlmg revenue for
such carioads.

7.1.1.2. Any additional.carloads per quarter: 5% of Railway's handling revenue

fot such carloads.

7,1,13. Storage: Fifty percent (50%) of Railway's storage revenue in excess of
$2.00 per cat per storage day per quarter.

7,1.2. ' ..Ism&Q1^^ Use.pfLaydo\vn_Space.. Railway may from time to time make

arrangements with a temporary shipper by rail for the use of otherwise unused
•laydown space (open space outside of the Freight Easement Property next to

faUroad track). The pardes agree that Railway "will need to identify such
temporary laydo'wn locations on the Property, which Railway may do as needed,

subject to applicable law and the Commission's prior written consent. Railway
shall also notify the Commission of the expected duration of each such use. If

subsequently the Commission reasonably objects to any specific use oflaydown
space by Railway or its shipper, the Commission wHl make available an
alternative laydown location reasonably acceptable to Railway and shipper, and
Railway shall as soon as practicable discontinue that use of such laydown space
and move to the alternative laydown loca.tion. Railway shall, in addition to the

license fees set forth above, pay the Commission 20% of all revenue (if any)

received by Railway by such shippers for such use of such laydown space.

7.1.3. Tran.spQrtation .Service: 3% of passenger ticket revenue on ticket revenue up to
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^500,000 per quarter, plus 5% of passenger ticket revenue on ticket revenue
over and above $500,000 per quarter.

7.2. Railway shall, within 60 days followmg the end of each calendar quarter, determine the

amounts payable to the Commission arismg from the preceding calendar quarter and shall
provide the Commission with a statement describing aU amounts due the Comffiission

dm-iog the quarter. Railway shall also, upon reasonable request from the Commission;,

make available for inspection, and copying all documents and receipts upon which, such.

fees are based.

7.3. Subject to Section 7.4, Railway shall, withm 60 days following the end'of each calendar
quarter, pay the Commission aB. amounts due the Commission for die prior calendar

quarter. Railway's obligation to pay license fees is spedfkally acknowledged. to be
secured by the security required under Section 5.2.7. .. .. .: ,

7.4. The requirement to pay the license fees for Freight Service as set forth in Section 7.1.1

•will begin -with the fast quarter aftet the first anmvetsary of Phase I of dlls Agreement

and the requirement to pay the license fees for Transportation Service as set forth in

Section 7.1.3 wiU begin with the first quarter after the fkst annivet-sary ofPha.se II of this

Agreement. : .

Tetm and Termmation

8.1. This Agreement shall become effective when. fully executed and delivered to the parties In

accordance with Section 27.4 and shaU. continue in full force and effect for a period of 10

years u&less otherwise terminated, as pro^'ided herein.

8.2. Termination:

8.2.1. Default: :..

8.2.1.1^ If'Railway does not pro\7ide regular Freight Service, without the

Cpmrmssion's prior written approval, the Commission may

forthwith terminate this Agreement by written notice. As used in
tliis Section 8.2.1.1, the term "regular Freight Service means

revenue train operations for Freight Service consisting of a

minimum of (i) 50 freight cars during the first fuU calendar year of

service (beginning January 1); (u) 150 freight cars during the second

calendar year of sennce; (lii) 200 fceight cars during the third

calendar year of service; and (iv) 250 freight cars during the fourth

calendar year of service and thereafter; or

8.2.1.2. If Railway does not provide regtila.r Transporta-tion Service during

Phase II, without die Commission s prior written, approval, the

Commission may forthwith terminate this Agreement by written
notice. As used ill this Section 8.2.1.2, the term regular

Transportation Service means revenue thematic excursion

operation, consisting of a minimum of (i) one excursion durmg the

first full calendar year of service after the third anniversary of the

receipt of the license to begin Transportation Seryicc (Plia-se II); (u)
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two excursions durmg the second calendar year of service after the

third anniversary of Phase II; and (ui) five excursions during die

third year of service after the third anniversary of Phase II and each

year thereafter during the term.; provided, that if the. Commission

fails to make required repairs under Section 5.1 during the first three

years of Phase II, the commencement date for regular

Transportation Service" as defined herein shall be extended

accordingly. For the avoidance of doubt, die Commission may not

teuninate this Agreement pursuant to this Section 8.2.1.2 if it has

not approved the non-exclusive license to Railway to', use the

Fteight Easement Property and Ralh-oad Facilities to provide

Transportation Sendcc on the Freight Easement Propetty (Phase IT).

8.2.1.3. Railway remains in- default in its performance of-aay covenant or

agreement contained herein for a penod of 30 days after written

notice from the Commission, to Railway specifying such default,

the Commission may, at Its option, (i) cure.the default and, at its
opdon, invoice Railway for the .cost thereof, withhold the cost

thereof from any amount oth.erwise due to Railway., 01 call any

available bond or security for the payment thereof; or (ii) forthwith

terminate this Agreement by written notice; provided however, that

if such default, caftriot reasonably be cured within 30 days after
such notice^ die .Commission may not terminate this Agreement

provided that Railway begins to cure the default within the 30-day

nodcc period and proceeds diligently to complete such cure. ,

8.2.2. Upon tefminaUon of this Agreement, whether du-ough the expiration- of Ae

term or by the .Parties as contemplated herein. Railway shall cooperate, at its

expense^ with the transfer or abandonment of Freight Service by the

Cormnission, provided, that no termination shall be effective unless and until
the STB has approved such transfer or abandonment.

8.2,3, ^ The parties acknowledge that midation of Freight Services by Railway \viU
require Railway to invest substantial funds in anticipation of future revenues

:from both Phase I (Freight Service) and Phase II (Transportation Service)
: service. In recogmtion of Railway s investment, if after completion of the

Study and prior to the grant of a license to provide Transportation Service

(Phase II), the Commission determines that the Freight Easement Property
should not be used for Fteight Service from MP 7.0 to MP 0.0, the

Commission "will termina.te this Agreement and pay Railway $300,000.

8.2.4. The Railway can terminate this Agreement if by one hundred and twenty (120)
days after completion of the Study, the Commission, has not granted a. license

pursuant to Secdon 2.4.1 hereof to provide Phase II Transpomtion- Serrice

over all of the Freight Easement Property.

8.2.5. The Commission also agrees that it shaJI not terminate this Agreement due to

Railway's failure to use die rights herein granted with respect to any segment of

the Freight Easement Property or RMk-oad Facilities that is necessary to
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support any Freight Scnrice over any regularly-used portion of the Freight
Easement Property north of any unused segment

8.3. Abandonment Railway may at any time, in its sole and absolute disctedon, immediately

and without any liability to the Commission (except as expressly provided herein, ,
including but not limited to Section. 8.5); (a) abandon Transpottation Service over aU or

such portion of the Property as Railway deems appropriate, and (b) seek STB apptoval to
abandon Freight Service over all or such portion of the Property as Railway' deems

appropriate. In the event that Rmlway. seeks to abandon. Freight Service, Railway shaU.

provide the Commission with 90 days advance notice ofRaiLwa/s intention and shaIL, at.
its cost, cooperate with the Commission's efforts to take upon itself aM Freight Ser^ce
opetations relating to the Property, to appoint another person or entity to do so, or to mil

bank any portion of the Property as to •which Railway intends to abandon Freight Service.
. Nothing in. this Agreement is intended by the parties to limit these righfs on the part of

Railway and the Commission agrees that it will cooperate \vith Railway, at Railway s cost,

in Railway's efforts to so abandon any Transportation Service or Freight Service. No such

abandonment, transfer of Freight Sendce operations, or rail banking, shall be effective

unless and until the STB has issued its approval thereof. In addition, this Agreement
shall not terminate with respect to all or any portion of the Property unless and until the
STB has issued such approval. . :- . -\

8.3.1. Any abandonment proceedings instituted by Railway shaM comply with the
abandonment provisions set forth in .the Freight Easement, m.cluding the

raiibanldng/OFA pro visions, thereof.

8.3.2. To the extent the STB approves abandonment or transfer of Freight Service

over all or any part of the Freight Easemetit Property 01 Railroad Facilities,

tliis Agreement and any other rights and obliga.dons of Railway to the
Commission, shall, at. die time of consumma.tion of such abandonment or

transfer, terminate ^dth respect to any abandoned or transferred portions of

the Freight .Easement Property and Railroad Fflcilities. Upon the effective date

of such abandonment. Railway shall (i) assign to the Commission or new

operator, as applicable, any Railway Agreements affecting the abandoned or

transferred portions of the Freight EascLTienfc Property and Railroad Facilities,

(il) quitclaim the abandoned portion of the Freight Easement to the

Commission or-new operator, as applicable, and (iii) execute any additional
documents reasonably necessary to effectuate the purpose and intent of this

Agreement.

8.4. \.Upon the effective date of termination of this Agreement, Railway shall, if so requested

by the Commission, (i) assign to the Commission all Railway Agreements, (il) qmtclaim
the Freight Easement to die Commission, and (iii) execute any additional documents
reasonably necessary to effectuate the purpose and intent of this Agreement.

8.5. LIQUIDA1'TE.D DAMAGES. The parties each acknowledge that, in the event Railway
exercises Its right to abandon Pfeight Service over the entirety of the Freight Easement
and the Commission is unable, despite its reasonable efforts, to obtain a new operator to

which Freight Service is ttansferred by the STB, then determining the resulting damages
would be impracticable or extremely difficult, because the Commission has undertaken, a

commitment to operate Freight Service on the Freight Easement Property as a condition-
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of receipt of funds for purchase of die Property and is incapable of acting as a common
carrier itself. Therefore, the paj-ries agree that, in die event Railway exercises its right to

abandon Freight Service over die entirety of the Freight Easement and the Commission
is unable, despite its reasonable efforts, to obtain a new operator to which Freight Service
is transferred by the STB, Railway shall be liable to the Commission in the amount of.:
$300,000 in liquidated damages and not as a penalty. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
Railway \viIL not be liable for any liq-uidated damages in abandoning Freight Service in
connection with (i) the expu'adon. of the term of this Agreement, (it) die tei-mmadon. of

this Agreement by the Con-imission pursuant to Section 8.2.1 or 8.2.3;, or (iii) .the

termination of this Agreement by Railway pursuant to Section 8.2.4. In the event the

Railway exercises its right to abandon Freight Service and has paid the amount due to. the
Commission pursuant to this Section. 8,5, Commission shall not be endded to any fut-ther

damages of any kind, whether direct, special or consequential. ••'''. - :

9. Insurance. Railway -and Ac Commission shall obtain the insurance set forth below, to be kept in

force during die life of this Agreetnent. Ati insurance policies must be written by a reputable
insurance company reasonably acceptable to the Commission.i or with a cutTent Best s Insurance

Guide Rating of A- and Class VII or better, and authonzed to do busiaess in CaMfornia. The
limits of msurance coverage requked under this section sh.'aU. be iacreased every five years during

the term hereof and any extended term based on any .increases or decreases in. the Producer Price

Index, or any successor index. .. . ;

9.1. Railway Insyrafice: Railway shall, pxovide .and prociu-e at its own cost and expense

Railroad Liability msutrance and Worker s Compensation insurance (to the extent required

bylaw). :

9.1.1. The. liability insurance policy providing bodily injury, includmg death, personal

injury and property damage coverage shall have a limit of not less than $25
rmllion. each occurrence and an aggregate limit of not less than $50 miUion.

The . self-insured retention may not exceed $250,000 (as that value is

periodically adjusted by the Consumer Price Index from and after the effective

date of dm Agreement).) Prioi to the execution of this Agreement, Railway

shall provide the Commission \vith a certificate of insurance on a standard

ACORD form, or other form reasonably acceptable to the Commission,
substandating the required coverages and limits set forth herein. Upon. request

by the Commission, Railway shall immediately furnish a complete copy of any

:: policy required hereunder, including aU endorsements, with said copy certified

by the iasurance company to be a true and correct copy of die origkial policy.

: 9.1.2. The liability insurance policy must include the Commission as an additional

insuied" and the property insurance policy shaU name the Commission as a

loss payee.

9.1.3. Required Provisions: The insurance policy shaU. contain, or be endorsed to

contain, the following provisions:

9.1.3.1. For any claims related to this Agreement, Railway's insurance

coverage shall be primaty uisuraace as respects the Commission, its

directors, officers, employees, and agents and any insurance or self-

insurance maintained by the Commission, its directors, officers,
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employees, or agents, shaU. be in excess of Railway's Insurance and

shaU not coatabute to it. However, this section, shall not apply to any

claims that result from die sole negligence or 'wiUfol rmscondu.ct of

the Commission or its officers, directors, employees, agents, or

invitees; as to any such claim, the Commission's insurance shall be;

primary, and any insurance or sclf-insurance maintained by Rail'wa.y,

its dkectors, officers, employees, or agents, shall be in excess of

Commission's insurance and shaU not contribute to it.

9.1.3.2. Railway sihaU comply with all reporting or other provisions of the
policies, as necessary to maintain coverage required hereunder,

incLuding coverage to be provided to the Commission., its directors,

officers, employees, or agents. Railway shall notify Commission in

writing of any claims submitted relating, to the Property under any

policy required undet this Agreement. . :,

9.1.3.3. Railway's insurance shall apply separately to each insured against

whom claim is made or suit is brought, except with respect to die

limits of Ac insurer's liability.

9.1.3.4. Each insurance policy required by this Agreement shaU. be endorsed

to state that coverage, shall not be suspended, voided, canceled,

reduced in coverage of in limits except after 30 days' prior written

notice by cerdfied mail, tetum receipt requested, has been given to

the Commission.

9.1.4. Workers' Competisation insurance shall cover any statutory liability as

determined to be applicable by the compeflsation laws of the State of
California; with a limit of at least $1 miUion. The Railway represents and the

Commission undet-stands that all railroad workers ate subject to the FELA and

are aot covered by Worker's Compensation insurance.

9.1.5. : The fact that insurance is obtained by Railway of by the Commission on behalf

of Railway wiU not be deemed to release or diminish Railway's Ha-bility,

Including liability under the indemnity provisions of this Agreement. Damages

recovefablc by the Commission from Railway or any third party will not be
limited by the amount of the requu-ed insurance coverage.

: 9.2. .. Commission Insurance: The Commission- shall, at its own cost and expense, provide and

procure such Commercial General Liability ( CGL ) and Workers' Compensation

insurance as it deems necessary to cover its obligati.ons under this Agreement.

10, Notices. AU correspondence, notices, and other papers shall be delivered either in person or by

certified or registered mail, postage prepaid, to the parties hereto at the following addtesses:

If to Railway:

Santa Crus: Scenic Ra.ilway, U.C
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Atta: [TBDJ
Email:

If to Commission:

Executive Director

Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission.

1523Pad£Lc Avenue Santa Cruz, CA 95060 Fax: 831-460-3215 .-

11. Coordination Committee. :

11.1. In order to ensure the safety and efficiency of all opei-'atlons on the Property, the parties

shall establish a Coordmation Committee. The Coordination Committee shall be

composed of two representatives from each party (and any other persons, or. entities as

the parties may mutually agree) and shall (a) serve as a forum to coordinate the parties'

a.cdvities and resolve questions or disputes (but only to the extent die parties'

representatives have been so authorized):, and (b) be responsible to make

recommendations to the parties. The Coordination Committee shall meet on a regular

schedule to be determined by the parties, but may be convened for special meetings by

either party upon 10 days' written notice to die other p^rty. Foltowmg each meeting, the

Coordination Committee shall deliver written minutes of such. meeting to Railway and

the Commission.

11.2. Railway shall comply with all reasonable requests of the Commission for representatives

of Railway to attend public meetings organized by die Commission to provide non-

confidential i&formation about Railway's operations under this Agreement

12. Claims and Uens for Labor and Material

12.1. Railway agrees to pay in. full for'all materials joined or affixed to the Property, to pay in
full all persons:'who p>erfomi kbor upon the Property, and not to permit or suffer any

mechamc's or ma.fcerialmian's lien of any kind or nature to be enforced against the

Property, as to any work done or materials furnished thereon by Railway or at Railway's

request. Railway shall indemnify, hold harmless and defend Commission (with counsel

reasonably acceptable to Commission) against and from any and all liens, claims;,

demands, costs and expenses of wha.tsoever nature in any way connected with or

growing out of such work done, labor performed, or materials furnished.

13. Property Taxes

13.1.,:. So far as it lawfully may do so, the Commission shaU assume, bear, and pay all property

and other taxes and assessments of whatsoever nature or land (whether general, local, or

special) levied or assessed upon or against the. Property, excepting taxes levied upon and

against any Freight Easement Pmpetty or Railfoad Facilities. Railway shall assume, bear,

and pay all property and other taxes and assessments of whatsoever nature or kind

(whether general, local, or special) levied or assessed upon or against any Freight

Easement Property or Railroad Facilities for which it has a license to operate, including
possessory interest taxes under California Revenue and Taxadon Code section 107 e.t

seq., unless applicable law otherwise excuses payment of taxes due to the Commission' s

ownership of the Property, the Freight Easement Property;, or die Railroad Facilities,
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14. Indemnity

14.1. Railway shall indemmfy, defend and hold harmless the Commission from any Loss
which is due to or arises from: (a) Railway's operation, maititenance, repair, 01: use of the .

Freight Easement Property, Raikoad FacUities, any appurtenances th.ereto, 01: any part

thereof; (b) Railway's provision of Freight Service or Transportation Service; or (c)

Railway's failure to comply with or perform any of the terms and conditions set forth in.

this Agreement; except to the extent that the Loss is caused by the negligence or •wiUfui
misconduct of the Commission, Its officers, agents, or employees^ or a bleach of an.

express material warranty of the Commission. The provisions of this section shall

survive the termination or expiration of the term of this Agreement for.a period of two

years. . ... .:

14.2. The Commission shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless Railway from any Loss to
the extent caused by of arising from die negligence or .wiUful misconduct of the

Commission, its officers, agents, employees, a&d contractoTS,,For purposes of this

Section-14.2 only, the term "Loss" is limited to any loss, damage, claim, demand^ action,

cause of action, penalty, fine, payment, cost, liability, of expense of whatsoever nature,

including court costs and reasonable attorneys" :fees, resulting from or related to: (a) any

injury to or death of any person, including officers, agents, and employees of the
Commission or Railway; or (b) damage to or loss or destruction of Railway's
equipment, rolling stock and any items .being transported on behalf of Railway's

customers. Any Loss related to .damage to or destmcdon of die Freight Easement

Property or Railroad Facilities is subject to the provisions of Section 2.8. The provisions
of this section shall survive the termina.tion or expimdon of the term of diis Agreement

for a period of two years. :-..

14.3. Each party's obligations to the other under Sections 14.1 and 14.2 respectively are

subject to the follcwing • conditions: (a) die party seeking mdemniflcation. (the

"Indemnified Party*) shall, foUo-wing Indemnified Party s discovery of a Loss for which
Indemnified Party seeks mdemnification, or of cu-'cum stances that may rea.sona.bly result

in such a Loss, promptly deliver notice to the other party (the "Indemnifying Party" )

describing such Loss or circumstances, (b) the Indemnified Party shall make reasonable

efforts to mitigate the effect of such Loss or circumstances, (c) the Indemnified Party

shall give the Indemmfvm.g Party the opportunity to control the defense agamst such
Loss, and shall not compromise or setde such Loss without the Indemnifymg Party's

prior written consent, and (d) in no event shall, either party be liable to the other for

: . consequential, mcidenta.1, indirect or punitive damages, even if notified of the possibility
.' of such damages, unless such- damages are included in any third-party claim against the

Indemnified Party.

15. Removal of Railway Equipment, Personnel, and Property upon Termination of
Agreement. Prior to, or upon, the termination of this Agreement, Railway shall, at its sole

expense, remove its equipment, personnel, and other property from the Freight Easement

Property and Railroad Facilities and shall restore, to tbe Commission's reasonable satisfaction,

such portions of the Freight Easement Property and Railroad FacUities used by Railway to as
good a condition as they were after the completion of rehabilitation and repairs by die
Commission, including ihe. projects specified in Section 5.1, if completed (or, if the Commission
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does not complete rehabilitation and repairs, as good a condition as they wefe In at the begmning
of this Agteement), excepting nomial wear and tear. If Railway falls to do the foregoing, the
Commission may do such work at the cost and expense of Railway. Railway may not remove any

property, iticluding the Railroad Facilities, that is or becomes the property of the Commission.
under this .Agreement.

16. Hazardous Substances and Wastes

16.1. Railway shall not be Uabk or responsible for any Hazardous Materials present on, ill, or

under the Property, or other problems relating to the Property, pnor to the
commencement date of its operations on the Freight Easement Property, except to the

extent Railway's activities exacerbate the contamination of any such pre- existing

Hazardous Materials. "':: :

16.2. Railway shall comply with all applicable laws in Its : occupancy, operation, and

maintenance of the Freight Easement Property and Rmlroad Fadlldes. 'Without first

obtaining the Commission's written permission (which niay be withheld in the

Commission^ sole reasonable discretion), Railway shall not treat or dispose of

Hazardous Materials on. the Freight Easement Property or Railroad Facilities. Railway

shall not release any Hazardous Materials on or at..the Freight Easement Property or

Railroad Facilities, including through any drainage of sewer systems. Railway assumes aU

responsibility for the investigation and cleanap of any such release or exacerbation by

Railway and shaU indemnify, defend, and. hold harmless the Commission. and Its

propetty, its officers, agents, and employees, for all costs, including reasonable

environmental consultant and reasonable attorneys fees, and claims i-esultmg from or

associated with any such release or exacerbation. by Railway. Railway shall assume aH

responsibility for and shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Commission against all
costs and claims associated with a release or leak of Hazardous Materials, or

exacerbarion of. .pre-existing Hazardoas Materials, occutrl.ng between, the

commencemetit date of its, operadons on the Freight Easement Property, and the

expiration of sooner teHnmarion of this Agreement, and related to Railway's use of the

Freight. Easement Property and Railroad Facilities, unless sach event was caused by the
sole negligence or willful misconduct of the Commission, its offkei-'s, employees, or

agents.

16.3; Railway: shall not install any above-ground or underground storage tanks witl-iout the

.. Commission's prior written consent, which consent may be granted or withheld in

Commission's sole and absolute discretion.. If such consent is granted, Railway .shall

obtain any necessary permits, nodfy the proper authonties, and provide the Commission
: : -ftdth copies of any such permits and noti.fication.s. Railway shall assume all responsibility

for and shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the Commission against all costs and

claims associated with a release or leak of the contents of any such tank occurring

between the commencement date of its operations on. the Freight Easement Property,

and the expiration- or tetmination of this Agreement, unless such event was caused by

the sole negligence or •willful misconduct of the Commission, its officers, employees, or

agents.

16.4. The Commission understands and acknowledges chat the regular opeta.ti.on and

maintenance of raUi-oad equipment and tracks involve the storage, use, and release of de
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mininMS amounts of Hazardous Materials, mduding petroleum products, creosote, and

chromated copper arsenate. The Commission agrees that Railway shall not be liable of

responsible for the de mmlmw release of any such Hazardous Materials, unless (1) such

release violates applicable law, or (ii) the Commission is otherwise entitled to defense
and indemnity under Section 14.1.

16.5. If Railway knows, or has reasonable cause to believe, that any Hazardous Materials have

come to be located under or about die Freight Easement Property of Railroad Fa.dlities,

other than- as specifically provided herein or as previously consented to in writing by

the Commission, Railway shall immediately give die Commission written, notice thereof,

together with a. copy of any statement, report, notice, registration, application, permit,

business plan, license, claim, action, or proceeding ffvcn. to of received from any

governmental authority or private party concerning the presence, spill, tclease,.discharge

of, or exposure to, such Hazardous Materials. .: .:.

16.6. This Section- 16 shall continue in full force and effect tegai'dless of whether this

Agreement is tccmmated pursuant to any other provision, or die Freight Easement

Property and Raik'oad Facilities are abandoned an.dvaca.ted by Railway.

17. Trespassers and Dangerous Conditions. Railway shall not be required to take any acdon. or

incur any expense (including posting signage or..warmngS) providing fencing or other'secm'ity) as

to or against ttespassers on the Property, or invkees of the Commission, other than to promptly

notify local law enforcement and the Commission concerning any trespassers observed on the

Property by Railway personnel. If Railway becomes aware of any dangerous conditions on or
about the Property, Railway shall promptly notify the Commission of such conditions.

18. Waivers. The failure of either party hereto to enforce any of the provisions of this Agreement,

0£ to enforce any right or option which is herem provided, shall m. no way be construed to be a

waiver of such. provisipn(s) as to the future, nor in any way to affect the validity of this
Agreement or any part hereof, or the right of either party to thereafter enfofce each and every

such provision and to exercise 2Ay such right or option. No waiver of any breach of this

Agreement shall be.held to be a waiver of any other or subsequent breach.

19. Consent. Unless expressly provided to the contrary elsewhere in fliis Agreement, whenever the

consent, approval^ judgment, or determination, (collectively, "consent") of a party is required or

permitted under this Agreement, die consenting party shall exercise good faith and reasonable

judgment in granting or withholdmg such consent. No party may unreasonably withhold or delay
its. consent, except as othenvise expressly provided herein, consent shall be deemed to have been

withheld if a party fails to consent to die other party within 30 days of ha.vmg been given written
.no dee of the other party's intention to take any action as to which consent is required or

pernutted.

20. Non-binding Mediation

20.1. If at any time a. question or controversy shall arise between the parties hereto in

conn.ecti.on -with this Agreement and upon vhich the parties cannot agree, such question

or controversy shall be submitted to a single mediator within 20 days after written notice

by one party to the other party of its desire for mediation. The parries shall in good

faith consult to select a mutually acceptable mediator. The mediator so selected shall be
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a person with at least one-yeaf of exposure to the concepts of faikoad operations and

mamfcenaiice.

20.2. Upon selection of the mediator, said mediator shall with reasonable diligence determme

die questions 2.5 disclosed in said notice of demand for mediation and shall give both

parties reasonable notice of the time and place of any mediation. Until the completion, of

mediation, performance under the Agreement shaU contmue in the manner and form

existing prior to the rise of such question. ,

20.3. The compensation, cost, and expenses of the mediator shall be paid in equaT shares by

the parties. .

21. Entire Agreement. This document, and the exhibits attached hereto, constitute the entke

agreement between, the pardes, all oral agreements bemg racrged hex'eiri, and supersedes all prior

representations, agreements, arrangemeiits, understandings, or undeitakmgs, whether oral or

written, between of among the parties relating to the subject matter of this Agreement that are

not fully expressed herein.

22. Modification to Agteement. The provisions of this. Agreement may be modified at any time by
agt-eement of the parties hereto, provided such modifica.tion Is in writing and signed by all pardes
to this Agreement. Any agreement made after the date of this Agreement and related to the

subject matter contained herein shall be ineffective to modify this Agreement in any respect
unless in \mdng and signed.

23. No Assignment Absent Consent.'Except as specificaBy provided in this Agreement, Railway

shall not assign this Agreement, in whole or in part, or any rights herein granted, 'wnthout the

Commission's prior written consent.

24. Successors and Assigns. Subject to the provisions of Section 23, this Agreement shall be
binding upon. and inure: to the benefit of the pardes hereto and theit respective heirs, executors,

admirdstrators, successors^ and assigns.

25. Venue and Choice of Law

25.1. Any.and all disputes, controversies, or claims arising out of,, relating to, or in connection

with this Agreement shall be mstituted and maintained in a competent court m Santa

Cruz .County, California, with regard to dfluns arising under Califorma law, and Santa

Clara. County, with regard to claims arising under Federal law, and the parties hereby

consent to die jurisdiction of any such couit and to service of process by any means

authonzed under California law.

.25.2. This Agreement shall be governed, construed, and enforced in accocdance with the laws

of the State of California, without reference to its conflicts of laws provisions. The

prevailing party" m any claim or action arising out of or connected -with this Agreement

shall be entided to recover all reasonable attorneys' fees and related costs, in addition to

any other relief that may be awarded by any court or other tribunal of competent

judsdiction.
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26. Acts of God and Other Disruptions of Service. Neither party shall be deemed to be in default
of this Agreement if any failure to meet any condition or to perform any obligadon or provision
hereof is caused by, a result of, or due to, directly or in.cHi'ecdy, forces beyond its conteol,

including, without limitation., acts of God, natural disasters, atmospheric disturbance, earthquake,

fire, flood, tornado, typhoon, tide, tsunami, Ugbtning, storms, soil subsidence, landslides, rock

slides, volcanic activity, governmental action 01: Inacdon, change of law or regulation, nuclear or

chemical contamination, pressure waves from devices travelling at supersoaic speeds, strikes,

boycotts ot other labor disturbances, labor shortage, plague, epidemic, quarantine, dots,

invasion, demonstrations or other civil disturbances, sabotage, explosions, insurrections,: war

(declared and undeclared), terrorism, or threats of terrorism; provided, however, that

performance shall only be excused for as long as the disruption persists and any delay resulting
therefrom. ~

27. Miscellaneous :

27.1. In the event that any of the provisions of this Agreement are held by a court or other

tribunal of competent Judsdiction to be invalid or unenforceable,, the remaining portions

hereof shall remain ia full force and effect and any invalid or unenforceable provisions

shall- be enforced to the maxunum extent possible so^s to effect the intent of the pardes

and shall be reformed to the extent necessary to make such provisions valid and

enforceable. Without limiting the generality of tihe foregoing, if the rcquit'ement m

Section 5.2 that Railway comply with .applicable bridge safety management progKim.

regulations (under Pabllc Law 110-432, Section 417) is, held to be a non-delegabje duty of

the Commission, the Commission may, at its.option, (i) undertake this obligation and

charge Railway for the cost thereof or (ii) tetminate this Agreement.

27.2. Each party has parddpated in negotiating and drafting this Agreement so if an ambiguity
or a question of intent or interpretation arises, this Agreement is to be construed as if the

parties had drafted it jointly, as opposed to bemg construed agalrs.st a party because it was
responsible for drafting one or more provisions of this Agreement.

27.3. Each party a.cknowledges dia-t the offlcer executmg this Agreement has the au&ority to

enter into this Agreement on behalf of the party and In so doing is authorized to bind the

party onwliose behalf he is signing, to the terms and conditions of this Agfeement.

27.4, This Agreement may be executed in one ot more counterparts and by facsimile signature,

each of-which shall be deemed an. original, but all ofwhlcb together constitute one and

the same instrument
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In \vitness whereof, the pardes hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed as of the date Gist

herein written.

SANTA CRUZ SCENIC RAILWAY, LLC

By:

SANTA CRUZ CCOUNTY REGIONAL
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

Bv:
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EXHIBIT A

Map of Railroad Facilities
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EXHIBIT B

Permitted Rail Car Storage Locations
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EXHIBIT C

Railway Agreements
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EXHIBIT D

Form of Railway Right of Entry Agreement

[To be provided by operator]
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SIGHT OF ENTRY AGREEMENT

THIS RIGHT OF ENTRY AGREEMENT (the "Agfeement") is made and entered into as of

this ,_,_ day of_ , 20_ by and between „ (hereinafter called "Contractor^, and

SANTA CRUZ SCENIC RAILWAY, LLC (hereinafter called "Railroad"). Contractor and Railroad are
each at tunes referred to herein, as a Part/ and collectively as the "Parties .

The Parties hereto agtee as follows:

Section 1. NOTICE OF COMMENCEMENT OF WORK-FLAGGING

Contractor agrees to notify the Railcoad at least 72 hours in advance of Contractor commencing its work.

Flagging services by Railroad will be required for any wotk by Contractor in -which any person or
equipment wUI be within- 25 feet of any track, of -will be near enough to any track that any equipment

extension (such as, but not limited to, a crane boom) will reach to within 25 feet of any track. Upon receipt

of notice the Railroad will determine and mform Contractor whether Contractor wHl need to implement
any spedal protective or safety measures. If the Railroad pi-ovides any flagging or other services Contractor

shall not be relieved of any of its responsibilities or liabiUdes set forth herein.

Section 2. NO INTERFERENCE WITH RAILROAD'S OPERATION

No work performed by Contractor shall cause any interference -with the consta.nt, continuous and

unuitertupted use of the tracks, property and facilities of the Railroad its lessees, licensees or others, unless

specifically permitted under this Agreement, or specifically authorized in advance by the Railroad. Nothing
shaB. be done or suffered to be done by Contractor at any time that would in any manner impair the safety

thereof. When not in use, Contractor's machinety and materials shall be kept at least 50 feet from the

centerline ofRmlcoad's nearest track, and there shaU be no vehicular crossings ofRaikoa.d's ttacks except

at existing open public crossings.

Section 3. MECHANIC'S LIENS

Contractor shaU. pay in full all persons who perform labor or provide materials for the work to be
performed by Contractor. Contractor shall not create, permit or suffer any mechanic's or materialmen's

liens of any kind or nature to be created or enforced against any property of the Railroad for any such
work performed.

Section 4. COMPLIANCE WITH IAWS

In the ptogt-ession of work covered by this Agreement, Contractor shaU secure any and all necessary

permits and shaU comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, regulations and enactments
affecting the work. Contractor shall use only such methods as are consistent with safety, both as concerns

Conttactor, Con.tta.ctor's agents and employees, the. officers, agents and employees, and property of the

Railroad and the pubUc in general. Contractor (without limiting the generality of the foregoing) shaU
comply with all applicable state and federal occupational safety and health acts and regulations. AU Federal
Railroad Administration ("ERA'') regulations shall be followed when work is performed on the Railroad's
property. If any failure by Conttactor to comply with any such laws, regulations, and enactments, shall

result in any fine, penalty, cost or charge being assessed, imposed or charged against the Railroad,

Contractor shall reimburse and indemnify the Railroad for any such fine, penalty, cost, or charge, including
without Hmita.tion attorney's fees, court costs and expenses. Contractor further agrees in the event of any
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such action, upon notice thereof being provided by die Railroad, to defend such action free of cost, charge,
or expense to the Railroad.

Section 5. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Safety of personnel, property, rail operations and the public is of paramount importance in the progression

of the work pursuant to this Agreement. As reinforcement and in. furtherance of overall safety measures to

be observed by Contractor (and not by way of limitation), the foUo-wing special safety rules shall be
followed:

a). Contractor shall keep the job site free faom safety and health hazards and ensure that its
employees are competent and adequately trained in aU. safety and health aspects oftihe job.
Contractor shall have proper first aid supplies available on the job site so that prompt first aid
services can be provided to any person that may be injured on the job site. Contractor shall
promptly notify the Railroad of any U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Adffimistration

("OSHA") reportable injuries occutring to any person that may arise duung the work performed
on the pb site. Contractor shall have a. non-delegable duty to control Its employees, while they are

on the Job site or any other property of the Railroad to be certain they do not use, be under die
influence of, or have in their possession any alcoholic beverage, drug, narcotic ot other substance

that may inhibit the safe performance of work by the employee.

b). The employees of Contractor shaU be suitably dressed to perform their duties safely and in a
manner that -will not interfere with their vision, hearing or free use of their hands or feet. Only

waist length shirts with sleeves and trousers that cover the entire leg are to be worn. If flare-

legged trousers are worn, the trouser bottoms must be tied to prevent catching. The employees

shoul d wear sturdy and protective work boots and at least the following protective equipment:

(1) Protective headgear that meets American National Standafd-Z89,l-latest revision. It is
suggested that all hardhats be affixed with Contractor's or subconttactot's companylogo

or name;

(2) Eye protection that meets American National Standard for occupational and educational
eye and face protection, 287.1-la.test revision. Additional eye protection must be

provided to meet specific job situations such as welding, grinding, burning, etc.; and

(3) Hearing protection, which affords enough attenua.tion to give protection from noise levels

that will be occurring on the ob site.

c). AH heavy equipment provided or leased by Contractor shall be equipped with audible back-up
-warning devices. If in the opinion of the Railroad Representative any of Contractor's or any ofits

subcontractor s equipment Is unsafe for use on the Railroad's right-of-way, Contractor, at the

request of the Raikoad Representative, shall remove such equipment from the Railroad's right-

of-way.

Section 6. INDEMNITY

a). . As used in this Section, "'Railroad" includes its owner, its operator and all of their respective

officers, agents, and employees; "Loss includes loss, damage, claims, demands, actions, causes of

action, penalties, costs, and expenses of whatsoever nature, including court costs and attorneys'

fees, which may result from: (a) mjury to or death of persons whomsoever (m.cludmg the
Railroad's officers, agents, and employees, Contractor's officers, agents, and employees, as well as
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any other pefsoti); and/or (b) damage to or loss of destruction of property -whatsoever (includmg
Conttactor's property, damage to the roadbed, tracks, equipment, or other property of the

Raik'oad, or property in its care or custody).

b). As a ma or inducement and in consideration of the license and permission, herein granted,

Contractor agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Railroa.d from any Loss which is due to or

arises from Contractor's work performed under this Agreement, its breach of the agreement or its

failure to observe the health- and safety provisions herein, Q£ any activity, omission or negMgence

arising out of its performance or nonperfofmance of this Agreement, except to the extent such

Loss is caused by Railroad's gross negligence or wUlful misconduct.

Section 7. INSURANCE

Conttactor shaU at aU times during its entry, use and occupancy of the right-of-way keep and maintain in full

force and effect (a) commercial general liability insurance coverage of ^2,000,000 on ISO form CG 00 01, of

equivalent, for (1) bodily injury and death, property damage and personal injury; and (u) contractual lia.billty;
(b) business automobile and/or trucker's li.ability insurance coverage, induding coverage for owned, hired
and non-owned automobile liability, on ISO form CA 00 01, or equivalent, with an inclusive limit of not less
than $2,000,000 for any one occurrence in respect of the use or operation of motor vehicles owned, leased

of controlled by Contra.ctor; and (c) worker s compensation insurance coverage meeting die statutory

requitements of the State of California covering aU- of Contractor's employees. This insurance shall name

Railroad as an additional Insured, and Include a waiver of subrogatlon by Insurer as to Railroad. Evidence of
such insurance coverage on an ACCORD form has been or will be provided to Raih-oad prior to or upon

entry.

Section 8. RESTORATION OF PROPERTY

In the event the Railroad authorizes Contractctf to take down any fence of the Railroad or in. any manner

move or disturb any of the other property of die RaiL-oad in connection -with the work to be perfomied by
Conti-'a-ctor, then in. that event Contractor shaU, as soon as possible and at Contractor s sole expense,

restore such fence and oth.er property to the same condition as the same were in before such fence was

taken do-wn or such- other property was moved or distarbed.

Section 9. MISCELLANEOUS

a). Each provision, paragraph, sentence, clause, phrase, and word of this Agreement shall apply

to the extent permitted by applicable law and is intended to be severable. If any provision,
paragfa-ph, sentence, clause, phrase 01: word of this lease is illegal or invalid for any reason

whatsoever, such iUegaUty or invalidity shall not affect the legality or validity of the remaindet
of the Agreement.

b). This Agreement shaU. be governed by and construed In accordance with the laws of the State

of California, excluding Its conflicts of law principles. Any cause of action ensuing out of the
enforcement of these provisions shall be litigated in courts located in Santa Cruz County
California..

c). This Agreement may be modified or amended only by means of a written amendment
executed by the Parties hereto.

d). This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the pajrdes with respect to the

subject matter hereof and supersedes aU prior agreements, whether written or oral, with
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respect to such subject mattet:.

e). This Agreement may be executed in several counterpai'ts, each of which shall constitute an

original and all of which, when taken together, shall constitute one agreement. A facsimile or
emaU transmission of a signed copy of this Agreement shall be deemed an. original.

f). The waiver by either Party of the breach of any condition, covenant or agreement herein

contained to be kept, observed and performed by the other Party shaU. in no way impak the

right of the waiving Party to avail itself of any remedy for any subsequent breach thereof.

The Parties hereto have executed this Agreement in duplicate as the date first herein written.

RAILROAD NAME CONTRACTOR

Printed Name, Title Printed Name, Tide

Signature Signature

Date Date
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June 15, 2016

The Regional Transportation Commission approved the Administratipn, CoQrdinatipn and License
Agreement with Progressive Rail for rail operations on the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line at its June 14

meeting. The agreement wi!l allow Progressive Rail to take over operations from current operator
Iowa Pacific and provide freight sen/ice to customers in the south county.

With a vote of 8-4, commissioners approved the agreement with two amendments. The first

amendment, to section 2.5.1 of the contract/ says that rail cars may only be stored in locations

approved by the commission. The second amendment was to section 6.3 of the contract and

removed language saying the "Railway may store equipment and materials at the location known as
Wngley's, located between Swift Street and Natural Bridges Drive at or about Milepost 21.5."

The agreement is structured in two phases. Phase one engages Progressive Rail to provide freight
sen/ice on the south end of the line to existing freight customers in WatsonviHe. Winter storm

damage and a washout near Harkins Stough prevent access to the remainder of the iine until repairs

are made.

Phase two of the agreement activates after the RTC completes the Unified Corridor Study and

makes a decision on future use of the rail !ine. If the RTC decides to keep the tracks in place and

pursue potential passenger raii service (consistent with existing policy), then the agreement
remains in place for 10 more years and wii! include the entire length of the 32-mile rail line. If the

RTC decides to remove the tracks beyond the Watsonviiie area, then Progressive Rat! has the option

to pull out of the agreement,
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MOVING YOU FORWARD

January 4,2018

Proposal for Operator of Rail Service

Mr. Luis Pavel Mendez

Deputy Director

Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission

1523 Pacific Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3911

Dear Mr. Mendez,

Progressive Rail Incorporated ("PGR") is pleased to submit a Proposal for Operator of Rail Service in

accordance with the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission ("SCCRTC') Request For

Proposals ("RFP") dated December 8, 2017. Please accept this letter as our Transmittal Letter and the

enclosed booklet ("Booklet") as a detailed supplement of information that summarizes our vision and

service plan for the S^nta Cruz Branch Line. In preparation for this submittai, we have performed the

foitowing activities:

• An onsite inspection of the entire 32 miles of rail;

• An onsite inspection of all the bridges on the Branch Line with the assistance ofA.R.E./ an

Irvine-based railroad bridge engineering firm;

• An onsite inspection of all the railroad crossings with a goal to work with the municipalities to

evaluate Locomotive Horn Signal Quiet Zones from Grove Lane Crossing in Capitola to Swift

Avenue in Santa Cruz;

• A meeting with the Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk management to explore partnerships for

passenger excursions;

• A meeting with Ms. Christina Watson of the Transit Authority for Monterrey County to

understand their plans and progress in developing a fast rail corridor to Salinas and how the

Santa Cruz Branch Line might benefit from their experiences and ongoing efforts;

• Meetings with potential freight customers in Watsonviile;

• Engaging PGR's existing customers within its six-state network that would consider locating on

the Santa Cruz Branch Line;

• Given that PGR is already a major handling carrier for Union Pacific, meeting with

representatives to advise them of our aspirations to become the Operator of the Branch Line;

and

• Retaining two rail advisors, one of whom is very familiar with the Branch Line operations, to

meet with train manufacturers to explore environmentally friendly and California-compliant

locomotives and train sets.

AIRLAKE INDUSTRIAL PARK - 21778 HIGHVIEW AVENUE, LAKEV8LLE, MINNESOTA 55044
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Page 2

Our objective as Operator is to exceed all expectations of the SCCRTC, and to become a meaningful and

wetl-respected company in California. We are passionate about the environment and continuously

translate our values into demonstrable actions. For the Branch Line specifically, we appreciate how

that railroad can provide meaningful relief to congested highways. Our plan is to aggressively build

upon the freight sen/ice already in place and to reinstate passenger services to the entire Branch Line.

We propose to do ail this in a manner that is respectful to and accepted by the citizens of the

municipalities where we operate.

It may be helpful for SCCRTC to know that the experiences with regard to operatorship of the Santa
Cruz Branch Line are similar to those of the Piedmont & Northern Railway in Gastonia, North Carolina,

owned by the North Carolina Department of Transportation ("NCDOT"). In that case, PGR was selected

amongst a number of bidders in a competitive RFP and has subsequently become operator of the

railroad. We invite SCCRTC to contact the NCDOT directiy to discuss the matter. Contact information is

provided on page 56 of the Booklet.

In accordance with your RFP, the following information is provided:

1. i, Craig McKenzie, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of PGR, am authorized to obligate the

company for the purposes of this proposal. My signature follows this letter. Our principal office

location is 21778 Highview Avenue, Lakeville, Minnesota 55044.

2. As Operator, PGR will open an office in Santa Cruz County. In that office we will have a dedicated,

full-time T&E team, reporting to a Genera! Manager on location, and a Marketing Team. The size of

the staff in Santa Cruz wifl expand commensurate with scope and scale of the activities and growth

of the Branch Line.

3. PGR plans to operate as the Santa Cruz Scenic Railway ("SCSR").

4. PGR has support functions for the SCSR that are centraily located En its Lakeviile headquarters.

These functions will include Maintenance of Way, Mechanical, Signals & Crossings, FRA

Compliance, HS&E, Legal, Finance, Administration, and T&E.

5. From time to time, contractors will be brought in to perform specific works under the direction of

our functional team leaders. These contractors will include:

a. MOW: Raitworks, 12740 Lakeland Road Unit 8, Santa Fe Springs/ 0\ 90670; et a!.

b. Bridge Engineering: American Rail Engineers, 18 Technology Drive, Suite 205, irvine, CA

92618
c. Bridge Repairs: Koppers, 6405 Metcalf, Suite 106, Mission, KS 66202; Ames Construction,

8333 E. Hartford Drive, Scottsdale, AZ 85255; et al.

d. Signals & Crossings: Midsouth Rail Services, 601 Old Sterlington Road, Sterfington, LA

71280.

6. Ali correspondence can be sent to me, Craig McKenzie, with my email address as

cmckenzie@progressiverail.com

7. The structure of PGR and the relationship of a new, wholly-owned subsidiary, Santa Cruz Scenic

Railway LlC/is presented on page 54 of the Booklet. The organization of the team and reporting

relationships between key personnel on the ground in Santa Cruz and support staff is presented on

page 55 of the Booklet. We anticipate the number of staff permanently located in Santa Cruz to

expand significantly as progress is made in growing freight and passenger service. Our executive

management who will oversee ail the activities of SCSR are provided on page 8 of the Booklet.
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8. PGR is fully compliant with ail federal and state regulations. Our safety record is provided on page

18 of the Booklet. Our FRA and CPUC Compliance is provided on page 26 of the Booklet, and our

forward-looking Safety & Compliance Plan is provided on page 35 of the Booklet.

9. Our Mobilization Pian is provided on page 57 of the Booklet.

10. Our Service Plan is provided on pages 27 through 47 of the Booklet and comprises a Master

Operating Plan, a Freight Plan, a Resource Plan/ a Maintenance Plan, a Safety & Compliance Plan, a

Q.uiet Zone Plan, a Marketing Plan, and an Excursion Plan. Within these plans are details to the

specific requests listed in the RFP on pages 5 and 6.

11. With regard to compliance with the provisions of the trackage rights agreement with the Santa

Cruz, Big Trees & Pacific Railway Co/ this confirmation is provided on page 53 of the Booklet.

12. A detailed Maintenance Plan is provided on pages 29 through 34 of the Booklet.

13. A projected 5-year financial plan for the SCSR is provided on pages 49 through 52 of the Booklet. A

high-level summary of PGR's financial statements can be found on pages 14 through 17 of the

Booklet. PGR's historical financia! statements can be provided upon further request For

information, PGR carries $50 million of liability insurance.

14. Concerning revenue sharing between PGR and SCCRTC, our recommendation is provided on page

53 of the Booklet, in essence, we are receptive to the terms of the previous agreement with IPH,

but are open to further discussions with the SCCRTC and have a few provisos stated in our

recommendation.

15. PGR can provide any number of references of parties willing to endorse our company. In response

to a request for at least three references, PGR is pleased to submit four references provided on

page 56 of the Booklet.

16. PGR acknowledges that ail contents of this Transmitta! Letter and supplemental Booklet can be

made public.

tn closing, PGR is very pleased to be considered as a candidate to become the Operator of Rail Service

for the Santa Cruz Branch Line. Please do not hesitate to contact us if there are any questions.

Respectfully,

Chairman & Chief Executive Officer

Copy to Dave Fellon, Owner of Progressive Rail Inc.
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PROPOSAL FOR OPERATOR OF RAIL SERVICE

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE SANTA CRUZ COUNTY REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
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Dear Members of the SCCRTC,

The differmcB between Progressive Rail Incorporated ("PGR") and other short line holding Gompanies is our commitment to wholly focus on taking the long range view by
investing, reinventing and creating quantlfiablG value back to our customers, communities and Glass One railroads. PGR works day and night to allow stakelioiders to benefit from the
relationship and we believe this allows us to stand out amongst the competition, At PGR, we grow railroads -" through development and supporting customers of our service,

Progressive Rail is a proven turnaround artist that is wildly passionate about reconnecting the local citizens, businesses both big and small, and, our environment with a passionate
partner that Is weii prepared to make history in a good way with the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission ("SCGRTC").

Its those exact tracks that PGR is at the ready to create a new legacy, For sure executing the successful resurrection of a underutilized railroad is preciseiy where PGR excels.
having taken over several lines from the brink of abandonment which are now thriving conduits of commerce, In just one of more than a dozen examples is PGRs Wisconsin •
Northern Railroad where we acquired 37 miles of two rusty coat hangers in the mud and rotted ties that today generates over 70,000 rail cars a year roiling over some of the most
heavy duty track In the State of Wisconsin.

Creating a compeliing freight proposition goes well beyond rail service. Oftentimes we have found that the effort needs to be cataiyzed, which is why PGR invests in the needs of
shippers that includes real estate, securing warehouses for storage and transloading, and constructing equipment to facilitata work flow. Then, with its in-house expertise, PCR ca
help customers navigats the Ciass One railroads to efficiently and cost-effectivGly Gonnect to the rest of North America.

looking westward to California, P6R has always been highly interested in this geography and is why we are most interested to work with the SCCRTO to make a compE
business case of how both freight and a renewed passenger service commitment can occur with a trus level of professionalism and safety.

long ago in railroad history the Suntan Special was a prime example of how carriers like the Southern Pacific Transportation Company were by far the absolute
conduits to commerce and the goodwill amfaassariors for the comrmties served. History can and will repeat itself in a good way; lets work together to bring the good back along
with the people too,

Sincerely,

W>dS^_
DAVE FELLON
OWNER
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Dear Members of the SGCRTG:

RVB years ago the SCCRTC made a forward-iooklng an[ ieclsion to purchasB the Santa Cruz Branch Line. Today that 3 is even more compelling.

The Branch line is perfBctly situated to be further developed for freight and passengers. Highways in Santa Cruz county are [songested at peak times and PGR can
directly help relieve that stress by leveraging the rail infrastrticture to take a number of trucks, commuters,, and tourists off the highways. But it doesn't stop here,

PGR.has an unblemished record spanning over two decades of providing comprehensively Gustomer-focused freight rail service and fostering industrial [ieveiopment

through direct Investments in rali, real estate, buildings and equipment. Beginning in Watsonviiie, P6R is ready to enable the Branch Line to reach its ful! potential in
freight

PGR has successftilly produced passenger excursions inciuding Polar Express, Thomas the Tank, and other family oriented events. PGR also has an exclusive, dose-

knit alliance with AmeriQan Heritage Railways the iiGensor for Polar Express, PGRs mission is to produce thBmatlc shuttles and exaijrsions that transport tourists
that

How we conduct business sets us apart. We live by our high standards on health, safety and the protecting the environment. We invest heavily in rati integrity and

to the Boardwalk beach area, inciuding a revival of the spectacular Suntan Special, as well as launch westward to Davenport to showcase the natura

sunsets on the cliffs above or picnics down on San Vicente Beach. Secret Beach, Bonny Doon, and Shark Fin Cove,

we will pay parilcu lar attention to horn sipnal noise and the carbon oconnotives, For excursionsERA compiiance, For Santa Cruz
orchestrate remarkable rail journeys and destinations that, in the case of Davenport, Includes participation or oversight In cliff and beach safety, security, and waste

management, last, we welcome participating or even championing the Rail Traii project

In dosing, PDR aims to create a new positive legacy for the Branch Line and Santa Cruz county. All inquiries related to this proposal may be directed to me at
218.324.2001 or [;mGkenzle@progressEverail,Gom.

Sincerely,

CRAIG MCKENZIE
CHAIRMAN & CE
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OUR HISTORY

Progressive Rail Incorporated (PGR) is a shortline railroad operating several separate
North Caroilna, and Wisconsin,

issourl

Headquartered in Lakeviiie, Minnesota, PGR was estabiished in 1996 and expanded its operations in 2001 to include a second

north from Chippewa Falls, Wl and transformed it into the Wiscons

60 miles of track from St, Lauis to Unk

* In 2004, PGR leased 37 miies of nearly abandoned
Northern Railroad. PGR's flagship asset,

w In 2007, PGR acquired the Central Midland Rali

^ in 2010, PGR acquired the Iowa
draws its power source from

railway Company In Mason City, Iowa which is the last freight raiiroad in the United States
electric lines,

e in 2012, the Crab Orchard and Egyptian Railroad in Marion, IL was added to the PGR family and in 2016 PGR expanded operations ir
southern Iowa with the acquisition of the Iowa Southern Railway operating out of CenterviSle, IA.

s In the sumr of 2017 PER made a move down south and is now operating the Piedmont and Northern

B Across PGRs network, we have seven rail and truck served warshouse storage faGilities totaling over 8(
our transloadinp businesses,

in Gastonia, NL

square feet to facilitate

This year PER launched Its newly branded bustes "Red Diamond Processing and Packaging" that focuses on handling and
food byproducts orimarily for use as animai feed.

philosophy has always been to provide a ooinprehensive rail service to our valued Gustomers on our entire rali network, PGR many
times takes the lead by focusing on economic development opportunities, including identifying Greenfield multi-moda! transloading and
storage facility projects for our existing and new customers, working with loca! municipaSities and state governments to restore or

infrastructure, and identifying ways to go beyond rail and help enterprises with their logistics needs.
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PGR AT A GLANCE

300 miies of track owned and leased

Primariiy a handling carrier for Union Pacific and Canadian Pacific,
but also interchange with BNSF, CSX. KCS, GN,and NS

oarloads of freight per year

Seven warehouses totaling 800,000 square feet

170 team members

2017 EBiTDA (cash flow from operations) is $14 miilion

Depioyed $8 million in 2017 of capital into maintenance, upgrades,
and new projects

: run rate EBITDA based on Q4 2017 is $18 million per year

debt is $18 million

ft $50 million in liability Insurance with XLCatlin, hdian Harbor Ins Co.

BLOOM1NGTON, MN
:PrDgrDE;.ivs'fi(iil|sm!imateti

h/ifiSONCIt^lA
••\am fctlc.n Raslway
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PGR AT A GLANCE

CRAIG MCKENZIE
CHAIRMAN &GEO
m~32Mi
E'.iKssnae@^s§r^wsH.sm

DUSTIN HEIGHEL

WSMS
^SW@W^S&^8!3il.SQS'S

JEREMYURLACHER

StZ-JSiW
l!t!^@r@^g?!iwsrsi!, sm

JIMTHDRNTON
MANAfilNG DIRECTOR, LEGAL
484^mm
ItBftmtsn^rs^sshswisB^

NICKDILLON

msS-H23
miiilss @f',rs!/resshmlt.s8^

DAVE FELON
PECTENT & DWHER
S^-JSl-3255

^SR @^SS,TSSsMS'3JlC^
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INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT LED BY PGR
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DIRECT SERVICE
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CUSTOMER SERVICE 24/7/365

JEANETTE LENTZ
SENIOR MANAOER, OPERATIONS
S/Z^I-^S
j/ssS@p-f3f!?SS!KtrsiUfMn

Who doesn't like good service? I know I do and I also appreciate the experience no matter what i am buyin[
rather it be just a tank of gas or a brand new car.

i am in charge of Progressive Rail s Customer SoEutions team and we take customer service very seriously. It

all starts by knowing what our customers need before they need It and then be there with a backup plan if a
supply chain interruption occurs well away from PGR Lines. The bottom line Is PGR Is truly our shippers life line
for both raw materials in and finished goods out to markets throughotit North America. Thats a big responsibility
and frankly we love the challenge,

Finaily, and
Ing team
talk when

id this unique to PGR, my department answers to and is incented by PGR's Sales & Market-
only further underscores how Intertwined customer service is with sales. In effect we walk the

iear the phrase "service after the sale",
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PASSENGER EXCURSION AND EVENTS
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Partnership Agreement executed with
American Heritage Railways in January 2017,

With AHR and Rail Events as our strategic partner, PGR is
to extend and build on the success of Polar Express,

Wisms^msss
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RAIL EVENT EXPERIENCES ORBANIZED BY PGR
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CARLOAD VOLUMES
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FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FYEST2017
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BALANCE SHEET

Progressive Rail, Inc. and Atiiliate
Combined Balance Sheets

As of October 31,2017 and December 31,2016

S^sSSiNi^fi ^s^<^i<?t^ •^ ^'f ^3^H^^S^^ ^i^^ ^^^ ^^^fN
^•^^U f^'L^^t^^Mi^^l^'^^^^

Oee8m!)er31,2017
(OnauElited)

De[;emtier31,2016
(AuElited)

Current Assets

Property and Equipment

Less - Accumulated Depreciation

Property and Equipment, Net

Other Assets

Total Assets

S5?^?'.'':?il[y;Irir1 l^.;f
K^y^Si^&l?;l^?

$ 10,569,471

59,690,494

22,661,427

$ 9,581,002

54,177,704

21,410,502

Current Liabilities

long-Term Liabilities

Total Lialiiiities

Total Equity - Progressive Rail,

Non-Controlllng Interest in

Total Stocktiolder Epty

Total Lialiilities ani! Stocktioliler Ei|iiity

37,029,067

5,094.983

$ 52,693,521

$ 8,860,012

14,609,321

23,469,333

28,857,445

366,743

29,224,188

$

$

32,767,202

4,969,578

47,317,882

5,339,364

14,818.753

20,158,117

26,758,506

401,259

27,159,765

52,693,521 $ 47.317,882

naNaaiMj
15
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CASH FLOW FROM OPERATIONS

Progressive Rail, Inc. and Affiliate
Unaudited Combined Statements of Operations

For the Ten Months Ended October 31,2017

YTD
Oetotier31,2017

Cost of Sales
Brass Profit

Operating Expenses
Income from Operations

Expense
Before income Taxes

Provision for Income Taxes
M Income
Net Loss Attributable to

Non-Controlling Interests
Net Income AttriEiutable to

Progressive Rail, !nc,

E81TDA
New Business Start-Up Expenses
Staff Short Term SRGentivs Payments
Non-Recurring Site Maintenance
Professional ServEces/Gonsulting '
Employment Termination Reiatsd Expenses
Other Non-Recumng Expenses

A[ijust8(3E81TOA-10,31.17
Nov-Dec E81TDA Forecast

2017EAEJ|ustedEmA

$

$

s

• 30X55C

631,800

30,115,756

25,820,441

4,295,315

(1,211,182)

3,084,133

122,611

2,961,522

(15,484)
2,948,038

6,971,851

683,178

2.241,642

1,346,670

100.246

246,415

139,150

11,729,154

2.110,039

13.839,139
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RECENT FINANCIAL HISTORY

2012A 2013A 2014A 201SA 2Q16A 2017E

ip Revenue B Transtoadiiig Fees B Rental Income [^:1 Rallcar Storage FEBS

$9

2012A 2013A 2Q14A 2015ft ZfltGA 2017E

M
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SAFETY RECORD

w Our aoal is zero inci

*• We have an embedded safety culture with pay at risk for safety
performance

• LTIF, defined as recordable incidents per 100,000 work-hours,
continues to improve despite rapid growth

s Industry standards are 1,5 ~ 4,0; ours is 1.9

s Developed in-house smart phone APP called STOP (Safety Training
servation Prografn) to report track, and Giose-out safety issues

LIFESAVER<

Always Expect a Train

HEADCOUNT & LOST TIME INCIDENT FREQUENCY

2015

W Vi Staffing Level

2017
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SALES & MARKETING - Jradeshows

NAWLA Trader's Met
Trsdssfssw Bsslh Wits r
Las Vegas, NV

Nationa! Hsrtood ttiinEier fesoclatioit
fr8!i8Si}8fSf BOBth WitQf
Washington, D.C,

Transload aistribiita Assoeiation of NGrth AmeriEia
Mssiiow Ssoffi Witor
Carefree, AZ

us institute
MBS^W SoQth MMiQr
San Die
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SALES & MARKETING - Customer and Industry Newsletter Promotions

.TO'-.-fi l»;rt (l!i*;l'l»1 .? ^
tP^^ ff^- ff^ l^fr !t^bi^ r^f^

y^Hf. ^-V^^W^ ^ EH^iiW
y. Wmw4Ly^ f^'itiwyi.-h

"W^!

T.-^tn^**!* r'naBnri.!*

-t^^r-< ^ ^*^i-y^^r^r^»

f-^i^. r<WK W it.^/^E..^*^^

3?4T<^l'Ti.T.^EflH-7«SfrfA? i^K^t-
i-^j-^p^ @/fl ^HRiflas.^y^tj

tifw^w w*;f-w

(I. 'f'9 V » * W T

?-&(1n!»-.-*,l".ti^'f, wi*'in i^i

^^•^'-.^f*™^^^.

^»h tSJr^ ,

?^ ^y^r' VyffTW^.

.MWWnttetlt

K^^l^^f?t.:^K^ lll/f?!t
ji"rs>i.i!°i •

i^. siM^^^f-:^

PGR's Monday morning newsletter is sent to

3,500+ active rBcipients who read our messages

at an average 51% open rate.

The newsletters range in topics from highlightlni
customers and partners, Industry history, holi-

day greetings, as we!! as announcing new PGR

services, iocations, and faciiite
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SALES & MARKETING - Trains Magazine Sulisuriptions

^y ii'f i vMiV i JML^

MTTn ?1?F Vi?ITH Vnil\^ i in iuu

gi.M.^^M^!S^Ms8^&nfS'^SS^^
w.fst^&y^^^^j'&'^u^sf^fs^mw

•sS&S SsK

^i^»,Wi!K
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SERVICE PLAN
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OBJECTIVES AS OPERATOR

OV£RIAl.^flB.IECriX^^!J:?;!;':

KceeH ;SGGEn'C:|)(fiectatlons::0f;

E^ancl|ta^$e^by:!aalaty2lng:is0sti

B^:a:;EnD^aymWc6mjiai^ ;ln::Calt
D|reGti^iFripm:;tbe]e,nvirgnment,wE'

RGMQJ3
alnabl&idev

ftrnia;:%<

iere\wppE

iVratQpolBi
el%ment::c

irate"^;:;,i;;::

rahcti'Cn^

QhpeGte^D

BY:

Providing freight service in Watsonville mediateiy and growing It
th concentratec

* Providing passenger and freight rali service over the entire line within
three years

• Championing solutions to key issues such as noise abatement,
crossing safety, ooastai rail trail, & water drainage

» Designing passenger service as modern, but nostaigic experience that
becomes a tourist attraction in itself

Providing exemplary rail service, that is safe, efficient, & respeDtfu! of ali
stakeholders

rail service to drive iocai industrial development

!ng direct loca! investments In rail, real estate, bulidings, & equipment

Bringing existing PGR Gtistomers to SCC and link SCC to PGR's network
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FRA & CPUC COMPLIANCE

state

Progressive Rail Inc.:

ft Is the parent company for seven railroads In six states, which are ail in full compliance with federal

ft Complies with Title 49 GFR 172700 hazardous materials communications, emergency response information,

- Complies with Title 49 CFR 174,1 - 174750 Carriage by Rail,

» Complies with applicable parts of Title 49 CFR 200-299 Fsderal railroad administration, Plans

9 Complies with (EPGRA) Emergency Pianning and Community right to know act reporting in all

B Works directly with state poliution control agencies with outside engineering firms to monitor air quality and storm water runoff at our trans ioading locations.

9 Is compliant with local counties in regards to hazardous waste

requirements, and security pians,

jn flie with the FRA,

Works with state inspectors to ensure its responsible Gompliance with iocal communities.

Has no operations presently in Caiifornia, but is in contact with CPUD to establish that relationship and we are confident that the above will ensure our fu!i compliance
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MASTER OPERATING PLAN

e PG'R will name its raiiroad the Santa Cruz Scenic Raiiway.

* PGR wlil first focus on Watsonville with its Freight Plan.

* PGR has a locomotive refurbishment program underway; a SW

Watsonviiie to continue freight service to existing customers.

or SW 1500 will bs located at

Two dLjal-qiiaiified engineers will be based in Watsonville; one will be the General Manager who will fGport to
the COO in Lakevilie, MN. Functional support will be provided as per the Resource Plan.

Our centralized MOW team has already inspected the entire 31 miies of track, as weli as inspected all
the major bridges with A.R£, a railroad engineering firm based in Los Angeles. MOW professionals wEii be
depbyed to work with the SCCRTC and oversee works per the NaintenanGe Plan,

Our centralized Health, Safety & Environment team, aiong with our FRA Gompilance teaf?, will
and engage authoritjes regarding our Safety & ComplianGe Plan,

set

Our centralized Signals & Crossings team is set to inspect all the crossings. An integrated team wil

to spearhead the Quiet Zone Plan with the respective mLiniGipalities,
forms

Our centralized Marketing team will recruit an orHhG-(

the Marketing Plan.
representative who will be based locally to deploy

An integrated business development team will be formed to pursiie all tourist experiences
.Excui's|p_n_Plan,

Passenger
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WATSONVILLE FREIGHT PLAN

ft Freight service already exists in Watsonviile on
the Branch line, but has much more potential
current car load levels.

* PGRs proven formula is to secure a transMing

warehouse as a means to market the railroad to

target customers; a warehouse at 880 W Beach .

Road, Watsonvllie, Is a property we have identified,

ft The agriculture industry has

of outbound fruits and vegetabies, Our goal is
to develop a fast corridor with UP for shipping
refrigerated freight outbound to the Midwest, with'
proteins on the return trip,

? Agriculture demand for piastto muich, liquid and dry fRrtiilzers,
ready to make a compelling proposition to farmers,

ral!, a

tt Dimensional fumber and construction materials, specialty rock and other landscape supplies are perfect

commodities for long hauls,

e Lansing Trading, one of the preeminent energy traders in the US, is poised to partner with PGR to

Donstruot a mane distribution terminal.

have no plans for rail car storage,
800 W Beach Road
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MAINTENANCE OF WAY PLAN

LEON HOYT
GENERAL MAU, I
m'SGMJ
!'?l/f@W5SW8i'SSi SB8S

team is equipped to handle any and ati defects therB may be, from insufficient baliast or cross
level issues to switches and turn outs. We are also equipped with a on-track brush cutter and have

licensed herbicide applicators on staff.

American Rail Engineers Corporation (ARE) performed an assessment of the Santa Cruz Branch line
for Progressive Rail on Deceinber 17,2017, The assessment was complRted by David Anderson P.E, a

practiced railroad bridge engineer iicBfised by the State of California as a Professional EngineGr,

PGR plans to use its planned transioading warehouse In Watsonville as a laydown yard for rail
facility for rolJlng stcck.

Our working assumption Is that the SCGRTC will restore the track conditions on the line to
standards and that PER wi!i be responsible for proper maintenance.

PER Is prepared to oversee any of the SGCRTC works,
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BRIDGE INSPECTIONS
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BRIDGE INSPECTIONS (CONT'D)
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Fair Is Peer

Gsoil

Good

GepEi

Fair

Fair

n/a

Fair

Fair

Fair SB t'aor

Fair

Fair

M
Type

BallasEed

Ballasled

Open

Operi

Qpefi

BallasN

Sifetsd

Ballasted

Open

OpEiH

Solid Hmbe!-

Oiien

Open

Oper.

Open

0|ter.

BiiSlasl
Einci;

StinElltigii

Bnlgii Tie
Coiiiliilsit

Fa;!

i'air

Fair

i'air

n\\

Pair

Fair

Fsir

Fair

i-air

n/a

Fair

Fair

'f air

Fair

hir

Bsierreil
MaiiiEeiiaRce

S 65,000,00

S 1S,OOI3.QD

S 100,OOC,RO

S 15.0DD.GO

R

$ 30,000.00

S 20,000.00

S 2.500.00

S 15.^0.01)

S 456,000.00

Biipilal Gust
next 10 ym

S 175,000.00

S 2BO.ODD.E10

Aiisiuaj
tointeniifice
(10-irravg)

S 2,5DQ.OQ

i W,OOD,OO

S 2.5DO.DO

S 3.5130,00

£ ii.SOO.OO

S 2,500:00

&

S 10.0DO.BO

S 1,50000

S 1,5DO.Qi)

S lODD.OO

S 1,500.00

S • 5DO.OD

S 112,500.00

Notes

IM vfihteilsr uiearance nf 14' 1". Caiile siilsfflic iiilTsST,

iiiiti wall with itieslerate [lecav. CablB ssis!;)ic retraEit.

Bent lorttfltuifenal b;lac!ne, several ivlth serere sfsteifefatiDn. Biiflge tlss
repiacsiiln i957.

SiringsFE rate ?ery pGRiiy. Up ID S91?'n seGllun ioss obssrreij in tep sirifigiir
ilange. Vertical membEt L11-L1 has hoiEE in ilanges, RfiMKiniEsnfl that
stfinsers ar,d llocr bssms bfi replaced or strBngtliened iDr ^ustsined lo3dlp,g
using light 4 axle ItjCDmoti'/eK.

Biiiit liraciflg has rnoEferalii In sevnre ^ieriDrafinn. TipihR' waSkw;ii' anif
raiii^ln FsirTuponri;!?ndilii;n.

SoTie sfamagii tniffl ijEKEsrpass rahiciiiar lr3fl[G.

Fioiif teaffls hs'? sectien liifis u|i In 100% ar ttip and bnHoni i;f stringer
GDnnsstion, Bslta!? ialera] hfaciiig nieiTibers [i? seier;; secUun less,
slnnps have tmTTDni (langR SGGiitifi loss, iindge fes rnpissij in IBSs';.

MSiJ6rai£' GDrrusion thfBughsijl 3fldi)s lies repiaGed In 19S6, sei'ere Efssay
ol isiilalBd lies. Giriier hraGini} miideraSe Sa sevsrs SRCtlon lnss.

Oi'iirhead roadiWi,

Bridgs SiGS [Bplsi'iEd in 199G. MGderatft fecsy af strifigiji'E, ^sderata Eo
KGvere diieay of isnlated timber b'aciiig.

Bridge tfcsrepla^ii in 1997.

Bridge ties repiaced iEt 1387, Longitutlloil sE^uts iaillfig. Bsck walls leiifling
sn willi decayed Elmbers. SEiinger repiacafflenls r.ecdsd ol sustamed reguisi
trattlc.

Budge ties teplsuRtS in 1937.

Bgck wall plaflks have decay.

Wall IH i SlsGJ H [lile suidier wall in tpcri conditen.

Tree ssstioiis, Esctioiis wgU lailinci wlEh waslioiits.

Tini'GGr crib vfilll Ip Gaoii eeridltnin.
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MOW - WATSONVILLE

Bridges are in fair condition. Evidence of encampments under bridge and fire damage on ti£

are in good shape, and every 5th tie needs to be replaced. Rail is 119f and qualifies as #1 relay.
profile and alignment. Dry weather aids in this and iack of train traffic. Vegetation is chr in this area.

Requires $300,000 in immediate repairs; $800,000 in maintenance over next three years,

Crossings ok, but need maintenance/upgrades; est S45,000 in asphalt removal in fianges

Unable to inspect this area due to, trespassers.

looks

Betwsen
mud.

6 and 5.8, there are several mudslides that CDver 500 track feet. Estimate $2[ to bull

L5 washout, Estimate $100,,( repair.

5.2 . Large In damage and surface area. Possible bridge jon to span the separation caused by the damage or 2 larne
ters upstrsam will need to also address their erosion, Estimate $975,000-$UOO,000 for repair,

In good shape; every 5th tie to be replaced in tangent and every 3rd In curves, Rail is 1W and qualifies as #1 reiay,
90-1W rail sprinkled between. Surfacing needed for profile and for water shed through ties, This section has lots of vec
trees overgrowing track. $315,00 In immediate repairs and $875,000 in maintenance

iMiisniini
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MOW - CAPITOLA TO SANTA CRUZ

9 Gapitola bridgG will need rivets replaced due to extreme rust, Bridge structure
will need to be sanded and coated with a non-rusting enarnel. Wooden stringers
and floor beams need to be replaced or strengthened. Security should be
upgraded, A detailed cost Gstimate would need to be undertaken,

» Rail and ties are 1W with every 5th tie to bs replaced in tangent and every
3rd In curves.

;ing will be needed to adjust movement of ties on the grade. Ballast needs
to be

^ There are locations where stairs have been placed to allow for pedestrians to
walk to public beaches. Pedestrian crossings needed with proper signage and
lights,

* Estimate $200,000 immediate repairs with $875,000 in maintenance over next three years.

9 Bridge at 19,43 has reported earthquake damage,

u Boardwalk ciearance signs and cross bucks are needed to provide pedestrians with

* Santa Cruz beach road running rail has cross bucks that neod to be updatGd.

inm^nani
33
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MOW - SANTA CRUZ TO DAVENPORT

Ties are In fair shape. Every 5tEi tie will need to be rep

Track surfacincs will be nseded to address water drainage.

There is an old siding by Panther.beach that could he fBbuilt. Requires two switches and track restoration I
an estimated cost of §270,000.

$350,000 in immediate repair costs and $815,000 in a 3 yr maintenance program.

Davenport has several Industry & siding switches, that need to be rehabbed. Switches in the siding rehab
total estimated costing"$25,[

Removal of industry switch and straight rating area-$50,000

There are several crossings that have been paved over or have had the flange ways filled in. The number of
these crossinps that need to be addressed are
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SAFETY & COMPLIANCE PLAN

JASON WELSH
GENER
S!M~5S4S

jm^@^ijrm'!m'ss^R?

SAFETY COMES FIRST

The most important part of work is providing for family. i want every team membsr at PER to go home in the
same condition they arrived. In fact, if! can help them learn a better way to perform in any environment, maybe

they wiii take some of that knowledge home and be heaithier in their personai life as weli,

B Review historical FRA recordkeeping and overali compliance; identify any gaps and fili them.

• Audit Code of Federal Reguiate CFR 49 Parts 200-29°

B Immediateiy contact and invite FRA ioca! representative to meet on the operating segment to establish a
new baseline,

e Submit advice ietter to CPUC for notifiGation of CPCN transfer.
representative on location to establish baseline.

» Create Signals & Crossings Plan,

? Roii out STOP program.

contact CPUG and invite
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OUIET ZONE PLAN

Our goal is to eliminate the use of locomotive horn signals in urban areas that Include Santa Cruz, Live Oak, and Capitoia

Three independent Quiet Zones would extend from:
1. Grove Lane crossing (MP 15,13) in the City of Capitoia to the border of the unincorporated community of Live Oak
2. Live Oak community (defers to Santa Cruz county) crossings
3. From the border of Livs Oak to Swift Ave, crossing (MP 21,59) in the City of Santa Cruz

Both cities and Santa Cruz County would iegally establish the Quiet Zones independently

PGR would champion the effort by working with the three jurisdictions, undertake the required technical design and engineering and lialse with the FRA.
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QUIET ZONE PLAN

THE STREET CROSSINGS THAT WOULD BE AFFECTED ARE AS FOLLOWS:

kCRU;
19.05 -

19,22-

19,71 -

19.77 •

19,83 -

19.97-

20.75.

2079.
20,87 •

Sea Bright Av8,
Mott Ave,
Cliff St/BeachAv
Westbrook St.
t^aln St,
Pacific Aye,
California St,
3ay St,
Lennox St,

• MP 21.02-

- MP 21.08-

6 MP 21,14 -

• MP 21.18-

MP 21,20-
- MP 21,40-

' MP 21,45-

MP 2-1.59 •

Dufour St,
3e!levuB St
Younglove Ave,

Ssaslde St
Rankin St.
Almar Ave,

Fair Ave.

Swift Ave,

LIVE OAK
(SANTA CRUZ COUNTY)
• MP 16.88 - 38th

MP 17,21 ~ 30th Ave,
' MP 17,87 - 17th Ave.
« MP 18,42 ~ 7th AVG,11 t U» I £- i U I MV L^

GAPITOLA
« MP 15,52

MP 16.38
- MP 1675

- Montere)

• 47th Ave
- 41st Ave,
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QUIET ZONE PLAN

safety improvements to
(and ab not be limited to);

Automatic warning devices

four-qiiadrant lanes & signage

flashing lights

at each at-prade crossinE

s and gates)

may include

Level of protection determined by diagnostic team

- Required to assess collision risks at each crossing

Comprised of locai gDvernment, railroad, and Galtrans

- Team issues determination of aciclitional measures needE

CertiftGatlon of the Quiet Zones

- Local government certifies to FRA that risk redLietlon achieved

- QZ takes effsGt after ali safety improvements are made

Y^^.^'^'
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MARKETING PLAN

We will earn Santa Cruz customers by truly partnering with them. Our prosperity is a
direct function of their prosperity, and we perpetually engage with them at all levels
to drive improvements in the efficiency of their supply chains. We beGome involved
In our customers' businesses so m can use our own networks at buyers, sellers and

transportation providers to find advantages that our customers can use to prosper in 1

PGR engages customers with frequent face-to-face meetings, phone and email contact,

weekly newsletters, monthly magazine mailings and hand-written notes. We not oniy like

to keep asking the question, "what else are -we missing?" but we like to share with them

examples of programs and Ideas we've developed with other ciistamers to improve their

supply chain effiGlenGies.

9 Action steps are to;

- Secure a transloading warehouse and recruit a marketing professional

- Identify target customers and research their logistics options, hold in-person
meetings, and follow-up with talored marketing materials

Work seamlessly with UP to set up advantageous rates to win back freight

- Connect Santa Cruz Scenic with PGR's network of customers across the US.
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PASSENGER EXCURSION PLAN

PGR will work eagerly with authorities as part of the California State Rai! Plan to relieve
congested roadways and provide rail soiiitions for freight and passenger transportation. How
tourist and cormter services differ or overlap will be an important aspect.

Anticipating some public resistance in the Capitoia to Santa Cruz corritlor as train service Is
reinstated, our goai is to create an endearing proposition that is safe, green, quiet, and efficient,
We favor nostalgic train designs, which we believe would respect the rich heritage of the area as
the Boardwalk,

Reinstating the Suntan Special will be a transformationai project and wiii take several years to
develop, PGR has already started these efforts and we believe we have a workable solution
whereby m provide service between Watsonville JunctiQn and Santa Cruz and the iSan Jose
leg is provided by TAMC, PGR aims to work dosely with the Boardwalk to provide package
incentives to tourists.

Recognizing it will take time to plan, educate the public, secure quiet zones, and execute the
e);cLirsions we envisage, we plan to tas at the outset on the coastal rail west and north of
Santa Cmz. We wili call this routB the Sunset Speolai, but wlfl provide several offerings,
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SUNTAN SPECIAL

0 Travei seambsiy across an urban landscape that opens to a scenic coastline

m Enjoy the journey on modern, safe, clean, and comfortabie trains

tt Glide past traffic Gongestion on reiiable

Transfer quickly and easily between high-speed train and a PGR local train with coordinated
arrivals and departures with significantly reduced wait times

Plan entire door-to-door trips, and purchase a single ticket using a porta! that coordinates with
the Boardwalk ticket saies

Coordinated planning and investments among railroads and the Boardwalk will ensure that rail
operators wili benefit from the strategies in this plan,

a new tourist attraction that is a throwback to a past era

- improves safety and reduces the demand on emergency responders

Lowers greenhouse gas emissions

- Enhance livability for everyone.
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SUNTAN SPECIAL

Our goal is to reestablish the historic Suntan Special by providing weekend passenger service
from San Jose Dirldon station to the Santa Cruz Boardwaik via Watsonviile JunctiQn,

Approach is to partner with Transit Authority for Monterey County (TAMC) and the Santa Cruz
Boarciwaik, Discussions with both parties have commced.

TAMD wouid provide service for the San Jose to Watsonviile Junction leg. Passengers woiid
cross platform to the awaiting PGR train, which would provide service to and from'the Santa Cruz
Boarciwalk.

Total travel time is expected to be 1:06 hrs for the 51 mile San Jose ieg via TAMC and 1:15 hrs
for the 20 miie Santa Cruz lag on PGR's train, Total travel time is 2 hrs 36 minutes assuming a
15 minute transfer at Watsonville Junction. The historic Suntan Special travei tiiTie was 2
for this route,

Scheduled service initially would be one morning train to Santa Cruz and a return train Sate

Service would be expanded in response to demand.

San Jose Diridon
Watsonvilfe Jtinstion

Santa Cruz Boardwaik

Santa Cruz Boardwaik
WatsonvillB Junstion
San Jose Diridon

To Santa Cruz
07.30
08,36 08,51

10,06

To San Jose
1ZOO
18.15 18.30

19.36
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SUNTAN SPECIAL - TAMC LEG

ffc^tyS^tt^.^ ^n ya^,
• Oa-Wi.Um1

l^3"nrf •'

«('i"("",<SaBn Crifi: 3'as"

<-(-*- Wmvlmreca

•s"-" iwpmfi VSKW

+••••" C!W%!H»W>'

;hU"g-

•snW'

We bdieve Santa Cruz can benefit from TAMC's efforts on ths Sate Ral! Extension

In discussions with Christina Watson, Principai Transportation Pianner, at TAMG

Alternative approaches that inciude FOR gaining trackage fights on the UP line or initiatin
negotiations with Caitrain to provide service are viewed as less optimai
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CONCEPTUAL LOCOMOTIVE

in discussions with National Railway Equipment
(NRE) to purchase fuiiy refurbished quiet,
N-ViroMotive hybrid diesei/electrlc gensets that
can bs configured with nostalgic covered wagon
cowlfng,

Approach Is to set out a locomotive at each end
of the train for ease of changing direction and for
providing redundancy in the event of a power issue.

The units are U,S, Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) Tier I! certified using Tier ill Off-Road
certified industrial diesel enc

The N-ViroMotlve product line is also recognized
by the California Air Resources Board as Ultra-Low
Emitting Locomotives,
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CONCEPTUAL PASSENGER CARS
' Passenger car trainset design wi!i comprise:

six coach fare cars,

" [m lounge class cars with observation domes,

- a bar car in-between.

' Passenger cars have been idBntifled in Florida, Connecticut, and lliinois,

' In discussions with Relco Locomotive in Albla, Iowa, to refurbish and modernize, cars to

Train capacity would be circa 500 to 1,000 passengers depending on demand.

^eS. 3 a -^•^,'

^s^y —^..^
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ionny Doon

SUNSET SPECIAL

Our goal is to launch a new excursion service to
from Santa Cruz, using Wilder Ranch as a iaunch
until Quiet Zones east of Swift Street are established

Trainsets would be interchangeable wi

Thematic excursions Include;

- Polar Express

Easter Egg Hunt
- Pumpkin Patch

Picnic on the Beach
- Sunset

- Vino Veritas

- Train Out Bike Sack

. • '•

: • '.^I^s?^^%IStllSfiffi^K''*w^<w*fi
'^S^X^'-^i-Mk

IVsIfcl?^^

San VlCBnte

IIIK

i^i^l^lSfefi
tili!lSSI%!

Doon
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SUNSET SPECIAL

We propose having an informal caretaker role in four
beaches ~ San Vicente, Secret, Sharktooth. and Bonny
Doon.

We do not want to interfere with the role of governmsnt,
but stand at the ready to improve the safety and
experienoEi of visitors in the Davenport area.

Right now there are unsafe and unkept trails that are
we can do better

With rail service to provide easy acGess, m anticipate
higher levels of visitors, As such, we aim to preserve the
natural beauty by providing safe passage down the cliffs,
informative signage, and waste management,

From tha sum! sondltion,.

Tliere is room for s'fnpmmt

Ssn Cfemts, ^ sxsmples ofpossliflB sppro^es.
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5-YEAR FINANCIAL PLAN

Total Santa Cruz Scenic Railway
Pro Forma Cash Row

Variances are favorable/(unfavorabl8)
$ In thousands

Forecast
2018

Forecast
2019

Forecast
2020

Forecast
2021

Forecast
2022

laUBBSi
Revenues

Switchinc

Storage & Rents

81,040
$18

$105

S1,700
$46

$174
$319

$5,025
$68

$508
$974

S7,450
$91

$752
$1,448

810,050
$137

$1,016
81,947

Total Revenues

Operating Expenses
Transportation
Maintenance of Way
Naintenance of Equipment
Carload Connection

$1,363

$232
$136
$27
$76

$204

$2,238

$380
$224
$45

$131
$336

$6,575

$1,118
$1,008

$412
$358
$986

$9,741

$1,656
$1,559

$663
$526

$1,461

$13,149

$2,235
$2,134

$918
$715

$1,972

Total Operating Expenses $676 $1,118 $3,882 ;5,865 $7,975

EBITDft
EBITDA I
Capital
Cash Flow

Gupnulative Cash Flow

$1,122 $2,B92 $3,876 $5,174

($2,595)
(1,907)
(1,907)

($3,767)
(2,645)
(4,552)

($4,767)
(2,074)
(6,627)

($1,017)
2,860

(3.767)

($767)
4,407

640
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5-YEAR FINANCIAL PLAN

Variances are favorable/(unfavorable)
$ in thousands

Revenues
Switching
Transloading
Storage & Rental
Other

Total RBVBHUBS

Operating Expenses
Transportation
Maintenance of Way
Maintenance of Equipment
Carload Connection
Administrative

Total Operating Expenses

EfilTOA
EB!TDA Margin
Gapltal Requirement
Cash Flow

Cumulative Cash Fiow

!^^lii!iiil??il^iNill^^s^s ;i^f?%Mil%sfl^yMifc!?

Forecast
+/- vs Prior Year
% Change '

Watsonvili
Pro Forma

Forecast
2018

1'ili^

$140
18
15
20

$193

$33
19
4

17
29

$102

$91
47°/o

(595)
(504)

ii^si

400
na

na

Ie Freight
Cash Flow

Forecast
2019

$350
46
39
49

$483

$82
48
10
43
72

$256

$227
47°/o

(267)
•(40)
(544)

'3s

400
na

na

Forecast
202D

'SS^i

$525
68
58
74

$725

St 23
72
14
65

109
$384

$341
47%

(267)
74

(470)

1,500
500

50D/o

Forecast
2021

sii®

$700
91
11
98

$966

$1.64
97

87
145

$512

$454
47%

(26.7)
1B7

(283)

500
33%

[SJ

Forecast
2022

iS&

$1,050
137
116
147

$1,449

$246
145

29
130
217

$768

$681
47%

(267)
414
132

3,000
1,000

eI<Ji;I^Mi&^

0%
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5-YEAR FINANCIAL PLAN
Excursion Trains toward Davenport

Pro Forma Cash Flow

Variances are favorable/(unfavorabi8)
$ In thousands

Forecast
2018

Forecast
2019

Forecast
2020

Forecast
2021

Forecast
2022

Revenyes
Switchinc
Transloading
Storape & Renta
Other

$1,

180
135
270

180
360

$2,250

225
450

$2,700

270
540

Total Revenues

Operating Expenses
Transportation
Maintenance of Way
Maintenance of Equipment
Carload Connection
Administrative

$1,170

$199
117
23
59

176

$1,755

$298
176.
35
88

263

$2,340

$398
234

47
117
351

$2,Q25

$497
293

59
146
439

$3,510

$597
351
70

176
527

Total Operating Expenses $573 $860 $1,147 S1,433 $1,720

E81TOA
EBITDA Margin
Capital
Cash F

Cash Flow

ill
Forecast

+/- vs Prior Year

% Change

$597 $895 $1,193
51D/D

(903)
(903)

(105)
(U

193
(815.)

$1,492
51%

(250)
1,242

427

$1,790

1,540

w
20,000

na

na

30,000

'^^'.('^ l^^f^^l i^^ir^ ^^;^F^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 7^'i^.l^^.'

40,000
10,000 10,000

I./-
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5-YEAR FINANCIAL PLAN
Suntan Special

Pro Forma Cash Flow

Variances are favorabl8/(unfavorable)
$ In thousands

Revenues
Switching
Transloadlnc
Storage & Rental
Other

Total Revenues

Operating Expenses
Transportation
Maintenance of Way
Maintenance of Equipment
Carload Connection
Administrative

Total Operating Expenses

FtiFBcas
2018

E Forecast
2019

Forecast
2020

$2,700

270
540

$3,510

$597
702
351
176
527

$2,352

Forecast
2021

$4,500

450
900

$5,850

$995.
1,170
565
293
878

S3,920

Forecast
2022

$6,300

630-

1.260

$8,190

SU92
1,638

819
410

1,229

$5,487

EBITDA
EBiTDA Margin

requirement

$1,158 $1,931

Cash Flow
Cumtjiative Cash Flow

(500)
(500) (3,000)

(3,500)
(2,342) 1,431
(5,342) (3,911)

NN
Forecast

+/- vs Prior Year

°/o Change

60,000
60,000

na

$2,703

(250)
2,453

(1.459)

140,000
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OPERATING CONTRACT

Reviewed agreement with IPH dated September 27,2012 and submit the following for consideration;

- PGR is generally agreeable to the contract and its intent save the provisos discussed beiow.

- Given the SCORTC has experience with the contract, PGR is open to any proposed revisions that improve the contractual obligations, terms, and
alignment between SCCRTC and PGR.

Regarding economics, we recommend InGreasing the operating term to 20 years or, eonverseiy, a 10 year term with a 10 year renewal feature

contingent upon PGR's being in full compliance and good standing.

- We envisage making sizable investments to enabie sustainable passenger rail service and anticipate the stakeholder alignment proeess taking two to

three years, Peak investment levels will iikely occur several years into the operating term and will require external financing. As such, investors wiii !ik
require at least a ten-year Investment horizon from the time the investment is made.

- Given the expected high-level of cQinmitment and resources that PGR will put forth to reinstate a sustainable passenger service on the entire line, PGf

will seek to protect that investment and is sensitive to any encroachment of other passenger operators that may enter onto the line.

Reviewed agreement with Santa Cruz, Big Trees &. Pacific Railway Company and understand their rights and have no concern about continued compliance,
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LEGAL ENTITY AS OPERATOR

3 Airialee toinal Railway Company, tlO
(MN ilmlted liabifity oompaiiy)

(PGR-1DQ%)
(Inactive)

;'l

Central MidlFKiil Railway Company
W S-Corp)

(PGR-WD)
Ss

Iowa Souttiem Railway Gompany
(lAS-Rorp).

(pGR-mfo

Iowa TraKtion Railway Company
(IA C-Corp)

PieElmoitf & NQrttiern
Railroad HG

fN !Emit6tf liability company) ^ | (PGR -

II
!!.RetoMsunfefc'lu: II IATR Properties, LLC i
MN"""""' gl »^^^ I

(Inactive)
(P£

Red Diainonil ProcBssing |
& Paekagiiig ILG |

(MN limltsd liability Gornpany) |
(PGR-100%) !

Wisconsin Norto I
Raiiraail ILC ;|

(MN limltGd iiablllty company) |
(PGR-100%) I

Santa Cruz Scenic
Railway LLC

limited liability company)
(PGR ~ 10D%)
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RESOURCE PLAN

T&E Signals & Mechanical Marketing USE & ERA Business
Crossings Compliance Development

Finance Leyal

Support Teams locateii in
Lak'evillG. MN

Santa Cruz Scenie
permanently posted locally

Dustln Heichel

TBA-1
TBA-2

Leon Hoyt Shepard Mike Sanders Dave FGllon

TBA-3

Jason TEA Nick Diilon Jim Thornton

Appointed GM Is the single
point of accountability

Convener for incident response

Team of MarketinE

represerU ground

In the ground team will be Increased over 201i
in preparation for excijrsion trains, Vacation

relief will be provlEN by ths functional teams.
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REFERENCES
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MOBILIZATION & START-UP PLAN

tt .From the contract award date, PGR will mest with SCCRTC immediately to make introductions and to agree a process to finalize and execute definitive agreements.

» A request for approval to become Operator will be submitted to the STB once the operating agreement is executed. ST8 approval (or non-rejeGtlon) is expected to
occur in 30 days (the Closing Period).

*• During the Closing Period;

- PGR wiil Invite SCQRTC officials to Its headquarters in LakeviiEe, Minnesota, to showcase its operations and discuss how to best align PGR Gapabilltles with
SCGRTC priorities,

- As permitted by SCCRTG, PGR will have Introductory discussions with Santa Cruz Branch Line employees and IPH. PGR's objective Is to retain Santa Cruz
Branch Line employees with a working assumption that twa duai-qualified engineers will be needed as the T&E team.
PGR wiil assign a "business unit leader" who will be singiy accountable for conducting safe operations on the line and providing customer interface

- PBR's marketing team will begin oontacting existing and targeted new customers, and recruit a representative on the ground,

A transition plan will be prepared and impiemented to snsure new employees to PGR are provided with a company orientation, Human Resource documents that
Incitide compensation and grade level assignments, benefits, employment contracts, and any training that is required.

- We will mobilize a switcher {ocomotive and store It on a siding in Watsonviile until a faciiity can be secured.
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Letter 16 
COMMENTER: Pamela Silkwood, Horan Lloyd 

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 16.1 
The comment is an introductory statement that the Horan Lloyd law firm is representing various 
farmers, and that they find the Draft EIR deficient and the RTC biased toward approving the 
Proposed Project.  

Refer to Master Response A. 

Response 16.2 
This comment includes three main points.  

a) The Farmers’ Alternative (Alternative 3) is the environmentally superior alternative that 
meets all the Project’s objectives and must be selected.  

b) The RTC is biased in favor of the Proposed Project because the Draft EIR states the Proposed 
Project does not include improvements to the rail line or its related construction and 
operation impacts, yet finds Alternative 3 to have significant and unavoidable impacts to the 
historical Davenport Branch Line related to rail improvements.  

c) The Draft EIR includes the following conclusory determination without substantial evidence 
in the record: “The impacts [of the Farmers’ Alternative] would be similar, with some less 
and some more but no difference in the impact determination.” 

16.2a. CEQA does not require the Lead Agency to select the environmentally superior alternative; 
nor does it provide specific guidance on how the environmentally superior alternative should be 
determined. Indeed, the one and only reference to the environmentally superior alternative in all of 
CEQA appears in the following sentence from section 15126.6, subdivision (e)(1), of the CEQA 
Guidelines: “If the environmentally superior alternative is the ‘no project’ alternative, the EIR shall 
also identify an environmentally superior alternative among the other alternatives.”  

More to the point, however, lead agency decisionmakers enjoy broad discretion in deciding whether 
to approve a project as proposed or one of the alternatives set forth in an EIR. In general, 
decisionmakers may reject EIR alternatives as infeasible if they fail to meet all project objectives, fail 
to fully meet project objectives, or are considered undesirable from a policy standpoint. (See Sierra 
Club v. County of Napa (2004) 121 Cal.App.4th 1490, 1506-1509; California Native Plant Society v. 
City of Santa Cruz (2009) 177 Cal. App. 4th 957, 1001; In re Bay-Delta Programmatic Environmental 
Impact Report Coordinated Proceedings (2008) 43 Cal.4th 1143, 1165, 1166; City of Del Mar v. City 
of San Diego (1982) 133 Cal.App.3d 410, 417.) As the California Supreme Court said in Citizens of 
Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 576, “[t]he wisdom of approving this or 
any other development project, a delicate task which requires a balancing of interests, is necessarily 
left to the sound discretion of the local officials and their constituents who are responsible for such 
decisions. The law as we interpret and apply it simply requires that those decisions be informed, and 
therefore balanced.” 
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As presented in Section 5.3, Environmentally Superior Alternative, the overall impacts of the 
Proposed Project and Alternatives would be very similar. Table 5-5 presents a summary comparison 
of the overall impact for each of the 16 resource topics as identified in Table 5-3, identifies the 
environmentally superior alternative for each resource topic based on that comparison, and 
provides a rationale for determining the environmentally superior when there is no substantial 
distinction. Additionally, Table 5-5 presents a numeric measure for the overall impact 
determinations to measure the degree of impact for each resource topic. The purpose of this 
comparative evaluation is to provide detail to decisionmakers and the public regarding how to 
proceed. By providing comparisons amongst alternatives by topical area, decisionmakers and the 
public are able to focus deliberation on points of specific relevance and importance. In summary, 
the alternatives discussion provides a very general comparison, wherein the higher number 
represents a greater impact. The results of this exercise further demonstrate that the overall 
impacts of the Proposed Project and Alternatives 1-3 would be very similar.  

There are different ways to identify an environmentally superior alternative when the potential 
impacts of a project and project alternatives are similar. For the purposes of this analysis, three 
methods or measures were used: 1) focus on the absence of significant and unavoidable impacts, 2) 
focus on key resource topics, and 3) determine environmental superiority for most resource topics. 
The rationale for determining the Proposed Project is environmentally superior is clearly presented 
in the Section 5.3 discussion. 

Regarding the commenter’s statement that the Farmers’ Alternative (Alternative 3) meets all the 
Project’s objectives, the RTC clarifies that Alternative 3 does not meet the following objectives, as 
presented in Table 5-2. 

 Objective 1: Provide a continuous public trail along the Santa Cruz Branch Line railroad 
corridor and connecting spur trails in Santa Cruz County.  

It does not meet this objective because the southern portion of the Alternative 3 trail alignment 
leaves the rail corridor and extends along Highway 1. 

 Objective 3: Develop the trail so future rail transportation service along the corridor is not 
precluded.  

It does not meet this objective because the northern portion of the Alternative 3 trail alignment 
is located on the trail bed, requiring removal of the rail, in effect precluding future rail 
operation. 

 Objective 5: Maximize safety and serenity for experiencing and interpreting the Sanctuary 
and landscapes by providing a trail separate from roadway vehicle traffic. 

It does not meet this objective because the southern portion of the Alternative 3 trail alignment 
is substantially closer to Highway 1 than the rail corridor, resulting in an inferior user experience 
related to views of the Sanctuary and landscapes. 

 Objective 11: Complete project construction by 2020 to maximize funding for the Project 
and meet current funding obligations. 

As described in Section 2.6 under Timing and Duration, construction of a trail alignment 
involving removal of the rail, in its entirety under Alternative 1 and in the northern portion 
under Alternative 3, is estimated to begin in 2028 because of the additional time required to 
reverse policy, contractual, and regulatory commitments that the RTC has made regarding the 
railroad tracks.  
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16.2b. The Draft EIR was prepared by objective independent consultants. The analysis of potential 
impacts to historical resources was prepared by a senior architectural historian who holds a Masters 
of Historic Preservation degree and over 8 years of professional experience in the public and private 
sector. 

The analyses found significant and unavoidable impacts to historical resources for both Alternatives 
1 and 3 because those alternatives would require removal of the railroad tracks, although 
Alternative 3 would require removal only in the northern portion of the trail alignment because the 
southern portion is outside the rail corridor.  

As described in Section 3.5.1 of the Draft EIR under Davenport Branch Line, a Historic Resources 
Evaluation was conducted by professionally qualified staff, and the Davenport Branch Line was 
determined eligible for federal, state and local listing, including the National Register of Historic 
Places and the California Register of Historical Resources. As described in Sections 3.5.4 under 
Impact CR-1 and in Section 5.2 under Alternative 3 (Farmers’ Alternative), Alternatives 1 and 3 
would remove the most fundamental components of the identified historic resources and thus was 
determined a significant and unavoidable impact. 

Removal of the rail line is not an issue for the Proposed Project and Alternative 2 because the trail 
alignment would be adjacent to the rail, consistent with the approved MBSST Master Plan. The rail 
line would not be removed, altered, or improved as part of the project because it is not necessary to 
construct and operate the trail. The inclusion of these two policy options does not reflect any bias 
on the part of RTC, but rather reflects the fact that the approved MBSST Master Plan contemplates 
a trail alongside railroad tracks rather than a trail with railroad tracks removed. By analogy, it would 
be totally appropriate for a city as lead agency, when faced with a proposal consistent with its 
general plan, to treat such a proposal as its “proposed project” and to treat options inconsistent 
with its general plan as alternatives to the proposed project. 

As described in Section 3.5.4 under Impact CR-1, the analysis did consider indirect effects on the 
historic resource from construction and operation of an adjacent trail, and the potential impact was 
determined less than significant with mitigation because the most fundamental components of the 
identified resource (the rail line) would remain intact. 

16.2c. The basis for the conclusion that the impacts of the Farmers’ Alternative would be similar to 
those of the Proposed Project, with some greater and some lesser but no difference in the impact 
determination, is presented in Section 5.2 under Alternative 3 (Farmers’ Alternative) of the Draft EIR 
on pages 5-19 to 5-29 and in Table 5-3. The discussion also notes that while most impacts would be 
similar with the same impact determinations, the one difference is that Alternative 3 would result in 
greater impacts to historical resources, as described above. The alternatives analysis in Section 5.2 
includes sufficient information about each alternative to allow meaningful evaluation analysis, and 
comparison with the proposed project, as required by CEQA Guidelines §15126.6. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are required. 

Response 16.3 
The commenter states that the RTC is biased in favor of the Proposed Project by signing an 
agreement for rail operation; the discussion of the Farmers’ Alternative is perfunctory and 
prejudicial; and the RTC failed to comply with the basic substantive requirements of CEQA.  

Refer to Master Response E. 
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No changes to the Draft EIR are required.  

Response 16.4 
The commenter states the RTC invalidly breaks the rail trail into smaller pieces in an attempt to 
avoid significant impacts. 

Refer to Master Response E.  

No changes to the Draft EIR are required.  

Response 16.5 
The commenter argues that the Proposed Project is a change in land use, and that there should be a 
buffer between the trail and agricultural operations due to the potential for significant health and 
safety impacts from pesticide application. To support this claim, the commenter notes that Telone II 
cannot be sprayed within 100 feet of a structure. The commenter reiterates these statements at the 
bottom of page 10 of their letter, following comment 16.9. 

Sections 3.2, Agricultural Resources, and 3.8, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, both acknowledge 
that application of Telone II is prohibited within 100 feet of an occupied structure. This requirement 
creates a buffer zone, which is an area extending horizontally from a treated field where entry into 
the zone is prohibited or restricted for a certain period (e.g., seven days following application). 
However, as stated in both Draft EIR sections, there are no buffer restrictions for transient uses (i.e., 
pedestrians on a trail). Therefore, 100-foot buffer requirement does not apply to the Project.  

The Draft EIR analysis does, however, assume a 100-foot exclusion zone for Telone II, consistent 
with exclusion zones for other pesticides applied in the North Coast region. In contrast to a buffer 
zone, an exclusion zone is an area extending horizontally 100 feet from the application equipment in 
all directions during an application; once application has ceased, there is no exclusion zone. This 
assumption (100-foot exclusion zone, but no buffer zone) was based on in-person and email 
communications with Juan Hidalgo, Agricultural Commissioner for the County of Santa Cruz, in 
February 2018. As of December 2018, no additional regulations have been adopted. According to 
David Sanford, Deputy Agricultural Commissioner, previously anticipated changes to regulations for 
the use of 1,3-dichloropropene (the active ingredient in Telone II) are not expected in 2018, and it is 
not clear yet if Department of Pesticide Regulations (DPR) will be proceeding with change proposals 
in 2019.7 Because of this uncertainty, the Draft EIR’s assumption of a 100-foot exclusion zone, at 
maximum, is still appropriate.  

Health impacts to trail users from exposure to pesticides applied along the trail are addressed in 
Section 3.8, Hazardous Materials. In response to this comment, additional text has been added to 
this section to provide more detail regarding the potential for health impacts associated with 1,3-
Dichloroproene (1,3-D), which is the active ingredient in Telone II. Specifically, text has been added 
to the end of the Agricultural Pesticides discussion in Section 3.8.1 to describe the potential health 
effects associated with 1,3-D. In addition, text has been added to the discussion under Impact HAZ-1 
to reiterate these health impacts and to assess the potential for exposure of trail users to this 
material based on established margin of exposure (MOE) targets for short-term or acute ambient 

                                                      
7 Sanford, David. 2018. Deputy Agricultural Commissioner, County of Santa Cruz Department of Agriculture. Personal communication via 
email regarding pesticide use records and Telone II regulations with Megan Jones, Senior Program Manager, Rincon Consultants; Juan 
Hidalgo, Agricultural Commissioner, County of Santa Cruz Department of Agriculture; Cory Caletti, Senior Transportation Planner, RTC; 
Kate Giberson, Director, Harris & Associates; and Carolyn Neer, Planning Intern, Rincon Consultants. October 24, 2018. 
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exposure. This additional analysis reiterates the conclusion for Impact HAZ-1, which is that exposure 
of trail users and maintenance personnel to pesticides and other agricultural chemicals would be 
less than significant with mitigation. Finally, a new mitigation measure, HAZ-1, has been added. As 
noted in Responses to Comments 12.9 and 12.10, this new measure would require the California 
Department of Parks and Recreation, in consultation with the Department of Pesticide Regulation 
(DPR), at the time of next renewal or extension of agricultural leases with North Coast farmers along 
the North Coast Rail Trail corridor, to revise the current leases to include (i) a prohibition of 
pesticide application within 50 feet a distance from the of North Coast Rail Trail corridor sufficient 
to protect trail users, (ii) consistent with DPR regulations, a requirement that pesticide use occur 
only at times of the day when public health and safety can be protected a prohibition of pesticide 
application during public hours, which would be determined through coordination with State Parks, 
the Coastal Commission, and property owners, and (iii) a requirement that, when spraying in areas 
within 100 feet of along the North Coast Trail corridor, agricultural operators operations place 
temporary warning signs at reasonable points along the potentially affected portion of the corridor. 
Such changes to the North Coast farmers’ leases should provide adequate protection to the health 
of trail users. Refer also to Response to Comment 16.6 below.  

Response 16.6 
The commenter notes that Santa Cruz County requires a 200-foot buffer between active agricultural 
operations and outdoor areas designed for human use, while the Proposed Project would provide a 
0-foot buffer in some places. The commenter further states that identified mitigation is not 
adequate to reduce health and safety impacts. The commenter then states that the Draft EIR 
inconsistently applies County regulations, including reliance on the Santa Cruz County Right-to-Farm 
Ordinance for a less than significant determination despite stating that the Project is preempted 
from the 200-foot buffer. Within these comments, the commenter also notes that agriculture is 
often over-regulated and that farmers in the North Coast area implement protective measures to 
ensure their operations are safe and protective of the general population.  

The commenter is correct in their description of the Project resulting in a buffer of less than 200-
feet. However, as stated in the sixth paragraph under Impact AG-5 in Section 3.2, Agricultural 
Resources, the analysis in the Draft EIR assumed a minimum 10-foot buffer, rather than 0-foot 
buffer, due to the likely presence of a farm road between the trail and planted crops.  

The commenter is also correct that the EIR assumes that the County’s 200-foot buffer requirement 
does not apply to the Project. As stated throughout the Draft EIR, because the Project is being 
implemented by the federal government, local land use authority is preempted such that local 
policies and regulations do not directly apply to the Project. However, relevant local regulations – 
including the County’s buffer requirements and Right-to-Farm Ordinance – are discussed for 
informational purposes.  

The commenter’s assertion that the Draft EIR then relies on the Right-to-Farm Ordinance to reduce 
Project impacts is incorrect. This ordinance is discussed in Impact AG-3, under Nuisance Complaints. 
This discussion clearly states that “local regulations do not directly apply to the Proposed Project 
due to federal preemption, and the protections granted by the Right-to-Farm Ordinance do not 
directly apply to the Proposed Project” and concludes that “[b]ecause nuisance complaints are 
expected to occur due to the Proposed Project alignment adjacent to active agriculture and because 
the County’s Right-to-Farm Ordinance does not apply to the Proposed Project, mitigation is required 
to limit nuisance complaints against North Coast farming operations.” The EIR clearly does not rely 
on this ordinance as mitigation, as suggested by the commenter, but instead consistently applies the 
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federal preemption assumption to all County regulations and requires mitigation measures to 
reduce impacts resulting from nuisance complaints.  

Regarding the commenter’s statement that identified mitigation is not adequate to reduce health 
and safety impacts, the commenter does not provide specific or clear criticisms of the mitigation 
identified, nor suggest revisions or additions. Further, the commenter’s statement that agricultural 
operations in the North Coast area are “safe and protective of the general population” seems in 
conflict with the assertion that health and safety impacts are substantial and not adequately 
mitigated in the EIR. Similarly, their statements that agriculture is often over-regulated seems in 
conflict with the desire for the EIR to apply buffer restrictions to agriculture that do not otherwise 
apply due to federal preemption. Despite these inconsistencies and based on several comments 
regarding potential health effects from pesticide exposure (see also Comments 12.9, 16.5 and 16.7), 
a new mitigation measure has been added to Impact HAZ-1 in Section 3.8, Hazards and Hazardous 
Materials, to further reduce potential health and safety impacts associated with pesticide exposure.  

The new Mitigation Measure HAZ-1 recommends that State Parks amend leases with North Coast 
farmers to prohibit pesticide application within 50 feet of a distance from the North Coast Rail Trail 
corridor sufficient to protect trail users and require that pesticide use occur only at times of the day 
when public health and safety can be protected as well as at during public hours of the trail, which 
would be determined through coordination with State Parks and the Coastal Commission, as well as 
through consultation with affected property owners, and to place signs when spraying in these 
areas.  

Section 2.5, under Hours and Closures, in Section 2.0, Project Description, has also been revised to 
clarify that the trail would be closed at night to support existing agriculture adjacent to the trail and 
to protect the public from pesticide spraying necessary for the continued viability of agricultural use, 
and to discourage illegal camping. Also refer to Master Response C under Parking Lot Gates, Hours 
and Closures.  

It should be noted that this recommended measure includes a 50-foot buffer because, according to 
State Parks, this is the current buffer that agricultural operators informally apply for trails in the 
North Coast area. In addition, State Parks prefers not to establish a wider buffer, such as 100 or 200 
feet.8  

Mitigation Measure HAZ-1 has the virtue of imposing limitations on the application of a hazardous 
substance by farmers who are leasing public lands, rather than imposing additional limitations on 
members of the public who are interested in using small portions of those same public lands. The 
commenter might prefer an approach whereby the farmers could continue to apply Telone II right 
up to the edge of the proposed trail, even if such activities could harm trail users. The RTC believes, 
however, that, from a public policy standpoint, the more equitable solution is to impose limits on 
the parties using the hazardous substance, particularly since the land at issue is owned by the 
California Department of Parks and Recreation, which maintains the land as a trustee for the People 
of the State of California (see CEQA Guidelines, § 15386, subd. (c)). The RTC’s approach is also 
consistent with Coastal Act policies favoring public access to coastal areas. (See, e.g., Pub. Resources 
Code, § 30001.5, subd. (c).) 

                                                      
8 Spohrer, Chris. 2018. District Superintendent, California State Parks. Personal communication via telephone meeting regarding pesticide 
spraying, trail maintenance, operating agreement, and on-site mitigation with Andy Schiffrin, Analyst, Santa Cruz County Board of 
Supervisor Ryan Coonerty’s Office; Cory Caletti, Senior Transportation Planner, RTC; and Kate Giberson, Director, Harris & Associates. 
October 24, 2018. 
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In response to this comment, the Draft EIR has been revised to include an additional recommended 
mitigation measure, and to clarify trail closure time restrictions.  

Response 16.7 
The commenter provides an excerpt from the MBSST Network Master Plan EIR, which included a 
trail closure mitigation measure, and states that the RTC is bound by this mitigation because it 
adopted a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP). The commenter states that the 
RTC cannot “disregard” the MMRP and claims that the EIR provides lesser and logistically infeasible 
mitigation with zero buffer in some areas, which would result in significant health and safety 
impacts. The commenter explains why Mitigation Measure AG-5 (Establish Pesticide Spray 
Notification Procedures and Install Temporary Warning Signage along Trail) would be logistically 
unrealistic, with notifications going through multiple parties and occurring often and in the 
evenings. The commenter then reiterates earlier comments regarding the County’s 200-foot buffer 
requirement and recommends that the RTC consult with “U.S. and Environmental Protection 
Agencies” prior to Project approval. 

Refer to Response to Comment 16.6 for a discussion of the County’s buffer requirements and 
potential health and safety impacts.  

Regarding the comment about prior MBSST Network Master Plan EIR mitigation, the EIR does not 
disregard this measure. The measure – Master Plan EIR Mitigation Measure HAZ-3(a) (Trail Closure) 
– is discussed in the second to last paragraph under Impact HAZ-1 in Section 3.8, Hazards and 
Hazardous Materials. As stated therein, because the Project corridor is located primarily on public 
land and physical closure of the trail would inhibit public access to the coast west of the Project 
corridor, in conflict with California Coastal Act §30001.5, the Project does not include design 
features that would enable the physical closure of the trail. Instead, the Draft EIR explains that 
mitigation included would satisfy the objective of the Master Plan EIR Measure HAZ-3(a). As such, 
neither the EIR nor the RTC disregard this prior measure. Instead, the measure has been considered 
in light of project- and site-specific information currently available for this segment of the MBSST 
Network, and it was determined that trail closure would neither be required, nor consistent with 
California Coastal Act public access requirements. Under CEQA case law, a lead agency may repeal 
or abandon a previously approved mitigation measure if the agency has a “legitimate reason” for 
doing so. (Napa Citizens for Honest Government v. Napa County Board of Supervisors (2001) 91 
Cal.App.4th 342, 359.) HAZ-3 as originally written is now considered infeasible because it would 
conflict with California Coastal Act public access requirements.  

To the extent that HAZ-3(a) from the Master Plan EIR appears to be more protective of the health of 
trail users than Mitigation Measure AG-5 from this EIR (Establish Pesticide Spray Notification 
Procedures and Install Temporary Warning Signage along Trail), the RTC has devised a new measure, 
for implementation by the California Department of Parks and Recreation, that would be even more 
protective than Master Plan Mitigation Measure HAZ-3(a). As noted in Response to Comment 12.9 
above, Mitigation Measure HAZ-1 requires that the California Department of Parks and Recreation, 
in consultation with the Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR), at the time of next renewal or 
extension of agricultural leases with North Coast farmers along the trail corridor, revise the leases to 
prohibit pesticide application within a distance from the50-feet of the North Coast Rail Trail corridor 
sufficient to protect trail users; consistent with DPR regulations, a requirement that pesticide use 
occur only at times of the day when public health and safety can be protected prohibit pesticide 
application during public hours of the trail; and require the placement of temporary warning signs 
when spraying along within 100 feet of the corridor. The elimination of Master Plan EIR Measure 
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HAZ-3(a) as originally written for inclusion in the Master Plan must be understood together with 
required Mitigation Measures AG-3(b), AG-3(e), and AG-5 in Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources, as 
well as with the creation of new Mitigation Measure HAZ-1. Considered together, the related 
actions result in a greater level of protection of public health than could have been achieved by 
Master Plan EIR Measure HAZ-3(a).  

Regarding the feasibility of Mitigation Measure AG-5, it should be clarified that this measure first 
requires that the Trail Manager develop a list of “pesticides of primary concern” in consultation with 
the Agricultural Commissioner. The notification and signage requirements would only apply to those 
pesticides, so would not be required for every pesticide or chemical applied to North Coast crops. 
Regardless, it is acknowledged that this notification may often occur in the evenings. This is 
consistent with the current practice of limiting spraying during from 8:00 am to sunset. Public hours 
of the trail would be determined through coordination with State Parks and the Coastal 
Commission, as well as through consultation with affected property owners, and formalized 
pursuant to the new Mitigation Measure HAZ-1, if implemented by State Parks.  

The Agricultural Commissioner was consulted when preparing this measure and provided comments 
on the Draft EIR (refer to Letter 8). In that letter, the Agricultural Commissioner agreed Mitigation 
Measure AG-5 would help mitigate identified impacts, but suggested removing the Agricultural 
Commissioner from the notifications so that the communication would occur directly between the 
farmers and the Trail Manager. This edit has been made to Mitigation Measure AG-5 in Section 3.2, 
Agricultural Resources, so one of the notification steps has been removed. The measure now 
requires that agricultural operators notify the Trail Manager directly when spraying “pesticides of 
primary concern” and allows 24 hours for the Trail Manager to place signs on the affected portion of 
the trail. This requirement is neither onerous nor infeasible.  

Regarding the final comment about consulting “U.S. and Environmental Protection Agencies,” it is 
assumed the commenter means the US EPA and not a collective group of multiple different 
agencies. The commenter does not explain why the US EPA should be consulted, and there is no 
clear nexus for such consultation. Therefore, no revisions to the Draft EIR have been made in 
response to this specific comment.  

In summary, Master Plan EIR Measure HAZ-3(a) was not disregarded in the EIR. Instead, it was 
determined that trail closure (as was required by this measure) would neither be required, nor 
consistent with California Coastal Act public access requirements. As such, this prior measure was 
excluded as infeasible. The RTC has devised a new measure, HAZ-1, that would be more protective 
than Master Plan EIR Measure HAZ-3(a), as it would prohibit pesticide spraying within a distance 
from50 feet of the trail corridor sufficient to protect trail users, and would require that pesticide use 
occur only at times of the day when public health and safety can be protected prohibit spraying 
during public trail hours. Lastly, Mitigation Measure AG-5 is not considered onerous or infeasible, 
for the reasons described above.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR have been made in response to this comment. However, this response 
relies on revisions made to Mitigation Measure AG-5 in response to Comment 8.2, and the addition 
of Mitigation Measure HAZ-1 in response to Comments 12.9 and 16.6. 

Response 16.8 
The commenter states that there are no guarantees there would be funding for mitigation 
implementation and a trail manager.  
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Refer to Master Response F.  

Response 16.9 
The commenter requests preparation of an indemnification and hold harmless agreement between 
RTC and each agricultural operator along the trail right-of-way. This agreement would protect the 
agricultural operators from legal damages associated with the trail and its use. The commenter also 
requests establishment of a trail fund that commits $250,000 every fiscal year to implement the 
project’s mitigation measures.  

The RTC declines to adopt the proposed recommendations. The request for an indemnification and 
a hold harmless agreement suggests that the commenter believes that the North Coast Farmers’ 
pesticide application could result in legal liabilities due to health effects, and that the commenter 
believes that such liability should be passed on to the RTC. Not only would such an arrangement fail 
to mitigate any physical effect, thus failing to qualify as a mitigation measure recognizable under 
CEQA (see CEQA Guidelines, § 15370 [definition of “mitigation”]); the arrangement would also 
reduce the farmers’ incentives to take great care in applying those pesticides. The farmers are 
lessees of public lands, and can be made, pursuant to Mitigation Measure HAZ-1, to limit their 
future activities in a way that will protect future trail users. This is a better solution, and one more 
consonant with Coastal Act policies favoring public access. Nor has the commenter established the 
need for a proposed annual $250,000 trail fund. The RTC does not believe that such expenditures 
are necessary to avoid any significant environmental effects or reduce any such effects to less than 
significant levels. The commenter has not identified any source for such funds, and the RTC is not 
aware of any.  

Response 16.10 
The commenter expresses preference for the Farmers’ Alternative, even if the trail closure 
mitigation is implemented.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 16.11 
The commenter states that the EIR fails to adequately analyze and mitigate the project’s impacts on 
agriculture. This comment includes the following separate points. 

a) The cumulative agricultural discussion in the Draft EIR downplays cumulative impacts when 
compared to the cumulative analysis in the MBSST Network Master Plan EIR.  

b) The Draft EIR relies on the Santa Cruz Right-to-Farm Ordinance for a finding of less-than-
significant effects, which is inconsistent with the statement that the County’s 200-foot 
agricultural buffer would not apply to the Project due to federal preemption. 

c) The characterization of Important Farmland conversion is understated, and the historical 
nature of agricultural operations should be considered. 

d) The Draft EIR fails to consider cumulative impacts of the MBSST Network Master Plan. 
e) Indirect effects of the Project, when taken with cumulative buildout of the entire MBSST 

Network, would result in considerable loss of Important Farmland. These indirect effects 
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include removing farmland to preserve a buffer between the trail and active agriculture; 
fallowing, loss of farm roads and crossings, and food safety concerns; increased liability; 
increased use of informal trails; and general urbanization of the area. 

f) Signage is insufficient mitigation. 
g) The lack of restrooms, litter, and trespassing would result in food safety impacts. Farmers 

must provide bathrooms to its employees at a walking distance of no less than five minutes.  
h) The loss of crossings and farm roads would stymie agricultural operations to the point 

where farming would no longer be viable.  
i) Impacts to agriculture resulting from the formalization of existing informal trails was not 

analyzed in the EIR. 
j) The following mitigation measures must be considered:  

i. Bathrooms every mile 
ii. Establishment of a 200-foot buffer 
iii. Six-foot tall fencing 
iv. Retention of all existing crossings and farm roads 
v. An indemnification and hold harmless agreement between RTC and each agricultural 

operator 
vi. A trail fund of $250,000 every fiscal year 

k) The Farmers’ Alternative is environmentally superior to the Proposed Project. 

Within this comment, the commenter restates prior remarks about the lack of a buffer and the need 
to consult with “U.S. and Environmental Protection Agencies.” These comments were previously 
addressed in Responses to Comments 16.6 and 16.7. 

16.11a. The Master Plan EIR analyzed impacts associated with the entire MBSST Network, which 
would span approximately 32 miles over the length of Santa Cruz County. Due to this expanse, it 
would abut agriculture in several areas of the County, including in and near the City of Watsonville. 
As such, cumulative impacts account for development throughout the County, and the MBSST 
Network’s contribution would be comparatively substantial. In contrast, the current Project is a 7.5-
mile segment located in the North Coast area of Santa Cruz County. The cumulative analysis in the 
Draft EIR assesses whether this 7.5-mile segment would contribute to cumulative impacts when 
combined with reasonably foreseeable projects in the North Coast area (refer to Table 4-1 in Section 
4.0, Other CEQA-Required Discussions). This analysis is at a geographic different scale than the 
programmatic MBSST Network analysis, and therefore does not present an appropriate “like for 
like” comparison. The cumulative impacts in the Draft EIR are therefore not understated, but are 
more project- and site-specific than those included in the Master Plan EIR.  

16.11b. The statement that the EIR relies on the County Right-to-Farm Ordinance is incorrect. Refer 
to Response to Comment 16.6. 

16.11c. The analysis under Impact AG-1 considers whether the Project would directly convert land 
designated by the DOC FMMP as Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, and Unique 
Farmland to non-agricultural use. To calculate this conversion, the Project footprint was overlaid 
atop this data in ArcGIS and the resulting acreage reported. This analysis was based on GIS-data 
from the DOC and is not prejudicial as suggested by the commenter. Indirect impacts are analyzed 
separately under Impact AG-3. 
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The thresholds identified in Section 3.2 of the Draft EIR are based on Appendix G of the State CEQA 
Guidelines, and do not include consideration of the historic use of the land. Map categories that 
constitute Important Farmland must have been cropped or in production sometime during the four 
years prior to the mapping date. Beyond this time reference, however, historical use is not a factor 
in the FMMP designations. Impacts to historical resources are discussed in Section 3.5, Cultural 
Resources. The analysis therein is based in part on a cultural resources records search of the Project 
corridor at the Northwest Information Center (NWIC) at Sonoma State University. The records 
search did not identify a cultural landscape within the study area. Therefore, for the purpose of 
CEQA, agricultural use of the land is not identified as an historic resource. Should the landscape be 
determined a historical resource per CEQA at a later date, it is not anticipated that the Project 
would negatively affect its integrity or result in a significant adverse impact, as the Project would 
result in a very minor and unobtrusive change to the overall setting. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are required.  

16.11d. Refer to Table 4-1 (List of Cumulative Projects) in Section 4.0, Other CEQA Required 
Discussions, of the Draft EIR. The MBSST Network Master Plan is included in the list of cumulative 
projects and is therefore considered in the Draft EIR cumulative analysis, contrary to the 
commenter’s assertion.  

For agricultural resources specifically, the cumulative setting includes any proposed developments 
in the North Coast area. This includes segments 1 through 6 of the MBSST Network Master Plan. 
While some segments outside of the North Coast area, such as those in the Watsonville area, could 
convert agricultural land, the Project would not contribute to such impacts due to the geographic 
distance and disconnection from that reach. Therefore, the cumulative setting for agricultural 
impacts is appropriate.  

The first paragraph under Impact AG-C in Section 4.1.3 of the Draft EIR has been revised to clarify 
that cumulative development in the North Coast area includes segments 1 through 6 of the MBSST 
Network. This minor clarification does not change the conclusion that cumulative impacts would be 
less than significant, nor that the Project’s contribution would not be cumulatively considerable. 

16.11e. Indirect effects of the Project on agricultural operations are analyzed in Section 3.2, 
Agricultural Resources. Specifically, Impact AG-3 considers impacts related to food safety, which 
includes a discussion of liability. Mitigation is identified to limit potential food safety and liability 
concerns. The loss of farm roads and the elimination of five existing crossings is discussed under 
Impact AG-4. As noted therein, the Project would necessitate the creation of a new farm road 
adjacent to the trail to provide continued access for farming equipment. However, the conversion 
from crops to a farm road is not considered a conversion to non-agricultural use. Similarly, fallowing 
(which is discussed under Impact AG-1), is also not considered a conversion to non-agricultural use. 
In combination, these impacts would not result in conversion of Important Farmland, as suggested 
by the commenter. 

Regarding the suggestion that the Project would remove farmland from productivity due to 
preservation of a buffer between the trail and active agriculture, the County’s 200-foot buffer does 
not apply to the Project, as discussed in Response 16.6. The recommended new Mitigation Measure 
HAZ-1 (added to the EIR in response to comment 16.6) would institute a 50-foot buffer between the 
trail and the application of pesticides sufficient to protect trail users. The inability to spray pesticides 
does not preclude planting or harvesting of crops, and would not constitute a conversion to non-
agricultural use. In other words, the farmers’ inability to apply Telone II or similar economic poisons 
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on leased public lands up to the edge of the proposed public trail does not constitute an irreversible 
loss of agricultural resources.  

Regarding the statement that the Project would increase use of informal trails that would be 
formalized as part of the Project, it is unclear what trails the commenter is referring to. The Project 
would install a formal multi-use trail, which would be fenced and would provide clear and formal 
access from distinct areas (namely, existing parking lots). Further, it is unclear how increased use of 
an existing trail, whether formal or informal, would convert agricultural land to non-agricultural use. 
Refer also to Response to Comment 16.11i. 

Regarding the statement that general urbanization of the area would result in a loss of farmland, 
this suggestion is unfounded. Cumulative projects in the North Coast area (as listed in Table 4-1) are 
somewhat limited; public access improvements, a wastewater treatment plant upgrade, potential 
future rail service, and a multi-use trail do not constitute a pattern of urbanization, but rather a 
series of reasonable modifications to facilities to address evolving land use patterns and social 
needs. Based on the reasonably foreseeable projects in the North Coast area, cumulative impacts to 
agriculture were found to be less than significant.  

16.11f. Signage is not the only mitigation identified in the Draft EIR. Other mitigation concepts 
include measures to reduce construction-related conflicts and the regular removal of solid waste 
and litter. Mitigation Measure AG-5 includes the development of a list of pesticides of primary 
concern and notification prior to application of these pesticides, in addition to the placement of 
temporary signage. In addition, a new Mitigation Measure added to Impact HAZ-1 in Section 3.8, 
Hazards and Hazardous Materials, recommends that State Parks, in consultation with the 
Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR), amend leases with North Coast farmers to prohibit 
pesticide application within a distance from50-feet of the North Coast Rail Trail corridor sufficient to 
protect trail users and to require that pesticide use occur only at times of the day when public 
health and safety can be protectedas well as during public hours of the trail, which would be 
determined through coordination with State Parks and the Coastal Commission, as well as through 
consultation with other affected property owners. This measure has been added to Section 3.8 in 
Response to Comment 16.6. All of these measures have physical components that would limit 
identified impacts. 

It should also be reiterated that the Project includes features that would serve to minimize conflicts 
between the proposed trail and existing agricultural uses. These include: placement of fencing 
between active farmland and the multi-use trail where natural barriers do not exist, placement of 
12-23 trash/recycling receptacles along the trail alignment including in parking areas, and the 
prohibition of dogs and horses. Signage would be an addition to these other mitigating design 
features. These signs would be strengthened by the addition of specific food safety warnings 
[pursuant to Mitigation Measure AG-3(d)] and bolstered with the addition of “No Trespassing” signs 
[per Mitigation Measure AG-3(b)]. These signs are intended to educate trail users about the 
importance of food hygiene, the location of public restrooms, and the legal ramifications for 
trespassing, which would serve to alter behaviors that could otherwise negatively impact 
agricultural operations.  

Based on the nature of Project impacts, mitigating design features of the Proposed Project, and 
other identified (non-signage) mitigation, impacts would not be significant. Signs would further 
reduce impacts for the reasons listed above. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are required.  
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16.11g. Restrooms/human waste, litter, and trespassing are all analyzed under Impact AG-3 in 
Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources. Labor laws governing agricultural operators do not apply to the 
Project. The requirement for a restroom within a walking distance of no less than five minutes is 
relevant when farmworkers are working within a field for eight or more hours per day. Trail users, 
on the other hand, are transient – passing through the area on foot, bike, or other wheeled 
transports. Therefore, the need for restrooms within a five-minute walk (or every mile, as suggested 
by the commenter) is not warranted.  

The Trespassing discussion under Impact AG-3 acknowledges that the proposed 4.5-foot tall fence 
would be scalable, and that the potential for vandalism, theft, or other direct impacts to adjacent 
farmland from trespassing could occur. As a result, Mitigation Measure AG-3(b) (Install No 
Trespassing Signs Prior to Operation) is required, which would inform trail users of the legal 
ramifications for trespassing.  

The suggestion that potential food safety impacts resulting from trespassing and human defecation 
would limit the viability of farming to the extent that Important Farmland would be lost is 
speculative, and fails to address the true nature of agricultural impacts under CEQA. Pursuant to 
Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines and the thresholds used in the EIR, impacts to Important 
Farmland would occur if these areas would be converted to a non-agricultural use. Lost productivity 
or fallowing of farmland is not a non-agricultural use. Furthermore, any short-term damage to crops 
due to trespassers would not alter the long-term quality of the agricultural soils in the area. Because 
agricultural properties adjacent to the Project corridor are currently zoned for agricultural 
production, future non-agricultural development would not be permitted.  

As stated in the Summary of Impact AG-3, trespassing, littering, and other food safety-related 
concerns would not result in conversion of farmland to non-agricultural use. However, these 
potential impacts could negatively impact and be considered in conflict with agricultural operations. 
Therefore, mitigation is required to reduce these conflicts, thereby limiting the potential for 
negative effects. None of the comments provided support the claim that such impacts would be 
significant to the point of converting Important Farmland to non-agricultural use.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

16.11h. The loss of crossings and farm roads are discussed under Impact AG-4 in Section 3.2, 
Agricultural Resources. As stated therein, the elimination of five existing crossings would represent 
an inconvenience for farm workers, sometimes requiring longer travel distances to access property 
on the other side of the trail, and lengthening the time of each crossing as workers stop to look for 
pedestrians and bicyclists. However, increased travel times for farm workers would not result in the 
conversion of agriculture to non-agricultural use. Similarly, the creation of a new farm road adjacent 
to the trail to provide continued access for farming equipment is also not considered a conversion 
to non-agricultural use. 

16.11i. The Project would not formalize existing informal trails, as suggested by the commenter. 
Therefore, impacts to agriculture from such improvements need not be analyzed. 

Text has been added to Section 2.1, Overview, to clarify the Project does not include spur trails to 
the bluffs and beaches.  

16.11j. As discussed in Response 16.11g, restrooms are not needed every mile (suggested measure 
i). Labor laws governing requiring that agricultural operators provide a restroom within a walking 
distance of no less than five minutes is not relevant to transient trail users, who would move 
through the area relatively quickly.  
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Refer to Response to Comment 16.6 for a discussion of the County’s 200-foot agricultural buffer 
(suggested measure ii). As stated therein, this buffer does not apply to the Project. Requiring such a 
buffer as mitigation would significantly increase the amount of agriculture converted to non-
agricultural (trail) use.  

One of the Project objectives is to maximize ocean views and scenic coastal vistas along a coastal 
alignment for experiencing and interpreting the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary, and 
historical and agricultural landscapes. Installing a six-foot tall fence (suggested measure iii) would 
obstruct these views, and thus be in direct conflict with this Project objective. Furthermore, such 
mitigation is not warranted as the impact associated with people scaling the proposed 4.5-foot tall 
fence to defecate on adjacent croplands was not identified, on its own, as being significant. The 
likelihood of trespassing by scaling the 4.5-foot tall fence would be low, and sufficiently mitigated 
through the installation of no trespassing signs and the proposed monitoring of the trail by the Trail 
Manager. A six-foot tall fence would not be proportional to the impact identified, and thus has not 
been added to the Draft EIR. 

Requiring that all existing crossings be retained (suggested measure iv) is not warranted based on 
the impacts identified in the Draft EIR. As stated previously, although the closure of some existing 
crossings would require longer travel distances and/or lengthening time for each crossing, such 
inconveniences would not result in a significant impact to agriculture. Similarly, requiring that all 
farm roads be retained is not feasible because the Proposed Project footprint occurs on some 
existing farm roads. The conversion of these farm roads is included in the analysis of direct 
conversion of Important Farmland to non-agricultural use, as discussed under Impact AG-1 in 
Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources. As stated in the Draft EIR, construction of the proposed multi-
use trail may necessitate the widening of an existing farm road or creation of a new farm road 
adjacent to the trail to provide continued access for farming equipment. The new farm roads would 
reduce the land available for planting. While construction of new farm roads would reduce the land 
area available for planted crops, farm access roads are considered an agricultural use as they 
directly support agricultural operations. Therefore, conversion of planted crops to farm roads 
outside of the Proposed Project alignment would not constitute a conversion to non-agricultural use 
resulting from the Proposed Project. As such, there is no nexus to require the retention of farm 
roads, nor would such a mitigation measure be technically feasible.  

For a discussion of suggested measures v and vi, refer to Response to Comment 16.6. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

16.11k. Refer to Response 16.2c. 

Response 16.12 
The commenter states that impacts to biological resources are significant and considerable and that 
the DEIR fails to adequately analyze and mitigate the impacts. The commenter focuses on 
cumulative impacts. The commenter lists the Project-specific potential impacts identified in the EIR 
and takes issue with the word “presumably” in the assessment of cumulative impacts. The 
commenter states that the DEIR is deficient and that “the RTC has failed to comply with the basic 
substantive requirements of CEQA.” The focus of the comment is that the Draft EIR understates the 
severity of cumulative biological resource impacts. The RTC disagrees. 

The word “presumably” is used in the discussion of the cumulative impacts to describe the legal 
mandate for each project considered under cumulative impacts of this EIR to mitigate project-
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specific significant impacts under CEQA to the extent feasible. This mandate can be expected to 
result in meaningful levels of mitigation for each of the listed projects. Even so, however, the Draft 
EIR candidly states that “[b]oth construction of the access improvements and increased public 
access and use [associated with cumulative projects] would result in increased: 

 Trampling, and degradation of sensitive habitats; 
 Disruption of habitat values associated with edge habitat; 
 Degradation of wetlands, creeks, drainages, riparian habitat, water quality, associated habitat 

values and functions, and ecosystems services; 
 Disruption of wildlife utilization of biological resources for foraging; hydration; cover, shelter, 

aestivation/hybernacula; nesting and breeding; movement, dispersal, and migration; including 
for sensitive fish species, CRLF, sensitive and native nesting birds, and San Francisco dusky-
footed woodrat; 

 Fragmentation of contiguous natural landscapes, and loss of large hunting territories for higher 
order predators; and 

 Illegal camping, introduction of litter (including human foods), urine and fecal matter, illegal off-
leash dogs (causing harassment and mortality of wildlife). 

Taken cumulatively, these impacts would result in degradation and fragmentation of the suite of 
habitat types and associated biological resources that occur within the cumulative setting on the 
North Coast, and result in overall diminished regional ecological functions and values. The Project 
would contribute to these impacts by adding Project-related infrastructure and provisions for on-
going maintenance, enforcement, and conservation of biological resources that would be necessary 
to minimize and mitigate cumulative impacts.” (Draft EIR, Section 4.1.5)  

These passages represent a candid acknowledgement that significant adverse cumulative effects to 
biological resources would result. The key issue for the proposed project, however, is whether its 
incremental contribution to these significant cumulative impacts would itself by cumulatively 
considerable. (See CEQA Guidelines, §§ 15065, subd. (a)(3), 15130, subd. (a).) The Draft EIR 
concludes that, with mitigation, the project’s contribution to cumulative biological resource impacts 
will not be cumulatively considerable. (Draft EIR, Section 4.1.5)  

The analysis of cumulative impacts is focused on the task of addressing those impacts that are not 
mitigated on a project-by-project basis. This task is accomplished in the Draft EIR by identifying 
Mitigation Measure BIO-C(a), which adds specific goals, objectives, qualitative performance criteria, 
and adaptive management to the MMP to mitigate for potential cumulative impacts, and Mitigation 
Measure BIO-C(b), which adds a Maintenance and Conservation of Biological Resources component 
to the Project Operations and Maintenance Plan and includes fencing, vegetative barriers, and 
enforced hours of trail use.  

No revisions to the EIR are necessary. 

Response 16.13 
The commenter states that the Project was invalidly segmented by entering into a long-term 
agreement with a rail operator to avoid the responsibility for considering the environmental impacts 
of the project as a whole, including rail improvements and expanded operation, and references 
Exhibit C (an email exchange between RTC and Progressive Rail).  
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Exhibit C is an email exchange between RTC and Progressive Rail, and the relevance is unclear 
because it is primarily about scheduling a meeting and does not discuss specific rail improvements 
or rail operation in the North Coast area where the Project is located.  

Refer to Master Responses E.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are required. 

Response 16.14 
The commenter states the cumulative analysis related to noise and vibration does not adequately 
address cumulative impacts related to rail service. 

The commenter’s reference to guidance for evaluating noise and vibration from railroad operations 
from the U.S. Department of Transportation and California Department of Transportation is noted. 
However, a quantitative analysis of future rail operation in Section 4.1.12, Noise, would be 
speculative, as details of future operation are unknown. Increases in noise and vibration as a result 
of railroad operation would be a direct impact of future rail use, not attributable to the Project. 
Operation of the Project would result in minimal noise from human conversations, staging activities 
of users at trail access locations, and possibly the flushing of toilets at the new Davenport Beach Lot 
restroom facility. Operation of the Project would not generate vibration. As such, even if data 
regarding future noise and vibration from rail operation were available, the Project’s minimal 
contribution to ambient noise and vibration would not be cumulatively considerable. 

The Draft EIR, Section 4.1.12, has been revised to clarify the Project’s minimal contribution to 
ambient noise and vibration. 

Response 16.15 
The commenter claims that the Draft EIR ignores several issues primarily related to erosion, 
sedimentation, and flooding: 

1) Rail improvements and associated vibration impacts would result in significant erosion, 
sedimentation, and flooding impacts.  

2) Formalizing informal trails would lead to increased use of these trails, resulting in similar 
impacts as well as impacts to agriculture.  

3) The Draft EIR underestimates the acreage of the Project corridor that would be exposed to 
coastal erosion hazards.  

4) Because a portion of the Farmers’ Alternative would be located farther inland, along 
Highway 1, it would have lesser impacts related to noise, erosion, sedimentation, and 
flooding. 

With regard to item 1, rail improvements are not part of the Proposed Project, as described in 
Section 2.5 of the Draft EIR under Rail Operation and Maintenance. Also refer to Master Response 
E. Operation of the proposed trail would not generate vibration. 

It is anticipated that some trail users would access other unpaved trails via formalized crossings. 
Public use of these side trails would incrementally increase. However, this increase in use would not 
substantially exacerbate soil erosion that could result in sedimentation, flooding, or adverse effects 
on adjacent agricultural operations.  
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Draft EIR Section 3.7, Greenhouse Gas Emissions/Climate Change, estimates the exposure of the 
Project corridor to coastal erosion hazards based on the best available data: mapping by The Nature 
Conservancy of coastal hazards under Year 2010 and Year 2060 scenarios. As noted in Table 3.7-8, it 
is projected that 0.24 acre of the Project corridor would be subject to the hazard of coastal bluff 
hazard by 2060. Although the entire Project corridor is located near the coast, only a small portion 
of the corridor would be directly exposed to erosion of coastal bluffs. 

As discussed in the Geology/Soils discussion of Alternative 3 in Section 5.0, Project Alternatives, the 
Farmers’ Alternative would have impacts similar to those identified for the Proposed Project, 
including soil erosion. In the southern section, the alignment of the Farmers’ Alternative would 
require more earth movement because of the embankments along Highway 1 and the Baldwin 
Creek and Lombardi Gulch crossings, which would require construction of a long, reinforced soil 
slope. However, like the Proposed Project, the impacts would be reduced to a less than significant 
level with implementation of mitigation described in Section 3.6, Geology/Soils. Impacts related to 
flooding would be less than significant for both the Proposed Project and this alternative. As 
discussed in the Noise discussion of Alternative 3 in Section 5.0, Project Alternatives, the noise 
impacts of the Farmers’ Alternative would be similar to those identified for the Proposed Project, 
but slightly less in the northern section and slightly greater in the southern section.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 16.16 
The commenter states that a Federal preemption does not apply to the Project where the Lead 
Agency is RTC preparing an EIR under CEQA. The commenter supports this contention by invoking 
CEQA Guidelines section 15125, subdivision (d), which requires, in pertinent part, that “[t]he EIR 
shall discuss any inconsistencies between the proposed project and applicable general plans, 
specific plans and regional plans.” (Italics added.) 

The key word in the quoted language from section 15125 is “applicable.” The quoted language 
cannot be reasonably understood to render every project subject to CEQA equally subject to local 
general plans, as such plans do not “apply” to all agencies subject to CEQA. Under the Supremacy 
Clause of the United States Constitution, need not comply with state or local requirements unless 
Congress consents to do so. (United States v. City of Pittsburgh (9th Cir. 1981) 661 F.2d 783, 785-
786; United States v. City of Chester (3rd Cir. 1944) 144 F.2d 415, 419-420.) 

As explained in Section 1.2, Project Background, of the Draft EIR, the Federal Highway 
Administration’s Central Federal Lands (CFL) Division is the lead agency for the project and is 
responsible for the construction of the proposed project. Accordingly, no amendments to the 
County General Plan, zoning ordinances or LCP are required for the Project. As such, the level of 
consistency with the Coastal Act is at the federal level and not the local level. CFL will pursue a 
federal consistency determination for the proposed project.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 16.17 
The comment includes several concluding statements that were stated in previous comments. A 
summary of the statements and brief responses are below.  

 The Draft EIR is wholly deficient, and the RTC is biased and failed to comply with substantive 
requirements of CEQA. Refer to Master Responses A and E. 
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 The Farmers Alternative must be selected. Refer to Response to Comment 16.2. 
 Additional mitigation measures that must be incorporated include: bathrooms at every mile 

interval, 200-foot buffer between active agricultural operation and the trail; 6-foot-high fence 
between agricultural lands and the trail; retain all crossings for use by farmers, an 
indemnification and hold harmless agreement between the RTC and agricultural operators; and 
a $250,000 fund for maintenance. Refer to Response to Comments 16.6, 16.9, and 6.11. 
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September 19, 2018 

Cory Caletti, Senior Transportation Planner 
1523 Pacific Avenue  
Santa Cruz, California 95060 

Dear Ms. Caletti, 

Please accept these comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report for 
the North Coast Rail Trail project, which are related to the completeness of the 
analysis and proposed mitigation measures. The Land Trust of Santa Cruz County 
has previously expressed support for the proposed project, and the comments 
expressed in this letter sustain that support while making suggestions that may 
enhance the project.  

Our comments are related to the project objective: Maximize safety and 
serenity for experiencing and interpreting the sanctuary and landscapes by 
providing a trail separate from roadway vehicle traffic. The document accurately 
characterizes impact T‐3, The project may increase design hazards and traffic 
risks at roadway crossings and parking lots. The project also adequately 
mitigates those impacts with the proposed mitigation measures T3(a,b,c).  

We see an opportunity for the project to go beyond the required mitigation and 
improve the overall safety of the Highway 1 corridor in this area. This highway 
segment is very popular with beach goers and other recreational visitors. The 
approach we envision is to add additional parking, to the extent feasible, at each 
of the new proposed parking lots (Davenport Beach and Panther/Yellowbank 
Beach).  

The rational for this suggestion is that parking along Highway 1 is a problem 
under existing conditions, with accidents and near‐accidents a frequent 
occurrence. This is the case especially on busy weekends and during the 
summer travel season, as visitors navigate informal parking areas and run across 
Highway 1 to reach trailheads to the beach. Entirely apart from the Rail Trail, we 
expect this use will increase over time. Recreational use of this corridor is likely 
to increase as Coast Dairies State Park becomes more widely known and when 
Cotoni Coast Dairies (Bureau of Land Management) is opened for public access. 
Additional capacity at the parking lots proposed for the North Coast Rail Trail 
will help absorb some of this demand. This will be especially helpful for visitors 
unfamiliar with the best places to park. The least desirable scenario is for visitors 
to find  designated parking areas full, and then park on the road shoulder or in 
another suboptimal location. Highway 1 in this segment has many such 
suboptimal locations.
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We encourage the RTC to incorporate additional parking spaces into each of the proposed 
parking lots to the extent feasible. We understand this opportunity may exist at the Davenport 
Beach and Panther/Yellowbank Beach parking areas. We anticipate that up to 25 additional 
parking spaces at each of these locations would be ideal to for absorbing additional parking 
demand. If that number were infeasible, any amount would help. While not necessary to reduce 
the impacts of the North Coast Rail Trail, this added parking would advance the overall project 
objective of maximizing safety for visitors experiencing and interpreting the sanctuary and 
surrounding landscapes. 

Sincerely, 

Bryan Largay 

Conservation Director 

17.2 
(cont'd)
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Letter 17 
COMMENTER: Bryan Largay, Conservation Director, Land Trust of Santa Cruz County  

DATE: September 19, 2018 

Response 17.1 
The commenter states that the Land Trust of Santa Cruz County has previously expressed support 
for the Proposed Project, and that the present letter sustains that support and adds suggestions to 
enhance the Project.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the 
commenter’s support of the Project is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 17.2 
The commenter recommends providing additional parking at the Davenport Lot: North and 
Panther/Yellowbank Beach Lot to reduce the need for parking on the shoulder of Highway 1.  

Please refer to Master Response C for a discussion of parking supply and demand. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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Cory Caletti 

Santa Cruz County RTC 

1523 Pacific Avenue 

Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

RE: North Coast Rail Trail Draft EIR 9/4/18 

As a major funder of the North Coast segment of the Coastal Rail Trail, 

the Land Trust has reviewed the Draft EIR carefully.  

We are very familiar with the North Coast resources and agree with the 

analyses and conclusions of environmental impacts identified in the 

report. We are pleased to note that approximately half of the identified 

proposed project impacts were deemed less than significant without any 

mitigation and that there are practical mitigation steps for all other 

impacts. 

The Land Trust actively protects farmland and was pleased to find out 

that just 1.5 acres of Important Farmland that is actively farmed would 

be converted (spread out linearly over 7.5 miles) – and that the Land 

Trust is identified as a potential mitigation partner, a role we readily 

embrace.  

The draft EIR also identifies a wide variety of mitigation steps to address 

impacts on natural resources. The Land Trust is committed to protecting 

natural resources and providing access – and this project does both. 

When it is completed it will immediately provide safe bicycle and 

pedestrian access along a beautiful stretch of the Pacific Coast. The North 

Coast Rail Trail will link the City of Santa Cruz to a state park, a national 

monument, and to a 38-mile trail system being built in San Vicente 

Redwoods. 

More than 1,000 people have donated $5 million to the Land Trust to 

support this project. We are proud to partner with RTC on the visionary 

project and support the adoption of this Draft EIR. 

Sincerely, 

Letter 18
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Stephen Slade 

Executive Director 
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Letter 18 
COMMENTER: Stephen Slade, Executive Director, Land Trust of Santa Cruz County  

DATE: September 04, 2018 

Response 18.1 
The commenter states that the Land Trust of Santa Cruz County agrees with the analyses and 
conclusions of the Draft EIR. The commenter states that the Project limits farmland conversion, 
protects natural resources, and provides public access to the Pacific Coast.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the 
commenter’s support of the Project is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  
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From: Gail McNulty
To: Cory Caletti; Bruce McPherson; Cynthia Chase; ed bottorff; Greg Caput (greg.caput@santacruzcounty.us);

Jacques Bertrand; John Leopold; Mike Rotkin; Randy Johnson; Ryan Coonerty; Sandy Brown
(sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com); Trina Coffman; Zach Friend; Patrick Mulhearn; Gine Johnson;
andy.schiffrin@co.santa-cruz.ca.us; Regional Transportation Commission; Ryan@Coastal; CFL (FHWA); Rick
Suarez; Vince Auriemma; Timber Belish; Ray Golden; Tim Gubbins; Chris.spohrer@parks.ca.gov

Cc: Jake Pierce; Steve Palopoli; Jondi Gumz; Kara Meyberg Guzman; Erik Chalhoub; Todd Guild;
thannula@register-pajaronian.com; news@ksco.com; Debra Monroe; Phil Gomez; Joseph; Tyler Fox;
editors@cityonahillpress.com; City Editors/Laretta johnson; ccorona@cityonahillpress.com

Subject: Approving the North Coast EIR would be premature under the current circumstances
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 4:03:42 PM

Dear Commissioners and Staff:

At the preliminary meetings for the North Coast EIR held in October 2017, RTC staff stated that train 
operation on this segment of the corridor is not currently being considered. However, as you know this 
section is now included along with the entire 32-miles in the Progressive Rail freight contract. 

Based on this change of circumstances and how it affects the findings of the EIR, we recommend your 
agency postpone approval of a preferred North Coast project until after the Commission, the RTC’s 
new executive director, and the public review and approve the final Unified Corridor Study and 
determined the immediate future of the rail corridor. 

Additionally, we share the concerns outlined in the detailed North Coast EIR comment letters submitted 
by Trail Now and the North Coast Farmers and those of the Rural Bonny Doon Association. 

Please move slowly and conscientiously with the impactful decisions that will come before you over the 
next few months to ensure we build more equitable transportation options for our county and fulfill  
Measure D’s promise to “Get Santa Cruz County Moving”.  

Sincerely,

Santa Cruz County Greenway Board of Directors
and
Gail McNulty, Executive Director Santa Cruz County Greenway 
www.facebook.com/SCCGreenway
831-824-4563
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Letter 19 
COMMENTER: Gail McNulty, Executive Director, Santa Cruz County Greenway  

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 19.1 
The commenter states that the RTC’s Progressive Rail freight contract is now considering train 
operation on the North Coast tracks. The commenter states that train operation considerations 
represent a change of circumstance that affects the findings of the Draft EIR, and recommends 
postponement of Project approval until the immediate future of the rail corridor is determined.  

Refer to Master Response E. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 19.2 
The commenter indicates that they share concerns outlined in letters from Trail Now, the North 
Coast Farmers, and the Rural Bonny Doon Association. The commenter also requests that the RTC 
move slowly and conscientiously on its decision. 

The RTC did not receive a letter directly from the North Coast Farmers; however, they were 
represented by the law firm Horan Lloyd, which submitted comments (Comment Letter 16). The RTC 
did not receive a letter from the Rural Bonny Doon Association, but did receive a letter from the 
Davenport/North Coast Association (Comment Letter 12), which may include Bonny Doon. Refer to 
Response to Comments 12.1 through 12.23, Response to Comments 16.1 through 16.16, and 
Response to Comments 21.1 through 21.24.  

This comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  
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  SANTA CRUZ  COUNTY 
GROUP 

Of  The Ventana Chapter 
P.O. Box  604, Santa Cruz, CA  95061 

https://ventana2.sierraclub.org/santacruz/ 
email: sierraclubsantacruz@gmail.com                

September 24, 2018 

Cory Caletti, Senior Transportation Planner  
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
1523 Pacific Avenue, Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
submitted by email to: NCRTDraftEIR@sccrtc.org 

Subject:  North  Coast  Rai l  Tra i l  Draft  Env ironm enta l  Im pact  Report  (DEIR)  
SCH#2017092034 

Dear Ms. Caletti: 

While the Sierra Club in general supports the rail trail project we note serious shortcomings in 
the DEIR for the North Coast segment as a component of the planned Monterey Bay Sanctuary 
Scenic Trail.  

The DEIR as written contains valuable information regarding the environmental impacts of the 
proposed project, but it lacks critical information to assess and mitigate impacts of the project 
and alternatives.  In particular, the Sierra Club requests that you address the following concerns 
(headings reflect resource areas under Appendix G of the CEQA guidelines as well as Sierra 
Club conservation and transportation policies): 

Federal  Nexus 
1. How will the requirement of the federal funding for this project, by increasing access to

federal lands, be implemented?
2. Why have the project proponents avoided a NEPA review process, given the federal

funding for the project?
3. How have project proponents consulted with BLM in planning for this project?

a. What conclusions were reached during these consultations?
b. In what ways were these discussions exempt from the Federal land use planning

process?

Letter 20
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Biological  Resources 
1. California Red-Legged Frog (CRLF)

a. Please specify what fraction the acreage of CRLF habitat that will be lost
represents of the total remaining CRLF habitat.

b. To be considered less than significant, mitigation must replace  lost CRLF habitat
at a 3:1 ratio. The proposed mitigations do not reduce the impact to less-than-
significant.

2. How will the project proponents analyze the effects of the alternatives on the species
and communities included in the Santa Cruz County General Plan list of locally unique
sensitive species and communities, which must be addressed under CEQA?

3. Tree removal:  Please provide an accurate and complete accounting of trees to be
removed for each alternative.

4. How do you calculate that mitigations, including BIO-4, reduce the impact to less than
significant? Please quantify the threshold you use.

5. Table ES-1 in the Appendix covers mitigations from the Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic
Trail Master Plan. We request a mitigation that addresses restoration adjacent to the
proposed path in order to increase and improve lost habitat.

6. The DEIR states that bi-annual “Routine Maintenance” will occur. Please specify which
habitat-friendly methods of maintenance will be used in Mitigation Measure BIO-9(b).

7. In the Project description, in addition to estimates of acreage that will be disturbed,
please specify how much of the adjacent ground cover and growth will be affected.

8. The Project description references wire fence between trail and railway or trail and
farmland or where safety is a concern, and split-wire fencing is mentioned in BIO-9(b) as
a possible choice.

9. Please assess the relative impact of each of these fencing types on wildlife movement.

Hydrology and Water Qual i ty  
1. HYD-3. The Project would alter drainage patterns in the Project corridor, which may

impact water quality. The DEIR fails to mention how stream crossings will be managed
regarding drainage and any project construction that might affect stream crossings.

2. Please describe how each stream crossing in section 3.9 will be managed by the Project
and its alternatives.

3. Although Mitigation Measure BIO-9(b) addresses wetlands, restored wetland habitats
cannot be equated to mature wetlands.

a. Please specify what quantity of wetland loss would be significant to the protection
of the CRLF.

b. Please specify how CRLF affected by wetland loss will be protected.
c. Please specify where wetland habitat restoration will take place.
d. How much reduction of movement to the CRLF be considered significant.
e. Impacts to “special aquatic sites” such as all habitat areas of the CRLF are not

acceptable because the Clean Water Act requires the Regional Board to protect
to the highest degree possible.
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Land Use and Planning 
1. What impacts will the alternatives have on the quality of visitor experience for people

visiting the beaches along the trail corridor?
2. Table 2-1 Summary of Trail Crossings includes six informal pedestrian trails that will be

closed as part of the project. How will these trails be closed? Will there be cuts in the
fence for these closed trails, as stated in the DEIR on page 2-19, “At all crossings, there
would be a break in the fencing that extends between the trail and the railroad tracks.”?
Will there be access nearby for the areas these trails reach? Please include a
description of the impact of closing these trails, including alternate access for
pedestrians and the need to offset damage that might result if people create their own
access to areas these trails used to service.

3. Coastal Access:  The Appendix A site plan sheets show some proposed closures of 
existing popular pedestrian crossings of the rail corridor.  This needs further evaluation 
to avoid eliminating practical access to historically established and well-loved beach 
access trails.  Possibly the most striking beach access trail to be closed off at its rail 
corridor crossing is shown on the lower half of Sheet 4.  This is the main ‘easy' access 
trail to Laguna Creek Beach (the trail being mostly, a narrow, gravelly ranch road/trail).  
Users of this beach access trail, park in the parking lot along Hwy 1 at the intersection 
with Laguna Rd. (at the north end of the old Laguna Rd. loop, a very old version of Hwy. 
1 that dips down into the tiny hamlet of Laguna).  From the parking lot, beach trail users 
walk across Hwy 1 and follow the trail that begins directly across from the north end of 
the parking lot, down to the wild beach.  This is a fairly easy, accessible way to get to 
Laguna Creek Beach, relatively free of the challenges with poison oak and mud that can 
be present on the other trail route.  The plan sheet shows this as “Existing informal 
pedestrian RR crossing to be closed.” 

Transportat ion/Circulat ion 
1. Appendix K, “Transportation Impact Analysis” (TIA) report by Kimley Horn consultants,

does not adequately explain what evidence or data it used to arrive at key travel
estimates. These estimates include the 80% - 20% split between in-county and out-of-
county trail users and the proportional split between trail users potentially beginning their
trip by bicycle (or foot) in Santa Cruz without driving on Highway 1 at all, and those trail
users who will be driving on Highway 1 to get to a trail access starting point.

a. What is the basis for estimating that in the future fully 60% of local residents
would drive cars to access the southern portion of the trail?

b. Did the analysis consider the future availability of a connecting, completed rail
trail through the City of Santa Cruz plus the existing bike and pedestrian trail out
to Wilder Ranch State Park?

c. With future policy changes, such as increasing carbon pricing on fossil fuels, will
more trail users choose to be recreationally “car-free”?

2. The State of California is moving strongly toward transportation and climate policies that
encourage a shift away from over-reliance on automobiles and promoting reductions in
vehicle miles travelled.  Active transportation and passenger rail are receiving new
attention for state funding.

a. Please explain how this shifting future is factored in to the TIA.
b. The project plan of operation could consider adding some ongoing public

outreach in MBSST informational materials (including online and in onsite 
signage) promoting why, how, and where to begin bicycling or walking from the 
MBSST sections within the City of Santa Cruz, thereby avoiding North Coast 
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Highway 1 car travel.  This promotional outreach aspect could be included as a 
required mitigation to reduce traffic impact on Highway 1. 

3. Are the Caltrans peak hour traffic volume estimates for future Highway 1 vehicle travel
“conventional” regarding growth in vehicle miles, or do they take current and future
policy shifts into account?

4. The TIA does not sufficiently examine the possible benefits for reduced vehicle travel
and parking lot demand based on car-free recreation and continuing state and local
transportation policy shifts and related achievements on climate action.

a. What impacts will the alternatives have on the quality of visitor experience for
people visiting the beaches along the trail corridor?

Cumulat ive Impact Analysis 
1. What will the cumulative effects of this project be given the following approved and

planned projects that would intersect with the proposed project:
a. State Parks' approved plan for parking lots at 4 Mile Beach, between the highway

and the rail tracks
b. State Parks' approved, planned campground on the Scaroni property
c. BLM's plans (currently underway) for public entrances to Cotoni Coast Dairies
d. County's plans for expanded public access to County beaches near the trail
e. Plans (currently underway) for greatly expanded tourist facilities at the

decommissioned Davenport cement plant
f. Land conservation partners' (currently underway) plans for a ridge-to-sea trail

through BLM and the San Vicente Redwoods property

Conclusion 
This section of the proposed rail trail affects sensitive environmental species and habitats. The 
DEIR is inadequate in its assessment of the project's impacts in the areas detailed above. The 
Sierra Club requests that these inadequacies be fully addressed in the final EIR so that 
alternatives can be properly considered and mitigations accurately evaluated. 

Sincerely, 

Gillian 

Gillian Greensite, Chair 
Sierra Club, Santa Cruz County Group 

20.6 
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Letter 20 
COMMENTER: Gillian Greensite, Chair, Sierra Club Santa Cruz County Group  

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 20.1 
The commenter states the Draft EIR contains valuable information but lacks critical information to 
assess and mitigate impacts. 

The comment does not specify which critical information is missing. Specific comments follow in the 
letter, and no further response is necessary to address this comment. 

No revisions to the EIR are necessary. 

Response 20.2 
The commenter asks:  

a) how will the federal requirement to increase access to federal lands be implemented,  
b) why the NEPA review process is being avoided, and  
c) how BLM has been consulted.  

20.2a. The project will provide bicycle and pedestrian access to federal properties in the local area, 
including the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary and the BLM Coast Dairies National 
Monument. The project will increase access to Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary shoreline 
and views. The project will provide for safe public access for users off of CA Highway 1 in the 
Davenport location to BLM Coast Dairies National Monument. At this time, the BLM does not have a 
management plan for the Cotoni-Coast Dairies property; however, the proposed project would 
neither preclude nor constrain the development of BLM lands. The proposed project would provide 
opportunities for linkages with the proposed project particularly in the Davenport area.  

20.2b. The project will undergo the NEPA process once the RTC has made a decision under CEQA 
regarding the preferred alternative. At that time, CFL will determine the appropriate NEPA pathway 
and initiate the NEPA process. Although a joint CEQA/NEPA document was not prepared, the NEPA 
process will be made more efficient through CFL’s ability to use technical reports, data, and analysis 
provided through the CEQA process.  

20.2c. The BLM has been invited to participate in internal scoping meetings to discuss preliminary 
trail concept and design. The BLM was an early supporter of the proposed FLAP project on the RTC 
application for federal funding. The BLM, through conversations with CFL and RTC, continues to 
support the project. At this time, the BLM does not have a management plan for the Cotoni-Coast 
Dairies property; however, it is recognized through conversations with BLM management that the 
proposed project would not preclude or constrain the development of the BLM lands in the future.  

Ongoing discussions continue with BLM, the Land Trust of Santa Cruz County (the agency that will 
open the San Vicente Redwoods property which abuts Cotoni-Coast Dairies), and Caltrans on a 
future project to provide that access.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary to respond to these comments. 
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Response 20.3 
This comment has the following separate points.  

a) The commenter asks for a 3:1 mitigation ratio (CRLF habitat that will be lost/total remaining 
habitat) for potential impacts to CRLF habitat. 

b) The commenter asks about CEQA analysis of species and communities identified by the 
Santa Cruz County General Plan as locally unique. 

c) The commenter requests that the number of trees slated for removal for the Proposed 
Project and Alternatives be provided. 

d) The commenter asks how the calculation is performed to determine that mitigations 
adequately reduce the potential impacts to less than significant, including BIO-4. 

e) The commenter requests that mitigation include restoration adjacent to the proposed path. 
f) The commenter inquires what habitat-friendly methods of maintenance will be employed. 
g) The commenter asks about disturbance to the adjacent ground cover and growth as a result 

of construction. 
h) The commenter references fencing options proposed in the Draft EIR and potential impacts 

to wildlife. 
i) The commenter references fencing options proposed in the Draft EIR and potential impacts 

to wildlife. 

20.3a. The commenter asks that the RTC “[p]lease specify what fraction the acreage of CRLF habitat 
that will be lost represents of the total remaining CRLF habitat.” The requested calculation would be 
very difficult to ascertain, as it would require a comprehensive survey of all occupied CRLF habitat in 
the vicinity of the Study Area. Fortunately, the calculation is not necessary for either an adequate 
EIR or adequate mitigation for CRLF. Typically, USFWS requires a protocol CRLF site assessment9 to 
determine the level of effort required to develop mitigation. In some cases, USFWS protocol surveys 
for CRLF1 would be recommended. 

In this case, since CRLF are known to be present, it is anticipated that formal consultation with 
USFWS would be required under Section 7 of the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA), as described 
in Section 3.4.2, Regulatory Setting, of the EIR. Based on Section 7 consultation, specific mitigations 
for the permanent loss of CRLF (critical) habitat, as well as for potential “take” of CRLF, would be 
incorporated into the MMP with input from USFWS, CDFW, CCC, and State Parks. The ratio for 
replacement habitat would consider the quality of habitat lost, the type of habitat lost (breeding or 
non-breeding aquatic, upland, and/or dispersal habitat), the location of lost habitat in relationship 
to known breeding sites, the overall benefits to the species provided by mitigation, and other 
factors decided by the agencies. 

Even so, the RTC, in its capacity as lead agency under CEQA, has set a minimum performance 
standard of “no net loss” (minimum 1 to 1 ratio), as set forth in Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c). 

No revisions to the EIR are necessary. 

20.3b. No “locally unique” natural communities/habitat types or plant species are known to occur 
within the Study Area that have not already been carefully evaluated as sensitive within the DEIR. 
The local chapter of the CNPS no longer maintains a list of locally unique species; however, CNPS 
                                                      
9 USFWS. 2005. Revised Guidance on Site Assessments and Field Surveys for the California Red-legged Frog. Washington, DC. August 
2005. 
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considers locally rare plants “…to be sensitive, unique, or occurring at the limits of their natural 
range within a specific region (also called peripheral populations). Species-specific characteristics, 
available suitable habitat, as well as land use activities and practices, all play a role in determining 
whether a species that is relatively common in one part of its range is rare in another part of its 
range”. 

None of the plants identified during the 2018 floristic-level survey of the Study Area (DEIR Appendix 
G2.b) meet the above CNPS definition for locally rare plants or are included in Appendix B10 of the 
County of Santa Cruz LCP and General Plan. 

No revisions to the EIR are necessary. 

20.3c. At this stage of Project planning, it is unknown how many trees would be removed under the 
Proposed Project or Alternatives. In Section 3.4.4, Mitigation Measure BIO-8(a) minimizes 
construction in sensitive habitats including arroyo willow riparian and coast live oak forests. 
Mitigation Measure BIO-8(d) limits disturbance of vegetation to the construction footprint. 
Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c) requires that any loss of sensitive habitats be mitigated with in-kind 
replacement at a ratio to be determined in consultation with the relevant permitting agencies, but 
at a minimum of “no net loss” (minimum 1 to 1 ratio). 

Based on these measures, mature trees would be retained throughout Project alignment wherever 
feasible. If tree removal cannot be avoided, this impact would be mitigated by the planting of 
replacement trees at a composition and ratio to be determined in consultation with the relevant 
permitting agencies (but at a minimum of 1 to 1). 

The Draft EIR (Mitigation Measures BIO-8a, BIO-8c and BIO-8d) has been revised to include these 
details. 

20.3d. The standard thresholds for determining significance were used for purposes of this EIR. A 
significant impact would occur if implementation of the Project would result in any of the following 
conditions. 

A. Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any 
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional 
plans, policies, or regulations, or by the CDFW or USFWS 

B. Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural 
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the CDFW or 
USFWS 

C. Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 
of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal) through 
direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means 

D. Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or 
wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede 
the use of native wildlife nursery sites 

E. Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a tree 
preservation policy or ordinance 

                                                      
10 Appendix B consists of lists of plants and animals (and their habitats) which are described in Section 5.1 of the General Plan and Local 
Coastal Program Land Use Plan. This appendix contains a series of lists which collectively address all the plant and animal species and their 
associated habitats which are to be protected in Santa Cruz County. As state and federal lists change, this catalogue will be amended to 
reflect the most current information. Updates can be made without General Plan/LCP amendments or certification by the California 
Coastal Commission. 
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F. Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community 
Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation plan 

G. Substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species 
H. Cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels 
I. Threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community 
J. Substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of an endangered, rare or threatened 

species 

Therefore, the goal of mitigation is to reduce potential impacts to less than significant (i.e., below 
these thresholds). In general, potential impacts were reduced to less than significant through the 
Mitigation and Management Plans (MMPs) required by Mitigation Measures BIO-8(c) and BIO-9(b), 
which would ensure that potential permanent impacts are mitigated through replacement habitat, 
enhancement of key habitats in the Study Area, success criteria, and adaptive management. As 
described Response to Comment 2.25, additional detail has been added to Mitigation Measure BIO-
8(c). 

No further revisions to the EIR are necessary. 

20.3e. The exact locations of replacement habitat would be determined in conjunction with USFWS, 
CDFW, CCC and State Parks to best benefit the resources, including spatial connectivity. If 
determined to be both beneficial and feasible, this may include replacement habitat immediately 
adjacent to the proposed path, at least in some locations, as noted in Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c):  

“A portion of compensatory mitigation shall re-create the linear aspect and provision for wildlife 
dispersal of existing habitats, where these features are potentially lost as a result of the 
Proposed Project. This feature shall be designed to protect against fragmentation of remaining 
habitat patches adjacent to the rail bed.” 

No revisions to the EIR are necessary. 

20.3f. The Draft EIR identifies Mitigation Measures BIO-8(a), which minimizes construction in 
sensitive habitats; BIO-8(d), which limits disturbance of vegetation to the construction footprint; 
and BIO-8(c), which through a Biological Resources MMP requires that maintenance of sensitive 
habitats avoid take of sensitive species, and that interpretive signs, fencing, and green fencing 
protect sensitive habitat from impacts by trail users. Any trail maintenance would employ hand-
tools only. The use of pesticides or herbicides would be prohibited. 

The Draft EIR has been revised to include these additional details. 

20.3g. Acreage estimates are provided in Section 3.4.4 under Impact BIO-8 for both the Proposed 
Project and Alternative 1 (see Table 3.4-4). These estimates include both permanent losses of 
habitat (the trail footprint), as well as the construction footprint, which is the area disturbed during 
construction that will be re-vegetated at project completion. As described in Mitigation Measures 
BIO-8(a) and BIO-8(d), no work would take place outside of the construction footprint, and sensitive 
habitats would be protected with construction fencing to prevent disturbance. 

No revisions to the EIR are necessary. 

20.3h. Refer to Response to Comment 2.15. 

20.3i. Refer to Response to Comment 2.15. 
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Response 20.4 
This comment has the following separate points. 

a) The commenter states that the Draft EIR fails to assess construction phase impacts to 
stream crossings, or to discuss how stream crossings will be managed. 

b) The commenter requests a description of how stream crossings will be managed. 
c) The commenter states that restored wetlands cannot be equated to mature wetlands and 

requests additional information regarding wetland habitat that supports CRLF, how this loss 
would affect CRLF and CRLF movement, and the location of replacement habitat. The 
commenter references “special aquatic sites”. 

20.4a. As stated in Section 3.9.1 in Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality, three unnamed 
streams and six named streams cross the Project corridor, as shown in Figure 3.9-2a and Figure 3.9-
2b. These crossings flow beneath the Project alignment in large culverts cut through the Santa Cruz 
Mudstone, the rock that comprises the coastal terraces in the Project area. 

Impacts related to surface water quality from both construction and operation of the Project are 
assessed under Impact HYD-1 and were determined to be less than significant with mitigation. 
Implementation of Mitigation Measures HYD-1(c) and HYD-1(d) would reduce the impact on 
hydrology and water quality by ensuring that the amount and rate of on- and off-site stormwater 
runoff would be reduced to the maximum extent feasible, and that, where feasible, stormwater 
runoff would be treated prior to discharge off-site. 

Streams cross under the existing railroad track and proposed trail via existing culverts. The Project 
would not include any new bridges or other structures within the streams. Streams themselves 
would not be modified or managed as part of the Project. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

20.4b. Refer to Response to Comment 20.4a. No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

20.4c. The RTC acknowledges that replacement wetlands would take a number of years to become 
mature wetlands. The goal of mitigation is to both replace and enhance wetlands, including for 
CRLF, such that overall habitat conditions improve and CRLF dispersal habitat is protected. These 
goals would inform the location of replacement wetlands, which would be determined in 
conjunction with USFW, CDFW, CCC, and State Parks. 

Special aquatic sites are described in 40 CFR Part 30 Subpart E in Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. 
Special aquatic sites include 1) sanctuaries and refuges; 2) wetlands; 3) mudflats; 4) vegetated 
shallows; 5) coral reefs; and 6) riffle pools and complexes. Of these special aquatic sites, only 
wetlands as defined in §230.41 are present within the Study Area. Wetlands with potential to be 
impacted by the Proposed Project and Alternative 1 are described in detail in the DEIR in Section 3.4 
and mitigation requirements for wetland impacts are outlined under Impact Bio-9 of the DEIR. 

No revision to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 20.5 
This comment has the following separate points. 

a) The commenter asks what impacts the alternatives will have on the quality of the visitor 
experience for people visiting the beaches along the trail corridor. 
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b) The commenter is concerned about the closure of six informal trail crossings, especially that 
leading to Laguna Creek Beach; asks if there will be breaks in the fencing or other nearby 
access points to the same areas; and asks if there is a need to offset damage that might 
result if people create their own access.  

20.5a. The Project is expected to have a positive impact to the quality of visitor experience because 
it will improve access and provide amenities (e.g., restrooms, trash receptacles, bike rakes). 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or the CEQA process. No revisions to the 
Draft EIR are required. 

20.5b. Of the six existing informal crossings, four would be closed, and there would be no break in 
the safety fencing (between the rail and trail) to allow crossing of the railroad tracks. The informal 
railroad crossing that accesses Laguna Beach would be closed primarily due to public safety 
concerns of crossing Highway 1 in this area where there is a significant grade. The informal crossing 
is therefore proposed for closure as part of this process. Access to the trail alignment along the 
coastal side of Highway 1 at crossings 8 and 10, just north and south of Laguna Road, would be 
enhanced through project implementation. 

In Section 2.4 of the Draft EIR, Table 2-1 has been revised to show the distance from the closed 
crossing to the next nearest crossing. Additionally, the text under Trail Crossings has been revised to 
clarify that at all formal crossings, there would be a break in the fencing that extends between the 
trail and the railroad track. Also refer to Response to Comment 2.13. 

It is anticipated that trail users who have used the informal trails being closed would adjust their 
behavior and use the nearby formal trails, rather causing damage at the closed trails.  

It should also be noted that, as stated in Section 2.4, the plan for trail closures would require 
collaboration between various stakeholders and therefore could be subject to change.  

Response 20.6 
This comment has the following separate points. 

a) The commenter asks how the Draft EIR estimated that 60 percent of local residents would 
drive to access the southern portion of the trail. The commenter also asks if connecting 
trails or future policy changes to limit carbon use were considered to estimate vehicle trips. 

b) The commenter asks how the Transportation Impact Analysis factored in State policies to 
promote reduced vehicle miles traveled. The commenter also suggests a mitigation measure 
to provide promotional materials that explain how pedestrians and bicyclists can access the 
trail from MBSST sections in the city of Santa Cruz. 

c) The commenter asks if the Caltrans estimates of future traffic volumes on Highway 1, as 
cited in the Transportation Impact Analysis, account for current and future policy shifts. 

d) The commenter states that the Transportation Impact Analysis does not adequately discuss 
the potential benefits of policy shifts on vehicle travel and parking lot demand.  

20.6a. The Transportation Impact Analysis prepared for the Draft EIR (Appendix K) estimated the 
percentage of local residents who would drive to the southern trailhead based on trail usage 
estimates included in the Unified Corridor Study and available information from other trail systems. 
It was estimated that 40 percent of people would ride bicycles from the city of Santa Cruz to the 
southern trailhead, leaving a remainder of 60 people driving to the trailhead. 
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The traffic analysis did consider the future availability of a connected, completed rail trail through 
the city of Santa Cruz plus the existing bike and pedestrian trail between Santa Cruz and Wilder 
Ranch State Park. The analysis did not factor in potential future policy changes to set a price on 
carbon use because they would be speculative to forecast. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

20.6b. As discussed in Draft EIR Section 3.14, Transportation/Circulation, the EIR is not required to 
specifically address the issue of vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in assessing the significance of traffic 
impacts. Although the Draft EIR discusses this issue for informational purposes, no adopted 
regulatory standards to reduce VMT are currently applicable to the Project. Therefore, the EIR does 
not determine the significance of impacts related to VMT or require mitigation to reduce VMT.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or the CEQA process. Nonetheless, the 
recommendation to provide promotional materials is noted and forwarded to decision makers for 
consideration.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

20.6c. The Caltrans forecast data is based on the historic growth rate in traffic on Highway 1. Future 
policy changes regarding mode choice are not included in Caltrans forecasting. Emerging vehicle 
technologies, such as electric cars, would not improve VMT but would reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

20.6d. Please refer to Response to Comment 20.6a for a discussion of the effects of policy changes 
on transportation.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 20.7 
The commenter asks how several planned and approved cumulative projects would interact with 
the Proposed Project to cause cumulative effects.  

As listed in Table 4-1 in Draft EIR Section 4.0, Other CEQA Required Discussions, the Draft EIR 
considers the management actions of public agencies on land near the Project corridor. Cumulative 
projects weighed in the Draft EIR include implementation of the Cotoni-Coast Dairies National 
Monument Management Plan on State Parks and Bureau of Land Management land, redevelopment 
under Davenport Cement Plant Coastal Restoration and Reuse Plan, and public access 
improvements to the San Vicente Redwoods Preserve, among other projects. These cumulative 
projects are broadly inclusive of the specific projects cited by the commenter. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 20.8 
The comment is a conclusory statement that the rail trail affects sensitive environmental species 
and habitats, and the Draft EIR is inadequate in its assessment of project impacts as detailed above.  

The specific comments have been addressed above. Also refer to Master Response A. 

No further response or revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary to address this comment.  
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From: Brian Peoples
To: NCRT Draft EIR; Cory Caletti
Cc: Rodoni Farms; Brian Peoples
Subject: Response to North Coast Rail  Trail EIR
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 10:43:37 AM
Attachments: Trail Now response to EIR for North Coast Rail  Trail.pdf

Ms. Caletti,

Please find attached our response to the EIR on the North Coast Rail Trail.     As a note, we
see that a major part of the EIR focus is on the timeline and need to spend federal grant
funds by 2020.   We believe the Farmers plan is the only plan that can be completed by
2020 deadline.   We suggest the farmers plan be implemented south of Baldwin Creek to
Wilder Ranch and a combination of rail with trail / Trail Only be implemented north of
Baldwin Creek to Davenport.   The farmers plan travels from Wilder Ranch to Baldwin Creek
along the upper section of the farmland (not on Caltrans property) and this portion of the
trail can be built sooner than a trail through the middle of the farm.   We also believe that
a partnership with farmers and property owners north of Baldwin Creek may allow for a
trail path along the side of the tracks.   

Best regards,

Brian Peoples
Executive Director
Trail Now

Letter 21

21.1
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Cory Caletti              September 21, 2018 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
1523 Pacific Avenue 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
 
Subject: Comments on Draft EIR for proposed North Coast Rail Trail 
 
Ms. Caletti, 


The following is our comments to the draft EIR for the proposed North Coast Rail Trail.     Please note that we have contributed to the comments 


submitted by Pamela Silkwood (Horan / Lloyd) who is representing the North Coast Farmers, and have not duplicated comments on our 


submittal.  We support all comments submitted by Horan / Lloyd on behave of farmers and property owners. 


In the following table, we list specific items within the EIR that we have a concern and provide a recommendation.   Some of the overall concerns 


and recommendations we have include: 


• The comment within the Executive Summary that construction of Alternative 1 would likely begin after the year 2028 should be removed 


because the EIR actually provides evidence that it does not take 10 years to implement a Trail Only.   The EIR does not evaluate the 


timeline require to build a trail for the different scenarios, however, it does reference that only 3 additional approvals are required for 


Trail Only & Farmers Alternative.  These 3 additional approvals (Surface Transportation Board, California Transportation Commission, 


SCCRTC) do not equate to 10 years of delay based on current process.   According to the Woodside Consulting Group October 13, 2005 


report produced for the RTC, STB would not likely deny abandonment of the entire railline.   The California Transportation Commission 


(CTC) sent a letter to RTC in September, 2015 stating that the tracks can be removed and getting RTC Commission approval to abandon 







tracks to Davenport will not take 10 years.  Delay of 10 years is not a fact developed by the EIR and is based on an RTC Staff opinion 


paper and any reference to this timeline should be removed from EIR.    Finally, RTC Staff admitted at the EIR Kickoff that their estimate 


of 10 years was little more than a guess. 


• The RTC erroneously assumed that the present track from Wilder Ranch State Park to Davenport was within the proper right-of-way, and 


planned the path to follow it.  However, according to surveyors, the tracks have followed at least three different paths. That means that 


the RTC has to negotiate new rights-of-way, and that the DEIR has not studied at least some of the actual areas on which the Rail Trail 


will be built.    This would show that the proposed project will be delayed past 2020 because of ROW issues.   A partnership with farmers 


and property owners on a collaborative trail solution will help mitigate delays in the project past 2020. 


• Mitigation steps identified within the EIR to minimize negative impacts to agricultural operations are not going to be as successful as 


stated within EIR.   Concerns with the impact on agriculture operations is addressed by Horan / Lloyd comments to EIR.    


• Table 5-2 Project Objectives and Alternative Trail Alignments – Objective 11 (Complete by 2020) incorrectly states that the proposed 


project will meet the 2020 deadline while the Trail Only and Farmers alternative plans will not.   This is not true because the proposed 


project will be delayed by legal challenges from Trail Now, private landowners and farmers.    Also, the Farmers plan can be 


implemented sooner because the section that traverse along the farmland can begin immediate with a partnership with the farmers.   As 


stated earlier, according to the EIR, only 3 additional approvals are required for Trail Only (RTC, CTC, STB), all of which do not take 10 


years to get approval. 


• The Unified Corridor Study is being conducted to determine if rail service along the Santa Cruz Coastal Corridor is the best use of the 


corridor.   At the kickoff of the EIR for the North Coast Rail Trail, RTC staff stated that a train operation is not considered in the future for 


this section of rail corridor.   If EIR insist future rail operations be included, Federal railbanking protects the use of the rail corridor for 


future rail operation.  Therefore, it does not preclude any future rail operation.     Correction in Table 5-2 for “future rail operations” 


should be changed to “Yes” for Farmers Plan. 


  







Title Description Concern Recommendation 


Railroad / 
Property 
Boundaries 


Property boundaries are not clearly understood 
because the original location of the railroad 
tracks is different than today. 


The original location of the railroad tracks is different 
than it is today.  RTC is still in the process of 
identifying the actual location of the property 
boundaries. 


Since the original location of the railroad tracks are 
not clearly understood at the time of the EIR, 
property boundaries of the proposed project 
should not be a decision criterion of the EIR 
analysis.    


Railroad 
Crossings 


The corridor currently has 24 existing trail 
crossings, including 16 that are formal paved or 
unpaved roads for farm vehicles or personal 
vehicles, six that are informal trails used by 
pedestrians/bicyclists to access the coast, and 
two that are informal roads used by farmers. 
The Project would retain and formalize some 
crossings and close others. A summary of trail 
crossings is provided in Table 2-1 in Section 2.0, 
Project Description. 


Operation of farming equipment at railroad crossings 
are not adequately addressed in the way of both 
negative impacts to the farmers or impacts to trail.   
For example, requirements for farmer to open/closed 
gates will significantly increase operating cost of farm 
operations.   Also, the farming equipment is heavy 
and full of mud/dirt requiring substantially greater 
trail strength construction and trail maintenance.  


EIR should more clearly identify the issues with 
farm equipment travelling over trail and its impact 
to the farming operations and trail.   EIR does not 
adequately show the negative impact of these trail 
crossings nor mitigation plans.    Increased trail 
construction and maintenance requirements is not 
adequately addressed. 


Duration of 
Construction 


Construction of Alternative 1 would likely begin 
after the year 2028 because of the additional 
time required to reverse policy, contractual, 
and regulatory commitments that the RTC has 
made regarding the use of railroad tracks. 


EIR does not evaluate the timeline require to build a 
trail for the different scenarios.   It does reference 
that only 3 additional permits/approvals are required 
for Trail Only & Farmers Alternative.  These 3 
additional approvals (Surface Transportation Board, 
California Transportation Commission, SCCRTC) do 
not equate to 10 years of delay. 


Remove reference within Executive Summary that 
construction of farmers plan can not start for 10 
years.   This is not a fact developed by the EIR and 
is based on an RTC Staff opinion paper.   Based on 
EIR comments that only 3 additional approvals are 
required, and such approvals have been shown not 
to require a delay to 2028, there should be no 
statement that Trail Only option can not begin 
until 2028.   More important, a partnership with 
farmers and property owners to build a trail that 
meets everyone’s requirements will be built prior 
to deadline. 


Fencing 


The Proposed Project would include the 
installation of fencing on the inland side of the 
trail to separate trail users and the railroad. 
Fencing would also be installed between the 
trail and agricultural lands at some locations 
where natural or geographic barriers do not 
exist to prevent trail users from exiting the trail. 


Fence is not tall enough. Taller fencing is needed. 


  







Title Description Concern Recommendation 


Future Train 
Operations 


Develop the trail so future rail transportation 
service along the corridor is not precluded 


The Unified Corridor Study is being conducted to 
determine if rail service along the Santa Cruz Coastal 
Corridor is the best use of the corridor.   At the 
kickoff of the EIR for the North Coast Rail Trail, RTC 
staff stated that a train operation is not considered in 
the future. 


Remove statements that future rail transportation 
is a requirement.   It was stated at EIR kickoff that 
rail was not to continue.  
 
Federal railbanking protects the use of the rail 
corridor for future rail operation.  Therefore, it 
does not preclude any future rail operation.  
However, the trail-only would have to be rebuilt if 
any such operation shall occur. 
 
Also, future rail operations conceivably may 
include a 25-60 mph commuter train.  If so, any 
MBSST trail under consideration will be required to 
be relocated for safety setbacks of 15-25 feet 
except where it has already be built as such. 


Future Train 
Operations 


Develop the trail so future rail transportation 
service along the corridor is not precluded 


If railroad tracks remain and it continues as a rail 
operation, all railroad crossings will need to be 
upgraded to meet California Public Utility 
Commission (CPUC) requirements. 


Verify with CPUC that no upgrades to railroad 
crossings will be required. 


Rail 
Operations 
beginning 


The current rail operator may begin operating 
freight and/or passenger service between Santa 
Cruz and Davenport within the next 3 to 5 
years, or sooner. 


UCS is evaluating if rail operations will exist and it 
was stated at EIR kick off that there was no 
consideration of rail operations in the future. Within 
EIR / Introduction Section it states “Since the RTC 
decided to evaluate a “trail only” option in the CEQA 
environmental document, CFL has determined that 
the best course of action is to suspend further work 
on Project design and environmental clearance 
including preparation of the NEPA environmental 
document, until RTC makes a determination on 
whether the tracks will remain or be removed as it 
selects the trail alignment. 


At the EIR kickoff, RTC Staff stated that no rail 
operations will exist and is not part of this analysis.   
Remove reference that rail operations may begin 
in 3 to 5 years.   As stated in Introduction section 
of EIR, the RTC is still evaluating the rail operation, 
therefore it should not be stated that rail 
operations may start within 3 to 5 years. 
 
If EIR keeps possible rail operations, EIR will need 
to address increased requirements by CPUC for all 
railroad crossings. 


Farmers Trail 
Location 


Alternative 3. The Farmers’ Alternative would 
remove the existing rail and locate the trail 
along the same alignment as Alternative 1 
north of Scaroni Road, while locating the trail 
along Highway 1 (instead of the rail corridor) 
south of Scaroni Road before returning to the 
rail corridor just north of Wilder Ranch. 


Farmers Alternative plan DOES NOT travel on 
Caltrans property.   Farmers Alternative plan is to 
remain on the farmland, adjacent to Highway 1. 


Ensure the EIR does not consider Farmers 
Alternative plan on Caltrans property.   It was 
communicated to EIR consultants that the Farmers 
plan does not go on Caltrans property, but remains 
on farmland.   It needs to be clearly stated that the 
farmers’ plan remains on farmland. 


  







Title Description Concern Recommendation 


Farm 
Equipment 
on trail 


At all crossings, there would be a break in the 
fencing that extends between the trail and the 
railroad tracks. Where farm equipment would 
be allowed access across the trail, there would 
be concrete pavement on the trail to minimize 
asphalt damage from the equipment. 
Additional design features, such as mud mats 
for the crossing approaches, may be 
incorporated to reduce the amount of dirt and 
debris being deposited on the trail. No gates 
are proposed as part of the Project. 


Additional design features will reduce amount of 
agriculture land available.   This was not included in 
the estimated lost agriculture land in the Proposed 
Project. 


Re-estimate lost of agriculture land with Proposed 
Project. 


Impact on 
Farmland 


AG-1. The Project would not convert a 
substantial amount of Important Farmland to 
non-agricultural use 


The amount of farmland converted to non-
agricultural use for the proposed project is not 
correct.   The EIR incorrectly did not consider the 
land that is between the crops and railroad as 
agriculture land.   This land is used by tractors to 
turn-around and service the crops.    


For proposed plan, include the land next to crops 
(near railroad tracks) as lost agricultural land. 


Funding 
Expiration 


The FLAP funding was awarded from the 
Federal Highway Administration’s Central 
Federal Lands (CFL) Division in Spring 2015. Per 
a signed agreement with FHWA, all work 
associated with the agreement needs to be 
completed no later than December 31, 2020. As 
the federal partner to RTC, the CFL is 
responsible for Project design and compliance 
with federal requirements, including the 
preparation of a separate future environmental 
document satisfying the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).     


EIR incorrectly states that the Proposed Project is the 
only one that can meet this deadline.   This is not 
true for two reasons.   First, if the Proposed Project is 
selected, Farmers / Trail Now will make a legal 
challenge to this plan, resulting in significant delay of 
the project.   The Farmers Plan can actually start 
sooner because a portion of the trail will be located 
on farmland and will not require removal of tracks 
and number of approvals. 


The current funding will not cover the entire cost 
of the project and, according to EIR, the 
implementation plan would start from Wilder 
Ranch going towards Davenport.   Farmers plan 
near Wilder Ranch has the trail travelling on 
farmland, not requiring removal of tracks.   For this 
reason, farmers plan can begin sooner and will be 
able to spend the FLAP Funding prior to expiration.   
Proposed project should have a “No” identified for 
meeting the deadline for FLAP Funding expiration.    
Farmers plan should have a “Yes” identified for 
meeting the deadline for FLAP Funding expiration. 


Fencing 
Fencing separating tracks, trail and farmland 
identified as being 4’ 6” 


What regulatory requirements were followed to 
determine height of fencing separating railroad from 
trail and separating farmland from trail. 


Concern that height of fence is too low to meet 
federal rail regulations and prevent access to 
farmland. 


Railroad 
Crossings & 
PUC 
requirements 


Of the 15 crossings to be retained, 13 are 
formal CPUC crossings and would be improved 
with the standard treatments for the Project 
(e.g., grading, pavement, concrete crossing 
panels, signage).   


Will upgrades include railroad cross guards and 
meeting PUC requirements? 


Proposed Plan should include requirement to 
upgrade railroad crossings to CPUC requirements.    


  







Title Description Concern Recommendation 


Duration of 
Project 


In addition to the approvals listed above, the 
following approvals would be required to 
implement Alternative 1.  Santa Cruz County 
Regional Transportation Commission – approval 
of abandonment of rail tracks  Surface 
Transportation Board – approval for 
abandonment of freight service  California 
Transportation Commission- Proposition 116 
and State Transportation Improvement 
Program funding reimbursement or approval  


Only 3 additional approvals would be required for 
trail only.   EIR should include estimated timeline to 
get these 3 approvals and not make general 
statement that it will take 10 years. 


Remove statement that Farmers plan can not start 
until 2028 – based on the description with EIR.   
Also, the proposed project should be identified as 
not being started due to legal challenges. 


Table 5-2 
Project 


Objectives 
and 


Alternative 
Trail 


Alignments 


Project Objective 1: Provide a continuous public 
trail along the Santa Cruz Branch Line railroad 
corridor and connecting spur trails in Santa Cruz 
County (Master Plan objective 1.1) 


This objective should be changed to focus on 
“continuous public trail”, not have a requirement 
that it remain along the Santa Cruz Branch Line 
railroad.   The goal is for a continuous trail, it is not to 
keep it along the railroad tracks.    


Adjust the objective to “continuous public trail” 
and change Farmers’ plan to “Yes” in Table 5-2.   
The objective should be on a continuous trail that 
is accessible to public, not that it adjacent to 
railroad or included in Master Plan. 


Table 5-2 
Project 


Objectives 
and 


Alternative 
Trail 


Alignments 


Maximize ocean views and scenic coastal vistas 
along a coastal alignment for experiencing and 
interpreting the Monterey Bay National Marine 
Sanctuary, and historical and agricultural 
landscapes (Master Plan policy 1.1.2 and 1.1.4, 
objective 2.1) 


EIR incorrectly identifies Farmers’ Plan as not 
maximizing ocean views.   Farmers’ plan actually has 
more views than proposed project and trail only 
because Farmers plan is on the upper section of the 
farmland and is has maximum ocean views.   
Proposed plan and trail only sections have portions 
without ocean views because they are located in the 
cutaways. 


Change number 4 item in Table 5-2 to Yes for 
Farmers plan and Proposed Project should be 
changed to “Partially”. 


Table 5-2 
Project 


Objectives 
and 


Alternative 
Trail 


Alignments 


Develop the trail so future rail transportation 
service along the corridor is not precluded 
(Master Plan policy 1.2.4) 


RTC Staff stated at EIR kickoff that rail service was 
not planned north of Wilder Ranch.    In addition, the 
Unified Corridor Study will be completed this year to 
determine if rail service is best use of corridor.    


Since this requirement was clearly stated it is not 
part of the EIR analysis for North Coast Rail Trail 
and the UCS report, this objective should be 
removed from Table 5-2 because it does not 
achieve the goal of the trail.   
 
If EIR insist future rail operations be included, 
Federal railbanking protects the use of the rail 
corridor for future rail operation.  Therefore, it 
does not preclude any future rail operation.  
However, the trail-only would have to be rebuilt if 
any such operation shall occur. 
 


  







Title Description Concern Recommendation 
Table 5-2 
Project 


Objectives 
and 


Alternative 
Trail 


Alignments 


Maximize safety and serenity for experiencing 
and interpreting the sanctuary and landscapes 
by providing a trail separate from roadway 
vehicle traffic (Master Plan Goal 1) 


This objective has goal to separate trail from 
roadway vehicle traffic – mean that trail users are 
PHYSICALLY separated from vehicle traffic.   Farmers 
plan does physically separate trail users from vehicle 
traffic and in fact, with the trail remaining on 
farmland, it is more than 100 feet from Highway 1. 


Item number 5 for Farmers Plan should be “Yes” 
because trail does not expose trail users to vehicle 
traffic. 


Table 5-2 
Project 


Objectives 
and 


Alternative 
Trail 


Alignments 


Minimize trail impacts to private lands, 
including agricultural, residential, and other 
land uses (Master Plan objective 1.5) 


The proposed project does not minimize trail impacts 
to private lands and agriculture.  Farming operations 
and private property will be significantly impacted by 
the trail.   With the proposed project, the trail will be 
located in the middle of the farmland, resulting in a 
significant increase in public accessing agricultural 
land. 


Proposed project should be changed to “No” for 
item number 6.   Proposed project has major 
impact to farming operations – even with the 
mitigation solutions.   The trail going through the 
middle of the farm will result in more people 
walking across the farmland. 


Table 5-2 
Project 


Objectives 
and 


Alternative 
Trail 


Alignments 


Complete project construction by 2020 to 
maximize funding for the Project, and meet 
current funding obligations (Master Plan 
objective 4.6, policy 4.6.2 speak to maximizing 
funding) 


Proposed project will be delay by legal challenges 
from private landowners and farmers.    Farmers plan 
can be implemented sooner because there is no 
requirement to remove tracks, trail will be built on 
farmland and no track removal is required in first 
phase of the project.   Also, according to the EIR, only 
3 additional approvals are required for Trail Only 
(RTC, CTC, STB), all of which do not take 10 years to 
get approval. 


Proposed project should be changed to “No” for 
item number 11.    Farmers plan should be 
changed to “Yes” for item number 11. 


Climate 
Emissions 


Once constructed, the operational emissions 
from increased vehicle trips by trail users 
driving to the parking areas would be 
substantially similar because the estimated 
number of trails users would be the same.  


With trail located adjacent to Highway 1, there would 
be more locations for access by public, reducing car 
trips to distant parking lots. 


Farmers plan will increase access to trail at more 
locations – reducing vehicle trips.   This should be 
considered in climate emissions. 


Cultural 
Impact 


Cultural resources impact of Alternative 3 
would be greater on historical resources and 
less on archaeological and paleontological 
resources 


What is definition of “Impact to historical resources” 
– the railroad tracks have to remain?    


Farmers’ plan will allow for many sections of the 
railroad to remain for historical purposes. 


Trail Access 


Accessing the trail from Highway 1 would be 
similar, although the Alternative 3 alignment 
would be closer south of Scaroni Road, and 
emergency vehicles would not need to cross 
the tracks to access the trail, which could 
reduce emergency response times compared to 
the Proposed Project. 


Emergency vehicles would not have to cross 
farmland.    


The entire trail for farmers’ plan is accessible by 
emergency vehicles without traversing farmland.   
The proposed project will limit access by 
emergency vehicles to trail. 


  







Title Description Concern Recommendation 


Trespassing 


Compared to the Proposed Project, there could 
be a slight reduction in trespassing and 
vandalism into adjacent lands 


Proposed project will result in more trespassing 
because trail is located in middle of farmland. 


Easy access to trail from multiple locations should 
be included in the objectives.   Proposed plan has 
limited access points, versus Farmers Plan which 
has significantly more access points. 


Vehicle 
traffic 


The transportation/circulation impacts of 
Alternative 3 would be similar to, but slightly 
greater than, those identified for the Proposed 
Project. 


This is not a true statement.   Need clarification on 
why Farmers’ plan has greater impact than Proposed 
Plan. 


Reevaluate impact on transportation. 


Access to 
other trails 


The impact of increased design hazards would 
be slightly greater than the Proposed Project 
because, in the southern portion where the 
Alternative 3 trail alignment would be along 
Highway 1, trail users would be required to 
cross the tracks to access other trails to the 
coastal bluffs and beaches. 


Not true – this needs to be reevaluated. Unclear how this was determined.  Need 
reevaluation and clarification. 


 


Finally, with the environmental issues of building trail along ROW, continued discussion on ROW location, continued discussions with Union 


Pacific and the potential legal challenges if trail is built through middle of farmland, we would hope that RTC Staff would recommend a win-win 


solution which is a combination of the various plans.   We suggest the farmers plan be implemented south of Baldwin Creek to Wilder Ranch and 


a combination of rail with trail / Trail Only be implemented north of Baldwin Creek to Davenport.   The farmers plan travels from Wilder Ranch to 


Baldwin Creek along the upper section of the farmland (not on Caltrans property) and this portion of the trail can be built sooner than a trail 


through the middle of the farm.   We also believe that a partnership with farmers and property owners north of Baldwin Creek may allow for a 


trail path along the side of the tracks.   Farmers plan is the only plan that can begin construction before 2020. 


Best regards, 


Brian Peoples 
Brian Peoples 


Executive Director 


Trail Now 


669224-2020 







 







Cory Caletti September 21, 2018 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
1523 Pacific Avenue 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

Subject: Comments on Draft EIR for proposed North Coast Rail Trail 

Ms. Caletti, 

The following is our comments to the draft EIR for the proposed North Coast Rail Trail.     Please note that we have contributed to the comments 
submitted by Pamela Silkwood (Horan / Lloyd) who is representing the North Coast Farmers, and have not duplicated comments on our 
submittal.  We support all comments submitted by Horan / Lloyd on behave of farmers and property owners. 

In the following table, we list specific items within the EIR that we have a concern and provide a recommendation.   Some of the overall concerns 
and recommendations we have include: 

• The comment within the Executive Summary that construction of Alternative 1 would likely begin after the year 2028 should be removed
because the EIR actually provides evidence that it does not take 10 years to implement a Trail Only.   The EIR does not evaluate the
timeline require to build a trail for the different scenarios, however, it does reference that only 3 additional approvals are required for
Trail Only & Farmers Alternative.  These 3 additional approvals (Surface Transportation Board, California Transportation Commission,
SCCRTC) do not equate to 10 years of delay based on current process.   According to the Woodside Consulting Group October 13, 2005
report produced for the RTC, STB would not likely deny abandonment of the entire railline.   The California Transportation Commission
(CTC) sent a letter to RTC in September, 2015 stating that the tracks can be removed and getting RTC Commission approval to abandon
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tracks to Davenport will not take 10 years.  Delay of 10 years is not a fact developed by the EIR and is based on an RTC Staff opinion 
paper and any reference to this timeline should be removed from EIR.    Finally, RTC Staff admitted at the EIR Kickoff that their estimate 
of 10 years was little more than a guess. 

• The RTC erroneously assumed that the present track from Wilder Ranch State Park to Davenport was within the proper right-of-way, and
planned the path to follow it.  However, according to surveyors, the tracks have followed at least three different paths. That means that
the RTC has to negotiate new rights-of-way, and that the DEIR has not studied at least some of the actual areas on which the Rail Trail
will be built.    This would show that the proposed project will be delayed past 2020 because of ROW issues.   A partnership with farmers
and property owners on a collaborative trail solution will help mitigate delays in the project past 2020.

• Mitigation steps identified within the EIR to minimize negative impacts to agricultural operations are not going to be as successful as
stated within EIR.   Concerns with the impact on agriculture operations is addressed by Horan / Lloyd comments to EIR.

• Table 5-2 Project Objectives and Alternative Trail Alignments – Objective 11 (Complete by 2020) incorrectly states that the proposed
project will meet the 2020 deadline while the Trail Only and Farmers alternative plans will not.   This is not true because the proposed
project will be delayed by legal challenges from Trail Now, private landowners and farmers.    Also, the Farmers plan can be
implemented sooner because the section that traverse along the farmland can begin immediate with a partnership with the farmers.   As
stated earlier, according to the EIR, only 3 additional approvals are required for Trail Only (RTC, CTC, STB), all of which do not take 10
years to get approval.

• The Unified Corridor Study is being conducted to determine if rail service along the Santa Cruz Coastal Corridor is the best use of the
corridor.   At the kickoff of the EIR for the North Coast Rail Trail, RTC staff stated that a train operation is not considered in the future for
this section of rail corridor.   If EIR insist future rail operations be included, Federal railbanking protects the use of the rail corridor for
future rail operation.  Therefore, it does not preclude any future rail operation.     Correction in Table 5-2 for “future rail operations”
should be changed to “Yes” for Farmers Plan.

21.3 
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Title Description Concern Recommendation 

Railroad / 
Property 
Boundaries 

Property boundaries are not clearly understood 
because the original location of the railroad 
tracks is different than today. 

The original location of the railroad tracks is different 
than it is today.  RTC is still in the process of 
identifying the actual location of the property 
boundaries. 

Since the original location of the railroad tracks are 
not clearly understood at the time of the EIR, 
property boundaries of the proposed project 
should not be a decision criterion of the EIR 
analysis.    

Railroad 
Crossings 

The corridor currently has 24 existing trail 
crossings, including 16 that are formal paved or 
unpaved roads for farm vehicles or personal 
vehicles, six that are informal trails used by 
pedestrians/bicyclists to access the coast, and 
two that are informal roads used by farmers. 
The Project would retain and formalize some 
crossings and close others. A summary of trail 
crossings is provided in Table 2-1 in Section 2.0, 
Project Description. 

Operation of farming equipment at railroad crossings 
are not adequately addressed in the way of both 
negative impacts to the farmers or impacts to trail.   
For example, requirements for farmer to open/closed 
gates will significantly increase operating cost of farm 
operations.   Also, the farming equipment is heavy 
and full of mud/dirt requiring substantially greater 
trail strength construction and trail maintenance.  

EIR should more clearly identify the issues with 
farm equipment travelling over trail and its impact 
to the farming operations and trail.   EIR does not 
adequately show the negative impact of these trail 
crossings nor mitigation plans.    Increased trail 
construction and maintenance requirements is not 
adequately addressed. 

Duration of 
Construction 

Construction of Alternative 1 would likely begin 
after the year 2028 because of the additional 
time required to reverse policy, contractual, 
and regulatory commitments that the RTC has 
made regarding the use of railroad tracks. 

EIR does not evaluate the timeline require to build a 
trail for the different scenarios.   It does reference 
that only 3 additional permits/approvals are required 
for Trail Only & Farmers Alternative.  These 3 
additional approvals (Surface Transportation Board, 
California Transportation Commission, SCCRTC) do 
not equate to 10 years of delay. 

Remove reference within Executive Summary that 
construction of farmers plan can not start for 10 
years.   This is not a fact developed by the EIR and 
is based on an RTC Staff opinion paper.   Based on 
EIR comments that only 3 additional approvals are 
required, and such approvals have been shown not 
to require a delay to 2028, there should be no 
statement that Trail Only option can not begin 
until 2028.   More important, a partnership with 
farmers and property owners to build a trail that 
meets everyone’s requirements will be built prior 
to deadline. 

Fencing 

The Proposed Project would include the 
installation of fencing on the inland side of the 
trail to separate trail users and the railroad. 
Fencing would also be installed between the 
trail and agricultural lands at some locations 
where natural or geographic barriers do not 
exist to prevent trail users from exiting the trail. 

Fence is not tall enough. Taller fencing is needed. 
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Title Description Concern Recommendation 

Future Train 
Operations 

Develop the trail so future rail transportation 
service along the corridor is not precluded 

The Unified Corridor Study is being conducted to 
determine if rail service along the Santa Cruz Coastal 
Corridor is the best use of the corridor.   At the 
kickoff of the EIR for the North Coast Rail Trail, RTC 
staff stated that a train operation is not considered in 
the future. 

Remove statements that future rail transportation 
is a requirement.   It was stated at EIR kickoff that 
rail was not to continue.  

Federal railbanking protects the use of the rail 
corridor for future rail operation.  Therefore, it 
does not preclude any future rail operation.  
However, the trail-only would have to be rebuilt if 
any such operation shall occur. 

Also, future rail operations conceivably may 
include a 25-60 mph commuter train.  If so, any 
MBSST trail under consideration will be required to 
be relocated for safety setbacks of 15-25 feet 
except where it has already be built as such. 

Future Train 
Operations 

Develop the trail so future rail transportation 
service along the corridor is not precluded 

If railroad tracks remain and it continues as a rail 
operation, all railroad crossings will need to be 
upgraded to meet California Public Utility 
Commission (CPUC) requirements. 

Verify with CPUC that no upgrades to railroad 
crossings will be required. 

Rail 
Operations 
beginning 

The current rail operator may begin operating 
freight and/or passenger service between Santa 
Cruz and Davenport within the next 3 to 5 
years, or sooner. 

UCS is evaluating if rail operations will exist and it 
was stated at EIR kick off that there was no 
consideration of rail operations in the future. Within 
EIR / Introduction Section it states “Since the RTC 
decided to evaluate a “trail only” option in the CEQA 
environmental document, CFL has determined that 
the best course of action is to suspend further work 
on Project design and environmental clearance 
including preparation of the NEPA environmental 
document, until RTC makes a determination on 
whether the tracks will remain or be removed as it 
selects the trail alignment. 

At the EIR kickoff, RTC Staff stated that no rail 
operations will exist and is not part of this analysis.   
Remove reference that rail operations may begin 
in 3 to 5 years.   As stated in Introduction section 
of EIR, the RTC is still evaluating the rail operation, 
therefore it should not be stated that rail 
operations may start within 3 to 5 years. 

If EIR keeps possible rail operations, EIR will need 
to address increased requirements by CPUC for all 
railroad crossings. 

Farmers Trail 
Location 

Alternative 3. The Farmers’ Alternative would 
remove the existing rail and locate the trail 
along the same alignment as Alternative 1 
north of Scaroni Road, while locating the trail 
along Highway 1 (instead of the rail corridor) 
south of Scaroni Road before returning to the 
rail corridor just north of Wilder Ranch. 

Farmers Alternative plan DOES NOT travel on 
Caltrans property.   Farmers Alternative plan is to 
remain on the farmland, adjacent to Highway 1. 

Ensure the EIR does not consider Farmers 
Alternative plan on Caltrans property.   It was 
communicated to EIR consultants that the Farmers 
plan does not go on Caltrans property, but remains 
on farmland.   It needs to be clearly stated that the 
farmers’ plan remains on farmland. 
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Title Description Concern Recommendation 

Farm 
Equipment 
on trail 

At all crossings, there would be a break in the 
fencing that extends between the trail and the 
railroad tracks. Where farm equipment would 
be allowed access across the trail, there would 
be concrete pavement on the trail to minimize 
asphalt damage from the equipment. 
Additional design features, such as mud mats 
for the crossing approaches, may be 
incorporated to reduce the amount of dirt and 
debris being deposited on the trail. No gates 
are proposed as part of the Project. 

Additional design features will reduce amount of 
agriculture land available.   This was not included in 
the estimated lost agriculture land in the Proposed 
Project. 

Re-estimate lost of agriculture land with Proposed 
Project. 

Impact on 
Farmland 

AG-1. The Project would not convert a 
substantial amount of Important Farmland to 
non-agricultural use 

The amount of farmland converted to non-
agricultural use for the proposed project is not 
correct.   The EIR incorrectly did not consider the 
land that is between the crops and railroad as 
agriculture land.   This land is used by tractors to 
turn-around and service the crops.    

For proposed plan, include the land next to crops 
(near railroad tracks) as lost agricultural land. 

Funding 
Expiration 

The FLAP funding was awarded from the 
Federal Highway Administration’s Central 
Federal Lands (CFL) Division in Spring 2015. Per 
a signed agreement with FHWA, all work 
associated with the agreement needs to be 
completed no later than December 31, 2020. As 
the federal partner to RTC, the CFL is 
responsible for Project design and compliance 
with federal requirements, including the 
preparation of a separate future environmental 
document satisfying the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).     

EIR incorrectly states that the Proposed Project is the 
only one that can meet this deadline.   This is not 
true for two reasons.   First, if the Proposed Project is 
selected, Farmers / Trail Now will make a legal 
challenge to this plan, resulting in significant delay of 
the project.   The Farmers Plan can actually start 
sooner because a portion of the trail will be located 
on farmland and will not require removal of tracks 
and number of approvals. 

The current funding will not cover the entire cost 
of the project and, according to EIR, the 
implementation plan would start from Wilder 
Ranch going towards Davenport.   Farmers plan 
near Wilder Ranch has the trail travelling on 
farmland, not requiring removal of tracks.   For this 
reason, farmers plan can begin sooner and will be 
able to spend the FLAP Funding prior to expiration.   
Proposed project should have a “No” identified for 
meeting the deadline for FLAP Funding expiration.   
Farmers plan should have a “Yes” identified for 
meeting the deadline for FLAP Funding expiration. 

Fencing Fencing separating tracks, trail and farmland 
identified as being 4’ 6” 

What regulatory requirements were followed to 
determine height of fencing separating railroad from 
trail and separating farmland from trail. 

Concern that height of fence is too low to meet 
federal rail regulations and prevent access to 
farmland. 

Railroad 
Crossings & 
PUC 
requirements 

Of the 15 crossings to be retained, 13 are 
formal CPUC crossings and would be improved 
with the standard treatments for the Project 
(e.g., grading, pavement, concrete crossing 
panels, signage).   

Will upgrades include railroad cross guards and 
meeting PUC requirements? 

Proposed Plan should include requirement to 
upgrade railroad crossings to CPUC requirements.   
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Title Description Concern Recommendation 

Duration of 
Project 

In addition to the approvals listed above, the 
following approvals would be required to 
implement Alternative 1.  Santa Cruz County 
Regional Transportation Commission – approval 
of abandonment of rail tracks  Surface 
Transportation Board – approval for 
abandonment of freight service  California 
Transportation Commission- Proposition 116 
and State Transportation Improvement 
Program funding reimbursement or approval  

Only 3 additional approvals would be required for 
trail only.   EIR should include estimated timeline to 
get these 3 approvals and not make general 
statement that it will take 10 years. 

Remove statement that Farmers plan can not start 
until 2028 – based on the description with EIR.   
Also, the proposed project should be identified as 
not being started due to legal challenges. 

Table 5-2 
Project 

Objectives 
and 

Alternative 
Trail 

Alignments 

Project Objective 1: Provide a continuous public 
trail along the Santa Cruz Branch Line railroad 
corridor and connecting spur trails in Santa Cruz 
County (Master Plan objective 1.1) 

This objective should be changed to focus on 
“continuous public trail”, not have a requirement 
that it remain along the Santa Cruz Branch Line 
railroad.   The goal is for a continuous trail, it is not to 
keep it along the railroad tracks.    

Adjust the objective to “continuous public trail” 
and change Farmers’ plan to “Yes” in Table 5-2.   
The objective should be on a continuous trail that 
is accessible to public, not that it adjacent to 
railroad or included in Master Plan. 

Table 5-2 
Project 

Objectives 
and 

Alternative 
Trail 

Alignments 

Maximize ocean views and scenic coastal vistas 
along a coastal alignment for experiencing and 
interpreting the Monterey Bay National Marine 
Sanctuary, and historical and agricultural 
landscapes (Master Plan policy 1.1.2 and 1.1.4, 
objective 2.1) 

EIR incorrectly identifies Farmers’ Plan as not 
maximizing ocean views.   Farmers’ plan actually has 
more views than proposed project and trail only 
because Farmers plan is on the upper section of the 
farmland and is has maximum ocean views.   
Proposed plan and trail only sections have portions 
without ocean views because they are located in the 
cutaways. 

Change number 4 item in Table 5-2 to Yes for 
Farmers plan and Proposed Project should be 
changed to “Partially”. 

Table 5-2 
Project 

Objectives 
and 

Alternative 
Trail 

Alignments 

Develop the trail so future rail transportation 
service along the corridor is not precluded 
(Master Plan policy 1.2.4) 

RTC Staff stated at EIR kickoff that rail service was 
not planned north of Wilder Ranch.    In addition, the 
Unified Corridor Study will be completed this year to 
determine if rail service is best use of corridor.    

Since this requirement was clearly stated it is not 
part of the EIR analysis for North Coast Rail Trail 
and the UCS report, this objective should be 
removed from Table 5-2 because it does not 
achieve the goal of the trail.   

If EIR insist future rail operations be included, 
Federal railbanking protects the use of the rail 
corridor for future rail operation.  Therefore, it 
does not preclude any future rail operation.  
However, the trail-only would have to be rebuilt if 
any such operation shall occur. 
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Title Description Concern Recommendation 
Table 5-2 
Project 

Objectives 
and 

Alternative 
Trail 

Alignments 

Maximize safety and serenity for experiencing 
and interpreting the sanctuary and landscapes 
by providing a trail separate from roadway 
vehicle traffic (Master Plan Goal 1) 

This objective has goal to separate trail from 
roadway vehicle traffic – mean that trail users are 
PHYSICALLY separated from vehicle traffic.   Farmers 
plan does physically separate trail users from vehicle 
traffic and in fact, with the trail remaining on 
farmland, it is more than 100 feet from Highway 1. 

Item number 5 for Farmers Plan should be “Yes” 
because trail does not expose trail users to vehicle 
traffic. 

Table 5-2 
Project 

Objectives 
and 

Alternative 
Trail 

Alignments 

Minimize trail impacts to private lands, 
including agricultural, residential, and other 
land uses (Master Plan objective 1.5) 

The proposed project does not minimize trail impacts 
to private lands and agriculture.  Farming operations 
and private property will be significantly impacted by 
the trail.   With the proposed project, the trail will be 
located in the middle of the farmland, resulting in a 
significant increase in public accessing agricultural 
land. 

Proposed project should be changed to “No” for 
item number 6.   Proposed project has major 
impact to farming operations – even with the 
mitigation solutions.   The trail going through the 
middle of the farm will result in more people 
walking across the farmland. 

Table 5-2 
Project 

Objectives 
and 

Alternative 
Trail 

Alignments 

Complete project construction by 2020 to 
maximize funding for the Project, and meet 
current funding obligations (Master Plan 
objective 4.6, policy 4.6.2 speak to maximizing 
funding) 

Proposed project will be delay by legal challenges 
from private landowners and farmers.    Farmers plan 
can be implemented sooner because there is no 
requirement to remove tracks, trail will be built on 
farmland and no track removal is required in first 
phase of the project.   Also, according to the EIR, only 
3 additional approvals are required for Trail Only 
(RTC, CTC, STB), all of which do not take 10 years to 
get approval. 

Proposed project should be changed to “No” for 
item number 11.    Farmers plan should be 
changed to “Yes” for item number 11. 

Climate 
Emissions 

Once constructed, the operational emissions 
from increased vehicle trips by trail users 
driving to the parking areas would be 
substantially similar because the estimated 
number of trails users would be the same.  

With trail located adjacent to Highway 1, there would 
be more locations for access by public, reducing car 
trips to distant parking lots. 

Farmers plan will increase access to trail at more 
locations – reducing vehicle trips.   This should be 
considered in climate emissions. 

Cultural 
Impact 

Cultural resources impact of Alternative 3 
would be greater on historical resources and 
less on archaeological and paleontological 
resources 

What is definition of “Impact to historical resources” 
– the railroad tracks have to remain?

Farmers’ plan will allow for many sections of the 
railroad to remain for historical purposes. 

Trail Access 

Accessing the trail from Highway 1 would be 
similar, although the Alternative 3 alignment 
would be closer south of Scaroni Road, and 
emergency vehicles would not need to cross 
the tracks to access the trail, which could 
reduce emergency response times compared to 
the Proposed Project. 

Emergency vehicles would not have to cross 
farmland.    

The entire trail for farmers’ plan is accessible by 
emergency vehicles without traversing farmland.   
The proposed project will limit access by 
emergency vehicles to trail. 
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Title Description Concern Recommendation 

Trespassing 

Compared to the Proposed Project, there could 
be a slight reduction in trespassing and 
vandalism into adjacent lands 

Proposed project will result in more trespassing 
because trail is located in middle of farmland. 

Easy access to trail from multiple locations should 
be included in the objectives.   Proposed plan has 
limited access points, versus Farmers Plan which 
has significantly more access points. 

Vehicle 
traffic 

The transportation/circulation impacts of 
Alternative 3 would be similar to, but slightly 
greater than, those identified for the Proposed 
Project. 

This is not a true statement.   Need clarification on 
why Farmers’ plan has greater impact than Proposed 
Plan. 

Reevaluate impact on transportation. 

Access to 
other trails 

The impact of increased design hazards would 
be slightly greater than the Proposed Project 
because, in the southern portion where the 
Alternative 3 trail alignment would be along 
Highway 1, trail users would be required to 
cross the tracks to access other trails to the 
coastal bluffs and beaches. 

Not true – this needs to be reevaluated. Unclear how this was determined.  Need 
reevaluation and clarification. 

Finally, with the environmental issues of building trail along ROW, continued discussion on ROW location, continued discussions with Union 
Pacific and the potential legal challenges if trail is built through middle of farmland, we would hope that RTC Staff would recommend a win-win 
solution which is a combination of the various plans.   We suggest the farmers plan be implemented south of Baldwin Creek to Wilder Ranch and 
a combination of rail with trail / Trail Only be implemented north of Baldwin Creek to Davenport.   The farmers plan travels from Wilder Ranch to 
Baldwin Creek along the upper section of the farmland (not on Caltrans property) and this portion of the trail can be built sooner than a trail 
through the middle of the farm.   We also believe that a partnership with farmers and property owners north of Baldwin Creek may allow for a 
trail path along the side of the tracks.   Farmers plan is the only plan that can begin construction before 2020. 

Best regards, 

Brian Peoples 
Brian Peoples 

Executive Director 

Trail Now 

669224-2020 
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

 
Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 21 
COMMENTER: Brian Peoples, Executive Director, Trail Now 

DATE:  September 24, 2018 

Response 21.1 
The commenter states the comments on the EIR are attached and advocates for the Farmers plan, 
which they say is the only plan that can meet the 2020 deadline.  

Refer to Master Response D regarding Project schedule and timeline. The individual comments are 
addressed below, and no further response is necessary to address this comment.  

Response 21.2 
The commenter states that they contributed to and support the comments submitted by Pamela 
Silkwood, Horan Lloyd (Comment Letter 16).  

Refer to the Responses to Comment Letter 16. No further response is necessary to address this 
comment. 

Response 21.3 
The commenter states that construction of Alternative 1 (Trail Only) occurring in 2028 is based on 
RTC staff opinion, and the 3 additional approvals (Surface Transportation Board, California 
Transportation, SCCRTC) do not equate to 10 years of delay. 

Refer to Master Response D. 

Response 21.4 
The commenter states that the proposed project will be delayed past 2020 because of the ROW 
issues.  

Refer to Master Responses B and D. 

Response 21.5 
The commenter states that agricultural mitigation measures will not be successful, but does not 
explain why, or suggest modifications or alternative mitigation. Because the commenter does not 
identify an error or omission with the Draft EIR analysis, these comments cannot be addressed, and 
no revisions have been made to the EIR analysis.  

The commenter additionally points to the Horan/Lloyd letter for agricultural comments. Refer to 
Response to Comments 16.5 through 16.11. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 21.6 
The commenter states that Table 5-2 incorrectly states the proposed project meets Objective 11 
(meet the 2020 deadline for construction) because the proposed project will be delayed, and that 
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the Farmers plan (Alternative 3) does not meet this objective because it won’t take an additional 10 
years to obtain the three additional approvals required.  

Refer to Master Response D. 

Response 21.7 
The commenter states that at the EIR kickoff meeting, RTC stated train operation is not considered 
in the future for the rail corridor and that rail banking protects the use of the corridor for future rail 
operation. The commenter also states that Table 5-2 needs to be corrected to state that the 
Farmers plan should be changed to use for Objective 3 (develop trail so future rail use is not 
precluded). 

As described in Section 2.5 under Rail Operation and Maintenance, rail use is identified as a 
possibility within the next 3 to 5 years or sooner, but this is not certain, the frequency is unknown at 
this time, and rail service is not proposed as part of the Project. Also refer to Master Response E. 

Response 21.8 
The commenter states that the EIR does not adequately address the Project’s impacts on farmers 
that would occur due to railroad crossing closures. The commenter states that the EIR should more 
clearly identify impacts associated with farm equipment traveling over the trail.  

The loss of crossings and farm roads are discussed under Impact AG-4 in Section 3.2, Agricultural 
Resources. As stated therein, the elimination of five existing crossings would represent an 
inconvenience for farm workers, sometimes requiring longer travel distances to access property on 
the other side of the trail, and lengthening the time of each crossing as workers stop to look for 
pedestrians and bicyclists. These statements from the Draft EIR are consistent with the commenter’s 
concerns. However, increased travel times for farm workers would not result in the conversion of 
agriculture to non-agricultural use. The potential for increased operating costs is beyond the scope 
of the analysis, as economic effects of a project shall not be treated as a significant effect on the 
environment under CEQA [Guidelines §15131(a)]. If increased operating costs resulted in the 
fallowing of crops, this would not be considered a physical effect of the Project because fallowed 
land is not considered a non-agricultural use and would be the result of business decisions by 
growers. 

As for the negative impact of farm equipment travelling over the trail, Mitigation Measure AG-4(b) 
in Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources, requires that crossings accommodate farm equipment 
measuring 19-feet (the largest vehicle, per the North Coast Farmers’ NOP letter) and be paved with 
a surface that can withstand tractor grousers.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 21.9 
The commenter states that the proposed fencing that would separate trail users from the railroad 
and from agricultural lands is not tall enough.  

The commenter does not provide evidence supporting the statement that a 4.5 feet fence would be 
inadequate, nor what height fencing would be satisfactory. Refer also to Response 16.11j. A taller 
fence would block ocean views and scenic coastal vistas, in conflict with Project objectives, and such 
mitigation would not be proportional to the impact identified. 
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No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 21.10 
The commenter states that the Draft EIR is incorrect in that the Farmers Alternative does not travel 
on Caltrans property.  

The southern portion of the Farmers’ Alternative (Alternative 3) extends along Highway 1. The 
alignment was developed by the CFL design team based on input provided as a result of the NOP 
comment process and coordination with the farmers through their legal representative Pamela 
Silkwood, Horan Lloyd. Detailed right-of-way mapping was not conducted nor required to develop 
this alternative at a conceptual level; therefore, it cannot be either confirmed or denied if it extends 
within Caltrans ROW. 

The description of Alternative 3, in Section 5.2 under Alternative 3 (Farmers’ Alternative), does not 
conclusively state whether the alignment extends within the Caltrans ROW. It does state that the 
trail edge of pavement would be offset a minimum of 8 feet from the existing Highway 1 edge of 
pavement, consistent with the Caltrans Highway Design Manual Chapter 1000, Bicycle 
Transportation Design. It also states that safety issues and design would explored more thoroughly 
in coordination with Caltrans if this alternative is selected.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 21.11 
The commenter states that design features at trail crossings, such as mud mats, would reduce the 
amount of available agricultural land. The commenter states that lost agricultural land should be re-
estimated to incorporate these areas.  

Proposed trail crossings, including mud mats and other features, are included in the Project 
footprint analyzed throughout the EIR. Therefore, the ground disturbance associated with these 
features was included in the Important Farmland conversion calculations.  

In response to this comment, text has been added to the second paragraph under Methodology in 
section 3.2.3 to clarify that the Project footprint includes crossing features.  

Response 21.12 
The commenter asks whether improvements at the proposed railroad crossings include railroad 
cross guards and meeting PUC requirements.  

As stated in Section 2.4 under Trail Crossings, no crossing gates are proposed. The proposed formal 
crossings would be designed to meet CPUC requirements. This section of the Draft EIR has been 
revised to clarify this. 

Response 21.13 
The commenter states that project objective 1 (provide a continuous public trail along the Santa 
Cruz Branch Line rail corridor) should be modified so that it does not specify that the trail must be 
along the rail corridor, and recommends changing the finding in Table 5-2 to state Alternative 3 
meets this objective as modified.  
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As described in Section 2.3, the project objectives are based on and consistent with the objectives 
and policies in the adopted MBSST Network Master Plan, as well as legal obligations associated with 
the rail line purchase and funding sources. Regardless, CEQA gives agencies very broad discretion in 
formulating project objectives. “CEQA does not restrict an agency’s discretion to identify and pursue 
a particular project designed to meet a particular set of objectives. CEQA simply requires the agency 
to thereafter prepare and certify a legally adequate EIR that provides the agency and the public alike 
with detailed information regarding the proposed project’s significant environmental impacts, as 
well as reasonable alternatives that ‘would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project 
but would avoid or substantially lessen [those impacts].’” (California Oak Foundation v. Regents of 
University of California (2010) 188 Cal.App.4th 227, 276-277.) Here, the RTC here acted within its 
lawful discretion under CEQA in formulating project objective 1 as currently drafted. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 21.14 
The commenter states that the EIR incorrectly identifies the Farmers plan as not maximizing ocean 
views.  

As presented in Section 5.2 and Table 5-2, the RTC finds that the Farmers’ Alternative (Alternative 3) 
would not meet project objective 4 (maximize ocean views and scenic coastal vistas along a coastal 
alignment…) because the alternative alignment remains in the rail cut for much of the northern 
portion of the alignment, whereas the proposed project extends along coastal side farm roads 
above the rail cut in some areas, further maximizing coastal/ocean views. The southern portion of 
Alternative 3 leaves the rail cut and extends along the highway, which generally minimizes 
coastal/ocean views because it is further inland, and many views are obscured by topography. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 21.15 
The commenter states that project objective 3 (develop the trail so future rail transportation service 
along the corridor is not precluded) should be removed from Table 5-2, Project Objectives and 
Alternative Trail Alignments. 

As described in Section 2.3, the project objectives are based on and consistent with the objectives 
and policies in the adopted MBSST Network Master Plan, which is described in Section 1.2.3. Also 
refer to Response 21.13 and Master Response E. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 21.16 
The commenter states that the Farmers Plan should be considered to meet project objective 5 
(maximize safety and serenity for experiencing and interpreting the sanctuary) in Table 5-2.  

RTC staff concluded that the Farmers’ Alternative (Alternative 3) would not meet this project 
objective because much of the southern half of the proposed alignment under the alternative would 
be located further inland and, although not on Highway 1, would be along the highway. Because of 
the decreased ocean visibility and noise and emissions from vehicular traffic, such proximity to the 
highway would not maximize safety or allow a trail user as positive an experience as would be 
available from a more seaward location providing greater visual access to the sanctuary. Also refer 
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to Response to Comment 21.13 regarding the extent of the RTC’s discretion in formulating and 
interpreting project objectives. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 21.17 
The commenter states that the Proposed Project should not be found to meet project objective 6 
(minimize trail impacts to private lands, including agricultural, residential, and other land uses) 
because it has major impact to farming operations. 

Most of the Proposed Project trail alignment is within publicly owned lands, including portions 
extending through agricultural lands, which are leased by farmers from public State Parks property. 
Also refer to Response to Comment 21.13 regarding the extent of the RTC’s discretion in 
formulating and interpreting project objectives. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 21.18 
The commenter states that the Proposed Project should not be found to meet project objective 11 
(complete project construction by 2020…), and the Farmers plan should be found to meet project 
objective 11. Also refer to Response to Comment 21.13 regarding the extent of the RTC’s discretion 
in formulating and interpreting project objectives. 

Refer to Master Response D. 

Response 21.19 
The commenter recommends that the analysis of Alternative 3 (Farmers’ Alternative) consider the 
potential for a reduction in GHG emissions due to additional trail access points. 

Alternative 3 is addressed in Section 5.2, Alternatives Evaluated in Draft EIR. As noted in this section, 
Alternative 3 would have the same number of trail users and thus the same estimated increase in 
vehicle trips to the improved parking areas. As described in Section 3.14 under Impact T-4, parking 
for future vehicle trips is anticipated to spread out across the Project corridor and fully occupy all 
Project parking lots. Additional trail access points would not have an impact on parking availability. 
Additionally, as the trail corridor would only be approximately 7.5 miles in total length, the choice of 
one parking area over another would have very little impact on the overall vehicle miles travelled as 
a result of Project vehicle trips. The additional trail access points would not result in a reduction in 
GHG emissions compared to the Proposed Project. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 21.20 
The commenter states that the Farmers plan will allow for main sections of the railroad to remain 
for historical purposes. 

The northern portion of the Farmers plan (Alternative 3) would require removal of the rail, and the 
southern portion would retain the rail. Removal of the rail in the northern portions represents a 
substantial adverse change in the significance of the historic railway, and thus a significant 
environmental effect. Because the effect cannot be mitigated, it is significant and unavoidable. 
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No revisions to the Draft EIR are required.  

Response 21.21 
The commenter states that the entire trail for the farmers plan is accessible by emergency vehicles 
without traversing farmland, and the Proposed Project will limit access by emergency vehicles to the 
trail.  

The alternatives analysis in Section 5.2 acknowledges that the trail in the farmers plan (Alternative 
3) is accessible to emergency vehicles. Under Alternative 3 (Farmer’s Alternative), the Public Safety 
and Services discussion states: “Accessing the trail from Highway would be similar, although the 
Alternative 3 alignment would be closer south of Scaroni Road, and emergency vehicles would not 
need to cross the tracks to access the trail, which could reduce emergency response times 
compared to the Proposed project….” 

As discussed in Section 3.12.4, the Proposed Project would provide adequate emergency vehicle 
access. Also refer to Response to Comment 12.13. 

Although emergency response times may be minimally reduced under Alternative 3 due to the 
shorter distance to access the trail alignment from Highway 1 in the southern portion, all 
alternatives have been planned in accordance with the requirements of the local first response 
service providers for equipment and vehicles; and emergency response times would not be 
significantly different based on the similar location and design for each alternative. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 21.22 
The commenter states that easy access to the trail should be included in the objectives, and the 
farmers plan has more access points than the proposed plan.  

The 11 project objectives were developed based on the objectives of the MBSST Network Master 
Plan. The trail, parking improvements, and trail connections in between were designed to provide 
formal access to the trail from Highway 1 at three locations (Davenport Beach, Bonny Doon Beach, 
and Panther/Yellowbank Beach parking areas). However, the trail can be accessed from several 
other locations and informal parking areas along the highway. It is acknowledged that the farmers’ 
plan (Alternative 3) may have additional access points from the highway in the southern portion 
where the trail alignment is outside the rail corridor and along the highway.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. Also refer to Response to Comment 
21.13 regarding the extent of the RTC’s discretion in formulating and interpreting project objectives  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 21.23 
The commenter states that it is untrue the farmers plan has greater transportation impact than the 
proposed plan, and the impact should be reevaluated. 

As discussed in the analysis of Alternative 3 in Section 5.2, the transportation impacts would be 
similar to those of the Proposed Project, with slightly greater impacts related to design hazards. This 
is because in the southern portion of the trail alignment, trail users on the Alternative 3 alignment 
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would be on the inland side of the tracks in the southern portion and thus would be required to 
cross the tracks to access coastal bluffs and beaches, whereas the trail users on the Proposed 
Project alignment would already be on the coastal side of the tracks and thus would not have to 
cross the tracks to get to the coastal bluffs and beaches. The proximity of the Alternative 3 
alignment to Highway 1 in the southern portion increases the potential for hazards associated with 
the highway, compared to the Proposed Project alignment. However, the impact determination of 
Alternative 3 would be less than significant with mitigation, which is the same as the Proposed 
Project. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 21.24 
The commenter suggests that Alternative 3 be implemented south of Baldwin Creek to Wilder 
Ranch, and a combination of the Proposed Project and Alternative 1 be implemented north of 
Baldwin Creek.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  
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From: Oscar Allan
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: North Coast Rail  Trail
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 2:55:45 PM

Esteemed Rail Trail Proponents,

Looking at the proposed vision for the North Coast Rail Trail I have several concerns relative to
public safety and the lack of infrastructure to support the current visitation levels.

That being said I want to focus on two specifically sensitive areas along the Proposed rail trail.

#1 The Coast Road community is the only residential area that sits immediately in the route of the
proposed North Coast Rail Trail.  It will be unfair for that particular stretch to have to take on the
burden of drop off and pick up parking for any new traffic associated with the Rail Trail. 
Additionally while State Parks does control both Laguna Beach and Coast Road beach there is no
reasonable bike access to either of those areas that would not negatively  impact local residents
and agricultural operators in that area.  Furthermore please do not consider any new coastal access
trails branching out of the Coast Road community as they would lead towards the Sand Hill Bluff
area which is a culturally sensitive archeological site.

#2 At no point should any proposed trails lead the public into the view shed of the private property
along  Scaroni Road.  Independent of my personal feelings of the current ownership of “Red White
and Blue Beach” it would be irresponsible and spiteful to lead any public to the temptation of
crossing private property in the interest of beach access.  Any new beach access along that stretch
should be exclusively through the State Park easements at the very south end of the RWNB if at all
as that is also an active agricultural area.

Respectfully,

J. Oscar Allan
831-332-7192
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Letter 22 
COMMENTER: Oscar Allan  

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 22.1 
The commenter expresses an opinion that the Proposed Project would unfairly burden the Coast 
Road community with increased traffic associated with drop off and pick up parking.  

Traffic impacts are analyzed in Section 3.14, Transportation/Circulation, of the Draft EIR. It is 
anticipated that trips generated by the Project would primarily travel to and from existing parking 
lots that would be improved as part of this Project. On peak days, overflow parking would be 
accommodated in existing parking location sin informal lots and on the Highway 1 shoulder. 
Additional trips specifically for drop off and pick up were not modeled, and would not be expected 
to occur outside of these identified parking areas. However, the concern is noted and forwarded to 
decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 22.2 
The commenter requests that no trails be considered that branch from the Coast Road community 
towards the Sand Hill Bluff area due to cultural sensitivity.  

The Project does not include spur trails in this location.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 22.3 
The commenter objects to locating a new coastal access trail in the viewshed of private property 
along Scaroni Road and requests that any new beach access associated with the Project should be 
located on State Park easements.  

The Project does not include spur trails that would provide access to Red White and Blue Beach, nor 
within the viewshed of private property along Scaroni Road.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Buzz & Jennie Anderson
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: Public Comment
Date: Wednesday, August 15, 2018 11:56:17 AM

Dear RTC,

The EIR regarding the North Coast is a biased document favoring rail/trail over trail only. 
There is no need to have old railroad tracks going to Davenport, as the cost involved in
developing a costly rail/trail far exceeds what the public should pay for such an underused
portion of the scenic Monterey Trail.  Better to build a less expensive and wider/better trail
down the center of the corridor.  It just makes sense.   The North Coast tracks are not historic,
but the Capitola Trestle is!   The RTC should be working to put the issue of the rail/trail vs
trail only to a public vote.  It's the democratic thing to do.

Tanks for taking my opinion into consideration,   Jennifer
Harris-Anderson
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Letter 23 
COMMENTER: Jennifer Anderson  

DATE: August 15, 2018 

Response 23.1 
The commenter objects to the Proposed Project and expresses concern that the EIR favors the 
Proposed Project at the expense of other, less costly alternatives.  

Refer to Master Response E. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 23.2 
The commenter states the opinion that the North Coast tracks are not historic.  

As discussed in Section 3.5, Cultural Resources, the approximate 7.5-mile segment of the Davenport 
Branch Line in the Project corridor is historically significant for its direct association with the Santa 
Cruz Portland Cement Company in Davenport and its embodiment of a unique construction method 
relating to its earthen trestle embankments. As such, it is eligible for listing in the National Register 
of Historic Places, California Register of Historical Resources, and as a Santa Cruz County Landmark 
under Criteria A/1/2 and C/3/3, and is considered a historical resource under CEQA. 

The commenter’s opinion is noted. No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 23.3 
The commenter requests that RTC put the Project approval decision to a public vote.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Jeri
To: NCRT Draft EIR; john.leopold@co.santa-cruz.ca.us; rlj12@comcast.net; openup@cats.ucsc.edu;

jbertrand@ci.capitola.ca.us; ebottorff167@yahoo.com; zach.friend@co.santa-cruz.ca.us; greg.caput@co.santa-
cruz.ca.us; bruce.mcpherson@santacruzcounty.us; Ryan Coonerty; sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com;
trina.coffman@cityofwatsonville.org; cchase@cityofsantacruz.com

Subject: No freight contract with Progressive Rail
Date: Saturday, August 11, 2018 10:17:03 AM

Hello,

Progressive Rail Co.,  if awarded the freight contract, could bring a
propane gas terminal to Watsonville without the consent of local
governments or people.

We do not want a dangerous propane gas terminal in Watsonville, or any
such dangerous freight traversing our county.

Please do not award any freight contract to Progressive Rail Co.

Thank you,

Jeri Bodemar & James Scott Smith, residents of Watsonville
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Letter 24 
COMMENTER: Jeri Bodemar  

DATE: August 11, 2018 

Response 24.1 
The commenter objects to the Progressive Rail freight contract and expresses concern that the 
contract was awarded without local government or public approval.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. Refer also to Master Response E. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Chanté Boller
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: thoughts on the rail trail from a local resident
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 3:51:42 PM

We do not support the rail trail/ development thereof, Bike Only Trail, or Public
Corridor. The North Coast is already a health hazard nightmare. Already we are short
of regulation, rangers, and oversight. Spending money to put in a trail for leisure
between Santa Cruz and Davenport will only increase the problems that are
currently occurring.   
ie. 1. Transient population traffic illegal camping will increase along the trail/ coast. 
2. Maintenance equals money =COST COST COAST for upkeep and continued
proper management. That money will run out/ it will run down. Who will keep it up?
Who will bear the cost of continued maintenance?
3. USE? Who will use this? HOw often? How much traffic? for Marathoners? FOr
triathelets? for non residents? How much traffic do we expect to have on this
corridor?
4. Going through the ranches is unsafe for farmers and unsafe for people. The dirt
in those fields is full of pesticides. Having people in the fields impedes the farmers
ability to run the ranches as needed. People do not need to be in the fields!!!
5. TRESPASSERS
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Letter 25 
COMMENTER: Chante Boller  

DATE: August 11, 2018 

Response 25.1 
The commenter objects to the Project and states that the Project would increase existing problems 
with illegal camping. 

Illegal camping is addressed under Impact PUB-2 in Section 3.12, Public Safety and Services. As 
noted therein, if illegal encampments were established along the Proposed Project alignment, the 
local Sheriff would respond upon being informed of their presence. It is the duty of the Sheriff’s 
Office to both cite and relocate those citizens who illegally camp in the unincorporated county 
public lands. The Sheriff’s department would relocate the citizen and all belongings to the 
appropriate facility in the county, in accordance with the Homeless Services Center, and remove 
debris and waste from the site. The County would provide appropriate services for individuals that 
may include transitional shelters, permanent housing programs, and income and employment 
support, with the goal of reducing the overall homeless population throughout the county (Fish 
2018). If ongoing illegal camping is identified along the Proposed Project alignment, regular patrol of 
the alignment by the Sheriff’s Office or SPPO would be instated to ward off the establishment of 
permanent illegal campers.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 25.2 
The commenter asks who will maintain the trail/rail during project operation.  

Refer to Master Response F. The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA 
process. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 25.3 
The commenter asks who the Project’s intended user is, and how much trail traffic would be 
expected. 

The Project is a multi-use trail that would be open to pedestrians and cyclists of all abilities. Users 
may include walkers, joggers, long-distance runners, cyclists, hikers, beachgoers, and persons with 
wheelchairs. As noted in Section 2.5, Project Operation and Maintenance, the estimated number of 
trail users is 951 daily on a summer weekend day, with 560 users on the southern half (south of 
Scaroni Road) and 391 users on the northern half (north of Scaroni Road). 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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Response 25.4 
The commenter states that trail users should not pass through agricultural lands because they are 
unsafe due to pesticides. The commenter also states that trail users crossing through farms would 
impede farm operations.  

Residual agricultural chemicals in the soil is discussed under Impact HAZ-4 in Section 3.8, Hazards 
and Hazardous Materials. As stated therein, implementation of Mitigation Measures HAZ-4(a) and 
HAZ-4(b) would reduce the exposure of construction workers and the public to health hazards 
associated with contaminated soils released during ground-disturbing activities to a less than 
significant level. 

Exposure of trail users to pesticides applied on adjacent agricultural land is addressed under Impact 
HAZ-1. As noted therein, construction workers, trail users, and maintenance personnel could be 
exposed to agricultural chemicals. However, Mitigation Measures AG-3(b), AG-3(e), and AG-5 in 
Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources, would reduce this impact to a less than significant level. In 
addition, Mitigation Measure HAZ-1 is recommended to further limit the potential for pesticide 
exposure and reduce associated health impacts. This measure was added to the Draft EIR in 
response to comment 16.6, and recommends that State Parks, in consultation with the Department 
of Pesticide Regulation (DPR) acting as a responsible agency, amend leases with North Coast farmers 
to prohibit pesticide application within a distance from 50-feet of the North Coast Rail Trail corridor 
sufficient to protect trail users; and also to require that pesticide use occur only at times of the day 
when public health and safety can be protected as well as during public hours of the trail, which 
would be determined through coordination with State Parks, the Coastal Commission, and property 
owners. With these measures, the potential for trail users to be exposed to pesticides would be less 
than significant.  

The potential for trail users to impede agricultural operations are discussed under Impact AG-3 in 
Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources. As outlined therein, the Project could negatively impact adjacent 
agricultural operations by placing trail users in proximity to active farmland. Trail users may impact 
agriculture through trespassing, littering, and generating food safety-related concerns. Although 
these inconveniences would not result in conversion of farmland to non-agricultural use, they could 
negatively affect, and thus be considered in conflict with, agricultural operations. Implementation of 
Mitigation Measures AG-3(a) through AG-3(e) would reduce conflicts between trail users and 
agricultural operations, thereby limiting the potential for negative effects. This impact of the 
Proposed Project would be less than significant with mitigation.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary.  

Response 25.5 
The commenter expresses concern that the Project would result in trespassing.  

The potential for trespassing is addressed under Impact AG-3 in Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources. 
Because fencing would be installed between the trail and most active agricultural areas where 
natural barriers do not already exist, many would-be trespassers would be dissuaded from entering 
farmland. However, at 4.5-feet tall and comprised of smooth wire, the fence would be scalable for 
the determined trespasser, as would be true of a taller fence that impeded views more than the 4.5-
feet tall fence. Mitigation Measure AG-3(a) would require the installation of no trespassing signs at 
key locations.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Greg Buzzard
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: North Coast Rail  Trail EIR comment
Date: Wednesday, September 05, 2018 10:40:11 PM

I'd like to register my strong support for rapid action on the current proposal. While I
believe Option A (reuse of existing rail bed) is sufficient, I think it is more important
and useful to the community that the RTC proceed with building the trail as soon as
reasonably feasible. In addition to providing a highly desired trail 8 or so years
sooner, the current approach has the benefit of leaving open an option to provide an
alternate future use for the rail bed -- perhaps providing separate paths for both
recreational strolls as well a quicker fitness oriented traffic.

I would also like to encourage the RTC to proceed to make the remaining sections of
the rail line into a usable trail as soon as possible. Among the many benefits, I believe
it would act as a timely stimulus for wide adoption of e-bikes, which I fully believe is
one of the most viable and forward-thinking transportation alternatives for this county.

In any case, rapid action on the creation of a contiguous trail is what the community
needs and deserves.

Regards, 
Greg Buzzard
Aptos CA
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

 
Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 26 
COMMENTER: Greg Buzzard  

DATE: September 5, 2018 

Response 26.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Project and encourages expedited approval. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: John Carothers
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: Rail  Trail
Date: Monday, August 13, 2018 10:22:58 AM

Dear People-

Let’s get this project done! Approve the Rail Trail.

John Carothers
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 27 
COMMENTER: John Carothers 

DATE: September 13, 2018 

Response 27.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Project. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Jim Cochran
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Cc: Rachel Dann; Jim Cochran
Subject: Trail/Rail project
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 3:27:26 PM

Hi Cory,

I have concern about the routing for the trail in the vicinity of the small community located along Coast
Road, which is part of the Old Coast Road that is now called Highway !.

I live at 5221 Coast Road.

I and other neighbors look directly across the RR tracks (actually OVER the below-grade tracks) towards
Steve Dellamora’s / Billy Ridoni’s field. We enjoy seeing the farm activity on the bluff above the tracks.

I would prefer that this portion of the trail be located adjacent to the tracks so that passers-by remain
invisible to myself and other Coast Road residents---even though they will actually be closer to our
homes….. not to mention that trail-users will look directly into our yards and homes if they are on the
bluff.

I believe that in an earlier version of the map the trail was located next to the tracks.

In years past this portion of the RR track was maintained such that extra-wide farm equipment could
pass next to it. Once the brush is cut back again, there will be easily 12’ of area available for the trail.

If the trail is routed instead along the bluff, it will be immediately adjacent to agricultural fields, which
will need to be protected from incursions by a 6’ fence--- and thus the trail-users will not be able to
enjoy the ocean view. The combination of the trimmed brush and the difference in elevation will provide
a natural barrier from the field—not to mention that it will provide 50 or more feet of separation from
crops.

Until just recently, I hadn’t noticed the change from the version I saw some time ago—hence my
comment at the last minute.

Thanks again for providing us with the opportunity to participate in this process.

Jim
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North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 28 
COMMENTER: Jim Cochran 

DATE: August 13, 2018 

Response 28.1 
The commenter expresses the personal preference that the portion of the trail alignment near the 
community located along Coast Road be located at a lower elevation adjacent to tracks (within the 
rail cut) instead of along the bluff above the tracks as proposed to better conceal trail users from 
the residents.  

Scenic vistas are addressed under Impact AES-1 in Section 3.1 Aesthetics. As outlined therein, the 
proposed trail and associated fencing would not substantially obstruct coastal and agricultural views 
across the rail corridor. As such, this impact of the Proposed Project was found to be less than 
significant. It should also be noted that CEQA does not require lead agencies to treat adverse effects 
on private views as environmental effects. (See, e.g., Mira Mar Mobile Community v. City of 
Oceanside (2004) 119 Cal.App.4th 477, 492-494.) “Under CEQA, the question is whether a project 
will affect the environment of persons in general, not whether a project will affect particular 
persons.” (Ibid.) “Additionally, California landowners do not have a right of access to air, light and 
view over adjoining property.” (Ibid.) For these reasons, views from private residences and of 
private residences were not discussed in the Draft EIR. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 28.2 
The commenter opposes the trail alignment along the bluff due to the need for fencing which would 
block user’s view of the ocean.  

Scenic vistas are addressed under Impact AES-1 in Section 3.1, Aesthetics. As outlined therein, 
proposed fencing would not substantially obstruct coastal and agricultural views across the rail 
corridor. Proposed fencing on the coastal sides of the trail would be placed and designed to 
minimize obstructions of scenic vistas. Fencing on the coastal side would be installed primarily 
adjacent to agricultural areas, and the parts of the corridor that provide scenic views of the 
coastline are primarily adjacent to natural open space and coastal bluffs.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. Also refer to Response to Comment 28.1. 
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From: Val Cole
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: North Coast Rail  Trail Input from a Local
Date: Tuesday, September 18, 2018 2:42:41 PM

Dear RTC,

Thank you for your tireless work on the Rail Trail over more than two decades. I know you have many battle scars from this work,
but we are getting close to making this wonderful plan a reality! I am writing you as an avid road and mountain biker, a former Land
Trust and Friends of Santa Cruz State Parks board member, and as a parent with two kids who like to enjoy our parks and coastline.

I am extremely excited about the North Coast Segment of the Rail Trail for the following reasons:

1. Over the past two decades,  it  has become very dangerous to ride bikes or walk along Highway 1 with the advent of cell phones
and increased traffic. According to data compiled by TIMS (Transportation Injury Mapping System), between 2006 and 2017 there was
1 cyclist fatality, 26 cyclists injuries, 2 pedestrians deaths and 4 pedestrian injuries along this stretch of Highway 1. A safe rail trail
from Davenport to Wilder Ranch will help save lives and enable people to once again enjoy the North Coast riding or walking
without danger. It will help mountain bikers safely move between our growing network of parks and offer road riders a safe passage
back to town from Bonny Doon or further up the coast. This is a big win!

2. The trail will be a wonderful connector between Santa Cruz, Wilder Ranch, Coast Dairies, San Vicente Redwoods and the many
California State beaches that are along the North Coast segment. People will have tremendous, active,  ways to move between our
wonderful parks! I can already see the cover of Sunset Magazine touting the “active recreation paradise in Santa Cruz.” It will be
good for locals and also great for tourism, one of our most defensible industries on this side of the hill.

3. This segment of the rail trail is fully funded  with public and private funds which will evaporate if we do not build the trail in
the next two years . As a lead fundraiser for the Land Trust during their latest capital campaign, I personally raised a lot of money for
this segment of the Rail Trail, and want to see the generous donors investments bear fruit. I’d also hate to see the federal money
evaporate if there are delays. We want our Rail Trail and we want it now!

4. The plan of record has minimal environmental impacts, and utilizes existing trails to the best extent possible. It also complies with
requirements of approving state agencies, including California Coastal Commission, Caltrans, and California State Parks. There is
goodness in this.

5. The plan of record is the only plan that can be implemented quickly. We have waited since 1995 for the Rail Trail to become a
reality. All other plans will result in delays due to the re-start of the entire planning process, as you folks well know. Let’s roll!

In summary, I am  fully supportive of building the proposed North Coast Rail Trail project ASAP and opposed to all the alternatives
as well as to the no project alternative.

Kind regards and keep the faith,

Val Cole
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 29 
COMMENTER: Val Cole 

DATE: September 18, 2018 

Response 29.1 
The commenter expresses general support for the Proposed Project, citing safety, regional 
connectivity, secured funding, and limited environmental impacts.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Brian Conner
To: Supervisor Ryan Coonerty; Sheriff Jim Hart; North Coast Sheriff’s Sergeant Stefan Fish; George Dondero;

Coastal Commission District Director Dan Carl; NCRT Draft EIR
Cc: Diana Conner
Subject: Request for Installation of Closed-at-Night Gates for Davenport Parking Areas
Date: Thursday, September 13, 2018 8:55:45 AM
Attachments: Davenport Project Location Map.pdf

<RTC: please kindly take this email as a comment on the Rail Trail Draft EIR> 

Dear Sirs,

We are writing to express our concerns regarding rampant abuses in the Davenport beach area which
we feel could best be remedied by limiting overnight unauthorized visitor parking, preferably and
primarily by adding locked-at-night gates to the entrances of the parking areas along HWY-1 as part of
the Rail Trail improvement project. These many "abuses" significantly impacting the Davenport
environment and community include:

-- Loud late-night fireworks (all summer long every summer, most recently Aug 24 & 26, Sept 8 & 12,
2018)
-- Excessive litter on the beach, the trails, and the parking areas, consisting in-part of bottles (many
broken into glass shards), cans, trash, etc. The few trash receptacles in place are often overflowing,
and refuse accumulates on the ground beside them.
-- Human bio-waste "litter" (piles of feces, bottles of urine, soiled toilet paper)
-- Large amounts of graffiti on cliff walls, signs, and other landmarks (natural & man-made)
-- Illegal beach camping and campfires
-- Extensive RV & van overnight parking (the lot has looked like a KOA for most of the summer with
multiple RVs, vans, and similar vehicles parked nightly, many staying for days at a time)

We'd be happy to provide/procure ample evidence for all these abuses upon request, via photos and
other records.

We believe that the primary causes of this misuse are visitors to Davenport of the late night, overnight,
and/or multi-day variety who are taking advantage of the semi-private beach location, lax parking
regulations, and limited enforcement capabilities of our overstretched public resources. As such, we
believe a proper next step to try to combat these nuisances and health+safety risks would be more
active management of the parking areas in and around Davenport. The "No Parking 10pm - 6am" signs
already in place do not seem to have much effect at curbing these problems, especially since these
"restrictions" are, almost always, not enforced.

We join our Davenport neighbors in requesting that strong consideration be put towards the installation
of locked-at-night gates at the entrances to the main parking lots across HWY-1 from Old Town
Davenport (both the RTC lot and the "Miller" lot, as shown in the attached Land Trust map). These
measures seem to be working successfully at many of our North Coast State Park beaches, most
prominently seen at the beach-parks located in neighboring San Mateo County. 

After recently learning about the proposed improvements to the RTC lot as part of the Rail Trail project,
this seems like it could be an ideal opportunity to address late-night & overnight parking control
measures, putting improvements in place in Davenport as part of the project to improve the parking
area there. If such steps are not taken, we do worry that the problems currently witnessed will
undoubtedly continue, and probably even worsen, detracting from many of the positive enhancements
that we all may hope to see gained at the Davenport terminus of the proposed Rail Trail project.

As residents of Davenport, we welcome an opportunity to work collaboratively with the various local,
county, state and other organizations involved to help bring these proposed and requested
improvements to fruition. We have little doubt that many other Davenport residents, along with the
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Davenport North Coast Association, feel the same way.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Brian Conner - Davenport resident & Volunteer Steward for Land Trust of SCC at Davenport Bluffs
Diana Conner - Davenport resident & Volunteer with SCC Sheriff Child Safety Program
38 Marine View Ave. (PO Box 333)
Davenport, CA 95017
brianjconner@yahoo.com; dianaleeconner@gmail.com

cc: 

NCRTDraftEIR@sccrtc.org
Supervisor Ryan Coonerty, ryan@ryancoonerty.com
Sheriff Jim Hart, jim.hart@santacruzcounty.us
North Coast Sheriff’s Sergeant Stefan Fish, stefan.Fish@santacruzcounty.us
Regional Transportation Director, George Dondero, gdondero@sccrtc.org
Coastal Commission District Director, Dan Carl, dan.Carl@coastal.ca.gov
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 30 
COMMENTER: Brian and Diana Conner 

DATE: September 13, 2018 

Response 30.1 
The commenter expresses suggests that parking lot improvements may be an opportunity to 
address existing problems with overnight parking along Highway 1 near Davenport, which include: 
late-night fireworks, litter, human waste, graffiti, illegal camping, an overnight parking.  

As stated in Section 2.5, signs would be installed to indicate that the trail is closed at night. It is 
anticipated the parking lots providing access to the trail would be closed from 12:00 a.m. to 5:00 
a.m. via signage. However, no gates are proposed as part of the Project. Refer to Master Response
C for additional discussion about nighttime parking restrictions.

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Nanda Currant
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: the email listed in Aptos Times bounced back
Date: Saturday, August 18, 2018 11:30:40 AM

NCRT-DraftEIR@sccrtc.org

I am concerned about the environment and the plan for a new rail system.

Walking along the old rail and bridge in La Selva I have watched the monarchs nest 
in the trees along the tracks in a small grove of trees each season, and the red tail 
and red shouldered hawk hunt from the rusty old rails, and glide out over the beach, 
the owls, the swallows, white crown sparrows nest and travel through the area as 
their throughfare in migration. It is quiet on the ridge above the ocean, the cliff 
park. 

The hillside erodes as I write this. I cannot imagine a rail going along the old railway 
through this area, and the environment being able to deal with more impact, 
displacing birds of prey, migratory birds along with the rich life that accumulates 
from the canyon to the trestle bridge. For me it is like an attempt to improve life 
while we destroy the living in this quiet refuge for life to sustain.

 I lived in a town in Colorado that has a rail running through it, and the windows 
would shake, the night is pierced by the sound, the day marked by the presence of 
the train penetrating back yards with sound, pollution, and cargo that often has 
dangerous possibilities for the land and sky.

I also am not quite sure why people who have homes along the coast would not feel 
the impact as I think the value of their homes go down with a train entering the 
ambience of their back door and yard. 

Overall it seems like a large improvement at a terrible cost to so many important 
elements that need more help along this shoreline already then another transport 
system that historically has had it is issues throughout history.

Nanda Currant, La Selva Beach, California.
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 31 
COMMENTER: Nanda Currant 

DATE: August 18, 2018 

Response 31.1 
The commenter expresses opposition to rail service, particularly in the La Selva Beach area. 

The Project does not include rail service and does not include any improvements near La Selva 
Beach. The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the 
comment is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: David Date
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: North Coast Rail  Trail EIR
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 9:23:04 AM

Good morning! 

I regret to inform you that there will never be a commuter train in Santa Cruz
County not with the passing of 3 Measure D's. While we inch further down this path,
autonomous technologies, electric assist active transportation, even personalized
drone air craft will becoming primary modes of transportation. The world is moving
magnitudes faster than the current plan to utilize 150 year old technology to address
21st century needs. I know that you know how rediculous this proposal is. Please
tell your colleague next to you and sow a little dissent. We need voices of reason in
our local government, not yes men.

Kind regards,

David Date

Former development director LSBIA
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

 
Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 32 
COMMENTER: David Date 

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 32.1 
The commenter expresses opposition to a commuter train in Santa Cruz County.  

The Project does not include commuter train service, nor any improvements to the existing tracks. 
The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Mark Davidson
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: North Coast Rail  Trail DEIR feedback
Date: Friday, September 14, 2018 4:06:40 PM

Greetings,

I support the trail only (Alternative 1) option for this project. Passenger rail service
from Davenport to Santa Cruz doesn't make any sense given the lack of population
and industry/commerce in Davenport. Keeping and maintaining the tracks will
detract from an otherwise enjoyable trail experience. The proposed trail fencing and
rails has a negative aesthetic on an otherwise beautiful transportation corridor. 

Another points is removing the tracks can save funding and simplify the project. The
cost overhead in maintaining rail service from Santa Cruz to Davenport will
cannibalize scarce transportation funding from other part of the county like the
underserved San Lorenzo valley.

Also, passenger rail service between downtown/Boardwark to the westside Santa
Cruz similarly doesn't make any sense. With ride share bikes and scooters coming
online quickly, our transportation needs are better served by doubling up on trails:
high speed for commuters and people who want to go fast and a slow speed trail for
strollers, kids and cruisers. 

Passenger rail service between Watsonville and downtown Santa Cruz is up for
debate. In my observation I don't think it will have any impact on reducing the
traffic load on Hwy 1 since most of Hwy 1 commuter traffic will head over/from Hwy
17.

Thank you,

--Mark
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

 
Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 33 
COMMENTER: Mark Davidson  

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 33.1 
The commenter expresses support for Alternative 1 (Trail Only), citing negative aesthetic impacts of 
fencing between the trail and the rail line; the expense of maintaining rail service; and alternative 
transport modes. 

Aesthetics impacts of the Proposed Project and Alternative 1 are discussed in Section 3.1, 
Aesthetics. As noted in the Operational Phase discussion under Impact AES-1 therein, the proposed 
trail and associated fencing would not substantially obstruct coastal and agricultural views across 
the rail corridor, as viewed from Highway 1. It should also be clarified that the Proposed Project 
does not include rail service. As such, maintaining such service would not be within the scope of the 
Project.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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To Attention of  Cori Caletti 

submitted via email, Sept 24, 2018 

Comments on the North Coast Rail Trail DEIR 

 From Marty Demare  

Living at 5430 Coast Road , a short distance from the rail corridor, 

where for years we lived with the rail traffic, annoyed by, but  accustomed to, the noisy engines and 
whistle stops. We do not miss the industrial intrusion into this pastoral area. So the suggestion that rails 
should be left intact as the preferred project, to serve some theoretical excursion train is disappointing. 
Such a use is improbable given that the previous rail operator failed to establish such a service (or any 
other economically viable use) when the tracks were still usable. Since Central Federal Lands is the 
lead agency and the RTC has accepted a FLAP grant to improve access to the nearby Federal lands, 
analysis should be guided by how the proposed project would serve to provide access to the 
Cotoni-Coast Dairies National Monument and respect the years of effort and millions of dollars 
invested to enhance the values that are attached to the Monument designation: recreation access and 
resource protection. Likewise the DPR property that will be accessed via the corridor have attached 
Coastal Act resource protection values.  
Visitors who want a “ through the window”  experience of the coastal area can stay in their cars on 
parallel Hwy 1. To squander resources restoring and maintaining tracks without an identified use is a 
waste of public resources that would be better spent on improving and enhancing visitor experience of 
a natural environment.  

If the RTC affirms the rails as a historical resource, then the entire rail line could also be so designated 
and thus the alternatives being examined here and in the Unified Corridor Study are preempted. The 
rails do not inform the visitor, they look like any other rails nationwide. Rather they are an intrusion 
and an impediment to the natural experience sought by agencies and funders of the north coast public 
land acquisitions. If the method of rail bed construction is instructive somehow, then interpretive 
signage should illustrate the massive environment degradation caused by the roadbed construction 
method which resulted in the destruction of multiple estuarine systems and resulting loss of vital 
habitat and subsequent near extirpation of species. 

Again and again, assertions in the DEIR lack supporting data, and use assumptions about future land 
use in the area which are only proposed or imagined, not planned and funded, nor is there an actual 
identified access route to Federal land. Lacking verifiable information the public is left without 
adequate substance to respond to and suggests that this DEIR is inadequate and invites legal challenge. 

A few observations: 
Laguna Beach access: 
The maps indicate that the access trail at Laguna Road from Hwy. 1 across the tracks will be closed. 
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That trail to Laguna Beach follows a farm road  leading to one of the least hazardous routes down to a 
beach. There is parking established across the highway from this entrance and after decades of use 
visitors will doubtless continue to use this route, undoing closure attempts 

Traffic impacts: 

The acquisition of North Coast beaches by DPR, the recent series of warm summers and availability of 
cellular service, enabling social media word of mouth has increased visitation to the beaches 
dramatically.  The traffic projections should be based on measured studies not projections. Did the 
DEIR  preparer look for data from traffic counters observed in place at the Santa Cruz City limits and 
San Mateo County line in recent years? 

Increased impacts on facilities from increased use: 

That answer might be NO because there are no facilities. A new restroom facility proposed  at Yellow 
Bank, which will concentrate visitors yet the plan proposes this parking lot be reduced in size. I have 
observed ~100 vehicles in  this lot during peak use days ( holidays, hot weather over the hill, events 
organized on social media). BLM is also considering access to the Monument from this lot, increasing 
demand for parking. The impacts on natural features from graffiti and trash will be significant. 

Sincerely, 

Marty Demare 

Please confirm that you received. 
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 34 
COMMENTER: Marty Demare  

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 34.1 
The commenter expresses opposition to rail service in the North Coast area, and recommends 
analysis of how the Project would provide access to Cotoni-Coast Dairies National Monument and 
other recreational lands.  

Analysis of the Project’s connection and potential impact to nearby recreational and open space 
lands is provided in Section 3.13, Recreation. As stated under Impact REC-2 therein, the new trail 
would provide an opportunity for the public to walk, run, bicycle, and view nature through open 
space areas; and would improve access to the coastal bluffs and beaches, California Coastal Trail, 
and Wilder Ranch State Park, including the Coast Dairies property. 

The commenter’s opposition to rail service is noted and forwarded to decision makers for 
consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 34.2 
The commenter states that the North Coast rails are not informative or historical, but rather are an 
impediment to the natural experience sought by agencies and funders of the north coast public land 
acquisitions. The commenter states that if the rails remain and are described by interpretive 
signage, then the signage should describe the environmental degradation caused by their 
construction.  

The Davenport Branch Line was historically designed and constructed as an independent branch line 
to transport cement from the Santa Cruz Portland Cement Company in Davenport. The resource is 
unique from the larger surrounding rail system and was therefore evaluated as an independent 
resource, while also taking into consideration its place within the larger context of rail in the Santa 
Cruz region. Because of its association with the Santa Cruz Cement Company in Davenport and also 
its embodiment of a unique construction method relating to its earthen trestle embankments, the 
rail segment was found eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), the 
California Register of Historic Resources (CRHR), and as a Santa Cruz County Landmark under 
Criteria A/1/2 and C/3/3; it is therefore considered a historical resource under CEQA. 

Potential impacts to this historical resource are addressed in Section 3.5, Cultural Resources. 
Mitigation Measure CR-1(a) includes the requirement for installation of an interpretive exhibit that 
would specifically highlight the historical importance of the Davenport Branch Line. The 
commenter’s opinions that this exhibit should also include information about environmental effects 
of rail construction does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the 
comment is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Response 34.3 
The comment includes the following concerns: 

a) Although the existing informal pedestrian crossing of the rail line across from the Laguna
Parking Lot, west of Road Creek, would be closed as part of the Proposed Project, visitors
will continue to use this crossing, given the relatively safe access to the beach and decades
of use.

b) The EIR’s traffic analysis should be based on traffic counts from nearby areas rather than
projections. In addition, the commenter asserts that trail use will increase graffiti and trash.

34.3a. The commenter is referring to an existing, informal pedestrian crossing of the rail line across 
from the Laguna Parking Lot, west of Road Creek, which would be closed as part of the Proposed 
Project. The commenter’s opinion that people would continue to use this crossing is noted. 
However, the Project would include fencing on the inland side of the trail to separate trail users and 
the railroad, which would block visitors from crossing in this location. There are two existing CPUC 
crossings of the rail line in this vicinity – one approximately 0.4-mile to the west and one 0.6-mile to 
the east, at Coast Road – which would be improved as part of the Project and be available to visitors 
as an alternate route. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

34.3b. The Transportation Impact Analysis prepared for the Draft EIR (Appendix K) was based in part 
on traffic volume counts on Highway 1 during a mid-day peak period (11 a.m. to 2 p.m.) on 
Saturday, October 18, 2017. In addition, estimates of vehicle trips to and from the proposed trail are 
based on recent use of nearby trails in the North Coast area. Therefore, the analysis was based on 
traffic counts and not projections, as requested by the commenter.  

As discussed in Draft EIR Section 3.1, Aesthetics, routine trail maintenance would include graffiti 
removal and repair and replacement of signage. Mitigation Measure AG-3(c) in Section 3.2, 
Agricultural Resources, also would reduce the impact of littering by requiring regular litter removal 
along the trail. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Bruce and Concha
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: Comments re: NCRTDraftEIR
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 3:51:34 PM

Dear People: 

I concur with and endorse the comments below, developed by a collaborative of
neighbors. 

Please take them into consideration as you refine and iterate the EIR. 

Best, 

Bruce Duncan
12 3rd Avenue 
Davenport, CA 95017
-  -

Comments to the 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission
c/o Cory Caletti
Senior Transportation Planner/Rail Trail Program Manager
NCRTDraftEIR@sccrtc.org

I am submitting the following comments to the North Coast Rail Trail
Environmental Impact Report.  I support the project, but do feel that significant
improvements need to be made to maintenance of the trail and parking access.

PARKING:
Page 3.1-24 “The existing unpaved parking area at Davenport Beach would
be paved … with access path to the proposed trail.” I appreciate that the project
planners incorporated previous suggestions regarding the parking area at the
Davenport terminus.  If the “daily peak use is estimated at 951 trail users” and the
assumption is that half “average trail users would start at the northern section,
traveling 3.75 miles and back”, then we believe the 54 spaces as shown in the
diagram to be completely inadequate. We currently have the need for at least
100 parking spaces on busy weekends and this is before there are proposed new
trail users. This discrepancy needs to be addressed. Lateral parking along the
highway is not safe or acceptable.
This parking area should have a gate which can be locked at night to deter late
night beach party-goers consistent with State Park beach parking lots. In addition,
the parking area west of the highway should include a designated and restricted
space outside the gate for bus parking. 

TRASH:
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Page 3.1-26   The inclusion of trash/recycling containers and plans for routine
maintenance for removing graffiti are all good, but it is imperative that an ongoing
source funding and hiring for maintenance personnel be included in the
EIR. Currently the dumpsters are often overflowing, so they need to be picked up
more than once a week. It would be helpful if the project planners would identify
the responsible agency for such maintenance, the expected frequency of service,
and the staffing and budget available for these operations over time. If County
Parks is subcontracted with an MOU, the level of service, and source of
sustainable funding should be identified.

TOILETS:
Page 3.1-24 “restroom facility in a prefabricated structure on a 12-foot by 18-
foot pad.” I appreciate that the project planners incorporated our previous
suggestion that the parking area at the Davenport terminus include toilet
facilities. Currently, Davenport businesses bear a disproportionate amount of the
burden of meeting the needs of the general public for toilet facilities. A public
restroom at this site will also reduce the amount of urination and defecation within
the right of way and on the bluff lands and beaches. The EIR should provide more
detail on the toilets - number of stalls, flush versus pit, etc.

The toilet facilities will only be used if they are maintained and regularly
serviced and locked at night, consistent with State Park beach facilities. It would
be helpful if the project planners, in the response to comments, identify the
responsible agency for such maintenance, the expected frequency of service, and
the staffing and budget available for these operations over time.

3.6-Geology and Soils
Section 3.6 of the EIR analyzes the trail’s impact on geological stability of the
project corridor and the exposure to seismic and geological hazards.  it does not
address the effects of trail users on soil erosion and potential drainage issues. 
Trail users, including mountain bikers, will be veering off the trail, based on both
Monterey and San Mateo coast trails usage. What is the expected impact of trail
users on soil erosion and drainage rerouting?  Are EV bikes and motorized skate
boards permitted on the trail?  If so, what will be the potential for increased soil
erosion and drainage problems? These questions should be addressed and
answered in the EIR.

3.12-Public Safety and Services
It is my understanding that the path is to be built to support emergency vehicles
including fire trucks which will access the path to deal with injuries and medical
emergencies.  It is also my understanding that emergency vehicles require a
surface 12 feet wide.
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Thus, the first comment regarding Public Safety & Services ties back to Section
2(Description) where Figure 2-3b shows the Project path only 8 feet wide.  This is
inadequate with regard to a 12-foot width requirement for emergency vehicles. 
The Alternate 1 trail width descriptions on page 2-7 lists a typical path cross
section as 10 feet—this would also be inadequate for emergency vehicles.  The
trail width description elsewhere in Section 2 lists 20 feet width a 12-foot wide
path which is sufficient.  Unless the emergency vehicles are going to travel partly
on the path and partly on the shoulder on certain narrower sections of the path, the
multiplicity of descriptions and figures needs to be corrected to the proper 12 feet
throughout.

For the balance of Public Safety & Service topics the analysis seems to be the
same—the EIR considers the only environmental impact to be new
buildings/facilities.  Apparently, head counts, vehicles and vehicle trips may be
increased to serve the increase in injuries, medical emergencies and law
enforcement without environmental impact.  No forecast of head counts or call out
data are provided in Section 3.12. to support a conclusion of no impact
on emergency and law enforcement vehicles and personnel.  

3.4-Biological Resources
The project description does not document how the project, by maintaining
(presumably) the status quo with regards to lack of connectivity between
watersheds transected by the project and the ocean, will affect the long-term
recovery of threatened salmonids and coastal estuarine habitats. Watershed
alteration due to diversions, culverts, channeling (all of which were done to
originally create the rail line) is considered an important impediment to salmon
recovery and small coastal estuarine integrity.  Increasingly, CalTrans is
considering how to mitigate these pocket estuary impacts in their redesign/repair of
Highway 1 roadway where most estuaries in the Northern Santa Cruz County
roadway were seriously damaged by infill, culverts, and diversion. The rail line
likewise was created with little regard to the importance of these estuary habitats.  

There is no evidence of consideration of improving ecological conditions across
the watershed/ocean connections transected by this project (especially the San
Vicente Creek, Liddell Creek, Laguna Creek and Majors Creek). How will the
project improve/enhance connectivity, particularly with regards to restoring
estuarine habitats (e.g. San Vicente Creek watershed)? This should be addressed
under the corridor and connectivity sections. How is connectivity currently
impeded? How could connectivity be improved? Indeed, the rail corridor is
considered a spatial LINK between features as opposed to a barrier, but for
salmonids this is clearly not the case.

3.2-Agricultural Resources
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Pesticide Use. The main pesticide used on north coast non-organic fields is a
fumigant which is labelled as a carcinogen and can cause acute
respiratory inhalation toxicity. Public exposure to the spraying of this and other
chemicals must be addressed to minimalize exposure to hikers and bikers on the
trail.  Adherence to spraying instructions on the label does not insure that areas
sprayed may not keep people off the trail and away from chemical drift.  Other
options should be considered as Regulatory Settings permit spraying to simply
be stopped as people walk or ride by the pesticide applier.

5.13.23    200 foot buffer between agricultural and non-ag lands.   It sounds like it
is addressed but confusing due to federal vs local ordinances. 

Food Safety: Indicates that farmers responsible for monitoring farmlands for
human/animal wastes and must stop farming certain fields if contaminated. Burden
is on the farmer which needs to be mitigated somehow. 

The distance between bathroom facilities must be close enough for hikers and even
small children to access, decreasing risk of contamination on the trail or farmlands.
Presently there is a 5-mile stretch without restrooms.

3.8 Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Mitigation measures in the Hazardous Materials section refer to mitigation
measures in the agriculture section.  I have the following comments.

Mitigation Measure AG-3(c)
The mitigation measure refers to the “Trail Manager” as the responsible party to
collect litter and manage solid waste.  The Trail Manager is funded by the RTC. 
The project description does not clearly define any parameters for the funding of
the trail or the Trail Manager.   In addition, this mitigation measure does not
adequately define what “… as needed” or “reasonable time frame” means in
relation to the emptying of trash and the collection of trash along the trail.  Trash
and human waste along the trail is likely to be a significant issue with normal use
of the trail and the additional impact of homeless people that will camp along the
trail.  Homeless people have hauled thousands of pounds of trash out along
Highway 1 that has been cleaned up by CalTrans on a number of occasions.  Large
trucks were required to remove mattresses, shopping carts, tarps, tents, and all
manner of waste and trash.  Homeless people will see the bike trail as an
opportunity to access areas away from town and move large amounts of material
out to camps.

Current parking lots with waste disposal at Bonny Doon Beach, Davenport, and
Davenport Landing are often covered with litter and the dumpsters are
overflowing.  The dumpsters are only emptied once per week and this is not
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adequate.  The Trail Master will need resources to clean and haul solid waste more
than once a week.

The funding for the trail manager must be better defined and secured and there
must be adequate funding for regular trail clean up (example: twice weekly).  The
RTC cannot be allowed to underfund the maintenance of the trail and the removal
of solid waste from the trail and parking areas.
AG-5.  I do not see where the EIR addresses the possible impacts of pesticide
application on trail users.  AG-5 appears to argue that the EIR does not need to
address the impact of pesticide use on trail users and I feel this assumption is
wrong.  There needs to be a system put in place where trail users are notified of
pesticide applications while they are in progress.  In addition, drift of pesticides is
known to occur with wind born fog.  Trail users will be subject to pesticide drift
and this should be monitored.  Interpretive signs should directly address how trail
users can avoid pesticide exposure.  

-- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Bruce Andrew Duncan & Concepcion Munoz
12 3rd Avenue - PO Box 384
Davenport, CA 95017
831-245-6915
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

 
Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 35 
COMMENTER: Bruce Duncan  

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 35.1 
The commenter concurs with comments from Brian McElroy (Letter 56) regarding maintenance of 
the trail and parking areas, and provides those comments verbatim. 

Please refer to Response to Comments 56.2 and 56.3 and Master Response F.  

No further response or revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary to address this comment. 
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

 
Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 36 
COMMENTER: Alison Edwards  

DATE: August 22, 2018 

Response 36.1 
The commenter expresses support for Alternatives 1 and 3, citing reduced agricultural impacts. 

As shown in Table 5-5 in Section 5.0, Project Alternatives, Alternative 1 (Trail Only) and Alternative 3 
(Farmers’ Alternative) would both result in substantially less impact to agricultural resources 
compared to the Proposed Project. Alternative 1 would be environmentally superior to Alternative 3 
because the southern portion of Alternative 1 would remain on the rail bed whereas Alternative 3 
would extend along agricultural land.  

The commenter’s preference is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 36.2 
The commenter expresses concern over increased litter, which is already a problem, and asks who 
will be responsible for maintenance along the corridor and if funding is available to support 
maintenance activities.  

Litter is discussed under Impact AES-4 in Section 3.1, Aesthetics, and Impact AG-3 in Section 3.2, 
Agricultural Resources. Mitigation Measure AG-3(c) requires that the Trail Manager ensure that solid 
waste is collected regularly and remove litter on a regular basis. Refer to Master Response F for a 
discussion of trail maintenance and funding.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. No revisions to the Draft 
EIR are necessary. 

Response 36.3 
The commenter expresses concern for the visual and safety impacts of overflow parking during 
Project operation. The commenter asks what will be done to address overflow parking impacts and 
how management of overflow parking will be financed.  

Section 3.1, Aesthetics, discusses the Project’s potential impacts on visual quality and scenic 
resources. According to this analysis, all Project-related impacts were found to be less than 
significant or mitigated to less than significant levels.  

Refer to Master Response C for a discussion of the parking evaluation. The three affected parking 
lots along the Project corridor would retain a sufficient supply of parking space to meet public 
demand on average non-summer days. 

Impacts of the Project on police services are discussed in Section 3.12, Public Safety and Services, 
and were identified to be less than significant.  

Refer to Master Response F for a discussion of trail maintenance and funding. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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Response 36.4 
The commenter expresses concern for public safety hazards associated with homeless camps along 
the corridor. The commenter asks what the County will do to address these safety issues. 

Illegal camping is addressed under Impact PUB-2 in Section 3.12, Public Safety and Services. As 
noted therein, if illegal encampments were established along the Proposed Project alignment, the 
local Sheriff would respond upon being informed of their presence. It is the duty of the Sheriff’s 
Office to both cite and relocate those citizens who illegally camp in the unincorporated county 
public lands. The Sheriff’s department would relocate the citizen and all belongings to the 
appropriate facility in the county, in accordance with the Homeless Services Center, and remove 
debris and waste from the site. The County would provide appropriate services for individuals that 
may include transitional shelters, permanent housing programs, and income and employment 
support, with the goal of reducing the overall homeless population throughout the county (Fish 
2018). If ongoing illegal camping is identified along the Proposed Project alignment, regular patrol of 
the alignment by the Sheriff’s Office or SPPO would be instated to ward off the establishment of 
permanent illegal campers.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Roland Edwards
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: NO on the Rail  Trail!!!!
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 3:57:43 PM

We do not support the rail trail/ development thereof, Bike Only Trail, or Public
Corridor. The North Coast is already a health hazard nightmare. Already we are short
of regulation, rangers, and oversight. Spending money to put in a trail for leisure
between Santa Cruz and Davenport will only increase the problems that are
currently occurring.   

 First and Foremostly: 
1. TRESPASSERS. We are residents on the coast, on 175 private acres which this
trail runs adjacent to. We are already inundated by the over spill of the clients
(wrongly in the Area Closed No Access zones) from Wilder Ranch/ Coastal Bluff
Trails. It is already a nightmare. The rail Trail has put a map with benches exactly at
both ends of the road bisecting the parcels of our Private Property. WHY?

Followed by...
2. Transient population traffic illegal camping will increase along the trail/ coast.
3. Maintenance equals money =COST COST COAST for upkeep and continued
proper management. That money will run out/ it will run down. Who will keep it up?
Who will bear the cost of continued maintenance?
4. USE? Who will use this? HOw often? How much traffic? for Marathoners? FOr
triathelets? for non residents? How much traffic do we expect to have on this
corridor?
5. Going through the ranches is unsafe for farmers and unsafe for people. The dirt
in those fields is full of pesticides. Having people in the fields impedes the farmers
ability to run the ranches as needed. People do not need to be in the fields!!!
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 37 
COMMENTER: Roland Edwards  

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 37.1 
The commenter expresses opposition to the Project and all identified Alternatives, citing trespassing 
concerns.  

Trespassing is addressed under Impact AG-3 in Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources. The discussion 
acknowledges that the proposed 4.5-foot tall fence would be scalable, and that the potential for 
vandalism, theft, or other direct impacts to adjacent farmland from trespassing could occur. As a 
result, Mitigation Measure AG-3(b) (Install No Trespassing Signs Prior to Operation) is required, 
which would inform trail users of the legal ramifications for trespassing.  

The commenter’s opposition is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 37.2 
The commenter expresses concern over illegal camping, maintenance costs (and their source), and 
asks who the intended user of the Project would be, and how much traffic is anticipated on the 
corridor. 

Illegal camping is addressed under Impact PUB-2 in Section 3.12, Public Safety and Services, and 
summarized in Response 36.4, above.  

The trail and parking lots would be maintained and operated by RTC, likely through a contract with a 
private firm, State Parks, County Parks and Recreation, or some combination thereof through formal 
agreements. Refer to Master Response F for further discussion of trail maintenance and funding.  

The Project is a multi-use trail that would be open to pedestrians and cyclists of all abilities. Users 
may include walkers, joggers, long-distance runners, cyclists, hikers, beachgoers, and persons with 
wheelchairs. As noted in Section 2.5, Project Operation and Maintenance, the estimated number of 
trail users is 951 daily on a summer weekend day, with 560 users on the southern half (south of 
Scaroni Road) and 391 users on the northern half (north of Scaroni Road). 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 37.3 
The commenter states that trail users should not pass through agricultural lands because they are 
unsafe due to pesticides. The commenter also states that trail users crossing through farms would 
impede farm operations.  

This is the same comment as Comment 25.4. Refer to Response to Comment 25.4. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Tai Farmer
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: North Coast Section of the SRTC’s Rail  Trail
Date: Friday, September 07, 2018 3:13:28 PM

I am a home owner and resident in the old town of Davenport.

I believe the rail trail would be a great asset for community recreation, but it is vital
for SCCRTC to identify an ongoing revenue source for maintenance.

To protect and offset impacts to the North Coast, conditions for approval of this
coastal development project need to require dedicated funding and mechanisms to
support sufficient natural resource management and law enforcement into
perpetuity.

Best,
Nitai Farmer
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

 
Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 38 
COMMENTER: Nitai Farmer  

DATE: September 7, 2018 

Response 38.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Project but stresses the importance of an ongoing 
revenue source for maintenance, natural resource management, and law enforcement.  

Refer to Master Response F for a discussion of trail operations and maintenance. Funding for trail 
construction, maintenance, and operation would be provided or secured by RTC by using Measure D 
funds but may include other sources. Funding for the Proposed Project include allocations for 
reasonable and prudent mitigation costs. 

Impacts of the Project on law enforcement are discussed in Section 3.12, Public Safety and Services, 
and were identified to be less than significant.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Bob F
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Adding Rail  to Trail Concerns
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 12:00:18 PM

I've actually been trying to send this in a timely manner to NCRT-DraftEIR@sccrtc.org (and
circulate to more if possible) as noted in the Aptos Times.
---

This actually comes down to a pretty simple choice. Either cater to outside interests
(provide taxpayer money to allow questionable freight service) or provide a tremendous
quality of life for locals by encouraging (and linking together) more useful and friendly
communities with a bonus safe effective passageway for functional and recreational
activity for all (which means TRAIL ONLY).

Filtering out all the obvious BS from profit organizations makes everything clear. For them
to dangle a possible passenger service is nonsense. Anyone with any logic following
through on any implementation, can perceive any such "promise" as impractical, just
simply considering the aspects of safety and costs (even totally ignoring lack of regular
ridership).

A two-way passenger service is extremely dangerous on a single track! The lawsuits piled
up from overlooked actions could even shut down the system. Please Google and read the
following that was printed in the local newspapers. (Implementing an All-Express rail
system in the Central Valley will do more to safely alleviate the HWY 1 woes during rush
hours - Google "All-Express Rail System a Better Path into the future" or "All-Express:
Improvements in transportation (and housing)". )

---
“Pajaronian - Quality of Life is Precious"    7/13/18   +   “Sentinel - Passenger Service is
More Complex than Freight"   7/11/18
“Sentinel - There is Misleading Information about rail trail"   5/11/18
"Pajaronian - A Clear and Pending Danger"   12/7/17
"Pajaronian - Trail and Rail"   12/2/17
---

Train incidents would mount at openings at traffic intersections, not to mention vandalism /
defects in the "safety barrier" would be very detrimental on the peace of mind for parents
with preschoolers. Please don't make such a mistake to allow any unnecessary powered
vehicles along this corridor that should be full of safe activity for all!

Bob Fifield
Aptos
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 39 
COMMENTER: Bob Fifield  

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 39.1 
The commenter expresses opposition to passenger rail service and support for Alternative 1 (Trail 
Only). 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: E. Hansen
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: Eliminate Alternate 1, Trail Only from the Finalized Environmental Impact Report for the North Coast Rail  Trail

Project.
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 4:10:37 PM

I support the proposed North Coast Rail Trail Project as it will benefit the entire Santa Cruz County
Community despite the negative environmental impacts.
Local values consistently represent equality and therefore access to the North Coast Trail Project
should be for the enjoyment by all, regardless of physical limitations.
A combined Rail and Trail allows for that equality to continue. Alternate 1 is exclusionary to people who
may be unable to use a project consisting of a trail only.

Removal of an active transportation facility as required by Alternate 1, Trail Only has the potential of
significant unavoidable impacts on the environment beyond that identified by the EIR.
Elimination of the existing railroad tracks, ties and contaminated soil from past rail, industrial and
agricultural operations will result in a decrease in air quality and increase of greenhouse gas emissions
related to construction equipment, trucking and impacts on existing transportation systems.

I urge the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission to eliminate Alternate 1, Trail Only
from the finalized Environmental Impact Report for the North Coast Rail Trail Project.

Erik Hansen
Watsonville Resident
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 40 
COMMENTER: Erik Hansen 

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 40.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Proposed Project and opposition to Alternative 1 (Trail 
Only). The commenter states that Alternative 1 would result in significant impacts not identified in 
the Draft EIR, including air quality and GHG emissions associated with disposing of the existing 
railroad ties and contaminated soil. 

The commenter’s preference for the Proposed Project is noted. It should be clarified, however, that 
the Draft EIR does address impacts associated with Alternative 1, including those identified by the 
commenter. Specifically, the potential impact of hauling railroad ties to a disposal facility is 
addressed in Section 3.3.4 under Impact AIR-2. This analysis assumed that contaminated materials 
would require disposal in specialized facilities ranging from 35 miles to 80 miles from the Project 
site. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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Grey Hayes, PhD 
Ecologist 

PO Box 216 
Davenport, CA 95017 

(831) 728-8050
9/24/2018 3:45 pm 

Cory Caletti 
Senior Transportation Planner 
1523 Pacific Avenue 
Santa Cruz, CA  95060 

via email: NCRTDraftEIR@sccrtc.org 

re: Comments on the DEIR for the North Coast Rail Trail Project 

Hello, 

I am submitting the following comments as part of the public comment period for the Draft 
Environmental Impact Report for the North Coast Rail Trail Project.  

Before the comments, I here describe my expertise and background. I have extensive training and 
experience in ecology, focusing specifically on the habitats and species through which the proposed 
project would pass. I received my PhD in Environmental Studies at UC Santa Cruz in 2002 with a focus on 
species conservation techniques in coastal grasslands. For many years in the mid 1990’s, I farmed fields 
at 4 Mile Beach. I have also managed and restored a variety of coastal habitats along the North Coast 
bluffs and at Younger Lagoon Reserve at Terrace Point. I am personally familiar with most of the 
segments of the proposed project and have witnessed changes in those areas since 1986. I am also 
familiar with the surrounding matrix of lands, both natural and agricultural, and the land use changes 
over that time frame. 

To summarize my comments, project proponents have done an inadequate job of informing the public 
about the impacts of the project alternative and should improve and recirculate the DEIR at such a time 
when those analyses and disclosures are complete.  

Many thanks, 

Grey 
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Grey Hayes, PhD 
Comments on North Coast Rail Trail DEIR 

2 

Recreational Impacts Analysis 

Appendix K, the Transportation Impacts Analysis forms the basis for the DEIR analysis of recreational 
impacts. This Analysis relies on data from Google Earth on two dates, one representing ‘peak use’ and 
‘normal off peak use’ as baseline for recreational uses along the project corridor.  

Two standards of significance are considered: 

A. Increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other recreational facilities such
that substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated

B. Include recreational facilities or require the construction or expansion of recreational facilities
which might have an adverse physical effect on the environment

Note that the DEIR authors fail to mention anything at all about the human dimensions of natural 
resource management (Fulton, Nelson, Anderson, & Lime, 2000), which are increasingly being applied to 
natural resource lands such as by BLM and State Parks. In order to accommodate such planning 
processes, these managers will need the maximum amount of decision making flexibility to control 
access via location of trail entrances and placement and size of parking facilities. The effort by this lead 
agency appears to circumvent that flexibility, unless formal discussion have occurred outside of this 
process and without informing the public.  

There is an extensive literature on social carrying capacity (Graefe, Vaske, & Kuss, 1984; Manning, Lime, 
& Hof, 1996) that is lacking in the DEIR. Social carrying capacity analyses should have informed the 
project proponents as the users of the proposed project should be afforded the kind/types of 
experiences that have been planned apparently without a scientific approach. Project proponents posit 
a certain cap, number, of future visitors on the proposed project, though future use will undoubtedly 
exceed any projected number in the very long term. As this is commonly the case, the best management 
practice for this field is monitoring and adaptive management using social carrying capacity analyses 
(Lime, Anderson, & Thompson, 2004). 

Passive recreation, including wildlife viewing, will likely be an important use of the proposed project. 
But, the best available science for wildlife viewing (Manfredo & Larson, 1993) is not in evidence in the 
plan. 

• To what degree will the placement of the trail entrances and parking lots for the proposed
project negatively affect the ability of neighboring public lands managers to control activities in
order to address the human dimensions of natural resource management?

• How will the lead agency adaptively manage the proposed project in the future to
accommodate the future needs of adjoining natural resource managers so that they to can
address the human dimensions of natural resource management?

Questions: 

• Why is the Transportation Impacts Analysis (Appendix K of the DEIR) listed as a ‘Draft’
document?
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Grey Hayes, PhD 
Comments on North Coast Rail Trail DEIR 
 

3 
 

• How specifically do the authors of the Transportation Impacts Analysis (Appendix K of the DEIR) 
derive the estimated 951/day additional recreational users resulting from the proposed project 
alternatives? 

• How will the lead agency manage the proposed project to maintain use at the 
projected/analyzed additional 951 users/day level? 

• Why do the project proponents use the number of vehicles relate to analyze recreational use of 
the parks surrounding the proposed project alternatives? 

• State Parks has calculated use of its parks, why were these data not presented to the public to 
establish a recreational use baseline? 

• What is the current recreational use (# users) baseline for Wilder Ranch State Park? 
• What is the current recreational use (# users) baseline for County beaches in the vicinity of the 

proposed project alternatives? 
• What is the current recreational use (# users) baseline for Davenport Beach? 
• What is the current recreational use baseline (# users) for bicyclists using the Highway 1 corridor 

adjacent to the proposed project alternatives, including major bicycling events? 
• What % increase is the projected 951 users/day over what is currently experienced in the 

vicinity of the proposed project alternatives? 
• How certain were the authors of the Transportation Impacts Analysis about the satellite image 

dates being correct for their data collection using Google Earth? 
• What time of day were the Google Earth satellite images taken? 
• Where the times of day actual peak times of day, as well as peak times of year? 
• Why did the Transportation Impacts Analysis not use several peak dates to increase the accuracy 

of vehicle parking lot use? 
• Why did the authors of the Transportation Impacts Analysis suggest that “No in-person field 

data could be collected that would represent a peak day.” 
o What were the barriers to collecting in-person data? 

 How are observing these barriers in alignment with the public disclosure 
requirements of CEQA? 

• What is the existing, baseline recreational use in the vicinity of the proposed project in terms of 
user days per year? 

• What is the anticipated increased recreational use from the proposed project in terms of user 
days per year? 

• What is the social carrying capacity of the natural areas surrounding the proposed project? 
• If the social carrying capacity of the trail is exceeded, how would this impact adjoining 

recreational infrasctructure? 
 
The DEIR states (3.13-10), without evidence:  
 
“Although the Proposed Project trail would increase accessibility to and use of state parks, open space, 
and beaches along the project alignment, it is expected that the use of these facilities would be passive, 
and that recreators would not significantly degrade the existing facilities.” 
And (same page) 
 
“The new trail users are not anticipated to increase the use of other existing recreational facilities such 
that it would result in a substantial physical deterioration of the facilities.”  
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Grey Hayes, PhD 
Comments on North Coast Rail Trail DEIR 

4 

Questions: 

• See prior questions about baseline recreational use.
• What is the biological carrying capacity of the parks surrounding the proposed project?
• How do these unsubstantiated statements conform to CEQA requirements of informing the

public about the potential impacts of the proposed project alternatives?
• What is the baseline condition of ‘existing facilities?’
• How close are the ‘existing facilities’ to being degraded?
• What is the threshold degradation of ‘existing facilities’ which the DEIR authors use to posit

what would be ‘substantial’ or ‘significant?’
o Does CEQA require informing the public of the existing baseline condition of ‘existing

facilities’ that could be impacted by the proposed project?
• What are ‘recreational facilities?’
• Does the DEIR authors’ definition of ‘recreational facilities’ include wildlife habitat, waterways,

and beaches?
• What are specific metrics of ‘physical deterioration’ of recreational facilities?
• Why did the DEIR authors not reference State Parks by interview or through examining their

documents to determine the existing conditions of the existing recreational facilities on their
lands adjacent to the proposed project?

o What has been the cause of deterioration of State Parks’ facilities to date?
o To what specific, enumerated degree will the increased accessibility of visitors to State

Parks caused by this project contribute to additional degradation of facilities?

The DEIR authors, without providing the public any substantive evidence, conclude: “Impact REC-1 THE 
PROJECT WOULD RESULT IN INCREASED USE BUT NOT SUBSTANTIAL PHYSICAL DETERIORATION OF 
EXISTING RECREATIONAL FACILITIES. (PROPOSED PROJECT: LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT, ALTERNATIVE 1: 
LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT)” 

• What specific data, including baseline and projected use and baseline and projected facility
status, do the DEIR authors use to come to the previously stated conclusions?

• Citing case law, what is the standard of evidence the DEIR authors use for providing the public
adequate information under CEQA?

The second threshold for recreational impacts in the DEIR is: “Threshold B: Include recreational facilities 
or require the construction or expansion of recreational facilities which might have an adverse physical 
effect on the environment” 

The DEIR authors avoid any analysis of the need to expand recreational facilities adjacent to the 
proposed project alternatives, stating: “Impact REC-2 THE PROJECT WOULD RESULT IN CONSTRUCTION 
OF A NEW RECREATIONAL FACILITY. (PROPOSED PROJECT: LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT, ALTERNATIVE 1: 
LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT)” 

Questions: 

• How do the DEIR authors conclude that their own admitted project result of increased
accessibility to neighboring parks will not also require additional construction of recreational
facilities to accommodate the increased use?
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Grey Hayes, PhD 
Comments on North Coast Rail Trail DEIR 

5 

As noted by BLM’s Mr. Blom’s comments regarding the proposed project, the federal funding for this 
project requires increased access to Federal lands. 

• How do the federal funding requirements relate to the need to construct new recreational
facilities as a result of the proposed project alternatives?

• In what ways are project proponents avoiding segmentation of the CEQA process, given that
access to federal lands is a pre requisite of the funding for the project?

• What are the specific traits of the types of consultation between BLM and the project
proponents that would characterize a segmentation of CEQA versus a process that describes and
analyzes ‘the whole of the action’?

Consistency with Existing Plans 

• What specific elements of the Wilder Ranch General Plan relate to the proposed project
alternatives?

• How are the specific Wilder Ranch General Plan elements consistent or not consistent with the
proposed project alternatives?

• What specific elements of the County’s North Coast Beaches Plan relate to the proposed project
alternatives?

• How are the specific of the County’s North Coast Beaches Plan elements consistent or not
consistent with the proposed project alternatives?

Cumulative Impacts 

The DEIR authors state (section 4.1): 

“To analyze a proposed project’s contribution to cumulative impacts, CEQA requires the lead agency to 
identify past, present, and probable future projects in the vicinity, summarize their effects, identify the 
incremental contribution of the proposed project to any significant cumulative impacts occurring in the 
project region, and recommend mitigation measures as appropriate (CEQA Guidelines Section 15130[b]). 
Mitigation measures should focus on any cumulatively considerable incremental contribution from the 
proposed project or alternative to any significant cumulative effect created by the past, present, and 
probable future projects, together with the proposed project or alternative (CEQA Guidelines Section 
15130[a][3]; see also CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2[a][4]). 

Section 15130 of the State CEQA Guidelines permits two approaches for identifying cumulative projects 
to analyze. The first is the “list” approach, based on a list of past, present, and probable future projects 
that produce related or cumulative impacts. The list may include projects both within and outside the 
North Coast area. The second is the “projections” approach, based on a summary of projections 
contained in an adopted plan or related planning document, such as a regional transportation plan, or in 
an EIR prepared for such a plan. The projections may be supplemented with additional information such 
as regional modeling. A reasonable combination of the two approaches may also be used.” 

• Why did the DEIR authors overlook the Wilder Ranch General Plan, the County’s North Coast
Beaches Plan, and the Coastal Development Permit for Coast Dairies when considering
cumulative impacts?
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Grey Hayes, PhD 
Comments on North Coast Rail Trail DEIR 

6 

• What are the currently planned developments at Wilder Ranch State Park, including trails,
parking lots, campgrounds, and other improvements?

o What additional user #’s/day are anticipated by this new use?
• What are the currently planned developments by the County for its North Coast beaches,

including trails, parking lots, and other improvements?
o What additional user #’s/day are anticipated by this new use?

• What are the anticipated user #’s/day anticipated by the proposed increased access at San
Vicente Redwoods, which anticipates to exit in the vicinity of this project?

• What are the approved entrance locations for the Cotoni Coast Dairies, under existing Coastal
Development Permits?

o What additional user #’s/day are anticipated by this new use?
• What are the cumulative impacts of the proposed project along with the currently planned

recreational developments at Wilder Ranch State Park, County North Coast Beaches, San
Vicente Redwoods, and at the Cotoni Coast Dairies?

Biological and Wetland Impacts 

With most of the specific mitigations for impacts to biota deferred to a future “Project-specific Biological 
Resources Mitigation and Management Plan (MMP)” … 

• How will the project proponents determine when additional CEQA analysis will be implemented
for future projects related to this DEIR?

At the same time, this DEIR suggests vaguely worded “mitigations” that would be sufficient to construct 
the project alternatives without further analysis. 

• Citing case law, what threshold of level of detail for mitigations are the DEIR authors using to
justify adequately informing the public as well as avoiding or mitigating impacts?

Mitigation-related activities themselves often have negative impacts to biota. And so: 

• How does removing the specific mitigation planning from this DEIR make this CEQA project ‘the
whole of the action’ as required by law?

The project proponents propose impacting ESHA. 

• What types of activities are allowed within ESHA?
• How does this project comply with ESHA protections under the Coastal Act?
• Are the proposed project alternatives considered ‘interpretive’ activities?
• How would the public ascertain the difference between recreational, transportation, and

interpretive activities as they pertain to allowable use within ESHA?

The majority of direct and indirect impacts to ESHA will occur in the most proximity to the parking lots 
and entrances used for the proposed project alternatives (see citations about wildlife and recreation 
impacts). Parking lot placement would also impact ESHA on adjoining lands. 
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Grey Hayes, PhD 
Comments on North Coast Rail Trail DEIR 

7 

• To what extent do the project proponents agree that there will be direct and indirect impacts
related to the proposed entrances and parking lots?

• How did the location of ESHA, sensitive biological resources, and wetland resources inform the
placement of the various parking lots?

• Using GIS analyses, where would parking lots ben placed for the proposed parking lots, so that
they would provide the most spatial separation from ESHA?

The project alternatives would negatively impact California red-legged frog in a number of ways. 

• Is there one or many populations of California red-legged frog in the vicinity of the proposed
project alternatives?

• What is (are) the current baseline population(s) of California red-legged frog in the vicinity of the
proposed project alternatives?

• What is a minimum viable population size of California red-legged frog?
• To what degree might the proposed project alternatives increase the potential for introducing

pathogens or invasive species that would negatively impact California red-legged frog? What
evidence do the EIR authors use to support this answer?

The majority of direct and indirect impacts to biological and wetlands resources will occur in the most 
proximity to the parking lots and entrances used for the proposed project alternatives. Parking lot 
placement would also impact biological and wetlands resources on adjoining lands. 

For instance, the presence of people in and near natural areas has been shown to have negative effects 
on wildlife (George & Crooks, 2006; Reed & Merenlender, 2008, 2011; Taylor & Knight, 2003). Best 
management practices for recreation use in natural areas has long used carrying capacity analyses 
paired with establishment of limits of acceptable change to inform adaptive management should 
sensitive natural resources be impacted more than was planned (Leung & Marion, 2000; Simón, 
Narangajavana, & Marqués, 2004). 

• Do the project proponents agree that there will be indirect impacts related to the proposed
entrances and parking lots?

• How did the location of ESHA, sensitive biological resources, and wetland resources inform the
placement of the various parking lots?

• Using GIS analyses, where would parking lots ben placed for the proposed parking lots, so that
they would provide the most spatial separation from the most sensitive biological, aesthetic,
and wetland resources?

There is too little discussion in the DEIR about the impacts of recreation on wildlife. Wildlife can be 
negatively impacted by increased presence of even those involved in passive recreation. Impacts may 
require species-specific buffers (Blumstein, Anthony, Harcourt, & Ross, 2003) but some species require 
more than just spatial separation (Fernández-Juricic, Venier, Renison, & Blumstein, 2005) 

Public Safety and Services 

The DEIR authors curiously avoid any discussion of public safety and services associated with increased 
recreational use (sect. 3.17.7), suggesting that such issues pertain only to increasing residential or 
employment populations. 
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Grey Hayes, PhD 
Comments on North Coast Rail Trail DEIR 

8 

• What is the current baseline of response times for emergencies in the vicinity of the proposed
project alternatives?

• What is the current baseline of incident numbers for emergencies in the vicinity of the proposed
project alternatives?

• What is the current baseline of incident types including those involving recreational users for
emergencies in the vicinity of the proposed alternatives?

NEPA 

• Why did the project proponents not complete a NEPA analysis alongside this CEQA process for
the proposed project?

• How does NEPA and CEQA processes deal differently with the alternatives analysis process?
• If a NEPA process is used, how will the alternatives considered in CEQA be used as part of the

NEPA process?
• How will the future NEPA process be informed by this CEQA process- how do the two processes

interact?
• Given the timing of a future NEPA process and the BLM’s management planning process for

Cotoni Coast Dairies, how will those two processes interact?

Predispositional Discussion 

• How have project proponents consulted with BLM in planning for this project?
• What conclusions were reached during those consultations?
• In what ways were these discussions not predispositional to the Federal land use planning

process?
• What are the specific traits of the types of consultation between BLM and the project

proponents that would characterize a predispositional process versus a non-predispositional
process?
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 41 
COMMENTER: Grey Hayes 

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 41.1 
The commenter provides a summary of his expertise and background, and summarizes his 
comments as indicating that the Draft EIR should be improved and recirculated. The commenter 
then states that the Draft EIR fails to include the human dimensions of natural resource 
management and the need for managers to have flexibility to control access. The commenter also 
questions the placement of trail entrances and parking lots in terms of neighboring public land 
managers’ ability to control activities, including future needs, to address the human dimension of 
natural resource management. 

The commenter’s summary of his experience and background does not pertain to the adequacy of 
the EIR or the CEQA Process. The comment is noted.  

Regarding the commenter’s claim that the Draft EIR should be improved and recirculated, refer to 
Master Response A. 

Anticipated public use of the Project would inform interpretive features and wildlife viewing 
locations.  

In EIR Section 3.4.4, Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c) requires development of a Project-specific 
biological resources Mitigation and Management Plan (MMP) for impacts to biological resources. 
This mitigation measure has been revised to include consideration of experienced-based 
management approaches, the science of recreation ecology, and social carrying capacity analysis 
such as discussed in Manfredo and Larson (1993); Knight and Gutzwiller (1995); Leung and Marion 
(2000); Manning, Lime, and Hof (1996); and Simon, Narangajavana, and Marques (2004) in the 
development of this component of the MMP. 

As prescribed in EIR Section 3.4.4, Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c) will require monitoring the effects of 
public use on the biological resources over time and employ adaptive management. Accordingly, 
over time, a qualified biologist will identify any shortcomings that might arise in meeting various 
biological performance standards, in enhancing the ecological functions and values of sensitive 
habitat mitigation areas, including CRLF habitat and for wildlife movement, and in ensuring the long-
term viability of enhanced, restored, or newly-created biological resources.  

This same adaptive management mechanism can be used for ascertaining the sufficiency of the 
parking lots, trail access, facilities development and management, and interpretive design features 
associated with the project. If monitoring information indicates any need for the modification or 
expansion of any project-related facilities, the RTC can consider its options at the time. If the RTC 
chooses to proceed with project modifications, it will comply with any applicable CEQA 
requirements that might be triggered. Any proposal that would lead to new significant effects or 
substantial increases in the severity of any previously identified significant effects would likely 
trigger the need for a supplemental EIR. Changes with more modest impacts could possibly proceed 
with an addendum to this EIR. (See CEQA Guidelines, §§ 15162 – 15164.) 

The Draft EIR has been revised to include these details. 

Also refer to Response to Comment 2.25. 
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
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Response 41.2 
The commenter suggests that social carrying capacity analysis should inform the types of user 
experiences planned for the Proposed Project and Alternatives. The commenter also questions the 
projected number of users identified in the EIR and recommends monitoring and adaptive 
management. The commenter recommends a scientific reference on passive recreation, including 
wildlife viewing. 

Refer to Response to Comment 41.1. 

Response 41.3 
The commenter asks how the placement of trail entrances and parking lots would negatively affect 
management of neighboring public lands, and how will the lead agency accordingly adaptively 
manage the project in the future. 

The parking improvements and paths to the trail are existing and would be improved to provide 
ADA access. They are located predominately on public lands owned by State Parks or under Caltrans 
jurisdiction, and it is not anticipated there would be a substantial adverse effect on other 
neighboring public lands or the management thereof. 

The project would be adaptively managed in the future through the Operations & Maintenance 
Plan, which would be regularly reviewed and updated, as well as through implementation of 
Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c), Biological Resources MMP, which is an adaptive mitigation and 
monitoring plan for biological resources. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 41.4 
The commenter asks why the Transportation Impact Analysis is listed as a draft document. 

This document was included as Appendix K in the Draft EIR, which is the RTC released as a draft 
document for public review, prior to publication of the Final EIR. 

In response to this comment, the “Draft” label has been removed from Appendix K in the Final EIR. 

Response 41.5 
The commenter presents several questions related to the recreational impact analysis. 

a) How do the authors of the Transportation Impact Analysis derive the estimate 951/day
additional users?

b) How will the lead agency manage the project to maintain use at the projected 951
users/day?

c) Why is the number of vehicles used to analyze recreational use of parks surrounding project
alternatives?

d) Why wasn’t State Parks data used to establish a recreational baseline?
e) What is the current recreational use baseline for Wilder Ranch State Park, North Coast

beaches, and bicyclists on Highway 1?
f) What is the % increase the projected 951 users/day represents over what is currently

experienced in the area?
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g) How certain were the authors of the Transportation Impacts Analysis about the satellite 
image dates being correct for Google Earth, what time of day were they taken, do they 
represent peak times of day as well as peak times of year, and why weren’t several peak 
dates used to increase accuracy?  

h) Why is it that “no in-person field data could be collected that would represent a peak day”? 
i) What is the existing baseline recreation use in the vicinity of the project in terms of user 

days per year?  
j) What is the social carrying capacity of the natural areas surrounding the proposed project, 

and if the social carrying capacity of the trail is exceeded, how would it impact adjoining 
recreational infrastructure?  

41.5a. The method for deriving the estimated 951/day additional users is described in Section 
3.14.3, Methodology and Significance Thresholds (Transportation/Circulation) of the Draft EIR, as 
well as in Appendix K, Transportation Impact Analysis. 

41.5b. The projected number of users is an estimate developed for purposes of analysis, as allowed 
by the CEQA Guidelines §15144, which permits lead agencies to engage in “some degree of 
forecasting,”, and there is no burden on the lead agency to maintain the estimate or control the 
number of trail users. However, as described in Section 2.5, Project Operation and Maintenance, a 
Trail Manager would be identified and an Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Plan would be 
developed to determine appropriate maintenance activities and frequency based on the estimated 
number of users. If the number of users changes substantially, the O&M needs may change, and the 
O&M Plan would be updated accordingly. 

41.5c. The number of vehicles is used to estimate trail users because it is expected most trail users 
would arrive by vehicle, as opposed to bike or pedestrian modes, because of the relatively remote 
location from an urbanized area. As such, this number is also used to estimate recreational use of 
parks surrounding the project alternatives for the same reason. 

41.5d. Estimated vehicle use was used to establish both the baseline and estimated number of 
additional users for consistency (i.e., comparing apples to apples).  

41.5e. The Transportation Impact Analysis prepared for the Draft EIR provides counts of recreational 
use on existing trails near the Project corridor, including at a trail in Wilder Ranch State Park (refer 
to Appendix K, page 20). These counts serve as a baseline for estimating future use of the proposed 
trail. In addition, the Transportation Impact Analysis provides counts of parking demand along the 
Project corridor, which is associated with existing recreational use of the North Coast area 
(Appendix K, Table 3 on page 12).  

41.5f. The Draft EIR evaluates the Project’s effects on traffic based on the estimated change in 
vehicle delay at key intersections. Although this approach factors in the increase in vehicle trips 
from the Project, it does not involve an explicit calculation of the percent increase in traffic volume 
beyond existing conditions. This methodology is standard across California for determining a 
project’s traffic impacts. 

41.5g. The Transportation Impact Analysis relies on Google Earth satellite imagery taken on Friday, 
September 1, 2017. This date was verified by the “Imagery Date” labeled in the Google Earth 
application when viewing the satellite imagery. The commenter may view the same imagery in 
Google Earth by selecting the “Show historical imagery” function and scrolling to the same date. 
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Although Google Earth does not provide an exact timestamp for satellite images, it is evident that 
the images used in the Transportation Impact Analysis were taken at a midday time, based on the 
position of shadows and the volume of parked cars in the North Coast area. 

41.5h. The Transportation Impact Analysis relies on parking counts from September 1, 2017, as 
representative of typical parking demand during peak days. In addition, this analysis includes two 
field surveys of parking demand during off-peak times, for comparative purposes. It is not necessary 
to survey parking on multiple peak days to set a reasonably accurate baseline for parking demand. 

Satellite imagery is adequate for the purpose of conducting parking counts along the Project 
corridor. The imagery included in the Transportation Impact Analysis has a high enough resolution 
to enable a precise count of parked cars in lots along the Project corridor and on the shoulders of 
Highway 1. 

41.5i. The Draft EIR estimates the increase in recreational use of the North Coast area in terms of 
the number of trail users per day. Please refer to Section 3.14.3 of the Draft EIR, Methodology and 
Significance Thresholds, for an explanation of this methodology. 

41.5j. The commenter does not define the term “social carrying capacity” or explain its relevance to 
the Draft EIR. Social impacts, while relevant when decision-makers consider a project, do not pertain 
to the Draft EIR’s analysis of environmental impacts, and need not be considered to address the 
significance thresholds identified as A and B in Response to Comment 41.6 below. Nonetheless, it is 
not anticipated that the carrying capacity of the trail would be exceeded based on the estimated 
number of trail users. The potential environmental impacts of the trail users on adjoining 
recreational infrastructure is addressed in Section 3.13.4 under Impact REC-1. 

Response 41.6 
The commenter presents several questions related to the recreational impact analysis. 

a) The commenter states that the Draft EIR makes conclusions about impacts to recreational
facilities without evidence and poses several questions, which are addressed below.

b) See prior questions about baseline recreational use.
c) What is the biological carrying capacity of the parks surrounding the project?
d) How do the unsubstantiated statements (regarding the conclusions of the recreation

analysis and included in the commenter’s letter) conform to CEQA requirements of
informing the public about impacts?

e) What is the baseline condition of “existing facilities”?
f) How close are the existing facilities to being degraded?
g) What is considered substantial or significant degradation?
h) What are recreational facilities, and does it include wildlife habitat, waterways and

beaches?
i) What are the specific metrics of physical deterioration of recreational facilities?
j) Why did the DEIR authors not reference State Parks by interview or examining their

documents to determine the existing conditions of the existing recreational facilities?

41.6a. As is common practice and industry standard, the impact analysis is based on the State CEQA 
Guidelines Appendix G, Environmental Checklist Form, for potential impacts to Recreation, as 
presented in Section 3.13.3, Methodology and Significance Thresholds, and as follows.  
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A significant impact would occur if implementation of the Project would: 

A. Increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other recreational facilities 
such that substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated; or 

B. Include recreational facilities or require the construction or expansion of recreational 
facilities which might have an adverse physical effect on the environment. 

These Appendix G questions consider the potential change caused by the Project in comparison to 
baseline conditions as presented in Section 3.13.1, Existing Conditions, based on the professional 
experience and opinion of the environmental analyst. The impacts were determined less than 
significant for the reasons described in Section 3.13.4 under Impact REC-1 and Impact REC-2.  

41.6b. Refer to Response to Comment 41.5. 

41.6c. Refer to Section 3.4, Biological Resources, of the Draft EIR. It includes a comprehensive 
discussion of existing biological resources and the methodology used to determine potential 
impacts, based on guidance and coordination with relevant regulatory agencies, including the 
California Coastal Commission, California Department of Fish and Wildlife and State Parks. 

41.6d. Refer to the beginning of this Response to Comment 41.6.  

41.6e. The baseline or existing conditions are described in Section 3.13.1, Existing Conditions, of the 
Recreation analysis. 

41.6f. The existing facilities described in Section 3.13.1 are not close to being degraded relative to 
their current use.  

41.6g. According to Merriam-Webster dictionary, “substantial” is an important or essential amount. 
According to English Oxford dictionary, it is of considerable importance, size or worth; or large.11  

41.6h. According to Merriam-Webster dictionary, “recreation” is something people do to relax or 
have fun. According to English Oxford, it is an activity done for enjoyment when one is not working, 
and a “facility” is a place, amenity or piece of equipment provided for a particular purpose. Thus, in 
consideration of the significance thresholds identified as A and B above, “recreational facilities” in 
the North Coast area includes parks and trails, as stated in the first sentence under Impact REC-1 in 
Section 3.13.4.12 The impact discussion also talks about open space and beaches. Potential impacts 
to wildlife habitat and waterways are addressed in Sections 3.4, Biological Resources, and 3.9, 
Hydrology and Water Quality. 

41.6i. It would be the anticipated visual observation that said recreational facilities (e.g., parks and 
trails) would degrade or become worse over time. For example, the physical deterioration of trails 
would be the pavement cracking and crumbling, potholes, etc. 

41.6j. As stated in Section 3.10.3, the author of the analysis reviewed existing plans and conducted a 
field visit to determine the existing conditions. 

Response 41.7 
The commenter states that the conclusions for Impact REC-1 is not based on substantial evidence, 
and that Impact REC-2 avoids analysis of the need to expand recreational facilities. 
                                                      
11 Merriam Webster, s.v. “substantial.” Accessed January 29, 2019. https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/substantial; ibid., 
“recreation.” Accessed January 29, 2019. https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/recreation 
12 Oxford English, s.v. “substantial.” Accessed January 29, 2018. https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/substantial; ibid., 
“recreation.” Accessed January 29, 2019. https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/recreation. 
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The RTC disagrees. The conclusion that the Proposed Project – which would provide the public with 
a new recreational facility – would not cause deterioration of other recreational facilities is 
abundantly supported by analysis and evidence, as well as being intuitively obvious. No peer 
reviewed study or special scientific analysis is necessary to establish this point. Indeed, the informed 
opinions of RTC planning staff, as well as those of its consultants, are substantial evidence. (See, 
e.g., Gentry v. City of Murrieta (1995) 36 Cal.App.4th 1359, 1380; Browning-Ferris Industries v. City
Council (1986) 181 Cal.App.3d 852, 866; Greenebaum v. City of Los Angeles (1984) 153 Cal.App.3d
391, 413.)

Response 41.8 
The commenter encourages the RTC to further analyze the effect that project implementation 
would have on neighboring parks as accessibility to these parks would be improved, and would like 
further explanation as to why this would not also require additional construction of recreational 
facilities to accommodate the increased use.  

As described in Section 3.13, Recreation, the project analysis acknowledges that an increased 
number of recreators would utilize the North Coast area as a result of the construction of the North 
Coast Rail Trail, in addition to the other planned in recreational opportunities in the North Coast 
area. The trail alignment would provide connectivity along the North Coast, improving accessibility 
to neighboring parks and recreational opportunities within Santa Cruz County, and would itself 
provide an additional recreational amenity for the County. Local recreational facilities are overseen 
by individual operators who manage the lands to continuously evaluate the adequacy of amenities, 
public services and overall maintenance provided by each facility. Therefore, changes or 
degradation within local recreational facilities would be observed and managed for. Furthermore, 
the project in itself would provide an additional recreational opportunity throughout Northern 
Santa Cruz County. In addition, the uses of the trail and/or neighboring parks that may occur 
through the increase in accessibility would be passive in nature; users would largely pass through 
park facilities or use them for further walking, hiking and/or bike riding. Therefore, the additional 
use of neighboring parks is not expected to result in the need for additional parks or facilities to 
accommodate for the expanded population of recreators who may utilize the facilities as a result of 
the Proposed Project. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 41.9 
The commenter asks how federal funding requirements relate to the need to construct new 
recreational facilities and how segmentation of the CEQA process is being avoided.  

The Project supports access to federal lands by improving the existing parking areas at Davenport 
Beach, Bonny Doon Beach, and Panther/Yellowbank Beach and by improving the access across 
Highway 1 in Davenport.  

As described in Master Response E, the Project has independent utility as a discrete trail segment 
with logical termini and could be considered as a stand-alone project without segmentation. The 
RTC considers the existing Davenport Beach parking area located at the Highway 1/Ocean Street 
intersection to be a logical north end terminus, which in conjunction with the south end terminus at 
the Wilder Ranch parking lot, provides the project with independent utility. 
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Response 41.10 
The commenter asks how the Wilder Ranch General Plan and the North Coast Beaches Plan relate to 
the Project. 

Section 3.10, Land Use and Planning, of the Draft EIR identifies the Wilder Ranch General Plan and 
evaluates the project’s consistency with the plan. 

This section of the Draft EIR has been revised to include and address the North Coast Beaches Plan 
as well. 

Response 41.11 
The commenter encourages the RTC to further analyze the cumulative impact that the Project 
would have on recreational resources, taking into consideration the Wilder Ranch General Plan, the 
County’s North Coast Beaches Unified Plan, and the Coastal Development Permit for the Coast 
Dairies Property. 

As described in Sections 3.13, Recreation, and 4.1.14, (Cumulative) Recreation, of the Draft EIR, the 
project analysis acknowledges that an increased number of recreators would utilize the North Coast 
as a result of the construction of the North Coast Rail Trail, in addition to the other planned 
recreational opportunities along the North Coast of Santa Cruz County. Section 3.10, Land Use and 
Planning, further discusses the Project’s consistency with applicable plans and policies, including the 
Wilder Ranch General Plan. Through implementation of the Project and future planned recreational 
projects, including San Vicente Redwoods and the Cotoni-Coast Dairies properties, additional trails 
and public services, including parking and restrooms, would become available to support the 
growing population utilizing the North Coast area.  

The operators of each recreational facility would manage these lands continuously, providing an 
ongoing evaluation as to the adequacy of amenities and maintenance for each area. The planning 
for each area includes the common goal of providing public access while maintaining resource 
protection, and would be operated continuously to meet these goals. In addition, the uses planned 
for recreation along the North Coast are passive uses in nature, including walking, hiking and biking; 
these uses would not physically degrade addition facilities beyond expected use, nor would they 
require the addition of recreational facilities beyond those planned through each project. 

The Santa Cruz County Parks, Open Space and Cultural Services North Coast Beaches Unified Plan 
(North Coast Beaches Unified Plan) includes a discussion of beaches along the North Coast from 
Greyhound Rock Beach on the north to Laguna Creek Beach on the south. The majority of the 
Project would be constructed within this area, including the proposed improvements at Davenport 
Beach, Bonny Doon Beach and Panther/Yellowbank Beach parking areas.  

The Draft EIR has been revised to include an overview of the North Coast Beaches Unified Plan in 
Section 3.10.2, Regulatory Setting (Land Use and Planning), and Section 3.13.2, Regulatory Setting 
(Recreation). Additionally, the Plan has been considered Sections 3.10.4 under Impact LUP-2: The 
Project Would Not Conflict with Applicable Plans and Policies.  

Response 41.12 
The commenter would like to know plans for development of Wilder Ranch State Park and North 
Coast Beaches, the expected use of San Vicente Redwoods, the approved entrance locations for the 
Cotoni Coast Dairies property, and the anticipated increase in use projected for this project. Finally, 
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the commenter would like to know the cumulative impacts of the proposed projects along the 
North Coast, including Wilder Ranch State Park, the North Coast Beaches, San Vicente Redwoods 
and Cotoni Coast Dairies would be. 

The existing planning document for Wilder Ranch has been discussed in Sections 3.10, Land Use and 
Planning, and 3.13, Recreation, of the Draft EIR. The North Coast Beaches Unified Plan, which was 
prepared in 1990 by the County of Santa Cruz Department of Parks, Open Space and Cultural 
Services and includes the proposed trail alignment corridor, has been added to these chapters.  

The goals of the Project align with the planning documents and goals that have been established for 
both Wilder Ranch State Park and the North Coast Beaches. These include expanding recreational 
opportunities throughout the County, protecting and preserving natural resources and educating 
the public on the resources throughout the North Coast. Any expansion of recreation opportunities 
at Wilder Ranch State Park and the North Coast Beaches would occur in accordance with these 
goals, although there are no specific plans beyond those published.  

The Cotoni Coast Dairies National Monument and San Vicente Redwoods are discussed in Sections 
3.10, Land Use and Planning, and 3.13, Recreation. Both these facilities are in the planning phase 
and are expected to support walking, hiking, running, nature viewing and educational programs. At 
this time, there are no projected use numbers available for these facilities, and it has not been 
determined what the final use for the lands within each area will be. At the Cotoni Coast Dairies 
National Monument, the expected parking facility and main entrance to the National Monument 
would be located on Laguna Road, across Highway 1 from the proposed trail alignment at Laguna 
Creek Beach. At the time of implementation, the Bureau of Land Management, Caltrans and RTC will 
coordinate to determine safe corridors for use between the recreational facilities and Highway 1. 

The cumulative impact of the Proposed Project, when looked at in relation to the future planned 
recreation along the North Coast, including Wilder Ranch State Park, the North Coast Beaches, San 
Vicente Redwoods and the Cotoni-Coast Dairies National Monument, have been analyzed in in 
Section 4.1.14, Recreation. This section analyses known and expected future recreational 
development planned for the North Coast of Santa Cruz County, in relation to the expected increase 
in use as these projects are developed. 

The North Coast Beaches Unified Plan has been added to the setting and impact analyses in 
Chapters 3.10 Land Use and 3.13 Recreation. No further changes to the EIR would be necessary. 

Response 41.13 
The commenter asks when additional CEQA analysis will be implemented for future projects related 
to this EIR, in relation to the project-specific Biological Resources Mitigation and Management Plan. 

Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c), Develop Project-specific Biological Resources Mitigation and 
Management Plan for Impacts to Biological Resources Resulting from Trail Construction, provides 
for an adaptive approach to compensating for adverse impacts and managing biological resources in 
consultation with the regulatory agencies who will be determining permit requirements. If 
implementation of the Biological Resources MMP includes future projects (e.g., restoration) that 
could result in additional environmental impacts not identified in this EIR, those would be evaluated 
by CFL/RTC and the permitting agency at that time and appropriate environmental documentation 
(e.g., EIR addendum, supplemental EIR, CEQA exemption, IS/MND) would be prepared.  
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Response 41.14 
The commenter asks, citing case law, what threshold of level of detail for mitigations are the Draft 
EIR authors using to justify adequately informing the public as well as avoiding or mitigating 
impacts? 

The mitigation measures have been developed in accordance with CEQA Guidelines 15126.4 and 
include sufficient detail for the public to understand how, what, where, when and why the 
mitigation will be implemented. In many instances, the measures include performance standards 
that will guide the formulation of more specifics after project approval. This approach has found 
favor in numerous court decisions. (See, e.g., Sacramento Old City Association v. City Council of 
Sacramento (1991) 229 Cal.App.3d 1011, 1028-1029; Defend the Bay v. City of Irvine (2004) 119 
Cal.App.4th 1261, 1275–1276; and Endangered Habitats League v. County of Orange (2005) 131 
Cal.App.4th 777, 793–794.) 

For example, the adaptive mitigation measures such as Mitigation Measure BIO-8(c), Develop 
Project-specific Biological Resources Mitigation and Management Plan, have been developed with 
performance standards to guide project-specific mitigation in the future, such that it is not deferred, 
as allowed by CEQA Guidelines 15126.4(a) and the above-cited court decisions. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 41.15 
The commenter asks how removing specific mitigation planning from this Draft EIR makes this CEQA 
project “the whole of the action” as required by law. 

As stated above for Response to Comment 31.14, the mitigation identified in the Draft EIR was 
developed in accordance with CEQA Guidelines 15126.4 and contains sufficient detail or 
performance standards and thus is not removed from the project or deferred. The RTC prepared a 
Draft EIR that addresses the whole of the action as required by law, and did not piecemeal or 
segment the project. Also refer to Response to Comment 41.14 and Master Response E.  

Response 41.16 
The commenter asks about the Project’s relationship to ESHA under the Coastal Act. 

The concept of ESHA under the provisions of the Coastal Act is described in Section 3.4.2, Regulatory 
Setting, of the Draft EIR. 

No revisions to the EIR are necessary. 

Response 41.17 
The commenter asks how the “proposed entrances and parking lots” would affect environmentally 
sensitive habitat area (ESHA), how the location of biological resources informed the siting of parking 
lots, and where parking lots should be placed to provide adequate buffers from ESHA. 

The Project includes trail connections from and improvements to three existing parking areas: 
Davenport Beach: North, Bonny Doon Beach, and Panther/Yellowbank Beach. No new parking lots 
would be constructed as part of the Project. Therefore, the siting of parking lot improvements 
would not result in conflicts with ESHA or other sensitive biological resources. 
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No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 41.18 
The commenter asks about the population dynamics and baseline population(s) of CRLF in the 
vicinity of the Study Area, and the potential for the project to introduce pathogens and invasive 
species that could impact CRLF. 

Comprehensive studies that track populations, movement, or metapopulations of CRLF in the 
vicinity of the Study Area have not been conducted. There are a number of breeding locations 
within dispersal distance (predominantly 1 mile, but up to 2 miles) of each other. Juvenile and adult 
CRLF have been observed in non-breeding aquatic habitat, puddles, ditches and upland habitats 
throughout the area, both during the rainy season and during foggy summer periods (Mitcham 
2018)13. 

Juveniles disperse to non-breeding habitat, typically away from adults (USFWS 2010)14, to avoid 
predation (including by conspecifics) and to reach maturity before returning to or colonizing 
breeding habitat (Allaback and Laabs 2010)15, with the majority of individuals moving during the 
first significant rain event of rain season (Allaback and Laabs 2010). Post metamorphic dispersal has 
been shown to be critical to the establishment of regional metapopulations16 (Bulger et al. 2003)17. 
A few individuals disperse further than the nearest non-breeding habitat; conservation measures 
should include provisions for these outliers in order to protect genetic exchange (Fellers and 
Kleeman 2007)18. Adults also leave breeding habitat for non-breeding aquatic habitat in certain 
environments, such as breeding ponds near streams (Bulger et al. 2003, Fellers and Kleeman 2007, 
Keung 2015)19. Observations of juveniles and adults in non-breeding and upland habitats in the area 
indicate that non-breeding, upland, and movement or dispersal habitats are critical to the 
protection of CRLF in the area. Radiotracking and drift net studies have confirmed this dynamic 
(Allaback and Laabs 2010, Fellers and Kleeman 2007, Tatarian 2008)20. 

When moving toward breeding locations (typically during heavy rain events), most CRLF move 
overland in relatively straight paths toward breeding sites regardless of terrain or topography 
(Bulger et al. 2003, Fellers and Kleeman 2007, Keung 2015). During overland movement, CRLF use 

13 Mitcham, C. 2018. Fish and Wildlife Biologist, USFWS. Personal Communication via phone with Erin McGinty, Biologist, EcoSystems 
West Consulting Group regarding CRLF dispersal on the north coast of Santa Cruz County. August 2018. 
14 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). 2010. Revised Designation of Critical Habitat for California Red-Legged Frog; Final Rule. Federal 
Register Vol. 75, No. 51 March 17, 2010. Viewed online at: http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-
bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=2010_register&docid=fr17mr10-23  
15 Allaback, M. and D. Laabs. 2010. Rana Draytonii (California red-legged frog). Dispersal.
16 A metapopulation is a set of breeding sites within an area, where typical migration from one local occurrence or breeding site to other 
areas containing suitable habitat is possible, but not routine. Within this rule, we [USFWS] refer[s] to these local occurrences as 
populations. The movement (i.e., dispersal) of frogs between areas containing suitable upland and aquatic habitats is restricted due to 
inhospitable conditions around and between areas of suitable habitats. Because many of the areas of suitable habitats may be small and 
support small numbers of frogs, local extinction of these small populations may be common. The persistence of a metapopulation 
depends on the combined dynamics of these local extinctions and the subsequent recolonization of these areas through dispersal (USFWS 
2005). 
17 Bulger, J., N. Scott, and R. Seymour. 2003. Terrestrial Activity and conservation of adult California red-legged frogs Rana aurora 
draytonii in coastal forests and grasslands. Biological Conservation 110 (2003) 85-95. 
18 Fellers, G. and P. Kleeman. 2007. California Red-legged Frog (Rana Draytonii) Movement and Habitat Use: Implications for 
Conservation. Journal of Herpetology, Vol. 41, No. 2, pp. 276-286, 2007. 
19 Keung, N. 2015. Longitudinal Distribution and Summer Diurnal Microhabitat Use of California Red-legged Frog (Rana draytonii) in 
Coastal Waddell Creek. Master’s Thesis for San Jose State University. May 2015. 
20 Tatarian, P. 2008. Movement Patterns of California Red-legged Frogs (Rana draytonii) in an Inland California Environment.
Herpetological Conservation and Biology 3(2): 155-169. 
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ground cover for refuge if available, but also move across grassland and cultivated fields (Bulger et 
al. 2003, Fellers and Kleeman 2007). CRLF are also known to move smaller distances (up to 100 feet) 
during the summer during fog or drizzle (Fellers and Kleeman 2007, Keung 2015). This behavior has 
been observed on the North Coast (Mitcham 2018). These smaller movements may not be 
considered dispersal (Fellers and Kleeman 2007), but still indicate the need for protection of all 
habitat types and biological monitoring even during the dry season. 

To successfully protect CRLF populations in the vicinity of the Study Area, the Biological Resources 
MMP (Mitigation Measure BIO-8c) would address the conservation of breeding and non-breeding 
aquatic habitat, associated uplands, as well as intermediate movement and dispersal habitats. 

The Project may introduce pathogens, such as chytrid fungus, through increased human presence in 
aquatic environments in the Study Area. Chytrid and other pathogens may be introduced to the 
Study Area through clothing, boots, equipment, and vehicle tires that have come into contact with 
contaminated sediments or water (USFWS 2005)21. 

The Proposed Project (and Alternatives) are less likely to result in the introduction of non-native 
predators, such as bullfrog, crayfish, and centrarchid fish. Invasive plant species that could degrade 
CRLF habitat would managed as part of the Biological Resources MMP and Wetland MMP. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 41.19 
The commenter states that the presence of people in and near natural areas can have adverse 
effects on wildlife. Based on this fact, the commenter asks a series of questions that are almost 
identical to those in Comment 41.17.  

Draft EIR Section 3.4, Biological Resources, acknowledges that construction and operation of the 
Project could potentially have adverse effects on sensitive wildlife. The commenter’s statement 
does not conflict with the Draft EIR’s analysis of this issue. Parking lot improvements would be 
located within existing parking lots; no new lots would be constructed. These locations support 
relatively fewer sensitive biological resources than other locations along the alignment, as shown in 
Figures 3.4-2(a) through 3.4-2(f) and Figures 3.4-3(a) through 3.4-3(f). Please also refer to Response 
41.17 for a discussion of the effects of entrances and parking lots on sensitive biological resources. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 41.20 
The commenter states that the Draft EIR authors avoid discussion of public safety and services 
associated with increased recreational use and asks about the baseline of response times, incident 
numbers for emergencies, and incidents involving recreational users.  

As described in Section 3.12.3, Methodology and Significance Thresholds (Public Health & Safety), 
CEQA does not treat impacts on service ratios or response times to be adverse effects on the 
environment. Rather, what matters under CEQA is whether new or expanded physical facilities, 
which could result in environmental effects, is required to maintain adequate service ratios or 
response time (City of Hayward v. Board of Trustees of the California State University (2015) 242 

21 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). 2005b. Revised Guidance on Site Assessments and Field Surveys for the California Red-legged 
Frog. August 2005. 
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Cal.App.4th 833,843). The Draft EIR authors consulted service providers, and it was determined that 
no new or expanded physical facilities would be needed to serve the Project.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 41.21 
The commenter asks why the NEPA process isn’t being completed alongside the CEQA process, how 
will the NEPA process deal differently with the alternatives than CEQA, be informed by the CEQA 
process, and relate to BLM’s planning process for Cotoni Coast Dairies? 

Refer to Response to Comment 20.2. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 41.22 
The commenter asks about consultation with BLM, what conclusions were reached, and in what 
ways the discussions were not predisposed to the federal land use planning process. 

Refer to Response to Comment 20.2. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Daniel Heppner
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: Lack of good information on RTC"s project
Date: Thursday, August 30, 2018 10:23:33 PM

Hello,
I'm a Santa Cruz County Resident in support of the proposed rail with trail option. I
think it is important for the future of our county to have multiple transportation
options besides sitting in traffic to get around. However, I think a big reason for the
push back on this is the poor communication. 

I'd really like to see a better source of truth on this whole project, ideally from the
RTC itself. I find it hard to find good information on the current stage of the project,
the current plan, dates, etc. I know all this information is available by looking in the
right places and opening the right PDFs, but I think it is really important that the
RTC invest in a good website to educate the public so they can make informed
decisions. There will always be people claiming that the RTC is biased but I think
something like this could make a big impact on people's opinions. 

Here's a good website on the bus network redesign in Dublin which is being done by
Jarett Walker: https://www.busconnects.ie/
I think this can be used as an example. 

Let me know if I can be of more help with this. 

-- 
Daniel Heppner
http://danielheppner.com/
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Letter 42 
COMMENTER: Daniel Heppner  

DATE: August 30, 2018 

Response 42.1 
The commenter requests improvements to the RTC website including easily accessible links to 
project information and status updates.  

Project information is provided on the RTC’s website (www.sccrtc.org) and additional information 
will be posted as it is developed. The RTC’s home page also contains a section called “Quick Links” 
where a “Coastal Trail / Rail Trail” link is provided for further information about other projects in 
process, general background, and various resource documents.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: pacobell73@gmail.com
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: EIR REPORT - rail-with-trail makes most sense
Date: Thursday, August 16, 2018 7:16:42 PM

Hello - 

I am California resident and I have taken the time to review time DEIR report issues
by SCCRTC. There is little question that the rail-with-trail option is the smartest,
most inclusive and will provide the region with greater transportation options.

Population will only increase over time. Having the railroad in place will allow the
region to address this growing population in the future.

The trail-only option is limiting, ableist and serves a much smaller population. It is
recreational at best and will isolate Santa Cruz county from the greater Bay Area.

Good luck with this corridor. Progressive Rail is a good partner and was a smart
choice for the line's new operator.

- Paul Iverson
pacobell73@gmail.com
215.620.0763
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Letter 43 
COMMENTER: Paul Iverson  

DATE: August 30, 2018 

Response 43.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Proposed Project, noting that the trail-only option is 
limiting in terms of transportation options.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: DSRC Jens
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: NCRTP
Date: Sunday, September 16, 2018 9:20:48 PM

I was reading about the proposed North Coast Rail Trail Project. I am still learning
about but I remembered seeing a disturbing video about the (literally) miles of
homeless encampments on a similar trail in Orange County. 
On YouTube type: “Orange County homeless bike trail”. It will blow your mind.

My question is, do you know if the Santa Cruz Regional Transportation Commission
(RCT) is taking steps with the NCRTP to prevent what has happened in Southern
Cal.? Are there preventative measures baked into the plan to prevent homeless
encampment into the NCRTP? If not then what are the reasons for not addressing
this potential problem?

Thanks,
Dave Jensen
Scott’s Valley
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Letter 44 
COMMENTER: Dave Jensen 

DATE: August 16, 2018 

Response 44.1 
The commenter is concerned about homeless encampments establishing along the trail alignment, 
which has occurred in Orange County, and would like preventative measures incorporated into the 
planning for the trail alignment. 

As described in Section 3.12, Public Safety and Services, of the Draft EIR, the local Sheriff would 
respond in the event that illegal encampments were established along the North Coast Rail Trail 
alignment. The project includes the establishment of a Trail Manager, who would develop and 
oversee the Operations & Maintenance Plan. This plan includes regular monitoring and coordination 
with local agencies, as applicable, to ensure that the trail alignment is being maintained to provide 
safe conditions for the public, and to minimize potential hazards along the alignment. Measures to 
discourage encampments can be discussed and included in this process. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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Letter 45 
COMMENTER: Ryan Judson 

DATE: August 22, 2018 

Response 45.1 
The commenter is concerned about the transient population and would like measures in place to 
limit use of the facilities after sunset and ensure there is adequate policing to minimize negative 
activities that may occur along the trail. 

As described in Section 3.12, Public Safety and Services, of the Draft EIR, the local Sheriff would 
respond to complaints about illegal encampments and negative activities that are reported along 
the trail or in the parking areas. Also refer to Response to Comment 44.1. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: kollabolla@hawaiiantel.net
To: NCRT Draft EIR; Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: Santa Cruz "Pedestrian" Rail  Service
Date: Saturday, September 15, 2018 5:50:36 PM

To whom it may concern;

I was born in Santa Cruz (there's a plaque in the old hospital
building with my name on it) .

We need the proposed rail passenger service.

Anyone who looks at the current highway traffic, at all times
of the day or night, can see there is a very bad problem
which will only get worse in the near future.

I have seen many changes through the years including the
last few years where a small group of very wealthy people are
attempting to turn this area into their personal playground.

Seniors ,such as my wife and myself, do not wish to dress up
in our fancy biking outfits, nor have the funds to purchase the
necessary $3K bicycle to go along with the look....and. most
importantly, the health to allow us to ride 7 miles (one way)
into town.

The vast numbers of service workers for the aforementioned
weathies, in their non fancy autos on the highway, don't want
to get on a bike either....they are tired enough already.

We need a commuter train, preferably electric, which can
ferry people from one end of the county to the other.

It needs to be the same price as the buses and it needs to
run on a schedule that would interlace with their routes.

Such as service would benefit not only workers but students
and tourists.

The fancy wealthy bike riders who purchased cheap lots along
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the railroad lines, that think they can increase their profits by
forcing the rails to be torn out....well...they need to
just...move along.

This letter contains not only my personal thoughts on this
matter but also those of my wife and our friends.

Thank you

Philip and Yamindira Kanagasundaram-Branum

3029 Corte Cabrillo Aptos California

Sept 15th 2018
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Letter 46 
COMMENTER: Philip Yamindira Kanagasudaram 

DATE: September 15, 2018 

Response 46.1 
The commenter expresses support for passenger rail service. 

The Proposed Project does not include passenger rail service, or any improvements to the existing 
rail line.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Neal Langholz
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: Rail  Trail
Date: Friday, September 21, 2018 8:27:07 AM

-- 
Cell: (831) 818-4822
Neal Langholz
Broker Associate
Karon Properties
BRE#00933904

Dear RTC,

Thank you for your tireless work on the Rail Trail over more than two decades. I know you have many battle scars from this work, but we are getting close to making
this wonderful plan a reality! I  am writing you as an avid road and mountain biker, a former Land Trust and Friends of Santa Cruz State Parks board member, and
as a parent with two kids who like to enjoy our parks and coastline.

I am extremely excited about the North Coast Segment of the Rail Trail for the following reasons:

1. Over the past two decades,  it has become very dangerous to ride bikes or walk along Highway 1 with the advent of cell phones and increased traffic. According
to data compiled by TIMS (Transportation Injury Mapping System), between 2006 and 2017 there was 1 cyclist fatality, 26 cyclists injuries, 2 pedestrians deaths and
4 pedestrian injuries along this stretch of Highway 1. A safe rail trail from Davenport to Wilder Ranch will help save lives and enable people to once again enjoy the
North Coast riding or walking without danger. It will help mountain bikers safely move between our growing network of parks and offer road riders a safe passage
back to town from Bonny Doon or further up the coast. This is a big win!

2. The trail will be a wonderful connector between Santa Cruz, Wilder Ranch, Coast Dairies, San Vicente Redwoods and the many California State beaches that are
along the North Coast segment. People will have tremendous, active, ways to move between our wonderful parks! I can already see the cover of Sunset Magazine
touting the “active recreation paradise in Santa Cruz.” It will be good for locals and also great for tourism, one of our most defensible industries on this side of the
hill.

3. This segment of the rail trail is fully funded with public and private funds which will evaporate if we do not build the trail in the next two years.  As a lead
fundraiser for the Land Trust during their latest capital campaign, I personally raised a lot of money for this segment of the Rail Trail, and want to see the generous
donors investments bear fruit. I’d also hate to see the federal money evaporate if there are delays. We want our Rail Trail and we want it now!

4. The plan of record has minimal environmental impacts, and utilizes existing trails to the best extent possible. It also complies with requirements of approving state
agencies, including California Coastal Commission, Caltrans, and California State Parks. There is goodness in this.

5. The plan of record is the only plan that can be implemented quickly. We have waited since 1995 for the Rail Trail to become a reality. All other plans will result in
delays due to the re-start of the entire planning process, as you folks well know. Let’s roll!

In summary, I am  fully supportive of building the proposed North Coast Rail Trail project ASAP and opposed to all  the alternatives as well as to the no project
alternative.

Thanks
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Letter 47 
COMMENTER: Neal Langholz 

DATE: September 21, 2018 

Response 47.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Proposed Project, citing safety concerns biking or walking 
along Highway 1, potential connections to recreational opportunities, funding considerations, low 
environmental impacts, and timing.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: M L
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: Rail  Trail
Date: Saturday, September 08, 2018 7:43:45 AM

I would like to endorse the idea/ plan to develop a path/bike trail along the coast/rail
road tracks.  I believe many people would use it to commute. It would get bikes off the
roads, and increase liveability in Santa Cruz County. I do not think keeping the tracks
and trying to have a rail service would be cost efficient or used much. Let's develop a
path as soon as possible. Less expensive option and quicker result. Mary Lee Light 

---
Mary Lee
mll95003@yahoo.com
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Letter 48 
COMMENTER: Mary Lee 

DATE: September 8, 2018 

Response 48.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Project, but states that retaining the tracks and 
implementing rail service would be cost inefficient and underutilized.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: geri lieby
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: Draft EIR
Date: Friday, August 24, 2018 2:55:23 PM

Geri Lieby

310 Everson Drive

Santa Cruz, CA 95060

glieby@gmail.com

I fully support the RTC proposed North Coast Rail
Trail. It best meets the goals of recreation, historical
preservation and most importantly has the potential to
reduce the carbon footprint of the area by promoting
alternative transportation methods. The environmental
impacts, both real and projected can best be mitigated
by this project.

Alternative 1 is based on flawed data regarding paying
back the dollars used to purchase the tracks. It does not
promote the use of alternative transportation. It destroys
an historical feature of the coast and will not promote
recreation as it has limited appeal.

Alternative 2 on the inland side is not in keeping with
the idea of a coastal trail as views would be greatly
limited and thus would not be used for recreation. The
farmer’s option is equally unattractive for trail users.
Both also destroy the historical heritage of the tracks.
Mitigations for farmers in the original plan will meet the
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needs of farmers. Mitigations for habitat impacts are
doable and will actually improve the habitats in the
original plan. Not so in plans 1 or 2. 

To do nothing would be a sad waste of a great
opportunity to create a beneficial rail  trail for visitors
and residents alike, now and into the future.

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile
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Letter 49 
COMMENTER: Geri Lieby 

DATE: August 24, 2018 

Response 49.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Proposed Project and summarizes impacts associated 
with Alternative 1 and Alternative 2. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: David Lieby
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: Comments on the draft EIR
Date: Tuesday, August 28, 2018 9:30:00 AM

North Coast Rail Trail Project EIR Comments

Dear Commissioners,

I live in a condominium across Chestnut Street from the existing, active, rail line used by Roaring
Camp.  My wife and I ride a tandem bicycle wherever we can.  This  includes shopping, going
out to eat, and excursions all over the county.  

We have ridden out tandem to Davenport once.  We rode along the bluffs starting from Cowell’s
Beach, through Natural Bridges, took the available trails to Wilder Ranch, then to the Four Mile
beach area, then to Davenport on Highway 1.  On the way back we rode on Highway 1 until we
could reconnect with the bike path at Wilder Ranch.  We have not done this again due to having
to be on Highway 1 with the traffic.  We go to Davenport by car now as we feel the present
arrangement for bicycles is too dangerous.  

We could save a lot of CO2 emissions by being able to ride our bicycle for trips to  Davenport
instead of taking out car.

In reference to CR-1; It is my belief that placing signs for people to read indicating that there
was a historical resource is all well and good if you arrive too late to save that resource. 
Historical resources are something that I feel need to be saved if they still exist.  I have seen
historical things disappear and they are incredibly hard to bring back.

I am convinced that choosing any of the alternatives to a Rail Trail will set the whole process
back at least a few years, perhaps a decade.  The amount of environmental impact of the CO2
emissions over that period, that could be avoided by having a trail, may be huge.

While I was leaving the meeting held on August 23 at 50 Ocean Street in Davenport I overheard
the gentleman who talked earlier in support of Trail Now telling the representative from the
SCCRTC that if the rail was not removed from the plan he would be sure the process was tied
up in court with law suits, so it may be difficult to get this done in a timely manner anyway.

Best Regards,
David Lieby
310 Everson Drive
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
dlieby@gmail.com
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Letter 50 
COMMENTER: David Lieby 

DATE: August 28, 2018 

Response 50.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Proposed Project, citing safety concerns of bicycling along 
Highway 1 and the potential decrease in CO2 emissions that would occur if they could bike to 
Davenport. The commenter additionally states the opinion that signage is inadequate mitigation for 
the removal of an historic resource. Finally, the commenter states the opinion that any of the 
Project Alternatives would cause schedule delays. 

The commenter’s statements about safety and CO2 emissions are noted. Impacts associated with 
removing the Davenport Branch Line were found to be significant and unavoidable for Alternatives 1 
and 3, which would both remove the most fundamental components of the identified historic 
resource. The commenter’s opinion about identified mitigation for these alternatives, which include 
signage, is noted. 

Refer to Master Response D for a discussion of schedule and timeframes for the Proposed Project 
and each Alternative.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Carol Long
To: NCRT Draft EIR; john.leopold@co.santa-cruz.ca.us; ebottorff167@yahoo.com; zach.friend@co.santa-cruz.ca.us;

ryan.coonerty@santacruzcounty.us; greg.caput@co.santa-cruz.ca.us; bruce.mcpherson@co.santa-cruz.ca.us;
jbertrand@ci.capitola.ca.us; sbrown@cityofsantacruz.com; rlj12@comcast.net;
trina.coffman@cityofwatsonville.org; cchase@cityofsantacruz.com; openup@cats.ucsc.edu

Subject: Progressive Rail  Freight contract
Date: Friday, August 10, 2018 10:06:23 PM
Attachments: Progressive-Rail-Proposal-for-Operator-of-Rail-Service-Jan-4-2018.pdf

Progressive Rail is known in Minnesota & Wisconsin for health, traffic. & safety
concerns as well as toxic spills from facilities built in conjunction with their business,
and from their freight cars.

https://issuu.com/thisweeklive/docs/twfl05-20-11, & 

As rail moves frac sand across the Wisconsin landscape, new conflicts emerge)   15-
35 derailments/yr, 4-11 train related deaths/yr 2008-2013, in Wisconsin, according to
the Cap Times.

Before approving Progressive's contract, read, from the Santa Cruz County
Greenway's website (https://sccgreenway.org/news/2018/5/25/news-stories-from-
communities-where-progressive-rail-operates):

"Things to consider before signing a Progressive
Rail contract
In a presentation delivered to the RTC in October, on page 9 PGR Director of
Marketing Brandon Bauer states “Our marketing strategy is to, quite simply, connect
our customers to larger markets, further away via PGR lines.” At the April 19 RTC

As rail moves frac sand across the
Wisconsin landscape, new conflicts
emerge
By TAYLOR CHASE | Wisconsin Center for Investigative
Journalism
But industry officials and some municipal officials also say the
boom has brought economic benefits.
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AIRLAKE INDUSTRIAL PARK   -   21778 HIGHVIEW AVENUE, LAKEVILLE, MINNESOTA 55044 


 


 
          January 4, 2018  


 
 
 


Proposal for Operator of Rail Service 
 
 
Mr. Luis Pavel Mendez 
Deputy Director 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
1523 Pacific Avenue 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3911 
 
Dear Mr. Mendez, 
 
Progressive Rail Incorporated (“PGR”) is pleased to submit a Proposal for Operator of Rail Service in 
accordance with the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission (“SCCRTC”) Request For 
Proposals (“RFP”) dated December 8, 2017.  Please accept this letter as our Transmittal Letter and the 
enclosed booklet (“Booklet”) as a detailed supplement of information that summarizes our vision and 
service plan for the Santa Cruz Branch Line.  In preparation for this submittal, we have performed the 
following activities: 
 


• An onsite inspection of the entire 32 miles of rail; 
• An onsite inspection of all the bridges on the Branch Line with the assistance of A.R.E., an 


Irvine-based railroad bridge engineering firm; 
• An onsite inspection of all the railroad crossings with a goal to work with the municipalities to 


evaluate Locomotive Horn Signal Quiet Zones from Grove Lane Crossing in Capitola to Swift 
Avenue in Santa Cruz; 


• A meeting with the Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk management to explore partnerships for 
passenger excursions; 


• A meeting with Ms. Christina Watson of the Transit Authority for Monterrey County to 
understand their plans and progress in developing a fast rail corridor to Salinas and how the 
Santa Cruz Branch Line might benefit from their experiences and ongoing efforts; 


• Meetings with potential freight customers in Watsonville;   
• Engaging PGR’s existing customers within its six-state network that would consider locating on 


the Santa Cruz Branch Line; 
• Given that PGR is already a major handling carrier for Union Pacific, meeting with 


representatives to advise them of our aspirations to become the Operator of the Branch Line; 
and 


• Retaining two rail advisors, one of whom is very familiar with the Branch Line operations, to 
meet with train manufacturers to explore environmentally friendly and California-compliant 
locomotives and train sets. 
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Our objective as Operator is to exceed all expectations of the SCCRTC, and to become a meaningful and 
well-respected company in California.  We are passionate about the environment and continuously 
translate our values into demonstrable actions.  For the Branch Line specifically, we appreciate how 
that railroad can provide meaningful relief to congested highways.  Our plan is to aggressively build 
upon the freight service already in place and to reinstate passenger services to the entire Branch Line.  
We propose to do all this in a manner that is respectful to and accepted by the citizens of the 
municipalities where we operate. 
 
It may be helpful for SCCRTC to know that the experiences with regard to operatorship of the Santa 
Cruz Branch Line are similar to those of the Piedmont & Northern Railway in Gastonia, North Carolina, 
owned by the North Carolina Department of Transportation (“NCDOT”).  In that case, PGR was selected 
amongst a number of bidders in a competitive RFP and has subsequently become operator of the 
railroad.  We invite SCCRTC to contact the NCDOT directly to discuss the matter.  Contact information is 
provided on page 56 of the Booklet.   
 
In accordance with your RFP, the following information is provided:  
 
1. I, Craig McKenzie, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of PGR, am authorized to obligate the 


company for the purposes of this proposal.  My signature follows this letter.  Our principal office 
location is 21778 Highview Avenue, Lakeville, Minnesota 55044. 


 
2. As Operator, PGR will open an office in Santa Cruz County.  In that office we will have a dedicated, 


full-time T&E team, reporting to a General Manager on location, and a Marketing Team.  The size of 
the staff in Santa Cruz will expand commensurate with scope and scale of the activities and growth 
of the Branch Line. 


 
3. PGR plans to operate as the Santa Cruz Scenic Railway (“SCSR”). 


 
4. PGR has support functions for the SCSR that are centrally located in its Lakeville headquarters.  


These functions will include Maintenance of Way, Mechanical, Signals & Crossings, FRA 
Compliance, HS&E, Legal, Finance, Administration, and T&E.  


 
5. From time to time, contractors will be brought in to perform specific works under the direction of 


our functional team leaders.  These contractors will include: 
 


a. MOW: Railworks, 12740 Lakeland Road Unit B, Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670; et al. 
b. Bridge Engineering: American Rail Engineers, 18 Technology Drive, Suite 205, Irvine, CA  


92618 
c. Bridge Repairs: Koppers, 6405 Metcalf, Suite 106, Mission, KS 66202; Ames Construction, 


8333 E. Hartford Drive, Scottsdale, AZ 85255; et al. 
d. Signals & Crossings: Midsouth Rail Services, 601 Old Sterlington Road, Sterlington, LA 


71280. 
    
6. All correspondence can be sent to me, Craig McKenzie, with my email address as 


cmckenzie@progressiverail.com  
 
7. The structure of PGR and the relationship of a new, wholly-owned subsidiary, Santa Cruz Scenic 


Railway LLC, is presented on page 54 of the Booklet.  The organization of the team and reporting 
relationships between key personnel on the ground in Santa Cruz and support staff is presented on 
page 55 of the Booklet.  We anticipate the number of staff permanently located in Santa Cruz to 
expand significantly as progress is made in growing freight and passenger service.  Our executive 
management who will oversee all the activities of SCSR are provided on page 8 of the Booklet. 
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8. PGR is fully compliant with all federal and state regulations.  Our safety record is provided on page 
18 of the Booklet.  Our FRA and CPUC Compliance is provided on page 26 of the Booklet, and our 
forward-looking Safety & Compliance Plan is provided on page 35 of the Booklet. 


 
9. Our Mobilization Plan is provided on page 57 of the Booklet. 


 
10. Our Service Plan is provided on pages 27 through 47 of the Booklet and comprises a Master 


Operating Plan, a Freight Plan, a Resource Plan, a Maintenance Plan, a Safety & Compliance Plan, a 
Quiet Zone Plan, a Marketing Plan, and an Excursion Plan.  Within these plans are details to the 
specific requests listed in the RFP on pages 5 and 6. 


 
11. With regard to compliance with the provisions of the trackage rights agreement with the Santa 


Cruz, Big Trees & Pacific Railway Co, this confirmation is provided on page 53 of the Booklet. 
 


12. A detailed Maintenance Plan is provided on pages 29 through 34 of the Booklet. 
 


13. A projected 5-year financial plan for the SCSR is provided on pages 49 through 52 of the Booklet.  A 
high-level summary of PGR’s financial statements can be found on pages 14 through 17 of the 
Booklet.   PGR’s historical financial statements can be provided upon further request.   For 
information, PGR carries $50 million of liability insurance. 


 
14. Concerning revenue sharing between PGR and SCCRTC, our recommendation is provided on page 


53 of the Booklet.  In essence, we are receptive to the terms of the previous agreement with IPH, 
but are open to further discussions with the SCCRTC and have a few provisos stated in our 
recommendation. 


 
15. PGR can provide any number of references of parties willing to endorse our company.  In response 


to a request for at least three references, PGR is pleased to submit four references provided on 
page 56 of the Booklet. 


 
16. PGR acknowledges that all contents of this Transmittal Letter and supplemental Booklet can be 


made public. 
 


In closing, PGR is very pleased to be considered as a candidate to become the Operator of Rail Service 
for the Santa Cruz Branch Line.   Please do not hesitate to contact us if there are any questions. 
 
Respectfully, 
 


 
 
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer 
 
Copy to Dave Fellon, Owner of Progressive Rail Inc. 
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DAVE FEL LON
O W N E R


Dear Members of the SCCRTC,


The difference between Progressive Rail Incorporated (“PGR”) and other short line holding companies is our commitment to wholly focus on taking the long range view by way of 
investing, reinventing and creating quantifiable value back to our customers, communities and Class One railroads. PGR works day and night to allow stakeholders to benefit from the 
relationship and we believe this allows us to stand out amongst the competition. At PGR, we grow railroads -- through development and supporting customers of our service.


Progressive Rail is a proven turnaround artist that is wildly passionate about reconnecting the local citizens, businesses both big and small, and, our environment with a passionate 
partner that is well prepared to make history in a good way with the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission (“SCCRTC”).


It’s those exact tracks that PGR is at the ready to create a new legacy. For sure executing the successful resurrection of a underutilized railroad is precisely where PGR excels, 
having taken over several lines from the brink of abandonment which are now thriving conduits of commerce. In just one of more than a dozen examples is PGR’s Wisconsin 
Northern Railroad where we acquired 37 miles of two rusty coat hangers in the mud and rotted ties that today generates over 70,000 rail cars a year rolling over some of the most 
heavy duty track in the State of Wisconsin. 


Creating a compelling freight proposition goes well beyond rail service. Oftentimes we have found that the effort needs to be catalyzed, which is why PGR invests in the needs of 
shippers that includes real estate, securing warehouses for storage and transloading, and constructing equipment to facilitate work flow. Then, with its in-house expertise, PGR can 
help customers navigate the Class One railroads to efficiently and cost-effectively connect to the rest of North America.


Looking westward to California, PGR has always been highly interested in this geography and is why we are most interested to work with the SCCRTC to make a compelling and 
environmentally beneficial business case of how both freight and a renewed passenger service commitment can occur with a true level of professionalism and safety.  
 
Not that long ago in railroad history the Suntan Special was a prime example of how carriers like the Southern Pacific Transportation Company were by far the absolute best 
conduits to commerce and the goodwill ambassadors for the communities served. History can and will repeat itself in a good way; let’s work together to bring the good back along 
with the people too.


Sincerely,
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CR A IG  MCKENZ IE
C H A I R M A N  &  C E O


Dear Members of the SCCRTC:


Five years ago the SCCRTC made a forward-looking and wise decision to purchase the Santa Cruz Branch Line. Today that rationale is even more compelling.


The Branch Line is perfectly situated to be further developed for freight and passengers. Highways in Santa Cruz county are congested at peak times and PGR can 
directly help relieve that stress by leveraging the rail infrastructure to take a number of trucks, commuters, and tourists off the highways. But it doesn’t stop here.


PGR has an unblemished record spanning over two decades of providing comprehensively customer-focused freight rail service and fostering industrial development 
through direct investments in rail, real estate, buildings and equipment. Beginning in Watsonville, PGR is ready to enable the Branch Line to reach its full potential in 
freight.


PGR has successfully produced passenger excursions including Polar Express, Thomas the Tank, and other family oriented events. PGR also has an exclusive, close-
knit alliance with American Heritage Railways the licensor for Polar Express. PGR’s mission is to produce thematic shuttles and excursions that transport tourists 
to the Boardwalk beach area, including a revival of the spectacular Suntan Special, as well as launch westward to Davenport to showcase the natural beauty that 
includes sunsets on the cliffs above or picnics down on San Vicente Beach, Secret Beach, Bonny Doon, and Shark Fin Cove.


How we conduct business sets us apart. We live by our high standards on health, safety and the protecting the environment. We invest heavily in rail integrity and 
FRA compliance. For Santa Cruz urban areas we will pay particular attention to horn signal noise and the carbon footprint of our locomotives. For excursions we will 
orchestrate remarkable rail journeys and destinations that, in the case of Davenport, includes participation or oversight in cliff and beach safety, security, and waste 
management. Last, we welcome participating or even championing the Rail Trail project.


In closing, PGR aims to create a new positive legacy for the Branch Line and Santa Cruz county. All inquiries related to this proposal may be directed to me at 
218.324.2001 or cmckenzie@progressiverail.com.


Sincerely,
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• Progressive Rail Incorporated (PGR) is a shortline railroad operating several separate shortlines in Minnesota, Missouri, Illinois, Iowa, 
North Carolina, and Wisconsin.


• Headquartered in Lakeville, Minnesota, PGR was established in 1996 and expanded its operations in 2001 to include a second 
Minnesota line.


• In 2004, PGR leased 37 miles of nearly abandoned track running north from Chippewa Falls, WI and transformed it into the Wisconsin 
Northern Railroad, PGR’s flagship asset.


• In 2007, PGR acquired the Central Midland Railway operating 60 miles of track from St. Louis to Union, MO.


• In 2010, PGR acquired the Iowa Traction Railway Company in Mason City, Iowa which is the last freight railroad in the United States 
that draws its power source from overhead electric lines.


• In 2012, the Crab Orchard and Egyptian Railroad in Marion, IL was added to the PGR family and in 2016 PGR expanded operations in 
southern Iowa with the acquisition of the Iowa Southern Railway operating out of Centerville, IA.


• In the summer of 2017 PGR made a move down south and is now operating the Piedmont and Northern Railroad in Gastonia, NC.


• Across PGR’s network, we have seven rail and truck served warehouse storage facilities totaling over 800,000 square feet to facilitate 
our transloading businesses.


• This year PGR launched its newly branded business “Red Diamond Processing and Packaging” that focuses on handling and modifying 
food byproducts primarily for use as animal feed.


• Our philosophy has always been to provide a comprehensive rail service to our valued customers on our entire rail network. PGR many 
times takes the lead by focusing on economic development opportunities, including identifying Greenfield multi-modal transloading and 
storage facility projects for our existing and new customers, working with local municipalities and state governments to restore or build 
new infrastructure, and identifying ways to go beyond rail and help enterprises with their logistics needs.


OUR HIS TORY
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BLOOMINGTON, MN
Progressive Rail Incorporated CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI


Wisconsin Northern Railroad


ST. LOUIS, MO
Central Midland Railway


CLEVELAND, OH
Cleveland Commercial Railroad


CANNON FALLS, MN
Progressive Rail Incorporated


LAKEVILLE, MN
Progressive Rail Incorporated


GASTONIA, NC
Piedmont & Northern Railroad


MASON CITY, IA
Iowa Traction Railway


FARIBAULT, MN
Progressive Rail Incorporated


MARION, IL
Crab Orchard & Egyptian


CENTERVILLE, IA
Iowa Southern Railway


PGR AT  A  GL ANCE


• 300 miles of track owned and leased


• Primarily a handling carrier for Union Pacific and Canadian Pacific, 
but also interchange with BNSF, CSX, KCS, CN, and NS


• 75,000 carloads of freight per year


• Seven warehouses totaling 800,000 square feet


• 170 team members


• 2017 EBITDA (cash flow from operations) is $14 million


• Deployed $8 million in 2017 of capital into maintenance, upgrades, 
and new projects


• Current run rate EBITDA based on Q4 2017 is $18 million per year


• Long-term debt is $18 million


• $50 million in liability insurance with XLCatlin, Indian Harbor Ins Co.
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PGR AT  A  GL ANCE


CRAIG MCKENZIE
CHAIRMAN & CEO
218-324-2001
cmckenzie@progressiverail.com


DUST IN HEICHEL
MANAGING DIRECTOR, OPERATIONS
651-888-9468
dheichel@progressiverail.com


NICK DILLON
MANAGING DIRECTOR, FINANCE
612-385-1423
ndillon@progressiverail.com


JEREMY URLACHER
MANAGING DIRECTOR, OPERATION SERVICES
612-791-3254
jurlacher@progressiverail.com


DAVE FELLON
PRESIDENT & OWNER
612-791-3255
dfellon@progressiverail.com


JIM THORNTON
MANAGING DIRECTOR, LEGAL
404-539-5421
jthornton@progressiverail.com
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INDUSTR IAL  DE VELOPMENT LED BY  PGR
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DIREC T SERV ICE
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CUSTOMER SERV ICE  24 / 7 / 365


24
H O U R S


7
D A Y S  A  W E E K


365
D A Y S  A  Y E A R


JEANET TE LENTZ
SENIOR MANAGER, OPERATIONS
612-791-5400
jlentz@progressiverail.com


Who doesn’t like good service? I know I do and I also appreciate the experience no matter what I am buying 
rather it be just a tank of gas or a brand new car.


I am in charge of Progressive Rail’s Customer Solutions team and we take customer service very seriously.  It 
all starts by knowing what our customers need before they need it and then be there with a backup plan if a 
supply chain interruption occurs well away from PGR Lines. The bottom line is PGR is truly our shippers life line 
for both raw materials in and finished goods out to markets throughout North America. Thats a big responsibility 
and frankly we love the challenge.


Finally, and I find this unique to PGR, my department answers to and is incentivized by PGR’s Sales & Market-
ing team which only further underscores how intertwined customer service is with sales.  In effect we walk the 
talk when you hear the phrase “service after the sale”.
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PASSENGER E XCURSION AND E VENTS


With AHR and Rail Events as our strategic partner, PGR is 
poised to extend and build on the success of Polar Express.


Partnership Agreement executed with
American Heritage Railways in January 2017.
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R A IL  E VENT E XPER IENCES ORGANIZED BY  PGR
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CARLOAD VOLUMES
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BAL ANCE SHEE T


ASSETS


LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS


Current Assets


Property and Equipment


    Less - Accumulated Depreciation


        Property and Equipment, Net


Other Assets


    Total Assets


Current Liabilities


Long-Term Liabilities


    Total Liabilities
Total Equity - Progressive Rail, Inc.


Non-Controlling Interest in Subsidiaries


    Total Stockholder Equity
    Total Liabilities and Stockholder Equity


$ 9,581,002


54,177,704


21,410,502


32,767,202


4,969,678


$ 47,317,882


$ 5,339,364


14,818,753


20,158,117
26,758,506


401,259


27,159,765
$ 47,317,882


$ 10,569,471


59,690,494


22,661,427


37,029,067


5,094,983


$ 52,693,521


$ 8,860,012


14,609,321


23,469,333
28,857,445


366,743


29,224,188
$ 52,693,521


December 31, 2016
(Audited)


December 31, 2017
(Unaudited)


Progressive Rail, Inc. and Affiliate
Combined Balance Sheets


As of October 31, 2017 and December 31, 2016
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CASH F LOW FROM OPER AT IONS


Revenues
    Cost of Sales
Gross Profit
    Operating Expenses
Income from Operations
    Other Expense
Income Before Income Taxes
    Provision for Income Taxes
Net Income
Net Loss Attributable to
    Non-Controlling Interests
Net Income Attributable to
    Progressive Rail, Inc.


EBITDA
New Business Start-Up Expenses
Staff Short Term Incentive Payments
Non-Recurring Site Maintenance
Professional Services/Consulting
Employment Termination Related Expenses
Other Non-Recurring Expenses


Adjusted EBITDA - 10.31.17
    Nov-Dec EBITDA Forecast


2017E Adjusted EBITDA


$ 30,747,556


631,800


30,115,756
25,820,441


4,295,315
(1,211,182)


3,084,133


122,611


$ 2,961,522
(15,484)


$ 2,946,038
$ 6,971,851


683,178


2,241,642


1,346,670


100,246


246,415


139,150


11,729,154


2,110,039


13,839,139


YTD
October 31, 2017


Progressive Rail, Inc. and Affiliate
Unaudited Combined Statements of Operations


For the Ten Months Ended October 31, 2017
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RECENT F INANCIAL  HIS TORY


RE VENUE ($ in millions) EBI TBA ($ in millions)


2012A 2013A 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017E


Switching Revenue Transloading Fees Rental Income Railcar Storage Fees Other Revenue
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SAFE T Y  RECORD


HE ADCOUN T  &  L OS T  T IME  I NC IDE N T  F R EQUE NCY
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• Our goal is zero incidents


• We have an embedded safety culture with pay at risk for safety 
performance


• LTIF, defined as recordable incidents per 100,000 work-hours, 
continues to improve despite rapid growth


• Industry standards are 1.5 – 4.0; ours is 1.9


• Developed in-house smart phone APP called STOP (Safety Training 
Observation Program) to report, track, and close-out safety issues
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SALES & MARKE T ING -  Tra d e s h ow s


NAWLA Trader’s Market
Tradeshow Booth Exhibitor
Las Vegas, NV


National Hardwood Lumber Association 
Tradeshow Booth Exhibitor
Washington, D.C.


Transload Distribution Association of North America
Tradeshow Booth Exhibitor
Carefree, AZ


American Frozen Foods Institute Convention
Tradeshow Booth Exhibitor
San Diego, CA
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SALES & MARKE T ING -  Cu s t ome r  a n d  I n d u s t r y  N e w s l e t t e r  P romo t i o n s
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SALES & MARKE T ING -  Cu s t ome r  a n d  I n d u s t r y  N e w s l e t t e r  P romo t i o n s


PGR’s Monday morning newsletter is sent to 
3,500+ active recipients who read our messages 
at an average 51% open rate.


The newsletters range in topics from highlighting 
customers and partners, industry history, holi-
day greetings, as well as announcing new PGR 
services, locations, and facilities.
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SALES & MARKE T ING -  Tra i n s  Mag az i n e  S u b s c r i p t i o n s
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SALES & MARKE T ING -  S ho r t l i n e  Co n f e r e n c e  A t t e n d a n c e
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SERV ICE  PL AN
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OBJEC T I VES AS OPER ATOR


OVERAL L OBJECT I V ES :
Exceed all SCCRTC expectations of PGR as Operator of Branch Line
Expand tax base by catalyzing sustainable development connected to Branch Line
Be a most-admired company in California
Directly improve the environment where we operate


BY:


• Providing freight service in Watsonville immediately and growing it 
through concentrated marketing efforts


• Providing passenger and freight rail service over the entire line within 
three years


• Championing solutions to key issues such as noise abatement, 
crossing safety, coastal rail trail, & water drainage


• Designing passenger service as modern, but nostalgic experience that 
becomes a tourist attraction in itself


• Providing exemplary rail service, that is safe, efficient, & respectful of all 
stakeholders


• Going beyond rail service to drive local industrial development


• Making direct local investments in rail, real estate, buildings, & equipment


• Bringing existing PGR customers to SCC and link SCC to PGR’s network
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FR A & CPUC COMPL IANCE


Progressive Rail Inc.:


• Is the parent company for seven railroads in six states, which are all in full compliance with federal and state laws.


• Complies with Title 49 CFR 172.700 hazardous materials communications, emergency response information, training requirements, and security plans.


• Complies with Title 49 CFR 174.1 – 174.750 Carriage by Rail.


• Complies with applicable parts of Title 49 CFR 200-299 Federal railroad administration. Plans and submissions are on file with the FRA.


• Complies with (EPCRA) Emergency Planning and Community right to know act reporting in all states.


• Works directly with state pollution control agencies with outside engineering firms to monitor air quality and storm water runoff at our trans loading locations.


• Is compliant with local counties in regards to hazardous waste generation with license on file. 


• Works with state inspectors to ensure its responsible compliance with local communities.


• Has no operations presently in California, but is in contact with CPUC to establish that relationship and we are confident that the above will ensure our full compliance. 
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MASTER OPER AT ING PL AN


• PGR will name its railroad the Santa Cruz Scenic Railway.


• PGR will first focus on Watsonville with its Freight Plan.


• PGR has a locomotive refurbishment program underway; a SW 1200 or SW 1500 will be located at 
Watsonville to continue freight service to existing customers.


• Two dual-qualified engineers will be based in Watsonville; one will be the General Manager who will report to 
the COO in Lakeville, MN.  Functional support will be provided as per the Resource Plan.


• Our centralized MOW team has already inspected the entire 31 miles of track, as well as inspected all 
the major bridges with A.R.E., a railroad engineering firm based in Los Angeles. MOW professionals will be 
deployed to work with the SCCRTC and oversee works per the Maintenance Plan.


• Our centralized Health, Safety & Environment team, along with our FRA Compliance team, will proactively set 
standards and engage authorities regarding our Safety & Compliance Plan.


• Our centralized Signals & Crossings team is set to inspect all the crossings. An integrated team will be formed 
to spearhead the Quiet Zone Plan with the respective municipalities.


• Our centralized Marketing team will recruit an on-the-ground representative who will be based locally to deploy 
the Marketing Plan.     


• An integrated business development team will be formed to pursue all tourist experiences per our Passenger 
Excursion Plan.
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WATSONV IL LE  FRE IGHT PL AN


• Freight service already exists in Watsonville on 
the Branch line, but has much more potential than 
current car load levels.


• PGR’s proven formula is to secure a transloading 
warehouse as a means to market the railroad to 
target customers; a warehouse at 880 W Beach 
Road, Watsonville, is a property we have identified.


• The agriculture industry has opted for trucking 
of outbound fruits and vegetables.  Our goal is 
to develop a fast corridor with UP for shipping 
refrigerated freight outbound to the Midwest, with 
proteins on the return trip. 


• Agriculture demand for plastic mulch, liquid and dry fertilizers, insecticides is perfect for rail, and we are 
ready to make a compelling proposition to farmers.


• Dimensional lumber and construction materials, specialty rock and other landscape supplies are perfect 
commodities for long hauls.


• Lansing Trading, one of the preeminent energy traders in the US, is poised to partner with PGR to 
construct a propane distribution terminal.


• We have no plans for rail car storage.
800 W Beach Road
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MAINTENANCE OF  WAY PL AN


LEON HOY T
GENERAL MANAGER, MAINTENANCE OF WAY
715-563-4327
lhoyt@progressiverail.com


• Our MOW team is equipped to handle any and all defects there may be, from insufficient ballast or cross 
level issues to switches and turn outs. We are also equipped with a on-track brush cutter and have 
licensed herbicide applicators on staff.  


• American Rail Engineers Corporation (ARE) performed an assessment of the Santa Cruz Branch Line 
for Progressive Rail on December 17, 2017. The assessment was completed by David Anderson P.E., a 
practiced railroad bridge engineer licensed by the State of California as a Professional Engineer. 


• PGR plans to use its planned transloading warehouse in Watsonville as a laydown yard for rail and ties, 
as well as storage facility for rolling stock.


• Our working assumption is that the SCCRTC will restore the track conditions on the line to appropriate 
standards and that PGR will be responsible for proper maintenance.


• PGR is prepared to oversee any of the SCCRTC works.  
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BR IDGE INSPEC T IONS
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90


30


120 


15


48 


112


330


240 


240


n/a 


89 


218


60


160


71


137


Length


1940


1950


1906


1950 


1967


1932


1909 


1904 


1923


1926


1927


1909 


1916


1975 


1932


2014?


1928 


1928


1953 


1948 


1969


1925


1969


1929


1948


Year 
Built


Fair


Fair


Fair to Good


Fair 


Good


Good


Fair 


Fair 


Good


Good


Good


Fair 


Good


Good 


Good


Good


Fair 


Fair


Fair 


Fair 


Fair


Fair


Fair


Fair


Fair


Super 
Condition


Good


Fair to Good


Fair


Fair to Good 


Good


Good


Fair 


Fair 


Good


Good


Fair


Fair 


Fair


Fair 


Fair


Good


Poor 


Fair


Fair 


Fair 


Fair


Fair


Good


Fair


Fair


Sub 
Condition


Open


Open


Open


Open 


n/a


Open


Ballasted 


Ballasted 


Ballasted


Ballasted


Ballasted


Ballasted 


Ballasted


Ballasted 


Open


Open


Ballasted 


Ballasted


n/a 


Ballasted 


Open


Open


Open


Open


Ballasted


Deck 
Type


 


Fair 


Fair 


Fair


Fair


Fair


Fair 


Fair


Good 


Fair 


Fair


n/a 


Fair


Ballast 
Deck 


Condition


Good


Fair to Poor


Fair to Poor


Fair to Poor 


Good


 


 


 


 


Fair


Good


 


 


 


Good


Good


Good


Good


Fair


Bridge Tie
Condition


$ 7,500.00


$ 5,000.00


$ 4,000.00


$ 7,000.00


 


$ 10,000.00


$ 25,000.00


 
$ 15,000.00


 
$ 15,000.00


 


$ 10,000.00 


$ 15,000.00


$ 80,000.00


Deferred
Maintenance


$ 25,000.00


$ 50,000.00


 
$ -


$ -


 


 


$ 30,000.00


 


 


 


$ -


$ 5,000.00


$ 4,500.00


$ 5,000.00


$ 4,000.00


 
$ -


$ 500.00


$ 5,000.00


 
$ 7,500.00


 
$ 2,500.00


$ 2,500.00


$ 1,500.00


$ 4,500.00


 
$ 1,500.00


 
$ 4,500.00


$ -


$ 10,000.00


 
$ 10,000.00


$ -


 
 


$ 2,500.00


$ 1,500.00


$ 1,500.00


Stringer thru bolts missing. Need to add stringer through bolts.


Spot bridge tie replacement required. Some fire damage.


Up to 50% of top flange of floor beams; stringers in good condition.


Spot bridge tie replacement required and walkway & railing repair needed. 
Some fire damage.


Overhead highway.


Ties replaced in 2002.


Ballast retainers needing maintenance. Substructure & superstructure in a 
wet environement.


Ballast holes, moderate to heavy decay of deck. Some severely decayed 
piles needing posting.


Ballast retainer deterioration.


Back wall deterioration.


Ballast retainer low. Ends of cross ties exposed on deck. Ballast retainers 
need to be raised.


Strut bearing plate corroded and pier 2 concrete spalling around bearing 
plates. Plates need replacement with larger plate and concrete repaired.


Bent bracing moderate to severe decay.


Superstructure and steel towers recently replaced.


Bent bracing poor. Piling good to fair. Overall bent condition poor due to 
bracing condition.


Bent bracing condition moderate decay.


Highway overhead. Assuming maintenance by others. DOT says structurally 
obsolete.


Seismic retrofit in 1996. Caltrans responsible for substructure mainte-
nance. Railroad responsible for superstructure maintenance.


Wood plank walkways.


Wood plank walkways. Bridge ties replaced in 1994.


Steel grated walkways. Bridge ties replaced in 1994.


Wood plank walkways. Bridge ties replaced in 1994.


Seismic retrofit in 1996. Caltrans responsible for substructure mainte-
nance. Railroad responsible for superstructure maintenance.


Capital Cost
next 10 years


Annual 
Maintenance 
(10-yr avg)


Notes


14


13


5


6 


n/a


4


13 


1 


9


6


2


8 


1


1 


8


8


16 


16


n/a 


2 


4


1


2


1


2


# of 
Spans


Timber


Timber


Steel


Timber 


CIP PS Concrete


Timber 


Timber 


Timber


Timber


Timber


Timber 


Timber


Concrete 


Timber


Steel Trestle


Timber 


Timber


Steel w/ Concrete Deck 


Steel w/ Concrete Deck 


Steel


Steel


Steel


Steel


Steel


Span Type


ODPT


ODPT


TPGOD


ODPT 


OHH


ODPT


BDPT 


BDPT 


BDPT


BDPT


BDPT


BDPT 


BDPT


PS Concrete Tub 


ODPT


Deck Plate Girders


BDPT 


BDPT


OHH 


Deck Steel Plate 


Steel Plate Girder


Steel Plate Girder


Steel Plate Girder


Through Plate Girder


Through Plate Girder


Bridge Type
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BR IDGE INSPEC T IONS (CONT ’D )


14.85


15.89a


15.89b 


15.89c 
 
 


15.89d 


15.89e


17.30


18.84


19.43a 
 


19.43b 


20.18


22.29 


23.47


23.54 
 


26.09


26.55


4.45


Selva 
Beach 
Area


Leonard 
Gulch


TOTAL


MP


1 of 1


1 of 5


2 of 5 


3 of 5 
 
 


4 of 5 


5 of 5


1 of 1


1 of 1


1 of 2 
 


2 of 2 


1 of 1


1 of 1 


1 of 1


1 of 1 
 


1 of 1


1 of 1


Section


52


120


215 


148 
 
 


40 


60


240


420


240 
 


60 


n/a


330 


15


16 
 


11


11


Length


1971


1970


1904 


1903 
 
 


1904 


1971


1977


1970


1904 
 


1904 


1999


1928 


1935


1913 
 


1937


1937


Year 
Built


Good


Good


Fair 


Fair 
 
 


 


Good


Good


Good


Fair 
 


Fair 


n/a


Fair 


Fair


Fair to Poor 
 


Fair


Fair


Super 
Condition


Good


Good


Fair to Poor 


Fair 
 
 


Fair to Poor 


Good


Good


Good


Fair 
 


Fair 


n/a


Fair 


Fair


Fair to Poor 
 


Fair


Fair


Sub 
Condition


Ballasted


Ballasted


Open 


Open 
 
 


Open 


Ballasted


Ballasted


Ballasted


Open 
 


Open 


Solid Timber


Open 


Open


Open 
 


Open


Open


Deck 
Type


Ballast 
Deck 


Condition


Fair


Fair


Fair 


Fair 
 
 


Fair 


Fair


Fair


Fair


Fair 
 


Fair 


n/a


Fair 


Fair


Fair 
 


Fair


Fair


Bridge Tie
Condition


$ 65,000.00 


 
 
 


$ 15,000.00 


$ 100,000.00 
 


$ 15,000.00 


$ -


$ 30,000.00 


$ 20,000.00 
 


$ 2,500.00


$ 15,000.00 
 


 


$ 456,000.00


Deferred
Maintenance


 


$ 175,000.00 
 
 


 


 
 


 


$ -


 


 
 


 
 


 
$ 280,000.00


$ 2,500.00


$ 10,000.00 


$ 2,500.00 
 
 


$ 2,500.00 


$ 2,500.00 
 


$ 2,500.00 


$ -


$ 10,000.00 


$ 1,500.00


$ 1,500.00 
 


$ 1,000.00


$ 1,500.00


$ 500.00 
 


 
$ 112,500.00


Low vehicular clearance of 14’ 1”. Cable seismic retrofit.


Crib wall with moderate decay. Cable seismic retrofit.


Bent longitudinal bracing, several with severe deterioration. Bridge ties 
replaced in 1997.


Stringers rate very poorly. Up to 29% section loss observed in top stringer 
flange. Vertical member U1-L1 has holes in flanges. Recommend that 
stringers and floor beams be replaced or strengthened for sustained loading 
using light 4 axle locomotives.


Bent bracing has moderate to severe deterioration. Timber walkway and 
railing in Fair to poor condition.


Some damage from underpass vehicular traffic.


Floor beams have section loss up to 100% at top and bottom of stringer 
connection, Bottom lateral bracing members have severe section loss, 
stringers have bottom flange section loss. Bridge ties replaced in 1996.


Moderate corrosion throughout. Bridge ties replaced in 1996, severe decay 
of isolated ties. Girder bracing moderate to severe section loss.


Overhead roadway.


Bridge ties replaced in 1996. Moderate decay of stringers. Moderate to 
severe decay of isolated timber bracing.


Bridge ties replaced in 1997.


Bridge ties replaced in 1997. Longitudinal struts failing. Back walls leaning 
in with decayed timbers. Stringer replacements needed of sustained regular 
traffic.


Bridge ties replaced in 1997.


Back wall planks have decay.


Wall is a Steel H pile soldier wall in good condition.


Tree sections, sections wall failing with washouts. 
 


Timber crib wall in Good condition.


Capital Cost
next 10 years


Annual 
Maintenance 
(10-yr avg)


Notes


2


3


15 


1 
 
 


3 


1


8


7


2 
 


1 


n/a


22 


1


1 
 


1


1


# of 
Spans


Concrete


Concrete


Timber 


Steel 
 
 


Timber 


Concrete


Concrete


Concrete


Steel 
 


Steel 


Timber


Timber 


Timber


Timber 
 


Timber


Timber


Span Type


PS Concrete


Precast Concrete Box


ODPT 


Pin connected deck 
truss 


 


ODPT 


Prestressed Concrete


Precast Concrete Box


Precast Concrete Box


Through Truss 
 


Steel Deck Girder 


ODPT OHR


ODPT 


ODPT


ODPT 
 


ODPT


ODPT


Retaining Wall


Retaining Wall 
 


Retaining Wall


Bridge Type
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MOW -  WATSONV IL LE


• Bridges are in fair condition.   Evidence of encampments under bridge and fire damage on ties.


• Ties and rail are in good shape, and every 5th tie needs to be replaced. Rail is 119# and qualifies as #1 relay. Surfacing looks good in 
profile and alignment. Dry weather aids in this and lack of train traffic. Vegetation is clear in this area.


• Requires $300,000 in immediate repairs; $800,000 in maintenance over next three years.


• Crossings ok, but need maintenance/upgrades; est $45,000 in asphalt removal in flanges


• Unable to inspect this area due to trespassers.   


• Between MP 6 and 5.8, there are several mudslides that cover 500 track feet.  Estimate $280,000 to build retaining wall and remove 
mud.  


• MP 5.5 washout.  Estimate $100,000 for small repair.


• MP 5.2 washout. Large in damage and surface area. Possible bridge construction to span the separation caused by the damage or 2 large 
culverts.  Property owners upstream will need to also address their erosion. Estimate $975,000-$1,200,000 for repair.


• Ties are in good shape; every 5th tie to be replaced in tangent and every 3rd in curves. Rail is 119# and qualifies as #1 relay, with 
90-112# rail sprinkled between. Surfacing needed for profile and for water shed through ties. This section has lots of vegetation and large 
trees overgrowing track. $315,00 in immediate repairs and $875,000 in maintenance over next three years.  


MP 1 to 4.6


MP 5.2 to 6.5
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MOW – CAP I TOL A TO SANTA CRUZ


• Capitola bridge will need rivets replaced due to extreme rust. Bridge structure 
will need to be sanded and coated with a non-rusting enamel. Wooden stringers 
and floor beams need to be replaced or strengthened. Security should be 
upgraded. A detailed cost estimate would need to be undertaken.


• Rail and ties are 119# with every 5th tie to be replaced in tangent and every 
3rd in curves. 


• Surfacing will be needed to adjust movement of ties on the grade. Ballast needs 
to be added.


• There are locations where stairs have been placed to allow for pedestrians to 
walk to public beaches. Pedestrian crossings needed with proper signage and 
lights.


• Estimate $200,000 immediate repairs with $875,000 in maintenance over next three years. 


• Bridge at 19.43 has reported earthquake damage.  


• Boardwalk clearance signs and cross bucks are needed to provide pedestrians with protection.  Estimate $85,000.


• Santa Cruz beach road running rail has cross bucks that need to be updated.
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MOW – SANTA CRUZ TO DAVENPORT


• Ties are in fair shape. Every 5th tie will need to be replaced. 


• Track surfacing will be needed to address water drainage. 


• There is an old siding by Panther beach that could be rebuilt.  Requires two switches and track restoration for 
an estimated cost of $270,000.


• $350,000 in immediate repair costs and $815,000 in a 3 yr maintenance program. 


• Davenport has several industry & siding switches, that need to be rehabbed. Switches in the siding rehab 
total estimated costing-$25,000


• Removal of industry switch and straight railing area-$50,000


• There are several crossings that have been paved over or have had the flange ways filled in. The number of 
these crossings that need to be addressed are unknown. 
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SAFE T Y  & COMPL IANCE PL AN


JASON WELSH
GENERAL MANAGER, HSE
612-578-5646
jwelsh@progressiverail.com


SAFETY COMES FIRST


The most important part of work is providing for family. I want every team member at PGR to go home in the 
same condition they arrived. In fact, if I can help them learn a better way to perform in any environment, maybe 
they will take some of that knowledge home and be healthier in their personal life as well.


• Review historical FRA recordkeeping and overall compliance; identify any gaps and fill them.


• Audit Code of Federal Regulations CFR 49 Parts 200-299


• Immediately contact and invite FRA local representative to meet on the operating segment to establish a 
new baseline. 


• Submit advice letter to CPUC for notification of CPCN transfer.  Immediately contact CPUC and invite 
representative on location to establish baseline.


• Create Signals & Crossings Plan.


• Roll out STOP program.
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QUIE T  ZONE PL AN


• Our goal is to eliminate the use of locomotive horn signals in urban areas that include Santa Cruz, Live Oak, and Capitola


• Three independent Quiet Zones would extend from: 
1. Grove Lane crossing (MP 15.13) in the City of Capitola to the border of the unincorporated community of Live Oak 
2. Live Oak community (defers to Santa Cruz county) crossings 
3. From the border of Live Oak to Swift Ave. crossing (MP 21.59) in the City of Santa Cruz


• Both cities and Santa Cruz County would legally establish the Quiet Zones independently


• PGR would champion the effort by working with the three jurisdictions, undertake the required technical design and engineering work, and liaise with the FRA.
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QUIE T  ZONE PL AN


SANTA CRUZ
• MP 19.05 – Sea Bright Ave.
• MP 19.22 – Mott Ave.
• MP 19.71 – Cliff St./Beach Av
• MP 19.77 – Westbrook St.
• MP 19.83 – Main St.
• MP 19.97 – Pacific Ave.
• MP 20.75 – California St.
• MP 20.79 – Bay St.
• MP 20.87 – Lennox St.


• MP 21.02 – Dufour St.
• MP 21.08 – Bellevue St.
• MP 21.14 – Younglove Ave.
• MP 21.18 – Seaside St.
• MP 21.20 – Rankin St.
• MP 21.40 – Almar Ave.
• MP 21.45 – Fair Ave.
• MP 21.59 – Swift Ave.


LIVE OAK 
(SANTA CRUZ COUNTY)
• MP 16.88 – 38th Ave.
• MP 17.21 – 30th Ave.
• MP 17.87 – 17th Ave.
• MP 18.42 – 7th Ave.


CAPITOLA
• MP 15.52 – Monterey Ave.
• MP 16.38 – 47th Ave.
• MP 16.75 – 41st Ave.


T HE  S T R E E T  CROS S INGS  T H AT  WOULD  B E  A F F E C T E D  A R E  A S  F OL L OWS :
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QUIE T  ZONE PL AN


• Minimum safety improvements to make at each at-grade crossing may include 
(and also not be limited to):


- Automatic warning devices (lights and gates)
- four-quadrant lanes & signage
- LED flashing lights 


• Level of protection determined by diagnostic team review


- Required to assess collision risks at each crossing
- Comprised of local government, railroad, and Caltrans
- Team issues determination of additional measures needed 


• Certification of the Quiet Zones


- Local government certifies to FRA that risk reduction achieved
- QZ takes effect after all safety improvements are made 
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MARKE T ING PL AN


We will earn Santa Cruz customers by truly partnering with them. Our prosperity is a 
direct function of their prosperity, and we perpetually engage with them at all levels 
to drive improvements in the efficiency of their supply chains. We become involved 
in our customers’ businesses so we can use our own networks of buyers, sellers and 
transportation providers to find advantages that our customers can use to prosper in their 
marketplaces.


PGR engages customers with frequent face-to-face meetings, phone and email contact, 
weekly newsletters, monthly magazine mailings and hand-written notes. We not only like 
to keep asking the question, “what else are we missing?” but we like to share with them 
examples of programs and ideas we’ve developed with other customers to improve their 
supply chain efficiencies.


• Action steps are to:


- Secure a transloading warehouse and recruit a marketing professional
- Identify target customers and research their logistics options, hold in-person 


meetings, and follow-up with tailored marketing materials
- Work seamlessly with UP to set up advantageous rates to win back freight 


from trucks
- Connect Santa Cruz Scenic with PGR’s network of customers across the US.
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PASSENGER E XCURSION PL AN


• PGR will work eagerly with authorities as part of the California State Rail Plan to relieve 
congested roadways and provide rail solutions for freight and passenger transportation.  How 
tourist and commuter services differ or overlap will be an important aspect.


• Anticipating some public resistance in the Capitola to Santa Cruz corridor as train service is 
reinstated, our goal is to create an endearing proposition that is safe, green, quiet, and efficient.  
We favor nostalgic train designs, which we believe would respect the rich heritage of the area and 
the Boardwalk.


• Reinstating the Suntan Special will be a transformational project and will take several years to 
develop.  PGR has already started these efforts and we believe we have a workable solution 
whereby we provide service between Watsonville Junction and Santa Cruz and the San Jose 
leg is provided by TAMC.  PGR aims to work closely with the Boardwalk to provide package 
incentives to tourists.


• Recognizing it will take time to plan, educate the public, secure quiet zones, and execute the 
excursions we envisage, we plan to focus at the outset on the coastal rail west and north of 
Santa Cruz.  We will call this route the Sunset Special, but will provide several offerings.
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SUNTAN SPEC IAL


• Travel seamlessly across an urban landscape that opens to a scenic coastline


• Enjoy the journey on modern, safe, clean, and comfortable trains


• Glide past traffic congestion on reliable


• Transfer quickly and easily between high-speed train and a PGR local train with coordinated 
arrivals and departures with significantly reduced wait times


• Plan entire door-to-door trips, and purchase a single ticket using a portal that coordinates with 
the Boardwalk ticket sales


• Coordinated planning and investments among railroads and the Boardwalk will ensure that rail 
operators will benefit from the strategies in this plan.


• Provides a new tourist attraction that is a throwback to a past era


- Improves safety and reduces the demand on emergency responders
- Lowers greenhouse gas emissions 
- Enhance livability for everyone. 
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SUNTAN SPEC IAL


• Our goal is to reestablish the historic Suntan Special by providing weekend passenger service 
from San Jose Diridon station to the Santa Cruz Boardwalk via Watsonville Junction.


• Approach is to partner with Transit Authority for Monterey County (TAMC) and the Santa Cruz 
Boardwalk.  Discussions with both parties have commenced.


• TAMC would provide service for the San Jose to Watsonville Junction leg. Passengers would 
cross platform to the awaiting PGR train, which would provide service to and from the Santa Cruz 
Boardwalk.  


• Total travel time is expected to be 1:06 hrs for the 51 mile San Jose leg via TAMC and 1:15 hrs 
for the 20 mile Santa Cruz leg on PGR’s train. Total travel time is 2 hrs 36 minutes assuming a 
15 minute transfer at Watsonville Junction. The historic Suntan Special travel time was 2 hours 
for this route.


• Scheduled service initially would be one morning train to Santa Cruz and a return train late 
afternoon.   


• Service would be expanded in response to demand. 
Preliminary Timetable


     To Santa Cruz
San Jose Diridon   07.30
Watsonville Junstion  08.36 08.51
Santa Cruz Boardwalk   10.06


      To San Jose
Santa Cruz Boardwalk  17.00
Watsonville Junstion  18.15 18.30
San Jose Diridon    19.36
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SUNTAN SPEC IAL  –  TAMC LEG


• We believe Santa Cruz can benefit from TAMC’s efforts on the Salinas Rail Extension project


• In discussions with Christina Watson, Principal Transportation Planner, at TAMC


• Alternative approaches that include PGR gaining trackage rights on the UP line or initiating 
negotiations with Caltrain to provide service are viewed as less optimal
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CONCEP TUAL  LOCOMOT IVE


• In discussions with National Railway Equipment 
(NRE) to purchase fully refurbished quiet, 
N-ViroMotive hybrid diesel/electric gensets that 
can be configured with nostalgic covered wagon 
cowling. 


• Approach is to set out a locomotive at each end 
of the train for ease of changing direction and for 
providing redundancy in the event of a power issue.


• The units are U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) Tier II certified using Tier III Off-Road 
certified industrial diesel engines. 


• The N-ViroMotive product line is also recognized 
by the California Air Resources Board as Ultra-Low 
Emitting Locomotives.
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CONCEP TUAL  PASSENGER CARS


• Passenger car trainset design will comprise:


- six coach fare cars, 
- two lounge class cars with observation domes, 
- a bar car in-between.


• Passenger cars have been identified in Florida, Connecticut, and Illinois.


• In discussions with Relco Locomotive in Albia, Iowa, to refurbish and modernize cars to provide wheelchair access. 


• Train capacity would be circa 500 to 1,000 passengers depending on demand. 
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SUNSE T SPEC IAL


• Our goal is to launch a new excursion service to Davenport 
from Santa Cruz, using Wilder Ranch as a launch point 
until Quiet Zones east of Swift Street are established.


• Trainsets would be interchangeable with Suntan Special.


• Thematic excursions include:


- Polar Express 
- Easter Egg Hunt
- Pumpkin Patch
- Picnic on the Beach
- Sunset
- Vino Veritas
- Train Out Bike Back


San Vicente


Sharktooth


Bonny Doon


Bonny Doon
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SUNSE T SPEC IAL


• We propose having an informal caretaker role in four 
beaches – San Vicente, Secret, Sharktooth, and Bonny 
Doon.


• We do not want to interfere with the role of government, 
but stand at the ready to improve the safety and 
experience of visitors in the Davenport area.


• Right now there are unsafe and unkept trails that are 
eroding.   We think we can do better. 


• With rail service to provide easy access, we anticipate 
higher levels of visitors.  As such, we aim to preserve the 
natural beauty by providing safe passage down the cliffs, 
informative signage, and waste management.


From the current condition...


There is room for improvement.


San Clemente, CA examples of possible approches.
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BID  PROPOSAL
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5 -YE AR F INANCIAL  PL AN


Variances are favorable/(unfavorable)
$ in thousands


FINANCIALS
  Revenues
     Switching
     Transloading
     Storage & Rental
     Other


  Total Revenues


  Operating Expenses
     Transportation
     Maintenance of Way
     Maintenance of Equipment
     Carload Connection
     Administrative


  Total Operating Expenses


  EBITDA
 EBITDA Margin
    Capital Requirement 
 Cash Flow
  Cumulative Cash Flow


 $1,040 
 $18 


 $105 
 $200 


$1,363


 $232 
 $136 
 $27 
 $76 


 $204 


$676


$688
 50% 


 ($2,595)
 (1,907)
 (1,907)


$1,122
 50% 


 ($3,767)
 (2,645)
 (4,552)


$2,692
 41% 


 ($4,767)
 (2,074)
 (6,627)


 $3,876 
 40% 


 ($1,017)
 2,860 


 (3,767)


 $5,174 
 39% 


 ($767)
 4,407 


 640 


 $380 
 $224 
 $45 


 $131 
 $336 


$1,116


 $1,118 
 $1,008 


 $412 
 $358 
 $986 


$3,882


 $1,656 
 $1,559 
 $663 
 $526 


 $1,461 


 $5,865 


 $2,235 
 $2,134 
 $918 
 $715 


 $1,972 


 $7,975 


Forecast
2018


 $1,700 
 $46 
 $174 
 $319 


$2,238


Forecast
2019


 $5,025 
 $68 


 $508 
 $974 


$6,575


Forecast
2020


 $7,450 
 $91 


 $752 
 $1,448 


$9,741


Forecast
2021


 $10,050 
 $137 


 $1,016 
 $1,947 


$13,149


Forecast
2022


Total Santa Cruz Scenic Railway
Pro Forma Cash Flow
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5 -YE AR F INANCIAL  PL AN


Variances are favorable/(unfavorable)
$ in thousands


FINANCIALS
  Revenues
     Switching
     Transloading
     Storage & Rental
     Other


  Total Revenues


CARLOADS
     Forecast
 +/- vs Prior Year
 % Change 


  Operating Expenses
     Transportation
     Maintenance of Way
     Maintenance of Equipment
     Carload Connection
     Administrative


  Total Operating Expenses


  EBITDA
 EBITDA Margin
    Capital Requirement 
 Cash Flow
  Cumulative Cash Flow


 $140 
 18 
 15 
 20  


 $193 


 400 
 na 
 na 


 400 
 na 
 na 


 1,500 
 500 


 50% 


 2,000 
 500 


 33% 


 3,000 
 1,000 
 50% 


 $33 
 19 
 4 


 17 
 29 


 $102 


$91
 47% 


 (595)
 (504)
 (504)


$227
  47% 
 (267)
 (40)


 (544)


$341
  47% 
 (267)


 74 
 (470)


 $454 
  47% 
 (267)


 187 
 (283)


 $681 
  47% 
 (267)


 414 
 132 


 $82 
 48 
 10 
 43 
 72  


 $256 


  $123 
 72 
 14 
 65 


 109  


 $384 


  $164 
 97 
 19 
 87 


 145 


  $512  


  $246 
 145 
 29 


 130 
 217  


  $768 


Forecast
2018


  $350 
 46 
 39 
 49  


 $483 


Forecast
2019


  $525 
 68 
 58 
 74  


 $725 


Forecast
2020


  $700 
 91 
 77 
 98  


 $966 


Forecast
2021


  $1,050 
 137 
 116 
 147  


 $1,449 


Forecast
2022


Watsonville Freight
Pro Forma Cash Flow
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5 -YE AR F INANCIAL  PL AN


Variances are favorable/(unfavorable)
$ in thousands


FINANCIALS
  Revenues
     Switching
     Transloading
     Storage & Rental
     Other


  Total Revenues


CARLOADS
     Forecast
 +/- vs Prior Year
 % Change 


  Operating Expenses
     Transportation
     Maintenance of Way
     Maintenance of Equipment
     Carload Connection
     Administrative


  Total Operating Expenses


  EBITDA
 EBITDA Margin
    Capital Requirement 
 Cash Flow
  Cumulative Cash Flow


 $900 
 - 


 90 
 180   


 $1,170 


 20,000 
 na 
 na 


 30,000 
 10,000 


 50% 


 40,000 
 10,000 


 33% 


 50,000 
 10,000 


 25% 


 60,000 
 10,000 


 20% 


  $199 
 117 
 23 
 59 


 176 


 $573 


$597
  51% 


 (1,500)
 (903)
 (903)


$895
   51% 


 (1,000)
 (105)


 (1,008)


$1,193
  51% 


 (1,000)
 193 


 (815)


 $1,492 
   51% 
 (250)
 1,242 


 427


 $1,790 
   51% 
 (250)
 1,540 
 1,967 


  $298 
 176 
 35 
 88 


 263   


 $860 


  $398 
 234 
 47 


 117 
 351   


 $1,147 


   $497 
 293 
 59 


 146 
 439  


  $1,433  


   $597 
 351 
 70 


 176 
 527   


  $1,720 


Forecast
2018


   $1,350 
 - 


 135 
 270   


 $1,755 


Forecast
2019


   $1,800 
 - 


 180 
 360 


 $2,340 


Forecast
2020


   $2,250 
 - 


 225 
 450   


 $2,925 


Forecast
2021


   $2,700 
 - 


 270 
 540   


 $3,510


Forecast
2022


Excursion Trains toward Davenport
Pro Forma Cash Flow
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5 -YE AR F INANCIAL  PL AN


Variances are favorable/(unfavorable)
$ in thousands


FINANCIALS
  Revenues
     Switching
     Transloading
     Storage & Rental
     Other


  Total Revenues


CARLOADS
     Forecast
 +/- vs Prior Year
 % Change 


  Operating Expenses
     Transportation
     Maintenance of Way
     Maintenance of Equipment
     Carload Connection
     Administrative


  Total Operating Expenses


  EBITDA
 EBITDA Margin
    Capital Requirement 
 Cash Flow
  Cumulative Cash Flow


 - 
 - 
 - 
 - 


- 


 -   
 na 
 na 


 -   
 - 
 - 


 60,000 
 60,000 


 - 


 100,000 
 40,000 


 67% 


 140,000 
 40,000 


 40% 


   - 
 - 
 - 
 - 
 - 


- 


-
 -


  (500)
 (500)
 (500)


-
   -


 (2,500)
 (2,500)
 (3,000)


$1,158
   33% 


 (3,500)
 (2,342)
 (5,342)


 $1,931 
    33% 
 (500)
 1,431 


 (3,911)


 $2,703
    33% 


 (250)
 2,453 


 (1,459) 


   - 
 - 
 - 
 - 
 - 


- 


 $597 
 702 
 351 
 176 
 527    


  $2,352 


   $995 
 1,170 
 585 
 293 
 878   


   $3,920 


    $1,392 
 1,638 


 819 
 410 


 1,229    


   $5,487  


Forecast
2018


 - 
 - 
 - 
 - 


- 


Forecast
2019


    $2,700 
 - 


 270 
 540 


  $3,510 


Forecast
2020


    $4,500 
 - 


 450 
 900    


  $5,850 


Forecast
2021


   $6,300 
 - 


 630 
 1,260 


 $8,190 


Forecast
2022


Suntan Special
Pro Forma Cash Flow
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OPER AT ING CONTR AC T


• Reviewed agreement with IPH dated September 27, 2012 and submit the following for consideration:


- PGR is generally agreeable to the contract and its intent save the provisos discussed below.


- Given the SCCRTC has experience with the contract, PGR is open to any proposed revisions that improve the contractual obligations, terms, and 
alignment between SCCRTC and PGR.


- Regarding economics, we recommend increasing the operating term to 20 years or, conversely, a 10 year term with a 10 year renewal feature that is 
contingent upon PGR’s being in full compliance and good standing. 


- We envisage making sizable investments to enable sustainable passenger rail service and anticipate the stakeholder alignment process taking two to 
three years.  Peak investment levels will likely occur several years into the operating term and will require external financing. As such, investors will likely 
require at least a ten-year investment horizon from the time the investment is made.


- Given the expected high-level of commitment and resources that PGR will put forth to reinstate a sustainable passenger service on the entire line, PGR 
will seek to protect that investment and is sensitive to any encroachment of other passenger operators that may enter onto the line.


• Reviewed agreement with Santa Cruz, Big Trees & Pacific Railway Company and understand their rights and have no concern about continued compliance.  
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LEGAL  ENT I T Y  AS OPER ATOR


Progressive Rail Incorporated
(MN, S-Corp)


(dba Crab Orchard and Egyptian Railway in Illinois)


Airlake Terminal Railway Company, LLC
(MN limited liability company)


(PGR – 100%)
(Inactive)


Piedmont & Northern 
Railroad LLC


(MN limited liability company)
(PGR – 100%)


Iowa Southern Railway Company
(IA S-Corp)


(PGR – 100%)


Central Midland Railway Company
(MN S-Corp)


(PGR – 100%)


Rail Retrievers Logistics, LLC
(MN limited liability company)


(PGR – 100%)
(Inactive)


IATR Properties, LLC
(MN limited liability company)


(PGR – 100%)


Red Diamond Processing 
& Packaging LLC


(MN limited liability company)
(PGR – 100%)


Wisconsin Northern 
Railroad LLC


(MN limited liability company)
(PGR – 100%)


Santa Cruz Scenic 
Railway LLC


(MN limited liability company)
(PGR – 100%)


100% Owned Subsidiary


Iowa Traction Railway Company
(IA C-Corp)


(PGR – 94.2%)


Empire Builder Investments Inc.
(MN, S-Corp)
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RESOURCE PL AN


Support Teams located in 
Lakeville, MN


Santa Cruz Scenic 
permanently posted locally


T&E


Dustin Heichel


TBA-1
TBA-2


Appointed GM is the single 
point of accountability


Convener for incident response


Team of Marketing 
professionals will support 


representative on the ground


On the ground team will be increased over 2018 
in preparation for excursion trains. Vacation 


relief will be provided by the functional teams.


MOW


Leon Hoyt


Signals & 
Crossings


Nik Shepard


Business
Development


TBA


Mechanical


Mike Sanders


Marketing


Dave Fellon


TBA-3


Finance


Nick Dillon


HSE & FRA
Compliance


Jason Welsh


Legal


Jim Thornton
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REFERENCES


Lauren Sullivan
Marketing & Sales
Sr. Consultant Short Line Development
Office: (402) 544-4522
Cell: (402) 672-9814
lsullivan@up.com


Union Pacific Railroad
1400 Douglas St. STOP 1350
Omaha, NE 68179


Robert Russell
Marketing & Sales
AVP Network & Industrial Development
Office: (402) 544-3450
Cell: (402) 981-0524
robertrussell@up.com


Union Pacific Railroad
1400 Douglas St. STOP 1350
Omaha, NE 68179


Allan Paul
Rail Division Acting Director - Department of Transportation
Office: (919) 707-4712
hapaul@ncdot.gov


1 South Wilmington Street
1553 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1553


Charlie Walker
President/CEO
Office: (715) 723-7150
ccedc@chippewa-wi.com


Chippewa County Economic Development Corporation
770 Technology Way
Chippewa Falls, WI 54729
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MOBIL IZ AT ION & START-UP PL AN


• From the contract award date, PGR will meet with SCCRTC immediately to make introductions and to agree a process to finalize and execute definitive agreements.  


• A request for approval to become Operator will be submitted to the STB once the operating agreement is executed.  STB approval (or non-rejection) is expected to 
occur in 30 days (the Closing Period).


• During the Closing Period:


- PGR will invite SCCRTC officials to its headquarters in Lakeville, Minnesota, to showcase its operations and discuss how to best align PGR capabilities with 
SCCRTC priorities.


- As permitted by SCCRTC, PGR will have introductory discussions with Santa Cruz Branch Line employees and IPH. PGR’s objective is to retain Santa Cruz 
Branch Line employees with a working assumption that two dual-qualified engineers will be needed as the T&E team.


- PGR will assign a “business unit leader” who will be singly accountable for conducting safe operations on the line and providing customer interface
- PGR’s marketing team will begin contacting existing and targeted new customers, and recruit a representative on the ground.
- A transition plan will be prepared and implemented to ensure new employees to PGR are provided with a company orientation, Human Resource documents that 


include compensation and grade level assignments, benefits, employment contracts, and any training that is required.
- We will mobilize a switcher locomotive and store it on a siding in Watsonville until a facility can be secured.
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meeting, Fellon made it clear that PGR is not interested in confining freight to
Watsonville. They want to establish and grow a freight business that spans the entire
32-mile branch line. According to PGR President/Owner Dave Fellon they have
“customers who have already provided their interest in expanding their operations to
include Santa Cruz.”
Other than Lansing Trade whose interest in constructing a Propane Distribution
Terminal in Watsonville was mentioned in PGR’s January 2018 proposal, Progressive
rail has not stated who these potential customers are. Whoever they are, if the RTC
signs a contract with Progressive Rail and their customers want to bring their
business to our county, federal preemption and interstate commerce laws might allow
them to do so even if Santa Cruz County community members would rather they
didn’t."

Do not approve this contract from an irresponsible & unresponsive company, which
could bring a propane distribution terminal to Watsonville without our consent.  see
attachment: Progressive Rail: Proposal for Operator of Rail Service"

Thank you,
Carol Long
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http://files.sccgreenway.org/pgr/2017-09-15+Progressive+Rail.pdf
http://files.sccgreenway.org/pgr/2017-09-15+Progressive+Rail.pdf
https://ltg.com/what-we-trade/energy-products
https://sccrtc.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Progressive-Rail-Proposal-for-Operator-of-Rail-Service-Jan-4-2018.pdf
https://www.necir.org/2015/09/28/loopholes-in-national-railroad-policy-take-communities-by-surprise-documentation/
https://www.cacities.org/getattachment/04f1750b-d65c-4c11-b931-1723dc4c7aae/5-2008_Spring_Conference_Michael_Conneran_The_Loca.aspx
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AIRLAKE INDUSTRIAL PARK   -   21778 HIGHVIEW AVENUE, LAKEVILLE, MINNESOTA 55044 

January 4, 2018  

Proposal for Operator of Rail Service 

Mr. Luis Pavel Mendez 
Deputy Director 
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
1523 Pacific Avenue 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3911 

Dear Mr. Mendez, 

Progressive Rail Incorporated (“PGR”) is pleased to submit a Proposal for Operator of Rail Service in 
accordance with the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission (“SCCRTC”) Request For 
Proposals (“RFP”) dated December 8, 2017.  Please accept this letter as our Transmittal Letter and the 
enclosed booklet (“Booklet”) as a detailed supplement of information that summarizes our vision and 
service plan for the Santa Cruz Branch Line.  In preparation for this submittal, we have performed the 
following activities: 

• An onsite inspection of the entire 32 miles of rail;
• An onsite inspection of all the bridges on the Branch Line with the assistance of A.R.E., an

Irvine-based railroad bridge engineering firm;
• An onsite inspection of all the railroad crossings with a goal to work with the municipalities to 

evaluate Locomotive Horn Signal Quiet Zones from Grove Lane Crossing in Capitola to Swift
Avenue in Santa Cruz;

• A meeting with the Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk management to explore partnerships for
passenger excursions;

• A meeting with Ms. Christina Watson of the Transit Authority for Monterrey County to
understand their plans and progress in developing a fast rail corridor to Salinas and how the
Santa Cruz Branch Line might benefit from their experiences and ongoing efforts;

• Meetings with potential freight customers in Watsonville; 
• Engaging PGR’s existing customers within its six-state network that would consider locating on 

the Santa Cruz Branch Line;
• Given that PGR is already a major handling carrier for Union Pacific, meeting with

representatives to advise them of our aspirations to become the Operator of the Branch Line;
and

• Retaining two rail advisors, one of whom is very familiar with the Branch Line operations, to 
meet with train manufacturers to explore environmentally friendly and California-compliant
locomotives and train sets.
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Page 2 

Our objective as Operator is to exceed all expectations of the SCCRTC, and to become a meaningful and 
well-respected company in California.  We are passionate about the environment and continuously 
translate our values into demonstrable actions.  For the Branch Line specifically, we appreciate how 
that railroad can provide meaningful relief to congested highways.  Our plan is to aggressively build 
upon the freight service already in place and to reinstate passenger services to the entire Branch Line.  
We propose to do all this in a manner that is respectful to and accepted by the citizens of the 
municipalities where we operate. 

It may be helpful for SCCRTC to know that the experiences with regard to operatorship of the Santa 
Cruz Branch Line are similar to those of the Piedmont & Northern Railway in Gastonia, North Carolina, 
owned by the North Carolina Department of Transportation (“NCDOT”).  In that case, PGR was selected 
amongst a number of bidders in a competitive RFP and has subsequently become operator of the 
railroad.  We invite SCCRTC to contact the NCDOT directly to discuss the matter.  Contact information is 
provided on page 56 of the Booklet.   

In accordance with your RFP, the following information is provided:  

1. I, Craig McKenzie, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of PGR, am authorized to obligate the
company for the purposes of this proposal.  My signature follows this letter.  Our principal office 
location is 21778 Highview Avenue, Lakeville, Minnesota 55044.

2. As Operator, PGR will open an office in Santa Cruz County.  In that office we will have a dedicated, 
full-time T&E team, reporting to a General Manager on location, and a Marketing Team.  The size of
the staff in Santa Cruz will expand commensurate with scope and scale of the activities and growth
of the Branch Line.

3. PGR plans to operate as the Santa Cruz Scenic Railway (“SCSR”).

4. PGR has support functions for the SCSR that are centrally located in its Lakeville headquarters. 
These functions will include Maintenance of Way, Mechanical, Signals & Crossings, FRA
Compliance, HS&E, Legal, Finance, Administration, and T&E.

5. From time to time, contractors will be brought in to perform specific works under the direction of 
our functional team leaders.  These contractors will include:

a. MOW: Railworks, 12740 Lakeland Road Unit B, Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670; et al.
b. Bridge Engineering: American Rail Engineers, 18 Technology Drive, Suite 205, Irvine, CA

92618
c. Bridge Repairs: Koppers, 6405 Metcalf, Suite 106, Mission, KS 66202; Ames Construction,

8333 E. Hartford Drive, Scottsdale, AZ 85255; et al.
d. Signals & Crossings: Midsouth Rail Services, 601 Old Sterlington Road, Sterlington, LA 

71280.

6. All correspondence can be sent to me, Craig McKenzie, with my email address as 
cmckenzie@progressiverail.com

7. The structure of PGR and the relationship of a new, wholly-owned subsidiary, Santa Cruz Scenic 
Railway LLC, is presented on page 54 of the Booklet.  The organization of the team and reporting
relationships between key personnel on the ground in Santa Cruz and support staff is presented on
page 55 of the Booklet.  We anticipate the number of staff permanently located in Santa Cruz to 
expand significantly as progress is made in growing freight and passenger service.  Our executive 
management who will oversee all the activities of SCSR are provided on page 8 of the Booklet.
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Page 3 

8. PGR is fully compliant with all federal and state regulations.  Our safety record is provided on page 
18 of the Booklet.  Our FRA and CPUC Compliance is provided on page 26 of the Booklet, and our 
forward-looking Safety & Compliance Plan is provided on page 35 of the Booklet.

9. Our Mobilization Plan is provided on page 57 of the Booklet.

10. Our Service Plan is provided on pages 27 through 47 of the Booklet and comprises a Master 
Operating Plan, a Freight Plan, a Resource Plan, a Maintenance Plan, a Safety & Compliance Plan, a 
Quiet Zone Plan, a Marketing Plan, and an Excursion Plan.  Within these plans are details to the
specific requests listed in the RFP on pages 5 and 6.

11. With regard to compliance with the provisions of the trackage rights agreement with the Santa
Cruz, Big Trees & Pacific Railway Co, this confirmation is provided on page 53 of the Booklet.

12. A detailed Maintenance Plan is provided on pages 29 through 34 of the Booklet.

13. A projected 5-year financial plan for the SCSR is provided on pages 49 through 52 of the Booklet.  A 
high-level summary of PGR’s financial statements can be found on pages 14 through 17 of the 
Booklet.   PGR’s historical financial statements can be provided upon further request.   For 
information, PGR carries $50 million of liability insurance.

14. Concerning revenue sharing between PGR and SCCRTC, our recommendation is provided on page 
53 of the Booklet.  In essence, we are receptive to the terms of the previous agreement with IPH,
but are open to further discussions with the SCCRTC and have a few provisos stated in our
recommendation.

15. PGR can provide any number of references of parties willing to endorse our company.  In response
to a request for at least three references, PGR is pleased to submit four references provided on 
page 56 of the Booklet.

16. PGR acknowledges that all contents of this Transmittal Letter and supplemental Booklet can be
made public.

In closing, PGR is very pleased to be considered as a candidate to become the Operator of Rail Service 
for the Santa Cruz Branch Line.   Please do not hesitate to contact us if there are any questions. 

Respectfully, 

Chairman & Chief Executive Officer 

Copy to Dave Fellon, Owner of Progressive Rail Inc. 
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PROPOSAL FOR OPERATOR OF RAIL SERVICE
January 4, 2018

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE SANTA CRUZ COUNTY REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
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2

DAVE FEL LON
O W N E R

Dear Members of the SCCRTC,

The difference between Progressive Rail Incorporated (“PGR”) and other short line holding companies is our commitment to wholly focus on taking the long range view by way of 
investing, reinventing and creating quantifiable value back to our customers, communities and Class One railroads. PGR works day and night to allow stakeholders to benefit from the 
relationship and we believe this allows us to stand out amongst the competition. At PGR, we grow railroads -- through development and supporting customers of our service.

Progressive Rail is a proven turnaround artist that is wildly passionate about reconnecting the local citizens, businesses both big and small, and, our environment with a passionate 
partner that is well prepared to make history in a good way with the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission (“SCCRTC”).

It’s those exact tracks that PGR is at the ready to create a new legacy. For sure executing the successful resurrection of a underutilized railroad is precisely where PGR excels, 
having taken over several lines from the brink of abandonment which are now thriving conduits of commerce. In just one of more than a dozen examples is PGR’s Wisconsin 
Northern Railroad where we acquired 37 miles of two rusty coat hangers in the mud and rotted ties that today generates over 70,000 rail cars a year rolling over some of the most 
heavy duty track in the State of Wisconsin. 

Creating a compelling freight proposition goes well beyond rail service. Oftentimes we have found that the effort needs to be catalyzed, which is why PGR invests in the needs of 
shippers that includes real estate, securing warehouses for storage and transloading, and constructing equipment to facilitate work flow. Then, with its in-house expertise, PGR can 
help customers navigate the Class One railroads to efficiently and cost-effectively connect to the rest of North America.

Looking westward to California, PGR has always been highly interested in this geography and is why we are most interested to work with the SCCRTC to make a compelling and 
environmentally beneficial business case of how both freight and a renewed passenger service commitment can occur with a true level of professionalism and safety.  

Not that long ago in railroad history the Suntan Special was a prime example of how carriers like the Southern Pacific Transportation Company were by far the absolute best 
conduits to commerce and the goodwill ambassadors for the communities served. History can and will repeat itself in a good way; let’s work together to bring the good back along 
with the people too.

Sincerely,
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CR A IG  MCKENZ IE
C H A I R M A N  &  C E O

Dear Members of the SCCRTC:

Five years ago the SCCRTC made a forward-looking and wise decision to purchase the Santa Cruz Branch Line. Today that rationale is even more compelling.

The Branch Line is perfectly situated to be further developed for freight and passengers. Highways in Santa Cruz county are congested at peak times and PGR can 
directly help relieve that stress by leveraging the rail infrastructure to take a number of trucks, commuters, and tourists off the highways. But it doesn’t stop here.

PGR has an unblemished record spanning over two decades of providing comprehensively customer-focused freight rail service and fostering industrial development 
through direct investments in rail, real estate, buildings and equipment. Beginning in Watsonville, PGR is ready to enable the Branch Line to reach its full potential in 
freight.

PGR has successfully produced passenger excursions including Polar Express, Thomas the Tank, and other family oriented events. PGR also has an exclusive, close-
knit alliance with American Heritage Railways the licensor for Polar Express. PGR’s mission is to produce thematic shuttles and excursions that transport tourists 
to the Boardwalk beach area, including a revival of the spectacular Suntan Special, as well as launch westward to Davenport to showcase the natural beauty that 
includes sunsets on the cliffs above or picnics down on San Vicente Beach, Secret Beach, Bonny Doon, and Shark Fin Cove.

How we conduct business sets us apart. We live by our high standards on health, safety and the protecting the environment. We invest heavily in rail integrity and 
FRA compliance. For Santa Cruz urban areas we will pay particular attention to horn signal noise and the carbon footprint of our locomotives. For excursions we will 
orchestrate remarkable rail journeys and destinations that, in the case of Davenport, includes participation or oversight in cliff and beach safety, security, and waste 
management. Last, we welcome participating or even championing the Rail Trail project.

In closing, PGR aims to create a new positive legacy for the Branch Line and Santa Cruz county. All inquiries related to this proposal may be directed to me at 
218.324.2001 or cmckenzie@progressiverail.com.

Sincerely,
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• Progressive Rail Incorporated (PGR) is a shortline railroad operating several separate shortlines in Minnesota, Missouri, Illinois, Iowa, 
North Carolina, and Wisconsin.

• Headquartered in Lakeville, Minnesota, PGR was established in 1996 and expanded its operations in 2001 to include a second 
Minnesota line.

• In 2004, PGR leased 37 miles of nearly abandoned track running north from Chippewa Falls, WI and transformed it into the Wisconsin 
Northern Railroad, PGR’s flagship asset.

• In 2007, PGR acquired the Central Midland Railway operating 60 miles of track from St. Louis to Union, MO.

• In 2010, PGR acquired the Iowa Traction Railway Company in Mason City, Iowa which is the last freight railroad in the United States 
that draws its power source from overhead electric lines.

• In 2012, the Crab Orchard and Egyptian Railroad in Marion, IL was added to the PGR family and in 2016 PGR expanded operations in 
southern Iowa with the acquisition of the Iowa Southern Railway operating out of Centerville, IA.

• In the summer of 2017 PGR made a move down south and is now operating the Piedmont and Northern Railroad in Gastonia, NC.

• Across PGR’s network, we have seven rail and truck served warehouse storage facilities totaling over 800,000 square feet to facilitate 
our transloading businesses.

• This year PGR launched its newly branded business “Red Diamond Processing and Packaging” that focuses on handling and modifying 
food byproducts primarily for use as animal feed.

• Our philosophy has always been to provide a comprehensive rail service to our valued customers on our entire rail network. PGR many 
times takes the lead by focusing on economic development opportunities, including identifying Greenfield multi-modal transloading and 
storage facility projects for our existing and new customers, working with local municipalities and state governments to restore or build 
new infrastructure, and identifying ways to go beyond rail and help enterprises with their logistics needs.

OUR HIS TORY
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BLOOMINGTON, MN
Progressive Rail Incorporated CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI

Wisconsin Northern Railroad

ST. LOUIS, MO
Central Midland Railway

CLEVELAND, OH
Cleveland Commercial Railroad

CANNON FALLS, MN
Progressive Rail Incorporated

LAKEVILLE, MN
Progressive Rail Incorporated

GASTONIA, NC
Piedmont & Northern Railroad

MASON CITY, IA
Iowa Traction Railway

FARIBAULT, MN
Progressive Rail Incorporated

MARION, IL
Crab Orchard & Egyptian

CENTERVILLE, IA
Iowa Southern Railway

PGR AT  A  GL ANCE

• 300 miles of track owned and leased

• Primarily a handling carrier for Union Pacific and Canadian Pacific,
but also interchange with BNSF, CSX, KCS, CN, and NS

• 75,000 carloads of freight per year

• Seven warehouses totaling 800,000 square feet

• 170 team members

• 2017 EBITDA (cash flow from operations) is $14 million

• Deployed $8 million in 2017 of capital into maintenance, upgrades,
and new projects

• Current run rate EBITDA based on Q4 2017 is $18 million per year

• Long-term debt is $18 million

• $50 million in liability insurance with XLCatlin, Indian Harbor Ins Co.
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PGR AT  A  GL ANCE

CRAIG MCKENZIE
CHAIRMAN & CEO
218-324-2001
cmckenzie@progressiverail.com

DUST IN HEICHEL
MANAGING DIRECTOR, OPERATIONS
651-888-9468
dheichel@progressiverail.com

NICK DILLON
MANAGING DIRECTOR, FINANCE
612-385-1423
ndillon@progressiverail.com

JEREMY URLACHER
MANAGING DIRECTOR, OPERATION SERVICES
612-791-3254
jurlacher@progressiverail.com

DAVE FELLON
PRESIDENT & OWNER
612-791-3255
dfellon@progressiverail.com

JIM THORNTON
MANAGING DIRECTOR, LEGAL
404-539-5421
jthornton@progressiverail.com
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INDUSTR IAL  DE VELOPMENT LED BY  PGR
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DIREC T SERV ICE
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CUSTOMER SERV ICE  24 / 7 / 365

24
H O U R S

7
D A Y S  A  W E E K

365
D A Y S  A  Y E A R

JEANET TE LENTZ
SENIOR MANAGER, OPERATIONS
612-791-5400
jlentz@progressiverail.com

Who doesn’t like good service? I know I do and I also appreciate the experience no matter what I am buying 
rather it be just a tank of gas or a brand new car.

I am in charge of Progressive Rail’s Customer Solutions team and we take customer service very seriously.  It 
all starts by knowing what our customers need before they need it and then be there with a backup plan if a 
supply chain interruption occurs well away from PGR Lines. The bottom line is PGR is truly our shippers life line 
for both raw materials in and finished goods out to markets throughout North America. Thats a big responsibility 
and frankly we love the challenge.

Finally, and I find this unique to PGR, my department answers to and is incentivized by PGR’s Sales & Market-
ing team which only further underscores how intertwined customer service is with sales.  In effect we walk the 
talk when you hear the phrase “service after the sale”.
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PASSENGER E XCURSION AND E VENTS

With AHR and Rail Events as our strategic partner, PGR is 
poised to extend and build on the success of Polar Express.

Partnership Agreement executed with
American Heritage Railways in January 2017.
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R A IL  E VENT E XPER IENCES ORGANIZED BY  PGR
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CARLOAD VOLUMES
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BAL ANCE SHEE T

ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS

Current Assets

Property and Equipment

    Less - Accumulated Depreciation

        Property and Equipment, Net

Other Assets

   Total Assets

Current Liabilities

Long-Term Liabilities

    Total Liabilities
Total Equity - Progressive Rail, Inc.

Non-Controlling Interest in Subsidiaries

    Total Stockholder Equity
    Total Liabilities and Stockholder Equity

$ 9,581,002

54,177,704

21,410,502

32,767,202

4,969,678

$ 47,317,882

$ 5,339,364

14,818,753

20,158,117
26,758,506

401,259

27,159,765
$ 47,317,882

$ 10,569,471

59,690,494

22,661,427

37,029,067

5,094,983

$ 52,693,521

$ 8,860,012

14,609,321

23,469,333
28,857,445

366,743

29,224,188
$ 52,693,521

December 31, 2016
(Audited)

December 31, 2017
(Unaudited)

Progressive Rail, Inc. and Affiliate
Combined Balance Sheets

As of October 31, 2017 and December 31, 2016
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CASH F LOW FROM OPER AT IONS

Revenues
    Cost of Sales
Gross Profit
    Operating Expenses
Income from Operations
    Other Expense
Income Before Income Taxes
    Provision for Income Taxes
Net Income
Net Loss Attributable to
    Non-Controlling Interests
Net Income Attributable to
    Progressive Rail, Inc.

EBITDA
New Business Start-Up Expenses
Staff Short Term Incentive Payments
Non-Recurring Site Maintenance
Professional Services/Consulting
Employment Termination Related Expenses
Other Non-Recurring Expenses

Adjusted EBITDA - 10.31.17
    Nov-Dec EBITDA Forecast

2017E Adjusted EBITDA

$ 30,747,556

631,800

30,115,756
25,820,441

4,295,315
(1,211,182)

3,084,133

122,611

$ 2,961,522
(15,484)

$ 2,946,038
$ 6,971,851

683,178

2,241,642

1,346,670

100,246

246,415

139,150

11,729,154

2,110,039

13,839,139

YTD
October 31, 2017

Progressive Rail, Inc. and Affiliate
Unaudited Combined Statements of Operations

For the Ten Months Ended October 31, 2017
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RECENT F INANCIAL  HIS TORY

RE VENUE ($ in millions) EBI TBA ($ in millions)

2012A 2013A 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017E

Switching Revenue Transloading Fees Rental Income Railcar Storage Fees Other Revenue

19

2

2

17

$43

$49

$44

$32

$25

$38

3

27

2

1

16

3

30

22

14

28

2

2
2

2

2

2

1

8

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

3

2012A 2013A 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017E

$9

$13 $12

$8
$6

$14
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SAFE T Y  RECORD

HE ADCOUN T  &  L OS T  T IME  I NC IDE N T  F R EQUE NCY

20

0

40

2015

9.6 4.5 1.9

20172016

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

LTIF Staffing Level

• Our goal is zero incidents

• We have an embedded safety culture with pay at risk for safety 
performance

• LTIF, defined as recordable incidents per 100,000 work-hours, 
continues to improve despite rapid growth

• Industry standards are 1.5 – 4.0; ours is 1.9

• Developed in-house smart phone APP called STOP (Safety Training 
Observation Program) to report, track, and close-out safety issues
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SALES & MARKE T ING -  Tra d e s h ow s

NAWLA Trader’s Market
Tradeshow Booth Exhibitor
Las Vegas, NV

National Hardwood Lumber Association 
Tradeshow Booth Exhibitor
Washington, D.C.

Transload Distribution Association of North America
Tradeshow Booth Exhibitor
Carefree, AZ

American Frozen Foods Institute Convention
Tradeshow Booth Exhibitor
San Diego, CA 465
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SALES & MARKE T ING -  Cu s t ome r  a n d  I n d u s t r y  N e w s l e t t e r  P romo t i o n s
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SALES & MARKE T ING -  Cu s t ome r  a n d  I n d u s t r y  N e w s l e t t e r  P romo t i o n s

PGR’s Monday morning newsletter is sent to 
3,500+ active recipients who read our messages 
at an average 51% open rate.

The newsletters range in topics from highlighting 
customers and partners, industry history, holi-
day greetings, as well as announcing new PGR 
services, locations, and facilities.
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SALES & MARKE T ING -  Tra i n s  Mag az i n e  S u b s c r i p t i o n s
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SALES & MARKE T ING -  S ho r t l i n e  Co n f e r e n c e  A t t e n d a n c e
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SERV ICE  PL AN 470
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OBJEC T I VES AS OPER ATOR

OVERAL L OBJECT I V ES :
Exceed all SCCRTC expectations of PGR as Operator of Branch Line
Expand tax base by catalyzing sustainable development connected to Branch Line
Be a most-admired company in California
Directly improve the environment where we operate

BY:

• Providing freight service in Watsonville immediately and growing it
through concentrated marketing efforts

• Providing passenger and freight rail service over the entire line within
three years

• Championing solutions to key issues such as noise abatement,
crossing safety, coastal rail trail, & water drainage

• Designing passenger service as modern, but nostalgic experience that
becomes a tourist attraction in itself

• Providing exemplary rail service, that is safe, efficient, & respectful of all
stakeholders

• Going beyond rail service to drive local industrial development

• Making direct local investments in rail, real estate, buildings, & equipment

• Bringing existing PGR customers to SCC and link SCC to PGR’s network
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FR A & CPUC COMPL IANCE

Progressive Rail Inc.:

• Is the parent company for seven railroads in six states, which are all in full compliance with federal and state laws.

• Complies with Title 49 CFR 172.700 hazardous materials communications, emergency response information, training requirements, and security plans.

• Complies with Title 49 CFR 174.1 – 174.750 Carriage by Rail.

• Complies with applicable parts of Title 49 CFR 200-299 Federal railroad administration. Plans and submissions are on file with the FRA.

• Complies with (EPCRA) Emergency Planning and Community right to know act reporting in all states.

• Works directly with state pollution control agencies with outside engineering firms to monitor air quality and storm water runoff at our trans loading locations.

• Is compliant with local counties in regards to hazardous waste generation with license on file. 

• Works with state inspectors to ensure its responsible compliance with local communities.

• Has no operations presently in California, but is in contact with CPUC to establish that relationship and we are confident that the above will ensure our full compliance. 
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MASTER OPER AT ING PL AN

• PGR will name its railroad the Santa Cruz Scenic Railway.

• PGR will first focus on Watsonville with its Freight Plan.

• PGR has a locomotive refurbishment program underway; a SW 1200 or SW 1500 will be located at
Watsonville to continue freight service to existing customers.

• Two dual-qualified engineers will be based in Watsonville; one will be the General Manager who will report to
the COO in Lakeville, MN.  Functional support will be provided as per the Resource Plan.

• Our centralized MOW team has already inspected the entire 31 miles of track, as well as inspected all
the major bridges with A.R.E., a railroad engineering firm based in Los Angeles. MOW professionals will be
deployed to work with the SCCRTC and oversee works per the Maintenance Plan.

• Our centralized Health, Safety & Environment team, along with our FRA Compliance team, will proactively set
standards and engage authorities regarding our Safety & Compliance Plan.

• Our centralized Signals & Crossings team is set to inspect all the crossings. An integrated team will be formed
to spearhead the Quiet Zone Plan with the respective municipalities.

• Our centralized Marketing team will recruit an on-the-ground representative who will be based locally to deploy
the Marketing Plan.

• An integrated business development team will be formed to pursue all tourist experiences per our Passenger
Excursion Plan.
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WATSONV IL LE  FRE IGHT PL AN

• Freight service already exists in Watsonville on 
the Branch line, but has much more potential than 
current car load levels.

• PGR’s proven formula is to secure a transloading 
warehouse as a means to market the railroad to 
target customers; a warehouse at 880 W Beach 
Road, Watsonville, is a property we have identified.

• The agriculture industry has opted for trucking 
of outbound fruits and vegetables.  Our goal is 
to develop a fast corridor with UP for shipping 
refrigerated freight outbound to the Midwest, with 
proteins on the return trip. 

• Agriculture demand for plastic mulch, liquid and dry fertilizers, insecticides is perfect for rail, and we are 
ready to make a compelling proposition to farmers.

• Dimensional lumber and construction materials, specialty rock and other landscape supplies are perfect 
commodities for long hauls.

• Lansing Trading, one of the preeminent energy traders in the US, is poised to partner with PGR to 
construct a propane distribution terminal.

• We have no plans for rail car storage.
800 W Beach Road
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MAINTENANCE OF  WAY PL AN

LEON HOY T
GENERAL MANAGER, MAINTENANCE OF WAY
715-563-4327
lhoyt@progressiverail.com

• Our MOW team is equipped to handle any and all defects there may be, from insufficient ballast or cross
level issues to switches and turn outs. We are also equipped with a on-track brush cutter and have
licensed herbicide applicators on staff.

• American Rail Engineers Corporation (ARE) performed an assessment of the Santa Cruz Branch Line
for Progressive Rail on December 17, 2017. The assessment was completed by David Anderson P.E., a
practiced railroad bridge engineer licensed by the State of California as a Professional Engineer.

• PGR plans to use its planned transloading warehouse in Watsonville as a laydown yard for rail and ties,
as well as storage facility for rolling stock.

• Our working assumption is that the SCCRTC will restore the track conditions on the line to appropriate
standards and that PGR will be responsible for proper maintenance.

• PGR is prepared to oversee any of the SCCRTC works.
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BR IDGE INSPEC T IONS

0.86

1.06a

1.06b

1.06c 

2.73

4.45

4.87 

5.52 

5.54

6.01

6.14

6.25 

8.32

8.64a 

8.64b

9.09

10.45 

11.16

12.03 

12.30 

12.34

12.39

12.71a

12.71b

12.83

MP

1 of 1

1 of 3

2 of 3

3 of 3 

1 of 1

1 of 1 

1 of 1 

1 of 1

1 of 1

1 of 1

1 of 1 

1 of 1

1 of 2 

2 of 2

1 of 1

1 of 1 

1 of 1

1 of 1 

1 of 1 

1 of 1

1 of 1

1 of 2

2 of 2

1 of 1

Section

218

180

301

91 

n/a

60

195 

15 

135

90

30

120 

15

48 

112

330

240 

240

n/a 

89 

218

60

160

71

137

Length

1940

1950

1906

1950 

1967

1932

1909 

1904 

1923

1926

1927

1909 

1916

1975 

1932

2014?

1928 

1928

1953 

1948 

1969

1925

1969

1929

1948

Year 
Built

Fair

Fair

Fair to Good

Fair 

Good

Good

Fair 

Fair 

Good

Good

Good

Fair 

Good

Good 

Good

Good

Fair 

Fair

Fair 

Fair 

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Super 
Condition

Good

Fair to Good

Fair

Fair to Good 

Good

Good

Fair 

Fair 

Good

Good

Fair

Fair 

Fair

Fair 

Fair

Good

Poor 

Fair

Fair 

Fair 

Fair

Fair

Good

Fair

Fair

Sub 
Condition

Open

Open

Open

Open 

n/a

Open

Ballasted 

Ballasted 

Ballasted

Ballasted

Ballasted

Ballasted 

Ballasted

Ballasted 

Open

Open

Ballasted 

Ballasted

n/a 

Ballasted 

Open

Open

Open

Open

Ballasted

Deck 
Type

 

Fair 

Fair 

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair 

Fair

Good 

Fair 

Fair

n/a 

Fair

Ballast 
Deck 

Condition

Good

Fair to Poor

Fair to Poor

Fair to Poor 

Good

 

 

 

 

Fair

Good

 

 

 

Good

Good

Good

Good

Fair

Bridge Tie
Condition

$ 7,500.00

$ 5,000.00

$ 4,000.00

$ 7,000.00

 

$ 10,000.00

$ 25,000.00

 
$ 15,000.00

 
$ 15,000.00

 

$ 10,000.00 

$ 15,000.00

$ 80,000.00

Deferred
Maintenance

$ 25,000.00

$ 50,000.00

 
$ -

$ -

 

 

$ 30,000.00

 

 

 

$ -

$ 5,000.00

$ 4,500.00

$ 5,000.00

$ 4,000.00

 
$ -

$ 500.00

$ 5,000.00

 
$ 7,500.00

 
$ 2,500.00

$ 2,500.00

$ 1,500.00

$ 4,500.00

 
$ 1,500.00

 
$ 4,500.00

$ -

$ 10,000.00

 
$ 10,000.00

$ -

 
 

$ 2,500.00

$ 1,500.00

$ 1,500.00

Stringer thru bolts missing. Need to add stringer through bolts.

Spot bridge tie replacement required. Some fire damage.

Up to 50% of top flange of floor beams; stringers in good condition.

Spot bridge tie replacement required and walkway & railing repair needed. 
Some fire damage.

Overhead highway.

Ties replaced in 2002.

Ballast retainers needing maintenance. Substructure & superstructure in a 
wet environement.

Ballast holes, moderate to heavy decay of deck. Some severely decayed 
piles needing posting.

Ballast retainer deterioration.

Back wall deterioration.

Ballast retainer low. Ends of cross ties exposed on deck. Ballast retainers 
need to be raised.

Strut bearing plate corroded and pier 2 concrete spalling around bearing 
plates. Plates need replacement with larger plate and concrete repaired.

Bent bracing moderate to severe decay.

Superstructure and steel towers recently replaced.

Bent bracing poor. Piling good to fair. Overall bent condition poor due to 
bracing condition.

Bent bracing condition moderate decay.

Highway overhead. Assuming maintenance by others. DOT says structurally 
obsolete.

Seismic retrofit in 1996. Caltrans responsible for substructure mainte-
nance. Railroad responsible for superstructure maintenance.

Wood plank walkways.

Wood plank walkways. Bridge ties replaced in 1994.

Steel grated walkways. Bridge ties replaced in 1994.

Wood plank walkways. Bridge ties replaced in 1994.

Seismic retrofit in 1996. Caltrans responsible for substructure mainte-
nance. Railroad responsible for superstructure maintenance.

Capital Cost
next 10 years

Annual 
Maintenance 
(10-yr avg)

Notes

14

13

5

6 

n/a

4

13 

1 

9

6

2

8 

1

1 

8

8

16 

16

n/a 

2 

4

1

2

1

2

# of 
Spans

Timber

Timber

Steel

Timber 

CIP PS Concrete

Timber 

Timber 

Timber

Timber

Timber

Timber 

Timber

Concrete 

Timber

Steel Trestle

Timber 

Timber

Steel w/ Concrete Deck 

Steel w/ Concrete Deck 

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Steel

Span Type

ODPT

ODPT

TPGOD

ODPT 

OHH

ODPT

BDPT 

BDPT 

BDPT

BDPT

BDPT

BDPT 

BDPT

PS Concrete Tub 

ODPT

Deck Plate Girders

BDPT 

BDPT

OHH 

Deck Steel Plate 

Steel Plate Girder

Steel Plate Girder

Steel Plate Girder

Through Plate Girder

Through Plate Girder

Bridge Type
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BR IDGE INSPEC T IONS (CONT ’D )

14.85

15.89a

15.89b 

15.89c 

15.89d 

15.89e

17.30

18.84

19.43a 

19.43b 

20.18

22.29 

23.47

23.54 

26.09

26.55

4.45

Selva 
Beach 
Area

Leonard 
Gulch

TOTAL

MP

1 of 1

1 of 5

2 of 5 

3 of 5 

4 of 5 

5 of 5

1 of 1

1 of 1

1 of 2 

2 of 2 

1 of 1

1 of 1 

1 of 1

1 of 1 

1 of 1

1 of 1

Section

52

120

215 

148 

40 

60

240

420

240 

60 

n/a

330 

15

16 

11

11

Length

1971

1970

1904 

1903 

1904 

1971

1977

1970

1904 

1904 

1999

1928 

1935

1913 

1937

1937

Year 
Built

Good

Good

Fair 

Fair 

Good

Good

Good

Fair 

Fair 

n/a

Fair 

Fair

Fair to Poor 

Fair

Fair

Super 
Condition

Good

Good

Fair to Poor 

Fair 

Fair to Poor 

Good

Good

Good

Fair 

Fair 

n/a

Fair 

Fair

Fair to Poor 

Fair

Fair

Sub 
Condition

Ballasted

Ballasted

Open 

Open 

Open 

Ballasted

Ballasted

Ballasted

Open 

Open 

Solid Timber

Open 

Open

Open 

Open

Open

Deck 
Type

Ballast 
Deck 

Condition

Fair

Fair

Fair 

Fair 

Fair 

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair 

Fair 

n/a

Fair 

Fair

Fair 

Fair

Fair

Bridge Tie
Condition

$ 65,000.00 

$ 15,000.00 

$ 100,000.00 

$ 15,000.00 

$ -

$ 30,000.00 

$ 20,000.00 

$ 2,500.00

$ 15,000.00 

$ 456,000.00

Deferred
Maintenance

$ 175,000.00 

$ -

$ 280,000.00

$ 2,500.00

$ 10,000.00 

$ 2,500.00 

$ 2,500.00 

$ 2,500.00 

$ 2,500.00 

$ -

$ 10,000.00 

$ 1,500.00

$ 1,500.00 

$ 1,000.00

$ 1,500.00

$ 500.00 

$ 112,500.00

Low vehicular clearance of 14’ 1”. Cable seismic retrofit.

Crib wall with moderate decay. Cable seismic retrofit.

Bent longitudinal bracing, several with severe deterioration. Bridge ties 
replaced in 1997.

Stringers rate very poorly. Up to 29% section loss observed in top stringer 
flange. Vertical member U1-L1 has holes in flanges. Recommend that 
stringers and floor beams be replaced or strengthened for sustained loading 
using light 4 axle locomotives.

Bent bracing has moderate to severe deterioration. Timber walkway and 
railing in Fair to poor condition.

Some damage from underpass vehicular traffic.

Floor beams have section loss up to 100% at top and bottom of stringer 
connection, Bottom lateral bracing members have severe section loss, 
stringers have bottom flange section loss. Bridge ties replaced in 1996.

Moderate corrosion throughout. Bridge ties replaced in 1996, severe decay 
of isolated ties. Girder bracing moderate to severe section loss.

Overhead roadway.

Bridge ties replaced in 1996. Moderate decay of stringers. Moderate to 
severe decay of isolated timber bracing.

Bridge ties replaced in 1997.

Bridge ties replaced in 1997. Longitudinal struts failing. Back walls leaning 
in with decayed timbers. Stringer replacements needed of sustained regular 
traffic.

Bridge ties replaced in 1997.

Back wall planks have decay.

Wall is a Steel H pile soldier wall in good condition.

Tree sections, sections wall failing with washouts. 

Timber crib wall in Good condition.

Capital Cost
next 10 years

Annual 
Maintenance 
(10-yr avg)

Notes

2

3

15 

1 

3 

1

8

7

2 

1 

n/a

22 

1

1 

1

1

# of 
Spans

Concrete

Concrete

Timber 

Steel 

Timber 

Concrete

Concrete

Concrete

Steel 

Steel 

Timber

Timber 

Timber

Timber 

Timber

Timber

Span Type

PS Concrete

Precast Concrete Box

ODPT 

Pin connected deck 
truss 

ODPT 

Prestressed Concrete

Precast Concrete Box

Precast Concrete Box

Through Truss 

Steel Deck Girder 

ODPT OHR

ODPT 

ODPT

ODPT 

ODPT

ODPT

Retaining Wall

Retaining Wall 

Retaining Wall

Bridge Type
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MOW -  WATSONV IL LE

• Bridges are in fair condition.   Evidence of encampments under bridge and fire damage on ties.

• Ties and rail are in good shape, and every 5th tie needs to be replaced. Rail is 119# and qualifies as #1 relay. Surfacing looks good in 
profile and alignment. Dry weather aids in this and lack of train traffic. Vegetation is clear in this area.

• Requires $300,000 in immediate repairs; $800,000 in maintenance over next three years.

• Crossings ok, but need maintenance/upgrades; est $45,000 in asphalt removal in flanges

• Unable to inspect this area due to trespassers.   

• Between MP 6 and 5.8, there are several mudslides that cover 500 track feet.  Estimate $280,000 to build retaining wall and remove 
mud.  

• MP 5.5 washout.  Estimate $100,000 for small repair.

• MP 5.2 washout. Large in damage and surface area. Possible bridge construction to span the separation caused by the damage or 2 large 
culverts.  Property owners upstream will need to also address their erosion. Estimate $975,000-$1,200,000 for repair.

• Ties are in good shape; every 5th tie to be replaced in tangent and every 3rd in curves. Rail is 119# and qualifies as #1 relay, with 
90-112# rail sprinkled between. Surfacing needed for profile and for water shed through ties. This section has lots of vegetation and large 
trees overgrowing track. $315,00 in immediate repairs and $875,000 in maintenance over next three years.  

MP 1 to 4.6

MP 5.2 to 6.5
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MOW – CAP I TOL A TO SANTA CRUZ

• Capitola bridge will need rivets replaced due to extreme rust. Bridge structure
will need to be sanded and coated with a non-rusting enamel. Wooden stringers
and floor beams need to be replaced or strengthened. Security should be
upgraded. A detailed cost estimate would need to be undertaken.

• Rail and ties are 119# with every 5th tie to be replaced in tangent and every
3rd in curves.

• Surfacing will be needed to adjust movement of ties on the grade. Ballast needs
to be added.

• There are locations where stairs have been placed to allow for pedestrians to
walk to public beaches. Pedestrian crossings needed with proper signage and
lights.

• Estimate $200,000 immediate repairs with $875,000 in maintenance over next three years.

• Bridge at 19.43 has reported earthquake damage.

• Boardwalk clearance signs and cross bucks are needed to provide pedestrians with protection.  Estimate $85,000.

• Santa Cruz beach road running rail has cross bucks that need to be updated.
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MOW – SANTA CRUZ TO DAVENPORT

• Ties are in fair shape. Every 5th tie will need to be replaced. 

• Track surfacing will be needed to address water drainage. 

• There is an old siding by Panther beach that could be rebuilt.  Requires two switches and track restoration for 
an estimated cost of $270,000.

• $350,000 in immediate repair costs and $815,000 in a 3 yr maintenance program. 

• Davenport has several industry & siding switches, that need to be rehabbed. Switches in the siding rehab 
total estimated costing-$25,000

• Removal of industry switch and straight railing area-$50,000

• There are several crossings that have been paved over or have had the flange ways filled in. The number of 
these crossings that need to be addressed are unknown. 
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SAFE T Y  & COMPL IANCE PL AN

JASON WELSH
GENERAL MANAGER, HSE
612-578-5646
jwelsh@progressiverail.com

SAFETY COMES FIRST

The most important part of work is providing for family. I want every team member at PGR to go home in the 
same condition they arrived. In fact, if I can help them learn a better way to perform in any environment, maybe 
they will take some of that knowledge home and be healthier in their personal life as well.

• Review historical FRA recordkeeping and overall compliance; identify any gaps and fill them.

• Audit Code of Federal Regulations CFR 49 Parts 200-299

• Immediately contact and invite FRA local representative to meet on the operating segment to establish a
new baseline.

• Submit advice letter to CPUC for notification of CPCN transfer.  Immediately contact CPUC and invite
representative on location to establish baseline.

• Create Signals & Crossings Plan.

• Roll out STOP program.
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QUIE T  ZONE PL AN

• Our goal is to eliminate the use of locomotive horn signals in urban areas that include Santa Cruz, Live Oak, and Capitola

• Three independent Quiet Zones would extend from: 
1. Grove Lane crossing (MP 15.13) in the City of Capitola to the border of the unincorporated community of Live Oak 
2. Live Oak community (defers to Santa Cruz county) crossings 
3. From the border of Live Oak to Swift Ave. crossing (MP 21.59) in the City of Santa Cruz

• Both cities and Santa Cruz County would legally establish the Quiet Zones independently

• PGR would champion the effort by working with the three jurisdictions, undertake the required technical design and engineering work, and liaise with the FRA.
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QUIE T  ZONE PL AN

SANTA CRUZ
• MP 19.05 – Sea Bright Ave.
• MP 19.22 – Mott Ave.
• MP 19.71 – Cliff St./Beach Av
• MP 19.77 – Westbrook St.
• MP 19.83 – Main St.
• MP 19.97 – Pacific Ave.
• MP 20.75 – California St.
• MP 20.79 – Bay St.
• MP 20.87 – Lennox St.

• MP 21.02 – Dufour St.
• MP 21.08 – Bellevue St.
• MP 21.14 – Younglove Ave.
• MP 21.18 – Seaside St.
• MP 21.20 – Rankin St.
• MP 21.40 – Almar Ave.
• MP 21.45 – Fair Ave.
• MP 21.59 – Swift Ave.

LIVE OAK 
(SANTA CRUZ COUNTY)
• MP 16.88 – 38th Ave.
• MP 17.21 – 30th Ave.
• MP 17.87 – 17th Ave.
• MP 18.42 – 7th Ave.

CAPITOLA
• MP 15.52 – Monterey Ave.
• MP 16.38 – 47th Ave.
• MP 16.75 – 41st Ave.

T HE  S T R E E T  CROS S INGS  T H AT  WOULD  B E  A F F E C T E D  A R E  A S  F OL L OWS :
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QUIE T  ZONE PL AN

• Minimum safety improvements to make at each at-grade crossing may include
(and also not be limited to):

- Automatic warning devices (lights and gates)
- four-quadrant lanes & signage
- LED flashing lights

• Level of protection determined by diagnostic team review

- Required to assess collision risks at each crossing
- Comprised of local government, railroad, and Caltrans
- Team issues determination of additional measures needed

• Certification of the Quiet Zones

- Local government certifies to FRA that risk reduction achieved
- QZ takes effect after all safety improvements are made
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MARKE T ING PL AN

We will earn Santa Cruz customers by truly partnering with them. Our prosperity is a 
direct function of their prosperity, and we perpetually engage with them at all levels 
to drive improvements in the efficiency of their supply chains. We become involved 
in our customers’ businesses so we can use our own networks of buyers, sellers and 
transportation providers to find advantages that our customers can use to prosper in their 
marketplaces.

PGR engages customers with frequent face-to-face meetings, phone and email contact, 
weekly newsletters, monthly magazine mailings and hand-written notes. We not only like 
to keep asking the question, “what else are we missing?” but we like to share with them 
examples of programs and ideas we’ve developed with other customers to improve their 
supply chain efficiencies.

• Action steps are to:

- Secure a transloading warehouse and recruit a marketing professional
- Identify target customers and research their logistics options, hold in-person 

meetings, and follow-up with tailored marketing materials
- Work seamlessly with UP to set up advantageous rates to win back freight 

from trucks
- Connect Santa Cruz Scenic with PGR’s network of customers across the US.
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PASSENGER E XCURSION PL AN

• PGR will work eagerly with authorities as part of the California State Rail Plan to relieve 
congested roadways and provide rail solutions for freight and passenger transportation.  How 
tourist and commuter services differ or overlap will be an important aspect.

• Anticipating some public resistance in the Capitola to Santa Cruz corridor as train service is 
reinstated, our goal is to create an endearing proposition that is safe, green, quiet, and efficient.  
We favor nostalgic train designs, which we believe would respect the rich heritage of the area and 
the Boardwalk.

• Reinstating the Suntan Special will be a transformational project and will take several years to 
develop.  PGR has already started these efforts and we believe we have a workable solution 
whereby we provide service between Watsonville Junction and Santa Cruz and the San Jose 
leg is provided by TAMC.  PGR aims to work closely with the Boardwalk to provide package 
incentives to tourists.

• Recognizing it will take time to plan, educate the public, secure quiet zones, and execute the 
excursions we envisage, we plan to focus at the outset on the coastal rail west and north of 
Santa Cruz.  We will call this route the Sunset Special, but will provide several offerings.
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SUNTAN SPEC IAL

• Travel seamlessly across an urban landscape that opens to a scenic coastline

• Enjoy the journey on modern, safe, clean, and comfortable trains

• Glide past traffic congestion on reliable

• Transfer quickly and easily between high-speed train and a PGR local train with coordinated
arrivals and departures with significantly reduced wait times

• Plan entire door-to-door trips, and purchase a single ticket using a portal that coordinates with
the Boardwalk ticket sales

• Coordinated planning and investments among railroads and the Boardwalk will ensure that rail
operators will benefit from the strategies in this plan.

• Provides a new tourist attraction that is a throwback to a past era

- Improves safety and reduces the demand on emergency responders
- Lowers greenhouse gas emissions
- Enhance livability for everyone.
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SUNTAN SPEC IAL

• Our goal is to reestablish the historic Suntan Special by providing weekend passenger service 
from San Jose Diridon station to the Santa Cruz Boardwalk via Watsonville Junction.

• Approach is to partner with Transit Authority for Monterey County (TAMC) and the Santa Cruz 
Boardwalk.  Discussions with both parties have commenced.

• TAMC would provide service for the San Jose to Watsonville Junction leg. Passengers would 
cross platform to the awaiting PGR train, which would provide service to and from the Santa Cruz 
Boardwalk.  

• Total travel time is expected to be 1:06 hrs for the 51 mile San Jose leg via TAMC and 1:15 hrs 
for the 20 mile Santa Cruz leg on PGR’s train. Total travel time is 2 hrs 36 minutes assuming a 
15 minute transfer at Watsonville Junction. The historic Suntan Special travel time was 2 hours 
for this route.

• Scheduled service initially would be one morning train to Santa Cruz and a return train late 
afternoon.   

• Service would be expanded in response to demand. 
Preliminary Timetable

     To Santa Cruz
San Jose Diridon   07.30
Watsonville Junstion  08.36 08.51
Santa Cruz Boardwalk   10.06

      To San Jose
Santa Cruz Boardwalk  17.00
Watsonville Junstion  18.15 18.30
San Jose Diridon    19.36
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SUNTAN SPEC IAL  –  TAMC LEG

• We believe Santa Cruz can benefit from TAMC’s efforts on the Salinas Rail Extension project

• In discussions with Christina Watson, Principal Transportation Planner, at TAMC

• Alternative approaches that include PGR gaining trackage rights on the UP line or initiating
negotiations with Caltrain to provide service are viewed as less optimal
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CONCEP TUAL  LOCOMOT IVE

• In discussions with National Railway Equipment
(NRE) to purchase fully refurbished quiet,
N-ViroMotive hybrid diesel/electric gensets that
can be configured with nostalgic covered wagon
cowling.

• Approach is to set out a locomotive at each end
of the train for ease of changing direction and for
providing redundancy in the event of a power issue.

• The units are U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) Tier II certified using Tier III Off-Road
certified industrial diesel engines.

• The N-ViroMotive product line is also recognized
by the California Air Resources Board as Ultra-Low
Emitting Locomotives.
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CONCEP TUAL  PASSENGER CARS

• Passenger car trainset design will comprise:

- six coach fare cars, 
- two lounge class cars with observation domes, 
- a bar car in-between.

• Passenger cars have been identified in Florida, Connecticut, and Illinois.

• In discussions with Relco Locomotive in Albia, Iowa, to refurbish and modernize cars to provide wheelchair access. 

• Train capacity would be circa 500 to 1,000 passengers depending on demand. 
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SUNSE T SPEC IAL

• Our goal is to launch a new excursion service to Davenport 
from Santa Cruz, using Wilder Ranch as a launch point 
until Quiet Zones east of Swift Street are established.

• Trainsets would be interchangeable with Suntan Special.

• Thematic excursions include:

- Polar Express 
- Easter Egg Hunt
- Pumpkin Patch
- Picnic on the Beach
- Sunset
- Vino Veritas
- Train Out Bike Back

San Vicente

Sharktooth

Bonny Doon

Bonny Doon
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SUNSE T SPEC IAL

• We propose having an informal caretaker role in four
beaches – San Vicente, Secret, Sharktooth, and Bonny
Doon.

• We do not want to interfere with the role of government,
but stand at the ready to improve the safety and
experience of visitors in the Davenport area.

• Right now there are unsafe and unkept trails that are
eroding.   We think we can do better.

• With rail service to provide easy access, we anticipate
higher levels of visitors.  As such, we aim to preserve the
natural beauty by providing safe passage down the cliffs,
informative signage, and waste management.

From the current condition...

There is room for improvement.

San Clemente, CA examples of possible approches.
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5 -YE AR F INANCIAL  PL AN

Variances are favorable/(unfavorable)
$ in thousands

FINANCIALS
  Revenues
     Switching
     Transloading
     Storage & Rental
     Other

  Total Revenues

  Operating Expenses
     Transportation
     Maintenance of Way
     Maintenance of Equipment
     Carload Connection
     Administrative

  Total Operating Expenses

  EBITDA
 EBITDA Margin
    Capital Requirement 
 Cash Flow
  Cumulative Cash Flow

 $1,040 
 $18 

 $105 
 $200 

$1,363

 $232 
 $136 
 $27 
 $76 

 $204 

$676

$688
 50% 

 ($2,595)
 (1,907)
 (1,907)

$1,122
 50% 

 ($3,767)
 (2,645)
 (4,552)

$2,692
 41% 

 ($4,767)
 (2,074)
 (6,627)

 $3,876 
 40% 

 ($1,017)
 2,860 

 (3,767)

 $5,174 
 39% 

 ($767)
 4,407 

 640 

 $380 
 $224 
 $45 

 $131 
 $336 

$1,116

 $1,118 
 $1,008 

 $412 
 $358 
 $986 

$3,882

 $1,656 
 $1,559 
 $663 
 $526 

 $1,461 

 $5,865 

 $2,235 
 $2,134 
 $918 
 $715 

 $1,972 

 $7,975 

Forecast
2018

 $1,700 
 $46 
 $174 
 $319 

$2,238

Forecast
2019

 $5,025 
 $68 

 $508 
 $974 

$6,575

Forecast
2020

 $7,450 
 $91 

 $752 
 $1,448 

$9,741

Forecast
2021

 $10,050 
 $137 

 $1,016 
 $1,947 

$13,149

Forecast
2022

Total Santa Cruz Scenic Railway
Pro Forma Cash Flow
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5 -YE AR F INANCIAL  PL AN

Variances are favorable/(unfavorable)
$ in thousands

FINANCIALS
  Revenues
     Switching
     Transloading
     Storage & Rental
     Other

  Total Revenues

CARLOADS
     Forecast

+/- vs Prior Year
% Change 

  Operating Expenses
     Transportation
     Maintenance of Way
     Maintenance of Equipment
     Carload Connection
     Administrative

  Total Operating Expenses

  EBITDA
EBITDA Margin
Capital Requirement 
Cash Flow

  Cumulative Cash Flow

 $140 
 18 
 15 
 20  

 $193 

 400 
 na 
 na 

 400 
 na 
 na 

 1,500 
 500 

 50% 

 2,000 
 500 

 33% 

 3,000 
 1,000 
 50% 

 $33 
 19 
 4 

 17 
 29 

 $102 

$91
 47% 

 (595)
 (504)
 (504)

$227
  47% 
 (267)
 (40)

 (544)

$341
  47% 
 (267)

 74 
 (470)

 $454 
  47% 
 (267)

 187 
 (283)

 $681 
  47% 
 (267)

 414 
 132 

 $82 
 48 
 10 
 43 
 72  

 $256 

  $123 
 72 
 14 
 65 

 109  

 $384 

  $164 
 97 
 19 
 87 

 145 

  $512  

  $246 
 145 
 29 

 130 
217  

  $768 

Forecast
2018

  $350 
 46 
 39 
 49  

 $483 

Forecast
2019

  $525 
 68 
 58 
 74  

 $725 

Forecast
2020

  $700 
 91 
 77 
 98  

 $966 

Forecast
2021

  $1,050 
 137 
 116 
 147  

 $1,449 

Forecast
2022

Watsonville Freight
Pro Forma Cash Flow
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5 -YE AR F INANCIAL  PL AN

Variances are favorable/(unfavorable)
$ in thousands

FINANCIALS
  Revenues
     Switching
     Transloading
     Storage & Rental
     Other

  Total Revenues

CARLOADS
     Forecast

+/- vs Prior Year
% Change 

  Operating Expenses
     Transportation
     Maintenance of Way
     Maintenance of Equipment
     Carload Connection
     Administrative

  Total Operating Expenses

  EBITDA
EBITDA Margin
Capital Requirement 
Cash Flow

  Cumulative Cash Flow

 $900 
 - 

 90 
 180   

 $1,170 

 20,000 
 na 
 na 

 30,000 
 10,000 

 50% 

 40,000 
 10,000 

 33% 

 50,000 
 10,000 

 25% 

 60,000 
 10,000 

 20% 

  $199 
 117 
 23 
 59 

 176 

 $573 

$597
  51% 

 (1,500)
 (903)
 (903)

$895
   51% 

 (1,000)
 (105)

 (1,008)

$1,193
  51% 

 (1,000)
 193 

 (815)

 $1,492 
   51% 
 (250)
 1,242 

 427

 $1,790 
   51% 
 (250)
 1,540 
 1,967 

  $298 
 176 
 35 
 88 

 263   

 $860 

  $398 
 234 
 47 

 117 
351   

 $1,147 

   $497 
 293 
 59 

 146 
 439  

  $1,433  

   $597 
 351 
 70 

 176 
 527   

  $1,720 

Forecast
2018

   $1,350 
 - 

 135 
 270   

 $1,755 

Forecast
2019

   $1,800 
 - 

 180 
 360 

 $2,340 

Forecast
2020

   $2,250 
 - 

 225 
 450   

 $2,925 

Forecast
2021

   $2,700 
 - 

 270 
 540   

 $3,510

Forecast
2022

Excursion Trains toward Davenport
Pro Forma Cash Flow
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5 -YE AR F INANCIAL  PL AN

Variances are favorable/(unfavorable)
$ in thousands

FINANCIALS
  Revenues
     Switching
     Transloading
     Storage & Rental
     Other

  Total Revenues

CARLOADS
     Forecast
 +/- vs Prior Year
 % Change 

  Operating Expenses
     Transportation
     Maintenance of Way
     Maintenance of Equipment
     Carload Connection
     Administrative

  Total Operating Expenses

  EBITDA
 EBITDA Margin
    Capital Requirement 
 Cash Flow
  Cumulative Cash Flow

 - 
 - 
 - 
 - 

- 

 -   
 na 
 na 

 -   
 - 
 - 

 60,000 
 60,000 

 - 

 100,000 
 40,000 

 67% 

 140,000 
 40,000 

 40% 

   - 
 - 
 - 
 - 
 - 

- 

-
 -

  (500)
 (500)
 (500)

-
   -

 (2,500)
 (2,500)
 (3,000)

$1,158
   33% 

 (3,500)
 (2,342)
 (5,342)

 $1,931 
    33% 
 (500)
 1,431 

 (3,911)

 $2,703
    33% 

 (250)
 2,453 

 (1,459) 

   - 
 - 
 - 
 - 
 - 

- 

 $597 
 702 
 351 
 176 
 527    

  $2,352 

   $995 
 1,170 
 585 
 293 
 878   

   $3,920 

    $1,392 
 1,638 

 819 
 410 

 1,229    

   $5,487  

Forecast
2018

 - 
 - 
 - 
 - 

- 

Forecast
2019

    $2,700 
 - 

 270 
 540 

  $3,510 

Forecast
2020

    $4,500 
 - 

 450 
 900    

  $5,850 

Forecast
2021

   $6,300 
 - 

 630 
 1,260 

 $8,190 

Forecast
2022

Suntan Special
Pro Forma Cash Flow
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OPER AT ING CONTR AC T

• Reviewed agreement with IPH dated September 27, 2012 and submit the following for consideration:

- PGR is generally agreeable to the contract and its intent save the provisos discussed below.

- Given the SCCRTC has experience with the contract, PGR is open to any proposed revisions that improve the contractual obligations, terms, and 
alignment between SCCRTC and PGR.

- Regarding economics, we recommend increasing the operating term to 20 years or, conversely, a 10 year term with a 10 year renewal feature that is 
contingent upon PGR’s being in full compliance and good standing. 

- We envisage making sizable investments to enable sustainable passenger rail service and anticipate the stakeholder alignment process taking two to 
three years.  Peak investment levels will likely occur several years into the operating term and will require external financing. As such, investors will likely 
require at least a ten-year investment horizon from the time the investment is made.

- Given the expected high-level of commitment and resources that PGR will put forth to reinstate a sustainable passenger service on the entire line, PGR 
will seek to protect that investment and is sensitive to any encroachment of other passenger operators that may enter onto the line.

• Reviewed agreement with Santa Cruz, Big Trees & Pacific Railway Company and understand their rights and have no concern about continued compliance.  
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LEGAL  ENT I T Y  AS OPER ATOR

Progressive Rail Incorporated
(MN, S-Corp)

(dba Crab Orchard and Egyptian Railway in Illinois)

Airlake Terminal Railway Company, LLC
(MN limited liability company)

(PGR – 100%)
(Inactive)

Piedmont & Northern 
Railroad LLC

(MN limited liability company)
(PGR – 100%)

Iowa Southern Railway Company
(IA S-Corp)

(PGR – 100%)

Central Midland Railway Company
(MN S-Corp)

(PGR – 100%)

Rail Retrievers Logistics, LLC
(MN limited liability company)

(PGR – 100%)
(Inactive)

IATR Properties, LLC
(MN limited liability company)

(PGR – 100%)

Red Diamond Processing 
& Packaging LLC

(MN limited liability company)
(PGR – 100%)

Wisconsin Northern 
Railroad LLC

(MN limited liability company)
(PGR – 100%)

Santa Cruz Scenic 
Railway LLC

(MN limited liability company)
(PGR – 100%)

100% Owned Subsidiary

Iowa Traction Railway Company
(IA C-Corp)

(PGR – 94.2%)

Empire Builder Investments Inc.
(MN, S-Corp)
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RESOURCE PL AN

Support Teams located in 
Lakeville, MN

Santa Cruz Scenic 
permanently posted locally

T&E

Dustin Heichel

TBA-1
TBA-2

Appointed GM is the single 
point of accountability

Convener for incident response

Team of Marketing 
professionals will support 

representative on the ground

On the ground team will be increased over 2018 
in preparation for excursion trains. Vacation 

relief will be provided by the functional teams.

MOW

Leon Hoyt

Signals & 
Crossings

Nik Shepard

Business
Development

TBA

Mechanical

Mike Sanders

Marketing

Dave Fellon

TBA-3

Finance

Nick Dillon

HSE & FRA
Compliance

Jason Welsh

Legal

Jim Thornton
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REFERENCES

Lauren Sullivan
Marketing & Sales
Sr. Consultant Short Line Development
Office: (402) 544-4522
Cell: (402) 672-9814
lsullivan@up.com

Union Pacific Railroad
1400 Douglas St. STOP 1350
Omaha, NE 68179

Robert Russell
Marketing & Sales
AVP Network & Industrial Development
Office: (402) 544-3450
Cell: (402) 981-0524
robertrussell@up.com

Union Pacific Railroad
1400 Douglas St. STOP 1350
Omaha, NE 68179

Allan Paul
Rail Division Acting Director - Department of Transportation
Office: (919) 707-4712
hapaul@ncdot.gov

1 South Wilmington Street
1553 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1553

Charlie Walker
President/CEO
Office: (715) 723-7150
ccedc@chippewa-wi.com

Chippewa County Economic Development Corporation
770 Technology Way
Chippewa Falls, WI 54729
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MOBIL IZ AT ION & START-UP PL AN

• From the contract award date, PGR will meet with SCCRTC immediately to make introductions and to agree a process to finalize and execute definitive agreements.  

• A request for approval to become Operator will be submitted to the STB once the operating agreement is executed.  STB approval (or non-rejection) is expected to 
occur in 30 days (the Closing Period).

• During the Closing Period:

- PGR will invite SCCRTC officials to its headquarters in Lakeville, Minnesota, to showcase its operations and discuss how to best align PGR capabilities with 
SCCRTC priorities.

- As permitted by SCCRTC, PGR will have introductory discussions with Santa Cruz Branch Line employees and IPH. PGR’s objective is to retain Santa Cruz 
Branch Line employees with a working assumption that two dual-qualified engineers will be needed as the T&E team.

- PGR will assign a “business unit leader” who will be singly accountable for conducting safe operations on the line and providing customer interface
- PGR’s marketing team will begin contacting existing and targeted new customers, and recruit a representative on the ground.
- A transition plan will be prepared and implemented to ensure new employees to PGR are provided with a company orientation, Human Resource documents that 

include compensation and grade level assignments, benefits, employment contracts, and any training that is required.
- We will mobilize a switcher locomotive and store it on a siding in Watsonville until a facility can be secured.
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 51 
COMMENTER: Carol Long 

DATE: August 10, 2018 

Response 51.1 
The commenter argues that Progressive Rail does not operate safely or with concern for public 
health and provides news articles from Wisconsin and Minnesota to support this position.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: pall marten
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: Streetcar to 4 mile ...
Date: Thursday, August 23, 2018 9:56:27 PM

    Can't wait to hop on a rail-car to 4 mile !  What is the time-line on that one ?

        Thanks for making rail travel possible again .

pall marten
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 52 
COMMENTER: Pall Marten  

DATE: August 23, 2018 

Response 52.1 
The commenter expresses support for passenger rail service to 4-Mile Beach and asks about the 
timeline for such service.  

The Proposed Project does not include passenger rail service or improvements to the rail line. The 
comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment is 
noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: christy martin
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: Comments on North Coast EIR
Date: Wednesday, September 05, 2018 2:53:46 PM

Hello, please include the following comments in the North Coast Rail Trail EIR public
comments.

1. The Noise impact assessment determined that there would be no noise or
vibration impact from Railroad Operations because the rail line is inoperable.  Page
3.11-5 section “Railroad Operations” states that "the Santa Cruz Branch Rail Line in
the North Coast area has not been in regular operation since the Davenport Cement
Plant closed in 2010 and thus generates no railroad operational noise.”.

However, the contract that was recently executed with Progressive Rail will restore
freight and passenger services over the entire line if the Unified Corridors Study
recommendations include rail service.  The assumption that there will be no rail
operation is also inconsistent with page 2-6 which states that : "In light of possible
future use of the rail for freight or passenger service, the Proposed Project includes
safety fencing described under Fencing below."

The primary difference between the proposed plan and the alternative is the railroad
tracks, and therefore the impacts from rail operation are a material fact in the
evaluation.  In order to perform an equitable analysis of the trail alignment options,
it should be assumed that the proposed plan will include railroad service and make
noise and vibration impact estimates based on the projected service levels in the
Progressive Rail operating plan and/or the RTC Rail Feasibility scenarios.  Estimates
should include the impact on homes and businesses from the required train horn at
the Highway 1 crossing.

Thank you
—Christy Martin
Santa Cruz City
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 53 
COMMENTER: Christy Martin 

DATE: September 5, 2018 

Response 53.1 
The commenter disagrees with the conclusion that there would be no noise or vibration impact 
from railroad operations, noting that the Project includes safety fencing because of potential future 
rail use. 

The purpose of an EIR is to assess the impact of a proposed project on the environment by 
comparing potential changes caused by the project with existing conditions. In CEQA terminology 
this is referred to as the “baseline,” and typically represents the “physical environmental conditions 
in the vicinity of the project, as they exist at the time the notice of preparation is published” [CEQA 
Guidelines §15125(a)]. Because there is no rail service in the North Coast area currently, it is 
appropriate to utilize a “no service” scenario as the baseline. However, the EIR also acknowledges 
that service could resume, with or without the project, in Sections 1.2.2 and 2.5 under Rail 
Operation and Maintenance. While the EIR project description acknowledges that fencing would be 
included “In light of possible future use of the rail for freight or passenger service,” this is required 
by the CPUC and represents sound planning, but not the baseline upon which impacts should be 
assessed.  

Alternatives 1 and 3 would preclude future rail service in the North Coast area by removing portions 
of the rail line, but the Proposed Project and Alternative 2 would not. The commenter is correct that 
this is a fundamental difference between the Proposed Project and Alternatives 1 and 3. However, 
the noise and vibration associated with potential future rail service would not be appropriately 
characterized as an impact of the Proposed Project. Further, the cumulative noise levels including 
potential future rail operation are discussed in Section 4.1.12 of the Draft EIR. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Ellen Martinez
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Cc: "Ellen Martinez"
Subject: Proposed North Coast Rail  Trail Project Draft Environmental Impact Report
Date: Sunday, August 12, 2018 5:31:53 PM

Hi Cory,
Thank you for the opportunity to review the North Coast Rail Trail Project Draft Environmental
Impact Report.

I realize that the RTC has requested that comments are limited to environmental issues. I do
appreciate that limitation and the purpose of the report. However, I choose to allow the very many
environmentalists that reside in Santa Cruz County to provide those comments.

I believe the Project Objectives, as outlined, are logical and sound with the exception of Objective
#3: “ Develop the trail so future rail transportation service along the corridor is not precluded.” I
disagree with this objective as I believe we should not be using the trail for any future rail
transportation service. Therefore, please delete this objective.

Alternative 1 (Trail Only) is the best option for Santa Cruz County. The railroad tracks and ties, which
are currently in a decaying state, should be removed. The multi use trail could then be located on
the rail bed.

I do believe it’s important that the RTC takes a laser-focused approach to fixing our short-term
priority issue (i.e., highway 1 traffic). Obviously, a long-term strategy and vision for transportation
for the County is important. However, this long-term vision and plan should not over-shadow the
ever-present highway 1 issue.

Please:
- Keep mass transportation on Highway 1.
- Fix the traffic issues on Highway 1 NOW so that South County residents can use the highway

instead of creating congestion on secondary streets.
- Please make fixing highway 1 traffic the one and only priority for the RTC. All other

initiatives should be secondary. Why?
o If a disaster occurred in Santa Cruz County, there would be no exit path out of the

county.
o The traffic issue is affecting tourism, and therefore revenues for the businesses of

Santa Cruz County.

Please demonstrate leadership and responsiveness by executing a  fix to our highway 1 traffic issue.

Sincerely,
Ellen Martinez
ellen@ellenmartinez.com
Resident of Aptos
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 54 
COMMENTER: Ellen Martinez 

DATE: August 12, 2018 

Response 54.1 
The commenter disagrees with Project Objective #3, which calls for retention of the rail line, and 
expresses support for Alternative 1 (Trail Only). The commenter requests that RTC prioritize 
improvements on Highway 1.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: joe martinez
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Cc: "Joe Martinez"
Subject: Proposed North Coast Rail  Trail Project Draft Environmental Impact Report
Date: Monday, August 20, 2018 8:44:19 AM

Hi Cory,

Thank you for the opportunity to review the North Coast Rail Trail Project Draft Environmental Impact Report.

I believe Project Objectives #3 “ Develop the trail so future rail transportation service along the corridor is not
precluded.” Needs to be removed from the list of objectives. I disagree with this objective as I believe we should
not be using the trail for any future rail transportation service.

Alternative 1 (Trail Only) and Alternative 3 (Farmer’s Alternative) are the best options for Santa Cruz County. The
railroad tracks and ties, which are currently in a decaying state, should be removed.

Alternative 2 and 4 should not be considered and need to be eliminated.

Regards,

Joe Martinez
Aptos, Ca.

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
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Letter 55 
COMMENTER: Joe Martinez 

DATE: August 20, 2018 

Response 55.1 
The commenter expresses support for Alternative 1 (Trail Only) and Alternative 3 (Farmer’s 
Alternative) and requests the elimination of Objective #3 from the Project Description.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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Comments to the  
Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
c/o Cory Caletti 
Senior Transportation Planner/Rail Trail Program Manager 
NCRTDraftEIR@sccrtc.org 

Brian McElroy 
13 First Avenue 
Davenport, CA 95017 

I am submitting the following comments to the North Coast Rail Trail Environmental Impact 
Report.  I support the project, but do feel that significant improvements need to be made to 
maintenance of the trail and parking access. 

PARKING:  
Page 3.1-24 “The existing unpaved parking area at Davenport Beach would be paved … with 
access path to the proposed trail.”  I appreciate that the project planners incorporated 
previous suggestions regarding the parking area at the Davenport terminus.  If the “daily peak 
use is estimated at 951 trail users” and the assumption is that half “average trail users would 
start at the northern section, traveling 3.75 miles and back”, then we believe the 54 spaces as 
shown in the diagram to be completely inadequate. We currently have the need for at least 100 
parking spaces on busy weekends and this is before there are proposed new trail users. This 
discrepancy needs to be addressed. Lateral parking along the highway is not safe or acceptable. 
This parking area should have a gate which can be locked at night to deter late night beach 
party-goers consistent with State Park beach parking lots. In addition, the parking area west of 
the highway should include a designated and restricted space outside the gate for bus parking.  

TRASH: 
Page 3.1-26   The inclusion of trash/recycling containers and plans for routine maintenance for 
removing graffiti are all good, but it is imperative that an ongoing source funding and hiring for 
maintenance personnel be included in the EIR. Currently the dumpsters are often overflowing, 
so they need to be picked up more than once a week. It would be helpful if the project planners 
would identify the responsible agency for such maintenance, the expected frequency of service, 
and the staffing and budget available for these operations over time. If County Parks is 
subcontracted with an MOU, the level of service, and source of sustainable funding should be 
identified. 

TOILETS:  
Page 3.1-24 “restroom facility in a prefabricated structure on a 12-foot by 18-foot pad.” I 
appreciate that the project planners incorporated our previous suggestion that the parking area 
at the Davenport terminus include toilet facilities. Currently, Davenport businesses bear a 
disproportionate amount of the burden of meeting the needs of the general public for toilet 
facilities. A public restroom at this site will also reduce the amount of urination and defecation 
within the right of way and on the bluff lands and beaches. The EIR should provide more detail 
on the toilets - number of stalls, flush versus pit, etc. 

The toilet facilities will only be used if they are maintained and regularly serviced and locked at 
night, consistent with State Park beach facilities. It would be helpful if the project planners, in 
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the response to comments, identify the responsible agency for such maintenance, the expected 
frequency of service, and the staffing and budget available for these operations over time. 

Section 3.6 of the EIR analyzes the trail’s impact on geological stability of the project corridor 
and the exposure to seismic and geological hazards.  it does not address the effects of trail 
users on soil erosion and potential drainage issues.  Trail users, including mountain bikers, will 
be veering off the trail, based on both Monterey and San Mateo coast trails usage. What is the 
expected impact of trail users on soil erosion and drainage rerouting?  Are EV bikes and 
motorized skate boards permitted on the trail?  If so, what will be the potential for increased 
soil erosion and drainage problems? These questions should be addressed and answered in the 
EIR. 

3.6-Geology and Soils 

3.12-Public Safety and Services 
It is my understanding that the path is to be built to support emergency vehicles including fire 
trucks which will access the path to deal with injuries and medical emergencies.  It is also my 
understanding that emergency vehicles require a surface 12 feet wide. 

Thus, the first comment regarding Public Safety & Services ties back to Section 2(Description) 
where Figure 2-3b shows the Project path only 8 feet wide.  This is inadequate with regard to a 
12-foot width requirement for emergency vehicles.  The Alternate 1 trail width descriptions on
page 2-7 lists a typical path cross section as 10 feet—this would also be inadequate for
emergency vehicles.  The trail width description elsewhere in Section 2 lists 20 feet width a 12-
foot wide path which is sufficient.  Unless the emergency vehicles are going to travel partly on
the path and partly on the shoulder on certain narrower sections of the path, the multiplicity of
descriptions and figures needs to be corrected to the proper 12 feet throughout.

For the balance of Public Safety & Service topics the analysis seems to be the same—the EIR 
considers the only environmental impact to be new buildings/facilities.  Apparently, head 
counts, vehicles and vehicle trips may be increased to serve the increase in injuries, medical 
emergencies and law enforcement without environmental impact.  No forecast of head counts 
or call out data are provided in Section 3.12. to support a conclusion of no impact on 
emergency and law enforcement vehicles and personnel.    

3.4-Biological Resources   
The project description does not document how the project, by maintaining (presumably) the 
status quo with regards to lack of connectivity between watersheds transected by the project 
and the ocean, will affect the long-term recovery of threatened salmonids and coastal estuarine 
habitats. Watershed alteration due to diversions, culverts, channeling (all of which were done 
to originally create the rail line) is considered an important impediment to salmon recovery and 
small coastal estuarine integrity.  Increasingly, CalTrans is considering how to mitigate these 
pocket estuary impacts in their redesign/repair of Highway 1 roadway where most estuaries in 
the Northern Santa Cruz County roadway were seriously damaged by infill, culverts, and 
diversion. The rail line likewise was created with little regard to the importance of these estuary 
habitats.   

There is no evidence of consideration of improving ecological conditions across the 
watershed/ocean connections transected by this project (especially the San Vicente Creek, 
Liddell Creek, Laguna Creek and Majors Creek). How will the project improve/enhance 514
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connectivity, particularly with regards to restoring estuarine habitats (e.g. San Vicente Creek 
watershed)? This should be addressed under the corridor and connectivity sections. How is 
connectivity currently impeded? How could connectivity be improved? Indeed, the rail corridor 
is considered a spatial LINK between features as opposed to a barrier, but for salmonids this is 
clearly not the case. 

3.2-Agricultural Resources 
Pesticide Use. The main pesticide used on north coast non-organic fields is a fumigant which 
is labelled as a carcinogen and can cause acute respiratory inhalation toxicity. Public exposure 
to the spraying of this and other chemicals must be addressed to minimalize exposure to hikers 
and bikers on the trail.  Adherence to spraying instructions on the label does not insure 
that areas sprayed may not keep people off the trail and away from chemical drift.  Other 
options should be considered as Regulatory Settings permit spraying to simply be stopped as 
people walk or ride by the pesticide applier. 

5.13.23    200 foot buffer between agricultural and non-ag lands.   It sounds like it is addressed 
but confusing due to federal vs local ordinances.  

Food Safety:  Indicates that farmers responsible for monitoring farmlands for human/animal 
wastes and must stop farming certain fields if contaminated. Burden is on the farmer which 
needs to be mitigated somehow.  

The distance between bathroom facilities must be close enough for hikers and even small 
children to access, decreasing risk of contamination on the trail or farmlands. Presently there is 
a 5-mile stretch without restrooms. 

Mitigation measures in the Hazardous Materials section refer to mitigation measures in the 
agriculture section.  I have the following comments. 

3.8 Hazards and Hazardous Materials 

The mitigation measure refers to the “Trail Manager” as the responsible party to collect litter 
and manage solid waste.  The Trail Manager is funded by the RTC.  The project description does 
not clearly define any parameters for the funding of the trail or the Trail Manager.   In addition, 
this mitigation measure does not adequately define what “… as needed” or “reasonable time 
frame” means in relation to the emptying of trash and the collection of trash along the trail.  
Trash and human waste along the trail is likely to be a significant issue with normal use of the 
trail and the additional impact of homeless people that will camp along the trail.  Homeless 
people have hauled thousands of pounds of trash out along Highway 1 that has been cleaned 
up by CalTrans on a number of occasions.  Large trucks were required to remove mattresses, 
shopping carts, tarps, tents, and all manner of waste and trash.  Homeless people will see the 
bike trail as an opportunity to access areas away from town and move large amounts of 
material out to camps. 

Mitigation Measure AG-3(c) 

Current parking lots with waste disposal at Bonny Doon Beach, Davenport, and Davenport 
Landing are often covered with litter and the dumpsters are overflowing.  The dumpsters are 
only emptied once per week and this is not adequate.  The Trail Master will need resources to 
clean and haul solid waste more than once a week. 
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The funding for the trail manager must be better defined and secured and there must be 
adequate funding for regular trail clean up (example: twice weekly).  The RTC cannot be 
allowed to underfund the maintenance of the trail and the removal of solid waste from the trail 
and parking areas. 

AG-5.  I do not see where the EIR addresses the possible impacts of pesticide application on trail 
users.  AG-5 appears to argue that the EIR does not need to address the impact of pesticide use 
on trail users and I feel this assumption is wrong.  There needs to be a system put in place 
where trail users are notified of pesticide applications while they are in progress.  In addition, 
drift of pesticides is known to occur with wind born fog.  Trail users will be subject to pesticide 
drift and this should be monitored.  Interpretive signs should directly address how trail users 
can avoid pesticide exposure.   
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Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission 
North Coast Rail Trail  Comments and Responses on the Draft EIR 

Final Environmental Impact Report (Volume 1, Comments and Responses) 

Letter 56 
COMMENTER: Brian McElroy 

DATE: September 21, 2018 

Response 56.1 
The commenter expresses an opinion that the proposed number of parking spaces would not meet 
demand, and that parking on the shoulder of Highway 1 is not safe or acceptable.  

As described under Impact T-4 in Section 3.14, Transportation/Circulation, although the new trail 
users arriving by vehicles would increase demand in parking lots, sufficient overflow parking space 
would remain in informal parking lots on the shoulder of Highway 1 to accommodate the additional 
demand. Additional detail is provided in Appendix K. Proposed improvements to a pedestrian 
crossing of Highway 1 at Ocean Street also would improve traffic safety for pedestrians relative to 
existing conditions. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 56.2 
The commenter requests that funding be identified for maintenance activities, including solid waste 
and graffiti removal.  

Refer to Master Response F for a discussion of trail maintenance and funding. Regarding the 
frequency of solid waste removal, Mitigation Measure AG-3(c) in Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources, 
requires that solid waste be collected twice-weekly, or more often as needed to ensure that the 
trash and recycling receptacles do not overflow. The frequency shall be determined by the Trail 
Manager and may vary seasonally, with more frequent collection in the summer months when the 
trail is busy.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 56.3 
The commenter requests more details regarding the number and type of toilet that would be 
installed in the restroom facilities and who would be responsible for maintenance of those facilities. 

As stated in Section 2.4 under Parking Lots and Section 2.5, Project Operation and Maintenance, 
there would be up to two ADA-accessible toilets at the Davenport Beach Lot: North and 
Panther/Yellowbank Beach Lot. No restrooms would be provided at Bonny Doon Beach Lot. Trail 
and parking lot areas would be maintained and operated by RTC, likely through a contract with a 
private firm, State Parks, County Parks and Recreation, or some combination thereof through formal 
agreements. Specific agreements and funding methods have not been finalized. Also refer to Master 
Response F. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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Response 56.4 
The commenter expresses concern about the effects of trail users on soil erosion and asks whether 
EV bikes will be allowed on the trail.  

Please refer to Response to Comment 12.8 for a detailed discussion of these issues. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 56.5 
The commenter states that the Project path shown in Figure 2-3b is 8 feet wide and the Alternative 
1 path is 10 feet wide, which are inadequate for emergency vehicles. The commenter also states 
that there is no forecast of headcounts to support the conclusion of no impact on emergency and 
law enforcement.  

Refer to Response to Comment 12.13 regarding the required width for emergency vehicle access. 

As described in Section 3.12.4, Project Impact Analysis (Public Safety and Services), the impact on 
emergency and law enforcement was determined “less than significant”, not “no impact”.  

Section 3.12.3, Methodology and Significance Thresholds, in the Draft EIR provides an explanation of 
the methodology used for the impact analysis. As explained under Significance Thresholds: 

“Notably, CEQA does not treat impacts on service ratios or responses times to be adverse 
effects on “the environment.” (City of Hayward v. Board of Trustees of the California State 
University (2015) 242 Cal.App.4th 833, 843.) Rather, what matters under CEQA is whether, in 
order to maintain adequate service ratios or response times, a city, county, or other service 
provider would have to build new or expanded physical facilities, which themselves could result 
in environmental effects. (Id. at pp. 843-844; see also Goleta Union School Dist. v. Regents of 
University of California (1995) 37 Cal.App.4th 1025, 1032-1033 [CEQA is not concerned with 
school overcrowding, which is a socio-economic effect, but is concerned with the impacts of 
school construction needed to alleviate overcrowding].) Thus, under CEQA, the environmental 
analysis relating to the provision of the above-mentioned services should be limited to possible 
construction-related impacts, if any, associated with the services.” 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 56.6 
The commenter’s question is about improving ecological conditions within the watersheds and 
coastal estuarine habitats of the Study Area, with particular concern given to habitat connectivity, to 
promote listed salmonid species recovery. 

Refer to Response to Comment 12.14. 

Response 56.7 
The commenter states that the farms around the project site use a fumigant that is a carcinogen and 
can cause acute respiratory inhalation toxicity. The commenter states that the EIR should address 
public exposure of this and other chemicals to trail users. The commenter additionally expresses 
confusion over federal versus local ordinances as it relates to a 200-foot buffer requirement 
between agricultural and non-agricultural lands, and suggests mitigation for food safety to remove 
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the burden from the agricultural operators. Lastly, the commenter states that bathroom facilities 
must be close enough for hikers and small children to access, noting a five-mile stretch without 
restrooms. 

The fumigant used in the North Coast area is Telone II. The active ingredient in Telone II is 1,3-
Dichloroproene (1,3-D). In response to comment 16.5, text has been added to the end of the 
Agricultural Pesticides discussion in Section 3.8.1 to describe the potential health effects associated 
with 1,3-D. In addition, text has been added to the discussion under Impact HAZ-1 to reiterate these 
health impacts and to assess the potential for exposure of trail users to this material based on 
established MOE targets for short-term or acute ambient exposure. This additional analysis 
reiterates the conclusion for Impact HAZ-1, which is that exposure of trail users and maintenance 
personnel to pesticides and other agricultural chemicals would be less than significant with 
mitigation. As noted in Response to Comment 12.9, additional protection of the health of trail users 
would be provided by Mitigation Measure HAZ-1, as added to this Final EIR. The new recommended 
mitigation reads as follows: 

Acting as responsible agency, tThe California Department of Parks and Recreation, in 
consultation with the Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR), at the time of next renewal or 
extension of agricultural leases with North Coast farmers along the North Coast Rail Trail 
corridor, shall revise the current leases to include the following:  

 Prohibition of pesticide application within 50 feet of a distance from the North Coast Rail 
Trail corridor sufficient to protect trail users 

 Prohibition of pesticide application during public hours, which would be determined 
through coordination with State Parks, the Coastal Commission, and property owners 
Consistent with DPR regulations, a requirement that pesticide use occur only at times of the 
day when public health and safety can be protected 

 Requirement that, when spraying in areas within 100 feet of along the trail corridor, 
agricultural operationsors place temporary warning signs at reasonable points along the 
potentially affected portion of the corridor, to the extent consistent with state pesticide 
regulations.  

The 200-foot buffer is a County of Santa Cruz requirement that does not apply to the Project due to 
federal preemption. For additional discussion of this 200-foot buffer, refer to Response to 
Comment 16.6. 

Food safety impacts are discussed under Impact AG-3 in Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources. 
Mitigation includes the installation of “No Trespassing” signs; regular removal of solid waste and 
litter; and posting notices with information pertaining to food safety, including a reminder that dogs 
and horses are prohibited, and a notice that trail users are required to use restroom facilities, with 
the locations identified.  

The distance between bathroom facilities is addressed in Response to Comment 16.11g. The Project 
includes two proposed restrooms – one at the Davenport Beach lot and the Panther/Yellowbank 
Beach lot – and there is an existing restroom at the Wilder Ranch Parking lot at the southern end of 
the trail. Although labor laws governing agricultural operators require a restroom within a walking 
distance of no less than five minutes, such regulations do not apply to the Project and would not be 
warranted given the transient nature of users. Given the presence of fencing, trespassing and 
associated direct impacts to farmland would be a relatively infrequent occurrence. 
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No revisions to the Draft EIR have been made in response to this comment. However, this response 
references revisions to the Draft EIR pertaining to 1,3-D and the addition of Mitigation Measure 
HAZ-1, added in Response to Comments 12.9, 16.5 and 16.6, respectively. 

Response 56.8 
The commenter is concerned about trash and waste on the trail and parking lots, and states that the 
project description does not clearly define funding parameters for trail maintenance, and Mitigation 
Measure AG-3(c) does not adequately define “as needed” or “reasonable time frame”.  

Refer to Master Response F for a discussion of trail maintenance and funding. Regarding the 
frequency of solid waste removal, Mitigation Measure AG-3(c) in Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources, 
requires that solid waste be collected twice-weekly, or more often as needed to ensure that the 
trash and recycling receptacles do not overflow. The frequency shall be determined by the Trail 
Manager and may vary seasonally, with more frequent collection in the summer months when the 
trail is busy. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Jack Nelson
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: Comments, NCRT Draft EIR
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 4:59:36 PM

Dear Cory Caletti:

Here are my comments on the North Coast Rail Trail Draft EIR.

1. Coastal Access:

The Appendix A site plan sheets show some proposed closures of existing popular pedestrian 
crossings of the rail corridor.  This needs further evaluation to avoid eliminating practical 
access to historically established and well-used beach access trails.  

Possibly the most striking beach access trail to be closed off at its rail corridor crossing is 
shown on the lower half of Sheet 4.  This is the principal access trail to Laguna Creek Beach, 
consisting of an old ranch road, much of it on a road surface of Santa Cruz mudstone.  Users 
of this beach access trail currently park in the parking lot along Highway 1 at its intersection 
with Laguna Rd. (at the north end of the old Laguna Rd. loop, a very old version of Hwy. 1 
that dips down into the faded out hamlet of Laguna).  From the parking lot, beach trail users 
walk straight across Hwy. 1 and follow the trail that begins directly across from the north end 
of the parking lot, down to the wild beach.  The highway crossing has adequate sight distance 
to observe oncoming vehicles and having a trail access directly across from the parking lot 
means visitors are not moved to go walking along the highway shoulder to any other point of 
access.  This beach access is recognized by CA State Parks, which has its standard 
informational signage including “Laguna Creek Beach” at the crossing of the railroad tracks. 

Yet, the plan on Sheet 4 shows this as “Existing informal pedestrian RR crossing to be 
closed.”  Closing off this access to Laguna Creek Beach from Highway 1 is probably a 
planning oversight and would just tend to push beach visitors to concentrate at fewer sites 
elsewhere. 

2. Mitigation of Highway 1 traffic:

The project plan of operation could consider adding some ongoing public outreach in 
MBSST informational materials (including online and in onsite signage) promoting why, 
how, and where to begin bicycling or walking from the MBSST sections within the City of 
Santa Cruz, thereby avoiding North Coast Highway 1 car travel.  This promotional outreach 
aspect could be included as a required mitigation to reduce traffic impact from trail visitors 
accessing the trail along Highway 1.

Sincerely,
Jack Nelson
Santa Cruz CA
(831) 429-6149
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Letter 57 
COMMENTER: Jack Nelson 

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 57.1 
The commenter expresses concern that closing access to Laguna Creek Beach from Highway 1 would 
push beach visitors to concentrate at fewer sites.  

Refer to Response to Comment 34.3a. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 57.2 
To reduce traffic impacts, the commenter suggests a mitigation measure for ongoing public 
outreach to promote bicycling and walking from MBSST sections in the city of Santa Cruz.  

As indicated in Section 3.14, Transportation/Circulation, the Project would result in less than 
significant traffic impacts to Highway 1 under the existing plus Project scenario, and would be 
consistent with policies promoting multi-modal transportation. However, the suggested public 
outreach would incrementally reduce this already less-than-significant traffic impact by encouraging 
people to walk and bicycle to and from the proposed trail, instead of traveling by motor vehicle. This 
feasible mitigation measure would build on existing RTC efforts to incentivize active transportation, 
which include, but are not limited to: producing a Countywide Bike Map that shows all bike paths, 
bike lanes, and bike routes; funding Ecology Action’s Bike to Work program which promotes 
bicycling throughout the County; and funding the County Health Services’ Community Traffic Safety 
Coalition and Ride ‘n Stride Program to improve traffic safety and education for active 
transportation users. In response to this comment, and to augment existing RTC efforts and further 
reduce the identified impact, a new Mitigation Measure T-1 has been added to Section 3.14, 
Transportation/Circulation, of the Final EIR. This measure requires the RTC to conduct ongoing 
public outreach to promote bicycling and walking from MBSST sections in the city of Santa Cruz. In 
addition, the RTC will add the proposed trail, when completed, to the Countywide Bike Map, 
showing its connectivity to the MBSST and other bicycle facilities. Cumulative traffic impacts to 
Highway 1 would be significant, however, as detailed in Section 4.1.15. This impact is primarily the 
result of deficient levels of service (LOS F) projected for study area intersections of Highway 1 in 
both 2035 and 2040. Because any worsening of existing traffic conditions would exceed the 
applicable Caltrans threshold, and mitigation to avoid an increase in vehicle trips on Highway 1 
would not be feasible, the Project’s contribution to a significant traffic impact was found to be 
cumulatively considerable. Mitigation Measure T-1 would not eliminate trips associated with the 
Project but could potentially eliminate some. Therefore, it has been added to Section 4.1.15 in 
Section 4.0, Other CEQA Required Discussions, to mitigate this cumulative traffic impact.  

In response to this comment, Mitigation Measure T-1 has been added to Sections 3.14 and 4.1.15 of 
the EIR. 
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From: NCRT Draft EIR
To: NANCY NICHOLS; NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: RE: response to Cory Caletti, Senior Trans Planner
Date: Tuesday, September 11, 2018 3:39:31 PM

Hello Nancy Nichols:

Thank you for your interest in the north coast rail trail project. I’m not sure how a 93-letter link is a
deterrent from reading the DEIR but we certainly do apologize for the inconvenience.

We printed a limited number of hard copies in the interest of saving costs and since most people
rely on electronic resources. Having said that, we do have a few copies left and I’d be happy to have
a copy sent to the Scotts Valley library. Expect that to happen within the next few days. Best,

~ Cory
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cory Caletti, Sr. Transportation Planner/Rail Trail Program Manager
Regional Transportation Commission
831.460.3201

From: NANCY NICHOLS [mailto:nance130@comcast.net] 
Sent: Sunday, September 09, 2018 12:20 PM
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Cc: Nancy Nichols
Subject: response to Cory Caletti, Senior Trans Planner

Dear Planner Caletti,

In reading the newspaper article about "Rail Trail" news... the link to get the Draft EIR
is 93 letters long !!!

Whose idea was that? A simple link could have been supplied, I know.  Why..  93
letters, really ??? I am feeling

you don't want it read?

There are hard copies of the EIR are available in Watsonville, Davenport, Aptos, and
Santa Cruz.  

However - Felton, Scotts Valley, and Boulder Creek, no hard copies for review????
Why is that ?
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September time line is right around the corner for input. Please send hard copies to
Scotts Valley asap.

Thank you and do review with whom ever OK'd the 93 letter link ! Save us all some
time.

Nancy Nichols

Ben Lomond
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Letter 58 
COMMENTER: Nancy Nichols 

DATE: September 9, 2018 

Response 58.1 
The commenter objects to the length of the link to the EIR and the lack of available copies of the 
document in Felton, Scotts Valley and Boulder Creek. This comment was previously addressed by 
RTC staff on September 9, 2018. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process, as CEQA says nothing 
about how many letters are permissible in a link to a website. However, the comment is noted and 
forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Ronnie Record
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Report for proposed North Coast Rail  Trail Project
Date: Thursday, August 16, 2018 10:14:24 AM

Greetings,

The draft EIR on the proposed North Coast Rail Trail Project arrives at some dubious 
conclusions and ignores some important factors.
The conclusion that "the Proposed Project would be environmentally superior 
overall” is dubious. Leaving rusting unused rails to further deteriorate is not 
environmentally superior to removing these hazards. Alternatively, 
repair/replacement of the rusting rails is costly and would serve to enhance the 
possibility of renewed rail freight service along this branch of the line - not 
environmentally superior to any of the trail only alternatives.

The draft report is flawed and obviously biased toward the “Proposed Project” - rail 
plus trail (even though that rail is in horrible condition) would be costly to replace, 
has little to no value as either a freight or passenger line, and is not desired by a 
majority of residents.

Please re-write this report using common sense - preserving those hazardous rails is 
definitely NOT the environmentally superior option.

Build a trail-only system between Santa Cruz and Davenport.

Thanks,
Ron Record
trailonly@ronrecord.com
522 Laurent Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
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Letter 59 
COMMENTER: Ron Record 

DATE: August 16, 2018 

Response 59.1 
The commenter contends that the Proposed Project may not be environmentally superior to 
alternatives because leaving rusting rails in place on the train tracks would pose a hazard. 

The commenter does not provide specific evidence that the existing metal rails, if retained, would 
cause hazardous conditions for people, even if the tracks become rusty. Please refer to Draft EIR 
Section 3.8.1, Existing Conditions, for a comprehensive discussion of hazards associated with historic 
rail use along the Project corridor. These hazards include residual chemicals and potentially asbestos 
and lead. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: joanne reiter
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: I write in support of Rail/Trail
Date: Thursday, August 09, 2018 10:39:46 PM

I write in support of the Rail/Trail project. It will benefit the people who live here and
want a mode of transport other than an automobile. It might lessen traffic by getting
travelers of the main roads.  It will be a great recreational asset and tourist attraction. 
Joanne Reiter Le Boeuf
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Letter 60 
COMMENTER: Joanne Reiter 

DATE: August 9, 2018 

Response 60.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Proposed Project. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Linda Rosewood
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: Proposed project looks great!
Date: Friday, August 24, 2018 3:33:21 AM

Thanks for all the work and detail to explore "Alternative 1". Clearly it doesn't meet
the project objectives. Let's keep the rails where they are until we know what to do
with them. We need this trail ASAP. 

Linda Rosewood
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Letter 61 
COMMENTER: Linda Rosewood 

DATE: August 24, 2018 

Response 61.1 
The commenter states the opinion that Alternative 1 does not meet project objectives and suggests 
keeping the rails where they are.  

The commenter’s opinions are noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration. It should 
be clarified, however, that Alternative 1 (Trail Only) would meet most of the Project objectives and 
reduce impacts to agricultural resources, as stated under Trail Only in Section 5.1, Development of 
Alternatives. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Eric Sanford
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: Public comment segment 5 trail
Date: Thursday, August 09, 2018 6:54:07 PM

This should have been done 10 years ago!
Further delays will be responsible for more bicycle vs car fatalities.

Eric Sanford MD
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Letter 62 
COMMENTER: Eric Sanford 

DATE: August 9, 2018 

Response 62.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Proposed Project and states that further delays would 
lead to more bicycle fatalities.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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Letter 63 
COMMENTER: Barry Scott 

DATE: August 22, 2018 

Response 63.1 
The commenter expresses support for future rail service, citing reduced vehicle miles traveled and 
GHG emissions, and requests Alternatives 1 and 3 be eliminated from consideration.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Barry Scott
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: NCRT Draft Public Comment
Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 4:16:39 PM

The proposed plan is superior for the following reasons:
Provides greater access to coastal features;
Features a wider trail with higher level of service;
Involves less disturbance of rail related sequestered chemical agents;
Prevents dangerous routing of trail to highway shoulders;
Preserves a 130+ year old historic railway route;
Prevent removal of an important working rail line with potential for clean rail transit
in a the future.

Keep the rail line, build the trail in the coastal side of the tracks as in the original
proposed plan.

Warm regards,

Barry Scott

-- 
Barry Scott
State Program Director
The NEED Project
Mobile: 209.482.5663
www.need.org

NEED is a new organization accepted to the Combined Federal Campaign.
Help support us! CFC# 69030
Not part of the CFC? Donate directly to us here!
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Letter 64 
COMMENTER: Barry Scott 

DATE: September 25, 2018 

Response 64.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Proposed Project, citing coastal access, a wider trail, less 
disturbance of hazardous materials, safer routing, historic preservation, and retention of a rail line. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Pauline Seales
To: NCRT Draft EIR
Subject: North Coast Trail
Date: Wednesday, September 12, 2018 7:13:35 PM

Please proceed with plans for the trail as soon as possible.
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Letter 65 
COMMENTER: Pauline Seales 

DATE: September 12, 2018 

Response 65.1 
The commenter requests that RTC proceed with the Proposed Project as soon as possible. 

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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From: Contact Request Form
To: Regional Transportation Commission
Subject: New submission from Contact Form
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 3:36:07 PM

This Contact Request Form has been submitted by a member of the public to
http://sccrtc.org/contact-us/.

Name

Janie Soito

Email

soitoj@yahoo.com

Subject

Support the North Coast EIR

Your Message

I support the North Coast Project EIR as presented. I do not support removal of the tracks for several
reasons:
1. Removal decreases transportation options.
2. Union Pacific still owns trackage in Davenport; they aren’t going to allow track removal that would
restrict rail  access to the property.
3. The Davenport Cement Plant Coastal Restoration and Reuse Plan will at some point require
remediation of the 103-acre Cemex site. That remediation will require removal of thousands of
truckloads of contaminated soil and scrap material. Removal by rail  will be more economical and safe
than removal by truck. Trucking all that material down Highway 1 on Mission Street and out onto the
freeway will further increase the bottle neck that already exists.
4. Leaving the tracks in place will ensure that someday, when rail service is extended beyond Santa
Cruz, people will be able to extend their trip lengths by combining rail  and bicycle/hiking trips. For
example, I wouldn’t be able to walk from Wilder to Davenport but I could take a train and then hike at
San Vicente Redwoods.
I appreciate all the commitment and work that is displayed in this document.
Sincerely,
Janie Soito
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Letter 66 
COMMENTER: Jane Soito  

DATE: September 24, 2018 

Response 66.1 
The commenter expresses support for the Proposed Project and retention of the rail line, citing 
transportation options, future remediation of the Davenport Cement Plant, and longer trips from 
Santa Cruz.  

The comment does not relate to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. However, the comment 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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Letter 67 
COMMENTER: Whitney Perry  

DATE: August 22, 2018 

Response 67.1 
The commenter expresses concern regarding possible homeless camps along the project corridor. 

Illegal camping is addressed under Impact PUB-2 in Section 3.12, Public Safety and Services, and 
summarized in Response to Comment 12.18.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 67.2 
The commenter expresses support for Alternative 1, citing reduced agricultural impacts. 

As shown in Table 5-5 in Section 5.0, Project Alternatives, Alternative 1 (Trail Only) would be 
environmentally superior for agricultural resources. The commenter’s preference for this alternative 
is noted and forwarded to decision makers for consideration.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 67.3 
The commenter expresses a preference for allowing dogs on leash, stating the opinion that the no-
dogs policy would not be obeyed. 

As stated in Section 2.5, Project Operation and Maintenance, dogs would be prohibited on the trail 
for consistency with current California State Parks Rules and Regulations (State Parks 2018). The 
potential for this rule to be disobeyed is addressed in the Food Safety discussion under Impact AG-3 
in Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources. As stated therein, some users would be expected to bring 
dogs on the trail, either knowingly or unwittingly. If prohibited dogs depart the trail alignment and 
enter the adjacent agricultural areas, direct impacts to crops could occur through soil compaction, 
crop consumption, or bodily waste deposits. Mitigation Measure AG-3(D) requires that notices along 
the trail remind users that dogs are prohibited, consistent with State Parks regulations.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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  NORTH COAST RAIL TRAIL

 DRAFT EIR PUBLIC MEETING

  SANTA CRUZ COUNTY

 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

  SANTA CRUZ POLICE STATION

 155 CENTER STREET, SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

 REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

  AUGUST 22, 2018; 5:45 P.M.

Court Reporter:  Cary Blue LaTurno, CSR #9681, CRR, RMR

Letter 68
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1  BRIAN PEOPLES:  You want me to try first?

2   MS. CALETTI:  -- if there is a specific comment

3 that underlies that question, we can -- it seems like we

4 want to go into the receiving-public-comments portion.

5  So I think what we will do is Shannon will have a

6 timer.  We would like to ask folks to come up here and

7 make your comment.  Line up there.

8  I believe Brian wanted to --

9  You, sir.  You indicated your urgency.

10  BRIAN PEOPLES:  I am not going to make it on that

11 timing.

12   I will give you the -- real quick.  On your

13 analysis of property, agricultural to nonagricultural, you

14 said you used a satellite visual.  We don't believe that

15 that really truly shows the loss of agriculture because a

16 lot of the access roads to the ags are going to be

17 blocked.  So you can't do that with a satellite.

18   In your analysis, you didn't interview any of the

19 farmers or the operations.  You didn't ask them.  None of

20 our farmers were asked how were they impacted.

21   Did you ask them about your proposed solutions, if

22 that would -- if they felt those would work?

23   Did any of the -- the railroad, deeming it a

24 historical resource, what -- does that mean that we can

25 never replace those old railroad tracks?

68.1
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1   Those old railroad tracks are not in the original

2 location.  We all know that there were multiple occasions.

3   So how did you come up with historical?  How did

4 you deem that as a historical resource?

5  Do they have to remain forever?

6   Does that mean the entire branchline is a

7 historical record?

8  And I am going as fast as I can.

9  Tractors over trails.  Did you look at how the

10 impact will be with a multi-ton tractor driving over those

11 trails with mud?  The cranks are gone on 'em.

12  I am going as fast as I can.

13  Did you look at access to the trail?

14  If the trail is in the middle of the farmland

15 versus by the road, not on Caltrans property -- not on

16 Caltrans property.  Our proposal was not on Caltrans

17 property but next to the road.  It's easier access.

18   Did you look at the difference between accessing it

19 from the road versus in the middle of the trail?

20  And that trail now has fences on both sides.

21  And I'll end it because my time is up.

22  CORY CALETTI:  Thank you.

23  Could you state your name.

24  BARRY SCOTT:  My name is Barry Scott.  I live in

25 Aptos.

68.3 
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1   I just want to say the rail line, while dis-used,

2 is active, permitted, recognized by the state and federal

3 governments.  This rail line offers great potentials to

4 take cars and trucks off the highway, reducing vehicle

5 miles traveled, and lowering greenhouse gas production.

6   Please eliminate Alternatives 1 and 3 from

7 consideration, keep the rail line intact, and protect our

8 transportation options for the future.  Rail and trail

9 will serve more people.

10   CORY CALETTI:  Do we have anyone else who would

11 like to make a comment?

12  DAVID VAN BRINK:  Sure.  On the X?

13  Hi.  I am David Van Brink.

14  Given that all the alternatives are essentially

15 tied to the environmental impact and the proposed solution

16 can begin sooner and preserves the rail resource, please

17 support the proposed plan.

18  CORY CALETTI:  Could I get you to spell your last

19 name.

20  DAVID VAN BRINK:  Sure.

21  CORY CALETTI:  Thank you.

22  Do we have any other comments?

23  You do have the forms that were handed out.  So you

24 are welcome to take those, fill them out now or send them

25 into the Commission or, like we indicated there, submit

68.6
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Letter 68 
COMMENTER: Court Reporter Transcripts, Santa Cruz 

DATE: August 22, 2018 

Response 68.1 
The commenter expresses the opinion that conversion of agricultural property to nonagricultural 
use cannot accurately be made using satellite imagery because such imagery does not show 
agricultural access roads that would be blocked by the Project. 

The conversion of agriculture to non-agricultural use was not determined by satellite imagery alone. 
As indicated in the Methodology discussion in Section 3.2.3 of the EIR, both Geographic information 
systems (GIS) and ArcGIS software were used to evaluate project impacts. Spatial data, including the 
DOC FMMP, were used by GIS analysts to identify Important Farmland (i.e., Prime Farmland, 
Farmland of Statewide Importance, and Unique Farmland) within the North Coast area. To calculate 
the direct permanent conversion of Important Farmlands to non-agricultural use, the acreage in the 
Project footprint was quantified and identified as being permanently converted to recreational use. 
Based on this data, impacts related to the direct conversion of Important Farmland to non-
agricultural use were determined to be less than significant. Refer to Impact AG-1 in Section 4.2, 
Agricultural Resources, for additional information. 

Impacts to farm access roads are discussed under Impact AG-4. As stated therein, the Project would 
eliminate some existing farm access roads, thereby necessitating the creation of a new farm road 
adjacent to the trail to provide continued access to farming. Mitigation Measure AG-4(a) requires 
that the RTC be responsible for the actual and reasonable costs to disconnect, dismantle, remove, 
reassemble, and reinstall agricultural utilities and infrastructure, including farm access roads. 
Additionally, Mitigation Measure AG-3(a) requires that construction staging areas not be placed in 
or directly adjacent to active agricultural areas and that access to staging areas shall not block or 
inhibit access to existing farmland or farm access roads.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 68.2 
The commenter notes that North Coast Farmers were not consulted about agricultural impacts or 
mitigation measures.  

The commenter is correct that the EIR preparers did not meet with North Coast Farmers to discuss 
agricultural impacts or mitigation measures. However, the North Coast Farmers received the EIR 
Notice of Preparation (NOP) and submitted a comment letter in response. EIR preparers utilized this 
letter, including the detailed appendix discussing potential farm and trail conflicts, to frame the 
analysis and included a detailed consideration of all issues listed therein. 

Issues outlined in the North Coast Farmers’ NOP letter that are analyzed in the EIR (primarily in 
Impacts AG-3 and AG-4) include: conflicts at crossings between agricultural roads and the proposed 
trail; conflicts at shared agricultural roads and trail segments, pesticide restrictions, unauthorized 
access to farm fields and associated public health concerns and impacts to farm utilities. 
Additionally, the North Coast Farmers’ NOP letter is referenced as an information source for the 
number of farm vehicle trips at existing rail crossings (see reference to North Coast Farmers 2017 in 
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Section 3.2.1, just above Pesticide Use, in Impact AG-3 under Food Safety, and under Impact AG-4). 
The concerns of the North Coast Farmers, as presented in their NOP letter, are addressed in the EIR. 
Notably, the commenter did not point to any legal requirement under CEQA that EIR authors must 
interview all individuals who might have relevant information to offer about a project. The RTC 
knows of no such legal requirement. 

It should also be noted that the State Parks Department, from whom the North Coast Farmers’ lease 
their properties, was consulted throughout preparation of the EIR. In particular as it pertains to 
agriculture, Sheila Branon, Senior Park and Recreation Specialist, was consulted regarding peak 
harvest periods in the North Coast area. In addition, agricultural impacts and potential mitigation 
measures were discussed with the Agricultural Commissioner during an in-person meeting on 
February 14, 2018 and via email on February 22, 2018. Refer to Letter 8 to see the Agricultural 
Commissioner’s comments on the Draft EIR, and Responses 8.2 and 8.3 to see how Mitigation 
Measures AG-5 and AG-3(e) were revised as a result.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 68.3 
The commenter requests more information regarding the historical resource designation of the 
railroad tracks. The commenter states that the tracks are not in their original location, and asks why 
they are considered to be historical.  

The approximately 7.5-mile Davenport Branch Line in the Project corridor was evaluated following 
best professional practices and guidance from the California Office of Historic Preservation, 
including Instructions for Recording Historical Resources (California Office of Historic Preservation 
1995) and National Register Bulletin How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation 
(National Park Service 1997). Archival research conducted in support of the historical resources 
evaluation of this resource failed to identify any information that indicates that the rail line was 
relocated during its operation. 

Under CEQA, impacts to historical resources occur when a resource is materially impaired, or its 
physical features are altered such that it can no longer convey the reasons for its historic 
significance. As indicated under Impact CR-1 in Section 3.5, Cultural Resources the Proposed Project 
would not visually obscure or directly demolish or remove the physical elements of the Davenport 
Branch Line. The introduction of new features, such as a fence and trail, would introduce a modern 
intervention to a rural and largely undeveloped landscape. This would result in a limited level of 
impairment of the resource, but result in a less than significant impact as Mitigation Measure CR-
1(a) would require the provision of interpretive displays to convey the historical significance of the 
resources. Alternative 1 however would remove the railroad tracks and ties, materially impairing the 
historical resource and resulting in a significant and unavoidable impacts even with the 
incorporation of Mitigation Measures CR-1(a) and (b).  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 68.4 
The commenter asks whether the EIR considered the impact of tractors crossing the trails. 

Yes. Impact AG-4 in Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources, discusses the impacts associated with 
relocating some farm-related infrastructure, including farm access roads and rail crossings. 
Mitigation Measure AG-4(b) requires that all trail crossings be designed to accommodate farm 
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equipment, including 19-foot wide ring rollers, and be paved with a surface that can withstand 
tractor grousers. This measure further requires the Trail Manager to clear excessive soil, mud, and 
other debris carried onto the trail by farm vehicles, as needed to ensure safe crossing by pedestrians 
and bicyclists.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 68.5 
The commenter asks if access to the trail was considered, and notes that their proposal (Alternative 
3) is easier access.

Yes, access to the trail was considered during development of the preliminary trail design, parking 
lot improvements and trail crossings, as described in Section 2.4, Project Characteristics, and shown 
in Appendix A. It is noted that the southern portion of Alternative 3 is closer to Highway 1 and thus 
may be easier access from Highway 1.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are required. 

Response 68.6 
The commenter states the opinion that the rail line offers the potential for removing vehicles from 
the highway, reducing VMT, and lowering GHG emissions. The commenter additionally states a 
preference for rejecting Alternatives 1 and 3. 

The comment does not pertain to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. The comment is noted 
and will be forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 68.7 
The commenter expresses support for the Proposed Project. 

The comment does not pertain to the adequacy of the EIR or CEQA process. The comment is noted 
and will be forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 
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1   CORY CALETTI:  So I am conscious about time and

2  receiving public comment.  And, again, these are comments

3  that folks are encouraged to make on the --

4  KATE GIBERSON:  On the record.

5  CORY CALETTI:  -- on the record.

6  GRACE BLAKESLEE:  I had two questions here about

7  parking, if you want to --

8   CORY CALETTI:  Yeah.  So -- let's see.  Shannon has

9  our timer.  Maybe somebody wants to turn a light on so we

10  can see a little bit better.  But maybe folks that want to

11  make comments can line up right here, and Shannon will

12  hold our timer, and our court reporter will report for the

13  public record.

14   BRIAN PEOPLES:  Brian Peoples with Trail Now.  I am

15  part of the farmers' proposed alternative plan.

16  We want to point out that Table 5-2 --

17  Can I start over?

18  THE SPEAKER:  Yes, please.

19  BRIAN PEOPLES:  Thank you.  I had a little

20  interruption.  It was distracting me a little bit.

21   Anyways, 5.2, No. 1, continuous trail.  You mark

22  this as no.  No.  We are continuous trail.  The farmers is

23  an alternative, has all continuous trail.

24   No. 3, develop for future rail.  That actually

25  shouldn't be a requirement here because a decision hasn't

69.1
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1  been made on a train, and actually likelihood of a train

2  coming up the Davenport is very unlikely, as has been

3  indicated.

4   Ocean views.  You have this as no.  Actually, ours

5  is up on -- our plan goes up, and you can actually see it.

6  We are not in the cul-de-sac.  So that should be yes for

7  No. 4.

8   No. 5, maximum safety from roadways.  That -- we

9  aren't on the highway.  We are off the highway.  There's

10  no possibility of vehicle.  So it shouldn't be a no.

11   No. 11, you have all of them as no, which is it

12  will be completed by 2020.

13   The only one you have as yes is the proposed plan.

14  That's not true because the proposed plan will not -- you

15  will have a lot of legal challenges.

16   And actually the farmers' plan, you can begin

17  sooner because you don't have to deal with the railroad.

18  It's actually diverted.

19   Now, we want to offer a twelfth one -- a twelfth

20  one -- which is continuous access to the trail.  The

21  problem right now when you have the trail going through

22  the middle of the farmland, how are the people going to

23  get from the road to the trail?  They can only get to the

24  trail at certain spots.  You want to enable them to access

25  it.  Right?  You don't want to have them walk across

69.2 
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1  farmland, slushing through.  Trust me.  I just -- my truck

2  just got stuck in Billy's farm.  I was out there driving

3  around, and he is giving me -- so when we get back, I've

4  got to pull it out with a tractor.  Or Billy does.  But

5  it's crazy out there.  So you can't have people walking

6  across the farm to get to the trail.  So let's bring it

7  up, keep it on the farmland along the coast.

8  Thank you.

9   BOB GOODE:  My name is Bob Goode.  My family are

10  stewards of a ranch that's just outside of this property.

11  So it's just south of here.  But we are next on the list.

12  I have not been contacted for comment about it, and

13  I've been following it a lot.  I read Brian Peoples.  The

14  other farmers that are on the coast here are a part of a

15  group, and I am connected to that group.

16   But we have a lot of concerns about the closeness

17  of a rail trail, a walk trail.  We've had a rail there

18  forever and ever.  It's worked very well.  The farmer and

19  the rail works together.

20   But being owners of -- stewards of farmland, we

21  have to be aware of the public also.  And because we are

22  the closest farm to housing and other things in the city

23  of Santa Cruz -- we are a part of the Marine Lab, and we

24  are a part of Shaffer Road Apartments, and through that

25  process, there's hold harmless and indemnifications that
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1  are recognized by the people that are close to there.  So

2  something that wasn't addressed in the EIR are the rules

3  pertaining to construction or new construction in farmland

4  areas and the hold harmless and indemnifications.  I think

5  you know what those are.  But I think those are very

6  important points to be addressed.

7   There's a lot of other things that I think can be

8  thoroughly explored more as to farming.  Farming is the

9  one -- is where this trail is now, this new pathway.  I

10  will say that farmers are not against this in any way.  We

11  want -- we need protection.  When I say "we," the owners

12  of the land.  If there is no farmer there, then the owners

13  of the land, they have to find something else to do with

14  it.

15   But I would ask that you would look at the trail

16  and the bike path along the highway.  There's already one

17  there that runs right by our property.  It works very

18  well.  It's beautiful.  And that is definitely an

19  alternative.  It's one of the alternatives.  It's not to

20  use maybe the rail path, but to explore the highway.  And

21  maybe it zigzags in and out.

22   The impacts to the farmers is possibly a better

23  path because -- I will finish up -- there's less cost

24  involved potentially.  There's no issue with the farmland

25  and such, and it's safer at times for the public not
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1  having to deal with windward -- you know, when there are

2  pesticides and things.  We all have concerns about that.

3  Thank you very much.

4  GAIL MCNULTY:  Hi.  My name is Gail McNulty.  I am

5  a North Coast resident.  I live up in Bonny Doon.  And

6  I am also the executive director for Santa Cruz County

7  Greenways.  So we are one of the organizations advocating

8  for using the actual rail corridor, to build the trail

9  rather than leavings the tracks there and putting the

10  trail next to it.

11  And many of the people in this room are some of the

12  few people that actually will use this part of the trail

13  for transportation, if it ever gets built.

14   My daughter just started school.  This will be her

15  second year at middle school on the West Side.  So she

16  would potentially ride this to and from school.

17   I just got an E-bike, which I would love to ride.

18  And I am actually one of those people that's pretty afraid

19  to ride anywhere in this county right now because it is

20  incredibly dangerous.

21   Also I'd like to bring up the fact that when this

22  EIR process was begun, the majority of these tracks were

23  out of service.  I mean, not much had run down here since

24  the cement plant closed, and very little had run in the

25  entire county since the holiday train got shut down
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1  because the trestle in Capitola was unsafe in 2016.

2   That's not the case anymore.  There's now a

3  ten-year contract with Progressive Rail, as Mr. Mendez

4  mentioned.  If you go to the Santa Cruz County Regional

5  Transportation Commission website, one of the top things

6  listed on there is that as of August 16, Progressive Rail

7  is officially operating on the tracks in Watsonville.

8   If you read that statement and get to the very

9  bottom of it, the very last sentence is incredibly

10  concerning to me.  It says something to the effect of if

11  the unified corridor study comes out and says that we

12  would like to use these tracks for a purpose other than

13  rail, Progressive Rail can opt out of the contract.  It

14  doesn't say that the RTC can cancel the contact.  It says

15  Progressive Rail can opt out.  I find that very

16  concerning.

17   I also find some of this EIR to be incredibly

18  ironic and very problematic when we think about the

19  unified corridor study that's currently going on and

20  supposedly looking at various uses of this rail corridor,

21  Soquel, Freedom, and Highway 1, because of some of the

22  ironic things that are being used in their logic.

23   First of all, they talk about the tracks over here

24  is a historic resource.  I find that ironic because --

25  CORY CALETTI:  We need to ask you to wrap up.
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1   THE SPEAKER:  I am about to wrap up.  I'll do it

2  really quickly.

3   I find that ironic because the Capitola trestle

4  actually is listed in the National Register of Historic

5  Places since 1987, and they are openly talking about

6  taking that down as part of the construction to

7  accommodate freight trains.

8   One other thing, up here, the biological

9  resources --

10  CORY CALETTI:  We need to treat everybody fairly.

11   THE SPEAKER:  The tracks that are full of riparian

12  wetland and might have frogs, it would be nice to consider

13  the freight trains that could be running and how that

14  could affect those frogs.

15  CORY CALETTI:  Thank you.

16  And who else do we have that would like to make

17  comment for the record?

18   BILLY RODONI:  Sure.  I'll make a comment.  So I am

19  Billy Rodoni.  I am a North Coast farmer.

20   And I wanted to let everybody know that the RTC

21  keeps talking about how they've had all of these meetings

22  with us, but they really have only had two meetings.  And

23  we feel like a lot of the problems that we've addressed

24  with them, they haven't really given us good answers to

25  how they are going to fix the problems.
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1   And, like, for instance, the mitigation for the

2  spraying, they talk about putting signage out, which is

3  not really realistic because for six months out of the

4  year, we are spraying out here every night or morning

5  maybe not on my ranch, but on somebody's ranch.  So

6  signage is not going to work.

7   And I don't remember what you guys said on the

8  facilities, the bathrooms.  I think you said that there

9  was two of them proposed on the whole stretch.

10  CORY CALETTI:  I don't remember.

11  KATE GIBERSON:  Two locations.

12  BILLY RODONI:  Two locations.  I want to know why

13  you guys are held to different standards than we are.  We

14  have to have bathrooms within a quarter mile or a

15  five-minute walk for people on the farm.  So why do you

16  guys get away with having two bathroom facilities on the

17  whole stretch?  It doesn't make any sense.

18  So those are my comments.

19  CORY CALETTI:  Thank you.

20  Anyone else?

21  So if nobody else has a public comment for the

22  record, then we'll just resume with some of the Q and A's.

23  Again, we are going to close the public comment period.

24  If you have additional comments, please jot them down.

25  All right.  So we have a question regarding the
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Letter 69 
COMMENTER: Court Reporter Transcripts, Davenport 

DATE: August 23, 2018 

Response 69.1 
The comment states that in Table 5-2, Alternative 3 was found not to meet project objective 1 
(continuous trail), but it is a continuous trail. 

As stated in Table 5-2, Project Objective 1 is “Provide a continuous public trail along the Santa Cruz 
Branch Line railroad corridor and connecting spur trails in Santa Cruz County (Master Plan objective 
1.1)”. Alternative 3 was found not to meet this objective because the southern portion of the trail 
alignment is not within the Santa Cruz Branch Line rail road corridor. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 69.2 
The commenter states that project objective 3 (develop for future rail) should not be a requirement 
because a decision hasn’t been made on the train. 

Refer to Response to Comment 21.15. Also refer to Response to Comment 21.13 regarding the 
extent of the RTC’s discretion in formulating and interpreting project objectives. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 69.3 
The commenter states that their plan (Alternative 3) should be a yes for meeting project objective 4 
(ocean views). 

Refer to Response to Comment 21.14. Also refer to Response to Comment 21.13 regarding the 
extent of the RTC’s discretion in formulating and interpreting project objectives. 

No changes to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 69.4 
The commenter states that their plan (Alternative 3) is not on the highway and should not be a no 
for meeting project objective 5 (maximum safety from roadways). 

Refer to Response to Comment 21.16. Also refer to Response to Comment 21.13 regarding the 
extent of the RTC’s discretion in formulating and interpreting project objectives. 

No changes to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 69.5 
The commenter states that only the proposed project and none of the alternatives meets project 
objective 11 (complete by 2020), but this is not true because the proposed plan will have legal 
challenges and the farmers’ plan can begin sooner.  
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Refer to Master Response D. 

Response 69.6 
The commenter suggests a twelfth project objective which is continuous access to the trail and asks 
how people are going to get from the road to the trail. 

Refer to Response to Comment 21.22. Also refer to Response to Comment 21.13 regarding the 
extent of the RTC’s discretion in formulating and interpreting project objectives. 

Response 69.7 
The commenter states the EIR should address the rules pertaining to construction in farmland areas, 
including how those rules relate to indemnification agreements that already apply to these areas.  

Hold harmless and indemnification agreements are discussed in Response to Comment 16.9. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 69.8 
The commenter states that famers need protection and requests consideration of an alternative 
that would place the trail along the highway (the Farmers’ Alternative). The commenter expresses 
preference for this alternative, citing lower costs, fewer agricultural impacts, and less potential 
exposure to pesticides. 

Impacts to agriculture are discussed in Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources, and impacts from 
pesticide exposure are addressed in Section 3.8, Hazards and Hazardous Materials. Costs of 
implementing each alternative are outside the scope of CEQA. 

The comment does not pertain to the adequacy of the Draft EIR or CEQA process. However, the 
commenter’s preference for the Farmers’ Alternative is noted and will be forwarded to decision 
makers for consideration.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 69.9 
The commenter introduces themselves as a North Coast resident and notes that meeting attendees 
and her daughter may use the trail. The commenter also notes they are associated with Santa Cruz 
County Greenways, and advocates for Alternative 1 (Trail Only).  

The comment does not pertain to the adequacy of the Draft EIR or CEQA process. The comment is 
noted and will be forwarded to decision makers for consideration. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 69.10 
The commenter states that the majority of these tracks were out of service when the EIR process 
began, and there’s now a 10-year contract with Progressive Rail that states they can opt out of the 
contract (but it doesn’t state RTC can opt out) if the unified corridor study says the tracks would be 
used for another purpose. 
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Refer to Master Response E. 

Response 69.11 
The commenter questions the historical resource classification of the North Coast tracks. 

As discussed in Section 3.5, Cultural Resources, the approximate 7.5-mile segment of the Davenport 
Branch Line in the Project corridor is historically significant for its direct association with the Santa 
Cruz Portland Cement Company in Davenport and its embodiment of a unique construction method 
relating to its earthen trestle embankments. As such, it is eligible for listing in the NRHP, CRHR, and 
as a Santa Cruz County Landmark under Criteria A/1/2 and C/3/3, and is considered a historical 
resource under CEQA. The reasons for this classification are further described in Section 3.5, Cultural 
Resources.  

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. 

Response 69.12 
The commenter inquires as to the impact of freight trains on wetlands and frogs along the tracks. 

This EIR is not assessing the potential impacts of utilizing the existing tracks for freight trains, but 
rather those associated with the Proposed and Alternative trail alignments. Both ditch wetlands and 
CRLF are present along the tracks and these resources would be impacted by the development of 
the tracks and immediate surroundings. Also refer to Master Response E regarding rail use. 

No revisions to the EIR are required. 

Response 69.13 
The commenter states that the RTC claims to have had a lot of meetings with the farmers but there 
have only had two.  

RTC and CFL met with the north coast farmers at Wilder Ranch State Park on February 25, 2016, and 
May 23, 2016, as part of an environmental scoping process. During this time, CLF staff met 
individual farmers in the field along the railroad tracks to discuss issues, concerns, and elements of 
the proposed project. The farming community has also had opportunity to attend public workshops 
held during development of the Monterey Bay Sanctuary Scenic Trail Network Master Plan, as well 
as the environmental compliance process for the North Coast Rail Trail EIR. 

No revisions to the Draft EIR are necessary. Also refer to Response to Comment 68.2. 

Response 69.14 
The commenter states that signage is not a sufficient mitigation for chemical exposure, because 
chemicals are sprayed on the farms consistently throughout much of the year.  

Mitigation Measure AG-5 first requires that the Trail Manager develop a list of “pesticides of 
primary concern” in consultation with the Agricultural Commissioner. The notification and signage 
requirements would only apply to those pesticides, and thus would not be required for every 
pesticide or chemical applied to North Coast crops. The Agricultural Commissioner was consulted 
when preparing this measure and provided comments on the Draft EIR (refer to Letter 8). In that 
letter, the Agricultural Commissioner agreed Mitigation Measure AG-5 would help mitigate 
identified impacts but suggested removing the Agricultural Commissioner from the notifications so 
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that the communication would occur directly between the farmers and the Trail Manager. This edit 
has been made to Mitigation Measure AG-5 in Section 3.2, Agricultural Resources, so one of the 
notification steps has been removed.  

It should also be noted that a new recommended Mitigation Measure HAZ-1, added in response to 
comment 16.6, would prohibit pesticide application within a distance from50-feet of the North 
Coast Rail Trail corridor sufficient to protect trail users, and require that pesticide use occur only at 
times of the day when public health and safety can be protected as well as during public hours of 
the trail, which would be determined through coordination with State Parks, the Coastal 
Commission, and property owners. 

Response 69.15 
The commenter questioned why fewer bathrooms are proposed for the project than the number of 
bathrooms required of farmers for workers.  

Transient transportation facilities are not required to provide bathrooms as employment locations 
are required to provide for workers. The two proposed bathrooms, in addition to an existing one at 
the Wilder Ranch parking lot, will provide a total of 3 bathrooms over a 7.5-mile trail length.  

No change to the EIR is needed. 
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